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PREFACE

Regions of tire world with a Mediterranean 

climate, such as Southl Africa, southern Australia, 
California, and countries around the Mediterranean 
Sea, are noted for frequent and devastating wildfires. 
The ecotionic and environmental costs of these fires are tremendous. Ii i 1970, for example, a single wild-
fire ill ('al na hurited for 13 days, scorched more
than a ialf-million acres, killed 16 people, destroyed
722 homes, and cost more than a quarter of a billion 
dollars in direct suppression costs and structural 
losses. 

Approaches 1 colt1ollilg wildfires have varied. 
Sorte alea have io colit rl policies. Others have 
management policies iragitng frorm total fire exclusion 
to controlled burrIir, to I1(1itmaiiptulatioun. "Tieenvir-
tllltditi[:ll costs it t.lse 'rarlalt-erllril possibilities

halve never reetn ful, acsse d. In those aIreais where a 
clear policy is evidciii it may rot be carried tut
becatise of lsocial or fiscA constrmiints, or because of, 
lack of ' nur iatirn traisfcir beltweeii iesearchers and 
resource rnraier. 

The rieed to levfelop ;ai ruud1rstanding of the full 
dyinamics ofl fiie-type ecossstt is oflMediterranean 
regiorisIS rugert so th at luall arzilcll policies cart be 
developed arid assessed ot l ralitoal basis. Ways must 
be developed to ftacilitatv corirutmilica tion betweenresearchers aind resource irrairgrcs 1';icin similar prob-
leus ill different pIits i, fire worltl. A system Must

be found to 
 translate leseach:11 fnidings into practical 
programs thai can b tiarsmitted quickly to resource 

managers arid the public.


This Svniposium. held 
 it Stlaroid University, Palo

Alto, ('Califoria, on 
 August 1-5, N 77, was designed asa 
step toward reaching such ibjeclives. It was divided 
into six sessions coveringo (a) tire rat ore tie world's 
Mediterranean ecosvstcmrs, (hb);Ill aissessment of nt an's 
interactions with those systems. (c) regional problems
and approaches, Id) contributions to tire stutdy of 
Mediterranean ecosystems, (e) identifying research 
problems, and (1) a field trip to observe management 
practices inl forests and scrublhds of California.The concern of tie Symposium participants
toward solving tie wildfire problem promoted them 
to adopt unanrimously the following esolut ion: 

Throughout Mcditicrrian-clinlate tOuntries of tie 

world, 
tre peoles of dirlcret nations have problems 

itt it anraging 
 wildland vereraliontto conserve and errhace their resorrce as well ts Io t'Onra i wilfires. 
Traditional programs focitsing ott fire suppression do
not consider the relarilnship 
 of fire io tire environ-

nlenl. 


Research and practice have shown that wildland-

fuels Imnanilgenment Cart mainlain and improve
sources. li accordance re-


with changing land-use pat-

terns, such management should recognize all tools 
available, including prescribed fire. The public will 
benefit from wildland management on both public and 
private lands and should, therefore, share the costs and 
rThis Symposium recommends that governmentsdesignate pilot areas to implement and demonstrate 
wildland-vege tat ion managcenent programis as well as 
fr tie sludy and review ,i"' the role of fire in 
ecosystem and resource manageinen. 
To speed up tie l)Iblication of Symposium Pro

ceedings, we decided to have each atithor assume fullresponsibility fr subnitine mauscripts in hoto
ready formal by the tine the conference convened. 
The views expressed iin cach paper are those of the 
author arid trol necessarily those of the sponsoring
organizations. Trade names atre used solely for neces
sary information and do not imply endorsement by
the sponsoring organizatiois. 

We gratefully acknowledge conference support 
front tie following orgaillizatiors: 
• Mail arid tlie Biospliere Prograi of the U.S. De

partment of State ard of the United Nations Edu
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V. Rundel, and Carl. C.Wilson. Vincent Y. Dong and

John K. McDonald of tire Pacific Southwest Forest 
and Range Experiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. 
Departnit of Agriculture, Berkeley, California, 
handled tire details necessary to tire publication of 
these Proceediigs. C. Eugene Conrad, also of tie 
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Stanford University 
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CLl.VI'IC FEATURES AS A FIRE DE'TERI INANTI

2/ 
Morris H. McCutchan--

Abstract: High fire danger is associated with regions having 
a Mediterranean climate. A study of large fires and weather asso
ciated with them suggests the type of weather typically found dur
ing such fires. The study included measurements of mean dewpoints, 
niean mhaximum and minimum temperatures and mean precipitation for 
each month and their association with fire danger. A comparison Of 
variations in climate shows both the general similarities from 
continent to continent and the differences within a few miles in 
the same general area. The significance of moisture in living and 
dead fuels as a fire determinant was also studied. The mean annual 
trends of live-fuel moisture content and fuel-stick moisture measure
ments on several National Forests in California show that warm, dry 
sumnmers cause moisture content in both living and dead fuels to 
drop quickly. 

Key .;ords: Mediterranean climate; chaparral moisture content; 
Santa Ana winds: heat wave; forest fire. 

INTRODUCTION mountainoiis topography, highly flammable veg
etation, heavy concentration of people, and 

The MIediterranean climate has four impor- heat waves from late spring to early fall and 
tant characteristics: (1)warm-to-hot summers foehn or other strong desiccating offshore
 
and mild winters; (2) a moderate marine air winds that replace the sea breeze in fall.
 
influence throughout the year; (3j a concen
tration of the year's moderate amount of pro- Severe heat waves accompanied by very low
 
cipitation in winter and SurmyXVrs that are humidities that greatly increase the fire haz
nearly or completely dry; and (4) extended ard are a prominent climatic feature from May
 
periods of sunny weather and few clouds-- to June and from September to October inNorth
 
especially in sunmmer. Tifis climate is found Africa, Israel, Lebanon, Syria, Turkey and
 
in the countries around the Mediterranean Sea, Greece (Winstanley 1972). In Israel, heat
 
in Central Chile, Southwestern South Africa, waves are called Sharav (an old Hebrew term
 
Perth and Adelaide districts of Australia, meaning "heat of the land"). Most wildfires of
 
and in the United States in most of Califor- maqui in Israel occur on Sharav days (Naveh
 
nia. On most days, the sea breeze blowing 1973). Across North Africa, dry, dust-laden
 
onshore produces a marine climate. Fires winds called the Sirocco, or Khamsin, sweep
 
that start can usually be controlled when eastward in advance of "desert depressions"
 
they are small. But if conditions are right, that desiccate all life and create extreme fire
 
brush and forest fires can turn into disastrous danger (Winstanley 1972).
 
conflagrations that ravage wide areas. These
 
conditions include the Mediterranean climate, Heat waves in California that cause high
 

fire danger occur when a subtropical High aloft
 
persists over the Western United States, causing
 

i/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental strong subsidence that in turn produces very
 
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in high surfpce temperatures and low humidities
 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. (Schroeder and Buck 1970). For example, the
 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. 1974 Soboba Fire burned 0,545 hectares on the
 

western slopes of the San Jacinto Mountains
 
-Supervisory Research Meteorologist-Clima- during a moderate heat wave.
 
tologist, Pacific Southwest Forest and Range
 
Experiment Station, Berkeley, Calif., stationed
 
in Riverside, Calif.
 



_______ 

Most 
large fires in southern California 

occur when the marine airflow is replaced by
thle foehn-type winds called Santa Anas 

theConty w97nd. 
cedng t nabufrs o
(Countryman 1974) . During the Malibu fires of1956, the Bel Air Fire in 1961, and the Coyote
Fire of 1964, 
the Santa Ana winds surfaced and 

scoured the marine air out
and the fires were of the lee canyons,carried downslope and into 
anthe i opu edrecar re mnyepeandsinto
heavily popul11ated areas where many expensivehomes were dstroyed (Fosherg and others 1966).
The 1961 Iarlow Fire in the foothills of Cal-
fornia's Sierra Nevada that destroyed two small 
commnities near Yosemite National Park burned
dlur ing a few days of critical fire weather 
duringaedy of-
 t ialono weatr
firde 

dominated by foehn-type Mono winds .-


MED ITERRANEAN CLIMATE 


Ki$
6 ppn (1931) defined the Mediterranean 

climate as subtropical dry-summer (Cs). The
subtropics are transitional in climatic char-

acter between the tropics and the temperate

middle latitudes. Temperature and annual pre-

cipitation are both important 
in defining sub-
tropical dry-summer (Meditorranean) climate 
(Trewarth, 196 8). 

1he %led t erranean cli mate i s found between 
3(0' :1.d ,450 lo'th and south of the equator and 
alo, tht western edge of the continents. The 
water along these coasts is cold because of 
c.rrnts that flow equatoward and upwelling 

that bi n qscold water to the surf c . In
 
summer, the large subtroip cal high pressure

cell tends to lie 
to the uqt I the coast and 

polew~ard, bringing dry subsiding, air to the 

irua. In wiliter, 
 the cel l tend s to move equatorw'rd and al lows prec ipit ation-produc ing fronts 
and cyclones of the westerlis to mosve through. 


The climatic v riables that u.st depict 

the "fire climate" of a part icular location are
month I y va liues of mean maximum and mil) imirn 

teml)eratures, mean Illi.\imumO relat ive
and miniimum 
humiditie,;, and mean precipitation. These variables determine what vegetation will likely 
grow in a particular area, the moisture content 
of the vegetation, and dependini on the parti-

cular combination of location, soils, topography,

risk, and weather situat ions whether or not the 
vegetation is likely to burn. 

Wilson, C. C., 1977. Comparing forest fire 

problems in the Mediterranean region and in 

California. Special paper presented at FAO/

INESCO Technical Consultation on forest fires
 
in the Mediterranean Region, St. Maximin,
 
France.
 

The climatological data for this paper
 
were taken from U.S. Naval Weather Service
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World-Wide Airfield Summaries,4 which did not
contain mean mnaximum and minimum relative
humidities hut did contain mean dewpoint. 
 In
 
Mediterranean climates, diurnal variation of
 
ed it isnslight , diu l ar at ow
dewpoint is slight, particularly at the lower 

elevation stations. For example, diurnal vari
ato fdwo7ta-Mdi 
nJnayi
ation of depoint at Adrid in January is 
I.7C, and at Los AngelesBcaliforn iiin July',
it is .5C (talei). Becau e of its small 
diurnal variation,used with the mean the mean dewpoint can bemax imum and mean minimum 
temperatures to calculate with little error
the mean minimum and maximum relative humid
ities. The mean relative humidity can be read
 
from tables if available or calculated by this
 
rormu I a:
 

[ 4157 4157 1 
RI! = 100 exp - 0 .1(1)

LF+239 .038 d + 
in which f is ihe mean maximum or minimum tem
perature (C), Tfdis the mean dewpoint (C)

and RI is the relative humidity (percent) 

Table I--Mean dewpoint (°C) 
in the morning,
 
early afternoon, and all day at three
 
Mediterranean climate stations 
for January

and July.
 

Month 0-08 S 12-14 TV' Al! day
 

Los Angeles, California 
January 2.7 4.4 
 4.5
 
,July 15.0 15.5 
 15.1
 

Madrid, Spain 
January 0.6 
 2.7 1.7
 
July 8.7 8.1 
 7.7


Athens, Greece 

January 4.3 
 5.2 4.8
 
July 15.3 
 16.7 15.8
 

To depict the "fire climate" in the Medi
terranean climate areas, climatic graphs which
 
show mean maximum and mean minimum temperature,
 
mean dewpoint and mean precipitation have been
 
prepared for representative locations in the
 
five regions of the world.
 

-Obtainable 
 from National Technical Information
 
Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22151.
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oft stations located on cool water coasts.The Mediterranean Sea Region 	 typical 
For example, in Augu,st Cabo De Sao Vicente has 
: mean maximum teliperature of only 22 0 C, a range 

between the mean maximum and minimutm temperature
The climatic graphs for the representative 

of only SC, and a mean dewpoint that closely
station; in thie Mediterranean area are given 	 in 

fo llOW,'s th mean miinimum temperature, indicating
figure 1 Cabo De Sao Vicente, Portugal is 

:E 4. '' 
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Figure 1-Climatic graphs for representative stations in the Mediterranean Sea region shot' mean 

maximum temperature (°C, 'large dashed line), mean minimum teriorature (C, small dashed line), 
mean monthly and mean annual precipitation (mm). The elevation
 mean deipoint (C, solid line), 


of the station is in parentheses in the upper left hand corner of graph.
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quite high afternoon relative humidities and only 80 C. Granada, Spai. 
 Split, Yugoslavia;
very high early morning humidity. Similarly, Athens, Greece; and .Jerusalem, Israel along

but to the south, Casablanca, Morocco in August with Mugla are all 
inland stations except Split
has a mean maximum temperature of 27'C, a range and they all show high temperatures and very
between the mean maximum and minimum of 9C, and low dewpoints during the afternoon in August.

afternoon mean relative humidities of about
 
50 percent. 
 In January all the stations in the Medi

terranean region show cool daytime and chillyIn comparing the climates around the Medi- nighttime temperatures. Relative humidities
terranean Sea, we find the maximum temperatures at night are near 100 percent at all stations,in August range from 28'C at Valencia, Spain on except Split and .Jerusalem, where a continental
the coast to 33C at the inland locations of air influence is indicated. 
Foggia, Italy and Mugla, Turkey. The difference 
between the mean max i mulm and mean minimum tem- Looking at precipitation we see most
 
perature iniAugust is I,T( at 
 Foggia, and only locations receive 100-600 mm annually. But those7C at Alexandria, lg'pt on the coast. In places on west coasts (Rome, Split, Mugla, and
August at Mugl the Iirliterence bet ween the mean Beirut) all receive more than 800 mm. Alexanmaximum temperature and the mean dewpaoint is dria has the 
minimum at 185 mm, Bengasi a
ON' , indicat ing high temperatures and very close second at 225 mm.
 
dry irl, lile at Valencia the difference is
 

. ;,'IPTArt DEL,P lt A LEUST[!/' c soA. ji, ALP.PA,5CLE50 2C .10 
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Figure 2--Climatic graphs for representative stations in Australia, Chile and South Africa show 
mean maximum temperature (*C, large dashed line), mean minimum temperature (oC, small dashedline), mean dewpoint (C, solid line), mean monthly and mean annual precipitation (mm). The
 
elevation of the station is in parentheses in the upper left hand 
 corner of graph. 
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and South AfricaAustralia, Chile, 

Perth and Adelaide, in Australia, have 
mean minimtumvery similar mean maximum and 

temperature patterns throughout the year (fig. 

2). However, Adelaide is drier in January, 

differing by 21% between the mtLan maximum 
temperature and the mean dewpoit, whereas the 

difference at Perth is only 15Yi. Precipita-
tion at Perth is S5I mmn annually compared with 

his difference again
536 mm at Adelaide. 

nest coast locations receivethat s.demonstrates ter swinIof the
the brunt 

a cool water
Valparaiso, Chile in on 

identical 
coast, and its 	climate is al osPortugal. San-to 

De :ao Vincente,
of Cabothat 

tiago is an inland mountaIn stat ion and this 
o r 2 J CLbetween 

by a dttifercm2 
I reflected 

the mean maximtum temterature and mean dowpoint 

in January. This ditferenc ie reslts int atl 

afternoon mean relative humidity near 25 

percent. 

The temperature and htu'idity pat terns at 

Cape Town, South Africa are somewhat similar to 

those at Casablanca, but Cape Town receives 225 

mm more precipitation. Matroosberg is an inland 
like Santitago and has a similarmountain station 

climate. Matroosberg is a bit drier both in 

and in precipitation.relative humidity 

Cali fornia 

The Mediterranean climate of California 


Tisoneofedixteree (fig. 1.e In A t, te
rforest 
August, theis one of extremes 	 (fig.3. n 

maximum temperatlrl Fresno, in the centrale 

it ur on dda cold-e the3iC it 

it ut i s andedding the 
valley, is i-,hi 

north coast, im onlr i> v;5C the meanmean maximum tc merutr 
in a meanresultingAugusis S C in

dewpoint 


minimum relative ruNidiy under 2t percent
 

th. n miriinimum relative
whereas at Eureka 
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Colum,bia in the Sierra Nevada
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have around 8)0 mm. In coutras t, I:r,.no, in 
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in southern Ctalirorni3, hitatv ot!" . shout 25n rm. 

inland .tatio't - in CaliforniaIn summary, are 

maxit::t t,-,neratures overquite hot, with iieat 

30'C, dry, with mean minimum rlative humidi-


ties under 35 percent, and characterized by 


precipi tat ion in the northern and moun-
heavy 
modest amounts of precipita-tain stations and 


tion in the low elevation and southern stations. 


or Fire ClimatesComparison 

and burn Ing indexesFire probabilities 
24 keyhave been computed for each mont h at 

/
airfields around the Mediterranean Sea.- Thc 

input was mean maximum and mean minimum tern

peratures, moan dewpoint, mean precipitation, 
anntal mean omeand data on,deaximtm, per f 

A.S. Naval Weather 	 Service World-Wide Airfield 
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Decimomannu, 	 light to San Jose to 

heavy brush FresnoSardinia 
to San lose toFoggia, Italy 	 Light 


heavy brush Fresno
 

to San Jose 	to
Athens, Greece 	 Light 
heavy brush Fresno 

Living and dead fuel in tie brush and 

areas have a buil t - in flammability 
is determined largelypotential. This potential 

by the amount of water in tire fuel. Fuel mis

tire is a continuous variable controlled by 

daily, and immediate heather changes
seasonal, and 1971)1.(Schroeder 	 Bure 

Living Fuel Moisture Trends 

The moisture content of living fuel is an 

important factor in fire behavior. Often it 

t, will burn at all.determines whether fire 


of the cuirrent drought iniCalifornia,
Because 

land managers aire especially ctncerned about
 

actual fuel i sturC metac~uruii t-i . examl e,I t IFor 

the Cl i forrniaIttfl tmunt ofi I Forestry is taking 

0iii ifcrrtlit artas Ihrouighout thesamples fromi 

State. Thu 1. 
 A. Forest Ser\vice'; Forest Fire 

Laboratorv at Iiver:;idC, California has been 

si tre anuti inta ininrgtid miameasuring Ii ve-fuc I 
on ustalished sitesseasonal trends from fuel 


in four National Frest -- two 
 trends for 
I).years and two for 12 years (fig. 

C. C._, 1976. Fire 	climates of the5Chanrd Ier, 
an in theworld. Unpubli;hed manuscript file 

Washington Office of the U.S. Forest Service.
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Figure 4--Live vegetation and fuel-stick (dead) moisture content for four National Forests in
 
California: (a)Lassen and Stanislaus--live manzanita (%,solid line) and fuel stick (%,large
 
dashed line); and (b)Angeles and San Bernardino--live (new growth) chamise (%,solid line),
 
live (old growth) chamise (%,, small dashed line) and fuel stick (%,large dashed line).
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Live-fuel moisture of combined new- and

old-growth greenleaf manzanita (Alcteotaphqyo6
patua) has been measured the last 4 years on 
the Lassen National Forest and 12 years on the 
Stanislaus National Forest. On the Lassen, the 

live-fuel moisture peaks at 
145 percent in 

August with the emergence of the nt w growth and 

then decreases to 110 percent near the end of 

September when vegetation enters the dormant 

stage. 
However, the summer precipitation in 
the Lassen area has been greater than normal 
during the past 4 years, so the peak in August 
may be a bit later than normal. Nearhy Quincy 
has a mean total of 10 mm of precipitation inJuly and August (fig. 3), but diuring the past
4 years it has averaged 35 mm for those 2 
months. On the Stanislaus National Forest, 

the live-fuel moisture for the 12 
years of 

record peaks at 
155 percent in July and decreases 

to 110 percent at dormancy in late September.

The fuel moisture rend fits the climatic graph
for nearby Columbia (fig. 3). 

New- and old-growth chamise (Adenotma 
ascicttCtion) have been measured separately for12 y'ears on the Angeles and 4 years on the San

Bernardino National Forests. On the Angeles, 

the new growth peaks at 
160 percent and decreases 

to 80 percent, while the old growth starts at
 
100 percent and decreases to 70 percent. La
Verne is nearby, and lower in elevation, but 

the climate (fig. 3) corresponds quite closely
with the live-fuel moisture trends 
at the 

Angeles site. Near Hemet (fig. 3) on the San 

Bernardino Forest, the new-growth fuel moisture 

peaks at 
115 percent and then decreases to 70 

percent at the dormant stage. 
 The old growth

starts at 80 percent and decreases to around 

SO percent. These low readings reflect the 

hot, dry summers and the meager winter 

precipitation. 


Dead Fuel Moisture Trends 


If dead wildland fuels are dry, fires can 

start easily and spread rapidly. If the mois-

ture content is high, however, the fuels are 

difficult to ignite and fires spread slowly

(Countryman 1971). 


Fuel moisture for fine fuels, such as cured 

grass and leaves, can be computed, except

immediately after a rain, by' using temperature, 

humidity, and state of the weather as 
variables,

IHowever, caution must be used because the rela-

tive humidity depends largely en the temperature.

And the temperature at the fine fuel level 
can 
be very much higher or lower than those recorded 
in the instrument "' lter. 

In California, dead-fuel moisture of

medium-size fuels is estimated by weighing

"fuel 
moisture sticks." A set of sticks con
sist of four 1/2-inch ponderosa pine sapwood
dowels connected by a 1/4-inch dowel. Each
 
set is adjusted to weigh 100 grams when oven
dry. The sticks are exposed 0.25 m above a 
litter bed in the open. To record trends in
 
dead-fuel moisture, fucl-stick moisture measure
ments 
(13 years of record) were averaged over 
the four fire danger rat ing areas iniwhich the 
living-fuel moisture samples were taken on the
 
four National Forests (fig. 4).
 

On the lassen, the st ick moisture showed 
12.5 percent in early June, but decreased
 
rapidly to 7 percent by July' 1 and remained
 
around 6 or 7 percent until the middle 
of
 
September ihen it then rose sharply to 12 per
cent. The Stanislaus stick moisture was 
11
 
percent earl.v in .utee.dropped to around 5 per
cent during July and Au.gust, then cl imbed back 
up to 11 percent by the irst of November. The 
fuel-stick trends for the .\ngeles and the San
 
Bernardino are similar--each was 10 percent onJune 1, dropped to 5 or 6 percent through July
and August, then gradually rose to 10 percent 
again by Novembec 1.
 

Combination of Living and Dead Fuels
 

On the lassen, the livipg-fuel moisture
 
started to rise as 
the stick moisture began to 
drop and by September 'h'en the living-fuel mois
ture started to drop the stick moisture bcgan to 
rise (fig.. ). On the Stanislaus, the living
fuel moisture remained quite high through July'

and like the Lassen area the stick moisture
 
rose as 
the living fuel maoisture d opped. in
 
the Angeles and San Bernard i no areas, similar
 
patterns of stic 
 moisture changes occurred.
 
In both areas stick moisture began to rise 
as
 
the living plants reached their dormant stage.

This can be m:isleading , however, because en

heat wave days 
or Sa nta Ana days, both the liv
ing-fuel moisture and the stick moisture are
 
reduced significantly. In an earlier .study

(McCutchan 1977), 1 classified each day during

May-October 1973- 197S 
in southerin Ca li fornia
 
into one of five weather t'pes (1) Santa Ana

day's, 
(2) heat wave days, (3)hot amid smoggy
 
sea breeze days, (4) warm and s.moggy sea breeze
 
day's, and (5) cool, cloudy, rainy days. The
 
fuel-stick moisture tr'nd at the Angeles site
 
on days with either a heat 
wave or a Santa Ana
 
condition was 2.5 to 3 percent lower than the
 
mean fuel-stick moisture for all days combined
 
(fig. 5). This 
lowering of the fuel-stick nois
ture, indicative of the lowering of dead-fuel
 
moisture, combined with lowering living-fuel

moisture and fine-fuel moisture on heat wave
 
or Santa Aria days creates an extremely flam
mable fuel condition on such days.
 



FIRE WEATIIER The synoptic conditions most conducive
 
for Santa Ana winds are a surface cold high


The fire problem in some Mediterranean pressure center in the Great Basin and a stir
climate areas is usually confined to spring, face trough or low off the California coast
 
summer, and fall. In winter, the westerlies (Serguis 1952). The surface weather map for
 
drop down to these latitudes with fronts and 1200 GM'T, September 25, 1970 (the first day of
 
low pressure centers and the accompanying rain the disastrous fire period) shows a large high

and/or snow. In southern California, however, pressure center over the Great Basin and a
 
major fires in the winter are not unusual trough off the California coast (fig. 6). The
 
because the Santa Ana "season" extends from fall surface pressure at Los Angeles, California
 
to early spring (Schroeder and others 1964). was 13.8 mb less than at Tonopah, Nevada,
 
The Santa Ana periods increase in frequency in indicative of a very strong Santa Ana wind
 
October and November, then decrease with a condition.
 
secondary maximum in March (table 3). During
 
winter, the living Fuels are dormant with low The Mistral, a strong, dry offshore wind
 
fuel moisture content (fig. 4), and the dead that flows from the northwest, causes extreme
 
fuels can dry out rapidly during periods of 	 fire hazard and many fires to the lower Rhone 
Santa Ana activity. l'he Stewart Fire on the Valley and Cote d'Azur areas of southern France.
 
Cleveland National Forest in southern California The Mistral is defined in Marseilles as a wind
 
burned 27,530 hectares from December 15-23, 1958. with a lower limit of speed at 5 ms- 1 and wind
 
In March 1961 the Iumc, 2uma, and Whiting Fires direction from 2800 to 3600 (Boyer and others 
burned a total of 4,717 hectares, destroyed 20 1970). 
houses and severely damaged 10 others in the 
mountains at the edge of Los Angeles. These The Bora is another dangerous offshore wind 
are but a few examples of Santa Ana-caused fires, 	 that originates as a cold, continental outbreak
 

of winter air from Russia that blows across
 
Table 3--Frequency and duration of Santa Ana Yugoslavia and over the Dalmatian Mountains and 

periods, by months, in southern California then down the steep slopes to the Adriatic Sea, 
1951-60. arriving colder than the air it replaces (Defant 

Average 1951). The Bora is extraordinarily violent and 
Month Frequecy duration (days) often causes heavy damage and, of course, brings 

Sd t aextreme fire danger to the Adriatic coasts of 
September 11 4.4 Yugoslavia and Italy. Most other Mediterranean 
October 19 4.5 climate areas are also affected by strong, dry, 
Novembrer 26 5.0 offshore, often downslope winds that replace the 
l)ecember 18 3.7 marine air and cause extreme fire danger. 
January 7 1.7 
February 10 1.9 The major fires during summer in California 
March 17 2.5 occur during heat wave episodes when a subtropical 
April 8 1.8 High aloft persists over the Western United States 
May 7 1.4 producing strong subsidence. The air, as it sub-
June 41/ 4.5 sides, heats and dries out. In addition, the 
July 2- 2.5 accompanying clear skies allow strong insolation 
August 0 0 to further heat the air and cause higher tempera

tures and corresponding very low relative humi-
Source: Schroeder and others 1964. dities. Other examples of major fires breaking 

l/Affects only high elevation locations, out tinder heat wave conditions besides the Soboba 
Fire, include tie 1963 Dry Fire in the Angeles 
National Forest, which burned 5,23 hectares, 

Large fires can occui in winter, but tie and the 196.1 Cozy Dell Fire on the San Bernardino 
Santa Aria periods that oceur in September, National Forest, which burrned 7,392 hectares.
 
dctober and early November before tie rains The southern and eastern Mediterranean Basin
 
come generally create the worst conflagration also has severe heat waves iniMay-June and
 
hazard. Both the living and dead fuel moisture September-October. Some of tire highest tern
are usually at their lowest levels (figs. 4 and peratures recorded on earth occur during heat
 
5), and the Santa Ana periods last an average waves in this area.
 
of 4.4 days in September arid 5 days in November.
 
In 197), between September 25 and October 4, Although the hot, dry weather in the Medi
during a ve'y strong Sarta Ana period in 	 terranean climate areas is an important fire
 
southern California, more than 202,.430 hec- danger factor, tire sea breeze is the dominant 
tares of brush and timber were burned. The factor on most days. Tie sea breeze brings in 
loss of I lives was attributed to these fires, a fresh surge of marine air that moderates the 
700 homes were burned, and the fire damage and temperature and increases tie moisture content 
suppression costs have been estimated at $233 of the air. Tire relative humidity is increased; 
million (Countrynan 1974). in fact, at night the relative humidity can 
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CONCLUSION 


The unique Mediterranean climate with its 


long, dry summer produces many days of great 


The long, dry summer followed
fire potential. 

by periods of strong desiccating winds--espec

ially in fall--creates conditions 
favorable for 


large, destructive, often disastrous 
brush and 


Although the Mediterranean cli-
forest fires. 

mates in California, Chile, Africa, Europe, 

and 


Australia are similar, they can 
differ signifi-


cantly from one location to the next, mainly 


because of differences in distance from the 


coast and of changes of terrain. Significant 


differences in local weather occur from day to 


day because slight changes in synoptic condi-

vary from onshore to offshore and coast tochange the 
tions can cause air flow along the 


characteristics of the air over the coastal 

levelforests drastically. onsequently, the 

al. cnueny tsional
ofores daras 

of fire danger is also changed. 

Measurements of live vegetation and 
mois-


sticks integrate the 

ture content of dead fuel 


effects of weather and other variables on fuels. 


Thus, analyses of these daily measurements and 


annual trends provide a good understanding of 

normal annual weather cycles
how fuels react to 

vary under unusual weather
the fuels may 

The examples described here showand how 
situations. 

drop in Medi-tends tohow fuel moisture content 
the hot,influence ofterranean areas under the 

weather conditions
dry summers. Changes in mean 

in fuel moisture trends. 
are also reflected 

I thank Dr. Bill C. Ryan,
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Clive I.Countryman, Lisle R. Green, Carl C. 
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VEGETATIVE FEATURES AS DETERMINANTS
 

OF FIRE FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY-


Charles W. Philpot-2
 

Abstract: The vegetative characteristics of fuels and
 
the climate directly affect the size and frequency of large

fires in regions with the Mediterranean climate. 
These charac
teristics are inherited and interrelated with the adaptation
 
to fire and drought. The inherent chemical, physical, and
 
physiographic properties of the vegetation result in high
intensity, fast-spreading, large fires that have a higher

probability of occurring as the vegetation becomes older.
 

Key words: fire intensity, fire behavior, fire
 
occurrence, chaparral.
 

INTRODUCTION 


Regions with Mediterranean climate have a 
history of large fires occurring consistentl * 
and behaving violently. Two basic reasons for 
this phenomenon are the type of fuels present 
and the climate. The previous paper in this 
Symposium explained some of 
the meteorological
 
reasons for the fire history of these regions. 

This paper describes the characteristics 

of vegetation that determine 
 the frequency and 
intensity of fires.large These fuel charac-

teristics are inherited and 
 interrelated with 

the adaptation to fire and drought. 
 Some fore-
casts of fire occurrences are offered, based 

on 
a study of the properties of California 

chaparral, 


The chaparral of southern California is 

used here as a representative model to describe 

the characteristics and 
concepts relating to 

"fire-type" vegetation in Mediterranean regions,

Many of my comments can easily be extrapolated,
 
however, to 
other areas and species.
 

The chaparral of California is found from
 
500 to 3,000 feet in the north and from 1,000 

to 5,000 feet in the south. Chaparral is made 

up of many species with chamise (Adenostoma 

6a66ccutatum) the most prevalent 
on many sites, 

i/rlittle 

Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 


Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management 
in 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif., 

Aug. 1-5, 1977. 

2/ 

-/Assistant 
 Director for Continuing Research 

in Southern California and HawaiI, Pacific 

Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, 

Berkeley, California, stationed In Riverside, 


California.
 

Chaparral is active in winter and dormant in 
the summer and grows as even-aged stands of 
nearly continuous cover and constant height. 
Further descriptions of chaparral and related 
Mediterranean species will be covered in varl
ous papers during this Symposium. 

TIlE k1U'I'CI tlYPOTIII-SIS 

Mutch (1970) hypothesizes that vegetation 
that has developed in a fire environment and 
adapted to fire has inherent characteristics
 
that make it flammable. Chaparral fits his
 
hypothesis very 
well. In southern California, 
chaparral is associated with nearly 2 million
 
years of fire history (Hanes 1971). The
 
species making up this vegetative type have 
many unique adaptations to fire that insure 
continued occupation of a site after a fire.
 
These species also hiave several inherent char
acteristics that make them more flammable with 
age.
 

Fire Cycle
 

The fire cycle, or autosuccessional cycle,
for chamise can be used to demonstrate the 
dynamics of these processes. Currently, the
 
cycle begins in a 20-
chamise with a few to 30-year-old stand ofother brush species and 

or no understory. The fire sets the
 
stage for autosuccession. Due to 
the destruc
tion of phytochemicals, removal of the 
over
story, heat treatment of seeds and root crowns,
 
or other fire effects, a whole conglomeration
 
of "fire annuals" and grasses appear on the
 
site. The root crowns of the brush species
 
sprout and new brush plants are produced from
 
heat-treated seed stored 
in the soil surface.
 
After 2 to 
5 years, the annuals disappear and
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CHAMISE 
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Figure --Te predicted chw
 e in sustained 
rate of spread in cham:ise with The
season. 

two varia bes which change with time are 

living ve'getation moisture and extractive 


Fioru- 2 shows the 
predicted change 
in rate of
spreuad in ixed chaparral with change in age,Here again average dynamic loading and mortal-
ity functions were used and 
the dead fuel

moisture was 
set at 5 percent dry weight basis.
The shape of 
these curves and 
the spread caused
by changes in windspeed clearly indicate theeffects of age of vegetation on 
fire behavior, 


FIRE FREQUENCY :ND FIRE SIZE 

The vegetatLive characteristics of
Mediterranean fuels and 
the climate directly

affect the size and frequency of 
large fires 

in these regions. 
 The more recent fire history 
is also influenced
technology. hv fire suppression
Since fire spread rate and 
inten-
sity increae witithe probability of 

thle age of the vegetation,a large fire occurring is
greater in 
old fuels than 
in young fuels be-cause suppression 
success 
isi higher when firespread and intensity are lower. Total 
fire
size is primarily controlled by the length of
time severe wind conditions exist and 
the age
of the fuel. Therefore, the large 
fires occur
in older fuels, 


MIXED CHAPARRAL 
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Figure 2--The predicted change in sustained
 

rate of spread in mixed chaparral with age.
The 
living moistur, and extractLive content 
are set for September 1. 

The specific relat hnships between chaparral fire dynamics and mnaagement policy and
actions have been previonslv covered 
(Philpot
1973). One of th ta's iterestin exercises
that can be don, 
to further clarify this situation is to 
analyze the fire histor., on chaparral lands. If Iar, 
 fires of 
100 acres or
more are plotted by decades, 
it can easily bedemonstrated that 
iarae fires do, almost with
out exception, occur 
in tho lder fuels (fig. 3).In fact, alm:st no large fires ,ocur 
 in fuels
less than about 15 to 17 years on the San
 
Bernardino and Angeles National 
Forests insouthern California. Furthermore, many 
fires
are successfully contained at 
age-class
 
boundaries.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

Chaparral and similar brush species in
Mediterranean regions have developed and
evolved 
in a fire climate. This has led to
species with unique adaptations to fire and
high flaammability. 
 The Inherent chemical,

physical, and 
physiological characteristics of
these plants result 
in high intensity, fast
spreading, large fires that 
have more proba
bility of occurring as 
the vegetation gets
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Figure 3--A map of the major portion of the San Bernardino National Forest and adjacent lands displaying the composite of large
 
fire occurrence from 1940-1969. The 1970 fires, the two biggest in the history of the Forest, are also displayed.
 



older. Technology has provided us the ability 

to control and suppress all but the most vio-

lent fires that occur in the older fuels. 

Large fires may become larger because of the 

change in age class-mosaic size, and distrilbu-
tion. The solution to the problem lies in 
developing comprehensive land management plans 
that fully account for the unique characteris
tics and ecosystem dynamics of this vegetation. 
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PLANT TRAITS ADAPTIVE TO FIRES IN MEDITERRANEAN
 

1
'
 LAND ECOSYSTEMS


2/

A. Malcolm Gill 


Abstract: For plants subject to fires the four major
 
adaptive traits (i.e., those which enhance survival and/or
 
reproduction) are: bud protection and sprouting; fire
induced flowering; on-plant seed storage and fire
stimulated dispersal; and in-soil seed storagc and fire
stimulated germination. Some of these traits occur together
 
in one species while others are mutually exclusive. The
 
significance of these traits must be considered in relation
 
to the life cycle of the species and the fire regimea of the
 
area.
 

Key words: Adaptation, fire regime, life cycle, plant
 
reproduction, plant survival, plant traits.
 

INTRODUCT ION 

The long warm and dry summers of Mediterr-
anean lands provide ideal conditions for the 
development and spread of fires across the 
landscape - especially when dry and strong 
winds typical of many of these regions fan 
them. The plant communities fuelling these 
fires are often, but not always, dominated 
by woody plants. This contribution will 
concern the adaptations of these and associated 
plants to their fire environments. Not all 
the studies of relevant traits have been 
conducted in Meditcrranean lands so some 
of the examples chosen for illustration in 
the text which follows, while applicable to 
plants in these regions, may have heen carried 
out elsewhere, 

-Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 

Aug. 1-5, 1977. 


-CSIRO Division of Plant Industry P.O. Box 

1600 Canberra City, A.C.T., Australia 2601.
 

What is an adaptive trait? Dobzhansky
 
(1956) gave this answer: "An adaptive trait,
 
then, is an aspect of the developmental pattern
 
which facilitates the survival and/or reproduct
ion of its carrier in a certain succession of
 
environments" (my emphasis). Our concern, 
here, is with traits adaptive to fires. Because 
fires can occur at many stages of plant develop
ment - even in highly seasonal climates 
adaptive traits may occur at a number of stages 
in the life cycle. 

Vegetative survival of woody plants may 
vary at different stages of the life cycle 
according to the positions of any dormant
 
buds and their protection by soil or bark.
 
Reproduction may be enhanced by burning
 
through the flowering response, through the 
release of seed held on the plant, or through
 
fire-stimulated germination. Below, these
 
plant traits, and the processes associated with
 
them, are considered in turn. Australian
 
examples are emphasized because of the authores
 

familiarity with them, not because they are
 
necessarily the most studied.
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VEGETATIVE SURVIVAL OF WOODY PLANTS 


SwvivaZ of woody plants aftcr fire 
depends on the survtitaZ of buds with vascular 
connections ro the roote : Ef those buds 
survive but the feiia,? of the plant is killed 
then the buds JOrm shcot,e . sprouting 
occurs. 


Bud protection in Eucalpptus 


The genus Kw& .'s (.yrtaceac), with 

its many hundreds of species, is perhaps the 

most frequent dominant throughout the 

Mediterranean lands of Australia where it
 
grows in the form of trees or multi-stemmed 

shrubs (known as "al lees"). 


With the exception of perhaps 12-15 

eucalypt species, all taxa have lignotubers 

(McArthur 190SI). se woody g,'owths begin as 

small structures in the axi!s of the cotyledons 

and first few leaves of the seedling (Chattaway 

195SI in a similar way to the basal bud burls
 
of !,-tZ (Betlacu:i St one and Cornwall 
190S). As the plant gcrws the lignotuh r 

increases in size aud becomeos progressively 
buried in the soil. In tree species the 

prominence (and signifivcat.?) of the 
lignotuber may decline .as the tree becomes 

larger. In mallee forms, ho,,ver, where 

injury by fire is soieti:.'s frequent, the 
li.ignotuher m'i,y increase' in sine continually. 
Of sigenificance is the t'at that the ligno-
tuber is a source of living buds which may 
survive fire because of their subterranean 
position. The soil is not only a good 
inst lator i.e. it has a .al-, thermal 
diffusivity friestley 1459), but receives 
only a low proportion of the fire's heat also 

(Packham 1971: being buried is an effective
 
protection from firt. 


Wtith buried lignotubers, the mallees 
are well endosed for sorvival in the event 
of fire. Eucalypts ithout lignotubers, 
however, such as the short E. t.ri:"a.s 
Maiden or the giant :. 1:'ir :op' F. Muell. 
must rely' on protection b-- bark for survival. 
Older plants of lignotuberous tree species 
may also be dependent on hark protection if 
the lignotuber has become ineffective, 

Like soil, bark is also aineffective 
instilator. Thus the measurements of thermal 
diffus ivity made by both Martin 1963J and 
Reifsnyder et W., (i967) for North American 
trees are very low. TIhe latter authors 
considered that the maximum possible variation 

in thermal diffusivity for the tree species 

they investigated was a twofold variation, 

but they concluded that variation in bark 


thickness was a more important variable in 
determining whether or not a tree was fire
 
resistant.
 

Although hark thickness is an eas variable
 
to measure there have been few ,quantiititvo 
studies of its significance in a fire context.
 
Qualitatively, there has been wide acceptance
 
of its importance to tree or organ surviival 
in Mediterrancan lands. Vines (19n8) and 
Gill and Ashton (190S) studied its influence
 
on temperature penetration for X,. ,17''
 
L'lHerit., a species witich extends into the
 
Mediterranean lands of South Austral ia. 

In Eu.ao ,p'to two extremes of hark type
 
are, first ly, the smooth and moist "gum" type 
and, secondly, the loose, dry, fibrous "string),
 
bark" type (Chattaway 1953). Wallace (1960)
 
notes that the latter may Ve a significant
 
fuel factor in severe fires thus implying 
that bark thickness may decline during such
 
fires.
 

The "gum" or qmooth-ha rked eucalypts 
are particularly interesting in that heat
damaged bark is shed from the true after the 
passage of fire. Not all of the barl, in any 

one position on the tree need be lost: a
 
new periderm is formed at the outer surface 
of the living tissuie an11dthe dead bark
 
desiccates, cracks and falls off. In this way, 
bark thickness mtay Vie cons idcihlou I reduced 
and the tree thus becomnq mor'e ssceptible 
to a second fire. ite recovery of ark 
thickness in the interim could be ai import 
factor in survival. ,ith incomplete hark 
loss, buds survivye. If the foliale is killed 
the buds are released frotm correlative inhibition 
and develop into epicormic shtoots. 

The extent of Vark loss from fire depends
 

on the severity of the fire and the si:e of 
stem. Within the tree, Vark loss also depends 
on height above ground and posit ion around
 
the bole. "Te latter occur because the 
vortices created on the leewtard side of the 
tree by the wind hold the fire against the
 
tree: this phenomenon is ilfluenced by tree 
diameter, wind speed and perhaps tire severity 
(Gill 1974, Tunstall ,,. 1976). Such 
actions can cause superficial damage, death to 

one side only or comllete bole death.
 

Bud Protection in Shrubs
 

Shrubs usually have thin hark and, if fire 
resistant, rely on the protection of subterranean 
buds from fire as afforded by soil. In the 
sclerophyll shrub vegetations of California and 
Chile, Mooney and Dlunn (1972) found that almost 

50% of the shrub species were "fire sprouters". 
Of all the flowering plants in Van der Merwe's 
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(1966) study in South Africa nearly 70% were 

regenerated from sprouts. Naveh (1974) found 

that almost all the common Mediterranean woody 

plants in Israel were resprouters. Protection 

of buds by soil and their outgrowth when 

crowns arce damaged by fire is a very 

effective mechanism of survival. Regrowth 
can be rapid because of tie availability of 
nutrients and carbohydrates in subterranean 
storage tissues. 

The source of tl'e subterranean regenerative 
buds may be important to population sizes 
after fire. If suckers are produced from a 
widely-spreading root system the size of the 
population after fire could exceed that 
prior to the fire. On the other hand, if 
regrowth occurs only frov basal stem buds, 
plant numbers may remain constant - survival 
occurs but there would le no multiplication. 

Many species of plants have abundant 
supplies of buds just below the soil surface 
in the form of l ignotubers ("caudex" of 
Gardner 1957), e.g., in Western Australia they 
are found iii some species of the Myrtaceae, 
Casual inaceae, Proteaceae, Leguminosae, 
Trremandrace:ie, Sterculiaceae and Dilleniaceae 
(Gardner 1957). Some lipacridaceac also have 
lignotubers wh ile in the Northern H~emisphere, 
Lricaceale also provides examples such as 
Ait(oata,, (Jepson 91(6). 

While bud protection and sprouting 
after fire is often an effect ive survival 
mechanism the extent of survival may depend 
on the vital ity of the plant s prior to 
burning, and the severity of the fire (Naveh 
197,1). Aged plants seem less able to survive 
than younger mituore plants (Kayll and Gimingham 
1965) while vitality may also le influenced 
by season of burn (loman I1os, for California 
shrublands). That repeated burning of 
slrout ing plants lowers their vitality has 
been shown for "nder'story hardwoods in 
southeastern U.S.A. where repeated annual 
burning eliminated sprouting on 85% of 
rootstocks and biennia I summer burning 
eliminated sprouting on 59, (Grano 1970). 

Bud Survival and Sprouting as an Adaptive 

Trait 


Sprouting is subject to correlative 
inhibition within the plant and is enabled 
by tie death or removal of inhibitory organs 
such as leaves, irrespectiv , or the agency 
of removal. Thus leaf removal by browsing, 
disease, insects or drought may be just as 
effective as fire in sprout inducement, 
Axelrod (1975) suggests that crown sprouting 
is probably an ancient trait among angiosperms 

because it is widespread in taxa of diverse
 
origin and habitat. It may be seen as an 
adaptive trait to fires (subject to limitations 
of plant vitality) because it aids survival.
 
However, sprouting did not necessarily arise
 
as a direct response to selection by fire. A
 
parallel may be drawn with shrubs which sprout
 
when exposed to a new selective agent viz, a 
radiation (Woodwell 1967) : the shrubs are 
"adapted" to the radiation because of their 
survival, even though they had never been 
exposed to it previously. Thus, sprouting may 
best be considered as an adaptation to stress, 
one of these stresses being fire occurrence. 

FLOWERING AND FIRES 

The passage of fre may stimiZate
 
resistant plants to produce infZoreacences
 
this has been obsorced particularly in 

geophytic orchids and studied particularly in 
Xanthorrhoea austral is ". Br. 

Xanthorrhoea auntra li, an Australian
 
endemic
 

Xant/orrhoca occurs in Australia's 
Mediterranean-climate regions bat is also 
widespread in Eastern Australia. "X. australis'' 
of Specht et a1., 1958, (considered to be X. 
semipZana F.v. M. by some authors e.g., Coa ldrake 
1951) is an important element of heathland 

floras in South Austral ia but the studies
 
described below have been conducted in the
 
Australian Capital Territory. Initial studies
 
carried out by Gill and Ingwersen (1976) have
 
been continued by Gill (unpublished).
 

X. auotyalfa is a thick-stemmed sparsely
branched plant up to about 2.5 m tail. The 
stems are well protected from fires by a 
densely-packed mass of persistent leaf bases. 
The long needle-like leaves produced in the 
crown apparently live about 2-3 years, reflex 
downwards against the stem and accumulate as a 
dry thatch. Upon ignition the dry thatch 
burns well , especially i f fanned by a breeze. 

Initial experiments were conducted by 
burning and clipping individual plants in 

spring. Among the burned plants, 87% produced 
inflorescences 4-7 months after treatment. 
Plants whose leaves ere removed by cutt ing 
showed a similar response. Of the 30 control 
plants 37% produced inflorescencvs 7-10 months 
after tie beginning of tit' experiment, an 
unusually high frequency. 

Unpublished work suggests that season of 
burning has a very important role in affecting 
inflorescence initiation and reproductive 
potential. Six months after the last fire and 
last defoliation by cutting in an experiment 
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designed to investigate the importance of 

seasonal effects, the spring and summer 
treatments had produced abundant inflorescences 
while the autumn and winter treatments had 
produced relatively few inflorescences. 
Control plants respondid by inflorescence 
production in fewer than 5%plants. 

After initiation of inflorescences 
losses may subsequently occur from a specific 
inflorescence predator of Xanthorrhoea - the 
larvae of the moth i laletis latro :eller 
(Dr. l.F.S. Common, personal communication). 

Seed prod;,ction is influenced by these 
tuneling larvae, but also by the prevalence
 
of pollinators at flowering and the depredat
ions of birds (e.g. the yellow-tailed black 
cockatoo, CaZyptorh'nch:s feraus Shaw) 
seeking larvae in the inflorescences. 

Geophytes and other plants 

The flowering of plants like Tantborrhoea 
australis immediately after burning, nd its 
virtual absenze beforehand, is an extreme 
example of this type of adaptive trait. 
However, the habit also occurs in a number 
of fire-resistant plants, especially geophytes. 
In Australia, the orchids ,ryerantius nigricans 
R. Br. and Can.adenia mcnzicsi R. Br. provide 
examples (Willis 1962). In Israel, flowering 
geophytes increase rapidly after fire (Naveh 
1974) suggesting increased flowering or 
vegetative reproduction. In South Africa, 

"fire lilies" such as Hacmnthus canalicuatus 
Levynn flower more abundantly after fire 
(Levys 1966) as do a number of "fire herbs" 
e.g. QAvnanthus contractus N.E. Br., family 
Amaryllidaceae (Martin 1966) and orchids
 
e.g. Orthopenthae biva vata (L.f.) Rolfe 
(Hall 1959). Muller et al. (1968) give a 
number of Californian examples - Brodiaea 
pulchella (Salisb.) Greene (Aaryllidaceac), 
Zygadenus fremontii Torr. (Liliaceae), 
Chlorogaltu porreridianum (Dr.) Knuth. (Liliac-
eae), and Caiochortus spp. (Liliaceae). 

The reasons for these fire responses 

remain unclear. Martin (1966) suggests that 

changes in the diurnal range of temperatures 

following fires may act as a stimulus; 

reduction in competition is also a possibility.
 
Naveh (1974) indicated a role for increased 

light intensity for the flowering response but 

calls for a thorough study of the phenomenon. 


The above examples have come from perennial 

fire-resistant species. Behaviour of some 

annuals and biennials will be described later 

when seed germination is considered, 

Significance of the Flowering Response 


Flowering responses to fire would seem to
 
have arisen by direct selection for increased
 
seed production hut the significance of the
 
trait could be related to various environmental
 
pressures. For example, in ased flowering
 
and seed production after re could allow use
 
of a "prepared" seedhed and thus enhance
 
establishment; alternatively, cyclic flowering
stimulated by the passage of fire could prevent 
the build up of populations of specific 
predators to inflorescences (e.g. in X. auotralis) 
and thus allow successful reproduction to occur. 
Alternatively, pollination of geophytes could be 
favoured by shrub removal and increased light. 

ON-PLANT SEED STORAGE AND FIRE-STIMLATED
 
DISPERSAl.
 

"The primary adaptive functions of fruit
 
morphology, chemistry an] behaviour are seed
 
protection and dispersal to safe sites" 
(Janzen 1971).
 

Banksia ornata F. ,Iuell. 

Annual seed release from perennial plants
 
is disadvantageous for reproduction if
 
seedling establishment is unsuccessful. If,
 
however, seed release coincides with the
 
provision of highly suitable seedbeds then
 
reproduction is assured : such is the case 
for many species with dehiscent woody fruits 
which release their seed soon after fire. 
An example of this is :-Rakia ornate (Proteaceae) 
a shrub often dominant in heaths of southeastern 
South Australia and western Victoria (Black 
1963, Sibley 1967). 

The woody follicles of this species first 
form when the plant is about 5-7 years old 
(Specht et al. 1958, fig. 1). Gill (1976) 
found that about 1% of those follicles on 
intact mature plants had ruptured; the 
proportion was substantially higher on dead 
limbs. From mature stands after fire there is 
massive seed shed and seedling establishment
 
(Specht et al., 1958, fig. 1). If stands have
 
not reached reproductive maturity, however,
 
the passage of fire may eliminate the species
 
from the area.
 

While a fire's heat is required to open 
most of the follicles on living plants of B. 
ornata, the closely-related B. marginata Cay. 
(which can occur in the same plant community) 
has woody fruits which open without heat and 
which do not store seeds. In other genera 
such as Ilakea (Proteaceae) seed retention in 
woody follicles may be common but release 

occurs upon death of parent branches: such
 
death is usually associated with fire. In
 
Eucalyptus, some seed may be shed each year
 
but upon death of the crown two or more years
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seed may be shed : storage is partial rather 

than complete and dehisccnce, triggered by 

shoot death, may depend on fire severity and 

scorch height. 


Many genera of Australian Mediterranean 
lands exhibit seed storage on the plant.
 
Examples given by Gardner (1957) for southwestern 

Western Australia come from the families 

Cupressaccae, Casuarinaceac, Proteaceae and 

Myrtaceac. 


Pinaceae 


A number of Pinus species have cones
 
which are mainly dehi.icent after fire, the so
called "serotinous cones". Mediterranean
region examples are P. haZepensis Mill. and 
P. brutia Ten. (Naveh 1975). A North American 
example, for which much is known is P. contorta 
Dougl. In thC- cones of these species the 
bracts are held by a high-temperature resin 

which melts during the passage of fire thus 

enabling the seeds to fall (e.g. Lotan 1975).
 

P. contorta is a particularly interesting 
example because its cones vary from serotinous 

to freely dehiscing. In more frequently 

burned forests of P. contorta cone serotiny 

was common but in the less-frequently burned 

stands where l)ouglas fir (Pocudot uqa menziesii 

(,Mirb.) Franco) was dominant, P. contorta 

was freely dehiscing (Smith 1970). Where 

P. contorta had regenerated over extensive 

periods without fire, serotiny was uncommon 

but in fire-regenerated forests the condition 

was predominant (lotan 1967) . Recently, 
Lotan (1975) considered that young trees 
could have open cones, old overmature trees 
could have partial serotiny and mature trees 
older than 20-30 years had increasing serotiny. 

Significance of the Dry Fire-dehiscent
 
Fruit
 

Seed falling from fire-released fruits falls
 
onto a pyrogenic seedbed enhanced nutritionally

by ash and heat, enhanced competitively by 
reduced water use of some or all competitors and 

usually well lit through removal of shade. How 
much seed is shed is important and this quantity 
is influenced by a number of variables : the 
age of first seed production, yearly fruit set, 
seeds per fruit, extent of predation, and 
seed longevity, 


If fires occur very frequently, production 
of seed in early years is important. Pinus 
contorta may produce seeds when only a few 
years old (Smith 1970); mallee eucalypts may 
produce seeds on vegetatively regenerating 
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plants 2-3 years after fire (Gardner 1956);
 
Banksia ornata may take 5-7 years from seed
 
(Specht et al., 1958. fig. 1). If fires
 
are infrequent, however, investment in vegetat
ive growth rather than reproductive growth may

be beneficial.
 

For an effective seed fall after fire
 
the seeds must be well protected from heat
 
during the fire, and from predators and disease
 
during the interfire period. The fruits need
 
to be exposed to fire for dehiscence, however.
 
Thick walls of woody fruits may deter insect
 
predators and provide effective insulation;
 
low moisture content may deter fungal attack.
 

IN-SOIL SEED STORAGE AND FIRE-STIMULATED
 
GERMINATION 

Constraints o). seed grmination, which 
allow accw.-ulationz of viable reed in soil, 
my be relieved Ly fire. 

Soil-seed banks
 

Remarkable germinations of seeds in
 
recently burned plant communities can usually
 
be attributed to the shedding of seed from 
on-plant storages (as discussed above) or 
the germination of seed stored for a number 
of years in the soil. In a few cases the 
migration of seed into the area from unburned 
sources may also play a role. The release 
of soil-stored seed by fire, allowing it to
 
germinate, has been attributed to two main
 
causes ,iz. release from hard seededness or 
alleloparhy. Because reproduction is
 
enhanced by both mechanisms and is due to
 
the occurrence of fire we may designate
 
the plant properties involved as adaptive
 

traits. The two mechanisms involved are
 
discussed separately below.
 

Htardseededness
 

This property is best known for plants
 
of the family Leguminosae (e.g. Martin et al. 
1975) but is found in a wide variety of 
families including Anacardiaceae, Compositae, 
Gramineae, Malvaceae and Proteaceae (see 
Ballard 1973) : it is not confined to woody 
plants (Ballard lc. cit.) and is found to be 
a property of seeds from a variety of fruit 
types. The property is typified by lack 
of imbibition, swelling, and softening when
 
exposed to water. Seeds germinate promptly
 
when the seed coat is removed however 
(Ballard 1973). No studies of the processes 
of release from this type of dormancy seem to 
have been made in a fire-effects context but 
the principles which are being established in 



other contexts (mainly agricultural) may enhance 

our understanding of seed behaviour in fire-

prone environments, 


Hardseededness becomes apparent as 

seeds dry out (Quinlivan 1968): at higher

seed moisture contents water absorption by 

the testa was p>soible but below a critical 

lower moisture content impermeability occurred, 


Release of seeds from impermeability has 
been linked to changes in the strophiolar 
area for legumes especially at non-fire 
temperatures. Quinlivan (1968) showed that 
softening of seeds occurred under diurnal 
temperature fluctuations and that this was 
associated with fracture of the seed coat at 
the strophiole. Recently, Ballard et al. 
(1976) found that strophiole permeability 
increased as seed temperature increased to 
about 80'C when germinability began to decline, 
However, above about 130'C softening could 

be attributed to seed-coat cracking or charring, 


The results of Floyd (1966) for the 
germination of seeds found in eastern Australian
 
forests show that responses to temperature 

depend on the duration of exposure. Long

periods of exposure to relatively low temperat-

ures can give the same response as short 

exposures at high temperatures irrespective 

of whether or not the response was germination 

or death. In the field, then, the response 

of the soil-seed bank will depend not only on 

the properties of the seed but also on the 

properties of the fire, viz., its effect on 

soil temperatures and their duration, 

Christensen and Kimber's (1975) field data 

show this. 

Allelopathic Inhibition and Fire Release 
of Herb Seeds 

In the California chaparral abundant 
germination and flowering of numerous herbaceous 
annuals and biennials occurs after fire but 
these species disappear within a year or two
 
(Muller at a. 1968). In South Australian
 
heath Specht et al. (1958) noted a similar 

Out less widespread behaviour in HeZichrysum 

spp. (Compositae) and Stira sp. (Gramineac). 

Similar responses are apparent in Israel
 
(Naveh 1974) and in South Africa (Adamson

1935). This type of phenomenon has been 
investigated by Muller et a. (1968) who 

concluded that the flushes of herb growth 

and flowering after fire in California were 

due to the release of soil-stored seed from 

a chemical inhibition imposed by the shrub 

canopy. However, in view of the hardseeded-

ness of many plants from many families 

(Ballard 1973) sweeping generalizations

attributing germination responses to
 

allelopathy in uninvestigated cases is
 
unwarranted. Such caution need not detract
 
from the firm case built up in California for
 
chemical control of seed germination and its 
release by fire.
 

In the investigations of Muller et at.
 
(1968) in California field observation of the
 
occurrences (or lack of them) of seedlings
 
suggested that light, moisture and mineral 
nutrition were not limiting germination. How
ever, extracts of shrubs did affect germination 
of fresh seeds. Other observations were made 
on the behaviour of seeds in the soil : germina
tion of soil seed was enhanced by heating for 
an hour at temperatures up to 80C; germination 
was also enhanced by clearing away the shrub 
canopy. The authors concluded that heat is 
not necessary for germination but may stimulate 
it. Furthermore, fire removes the source of a 
very labile germination inhibitor. As shrubs 
re-establish, seed inhibition resumes but the 
seeds remain viable until a further fire
 
occurs.
 

Soil Seed Banks and Their Significance 

As with the on-plant storage of seed, the 
size and persistence of the seed bank in the 
soil will depend on rates of accessions and 
losses. Accessions to the seed bank may be 
governed by many factors. Immediate post
dispersal seed predation may perhaps be 
minimized by myrmecochory (which is very 
widespread in Mediterranean lands of Australia 
and may involve seed burial - Berg 1975),
fruiting at ground level (as noted by Carlquist 
1976 for some Australian and South African 
genera), and seed burial mechanisms (Naveh 
1975). Little is known of the fate of buried 
seeds but various predation and decomposition 
losses may be envisioned. Keeley (1977) 
points out that the soil seed bank in chaparral
 
is the result of dynamic fluctuations in seed
 
inputs and outputs.
 

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN ADAPTIVE TRAITS 
Some combinationsof traitsare mot unikey
 
to occur toetaer.
 

Below, the co-occurrences of thbe four 
major adaptive traits identified above are 
considered. Because fire-stimulated dispersal
 
is only possible and significant when on-plant 
storage occurs these characteristics are 
considered as one. Similarly, because fire
stimulated germination is only possible and
 
significant if in-soil storage of seed occurs,
 
these two are linked also.
 

Vegetative resistance to fire occurs 
for
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both plants which store seed and for those 

which don't. Among plants with on-plant 

storage of seed, a fire resistant group of 

species would be the malice eucalypts; a
 
fire sensitive species with on-plant storage 

would be Pinus brutia (Naveh 1975). Examples 

of resistant and sensitive Arctostaphylos 

species with seed storage in the soil and 

the dynamics of their seed populations, are 

given by Keeley (1977). 


Fire-stimulated flowering, as considered 

in this text, occurs only in fire resistant 

species. One could, however, consider that 

the California annuals which are stimulated 
to germinate by fire and which flower as a 
consequence of this show both in-soil storage
and fire-stimulated flowering. Among perennials,
the species which show fire-stimulated 
flowering - such as the orchidaceous geophytes 
and Xanthorhoea aiatilio - appear to have 
no seed dormancy mechanism nor on-plant 
storage. Examples of the co-occurrence of 
seed storage and fire-stimulated flowering 
may be fouud evetually among the in-soil 
storage group but are most unlikely to occur 
in the on-plant storage group. 

The last interaction to be considered 
is between storage of seed on the plant and 

storage of seed in the soil. The presence 

of both in the same population of a species 

seems most unl ikely because seed storage on 

the plant, and tile release of seed at the 

time of fire, foreshadows conditions for 

germination that will be optimal soon after 

fire. A seed dormancy mechanism, necessary 

for soil seed storage, would run counter to
 
the attainment of maximum germination in the 

pyrogenic seed bed. 


DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
 

1. 	Traits considered adaptive to 
fire may be distinguished as: 
vegetative survival through 
bud protection and rospouting; 
enhanced reproduation facilitated 
by fire-timulatcd fow,?ring; 
enhanced repioduction facilitated 
by on-plant -,td with,torag;e 
fire-stimulzted diPvorsal; 
enhanced rcp,odu,.t ion tlwi litated 
by in-soil ,',co'1 'oaewith 
fire-st imu latcd : rzii. nat ion, 

From Dobzhansky's (1956) definition of an 
adaptive trait the above traits have been 
considered to be adaptive to fire. This 
conclusion, however, needs to be considered 
in the light of the other conclusions below 
(e.g.,number five) if its significance is to 
be put into perspective. For example, while 

vegetative resprouting may be seen as an
 
adaptive trait to fire, it can fail if fires
 
occur very frequently over long periods.
 

Recently, flammability of the plant
 
community has been treated as an adaptive
 
trait by some authors (e.g. Biswell 1974). 
In the present account this property has not
 
been considered. This is not to deny the
 
existence of any feedback mechanism between
 
community development and flammability as
 
postulated by M!utch (1970) and others (Mount 
1964, Jackson 1968) but rather to emphasize
 
the stage in the development of research into
 
this topic.
 

2. 	 A single trait like vegetative 
survival through bud protection 
and resprouting may be adaptive 
not only to fire but to other 
environmental variables as well 
e.g. insect attack, shade,
 
disease.
 

3. 	 Different species livina in 
the sawe environment may be 
adaptive to fires in different, 
but equally effective, ways.
 

Sprouting and non-sprouting Arctostaphylos 
provide an example. Also survival and 
reproduction of geophytes may occur differently

from that for shrubs or trees or annual herbs
 
but all may occur in the same environment in
 
the same locality. This conclusion may also
 
be seen to be a consequence of the interactions
 
between traits.
 

4. 	 The significance of a trait 
and its adaptive value can only
 
be considered within the
 
context of the life cycle. 

A fire-sensitive species like Banksia
 
ornata may be capable of producing woody
 
follicles which fail to open until the passage
of fire but such a trait can hardly be considered 
adaptive if the frequency of fires is such 
that the plant does not reach reproductive 
maturity. Similarly, sprouting behaviour is 
only significant if the longevity of the plant 
has not been exceeded. Other examples may
also illustrate this self-evident conclusion. 

S. 	 For fire as an environmental 
variable, adaptation nust be 
considered in terms of the fire 
regime : type (i.e. peat or 
above-ground fire), season, 
frequency and intensity of fire. 

Examples of this may be found throughout 
this review (although type of fire has not been 
considered). Season of burn affected sprouting 
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response and flowering in some cases;

frequency of fires affected sprouting response 

and was important to expression of adaptive

traits; intensity of fire affected tree
 
resistance, seed release 
 from trees and 
germination of seeds. The fire regime and 
life cycle can interact with species charact-
eristics so that either survival or death of a 
population in an area could occur. Thus, the 
adaptation of the species as a whole is to the 

fire 	regime rather than to a single fire. 

5. 	Fire is onZ . one o'; a sct of 
selective agcnts :aacd b? a plant 
population. Tailts ,'hich enable 
szo'vival and rC,.,odctzon duing 
a successi:n of fires in the 
environment r! et cXso enable 
Survival and pe ;noocJz d.rinquion 
the stresses "rasedb'p other 
sezectt'e aycnrs. 

Seed stored on the plant and protected
from fire damage by a thick wall is seed 
available for regeneration after fire-stimulated 
dispersal unless it has suffered from the 
ravages of vertebrate and invertebrate predators 
or from disease. Seed must therefore be 
protected from these biotic influences if the 
fire-stimulated dispersal of seed is going to 

be a successful strategy for reproduction. 
Certain energy costs are involved in protection
and these need to be balanced against possible
advantages in vegetative growth. 

7. 	 Control of an adtive rrait, 
while triggered ;, the cue of 
fire occurrence, na?-he vested 
wOthin the prant itself or it 
may be vested in :he environment. 


The sprouting response usually occurs 
when the internal correlative inhibitions 
within the plant are broken by leaf removal 
through fire or other agents. Similarly, 
the flowering response of Xant'crrhoea and 
the control of hardseededness are subject to 
internal control. The flowering responses
of geophytes, however, may be controlled by
post-fire ambient conditions. Another 
example, a better studied one, would be the 
release of seeds of California annuals 
from allelopathic inhibition imposed by
other species. The distinction between 
internal control and external control is 

perhaps one that is not clear-cut but it may

enable a clearer picture of plant response 

to be perceived. 
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POST-FIRE SUCCESSION OF PLANTS
 

IN MEDITERRANEAN ECOSYSTEMS1 /
 

I.R. Noble and R.O. Slatyer-/
 

Abstract: Classical ideas of succession have limited
 
applicability to fire prone ecosystems. In order to derive
 
more realistic patterns of replacement sequences in plant
 
communities exposed to various fire frequencies, a small
 
set of species attributes, vital to reproduction and survival,
 
is defined. A classification scheme is then built up by 
assigning combinations of vital attributes to the key species 
in particular COlmunities. The scheme appears to have both 
descriptive and predictive value when applied to three 
different types of Nlediterranean ecosystems. 

Key words: Eucalyptus, fire, Mediterranean, succession 

INTRODUCTION 


Classical concepts of succession (Cowles
 
1899; Clements 1916; Weaver and Clements 1937; 

Odum 1969) assume, that following a disturbance, 
tile community gradually resumes the structure 
and composition of the surrounding undisturbed 
area by an orderly and predictable series of 
species replacements. The initial post-disturb-
ance community is assumed to be occupied by 
colonizer, or pioneer species, which are unable 
to replace themselves indefinitely at the site. 
Progressive substitutions by' other species occur 
until a suite of species able to replace them-
selves indefinitely occupies the site and the 
climax stage is attained. The whole process 
requires effective altruism on the part of the 
species of each of the earl). successional stages, 
since they alter the environment to make it less 
suitable for their own persistence and continued 
recruitment and more suitable for the recruit-
ment of subsequent species. From this tradit-
ional view, fire has been regarded as an 
externally induced aberration which causes a 

1/Presented at the Symposium on lnvironmental 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. 

2 /Dr. I.R. Noble, Professor R.O. Slatyer 

D)epartment of Environmental Biology 
Research School of Biological Sciences 
Australian National University 
P.O. Box C,75 

Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601, Australia 


regression in an otherwise progressive success
ional sequence.
 

The classical concepts have been challenged 
by several authors in recent times. Egler (1954) 
argued that tile initial floristic composition 
of a community immediately after a disturbance 
can dominate tile subsequent pattern of develop
ment. Drury and Nisbet (1971, 1973) have traced 
the history of successional thinking and suggest
ed that, in most cases of secondary succession, 
the early stages can be understood in terms of 
differential growth, with species frequently 
acting to delay the succession of another 
community, rather than altruistically preparing 
its way. 

Connell and Slatyer (1977) have proposed a 
broader system of successional processes incor
porating tile possibility of classical concepts, 
the mechanisms described by Egler, and Drury 
and Nisbet, and also a form of inhibited success
ion where species established early in succession 
hold tile site to tile exclusion of longer lived, 
later successional species. Invasion by longer
 
lived species is dependent on chance establish

ment in gaps among the early' species. 
A meeting dealing with fire in Mediterranean 

ecosystems seems an appropriate place to discuss
 

alternatives to the classical view of succession.
 
For example, Ilanes (1971) in describing success
ion in chaparral stated*
 

The sequence of vegetation change 
in chaparral after fire is unusual.
 
Shrubs composing the mature community
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are present in the vegetation the 

first year. Chaparral succession 

thus is set apart from the usual se-

quence of change that characterizes 
secondary succession in most plant 
communities. Also, invasion of the
chaparral community by new species is 

very limited once the initial first-

year population is established. A 

site once occupied by chaparral species

will not return entirely to earlier 
seral stages, 

His observations would be supported in many.
Australian communities. Indeed succession 

theory has had little application in Australia,

probably because many of the communities do not 

fit readily into the classical framework, 


Partly because of limited applicability of 

classical concepts, and partly because of 
new 
ideas and observations of the ty-pe just referr
ed to, two major lines of work dealing with 
vegetation regeneration after a disturbance, 
such as fire, now seem to be developing. One 

approach emphasises the patterns of replacement 

sequences observed in plant communities. Egler

(1954), Horn (1976) and Connell and Slatyer

(1977) have all suggested sequences in addition 

to that originally proposed by Clements (fig. 1).

However, these schemes do not attempt to relate 


Clements Egler 

"-A".B." C.".D 0 Classical Relay 
Floristics 

-A-BC- DInitial
bcdcd d d Floristic 

the pattern of the replacement sequences to
 
specific attributes of the species taking part

in them. Nor do they directly relate the var
ious pathways that are possible in the replace
ment sequence, to the disturbance regime.
 

The second approach emphasises the adaptive
traits of the species involved in the disturbance
 
and subsequent events. 
 Naveh (1973) classified
 
the Mediterranean woody plants of Israel into

obligate and facultative resprouters depending
 
on whether they are entirely dependent on vegeta
tive recovery after a fire, or whether both

vegetative and seed reproduction occurs. Gill
 
(1975, 1977) has discussed the traits of Austral
ian plants important in recovery from fire.
 
Species adaptions are important in determining
whether a species can sur~ive a given fire regime,
 
but they give little insihlit into the types ofreplacement sequences that might occur in commun
ities containing them. 

In this paper, which is an extension of Noble
 
and Slatyer (1977), we seek to define a small
 
set of species attributes vital to the reproduct
ion and survival of a particular species when
 
subject to periodic disturbances. We deal
 
specifically with fire as 
the periodic disturb
ance. 
 From this set of vital attributes,
 
similar to those discussed by Gill, and Naveh,
 
we derive replacement sequences like those of
 

Connell & Horn 
Slatyer 

Facultative Obligate 

Composition 

A - Tolerance Competitive 
Hierarchy
 

- -. D Truncated 

A - B/ Chronic 
I XDisturbance 

/ \ 

Figure 1-- Replacement sequences proposed by several authors. 
The letters
 
represent hypothetical dominant species; upper case indicating dominance,

and lower case subdominance. 
The arrows marked with a dot show the altern
ative starting points for the replacement sequence after a disturbance.
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Horn, or Connell and Slatyer. First we will 

describe three examples of Australian Mediterr-

anean ecosystems so that we might use them as
 
examples in subsequent discussion. 


THlREE MEiDITERiANEAN ECOSYSTEMS 

As our first example, we will deal with 

mallee-Callitris communities in western New 

South Wales. Mallce is a shrub-like multi-

stemmed form of eucalypt found mainly in Medit-

erranean climatic zones in Australia (200 to 


-1
600 mm yr of predominantly winter rainfall), 

About 130 species of Eucalyptus show the mallee 

habit and all have a very long lived underground

lignotuber from which they can resprout after 

fire or mechanical damage. Seedlings are 

rarely observed. 


Callitris columellaris F. Muell. (White

Cypress Pine) is a slow growing conifer up to 

25 m tall, which produces useful timber. It 

has a wide distribution and is found in the 

mallee district mainly on sandy soils. In gen-

eral mallee and Callitris are segregated in 

distinct dominance communities, but in some 

areas the two species occur in closely inter-

woven patches, with small groups of Callitris 

trees scattered throughout the mallee. Callit
ris regenerates from seed and it can reach 

reproductive age as young as 6 yr. The seed 

is winged and is usually released from the 

cones 
during summer, but with limited dispersal

(up to 400 m, Lacey 1972). It can form very 

dense regeneration stands under the canopy of 

older trees or of other species. 


There is little understory in dense mallee-

Callitris stands, however the mallee species

produce fuel 
in the form of ribbon and decortic-

ating bark so that a community with a high

mallee component readily carries fire. If 
a 

fire, hot enough to kill all above ground tissue, 
occurs in a mallee-Callitris community, then 
the mallee species will resprout from the ligno-
tubers. Usually sufficient seed will survive 
the fire to initiate Callitris regeneration 
from seedlings. There ill also be growth of 
some shrub species and grasses, mainly from 
seed. The grasses are gradually suppressed as 
the trees regenerate. )ense Callitris stands 

are less likely to carry a fire than the mallee 

species so usually a few Callitris trees survive 

to act as seed sources, 


A second example is that of a dry sclero-

phyll forest dominated by Eucalyptus and legume

species, Purdie and Slatyer (l976)and Purdie 

(1977a,b) have described succession after fire 

in a community near Canberra which, although 

not strictly Mediterranean (600 mm of annual 

rainfall but with relatively wet summers), is 


still representative of other dry sclerophyll
 
communities.
 

The community includes a tree stratum up
 
to 15 m high, of Eucalyptus macrorhyncha F.
 
Muell. ex Benth., E. rossii R.T. Baker et
 
H.G. Smith and several other eucalypts all of
 
which have long lived lignotubers. A tall shru
 
layer up to 2 m high includes Acacia genistifol

Link, Daviesia mimosoides R. Br. and Dillwyyia
 
retorta (Wendl.) Druce. These shrubs are short
 
lived compared to the eucalypts and tend to
 
mature in about 5 years and die after about 1S
 
to 20 years. There is also a minor shrub and
 
grass understory. After a fire the eucalypts
 
regenerate quickly, mainly from epicormic buds
 
and lignotubers. The smaller species usually
 
suffer more physical damage during a fire, but
 
Daviesia regrows from root stocks and appears
 
to dominate the understory in the first few 
years. However, the Acacia and Dillwynia
 
regenerate from long lived seeds which survived
 
the burn stored in the soil and, after several
 
years, they becoume codominate in the understory
 
Little successful regeneration of any of these
 
species occurs during unburnt periods. There
fore if the area remains unburnt for a long

period, the tall shrub layer senesces and is
 
lost.
 

A third example is the heath community in
 
the south east of South Australia described by

Specht et al. (1958). The heaths occur on deep
 
sands which are extremely poor in nutrients, in
 
a Mediter- mean climate which receives about
 
500 to 60w mm of rainfall, mainly in winter.
 
The community is made up of a number of sc!ero
phyllous species and rarely exceeds 1 m in 
height.
 

Fires are frequent in this community, and
 
within 5 yr of a fire there is sufficient fuel
 
to carry another. A fire kills all aerial
 
growth and consumes most of the above ground
 
material. Soon after the fire several species
 
sprout from underground root stocks. Initially
 
Xanthorrhoea australis R. Br. dominates the
 
community, but it is soon joined by Casuarina
 
pusilla, Macklin., which is also a sprouter,
 
and several herb and grass species which have
 
widely dispersed seeds. After 3-10 yr
 
C. pujlla becomes more dominant along with
 
BankTsia oiata F. Kuell. which regenerates from
 
seed. If the site remains unburnt for more than
 
about 25-35 yr, C. pusilla and B. ornata begin
 
to senesce and are not replaced. After about

50 yr Banksia marginata Cav. and Xanthorrhoea 
australis are dominant. B. marginata is a 
sprouting species and is able to maintain it
self in the community by suckering. Specht
did not observe any new seedlings of X. aust
ralis, but individuals are very long ive7 
and vegetative division of the stocks seemed 
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to have approximately balanced any mortality 

of the plants during repeated fires, 


Based on the observations mentioned above,

and many similar situations with which you are

probably familiar, we wish to make several 

points about vegetation replacement sequences
at a particular site. 


1. Initial recruitment depends on the
presence of propagules immediately after the 
disturbance. The propagules can either arrive
from elsewhere, or they may persist through

the disturbance at the site either as 
seed or 

as some 
form of vegetative propagule. 


2. Immediately after the disturbance there
is a period of rapid recruitment in conditions

of little competition. 


3. After the initial pulse, recruitment 

slows, since once an individual plant is established it is very difficult to displace. 
 Un-

like animals, where individuals may be 

physically displaced by interactions with

other individuals, the displacement of a plant

requires its death and the creation of a gap,
or the physical dominance and take-over of its
living space. Both processes take time, and
long lived species are at a great advantage in 
retaining a presence in the community. Thelongevities of many plant species compared with 
animal species may be a reflection of the adapt-ive advantage conferred by longevity in many
situations, 


4. Therefore, during and immediately after 
the initial pulse, species which have propagules
present, can establish rapidly, and are long

lived, have an advantage. 


5. After the initial pulse, species with 

the ability to regenerate and grow in situations of limited resources have the advantage. 


VITAL ATTRIBUTES 


These points can be summarised by consider-
ing which attributes of a species are vital to 

its presence at a site subject to periodic
disturbances. 
 We see the following vital attri-

butes as the most iportant: 


1. The method of arrival or persistence of 

propagules at 
the site after a disturbance.
 

2. The conditions in which the species

establish and grow to maturity, 


3. The longevity of the individuals, and 
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the time taken to reach critical stages in
 
their life history.
 

We consider that these three attributes
 
determine the main features of vegetation replacement sequences. In addition if some
 
indication of relative importance or dominance
 
is needed, we would add a fourth attribute:
 

4. The growth rate of a species.
 

Method of Persistence
 

The first vital attribute deals with the 
method of persistence through the disturbance. 
We recognise four different mechanisms. 

1. Persistence by the arrival of vagile

seeds (D). 
 The seeds of species which have
 powers of dispersal from surrounding, undisturb
ed areas are always available at the site insufficient quantity for restocking.
 

2. Persistence via seeds with long via
bility and often stored in the soil(S). These
seeds are available for a significant period
(in some cases centuries) after the loss of
adults from the site and it is assumed that theseed pool can persist through several disturb
ances without replenishment (i.e. not all seeds
germinate after the first disturbance). 

3. Persistence by seeds surviving the
disturbance at tile site often within protectivecones or fruits held in the canopy (C). In this case the seeds are available only if adults 
were present at the site immediately before
the disturbance. 

4. Persistence by all or part of an indiv
idual surviving the disturbance and then rapidly

recoveringvia vegetative regrowth,from any

damage (V).
 

Conditions for Establishment
 

The second vital attribute deals with the
conditions necessary for establishment (i.e.
germination or initiation and growth to mat
urity) in the community, We recognise three
different mechanisms.
 

1. Able to establish at any time, if
 
necessary, with adults of both the same species
 
and of other species occurring at
These species can thle site.
tolerate competition (T).
 

2. Able to establish only immediately

after a disturbance when competition is usually
 
reduced. These species are 
intolerant of
competition in established conununities (I).
 



3. Unable to establish immediately after 

a disturbance, but able to become established 

once mature individuals of either the same or 

another species are present. These species
 
have some requirement which is only provided 

by established communities (R). 


Life History 


The third vital attribute deals with the 

life history of the species taking part in the
 
replacement sequence. Life histories are
 
important in determining the exact role a 

species can play in the community when a dis
turbance occurs. We describe four critical 

events in the life history of a species in 

order of occurrence after a disturbance 

(time 0). 


1. The replenishment of sufficient propa-

gules to survive another disturbance (p in 

figure 3). For D, S and V species propagules 

are available immediately and therefore p coin-

cides with 0. With type C species there is a 

delay before a new batch of seed is available, 


2. Maturity is the time at which individ- 

uals will have recovered or grown sufficiently 

to be regarded as established (?n).This is a 

difficult event to define, but we have chosen 

to use the time when the individual is able to 

contribute propagules to the propagule pool 

that will enahle the species to persist another 

disturhance. This occurs at sexual maturity
 
in the case of I),S, and C species. Type V 

species are regarded as being mature immediate-

ly after the disturbance. This is obviously 

true for species which survive the disturbance, 

virtually unscathed, and those species which 

have to resprout from rootstocks are usually 

able to survive another disturbance even if 

it occurs soon after the first, 


3. The senescence and loss of the species 
from the community (t). Individuals of type I 
species eventually reach their maximum life 
span and senesce then die, and the species is 
lost from the community. Type T and R species 
are effectively immortal in an undisturbed site 
since they show continual recruitment, 

4. Loss of propagules from the site so 
that the species is extinct (e). This can 
only occur with type I species since type T 
and R species, once established, always have 
mature individuals at the site. Nor can 
extinction occ, :-with type I) species since it 
is assumed that there are always mature indiv-
iduals within dispersal distance of the site. 
With type C and V species, e coincides with 
£ since the loss of mature individuals implies 
the loss of the method of persistence, whereas 

with S species, e occurs after Z, the time
 
span depending on the longevity of the stored
 
seed.
 

The life history attribute determines
 
critical phases in the recruitment, persistence
 
and elimination of species from the replacement
 
sequences. Application of the attribute adds
 
more detail to the basic structure of the
 
replacement sequence which is determined by
 
the first two vital attributes.
 

Combinations of Vital Attributes
 

We can illustrate this classification
 
scheme with some examples, dealing initially
 
with the first two vital attributes. Many
 
widely dispersed grasses and herbs act as fire
 
weeds and rapidly occupy a disturbed site after
 
a fire by germination of highly vagile seeds
 
(i.e. D). However most of these species are
 
relatively intolerant of competition for light
 
and do not continue establishing on the site
 
after the disturbance. They are therefore
 
classified as DI. Ceanothus cuneatus (Hook)
 
Nutt. (Wedgeleaf ceanothus) is a non-sprouting
 
chaparral species which establishes from a
 
seed pool stored in the soil immediately after
 
a fire (S). However, once the chaparral comm
unity is mature, wedgeleaf ceaaothus is no
 
longer able to establish and it eventually
 
dies out after about 50 years (Biswell 1974).
 
Hence the appropriate classification is SI.
 

In this volume, Gill (1977) has described
 
the adaptive traits of several Australian
 
species. Most eucalypts have a mechanism for
 
vegetative persistence through a fire (V), and 
very little recruitment of new individuals 
occurs during periods between disturbances, 
most seedlings remaining as stunted advance 
growth (I). Such eucal)ts are therefore 
classified as VI. A small group of eucalypts
 
are very poor resprouters, regenerating in
stead from a seed pool held in capsules in
 
their canopies (C). These seeds fall on to
 
the ashbed after a fire and establish rapidly.
 
Recruitment between disturbances is also poor
 
in this group (I),which therefore is best
 
classified as Cl.
 

The descriptions of the fire adaptions of
 
Banksia ornata described in this -volume 
(Gill 1977) show that this species is best
 
classified as a CI species. The closely relat
ed species B. marginata does not store seeds
 
in any fire resistant manner. However, it
 
sprouts from underground tissue after a fire.
 
Sprouting can continue to occur throughout
 
the life span of B. marginata and there is a
 
continual input oT young vigorous sprouts,
 
so maintaining the presence of the species
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within the community. Hence B. marginata is 

best classified as a VT species. 


Certain deductions may be made about the 

properties of species with different combinat
ions of mechanisms of the first two vital 

attributes. First, it must 
be recognised that 

a species can be present in a community in one 

of three states; as a propagule (seed), as a 

juvenile or 	as an adult. 
 A fourth possibility

is that the species is extinct; no longer

present in 
one of the other three states, 

The transitions between these states can be 

deduced directly from the mechanisms of the 

first two vital attributes. For example, if
an 

SI species is present as a juvenile then, if no 

disturbance occurs, it will become an 
adult, 

and eventually the adults will die, leaving long

lived propagules stored at 
the site. Eventually,

if no disturbance o'curs, these propagules will 

lose their viability, and the species will be-

come extinct. If a disturbance occurs at any of

the stages before extinction, then seeds from 

the seed pool will germinate and the species 
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Figure 2-- Transitions between states 
for each 

combination of mechanisms of the first two 

vital attributes. The states are: 
p, present 

o n l y a s p r o p a g u l e s ; j , p r e s e n t a s j u v e n i l e s 

(and possibly propagules); a, present as 

adults (and possibly propagules and juveniles); 

e, extinct from the community. Solid arrows 

show transitions in periods with no disturb-

ance, and broken line arrows show the trans-

itions due to fire, 


will be present in the juvenile state. The
 
transitions for the other pairs of mechanisms
 
shown in fig. 2 can be derived in a similar
 
manner.
 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the
 
transitions. For example, the pattern of trans
itions for DT and ST species are identical, and 
therefore they interact in exactly the same way
in replacement sequences. Similarly DR and SR
 
are exactly equivalent. The transitions for
 
both CR and VR indicate that these combinations
 
of mechanisms arc most unlikely to occur. 
This
 
is because the V and C mechanisms imply that the
 
propagules are short 
lived and therefore will
 
only be effective for a short 
time after a dis
turbance, whereas the R mechanism implies that
 
the propagules cannot germinate or establish
 
until some 
time after the fire. Therefore the
 
number of effective and different mechanism
 
pairs is reduced from 12 to S.
 

It is possible that some species will show
 
a combination of mechanisms associated with the 
first vital attrihute. The D mechanism means 
that seeds are available at all times, and 
therefore there is no additional advantage to a

D species also having S or C mechanisms. Simi
larly, species with an S mechanism will have 
seeds available at all the times that a C 
mechanism will provide seeds. Therefore there

is a strict hierarchy of seed based mechanisis
 
with IDmore useful than S, and S than C. If any
species does show a combination of seed based 
mechanisms of persistence, then we need consider 

the highest mechanism in the hierarchy.
 

However, it is possible for a species to
 
have a V mechanism in combination with other
 
mechanisms. 
An analysis of the transitions
 
shows that the only combinations showing trans
ition patterns different from those of the
 
simple pairs of mechanisms are V with I and V
 
with S, and then only when combined with the I
mechanism of establishment (i.e. (V) I and
 
(VS)T). The transition patterns are only minor
 
variations of the 1)Iand SI patterns. 
 These com
binations of replacement sequences are probably

common. 
 For example Adenostoma fasciculatum
 
H. et A. (chamise) is a vigorous sprouter which
 
also germinates from dormant seeds in the first
 
rainy season after a fire but not 
in later years
 
fHorton and Kraebel 1955; Hlanes 1971). It is
 
therefore a (VS)I species.
 

Many V species also show the C mechanism and
 
p r o d u c e se e w t h s p r o u t s ,
i esa l o n i smg. 

produce seedlings along with sprouts (e.g.,

Daviesia mimosoides, Purdie and Slatyer 1977).

these seedlings help balance any mortality due
 
to the disturbance, but 
they do not affect the
 
role the species plays in any replacement
 
sequences.
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CI 

In figure 3 the life history characteristics 
of species with various combinations of the 
first two attributes are given. Even though 
four critical events in the life cycle are de-

fined for most vital attribute combinations, 
the age at which most of these events occur 
does not need to be determined for the different 
vital attribute combinations. For example, for 

a VI species only its longevity need be deter-

mined since propagule replenishment and maturity 
occur immediately after a fire, and extinction 
coincides with the loss of the species from the 


community at the end of its life span. For a 


VT species, not even the longevity need be known
 

since the species will show continuous recruit-


ment, and therefore is effectively inmortal, 
Only for SI species do the ages of three events 

need to be known, i.e. age at maturity, the 
longevity and the life span of the seed store, 


Therefore, again a simplification of the corn-

plete scheme can be obtained from deductions 

about the vital attributes, 


APPLICATIONS OF VITAL A'TRIBUTES 


We will now apply the vital attributes disc-

ussed above to the examples of Mediterranean 
ecosystems described earlier. In doing so, we 

will demonstrate that a knowledge of the vital 
attributes of the species occurring at a site 

enables replacement sequences to be predicted 

Dr 


DI 


DR 


SI 


SR 


Cr 


VT 
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(VD)I 
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various combinations of mechanisms of the 


first two vital attributes. The critical 


events are described in the text. 
 The (m) 


for the R species indicates that their 


reaching maturity is dependent on the 

presence of other mature individuals, 


under various patterns of disturbance frequency.
 
In the replacement sequences depicted below, a 
species will be included in the symbolic descrip
tion of the community only if it is represented 
in the community by adults. That is, only if 

it is between events m and Z in its life history. 
This period approximately coincides with the 
period during which most observers would empir
ically recognise the species as being important 
in the community. Solid lines are used to 
represent the transitions which occur in the 

absence of a disturbance, while dashed lines 

indicated the transition when a hot fire occurs. 

First we deal with the Callitris-mallee
 
community. The mallee species are typical of
 

the majority of the eucalypts, and therefore are 

described as VI species. The only information 

needed about the life history of a VI species is 

its longevity (figure 3). We do not know the 

longevity of an individual mallee lignotuber, 
but it is probably of the order of several 
centuries. Callitris appears to be a CT species. 

It takes Callitris seedlings about 6-8 yr (Lacey 

1972) to reach maturity, which is all that we 

need to know about its life history. The grass

es and some minor shrubs appear mainly to be 

species with vagile propagules, and intolerant 
of competition with a mature tree stratum. 

They may be classified as DI species which reach 
maturity in 1 to_2 years and die out after a 

decade or so. 

Initially we will describe, in detail, the 

derivation of a replacement sequence, consider

ing only the tree species (figure 4a). We
 

consider a site which is already supporting a
 

stand of both mature mallee and Callitris (i.e.
 
+ CT). If this site is burnt by a hot fire,
 

the above ground tissue of both species will
 

The V species will regenerate immedbe killed. 

iately and the first stage of the replacement
 
sequence will consist of only the mallee (VI).
 

Seedlings of the C species will germinate as
 

soon as suitable weather conitions occur,
 
however mallee will remain the only 'mature'
 

species until the Callitris seedlings reach
 

maturity after about 6-8 yr so returning to a
 
VI + CT conrnunity. If the community remains un

burnt for a very long time the mallees will die
 

out, leaving only Callitris (CT) which is self
 

ment sequence is :
 

vI £~~vI + CTCT 

However fires will usually disrupt this
 

sequence. We have already considered the effect
 

of a fire at the VI + CT stage in deriving the
 

above sequence. If a fire occurs at the VI stage
 

(i.e., within 6-8 yr after the first fire), then 

the young, immature Callitris will be destroyed
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and Callitris will be lost from the community, 
 Only D or S species can re-establish on a site
or at least substantially reduced in importance, 
 once the adults have senesced and died.
This is shown in figure 4a by the transition
VI ---*VI, If the resultant VI community is
burnt again then it will be relatively unaffect-
Therefore even this simplified sequence
shows some interesting points.
ed. If it remains undisturbed for a very long 

The most common
 
replacement sequence is probably,
period, and the mallee begins to die out the
replacement sequence will be difficult to pre-


dict (hence VI --+?). 
£ -

VI +'-VICT 
If the CT community eventually burns after 
 with fires occurring every few decades.
the long period without fire, the Callitris will How

regenerate from its seed pool. 
ever, the long absence of fire can lead to the
The mallee will 


not be able to regenerate since it is 
loss of the mallee, while a high frequency of
 a V fire can lead to the loss of the Callitris.
species and it has been lost from the site.
 

0 1 6-8 10 100? co 
mallee (Eucalyptus spp.) VI pm 
 Re 

Callitris columellaris CT 
 pn £e
 
grass and shrub spp. 
 DI p- - a 

4a -
 100? AI,

V - VI + CT - CTo
 

" 100 9 

4b -------------------
41 

VI -- V + DI 6-8 
DI- + CTrVI + CT Cr

10. +C 100? 
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" , ~(no Callitris) - - -

grass -- *grass &Callitris 
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Figure 4-- Species replacement sequences In 
a mallee-Callitris community. 
The
approximate time taken (in yr) for transitions in undisturbed communities is
shown above the solid arrows. 
The broken line arrows show the transitions caused
by fire. 
 4a shows the replacement sequence generated by considering only the
trees, while 4b and 4c show an expanded sequence considering the trees and grasses.
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A more realistic replacement sequence can 
be derived by including tile grass and shrub Daviesia mimosoides y 

0 3 
pm 

20 
Le 

100? 

species (fig. 4b and 4c). The replacement se
quence in 4b is essentially the same as that 
depicted in 4a, but with the role of the grass 

Acacia genistifolia 
Dillwynia retorta 

SI 
S1 

p - m -

p - m -
Z -
Z -

e 
e 

and shrub species shown in detail. The sequence 
emphasises the sensitivity of Callitris to fre-
quent fires both when it occurs with mallee and 
in pure stands. It can be seen that the se-

Eucalyptus spp. VI pm ke 

quence derived in figure 4a is an adequate
 
precis of the more complete sequence showm in 


We find that for many plant commun-
figure 4b. 

ities the essential features of any replacement 

sequence can be depicted by dealing with a pair


in some cases
of the most important species, or 


a sequence of several pairs 
of species.
 

At this stage it is important to emphasise
 
that the replacement sequences shown in this 
paper refer to the changes in species composit-
ion at a given site, assuming constant edaphic
 
and climatic conditions. Therefore, although 

the replacement sequences derived in figure 4
 

under certain fire regimes, stands
indicate that, 

of pure mallee and stands of pure Callitris can 


be derived from what was originally a mixed' 

stand, this does not necessarily mean that all 

pure stands are derived in this way. At many 


sites the 	edaphic or climatic features favour 


either Callitris or mallee rather than a mixed 


community. 


The second example deals with the dry scler-

ophyll woodland described above. The replace-
ment sequence derived for this group cf species 


ment seqinc dgried fr tthat 

is shown in figure 5. Again the Eucalyptus 

Xanthorrhoea australis VI 


Casuarina 	pusilla Vj 


Banksia marginata VT 


Banksia ornata CI 


herbs 	 DI 


V? V +>Vl+ S -"VI - ? 
+	 - )

l V + "
 
P , 

Figure 5-- The species replacement sequence
 
for a dry sclerophyll woodland near Canberra.
 

species are 	classified as VI, with a life span
 

Daviesia mimosof probably a century or more. 


of o sly Dillnia retorta and
about 20 yr. 


Acacia genistifolia are SI species, which mature
 
in 2-3 also have a life span of about 20
 

l o he s ie soi is
yrThe 

is
 yr. The longevity of the seed in the soil 


least many decades. The
not known but it is at 

sequence indicates that the fully diverse commun
 
ity will only be maintained by burns at interval
 
of less than 20 yr. If a longer period without
 
burn occurs then a eucalypt community with a mor
 uit io itr
oe uo.
open understory will develop. It is of interest 

this scheme shows that Daviesia is endanger 
ed by long protection from tire since it does 

0 1 5 35 100?
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Figure 6-- The replacement sequence for a heath community
 
as described by Specht et al. (1958).
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not 
have a long term method of maintaining
propagule availability in the absence of fire. 
Drury, I.H., and I.C.T. Nisbet


1971. Interrelations between developmental

The final example is that of the heathcom- models in geomorphology, plant ecology and
animal ecology.
unity. 	 General Systems 16:57-68.
We will not describe the derivation of
the replacement sequence in detail, however the 

Drury, W.H., and I.C.T. Nisbet
 
vital attribute data, and the sequence are shown 

1973. Succession.
d 
 .Arnold Arboretum 54:331-368
1 . e 
.
in figure 6. 
The sequence indicates that full
diversity can only be maintained ,yburns more Egler, F.E.

frequent than once every 35 yr. 	

1954. Vegetation science concepts:
It is interest-	 1. Initial
ing to note that Specht could not 	
floristic composition, a factor in old-f .eld
find a site 
 vegetation development.
which has remained unburned for greater than 

Vegetatio 4:417.*417.
25 yr in his study area. The sequence also Gill, A.M.

1975. 
shows that Banksi 	

Fire in the Australian flora;
aornata can be lost from a 	 A review.
community i7ttrequent burns occur. 
1	975 . F r . 38:4l25 .
 
Aust. For. 
38:,-25.
 

1977. Plant 
traits adaptive to fires in Mediterranean
vital attributes described here can formthethe 	
land ecosystems.
The foregoing examples suggest that (In this volume).


tlanes,
1971. T.L.
Succession after fire in the chaparral
 
basis of a classification scheme which has both 
 of Southern California.
descriptive and predictive value when applied	 

Ecol.Monogr.41:27_

5 2.
 to natural communities exposed to various fire
frequencies. 
 The predictions appear to have Horn, l.S.


biological realism; 1976. Succession.
for example indicating 	 In R.M. May [ed.] Theoretfire frequencies which are needed to retain 

ical Ecology: Principles and Applications.
 

all species in a community as well as those 
Blackwell Scientific Pub.,Oxford, p.187-204.
 

which are likely to lead to extinctions.
scheme is still being reviewed and tested This 1955. Development of vegetation after fire in
against a variety of field situations in order 
the chamise chaparral of Southern California.
 

cog 3s
to make it 	 p:2S4-a6o.
as 

as possible. 

rigorous and widely applicable
liealso hope to prepare a more
formal statement of the scheme drawing Lacey, C.J.
on ideas
from linguistic analysis, and relating the re-
1972. Factors influencing occurrence of Cypress
placement sequences derived from this approach 
Pine regeneration in New South Wales.
Forestry Comm. N.S.W.
to those outlined by other workers. Tech.Pap. 21, 20 p.
Naveh, Z.
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DECOMPOSERS AND THE FIRE CYCLE IN MEDITERRANEAN-


TYPE ECOSYSTEMS!'
 

/
 
N. S. Margaris-


Abstract: The available to soil microbes
 
energy,by theoretical estimations,seems to
 
maintain total soil metabolism unchanged during
 
first post-fire year.A subsequent decrease is
 

expected for the second year while later 
on a
 
restoration of soil metabolism must take place
 

as a consequence of' the increased primary pro

ductivity.The available field data concern
 

only with first post-fire year and comprise
 

information on microbial numbers and activity,
 

cellulose decomposition rates,nitrification as
 

well as total soil metabolism.
 
Key words: Decomposers,fire,chaparral,phry

gana.
 

INTRODUCTION 	 on the changes of microbes after fire
 

significant deficient in relation to
 

During a fire such temperatures our knowledge on higher plants and verte

ure developing on soil surface that have brates.
 

Ls a result the killing of a great pro
in its 	 It must be also mentioned hereiortion of microorgr.nismns living 

'irst centimeters .After that,and except for that the biological variety of this he

.he quick oxidation of organic substances terogeneous group of soil microoganisms 
interactionrith the production of ash and charcoal, and all the known kinds of 

inysical and chemical changes(texture, between them and also among them and 

take place higher plants and animals make the effortLcidity,organi c 	 ontent etc) 
having a direct effect to generalize risky.However,having allIn the soil, also 

)n microorganisms. We can say,f or instance the above in mind,we will try to cite 

hat a change (usually an increase) in in short what is known today to happen 
bacteria and fungi after a fire. Our0ii,occuring after fire,has a direct effect to 

)n soil barterial popuiationis for the reference is made only for the first cMs 

eason that the pHl is a critical factor of soil ,where basically the changes 
occur.The research directions of soil)f bacteria] growth.On the other hand, 

L: Alhgrcn (1971h) mpntions,the non-exist- microbiologists,with numbers given by 

!nce of direct economic value and tho bacteriologists and names by mycologists 

iechniques used in soil microbiology (Clark and Paul 1970),seem rather cer

•esulted in making our present knowledge tainly,to be also valid in the case of 
fire research.
 

L/
Sympos;ium on Environ-	 At first,as to the bacteria,their./Presented at the 

after firenental Consequences of Fire and Fuel populations decrease just 

lanagement in Mediterranean Ecosystems, (Hall 1921,Kivekas 1939,Fritz 1930, 

lalo Alto,Calif. Aug.l-5,1977. 	 Ahligren and Ahlgren 1965).If the soil is 

?/ 	 wet they multiply in a few daysand be
. Lecturer,Institute of General Botany, come more numerous than before the fire 
Jniversity of Athens,Panepistimiopolis, (Corbet 1934,Ahlgren and Ahlgren 1965). 

In dry soils this increase appears after
kthens,621,GREECE. 
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the first rainfalls 
(Ahlgren 1974,Parki-

nson 1977).Naturally this 
soil recolo-

nization is basically completed by 
the 

lower soil layers and by the wind from
the neighboring areas.We 
consider as 

the main source 
the lower soil layers

because 
in the case of a wet and steri-

lized soil 
 fungi can advance in it 

at a speed 
of some cm per day (Evans

1955).Three reasons can be given to 

explain this augmentation of bacterial 

populations.The first one is the 
 increase 
of pH which usually occurs after fire 
and is particularly beneficial to bacte-
rial growth,as it is known bacteria pre-
fer more than fungi alkaline environments. 
The second reason is the fact that by
fire an addition of more easily available 
organic subetancestakes place and the 
third one that decomposition is accompli
shed faster whencomponents a rearrangement of theof soil crumbs takes place 
which as a result has a greater contact 
bewhich asnaesl 
as organirater ctactbetween enzymes and organic matter and 

thus a faster 
 rate of decomposition 
(Greenwood 1968).
 

As to the particular biological
activities of bacteria,nitrification 


seems to increase after 
fire (Kivekas
 
1939,Ahlgren and Ahlgren 1960).The above
mentioned reasons 
can be also valid 

here as an explanation(pH increase,
 
ammonium addition, etc).The activity of
free living nitrogen-fixing bacteria
(Azotobacter and Clostridium) 
seems 


(Azoobater
nd lostidim) semsof
also to increase (Lund 1951 ) as well as 

the nodule bacteria into legume roots
(Lunz 193b). 

As to the fungi,quantitative 

measurements have 
shown a fall 
in their 

populations after fire ( Wright and 
Tarrant 1958,Jalaluddin 19 6 9,Schaefer
1974).There exist enough data on quali-

tative changes and the development of 

characteristic fungi 
 in the burned soilis well known ( Wicklow 1973,197).Natu-
rally, we possess more available data 
on Discomycetes,Pyrenomyeetes and on 
Basidiomycetes because 
they produce

fruit bodies visible macroscopically. 

Thus,it was 
found that these species

multiply significantly after fire,fact 
shown even by their names (.'Pronema ,Py-
rophillus discomycetes etc).Something 

'similar to mediterranean pyrophytes 
(e.g. Cistus sp ) is happening to those 

species and it seems 
that their spores 

need 
a certain heat or chemical activa-

tion before germination (Sussman and
6 6
Halvorson 19 ).We 
must certainly mention 

here that the high presence of their 


reproductive forms doesnot necessarily
 
mean the same 
for their vegetative part,
 
the mycelium.
 

As to those fungi that complete
 
their life cycle as mycelia or in the
 
form of microscopic spores ( Penicillium,
 
Aspergillus etc) 
there exist today some
 
available data.Thus,Widden and 
Parkinson
 
(1975) showed that after fire occurs a 
decrease of the species Trichoderma
 
and Penicillium in soils with Pinus
 
contorta,while 
 the :pecies of Cyliodro
caroon destuctans romaia unaffected. 

(15eikleJohn(].955) found that species of 
Asrergillus take the place of Penicillium
 
and Jalaluddin (1069) 
 that Trichoderma
 
and Penicillium 
 are the first to reco
lonize the burned 
 noil. 

Concerningrhiza which exist with theectotrophic myorcn roots of most 

plants (Parkinson 1976) 
little 
is known.
However,according
(1958) a fall to Wright and Tarrantwas observed in their po
pulations after 
 fire. 

MEDITEHRANEAU-YPE ECOSYSTEMS
 

The energetic point of view 

As Clark
microbiologists (1968) mentions soil
believe that:"The supply
 

foodd materialsae ial in soilsoiat reo fo sina ean
can be esaid
 
to be perennially inadequate and thereare many miorooganisms in the soil andthey are 
always hungry" 
. Based on this
 
principle let us attempt to face,in ge
neral,what can happen after a 
 fire in
 
mediterraneantype ecoyst 
 em:;. 

We accept that the 2/3 of the plant
biomass soilin the aid eo e:; teasl are found 
in the soil (Belimer,:; et a.1955,Riodin
et al.1972,.pargari: 1976) .Having in
 
mind that the 
 plant:; f the:;e ecosystems 
are adapted to fire, after which they 
regenerate by resprutinog ith is rather 
obvious that the 2/3 of the biomass re
main unaffected.lt is certainly possible
for a proportior rootsof to be destroyed.
In such a ca:e the enerwgye 
microbes increases.Concequently we can 
accept that the energy offered from roots 
to microbes will remain 
the same,for
 
the first after the 
fire yearif not
 
increased.
 

The aboveground plant blomass re
malning in 
ash form after a fire is
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of the pre-fire biomass.In
about 10%
10-15% of the 

40% in consequence a fall in


estimated to be about 
 the microbial acti
initial value of which nearly 


vity will start existing from the second
 
organic form ( Christensen and Muller 


fire year and will disappear
after the
1975) and therefore available for micro-

6 gradually following the increase in the
 
% of the aboveground
bes.Conclusively,4

"energy primary productivity of the ecosystem.
plant biomass represents the 


offer"to microbes.Leaves of' evergeen
 
small


of total It is certainly possible for 

sclerophylls constitute 15-20%o 


appear during the microbial
differences to
aboveground biomass (Losnaint 1973). 

this the long


the leaf average life is succesion,but in spite of 

Assuming that 


adaptation of mediterranean-type ecosys
3 yearn,the "energy offer" as leaf litter 

be considered as
to fire must not
aboveground tems
to microbes is 5-75 of the 
unrelated to corresponding microbial ada

that during thebiomasn.So,we obnerve 
year the energy available ptations.
first pont-fire 

to microben if ensentia]ly maintened 

at the name level compared with previous 
Experimental results
conclude that total
years.Therefore we 


thpsoil metabolism before and during 

first year after' fire remainn quantita

tively unchanged.Of course,because of Microbial numbers 

the change in the offered substances
 

(for example a greater addition of
 
Before giving existing data on soil 

ammonium) a certain differentiation in 

microbial populations measured after fire
 activity of different physiological
the 

is in mediterranean-type ecosystems,we must
 
groups (e.g. nitrifying bacteria) 
 a relative
mention that they have only
certainly expected. 


of many disadvantages in
utility becaus 


the pour-plate method of measurement(e.g.
 a fire,the capacity of the
After 

solar energy utilization Phillipson 1971,Parkinson et al.1971).
 

ecosystem for 

listed results
In table l,however are 


is nearly nullified.During the first 
of
 on the numbers of bacteria and fungi 


months after the subsequent rains plants 

a Californian chaparral ecosystem(Chriof the growth
regenerate and at the end 


a Greek
Muller 1975) and of 

period the aboveground biomass attains stensen and 


in burned and
Table 1--Microbial numbers 


unburned 
 soils of California (cha

parral,Christensen and Muller,1975)
 

and Greece(Arianoutsou and Margaris,
 

unpublished data). 

Item Burned Unburned 

(number of cells per g soil) 

1.B A C T E R I A
 

65 X 105
 
l.l.Chaparral (California) 268 X 105 


28 X 103
68 X 10(Greece)
1.2.Phrygana 


2.F U N G I
 
9 X 104
 

2.l.Chaparral (California) 4h7 X 104 


17 X 1011 X 10 3(Greece)
2.2.Phrygana 
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Figure 
1--Microbial (dehydrogenase) activity
 
in the burned soil (uppe- 5 cm) 
as perce
ntage of the unburned 
one in Greece(Aria
noutsou and argaris,unpublished data).
 

phryganic ecosystem,both after 
fire.1n 

the first case the measurements were
 
carried out 9 months after fire,on June,
while in 
Greece 3 months,on October.An 

increase in 
the numbers of bacteria is 

observed in both areaswhile in what 

concerns 
fungi there exists an increase 

only in California.lt must 
be mentioned 

here that by the pour-plate technique 

we isolate mainly the 
spores and not 

the fungal hyphae,and so the data from 

California do 
not necessarily show a 

higher microbial activity 
in the burned 

soil. 


As to the microbial biomass 
in the
first 
5 cm of soil in a Greek phryganic 

ecosystem we found 
(Arianoutsou and
 
Margaris,unpublished data),uning the
sterilization-reinoculation technique

(Jenkinson 19 6
 6),that the microbial 

biomass in the burned area was 0.5 g 

per 100 g of soil ,2 months after the 

fire,30% less than the one in 
the 

unburned soil. 


Microbial activity
 

Results concerning with 
soil micro
bial activity after 
fire are plotted
 
in figure 
l.We use as a parameter the
 
activity of the enzyme dehydrogenase 
(Lenhard 1955).It 
can be oblserved that
 
after fire and in a 
time period of' four
 
months the soil microbial activity
 
reaches 
the level of activity in the
 
unburned soil.After that 
a relative fall
 
occurs.Unfortunatelythere 
are no avai
lable data ,today,on what happens next.
 

Cellulose decomposition
 

Several soil microbiologists 
use
 
nowadays the litter-bag technique in
 
order to measure the decomposition rate
 
of different substances in 
the soil.
 
Cellulose,in 
the form of filter paper,

is commonly used. 
Figure 2 presents data
 
concerning with the 
decomposition of
 
cellulose 
(pure or with the addition of
 
urea) in 
both the burned and unburned
 
areas.
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Figure 2--Decomposition of cellulose in 
burned and unburned soil in a phry
ganic ecosystem in Greece(Arianou
tsou and Margaris,unpublished data) 

We observed that in the case of 


pure cellulose the decomposition rates 


are identical,while in cellulose treated 


prior to burial with urea decomposition 

rate in the unburned soil was higher. 


Nitrification 


In 1973 Christensen presented
 
intertsting data on fire and on the 


nitrogen cycle in an Adenostoma chaparral 


in California.By measuring the quantity 


of ammonium and Pitrates in burned and 


unburned soils and 
also in artificial 

clearings he came to the following 
conclusions: 
1--With the addition of ash after fire, 

a high quantity of ammonium is added 

in the soil. 
2--After the first rainfalls,an increase 


of nitrates is observed in the burned 
area,due to the nitrification because 
of the increased activity of the 
nitrifying bacteria after fire. 

3--By measuring the quantity of nitrates 
in the unburned area and in the arti-


ficial clearings he comes to the 
conclusion that the appearance of 
nitrates in the soil after the rain 
is due to the leaching of leaves.This 
is proved from the fact that the 

rain were found containing
 

high quantitLes of nitrates.
 
4--


first mms of 


As to the reasons the nitrification
 
inhibition took place he mentions
 

two of them.The first one is based
 

on the toxins produced in the leaves
 

during summer and the second one on
 

the leaf structure of the chaparral
 
plants which probably have a resistance
 

to decomposition.
 

Before giving corresponding data
 

on Greek phryganic ecosystems we consider
 
Chrinecessary to make some comments on 


stensen's concept of nitrification's
 
inhibition in 
soils of unburned chaparral
 

which is activated again after burning.
 

As he reports this inhibition can be tra

ced only in the case someone measures,
 
at the same time,the level of nitrates
 

droping to the soil because of the lea
ching of leaves when it rains.Anyway,it
 
must be mentioned here that Lossaint's
 

team in South France (see review by 
Lossaint 1973) observed a significant
 
activity of nitrifying autotrophs in
 

maquis with Quercus ilex ,measuring nlso 

the addition of nitrates due to leaching
 

of leaves. 

One more element which does not 
support Christensen's concept is that in 
his calculations he ignores the fact that
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plants are continuously absorbing the 
 the initial and 
final
nitrates pool.According to amount of nitrates
a work by 
 it contalned.In this manner
Lossaint and Rapp (1971) we measured
the aboveground 
 the nitrifying capacity of the 
soil.
parts of 
a maquis with Quercus ilex
2 need
4.6 g Nitrogen per m yearly.Consequently 
 Corresponding data
the whale plant parts are given inwould need about 
 figure 
h from where result.10 g/m ,which that thethey can absorb under
form of 

the nitrifying capacity after thenitrates.The fire wasamount of nitrates 
droping to 

the same in both areas.During October itthe soil because of

ching of leaves is less thin the 

the 
1 

lea-
% 

was higher in the unburned part.After

that no significant differencesof the above existedquantity.ln consoquence, 
 till February.In April
it is difficult the nitrifying
accept the existence
to capacity was higher 
in the burned soil.
of an 
inhibition of nitrification.
 

Figure 3 contains results on the 
 Total soil 
metabolism
presence of nitrates in the first 5 cm
of soil in the burned and unburned partof a Greek phryganic ecosystem.We obse-

rved that in the burned area 

Figure 1 presented the microbial
the amount activity in the 
first 5 cm
of nitrates increases earlier of soil.The

in soil metabolism
than in the whole depth is
the unburned one,but afterwards falls 


to the given in figure 5.As a parametersame level.The differences observ- use 
we 

ed between these two 
the soil respiration measured in situareas are perhaps with the "inversedue to differences box" technique bindingin nitrification,but 
 the evolving CO,
can also be attributed with an alcali.No signito the fact that ficant perturba;ion inplants the theuse nitrates soil aetabofor their growth lism seems to besince growing caused by fire.Calculaperiod has begun.This 

means that maybe nitrification 
ting the total CO. amount produced fromis higher September 19T6in the unburned area where,however,the 

till Junw 197' we observed
that 1168 g of CO, pproduced nitrates e r m- were producedare continuously in the burned areh w inabsorbed by plants.To check this fact 

Ile the unburned 
one 1104 gwe collect CO 2 per r.- These valuesevery two months soil aresamples in complete accordancefrom both areas with what was preand when it reaches 60 viously mentionedof on the availablewater holding capacit{ we let for 21 

to de
composers energy.lf the
days in a dark room ( 25 C) and CO 2 evolution
 measure 
 values are transformed to 
energy using
 

W -  , Burned
 

5ol 

_0
-...... Unburned
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Figure 3--Soil nitrate 
content (upper 5 cm) 
in burned and
unburned soil 
in a phryganic ecosystem in 
Greece
(Arianoutsou and Margaris,unpublished data).
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Figure 4--Nitrifying capacity in burned and unburned soil
 

(upper 5 cm) in a Greek phryganic ecosystem (Arianou

tsou and Margaris,unpublished data).
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Figure 5--CO evolution from burned and unburned soil from
 
2 


a phryganic ecosystem in Greece(Arianoutsou and Marga
ris,unpublished data).
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Macfadyen's(1970) conversion 
factors, 

we observed that an energy amount of 

3159 Kcal/m was used in the burned area 

during the period from September to June,
 
which is a little more than the one 

used in the unburned area. 
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VERTEBRATE POST-FIRE SUCCESSION
 

1/
William 0. Wirtz, II 

Small mammals in chaparral and grassland were studied
 
9-11 years post-fire, predators were studied pre- and 
post

burn, and 
rodents and birds were studied post-burn. In
 
burned grassland and chaparral there was 1) rapid recovery
of burrowing rodents, 2) loss of some chaparral species,
followed by slow reinvasion months later, and 3) an inva
sion of burned areas by species not nornallv present.
Rodent diversity was essentially the same in chaparral one 
and 17 years post-burn. Burning may alter species compo
sition, but it doesn't decrease diversity. Breeding bird 
diversity was greater in 1-year than in 17-year chaparral 
species numbers were not significantlv different, hut num
bers of individuals increased. Food habits of red-tailed 
hawks, great-horned owls, and coyotes did not change signi
ficantly post-burn, bu~t raptor reproductive, success declined. 

Key words: vertebrate fire survival and post-fire succession; 
rodents, raptors, passerines, predator reproduction and foods; 
chaparral, grassland, southern California. 

INTRODUCTION 
 work of Lawrence (1966), the current work of
 
Ronald Quinn at California State PolytechnicMany of us, at least in this country, have University, Pomona, and the various studies I
 grown up with the idea that forest fires are and my students have been engaged in In recent
devastating to all in their path; that plants y'ears at Pomona College. This paper will sumand animals are destroyed in great numbers. Yet marize some of the literature concerning theit is difficult to find much quantitative data effects of fire on vertebrate populations and on the effects of fire on animals, and there are discuss some results of the ongoing studies at

conflicting reports as to the effects of fire on Pomona College.

wildlife. A considerable amount of the litera
ture on fire deals with its effects on plants

and soil (c.f. Korlowski 
 and Ahlgron, eds., CONDITIONS DURING FIRE IN MICROIHABITATS
1974). Few studies on the effects of fire on UTILIZED BY VERTEBRATES 
wildlife are quantitative, have adequate con
trols, or extend over a long enough period of Lawrence (1966) placed tl-rmocouples intime to assess the true effects of a particular various microhabitats in Sierra Nevada footfire on the local fauna (Bendell 1974). Of hill chaparral during a control burn. Tempera
especial concern to us at this symposium is the tures in surface humus and grass rose rapidly
fact that there are very little data on the during the first 12 minutes to maxima of 354*C,effects of wildfire on wildlife in Mediterra- while temperatues under a faillen oak log reached nean ecosystems. A notable exception is the 560°C as the log was consumed. however, themaximum temperature reached udler 5 cm of
1/Pr t d soil after 50 minutes was 69C, and that 15 cmi

-Presented at the Symposium on Environmental deep in a burrow was 72C after 20 minutes.
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in In a subsequent experiment, Lawrence (1966)
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif., found that all pinyon mice moy(,1OJscu. truei
August 1-5, 1977. perished in blind hurrows during an experi
2/ Associate Professor of Zoology, Dept. of mental 
fire, while voles Microtus cailiornicus
Zoology, Pomona College, Claremont, CA 91711. caged in open burrows at 15, 23, and 30 cmbelow the surface all survived. In this 
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latter experiment the soil 15 cm below the 

surface heated to 59°C, while at 30 cm 

below the surface the temperature was less 
than IC above normal soil temperature. 

Lawrence (1966) discusses the relation-

ship between temperature, vapor pressure and 

relative humidity, reporting that at 22% RH 

the lethal temperature for rodents is between 

59C and 63 0 C and that above 60% RH It drops 
to 49'C; a vapor pressure below 40 mm Hg 
seems required for survival of small rcdents 
In burrows. Apparently these conditions were 
met n Inis experiments with voles. 

Tester (1965) reports that temperatures 
below soil surface during a control burn on 
Minnesota oak savanna did not exceed 59'C, 
and in most places were below 52'C, while 
litter temperatures ranged from 149C to 
204 0 C, and above soil temperatures ranged 
from 315C to 399'C. 

Howard at al. (1959) buried rodents at 
5 to 18 cm in all metal Sherman traps prior 
to a contre! burn in California shrubland and 
reported that lethal temperatures were between 
59°C and 63 0 C. Some traps apparently reached 
lethal temperatures even though buried 18 cm 
below the surface, 

BEHAVIOR DURING FIRE AND SURVIVAL 

OF VERTEBRATES EXPOSEDI) TO FIRE 


The data presented above suggest that 
small vertebrates could survive fire beneath 
the soill, or perhaps in rocky outcroppings, 
providing that temperatures in these refugia 
did not exceed 590C to 63'C. Lawrence f1966) 
adds that lowered relative humidity and vapor 
pressulres below 40 mm lg are probably also 
essential for survival. It. is therefore rele
vant to consider information available con-
cernlng behavior of vertebrates during, and 
survival of vertebrates exposed to, fire. 

Hloward ut al. (1959) report that four 
western rattlesnakes Crots1 s; viridis placed 
in open mesh squirrel traps in rock crevices 
survived a wildfire in mixed grass and shrub-
land in California. Kahn (1960) studtied the 
effects of a claparral burn oi the western 
fence lizard Soullop)rus ,:cidentalis, and 
found reproduction In both burned and unburned 
areas the first spring post-fire. lIe found 
little difference in diet between burned and 
unburned areas, nioted no movement from burned 
to unburned areas following fire, and felt 
that lizards survived the fire by retreating 
to burrows or seeking shelter under rocks, 
Lillywhlite and North (1974) note that fire 

may temporarily increase the lizard carrying
 
capacity of burned chaparral In southern
 
California, and that lizards are not as abun
dant in older chaparral communities with dense 
foliage as in recently burned areas. Lillywhite 
(1977) found that the number of lizards of 
several species captured in old growth chaparral 
was significantly lower than that in post-fire 
chaparral, and Lillywhite et al. (1977) comment
 
on the proclivity of western fence lizards 
Sceloporus occidentalis for perches on charred 
stalks of burned shrubs during the first two 
years post-burn. 

Komarek (1969) provides numerous records
 
of raptors and insect-feeding birds attracted 
to fires to feed on vertebrates and inverte
brates fleeing the flames. Raptors are reported 
feeding over recently burned areas by Beck and 
Vogl (1972), Baker (1940), and Lillywhite et al. 
(1977). Howard et al. (1959) saw quail 
Lophortyx californicus, bushtits Psaltriparus 
minimus and a thrasher ToxostomA sp. leave a 
burn in California brushland, and reported at 
least five bird species feeding in the area 
during the burn. 

Lawrence (1966) provides useful data on 
bird populations following a controlled burn 
in Sierra Nevada foothill chaparral. Breed

ing pair density was greater in burned chapar
ral and grassland than in unburned controls. 
Seed availability was greater post-tire, and 
recolonizer plants produced abundant seed. 
Insect numbers were also high and insects were
 
more exposed to avian predation on burned areas. 
Tie net effect was that total numbers did not 
change significantly, but shifts in species 
composition were significant, and increased 
food availability seemed the major reason for 
avian success post-fire. An increase in raptor 
populations was also noted following the burn.
 

loward at al. (1959) counted 321 quail 
Lophortyx and over 125 other birds at a spring 
on a burned area in California. Biswell et al. 
(1952) provide data on the carrying capacity 
of mature and treated chaparral for quail 
and mourning dove in California. Heavy brush 
and recent wildfire areas supported late 
summer populations of 100 California quail 
per square mile at elevations of 1500 to 2000 
feet, while in opened brush dens ities reached 
250 birds per square mile. Mountain quail 
Oreortyx pictus occurred at densities of 50
80 per square mile in heavy brush and recent 
wildfire areas at elevations of 1500 to 2000 
feet, while opened brush supported populations 
of up to 140 birds per square mile. Mourning 
dove Zenaidura macroura populations were lowest 
in dense brush, higher in recent wildfire areas, 
and highest in opened brush. 
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A greater amount of inforuation is avail-

able concerning the effects of fire on mammal 

populations, but as with other vertebrate 

classes, little of it deals with Mediterranean 

ecosystems. 


Howard et al. (1959) saw woodrats Neotoma, 

gray squirrels Sciurus, and a bobcat Lynx 

rufus, leaving burning brush in California, 

but found no animals that had been injured or 

killed by the fire, though pocket mice Perog-

nathus and cottontails were seen on the burn 

during the fire. On the other hand, Chew et 

al. (1958) surveyed a 0.69 ha area of Califor-

nia chaparral postfire and found the bodies 

of 32 rodents, 9 cottontails, an opossum 

Didelphis, and a mule deer Odocoileus hemionus. 

Only the opossum, one cotLon tail, and one 

rodent were charred; apparently the rest had 

died of asphyxiation or heat prostration, 


Lillywhite (1977), studying the effects 

of conversion of chaparral to grassland in 

southern California, reported that rodent
 
species diversity was highest for chaparral 

sites opened by fire, and that overall diver-

sity and density were significantly higher in
 
chaparral than in grass. 


Biswell et al. (1952) found brush rabbit 

Sylvilagus bachmani densities to be greatest 

In heavy chaparral or islands of dense brush 

in wildfire areas or opened brush. Jack
 
rabbits Lepus californicus occurred at highest 

density In opened brush, moderate den!Ity on 

recent wildfire areas, and lowest density in 

mature chaparral stands. 


Lawrence (1966), working in Sierra 

Nevada foothill chaparral, found that some 

species declined post-fire while others in-

creased; 
no species was totally eliminated, 

nor was there any apparent diminution of total 

life on a burn after plant growth resumed, 

No marked rodents were found on the burn or 
In 

adjacent unburned areas 32 days post-burn, but 

marked animals were trapped on the burn four 

montho.pout-fire, Indicating some survival of 

the resident population. Pinyon mice Pero-

myscus truel exhibited a reduction in mean 

body weight post-fire, due primarily to 
re-

duction In body fat reserves, and also had 

increased reproductive rates. Pinyon and 

California mice P. callfornicus seemed least 

able to maintain preburn numbers In chaparral 

following the tire, while deer mice 1'.manic
uWdtus, pocket mice Petcxtrthus 4allfornicus, 
and harvest mice Poithrofotitomys mtailotis 
Increased in grassland arevo 

Cook (1959) studied the effect%( if fire 
on a rodent population t graisoland and shrub-
lad (A.i*.'LvJ*, Phju dJvvalrtjJo, Artems-sli) 

in northern California, and found no evidence
 
of migration from burned to unburned area,
 
concluding that recovery on the burn was limited
 
more by available cover than by food supply.
 
Harvest mice and California %,oles Microtus
 
californicus disappeared from grassland follow
ing the burn, but repopulated the following
 
summer and reached densities equal to or ex
ceeding those on adjacent controls by the
 
second year. Deer mice and house mice Mus
 
musculus invaded tile burned grassland post
fire, deer mice occurred at higher densities
 
on burn than on control, and house mice were
 
not found on the control. Brushland species
 
were essentially eliminated by the fire, har
vest mice and voles appeared on the burn the
 
following summer, but remained 
rare on the
 
control, deer mice and pocket mice showed a
 
preference for tile burn, .. d Calif-,... ,sice
 
were virtually excluded from the burn. 
The
 
transition from brush 
to grass on burned shrub
land was accompanied by a general shift from
 
brushland to grassland species of rodents.
 

RECENT RESEARCH IN TIIE SAN DIMAS
 
EXPERIMENTAL FOREST
 

The remainder of this paper deals with
 
recent research on tile effects of fire ol
 
vertebrate populations in the San Dimas Experi
mental Forest, Pacific Southwest Forest and
 
Range Experiment Station.
 

The Experimental Forest covers 6,885 ha
 
of land in the San Gabriel Mountains of southern
 
California approximately 45 km east of Los
 
Angeles. Elevations on the Forest vary from
 
458 to 1,678 m (Hill 1963), and the topography
 
is generally quite steep, the average slope of
 
the land being 68% with nearly half of the
 
slopes having angles greater than 70% (Bentley
 
1961). The Forest is dissected by several
 
north-south drainages, and south-facing slopes
 
are 
covered by chamise AC-nostoma fasciculatum
 
dominated chaparral, while more mesic environ
ments support a mixed chaparral community of
 
chamise, ceanothus Ceanothus spp., manzanlta
 
Arctostaphylos spp., mountain mahogany Cerco
carpus betuloides, and scrub oak Quercus
 
dumosa. Drier south-facing slopes have, in
 
addition to chamise, black sage Salvia melli
fera and buckwheat Eriogonum fasciculatum,
 
while riparian vegetation includes evergreen
 
oaks (Quercus aqrifolla, Q. chrysolopis, and
 
0. wislizenii), and additional shrub species.
 

Considerable detail about the Forest is 
summarized by Mooney and Parsons (1973), and 
post-fire plant succession In the area has 
been described by Horton and Kraehel (1955),
Hlanes (1971), Patrlc and Hlanes (1964). lanos 
and Jones (1967), and Plumb (1961, 1963). 
Woodrats Neotom fuscil)vs were studied In the 
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* Experimental Forest by Horton and Wright (1944), 

and Wright and Horton (1951, 1953) provide a 

checklist of the vertebrates found there 1936 

to 1953. 


A detailed fire history of the Forest is 

provided by Mooney and Parsons (1973). Of 

special i nerest is the fact that 67% of the 

area was consumed by fire in 1919, 92% was lost 

in July 1960, and 23.5% was destroyed in Novem-

ber 1975. In March 1969 small mammal live-trap 

studies were begun on two smal1 adjacent water-

sheds (0505 and 0506) to determine 1) the con-
position and density of rodent species in re-

generating chaparral (0505) and 2) what changes 

in composition and density of rodent species had 

occurred In an adjacent watershed (0506) which 

had been converted to, and artificially main
tained in, grassland following the 1960 fire.
 
The original area sampled at 15 m intervals 

was 2.5 ha, split about evenly between the two 

watersheds. In March 1970 the area was enlarged 
to 3.34 ha, twoalso split evenly between the 
watersheds. Trapping continued on this project 
for 24 months, encompassing 10,260 trap-nights. 
In the fall of 1974 studies were initiated on 
predator populations, with efforts concentrated 
in a 780 ha area of the Bell watershed, and 
considerable data were collected on red-tailed 
hawks Buteo jamaicensis, great-horned owls 
Bubo virginianus, and coyotes Canis latrans in 
the ensuing two years. 

The Village fire of November 1975 burned 

1619 ha of the Experimental Forest, consuming
 
grassland at the north end of the Bell water-

shed in the predator study area, dense chap
arral north of the Bell watershed, and dense 

chaparral in the upper East Fork of San Dimas
 
Canyon at the eastern edge of the Forest. In
 
the spring of 1976 ecology students under my 

direct ion made preliminary studies of small 

mammals In burned chaparral in the upper East 

Fork of San l)imas Canyon (Sunset), unburned 

chaparral In the upper North Fork of San Dimas 

Canyon, burned grassland in the Bell watershed 

(Bell 1), and unburned grassland (0506). Bird 

surveys were conducted at Sunset, Bell 3 (un-

burned 17 year old chaparral), Bull 1, and 

0506. lurlng the summer of 1976 permanent 

st udy areas for birds and sinai I mammals were 

estabislud at Sunset (burned :haparral at 1280 
m), Oak (burned chaparral at 975 m), Bell 3 
(17 year old chaparral at 975 m), Bell 1 (burned 
grassland at 914 m), and 050h (17 year old 
grasslant at 914 m). Crids of 100 stations 
tach at 15 m lnterval; were wet up in Bell 3,
Oak and Suist, and 50 stat ions 15 m apart were 
placed iniBell I and 0506. These grids and 
lintes have been trapped at Intervals of I - 3 
months since, and all areas have been periodi-
cally surveyed for birds, 


Live-trapping in burned and unburned habi
tats 4 - 6 months following the Village fire
 
produced small mammals in both burned and control
 
areas (table 1). Trapping success was lowest
 
in burned chaparral, but also low in unburned
 
chaparral, and highest in unburned grassland.
 
Pacific kangaroo rats Dipodomys agilis were
 
caught with nearly equal frequency in burned
 
and unburned grassland, while constituting over
 
half of all captures in unburned chaparral and
 
over a quarter of captures in burned chaparral.
 
California pocket mice Perognathus californicus
 
were most common in burned chaparral and rare 
in grassland. Brush mice Peromyscus boylii
 
occurred chiefly on chaparral plots, while 
woodrats (Neotoma fuscipes and N. lepida) were 
taken only in unburned habitats.
 

Table 1: Percent distribution of captures of
 
rodent species in burned and unburned habi
tats, and percent trap success Mar.-May 1976.
 

Rodent species Chaparral T-;rasslandI " -7
 
1Brn Ulr.-].Brn Unbrn 

Pacific Kangaroo Rat 28.5 55.6 95.0 91.0 

Calif. Pocket Mouse 42.8 16.7 3.3 1.5 

Woodrats 0 11.0 0 3.0 

Brush Mouse 28.5 16.7 1.7 0
 

Deer Mouse 0 0 0 4.5 

Percent Trap Success 1.9 10.0 !-.3 22.3 

Burned and unburned grasslands were trapped 
in January 1977, 14 me post-burn, and again in 
April 1977, 17 me post-burn (table 2). Pacific 
kangaroo rats were caught with equal frequency 
in burned and unburned grassland in January, 
and were more abundant In unburned grassland in 
April. California pecket mice were found only 
in burned grassland, as were deer mice PeromyscuE 
maniculatus, while brush mice were present in 
low numbers in burned and unburned grassland. 
Harvest mice Reithrodontomis megalotis were 
present in both areas, though more abundant in 
unburned grassland, while California voles 
icrotus californicus were not captured at all. 

Percent trap success was about equal in both 
areas.
 

Burned chaparral at 1280 m (Sunset) has
 
been sampled 4 times, beginning 8 mo post-burn 
(table 2). Pacific kangaroo rats dominated 
captures for all periods, while California 
pocket mice decreased in occurrence. Woodrats
 
occurred in low numbers beginning one year
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Table 2: Percent distribution of captures of rodents in burned and unburned habitats, and percent
 
trap success, July 1976 - July 1977.
 

Grassland, 914 m 

Rodent species Burned Unburned
 

1/77 4/77 1/77 14/77 7/76 

Pac. Kangaroo Rat 74.3 48.3 71.4 77.6 60.0 


Calif. Pocket Mouse 15.4 18.3 0 0 20.0 


Woodrats 0 3.3 5.7 1.7 0 


Brush Mouse 5.1 6.7 14.3 8.6 0 


Calif. Mouse 0 0 0 0 6.7 


Deer Mouse 2.6 16.7 0 0 13.3 


Harvest Mouse 2.6 6.7 8.6 12.1 0 


Calif. Vole 0 0 0 0 0 


% Trap Success 26.0 40.0 23.3 38.7 3.7 


R Burned Chaparral, 1280 m 

Rodent species 


I.7/76111/76_17 47 8/76 

Pac. Kangaroo Rat 80.0 76.6 82.3 65.6 15.4 


Calif. Pocket Mouse 20.0 6.4 2.0 0 15.4 


Woodrats 0 10.6 3.9 6.9 69.2 


Brush Mouse 0 0 0 0 0 


Calif. Mouse 0 0 5.9 2.3 0 


Deer Mouse 0 6.4 5.9 25.3 0 


Harvest Mouse 0 0 0 0 0 


Calif. Vole 0 0 0 0 0 


% Trap Success 1.2 15.7 17.0 29.0 3.2 


post-burn, as did deer mice and Callfornia mice 
Pernmyscus ca:-r1r,icus. Percent trap success 
has increasdi stead , since July 1976. The 
burned chaparral area 11 975 m (Oak) has been 
trappe! 9 times since July 1976, 8 mo post-burn 
(table 2). Pacific kanjiroo rats and Cali1fornia 
pocket :-ice have been trapped in approximately 
equal ni..::bers. California and brush mice have 
been pro ont on the area in low, but variable, 
numbers sin,_e the inception of trapping. Wood-
rats, harvest ni,-e, and California voles were 
first trapped on the area In the spring of 1977, 
17 to 20 mo post-burn. Percent trap success at 

Burned Chaparral, 975 m
 

8/76 9/76 10/76 11/76 12/76 1 2/77 1 4/77 1 7/77 

49.1 46.4 45.4 46.9 53.3 45.8 52.1 30.0
 

43.8 	50.0 43.2 43.8 31.7 20.9 22.9 37.5
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 

1.8 0 11.4 3.1 6.7 8.6 5.2 5.0
 

5.3 3.6 0 6.2 8.3 24.7 16.7 7.5
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 2.5
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 15.0
 

14.2 9.3 14.7 21.3 20.0 27.0 32.0 13.3
 

17 year old Chaparral, 975 m
 
I
 

9/76 10/76 11/76 1276 /7_77 /7
 

18.2 27.7 17.1 24.5 18.1 25.4 35.1
 

50.0 44.6 61.4 47.7 48.6 46.2 20.4
 

27.3 23.4 15.7 12.8 6.9 14.9 20.4
 

0 4.3 5.7 15.1 20.8 7.5 13.0
 

4.5 0 0 0 5.6 6.0 11.1
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 

11.0 15.7 23.3 28.7 24.0 22.3 18.0
 

Oak increased in winter and spring, and declined
 
in the warmer months.
 

A 17-year-ol chaparral area (Bell 3) at 
975 m was chosen to represent the control for 
these studies, having last burned in July 1960. 
Brush density in the area necessitated the 
cutting of tra ils for access in July 1976, and 
Bell 3 has been trapped 8 times since August 
1976 (table 2). Calitornia pocket mice occur 
in greater numbers on the control than do Paci
fic kangaroo rats, and both brush and California 
mice are present in low, but variable, numbers, 
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with the former being consistently more abun-

dant. Deer mice, harvest mice, and California 

voles have not been taken on the control. As 

with the burned chaparral area at 975 m (Oak), 


percent trap success increased in winter and 

spring and declined in warmer months. 


Additional data on post-fire succession 
of small mammals are awilable from the data 
of Wirtz and loban mentioned In Wirtz (1974). 
It is relevant to the present discussion to 
consider the percent distribution by habitat 
of captures of rodents In grassland, ecotone, 
and chaparral at an interval 9 to 11 years 
following the destructive burn of July 1960 
(table 3). Pacific kangaroo rats were caught 
with greatest frequency in grassland, while 
Callfornla pocket mice were most prevalent in 
chaparral. Woodrats (mostly N. fuscipes, but 
some N. lepida) were taken most often in chap-
arral, as were brush mice and California mice. 
[Deer mice were mo;t prevalent in ecotone, while 
being taken with approximately equal frequency 
in grassland and chaparral. Harvest mice and 
California voles were most prevalent in grass-
land. The presence of these species in the 
chaparral may be explained by the presence of 
patches of grass in the chaparral regrowth. 
Percent trap success was highest in ecotonal 
areas and lowest in chaparral. 

Table 3: Percent distribution by habitat of 
captures of rodents in grassland, ecotone, 
and chaparral, and percent trap success, 
9 - II years post-burn. 

Rodent species Grass Eco Chap 

Pacific Kangaroo Rat 56.9 17.1 26.0 

Calif. Pocket Mouse 18.4 18.8 62.8 


Woodrats 25.6 21.1 53.3 


Brush Mouse 5.2 15.8 78.9 


California Mouse 14.7 6.9 78.4 


Deer Mouse 22.0 53.0 25.0 


Harvest Mouse 56.3 17.0 26.7 

California Vole 67.2 14.9 17.9 

Percent Trap Success 26.8 31.2 18.6 

Bird life was surveyed at varying inter-
vals on all study areas from March 1976 through 
July 1977. In this period 72 species repre
senting 26 families were observed. Many species 

viduals, some by spring and fall migrants, oth
ers by spring breeding species, and the remain
der by residents. Detailed statistical treat
ment of all bird data is beyond the scope of
 

this paper, but information on species occur
rence on the various study areas (fig. 1)
 
provides insight as to post-fire succession.
 

Unburned chaparral had 22-27 species of birds 
during spring breeding seasons, principally 
sparrows (Fringillidae), wrens (Troglodytidae), 
quail (Phasianidae), and scrub jay Aphelocoma 
coerulescens, wrentit Chamaea fasciata, and 
thrasher Toxostoma redivivum. Species seen 
regularly overhead were white-throated swift 
Aeronautes saxatalis, mourning dove Zenaidura 
macroura, and red-tailed hawk Buteo jamaicen
sis, the latter nesting in riparian habitat of 
canyon bottoms. Only 10 species were recorded 
as breeding in the unburned chaparral, though 
more probably do. Burned chaparral at the same 
elevation (Oak) supported an equal number of 
species during the breeding season with little 
difference noted in species composition, and 
also 10 species noted as breeding. Burned 
chaparral at 1280 m (Sunset) had 23-2- species 
present during th. breeding season, with 11 
species observed breeding. Large numbers of 
lazuli bunting Passerinaamoena and lesser num
bers of lark sparrow Chondstes grammacus, 
black-chinned sparrow Spizella atrogularis, 
goldfinches Spinus psaltria and S. lawrencei, 

house finch Carpodacus mexicanus, and towhees
 
Pipilo fuscus and P. erythrophthalmus were
 
conspicuous members of the breeding community.
 
Swallows (IHirundinidae) and flycatchers
 
(Tyrannidae) were commonly seen in the area, 
but not proven to breed here. Species numbers
 

were lowest, of all areas studied, at 1280 m
 
in winter. Species composition was lower in
 
grassland than in any chaparral habitat, and
 
lowest in burned grassland, where only three 

species were known to breed. Sparrows, Bewick's
 
wren Thryomanes bewickii, wrentit, scrub jay,
 

mourning dove, and California quail Lophortyx
 
californicus comprised the bulk of the grass
land avifauna.
 

An increase in raptors following chaparral
 
fire is reported by Lawrence (1966). Observ
ational data on common raptors and ravens from
 

July 1974 through July 1977 are reported here
 

(fig. 2) to check for such a phenomenon follow
ing the Village fire of November 1975. Of those
 
species with adequate data, only the raven shows 
an apparent post-fire increase in numbers, and 
both red-tailed hawk and great-horned owl show 
an apparent decrease, a point which is contra
dicted by the data subsequently presented under 
raptor breeding data. 
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Figure 1. Species of birds present in burned 
and unburned habitats, March 1976-July 1977, 
and number [10] of species breeding in the 
spring of 1977.
 

Studies of predator populations concen-

trated on a 780 ha area of the Bell watershed
 
from fall 1974 through summer 1976. Substan
tial information was collected on red-tailed 

hawks Bute, jamaicensis, great-horned owls 

Bubo virginianus, and coyotes Canis latrans,
with casual observations on other species. 

During 1975, red-tailed hawks had a density 
of 2.1 pairs per 260 ha in the study area. 
Five nests observed in 1975 produced an aver
age of 3.2 eggs par nest and fledged 2.6 young 

per nest. Red-tailed hawk density during 1976 

was also 2.1 pairs per 260 ha, but only 3 of 

the 1975 nests were occupied. One pair moved 

from their burned out 1975 site to an unburned 

area 0.4 km away and laid 2 eggs in a new nest, 

but the eggs disappeared within a week. The
3 nests observednest produced an average of 2 eggs 

1977 the area contained 2.0 pairs per 260 ha,

but only 2 active nests could be found. One' 


nest had a setting bird on 8 April, but was 
empty'in early May. The second fledged 2 
young. This latter nest is interesting be-
cause it was used each year; in 1975 it fledged 
4 young, in 1976 only 3 young fledged, and in 
1977 just 2 young fledged. 

During 1975, great-horned owls had a 

density of 3 pairs per 260 ha on the study 

area. Five nests observed in 1975 produced
an average of 2.2 eggs per nest and fledged 

1.6 young per nest. One nest failed after 


the chicks hatched, and one nestling disappear-

ed out of an exposed nest during a period of 

heavy rains. In 1976, at least 12 pairs of 

owls, plus 7 additional males, were located 

on the study area (4 pairs/260 ha), but no 
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active nests could be found; none of the 1975
 
nests were used. In 1977, at least 9 pairs
 
were located on the study area (3 pairs/260
ha), but only 2 nests were found. Both nestsfailed, one after eggs were laid, and the sec

ond when nestlings were at least half grown.
 

general area studied, a total of perhaps 12 
animals, but they cortainlv ranged off the
 
study area. Young were produced 
two of these groups in 1975, and 
three of them in 1976.
 

Food habits of these three 

Foid in f the se thesummarized in figure 3, based onof 130 red-tailed hawk pellets, 

by at least 
by at least 

redtors are
 
ators is

the analysis
289 great

horned owl pellets, and 590 coyote seats. 
Percent frequency of occurrence of red-tailed
 

hawk food items was 36, California vole, 31% 
reptile (chiefly snake), 257 unidentified small 
mammal (mostly rodent), 25Z insect, 20% woodrat, 
20% rabbit, and smaller percentages of Beechey 
ground squirrel S1-ernophilus beecheyi, kangaroo 
rat, Peromyscus spp., harvest mouse, bird, and 
plant material. Similar data for great-horne*d 

owl are 63% woodrat, 3K.California vole, 13% 
kangaroo rat, 137 insect, 12% rabbit, 6% 
pocket mouse, 6% plant material (perhaps accidentally ingested?), and lesser amounts of
 
Peromyscus spp., harvest mouse, bird, reptile,
 

and unidentified small mammal. Coyote food ha
bits, based on frequency of occurrence, were
 
58% California vole, 51% fruit, 40Z woodrat,
 
39% larger mammal (including deer, rabbit,
 
and larger rodents), 19% insect, 11% mule
 
deer, 10% rabbit, and lesser percentages of
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. GREAT-HORNED OWL period to assess the true effects of a particular 
RED-TAILED HAWK fire, but reports of on-going studies should 

. COYOTE serve to improve our understanding of vertebrate 

post-fire succession in chaparral.
 
MEADOW 40 


VOLE 	 The presence of threr species of rodents 

in both burned grassland and chaparral 4 - 6
 
WOoD 40 .............. 

RAT -- mo post-fire (table 1) jupports the conclusions 

0T of others (c.f. Ahigren 1966, Beck and Vogl 

1972, Gashwiler 1959, Lawrence 1966, TeLiter 

1965, Tevis 1956, and 	Vogl 1973) that small
KANGAROO 40-
RAT 	 .. ..... mammal populations are not decimated by fire in
 

40- a variety of wooded habitats. Buriiwing species, 

O- -----------.such - as kangaroo rats and pocket mice, may have 

REPTILES -. . an advantage in survival (Lawrerce 1966)..-.... ...-. - , ..- ..'...'"..

second spring following the Village
INSECTS 40......... .... ..-....... ...... 	 By tile 


fire more species were present in burned grass
land than in unburned (table 2), California 

FRUITS 80 - pocket mice and deer mice being found only on 
40 	 . . the burned area. Lawrence (1966) also observed 

---- "-.an increase in pocket mice on burned grassland, 
12 and Williams (1955) found that deer mice appear-

POCKETusE " ed in greater numbers in relatively early 

successional stages after fire, lumbering, or
 
DEER - - ---....-...-	 mining in Colorado. 

MOUSE 
HARvest *2


MOUSE ................ 
 Trap success was equally low in 17-year 

old-chaparral, and burned chaparral at both 
12D 975 and 1280 m, 7 - 8 ma post-burn, but has 

BIR. -- climbed steadily since in all areas (table 2). 

Recovery seemed slower at 1280 m, where plant 

succession has been different from that occurring 
OCT- MAR- JUL- NOV- MAR- JUL_ lower. Kangaroo rats are more abundant on burned 
FEB JUN OCT FEB JUN OCT

FEB JN Careas, while pocket mice are 	most prevalent on
 

unburned. Woodrats are common 
in unburned
 
Figure 3. Percent frequency of occurrence of chaparral, and first appeared in burned chaparral
 

prey items in scats and pellets, at 975 m at 20 ma post-fire, and in burned chap

arral at 1280 m at 12 	mo post-fire. Brush mice
 

have not been taken in burned chaparral, but are 
Beechey ground squirrel, pocket gopher found regularly on the unburned area. California 

Thomomys bottae, kangaroo rat, Peromyscus spp., mice are captured irregularly in low numbers on 

pocket mouse, bird, and 1% trash. the unburned area at 975 m, where they were first 

captured 7 me post-burn. They are 	present in
 
Thle food habits data (fig. 3) may 	be exa-


low numbers on the burn at 1280 m, but did not 
mined for the effects 	of seaison and/or te 1975 

fired fon the eet of sesonrand/orethtappear 	 there until 15 mo post-burn. Deer mice, 
fire on the diet of these three predators, harvest mice, and California voles have not been 

ttlkeeffect ofse oover.Asterae foorease taken in unburned chaparral. Deer mice are taken
 
taken can be observed. A post-fire increase regularly on both burned areas, where they 

andrecheaeard 7 - 11 mrn,
in consumptionreptles 	 y byrd-taledhawkall anthreedeespecies,byappeared 7 - 11 me post-burn, and reachedof birds 

reptiles by red-taled hawks, and dleer by approximately 25% of total captures in spring
 

coyotes, is noted. Fruit consumption by coyotes 1977. Both harvest mice and voles first appear

is much higher in winter 1976-77 than in two ed on the burned area at 975 m 17 mo post-burn,
 

previous winters. Both harvest mouse and vole and have not yet been taken on tile burn at 1280
 

consumption by all three predators declines m.
 
somewhat post-fire.
 

Thus, in burned grassland and chaparral,
 

we have seen 1) a rapid recovery of burrowing

DISCUSSION 	 species like kangaroo rats and pocket mice, 

more of which may survive the burn; 2) a loss 
Recent data from the San Dimas Experimental ofsmchpraspielkwodtbuh 

Forest are still subject to Bendell's (1974) of some chaparral species, like woodrats, brush 

Foreismfarestillsuetot ealog ( mouse, and California mouse, followed by slow
oBend ) 
criticism of not extending over a long enough reinvasion many months later; and 3) an invasion 
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of burned chaparral areas by species not norm-

ally found in mature chaparral, like deer mouse, 

harvest mouse, and Californsi vole. Similar 

vonclusions for brushland habitats have been 

reached by Cook (1959) and Lawrence (1966). 

An intriguing question remaining is: 
where does 

a species like the deer mouse 
come from post 

burn, and where are slow-recovery species like 

harvest mice, voles, and 
some Peronyscus, before 

they finally reappear post-burn? The Village 

fire burned over 8000ha; we can only assume 

that if we sampled a large enough area we'd 

find propagules of these species, and it would 

be very interesting to study post-fire move-

ments of rodent species. 


It may be instructive to examine rodent 

species diversity 
on all study areas as deter-

mined by Brillouin's (1956) information-theo-

retical measure of mean diversity per individual 

(figs. 4 and 5). 
 Diversity in 17-year-old 

chaparral and I-year-old burned chaparral at 

975 m is essentially the 
same, while diversity 

in burned chaparral at 1280 m is slightly lower, 

Diversity in 10-year-old chaparral is greater 

than that in grassland of the same age (fig. 

5), and diversity in l-year-old burned grass-


17yr.old Chaparral, 975m 

Burned Chaparral, 975m 


........Burned Chaparral, 1280m 

2 ..... Unburned Grassland, 914m 


,, Burned Grassland. 914m 


___'_____._---_-____-__Lawrence 


> -greater 

a 

MMIIA IJ AI T I I I IM FI I AIM J! 

1976 1977 


Figure 4. Rodent diversity in burned and un-
burned habitats, July 1976 - July 1977. 


3- - Chaparral. 914 m3 Grassland. 914m 

2-


> 
 ..-
SA 
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\/ V 
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9MJ7 Sdiversity 

1970 

Figure 5. Rodent diversity in chaparral and 

grassland in 1970, 10 years post-burn. 


land is somewhat higher than that in 17-year-old
 
grassland (fig. 4). An interpretation of these
 
data is that, while burning may alter the rodent
 
species composition of chaparral habitat 
(tables
 
1, 2, and 3), it does not significantly decrease
 
the diversity of the burned areas. 
 While burned 
grassland may be more diverse than its unburned 
counterpart and rodent density may be 
even great
er than chaparral of equal age, diversity of 10
year-old grassland is less than that of equal
 
aged chaparral. Thus habitat alteration by

conversion to grassland in southern California
 
chaparral may be expected to decrease rodent
 
species diversity, a concluslon also reached by
 
Lillywhite (1977).
 

The number of bird species present in 17
year-old-chaparral and the 
number found in
 
burned areas at 975 and 1280 m was 
essentially
 
the same for both breeding seasons studied
 
(fig. I). Subtle changes in relative abundance
 
occurred. Some chaparral species, 
like scrub
 
jay, wrentit, 
and brown towhee, occurred in
 
lower relative numbers on burned areas, while
 
others, such as bushtit and California thrasher,
 
were not found at all. But rufous-sided towhee
 
and Bewick's wren were more 
abadant on burned
 
areas, and laz'uli bunting, lark sparrow, and
 
black-chinned sparrow clearly preferred burned
 
chaparral at 1280 m. 
 Birds specialized for
 
taking insects on the wing, such as swallows,
 
flycatchers, and swifts, were more abundant
 
over burned chaparral, especially at 1280 m.
 
These results essentiallv agree with those of 

(196 
6
), who found breeding pair density
 

in burned chaparral than in unburned
controls in 
Sierra Nevada foothills, and specu
lated that 
food availability 
in the form of
seeds and I ,sects was respons ib le for the ob
served changes. 
Quail occurred 
in roughly
 
equal numbers on burned 
and unburned chaparral
 
areas, agreeing with the observation of Biswell
et al. (1952) that heavy brush and recently
burned chaparral areas supported about equal
 

quail populations in chamise chaparral of
 
northern California.
 

The number of bird species present 
in
burned and 
unburned grassland habitats was
 
lower than that in all chaparral areas (fig.

1), and burned grassland had the lowest number
of species, and 
the lowest number of breeding
 
species, in two seasons studied. These results
 at odds with those of Lawrence (1966), who
 

reported high densities of breeding birds in
 
burned Sierra Nevada foothill grassland as well.
 
There may be differences in grassland plant
between the 
two areas that would explain these different results. Grassland in 

the Experimental Forest was seeded and artifi
cially maintained following the 1960 fire,

which might have affected plant species diver
sity compared to the area 
studied by Lawrence.
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- 17yr.old Chaparral, 975m 

---- Burned Chaparral, 975m 


......... Burned Chaparral, 1280m
 
----.- Unburned Grassland. 914m 
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.
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Figure 6: Bird diversity in burned and unburned 

Fbigre 6: , rh dive t in urd ad uadequate 

habitats, March 1976 - July 1977. 

Brillouin's (1956) diversity indices were 


data (fig. 6), 


form of this graph is very similar to 

also calculated for bird census 


and the 


of numbers of species (fig. 1). However,
that 

the diversity index takes into account numbers 

of individuals, as well as numbers of species, 

present. Seasonal diversity patterns are simi-

lar in burned and unburned areas of both habl-
tats , With diversity in grassland being lower 
than chaparral In both seasons. )iversity in 
burned chaparral is greater than in 17 year 
old chaparral during both breeding seasons. 
Thouglh species number did not differ signifi-
cantly between the two areas, numbers of indi-
viduals did, accounting for this difference in 
diversity Indices. 

Thus, chaparral fire may eliminate some 

species temporarily from post-fire seral stages, 

but most chaparral species can quickly reinvade 
burned habitats. Increased seed and insect 

sucapacity 
apparently permits ured habitats to support 
apparetla yperity s posulaed hbyiarne (6) 

a greater numlbe~r of tmdiv idualis of chaparral 

and also attracts species not normallyspecies, 
found In chaparral, resulting in Increased 

diversity on recently burned areas. Grassland 
on tihe E~xperimental Forest may have reduced

educedng 

lanitpecird dversityin this aut. 

olnte speiedierest mas av ffoods 

Observatioenai data on common rators and 

ravens (10 species of raptors are considered 

uncommon) were examined for evidence of post 

fire Increase In numbers, as has been reported 

by Lawrence (1966) for chaparral. Only ravens 
increased In frequency of occurrence post-fire. 
As scavengers and predators on invertebrates 

and small vertebrates, they may find food 
availability greater in recently burned areas. 

Red-tailed hawk and great-horned owl den
sities were among the highest reported for 

America in 1975 (c.f. Baumgartner 1938,
 
1939, Fitch 1940, 1947, Fitch et al. 1946,
 

1957, Luttich et al. 1971, and Orians
 
and Kuhlman 1956), and reproductive success was
 
also high. In two seasons post-fire densities
 
remained high, or increased, but reproductive
 
success decreased. Red-tailed hawks are reported
 
to still have normal reproductive success in
 
North America (Henny and Wright 1969), while 

great-horned owls may exhibit reproductive cycle
 

fluctuations in response to prey availability
 
(Rusch et al. 1972). There were two separate
 
extenuating circumstances preceeding the 1976
 

season; a severe drought and an ex

tensive fire, and the drought continued in 1977.
 

Major shifts in raptor diets were not noted
 
post-fire (fig. 3), and it is assumed that
 

feeding areas remained in unburned
 
habitat after the fire. However, destruction
 

of habitat may have concentrated birds in parts
 
of the study area which did not burn, as sug
gested by an incrtfase in great-horned owls,
 

ous
restin invreapeoinatnonod 


resulting in o frep oduti veoffo r.
 

and dampening of reproductive effort.
 

Red-tailed hawks feed heavily on voles, 

reptiles, insects, woodrats, and rabbits. A 

post-fire increase in reptile consumption may 

be explained by increased vulnerability of 
reptiles, which are not seriously affected by 
fire (c.f. Howard et al. 1959, Kahn 1960, 
Lillywhite 1977, and Lillywhite et al. 1977), 
on the burned area. Great-horned owls take largo 
numbers of woodrats and voles, and lessor 
numbers of kangaroo rats, Insects, and rabbits. 
No significant shifts in mammalian predation 
post-fire were noted for this species. Coyotes 

feed heavily on voles also, and on plant foodsand lessand woodrats, frequently deer,on 
rabbits, and reptiles. An increase in deer 

coispan rept ile illae in de 
consumption following the Village tire may be 
a result of reduced deer habitat carrying 

post-burn, resulting in increased deer 
vulnerability to predation or higher mortality.
Increased deer consumpt ion may compensate for 

a decline in vole and woodrat consumption; this 

decline may be related to post-burn habitat 
a Iteration. Increased consumption of plantatrto.Icesdcnupino ln
 

in the first summer post-burn may also 
reflect decreased rodent availability, or in
creased availability of fruit for fire-unrelated 

reasons. All species exhibit increased con

sumptin of birds post-fire, which may be a 

result of Increased vulnerability of this prey 

category in recently burned areas. 
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EFFECTS OF FIRE ON PATHOGENS-


John R. Parmeter, Jr. 2
 

Abstract: 
 Fire can alter disease activity in

forests and scrublands directly by affecting the sur
vival and development of pathogens or indirectly by af
fecting those characteristics of plant communities, 
in
dividual plants, or 
physical and microbial environments
 
that influence pathogens. Few data are available to
 assess the ecological or economic impacts of such effects
 
on diseases in Mediterranean ecosystems, but evidence
 
suggests that some effects may have important implica
tions in land management.
 

Key words: fire effects; plant pathology.
 

INTRODUCTION 


Effects of fire on plant diseases in for-

est and scrubland ecosystems have received 

relatively scant attention, considering the 

possible implications of these effects. 
Of 

the many possible fire/disease interactions,

few havebeen demonstrated by "hard" evidence, 
and even fewer have been studied sufficiently 

to permit estimation of ecological or economic 

impacts. 
 Thus the available evidence--most of 

which has been summarized in recent papers by

Alexander and llawksworth (1975), Hardison 

(1976a, 1976b), Harvey et al. (1976), and
 
Wicker and Leaphart (1976)--provides only limited material for discussion. 


Discussion of fire and disease is compli-

cated by the complexity of potential fire/dis
ease interactions and the variability of fire 

itself. Effects of fire on diseases in a giv-

en stand will vary according to the timing and 

intensity of burning. Effects may be direct 

and rapidly manifested or 
they may be indirect 

and years removed from the event. They may in-

volve simple, readily discernible changes such 

as the creation of infection courts, or they
may involve complex chains of interactions a-

mong hosts, insects, microorganisms, and 

changes in the physical and chemical environ-

ment. To explore all such possibilities would 

be interesting but inappropriate here. 


The following discussion emphasizes rel-
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atively uncomplicated interactions that are
 
known or that can reasonably be assumed to oc
cur. The literature search has not 
been ex
haustive. Many observations on fire and dis
ease 
involve brief, often unindexed mention
 
within texts on other subject matter and are
 
difficult to locate. Where 
lists of references
 
are provided by previous reviewers, I have cited
 
only the review paper, rather than repeat the
 
list here. While many references deal with eco
systems other than Mediterrean, some of these
 
have been cited to illustrate effects that
 
might also occur in Nediterranean systems.
 

DIRECT EFFECTS OF FIRIE ON PATHO;ENS
 

Destruction Of Inoculum Or Food Base
 

Many plant pathogens carry over from )ear

to year in dead plant parts. Burning such
 
materials has long been used 
in agriculture to
 
destroy inoculum and thereby prevent or reduce
 
further infection (lardison 1976a). In forests
 
and scrublands, few observations on reduction
 
of inoculum by fire are available.
 

In Finland, stump infection by Fomes anno
sus is reduced on burned areas (Kallio 1965).

In southeastern United States, F. 
annosus infec
tion is reduced in pine stan,; Turned before
 
thinning (Froelich and Dell 1967). Whether
 
this is due to reduction of inoculum or to
other mechanism is unknown. 

some
 
F. annosus persists for many years in infected stumps anL'
 

roots, and, under California conditions, must
 
sporophores are produced in decaying stumps.

Brown and Davis (1973) point out that fire of
ten persists in and burns along decayed roots.
 
Consumption of decayed sttunps and roots by fire
 
under Mediterranean conditions might reduce in
oculum from sporophores or from mycelium in
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roots, but definitive studies have not been 
made. In the Douglas fir region, similar burn-

ing does not remove inoculum of Poria weirii 
(Wallis 1976). 


Burning stumps, snags, and down logs can 

decrease sporophore production by some decay 

fungi (Weir 1923). In at least one case, 

burning stimulates the production of sporo-

phores of a decay fungus (Cribb and Cribb 1971). 
While few data are available for forests and 

scrublands in Mediterranean regions, it is 
reasonable to assume that fire destroys inocu-
him of most pathogens that sporulate on dead 
materials on the ground, provided fire in-

tensity is sufficient to destroy the food base. 


Damping-off fungi are often associated 
with duff and litter (Vaartaja 1952). Decay 
of seed by molds in duff and litter has been 
suggested to explain poor seedling emergence 
(Davidson 1971, Hartley t al . 1918). Damping-
off can be reduced by burning di, ffand litter 
(Cooper 1965). It is likely that the often-
observed success of seedlings on burned seed 
beds is due in large part to the removal of 
seed decay, damping-off, and seedling root 
rot fungi.
 

Fire may also reduce inoculum by burning 
all or parts of infected, live plants. Re-
duction of inoculum of Scirrhia acicola on 
long leaf pine seedlings provides a classic 
example (Croker and Boyer 1975, Maple 1976). 
Fire reportedly kills galls of fusiform rust 
(Cronartium fusi forme) on lower branches of 
southern pines (Siggers 1919) and presumably 
would have a similar effect on rusts connon 
to Mediterranean ecosystems, e.g. western 
gall rust (Peridermium harknessii). l)warf 
mistletoes in lower r;,nches can be killed by 
fire (Roth 1971. Fire often destroys dwarf 
mistletoe-infect,,d trees, owing to the accumu
lation of fuels ir heavily infested stands and 

to the tendency for witches' brooms to provide
 
"ladders" for fire to ascend and consume entire 

tree crowns.
 

Cantlon and Buel (1952) suggested that 
fire might reduce the prevalence of leafhopper 
vectors of blueberry stunt virus by destroying 
overwintering eggs in dead leaves. While data 
are lacking, any redurction in vector numbers 
following fire presumably would reduce the 
capacity of involved diseases to spread. 

Inhibitions Or Stimulation Of Pathogens 

Recently, Widden and Parkinson (1975) 
demonstrated that extracts from burned forest 
litter inhibit growth of some species of Pen-
icillium and Trichoderma but not of Cylindro-


carpon destructans, the only potential pathogen
 
tested. Melching et al. (1974) and Parmeter
 
and Uhrenholdt (1975, 1976) showed that mater
ials in smoke inhibit spore germination and in
fection by a number of plant pathogens. Pyroly
sis of woody materials produces numerous com
pounds (liruza et al. 1974, Zavarin et al. 
1963, 1965a, 1965b), including a variety, of 
phenolic compounds. Deposition of such mater
ials on plant surfaces or soil might affect a
 
variety of microbial activities, but the pos
sible significance of such effects in nature 
has not been evaluated. 

Spore germination, growth, and fruiting 
of numerous fungi, mainly ascomycetes, are 
stimulated by heat or by materials produced
by fire (AhIgren 1974, Sussman and Halvorson
 
1966). The ecological functions of most of 
these fungi are unknown, but at least one 
pathogen, Rhizina undulata (a root pathogen of
 
forest tree seedlings), characteristically at
tacks seedlings on burned areas, in part be
cause spore germination is stimulated by heat 
(lardison 1976a, 1976b, Harvey et al. 1976). 
This pathogen isnot common to regions of 
Mediterranean climate. 

Undoubtedly, many materials produced by
burning have inhibitory or stimulatory effects, 
depending on a number of variables, including 
amount and kind of fuel, conditions of burning, 
quantities of chemicals produced, and conditions 
for deposition and retention of chemicals in 
soil or on plant parts. Because of this vari
ability, generalizations regarding effects on 
complex microbial popl1ations must often lack 
predictive value. Furthermore, when toxic 
materials do accompany heating of soil, they 
may be rapidly detoxified by soil microorgan
isms (Rovira arid Bowen 1966, Zak 1971). 

INDIRECT EFFECTS OF FIRE ON PATHOGENS 

Effects Of Fire On Plant Communities
 

Fire, or its absence, can bring about 
dramatic changes in stand composition. Devas
tating fires may completely remove vegetation, 
leading to the establishment of dense, nearly 
pure stands of seral species, such as Douglas 
fir, ponderosa pine, or lodgepole pine. The 
inherent liability of pure stands to disease 
damage has long been recognized (Buchanan 
1969, Hlepting 1960). Undoubtedly, fire-induced 
initiation or perpetuation of stand purity can 
promote disease activity, as is often the case 
with dwarf mistletoes.
 

The fire ecology' of dwarf mistletoes has 
been thoroughly discussed by Alexander and 
Hawksworth (1975) and Wicker and Leaphart 
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(1976). In nearly pure stands, dwarf mistletoe
spread and intensification is relatively tnimpeded. Where succession in the absencemight of firelead to the gradual conversion of such 
stands to mixturesquent less liable to damage, frelight fires may prevent this succession.
Periodic catastrophic fires result in the per-
petuation of sera! types in which survivalof "islands" or individual trees infected
with mistletoe often provides inoculum forinfection of the new stand. 

Pure stands are also liable to extensivedamage from root diseases that spread readilyfrom tree to tree where root systems are close 
or in contact. In California, Verticicladiella 
wagenerii in ponderosa pine is prevalent mainlywhere past fires have created dense, nearly 

pure stands (Goheen 1976). Poria 
weirii inDouglas fir and F. annosus in ponderosa pineare similarly associated with nearly pure stands,Since stands of Douglas fir and of ponderosa
pine frequently arise following fire (Weaver1974), fire is at least indirectly involved in 
creating stand conditions favorable to disease 
development. 

Conversely, the absence of fire mayto the establishment leadof stands inherently.
liable to disease damage. Partly as a result
of fire exclusion, the open oak woodlands ofYosemite Vallev have been replaced by dense,
nearly pure stands of ponderosa pine that sincehave been damaged extensively by F. annosus

(Felix et al. 1974). 


Fire also may influence the prevalence ofalternate hosts for rust fungi. Increases in

numbers of oaks, alternate hosts for fusiform 

rust, has been attributed 
to fire exclusion 

(Czabator 1971). 
 Ribes species, alternate
hosts for white pine blister rust (Cronartium
ribicola) increase following fire (Quick 1962).

Considering 
 the large numbers of host combina-tions for rust diseases (Arthur 1934, Boyce
1943), fire no 
doubt affects the prevalence

of ono or both hosts of many combinations that 

are found in Mediterranean ecosystems. 
 Evalu-
ation of the significance of such population

changes will require field studies that have

not as yet been made. 

Finally, it should be noted that fire

might interfere with the evolution of resis-
tance to some diseases. Roth (1966) has sug-

gested that, because dwarf mistletoe intens-

ities sufficient to apply selection pressure

for resistance also create fuel loads virtually insuring severe fire, resistant trees are 

apt to be destroyed before they can disseminate genes for resistance. 
The same might

be true of root diseases that result in
masses

of dead snags and logs within centers of in-


fection. 

Effects On Individual Host Plants 

Perhaps the best documented effects of fir,on disease involve the creation of infection 
courts, especially
et for heart rot ftungi (larveyal. 1976). Canker fungi may also be associ
ated with fire scars (Hinds and Krebill 1975).Decay following fire scarring can reduce pro
ductivity in timber stands. It can alsoto hazard problems and to the leadloss of valuablespecimen trees in parks and preserves, as maybe the case with loss of giant Sequoias (Piirto
1977). 

We have found that smoke can cause a var
iety of leaf injuries, and while we have nodata on the possibility that such injuries serve as infection courts, similar injuries resultingfrom exposure to air pollutants do serve as in
fection courts for leaf pathogens (Manning etal. 1909, 1970). 

Effects On Ilost Vigor 
Fire can have two important and opposite

effects on plant vigor. 
Following fire, trees
 may show reduced growth and vig'or, owing mainly to heat injury (Hare 
 196,1) or perhaps to
"shock" if stand density is markedly changed.Such weakened trees are especially susceptible

to canker diseases (DPearness and Hansbrough
 
1934, Scharpf 1975) 
 and to insect attack (Hare1961). Ecologically, umerous pathogensadapted areto attack weakened plants and can be
expected to 
cause damage to 'seakened survivors
 
following fire.
 

In the opposito direction, fire may lead
to 
release of nutrients and reduction in
com
petition, resulting in vigorous, succulent

growth of survivors. The incidence of fusiform
 
rust mrcy 
 increase on pines following burning
(Siggers 1949). 
 Yarwood (1969) observed an increase in powdery mildew ('rys iyhe chicoraceanmin)
on 
coyote brush (-acharispilularis lowing

fire. He noted sY i ~r-increases in several
 
diseases on several different hosts protected
 
from competition by tillage. 
Although few
data are available, it is likely that 
such

diseases as rusts 
and powdery mildews often
increase temporarily on 
lush foliage and shoots

of post-fire sprouts and seedlings.
 

Effects On Physical And Microbial Environments
 

Changes in the structure and density of
plant communities following fire can 
markedly

effect local environments (Brown and Davis
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1973). Air temperature, air movement, humidity, 
and insolation can he changed by fire-induced 
changes in ground cover. Since most pathogens 
are sensitive to these environmental factors, 
changes can be expected to modify disease ac-
tivity. WIhite pine blister rust provides a 
good example. Van Arsdel (1961) has demon-
strated that the incidence of pine infection 
is influenced by changes in microclimate asso-
clated with the character of the ground cover, 
No doubt similar effects could he demonstrated 
for other pathogens common to Mediterranean 
climates, but data are want ing. 

Effects of fire on physical and microbial 
characterist ics of soil hN v' been repeatedly 
documented and reviewed ililgren 1974, Harvey 
et al. 1976, ,Jalaluddin 1969, Jorgensen and 
Hodges 1970, Murad 1972, Renbuss et al. 
1973, Wicklow 1973) and will le discussed by 
other authors during tlhis symposium. It 
should be sufficient here to point out that 
most soil-borne miccoo ganisms, including 
pathoogen:s, are sensit ive to each other and to 
changes in soil p1l, noi sture, temperature, 
aeration, organic materials, and introduced 
chemicals. Fire-induced changes in any of 
these factors could affect pathogens or other 
microorganisms that in turn affect pathogens. 
That such interactions significantly affect 
disease activity in forest and scrubland eco-
systems has not been demonstrated by substan-
tial, quantitative field data, excepting the 
demonstrated effects on Rhizina undulata. 

Other Considerations 

The above discussion has emphasized post-
fire effects. Brief mention should be made of 
possible pIe-fire effects of diseases. As 
already noted, accumulation of fuels ac-
companies dwarf mistletoe and root rot ac-
tivity in forest stands. Fires that might 
burn benignly throug healthv stands are apt 
to burn with high intensity when they strike 
such fuel accumulations. Weaver (1971) has 
suggestrd that such uneven burning accounts 
for "th development of uneven-aged stands, 
comprised of even-aged groups of trees .... " 

Match (1970) has suggested that fire-
dependent plant communities have evolved char-
acteristics that make them highly inflammable 
at appropriate times during stand development, 
Biswell (1971) noted that as chamise (Adeno-
stema fast iculatum) stands age, branch dieback 
increases, produc i ug hii ghl I y i nrfiaammah Ic fuel 
accumulation. I have observed similar branch 
dieback in aging manzanita (Arctosplos spp.) 
fields. This manzanita dieback is regularly 
associated with a species of Botry-osphaera, 
a canker fungus. 

Many pathogens and insects are adapted 
to attack weakened plants. Scrubland fire 
types are adapted to periodic rejuvenation by 
fire (Biswell 1974). Following regeneration, 
stands of small, young sprouts have ample 
space and nutrients for growth, but as the 
plants enlarge, competition becomes a limiting 
factor. These observations suggest the hypo
thesis that, at some critical state in the 
development of fire-type scrublands, plants 
reach an age and size where competition leads 
to weakening and loss of vigor. Under such 
conditions, the activity of pathogens and in
sects may be triggered, thus producing fuel 
for the next rejuvenating fire. If this hy
pothesis is correct, then this "built-in" li
ability to disease and insect attack may be 
another inflammability strategy fitting Mutch's 
hypothesis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this brief review, I have tried to 
point out some of the probable or possible 
interactions among plants, pathogens, and 
fire as they might affect the development of 
plant communities. As pointed out by Iardison 
(1976b), it is surprising that so few data are 
available to evaluate the effects of fire on 
diseases in wildlands, considering that such 
2 ta could have important bearing on fire 
management decisionq in many types of plant 
communities. 

With the possible exceptions of convinc
ing data on decay following fire-scarring, the 
relationship of fire to dwarf mistletoe ecology, 
the reduction of damping-off following burning, 
and perhaps the association of some root diseases 
with dense, pure, post-fire stands of some tree 
species, there is little hard evidence that 
fire significantly affects the impact of dis
eases in plant communities exposed to or estab
lished following fires. Ana it is impact, not 
disease per se, that mainly concerns land 
managers. 

Fire may reduce inocum of some pathogens, 
at least temporarily, but unless burns are 
large, inoculum from surrounding, unburned 
areas may negate any significant effects, or 
rapid re-establishment of inoculum may mini
mize effects. Diseases such as powdery mail
dews may increase in scrublands following 
burning, but tles; it can le demonstrated 
that temporary i elvat in of mildew act ivity 
si gni ficant 1y a ffects subsequent development 
and productivity of the community, mildew is 
only of biological interest. While dramatic 
changes in soil microbial popumlations have 
been demonstrated after burning, populations 
generally return to pre-fire equilibrium within 
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FIRE'S EFFECT ON PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
 

PROPERTIES OF CHAPARRAL SOILS-


L. F. DeBano, P. H. Dunn, and C. E. Conrad2/
 

Abstract: The available information on plant nutrients
 

contained in chaparral plants, litter, and soil is summarized.
 
These nutrients are rapidly recycled when subjected to high
 

temperature during fire. Although some plant nutrients, such
 
as Ca, Hg, and Na, are only released and deposited on the soil
 

surface, others, such as nitrogen and potassium, are volatil
ized and lost. Soil temperatures during light, moderate, and
 

intense fires were quantitatively related to losses in soil
 
nitrogen and organic matter during burning. Changes in other
 

soil properties including pil, exchange capacity, aggregation,
 
and soil wcttability are also related to fire.
 

Key words: i'ire,
burning chaparral, soil nutrient, water
 

repellency.
 

INTRODUCTION 	 contrast, studies on nutrient cycling, as af
fected by chaparral fires, have only been
 

Fire has been involved In the evolution actively pursued auring the past 4 to 5 years. 

of chaparral InI the United States, apparently Even more recent is interest in the effect of 

on a regular ba is, for many millentim. Fires chaparral fires on soil microorgatiisms. This 
of thestill burn regularly over these chaparral paper describes current knowledge 

ireas elther as wildfire . or prescribed burns, chaparral-soil resource, the effect of fire 

hai been used for on the physical and chemical properties ofAlthough prescribed buIrniji, 
managing chaparral :irt.i for many years, it Is chaparral soils, and soil heating during chap

recet iving renewed intorust ,is a fuel manage- arral fires. 

ment tool. As su, hI. a rotation burning system 
would reduhi, toot .ir , brusifieldsh , MI notos 
that pose a enstnit wildf Ire i,izard. THE CHAPARRAL-SOIL ENVIRONMENT 

[lhi Implit of tuijrtilng o'n chapa rra l areas Any discussion on the Impact of fire on 
must first review the available inforli.i b,-vn resetr, hd fti t be tJ ,icuade. sotls 

I'lon.te I s,+,rtbh ,I, III, -fltrt of tire on mation on plant productivity and nutrients 

NolIl wtt'i, Illtv hi, ii..cIt pr o rles for more along with any basic data on soil and litter. 

thin I) yvcitl i1i1 Is c.',,cd worldwide. In Also, the quantities of plant nutrients present 
in the plant canopy that are released and de

posited on the soil surface during a fire are 
I important. Sufficitnt Information t. becoming 
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Forest in southern California, where more than

86% of the slopes are steeper than 55% grade

(Bentley 1961). 
 On these slopes soils are
shallow, with 93% less than I m deep. 
Soil 

depth is not a good indicator of the hydrolog
ically active portion of a watershed because
highly weathered parent material often holds 

much water that 
can be tapped by the roots of
chaparral plants (Krammes 1969). 


A characteristic chaparral soil on steep

slopes could be described as excessively

drained, shallow, and coarse textured, with

rocks and gravel throughout the profile

(Crawford 1962). 
 These soils have a weak,

angular, blocky structure; the consistency is
loose when dry and friable when moist. Soil

reaction is neutral (at the surface) to slightly

acid (at 0.6 m below). 
 The soil surface is 

usually rocky, and more 
than 10% of the surface 
may be covered with rocks larger than 7.6 cm
in diameter. Bulk densities vary from 1.04 

gm/cm3 at the surface 
to 1.79 gm/cm 3 

in the

underlying subsoil (Holzhey 1968). 
 The amount

of plant litter on the soil surface depends on
the density of the vegetation, and can vary

from 13,440 to 80,640 kg/ha (Nord and Country-

man 1972) with yearly additions amounting to
0.6 to 5.94 metric tons/ha (Kittredge 1955). 


On gentler slopes and flat areas, soils
tend to be deeper and contain more clay (sometimes more than 20%). 
 Higher clay contents 

tend to produce a strong blocky to subaagular

blocky structure, and soils acquire a hard
consistency when dry and a firmness when wet. 

Fewer rocks and stones are in the soil on 

gentler slope&. 


Less plant nutrients are usually found in
chaparral soils than in agricultural soils,

and it has been estimated that about 
three 

times more nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus 

are contained in the upper 15 
cm of an agri-

cultural soil than In 
a chaparral soil 
(DeBano

1974). Nitrogen is most 
frequently the 
limit-

ing nutrient under field conditiont, and 

plants grow better when nitrogen fertilizers 

are used (Hellmers e 
al, 1955). When sotl 


water is not limiting, plant growth can also

be increased with phosphorus fertilizers.
 
Although other plant nutrients may also be
limiting, deficiencies have not been reported.
 

Site Productivity
 

The rate fuel accumulates on a site affects
 
the likelihood of fire. 
Highly productive sites
that accumulate biomass rapidly, and contain
 
substantial amounts of standing dead fuel and
litter, are more likely to burn than infertile

sites having a sparser plant cover. 
 Differences

in soil properties, site fertility, species composition, and time since burning, influence the
annual productivity and biomass on any particu
lar site. 
 A summary of data from several sources
(Specht 1969, Sampson 1944, Nord and Countryman

1972, Green 1970, DeBano and Conrad in press,

Bentley et al. 1971) reflect these site differ
ences and show the total standing biomass of a
mature chaparral stand varies between 25,000 and
118,000 kg/ha (table I). 
These values include

both live and 
dead parts, although older stands
 
may contain a large proportion of dead material.

For example, more than one-half of the 49,000 kg
of biomass in a chamise-(Adenostem fasciculatum)

chaparral stand was reported dead (Specht 1969).
 
In a mountainmahogany (Cercocarpus betuloides)
stand, 66% were reported dead (Green 1970).
 

In northern California, Sampson (1944) 
re
ported an 
average annual production for the

first 
five years following fire in chamise
chaparral of 2,000 kg/ha; however, when averaged

over 
the first eight years, the rate decreased
 
to 1,500 kg/ha. 
 In southern California, the
 
production for chamise-chaparral following fire
was less, with only 1,200 kg/ha produced yearly
during the first five years and 
1,000 kg/ha/yr

during the first 10 years (Specht 1969). 
 Annual

biomass production by northern and 
southern
 
California chaparral equals that 
reported for

heath in southern Victoria, but exceeds mallee
In southern Australia (Specht 1969). 
 However,

garrigue In France Is more prtductlvv and may

produce 4,000 kg/ha annually during the firit
 
10 years after fire,
 

Table -- Plant biass contained in chaparral plants as rported by severa livestlgator.
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Nutrient Distribution 


The distribution of plant nutrients in a 

chaparral ecosystem is important because fire 

rapidly cycles these nutrients. In some cases, 

burning may cause considerable losses. Several 


investigators (Specht 1969, Sampson 1944, 

DeBano and Conrad in pres3) have found similar 

amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium 

in the above ground biomass of mature chaparral 

(table 2). These stidles show the above ground 

biomass contains (in kg/ha) 134 to 142 of N; 

between 10 to 16 of P; and 105 to 158 K. Cal-

cium, magnesium, and sodium were varied more 

among the studies which may indicate large 

amounts in the soil. For example, plants con
taining high amounts of calcium reported by 
DeBano and Conrad (in press) were grown on 
calcareous soils.
 

The distribution of nutrients in different 

plant parts is particularly important because 

fire affects some parts more severely than 

others. We have studied the distribution of 


plant nutrient!; in live twigs < 0.64 cm, live 

branches - 0.64 cm, and dead branches and twigs. 
These size classes are considered important 

because both small live twigs and dead material 


are consumed during a fire, whereas the live
 
stem material > 0.64 cm is only charred. The
 

plant nutrients were concentrated in the small,
 
actively growing twigs which contained (in kg/
 
ha) 80 of N, 66.5 of K, 7.3 of P, 9.9 of Mg,
 
101.3 of Ca and 3.3 of Na (DeBano and Conrad
 
in press). These quantities represent 60% of
 
the N and K, 71% of the P, 53% of the Mg, 43%
 
of Ca, and 39% of the Na in the live and dead
 
standing biomass. The litter contained an
 
additional (in kg/ha) 147 of N, 22 of P, 174
 
of K, 172 of Mg, 465 of Ca, and 16 of Na. Some
 
of the nutrients in the litter, particularly
 
nitrogen, are affected by burning (DeBano and
 
Conrad in press).
 

Soil Nutrients
 

The quantities of plant nutrients contained
 

in chaparral soils are highly variable, rela
tively infertile, and lower in nutrients than
 
agricultural soils (DeBano 1974). For example,
 
chaparral soils may contain 3,100 kg/ha of N,
 

whereas agricultural soils may contain 21,000
 
kg/ha in the upper 15 cm. Nitrogen is most
 
frequently the lipiting nutrient, and plant
 
growth can usually be increased with nitrogen
 

Table 2--Plant nutrients contained in chaparral plants as reported
 

by several investigators.
 

Sampson (1944) 

Chamie Chaparral 

Nutrient . .. 


Nitrogen
 
8-10 yr 

Mature 


Phosphorus
 
8-10 yr 5.5 6.1 


Mature 13.7 15.8 


Potassium
 
8-10 yr 57.0 60.5 

Mat ure 140.1 158.0 


CilIV1urn 
8-10 yr (1.2 67.2 
Kiture 155.8 222.0 

Magnu txum
 
8-I0 yr 
M4t ur, 

Rod I M
 
A-I1tyr 

MAt. 0 


Specht (1969) 


i 

kg/ha 

41
 
142 


7
 

10 


70
 
105 


65
 
85 


i8
 
35 


Is 
40 


DeBano-Conrad
 

(in press)
 

134
 

10.3
 

113.3
 

233.7
 

18.8
 

5.5 
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fertilizers (Hellmers et al. 1955), 
except on
freshly burned areas 
(DeBano and Conrad 
1974).
The natural fertility of a site may be affectedby species composition. For example, California

scrub oak (Quercus dumosa) and hoaryleaf ceano-
thus (Ceanothus crassifolius) adds 56 kg/ha of
nitrogen annually, whereas chamise depletes

fertility nearly that amount 
(Zinke 1969).
Chaparral whitethorn ceanothus (C. leucodermis)

(Hellmers and Kelleher 
1959), and buckbrush
ceanothus 
(C. cuneatus)(Vlamis et 
al. 1958;

Delwiche et 
al. 1965) fix nitrogen. Postfire

leguminous herbs, such 
as 
Lotus and Lupinus,
may also be important nitrogen 
fixers on
chaparral sites 
(DeBano and 
Conrad, in press). 


SOIL HEATING DURING CHAPARRAL FIRES 


When the chaparral-soil 
environment is
burned over by fire, a series of changes begin
which may remain, in varying degrees, until the 

next fire. 
 The impact of any particular fire 

on a chaparral soil depends upon 
the fire intensity and soil 
heating which, in
affected by several turn, are
soil and vegetation proper-


ties.
 

Basic Heat Flow Process 


Characterizing thermal 
conductivity and
heat 
transfer in soils during chaparral fires
is difficult and complex because high tempera-
tures and large temperature gradients prevail,

Under these conditions, traditional diffusion
type equations, which adequately describe heat
flow in dry soils, 
are invalid because of
vection and 

con-

gaseous exctange phenomena. Also,
heat transfer becomes1 even more complex if
water is present because any model 
must alsoaccommjdate coupled soil moisture, heat, 
and 
vapor transport. 
 When appreciable water is 
present 
in the soil, the temperatuTre at any
particular depth does not 
exceed 1000 C until
the water his 
been evaporated 
or moved Into


lower layers (S-ottvr 1970). 
 The heating of
moist soil undeir ,r-iss hi:,'; t-a n autalyze'd withinthe framework nf 
the diff 'ii, equation (Scotter
1970). Ihis 
 nalysis dlid not :ao unt 
for mois-

ture chanqts and 
fluxes ass,-latd with heat 

transfer. 
 how'vyr, ;t stsvqiont antlIysis ofS•, tt.r's ,, a, sipplurlaentud with subsequent
laborltttv data, wasi rid totdev,)loji a more

"lphlin
t -l' ,,dlI1 d whi h c uplel transfer irwater, ha it, 
 tn,wttt-r vapor (Astin and Gill 

9 0), lhln r ,d,I wai 
 oh-I to iil,,tlati' soilt -vmrttur,,. r le,,, mlsttrp prtiles, ground
h, tlu,, And *'vurtti undtl
f,v !It u r slimulated mur-rv, iondltl,,nni, 


lyjuli *ul ;t11 h.at I'usue. DurIng Chaparral Flres 

Go
 

These theoretical models have not been
used for describing heat flow In 
chaparral

soils. Instead, we 
have summarized much data
on heat pulses in soils, during both wildfires
and prescribed burns (DeBano et 
al., in press)and combined this with data from other Investigators (Sampson 1944, Bentley and Fenner 1958).This permitted us to define heat 
pulses that
could be used 
for Simulating different 
Intensity fires in laboratory exp riment.s. 
 These
heat pulses were designed to re-present 
soil
heating under intense, moder te, and light
fires butrning in a typical chaparral stand
having a dry soil 
(figs. IA, III,and 
IC).
These heat pulses will 
be used to discuss the
 
effect of 
fire on 
soil chemical and 
physical
properties. 
 These temperature curves 
do not
imply one burning intensity tlroughout 
a
 
particular fire. 
 Most likely all 
three soil
heating conditions occur 
at different places.However, most of the 
area 
burned probably is
subjected to 
an averaye heat 
pulse represented

by one of the three intensities.
 

Factors Affecting Soil Hleating
 

The three hating curves presented are
for dry soils cov-er-d with a relatively thin
litter layer. 
 Fuel loading, fuel moisture,

meteorological 
conlit ions, and 
several other
variables also aftft iret erhlvior and hurn-Ing intensity. Although little quantitative

data is 
aviflable on heat fluxes 
emanating

downward 
from a burning 
plant canopy, It has
been estimated that only tbut 
8T of the
energy released by the 
burnin . c.tnopv is absorbed and tr;ansm itted downward 
in the soil
(DeBano 1974). 
 )wnwa rd heat transfer isfurther complicated by ivnittoi and combustion
of organic matter otn the 
soil qnait ant:ttid inthe upper laiyers of :,irl oil. Quialitatively, ht-at 
orif nit in 
 Is. th- burning canopy
impInges 
 I Irston th Ihit tailI,vrr, which may he 
total lv or parti.11 Idv qml.d. The
litter layer 
 iltAun ptr d ,n in;Ulai Ing effect
 on soil ht-,tin 
 etn ifIt is rvdid to an
ash layer (ch-hl 19'Y) ,p n rti'hi g the
mineral soil surft- , hvit I trtin;ferred

downward thru;.h the, ;il 
bv o ndm tlt, ton
vectln, andfV l r flux.
 

Alth ph .r, l o i prta itIt's ,afft-tthe rate "I hoilt rilu t. Ii n l , ht' IlhIstimportat Il;s ,I1 wAt ,. Ih,,it-, water hasa hIph ebut teat It , I,p;l I.l] ioaially tInes
 
not rIte- ahoav e 1004 
ut I h,,w t r il anyon, layer hi, vV prAt d (Dvi-i ,,t t il, 1976).Water titv, " I t"I th, , Iandl~, UlnHA-q',unI t,,l,i Iv, Ivn owly
y, ,soili bv.,l |l 
K, ,,ed"
Pd.
 

Other moil lhy,,l f1 I"p rlv, ,also n- h i-a tpluurp,.llvi e I..Ni
ar i,-l;t, ! vvd-p~le 
 ht,rmall
dlfltuslvIly "I 
lut rt Itu about 1lhr.u I lies that 
itr c-lay utiitri I4'u. It ant i til p I luiwo a louwu'r 
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0
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Figure 1--Typical temperatures at the surface and downward in the soil during a
 
(A) intense, (B) moderate, and (C) light burn in chaparral.
 

thermal diffusivity than soil minerals but when A burning experiment on organic matter
 

ignited also heats the upper mineral soil layers. (Hlosking 1938) showed humic acids, which made 

up about 35% of the organic carbon in organic 
matter, were lost at temperatures below 100 0 C. 

0

SOIL CHEMICAL. PROPEIRTIES 	 At temperatures between 100 0 C and 200 C, non

destructive distillation of volatile organic 

The effect ,f fire on soil chemical prop- substances occurred, and at temperatures be
erties results primarily from changes in organic tween 2000 C and 3000C, about 857 of the or

matter. The magnlitdt ,f-change In both soil ganlc substances were destroyed by destructive 
chemical propertfes mud nutrient availability distillation. When these relationships are 
depends, to i large extent, on tie amount of related to tlie heat pulses present during in
orgI Ic mat ter deSt royd . Tlie more obvious tense, moeritarte, alnd light burns (figs. IA, IB, 
soil cimemi c, propert h;clangemd by burning and IC), an intense burn completely destroys 

t1 'o1 :apac it 	 organic m11itter at tihe soil surface.ill, pH, Ca ( x lia e v , ittrogen, 	 all the 
sulfur, divalent ions, di pot assfum. 	 Maximum temperatures at the 2.5 cm depth during 

an intense burn ire hot ellllil to destructively 
distill Luch of the org,;ulCInat ter. Moderately 

Sil Organic Matter Intense burns, where surface temperatures reach 
4320C, are able to destroy most of tile litter. 

In addition to direct effects, fire alters Low Intensity f res remove about 85% of the 

organic matter so that decomposition rates dur- litter on time soil sur'face, but only tile humic 
ing successloimal staes betwoe fires are af- acids are altiered at 2.5 cm depth. 
fected. Both these eliect mmInfluence tile re
sulting soil chemical propertles. 

Indirect Effects 

D I rect Effects The rate of litter decomposition after
 
burning seems related to time since fire. A
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recent series of 
laboratory and 
on site field
measurements showed soil respiration, which 
material available. Usually, large green
was used as stemsan fire consumed,indicator of decomposition, not even during the mostintenschanges after burning. fire, so not all nutrients inThese studies showed standingrespiration of litter collected from chaparral 
plants are released by fire. 
 However, a large
stands, that had not burned for 
proportion of
1, 15, and 54 

the plant nutrients present inyears, decreased the small plant twigs (Q 0.64
as 
time since burning increased, cm In diameter)
It was believed are released because they
the major factor contributing

to the slower decomposition rate in
stands was 
 the older
the decreasing availability of ni-
trogen. Although the rate of organic carbon
lost 
decreased since burning, soil respiration 

decreased in spite of the increase 
in available
 
organic carbon.
 

Cation Exchange Capacity and pH 


Organic matter has high cation exchange

capacities (Buckman and Brady 1969) 
and may 


matter 
 destroyed,
e:eed thoseis of clay particles. Khen organicthese exchange sites are
lost. Christensen and Moiler (1975) 
found
cation exchange capacity decreased and 
remained
low for at 
least 
one year after burning chap-
arral soils. 


Plant nutrients released from organic
:atter 
arc highly soluble and, depending on 
the
nature of 
the cations released, affect soil pH
to, various degrees. 
 After burning, pHtin chap-arral soils is generallv higher (Sanpson 1944,C(;risttnsen and Muller 1975, VogI 
and Schorr
I972), although the increase may he slight and
:,v not affect plant growth (Salpson 1944).
In ntnr.'t:,fire increases pH in forest soils

than
l, in chaparral because the forest litter 


,Ad upper oil layers are more acid. Therefore,
addition of soluble basic cations
ldra:er changes in pH. 
produces


In contrast, the 
pH of

.Ichaprral soil
acid or is likelv toneutral, and be only slightlyadding solubl actions ofCA , .rnd K may not significantly affect p1H. 

Nutrient Availability, Volatilization,

and the 'Ash-Bed' Effect 

Nutrient Availability 

Burning tire 
surface litter and
releases plant canopy
large quantities of readily soluble
plant nutrients such as 
nitrogen, phosphorus,
potassi um, ii'Iliurm, magnesiun, soium, and
probably sulfur. In this r e, fire may he'.Wowl as 
a r;pid decoimolser 
 Before fire,
ti ,sth rltmivit riftprese it
I lvinr, iv
a[ln lead
plant lssia aid ire nrltivalJoIl 
 fIr piint
;r,. th. Fire Inlstintly 
 clnv 'rtq thosrenutrlent sint, rid lv ila bler ford r 
 uted
Wr plint grwth, or 
If not, may W, hart by
I rirtProsion (lWhiiani 
 and Conrad 1976).
i'Autltls of nutrients released depend on 

The 

fire
t its Ity and amount of combu.i We plant 

are almost totally
consumed. 
Measurements taken before and after
a prescribed burn showed the nutrient 
increases
in the soil 
surface because of fire (in kg/ha)
were: 9.3 for P, 44 
for K, 62 
for Mg, 136 for
Ca, and 3.5 
for Na (DeBano and Conrad, in press).
 

Volatilization
 

Although most 
nutrients are 
simply trans
located from the burning canopy and
layer to 
the soil litter
surface during fire,
may be lost some
by volatilization. For example,
 

total nitrogen on 
the soil surface was decreased 8 kg/ha by a prescribed burn 
(l)eBano
and Conrad in 
press). 
 Large volatilization
losses of nitrogen ecurred during this 
fire,
and it was estimated 146 kg/ha of N were 
lost
from the site, of which, 101.3 lost
kg/ha was 

from the 
stand ing plant hiomass,
litter, and 8.4 from the
36.4 fram the rippur 2 cmI of soil.
The 146 kg/ha of nitrogen lo st 
fro the site
represented about 
10; of the 
nitrogen contained
in the plants, litter, And 
upper 10 
cm of soil
before the fire. 
 D)etaile,d information on
effect of fire on 

the
 
various nitrogen compoundsis presented by Dunn and 
IDeBano as 
a companion


paper in this 
symposium. 
 The study also suggested 49 kg/ha of potassium 
was lost--possibly

by volatilization 
(Dehano and Conrad, in press)
 

Ash-bed Effect
 

High availability of 
nutrients following
fire is 
one riason burned soils 
are reported
 
more 
fertile than unburned soils.
creased fertility often leads 

The in
fertilizer to a lack of
response on burned watershed (Vamis
and Gowans 1961, le ,Bma 
and Conrad 1974). This
 
stimulation in plant growth 
 afttimes referred to r fire is someas the "as-Jh-bd ri fret. IlII 
forest 
soi ]:, p1 lit rvspinsvintensity seose Iat edif burnIing (VIarc toet .. J)55).Hlumphreys 
and Laert (1)65) .t"ndthe "ash-bed''
effect in a lorust I was du to higher pland exchtgha.li 1 ',It, 
 aidt mlow isre phosp~horus

adsorption 
 ,a I,,, ty: hral'r*rloxalcrtae-s(oi luiniiuiri , anI4rhtc,mi lt"r WP dIff ereie in Isson Igni 
rin , tv' I nitrir 'rr, ;a:'nfilaii itrogen,total p l)hoqtli ru; jandu v;':qi'tlgijih potas mli,so ium, or 
 tl I tsur-"Il b Irfout Ietwveithe "ash-bed" h"II; iand ohl 
 r iNoll". hitterplant reunrl"."qv wi; 
 ittributeI i rllirrilt'dphosphoriu 
avai laiilty Althugh the
effect '" bi''exists ounburned rhrrprrrarl sitls, because fertilizer reslroiresu are lacking 
the first
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stance in soils and is partially responsible

year after fire, little is known about the 


for good soil structure. When organic matter
 effect of available nutrients on native plants 

is destroyed by fire, aggregation is destroyed,
being reestablished on burned chaparral areas. 

and some of the large pores, which improve
 

The ash remaining after a forest fire may 


also inhibit some microorganisms and stimulate 


others (Widden and Parkinson 1975). Extracts 


of burned litter from pine forests can inhibit 


the growth and spore germination of many fungal 

species. This type of inhibition, coupled with 

some "heat shock" phenomena found in chaparral 

soils, makes the Interaction between fire and 

microorganisms very complex. These relation-

ships, along with the effect of fire on mineral-


Ization rates of organic matter, must be more 


fully understood before different burning inten-


sities can be used intelligently in chaparral 


management programs. 


SOIL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 


Soil physical properties are also affected 


by the organic matter destroyed during a fire. 


Aside from this, high temperatures (760'C) can 


alter the mineral soil particles near the sur

face. For example, irreversible changes in 
0 

water of hydration of clays can occur at 980 C. 

The amount of clay In chaparral soils is usually 

small, so, this type of alteration is probably 

of minimal Importance. 

Organic matter acts as an aggregating sub-

A-Unburned B-Fire 

. .
 !!ii2ij 


water movement and aeration, are lost. Conse

quently, bulk density increases while air and
 

water permeability decreases (Scott and Burgy
 

1956).
 

SOIL WETTABILITY 

Much basic research has been done on the 

effect of burning on the wettability of chap

arral soils. This work generally shows brush
 

fires can decrease infiltration by producing a
 
1967).
water-repellent soil layer (DeBano et al. 


On burned areas, a water-repellent layer is
 

frequently found below and parallel to the
 

soil surface. The soil at or 
near the surface
 

may be wettable, but a layer of varying thick

ness below it repels water. Laboratory studies
 

and field observations have permitted us to
 

develop the following theory about how fire
 

causes water repellency.
 

During the years between fires, decomposing 

plant parts containing hydrophobic substances 

in the upper part of the soil profileaccumulate 
(fig. 2A). This layer corresponds roughly to 

the transition between the A0 and Al soil 
a
horizons. If a water droplet is placed on 


sample of soil from these horizons, it will 

C-Burned 

....- - i 

Litter Water repellent zone Wettable layer 

Water repellent layer Decreasing -Water repellent layer 
_Woper 

:...... ...................
 

:::::JJAViWet table soil Wettable soN 

(A) Before fire, the hydro-
Figure 2--Watr rupollencv bloret, durling, and ifter fire. 

and mllneral soil Immediately beneath it;
phobic substinancs ccunlt in the litter 

tion id litter, cauing"the hydrophobic substances to move
(BI) Fire burns Ili vevge' 

(C) After fire a water repellenril layer is
downward along tmpeeratre iradieats; 


located below and parallel to the soil surface 
 on the burned area. 
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not penetrate immediately. Instead, it "balls 

up" and remains on 
the soil surface for sometime before being absorbed. Although, in some cases, water repellency is 
severe enough to

completely prohibit water absorption, it
usually impedes absorption for a short time 
(DeBano et al. 
1967). 
 The most severe water 

repellency in unburned soil results whensoil particles theare coated with partially de-
composed plant parts intermixed with the 

mineral soil, 


When fire occurs, it consumes the chaparral
plants, the underlying litter layer, and may
affect the organic matter(fig. 2B). Heating in the mineral soilmay intensify water repel-
lency in place below the soil 
surface by coat-

ing the soil particles more completely. with 
hydrophobic substances. More important, how
ever, are the large temperature gradients inthe upper few centimeters of soil which cause 
vapor and gases containing hydrophobic substances 
to move downward 
in the soil profile,

where they condense on 
soil particles (DeBano
1966). As indicated earlier, the soil surface 

can reach temperatures of about 7000
C during

an intense burn (extreme surface temperatures 
up to 843 0
C have been recorded). At 2.5 cm
below the soil surface the maximum soil temper-ature may only be 19 0 0C (fig. 1A). These largetemperature gradients can move appreciable
amounts of organic materials downward in thesoil (DeBano et al. 1970). Some of these sub-stances are hydrophobic and attach to mineralparticles at various depths depending upon

their polarity (Savage 1974). 


After the fire has swept through an area,
the soil possesses a water-repellent 
 layer
(fig. 2C). The thickness and depth of the

water-repellent 
 layer depends upon the inten-

sity of the fire, 
 the physical conditions ofthe soil, and the amounts of litter present.

If the surface temperatures are not hot, such 
as 
during a light intensity burn (fig. IC), 
the 

water repellency might be at or near the soil
surface. 
 in this case, it may only be a thin
layer and of the sireisdrin ot,little hvdrolog ic ntese urnandan importance. Ifthe fire is hot, as during an intense burn
(fig. IA), water repellency may be in deeper
layers, and the surface could be wettable.

Moderate intensity fire (fig. I) would produce 

an intermediate 
 condition. 

These water repellency relationships arenot determined solely by intensity of fire; 
soil physical properties, 
litter thickness,
and soil waterward movement content also affectof hydrophob)Ic the down-substances. For 
eardmvempe, nd and sdyoamob soilstay. boeexample, sand and sandy loam soils may becomemore severely water repellent than finer-

textured clay soils 
(DeBano et 
al. 1970). Inthe coarse-textured soil, 
the organic matter 

coats the soil particles more completely than 


it does in the finer-textured 
soils that have
 
a larger amount of particle surface area.

Also, when the soil is wet, hydrophobic substances tend to concentrate in a thin layer
near the soil surface, as contrasted 
drier soil, where they 

to a 
move further downward 

in the soil (DeBano et al. 1976).
 

Water repellency can be present without
fire; many areas throughout the world have aproblem which is not related to fire but, 
instead,
1960). is induced by microorganismsThe action of heat (Bondon these microbial 
decomposition roducts and uidecomposed plant 
parts can intensify aiy waterpresent. It repellencyis this intensification by fire
that has received the most attention during
our studies in southern Cai tornia chaparral. 

SUMNARY ANn CONCLUSIONS 

The chaparral ecosystem is 
relatively poor
in some plant nutrients, particularly nitrogen.

A large proportion of all plant nutrients in
chaparral ecosystems are contained 
in the

small, actively growing plant stems, where

they periodiclly suffer the full brunt of
wildfires or prescribed burns. 
 For most plantnutrients, this involvesq being released anddeposited on the soil surface where they
readily are 

taken up b plants or possibly lost byerosion. Nitrogen cyc ling is rot this simplebecause nitrogen can he lost by volatilization.
Although some nitrogen is lost, that remaining
in the ash is highly available in the form of 
ammonia nitrogen,nitrate or after nitrification,nitrogen. Consequently, asnitrogen deficiencies are rare the first year after fire,which is misleading because its replenishment

to the site 
is often ignored in the management

of postfire succession. Any 
 management plannot concerned with nitrogen fixation during
the postfire years is likely to permanently
and Irreparaly damage site fertility. 

soilPlantarenutrients conta inedtoalIso subjected thein thesamelittertransformations occurring in the standing plants.

However, the quantities of organic matter destroyed in 
 the litter and soil are usually lessthan in the shrub canopy and appear relaLed to 
burning intensity. Soil heating can vary depending upon whetherlight. Sufficient soil

the burn Is Intense orand litter temperature
data have been collected during chaparral fires 

to adeqatelypulses chiracterdove loping iiihl&r ize the type of aridI i gut , trodera to,heat
 

intense birning 
 conditions. 
These temperature
of can he utilized tochange, estimatedata 

or loss occurr[rig the magnitudein organic matter,nitrogen, soil wettablility, and other soil and
litter properties The impact of these temper
ature pulses on microrganisms and their 
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activities are less clearly understood, al-


though we are currently quantifying these 


relationships. 
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FIRE'S EFFECT ON BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF CHAPARRAL SOILS
2
 

-
2/ and Leonard F. DeBano 
/
 

Paul H. Dunn


Abstract: Microorganisms and nitrogen compounds in
 
chaparral soils are sensitive to heating during fires. Maxi
mum temperatures are important when evaluating changes in
 

total nitrogen because 20 percent is lost at 211°C, 40 per

cent at 287'C, 60 percent at 422'C, and 80 percent at 528
0C.
 

Inorganic ammonia nitrogen starts being produced at 200'C,
 

reaches a maximum at 300'C, and is completely volatilized at 
S00%. Moist soils do not become as hot during fire as dry 
soils, and smaller thermal induced changes occur. Microbes are
 

soil than in dry'soil, and
more sensitive to heating in wet 
duration of heating is an important consideration. Hetero

trophic bacteria were the most heat-resistant of the micro
organisms tested. 

Key words: Fire, burning, soil microorganisms, nitrogen, 
bacteri,, fungi, nitrogen fixation, soil water, nitrogen 
mineralization, ammonia, nitrates. 

INTROIDUCTION The inevitable fate of chaparral vegetation
 

is fire. Wthen fire exclusion is practiced. fire
 
Researchers at the Pacific Southwest danger increases with age of the chaparral, and 

Forest and Range Experiment Station have it is more likely the stand will be consumed by a 
recently shifted their research emphasis from severe wildfire. Prescribed burning under less 

the physical and hydrological aspects of severe conditions provides another alternative 

chaparral ecology to those concerned with to this type of management. The increased use 
soil nutrients and associated microbes. Under- of fire in chaparral management has stimulated 
standing the chavarral nutrient cycle provides research on the relationship of fire to soil 
tools the land mana ger can use to manipulate nutrient cycling microbes. Much of this work 
chalparral growth and succession to achieve has been concerned with the nitrogen cycle. 
var ious mina ''ment poa Is. 

I/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental NITROGEN CYCLING 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 
Nitrogen deserves special consideration

Mediterranean licosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
because of its importance in the chaparral eco-

Aug. 1-5, 1977. 
systems. It is important for several reasons. 
First, it is the nutrient most likely to beM o 

-Research Microbiologist, Pacific Southwest limiting for plant growth (liellmers, and others 
Forest and lange Experiment Station, Forest 1955). Second, it is easily volatilized by 
Service, tU.S. lepartment of Agriculture, heating (Grier, 1975; White, and others, 1973). 
Berkeley, Calif., stationed at Glendora, Calif. Third., direct chemical changes during soil 

heating and combustion transforms Nitrogen on 
3/Supervisory Soil Scientist, Rocky Mountain the site into a highly available form readily 

Forest available for plant growth or subsequent
Forest and Range Experiment Station, 

Finally,

Service, U.S. lepartment of Agriculture, mineralization (Christensen, 1973). 

because it is replenished on Fort Collins, Colo., stationed at Tempe, Ariz. nitrogen is unique 
a site after fire, mainly by nitrogen fixing 
organisms.
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Plants contain mineral matter that was 

obtained 
from the soil and returned to the 

soil upon decay was stated by Palissey in 

1563. Boyle noted in 1663 that there were 

various salts in the 
 soil and that plant

species differed in their up take of these. 

In 1674, Glauber defined the topic of this 

paper in describing the cyclical nature of
 
the uptake of salts from the soil and 
 their
 
return, resulting in his concept of a per-

petual "circulation of the elements". 
 Fran-

ceaco Redi noted in 1698 "The quantity of ash 

and of salts obtained- from different plant

materials 
will vary according to differences 

in species and in season of 
 the year and 

locality in which plants are gathered". The 

interchangeability of some elements for 
 each 
other in the nutrient cycle, such as potas-
slum for sodium was observed by Duhamel in 
1737, when he found that a species such as 
L ", " which is normally high in sodium 
content on a salire soil, would be high in 
potassium cn other soils. De ;aussure 
(16C4) wa ate tc ocm;fle a o¢nstderetale 
list . r asr. Ar.aly rs A varcs Ia nt 

rt;at tz; cr_ wsri i. r,:! t , t tIrerrt 
jiar. +: +- + ;. a rta-la!, 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~4* . ~ ~ t t . 
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(1876) added principles concerning 
 the role
 
of leaf litter and organic detritus as a
 
vital link in the mineral cycling between
 
vegetation and soil. He also found that the
 
mineral content of plants of a given species

would become less with increasing preoipita
tion over its climatic range.
 

The specific effects of fire on mineral
 
cycling and subsequent fertility of soil were
 
dealt with by Sir Humphrey Davy (1815). He
 
found the effect of periodic burning of vege
tation on shallow sandy soils brought about a
 
loss in fertility of the site due to loss in
 
mineral elements; but that this did not occur
 
on heavier and deeper soils. Considerable
 
insight into the effect of periodic fire on
 
fertility has been derived from the practice
 
of shifting cultivation. Reviews such as by
 
Conklin (1963) indicate that the basis of
 
shif'tin, agriculture is the enrichment of the
 
soil 
 by the ash content of mineral elements. 
7h.s inrease in mineral elements in the soil 
t1rir .9 ab@cut the temporary luxuriant growth 
t yr f the crop p rame of the shifting 
. tv Il r! ovyol. The enrichment of 

r *14t.' 
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under the prevailing chemical conditions of northwest Thailand operate a system of shift
the soil, and the ion exchange capacity of ing cultivation which consists of burning the
 
the soil. Thus, potassium is readily leached forest after it has been cut and dried out
 
and possibly lost, while calcium and phos- while liing on the ground, growing a crop of
 
phorus are retained (Mc Coll & Grigal, 1975) upland rice in the ash fertilized soil, and
 
(Rowe & Hagel, 1974; Viro, 1967). Almost all then allowing a fallow period of nine years
 
investigators have found an increase in soil during which the forest regrows. The cycle
 
pH as a result of this increase in mineral is then repeated. The effect of this practice
 
matter. The change in physical characteris- on the mineral element cycling of the site is
 
tics of the soil due to fire may affect its shown in the data presented in table 1. As
 
retention of mineral elements (Tarrant, has already been established in the past
 
1956). literature, the effect is to increase the
 

content of the surface soils in Calcium, Mag-


The effects on the vegetation of these nesium, and Potassium immediately after the
 
additions of mineral elements to the soil by fire and ash deposition with the effect gra
fire has usually been to bring about a lux- dually diminishing with regrowth of the
 
uriant growth of herbaceous species and forest vegetation. Indicative of this was a
 
increased growth of surviving woody plants pH of 6.7 immediately after the fire, declin
(Christensen,1973; Sampson, 19 44; Sweeney, ing to 6.6 1 year later, and reducing to 6.2
 
1956). This regrowth vegetation has higher by seven years. A near by old forest control
 
mineral content in these initial years fol- soil had a pH of 6.0.
 
lowing the fire (Sampson, 1944), and a tie-in
 
to the faunal uptake of mineral elements is As the vegetation regrows after fire,
 
the greater desirability of this growth for there is a redistribution of the accumulation
 
forage and browse by deer and other animals of elements deposited in the soil back to the
 
(bissell, 1951; Dietz j A1,1958, Sampson, regrowing vegetation. This is shown in table
 
1944; Wilson, 1969). 1.
 

The fire type ecosystem is most vulner- These results from a shifting cultiva
able to losses of mineral elements at the tion study involving periodic fire indicate 
time that it is burned, and the ash and soil that under the conditions of the climate, 
are relatively unprotected by vegetation, vegetation, and the soil there is a period 
Volatilizatlon during burning, wind erosion recharge of the cation exchange capacity of 
losren of ash (,ampori, 1944), and erosion by the soil with basic cations from the ash 
:5urface runoff (D Iano & Conrad, 1976; Samp- immediately after burning, this is then gra
:o.r, 1944), leacring of' ash mineral 'onsti- dually depleted by the uptake to storage in 
lu,nt.,, aid nuluble mineral forms are all the regrowing woody biomass of the forest. 
rtf,,vart ;rs., described In the litera
tuft t , 6tirtrF r IFr tr giod or tad depends 

lartly u;> , v~lut Julpefernti tamed upon These effects of periodic recharge of 
Ft! I lvt, ; t1pIr-idf, , cr tFr' tbalanoe of the soil by mineral elements returned in the 

i', , . Its a , ash resulting from fire probably occur in the 
t 

:I, rf + tr re-ClvIng 
F!:r C. .rF+ ; ,Z. ,F!. ('ase of macchia and chaparral. 
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Table 1. Distribution of mineral elements
 
in vegetation, leaf litter, ash and soil
 

through various phases of the Lua Shifting

Cultivation Cycle compared with a nearby


old growth tropical forest.
 
Units-Gram Equivalent Weights per square
 

meter (soil to 20cm depth)
 

ELEMENT & 
COMPARTMENT 

CURRENT 
BURN 

CYCLE PHASE 

1-year 4-year 7-year 
IOLD 
FOREST 

CALCIUM 
Vegetation 0 .04 .67 .71 14.08 
Leaf litter 
Ash 
Soil 

0 
.28 

7.57 

.09 
0 
9.08 

.43 
0 
6.29 

.39 
0 
4.45 

0.74 
0 
1.44 

MAGNESIUM 
Vegetation 
Leaf litter 
Ash 
Soil 

0 
0 
.06 

3.90 

.07 

.05 
0 
3.59 

.28 

.22 
0 
2.26 

.29 

.27 
0 
2.05 

6.52 
.33 

0 
1.74 

POTASSIUM 
Vegetation 
Leaf litter 
Ash 
Soil 

0 
0 
.06 
.38 

.06 

.05 
0 
1.49 

.46 

.08 
0 
.61 

.46 

.09 
0 
.51 

6.27 
.16 

0 
.84 

TOTAL 
Vegetation 
Leaf litter 
Ash 
Soil 

0 
0 
0.40 
11.85 

.17 
.19 

0 
14.16 

1.41 
73 

0 
9.16 

1.46 
.75 

0 
7.01 

26.87 
1.23 
0 
4.02 

have analysed the original soils with which 

the tanks were filled in 1936 and 1940, and
soll samples taken immediately before the 

fire in 1959, Immediately after in 1960,

1961, 1969, and 1975. 


An exar,ple of the shifts in mineral ele-
mrit, balarc, that take place during the 
pr(wth (,f a shrub stand typical of chaparral,
th. ,,ftet of fire on this, and the subse-
jurit shifts In mineral balance as the stand 

regrows is seen in table 2.
 

The data shown are for the soils and
 
vegetation of 
 an open pit lysimeter at Tan
bark Flat 
on the San Dimas Experimental
 
Forest of the fPacific Southwest Forest and
 
Range Experiment. Station, U.S3.F.S. 
 . Thislysimeter (lysilmeter 1) was first filled with 
uniformly mixed :3oi1 in 19140, nnd following a 
brief period of annual grass cover was 
planted to chamise (Adiepntom Ifiuilatw)
In 19146, and sampled for soil and vegetation 
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Table 2. A Mineral Element balance history 
of thirty five years of growth of a chamise 
stand in Lysimeter B, Tanbark Flat, San 

Dimas Experimental Forest. 
(Gram Equivalent Weights per square meter) 

Year Element 
Foliage 

COMPARTMENTS 
VEGETATION ASH 

Stems Litter Total 
SOIL 

0-7.5cm O-lm 

1940 Ca 
Mg 
K 
Total 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

8.58 
6.93 
0.16 
15.17 

109.4 
87.8 
1.8 

199.9 

1959 Ca 
Mg 
K 
Total 

.23 

.05 

.01 

.29 

.33 

.04 

.03 

.40 

.40 

.08 

.01 

.49 

.96 

.17 

.05 
1.18 

0 
0 
0 
0 

8.83 
6.35 
0.12 
15.30 

116.9 
88.7 
1.4 

206.9 

1960 
FIRE 

Ca 
Mg 
K 
Total 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

.50 

.15 

.05 

.70 

9.6 
5.8 
0.3 
15.7 

1961 Ca 
Mg 
K 
Total 

.39 

.23 

.01 

.63 

1969 Ca 
Mg 
K 
Total 

.17 

.05 

.05 

.27 

.38 

.09 

.18 

.65 

2.90 
1.36 
.28 

4.54 

3.45 
1.50 
0.51 
5.46 

0 
0 
0 
0 

9.44 
-

0.24 
-

1975 Ca 
Mg 
K 
Total 

.14 

.04 

.03 

.21 

.41 

.09 

.11 
0.61 

1.76 
0.71 
0.18 
2.65 

2.31 
0.84 
0.32 
3.47 

0 
0 
0 
0 

10.23 
7.31 
0.18 
17.72 

135.3 
98.2 
2.1 

235.6 

Note: minus sign (-) denotes missing data. 

content of mineral elements in 1959. In July regrowing chamise vegetation from sprouts and
 
of 1960, it was completely burned over by the soil were sampled in 1969, and finally in
 
fire, and sampling of the ash was made a week 1975. Analyses were run on all of these sam
later, and also a year later in 1961. The ples for mineral elements as well as carbon,
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nitrogen, and mass of vegetation and leaf 

litter. Five replicates were taken of the 

surface soil, the leaf litter, and the ash 

samples, and a soil profile in the center of 

the lysimeter was sampled to 122cm depth 

(48"). Total analyses were run on the foli-

age, stems, leaf litter and ash by perchloric 

digestion and atomic absorption spectropho-

tometry for the mineral elements, and 

exchangeable cation and cation exchange capa-

city determinations were made on the soil 

samples by IN ammonium acetate leachate. The 
runoff water from the lysimeter was also 

analysed for a single winter after the fire 

occured. This was also done for comparison 

under the other, chaparral species which were
 
burned by fire, but these data are too exten
sive to be reported here. 


The uptake of these cations represents a 

decrease in soil storage of those ions which 

are limited in amount, or have limited 

recharge from soil minerals in the particular 

soil. In the 2ase of this soil, apparently 

it is potassium which is not replenished, and 

for which the uptake of potaissium by vegeta-

tion up to 1959 is directly accounted for by 

a loss of potassium in soil storage. As 

reported in the literature review, there are 

different amounts of storage between various 

vegetation parts, stems and foliage. Most of 

the storage of calcium and potassium was in 

the chamise stems before the fire, with mag-

nesium storage being greater in amount in the 

foliage at that time. However, in the sprout 

regrowth following the fire, most of the 

storage of these elements was in the stems, 

but as reported in the literature review both 

the stems and the foliage had higher mineral 

element contents. Leaf litter, the organic 

detritus on the soil surface, had nearly as 

much or more calcium and magnesium in 

storage as the vegetation both before and
 
after the fire. There was much more total
 
storage of mineral elements in both the vege-

tation and leaf litter in the post fire 

stand. Thus, the effect of fire in this 

example was to increase the proportion of 

ecosystem mineral element storage in the 

vegetation up to the 15 year interval of sam-

pling after fire. 


The ash sampled one week after the fire 

contained nearly all of the potassium in the 

previous litter and vegetation storage, most 

of the magnesium, but only half the calcium. 

The immediate surface soil sampled at the 

same time showed an increase in calcium 

equivalent to the remainder. The ash one 

year later in 1961 had lost about one third 

cf the mineral elements, except for a slight 

increase in magnesium, 


Runoff water was sampled from the lysim
eter for the first three storms after the
 
fire. The storms were on November 5, 12, and
 
26. Potassium contents were 0.68, 0.48, and
 
0.31 milliequivalents per liter, and Calcium
 
contents were 1.74, 1.140, and 1.24 m.e. 
/liter. These quantities represented a 
return to amounts normal for' nearby unburned 
lysimeters with the same vegetation by the 
fourth storm. Thus, losses of' the mineral 
elements will probably be sizeable only in 
the first few storms after the fire. The 
magnitude of this loss would of course depend 
upon the intensities of the first few storms
 
following the fire.
 

Soil storage amounts of the mineral ele
ments in terms of exchangeable cations
 
changed consistent with the effects of vege
tation uptake, litter decomposition, ash
 
input, and probable slow release mineral
 
weathering during the thirty five years of
 
this study. As can be seen in table 3, Cal
cium increased consistently through this time
 
in both the surface soil storage (to 7.5cm),
 
and in storage to one meter, depth; Magnesium
 
showed a similar trend in total one meter
 
depth storage, but fluctuation- in surface
 
soil storage that probably correspond to
 
plant uptake, or to displacement by the
 
larger quanttties of recycling calcium. 
Potassium showed a decrease in both the 
storage in surface soil horizon- as well as 
in total 1 meter depth storage indicating 
less recharge from mineral sources to balance 
plant uptake, and probable losses from occa
sional subsoil seepage. However Lnere is a 
striking increase in surface soil potassium 
storage which is highest immediately after 
the fire, declining gradually but still 
apparent 15 years later. 

The change in soil pH throughout the 35
 
year history of this stand is of interest in
 
that it shows a range from 5.8 to 7.4; the
 
high pH being that in the ash sampled immedi
ately following the fire, and the lowest pli's
 
being those of the 14 year old prefire
 
period, and in the soil 1r years after fire.
 

The history of tne mineral balance of
 
this single stand of ctimise under relatively
 
controlled conditions of lysimeter growth
 
thus illustrates the major principles already
 
established in the earlier literature on this
 
subject. It is apparent that there is a soil
 
enrichment of mineral elements due to ashing
 
by fire, that this effect gradually decreases
 
with time after the fire. There is increased
 
mineral element storage in the sprouting
 

regrowth vegetation after the fire, and an
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increased amount in the organic detritus 

returned to the soil surface as leaf litter. 

Presumably as the literature indicates the 

intensity and relative effects with regard to 

the various elements will vary depending upon
 
the species, the soil and geologic cmndi-

tions, and the interaction with climate. 


CONCLUSIONS
 

Mineral cycling in fire type ecosystems 
is dominated by the periodic ashing of the 
mineral element storage in the vegetation and 
organic detritus on the soil surface. The 
effects of these large additions of mineral 
elements at once may last through the period 
between this burning process. Provided the 
soil has the storage capacity to receive 
these elements, and there is no undue loss 
due to leaching or erosion at the time of 
maximum vulnerability immediately following 
the fire, this flush of mineral elements to 
the soil will be followed by a corresponding 
increase in vegetation storage, and leaf 
litter storage of these same elements. The 
effect of fire i. the case of examples 

presented in this paper was to increase the
 
mineral element in the biologically active 

portion of the ecosystem. 1;cwever there are 

probably climatic, soil, or vegetation varia-

tions in Mediterranean areas that would give 

many different results, and it data specific
 
for all these conditions do not yet exist. 
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WATER BALANCE IN MEDITERRANEAN
 

SCLEROPHYLL ECOSYSTEMS- /
 

Philip W. Runde1-2/
 

Abstract: Environmentally imposed conditions of summer drought
 
provide severe physiological stresses on plants in Mediterranean ecosystems.
 
Distinctive patterns of hydrology and growth-form rhythms are produced in
 
these regions by the prevailing climatic conditions, and as a result water
 
relations plays an extremely important role in determining community
 
structure. To successfully survive Mediterranean conditions, plants
 
have evolved a complex of morphological and physiological adaptations
 
enabling efficient use of water in maximizing photosynthetic production.
 
The characteristic role of fire in Mediterranean ecosystems provides
 
additional factors affecting water relations.
 

Key words: Water relations, drought stress, transpiration, hydrology,
 
interception, sclerophyll shrubs, chaparral.
 

INTRODUCTION 

The severity for plant growth of the 
summer-dry seasonality of Mediterranean cli
mates has been well-known for many years. 

Plant species growing in any of the Mediter-
ranean climate regions of the world all face 


the common problem that moisture is typically 

limiting for growth during the summer months 
when favorable air temperatures for high rates 

occur. Withof photosynthetic production 

winter precipitation, soil moisture is recharged 

but ambient temperatures are too low for effi-


cient growth (Mooney and Dunn 1970a, Miller 
1947) (figure 1). Woody evergreen sclerophylls
 
reach a peak of growth activity in the late 
spring, but commonly are ablo to maintain at 
least low levels of net production during 

every month of the year. 

In this paper, I will discuss the broad 

subject of water balance in IMediterranean 
climate ecosystems, with s ecial respect to 
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relative growth activity in southern
 
California. From Mooney and Dunn (1970a).
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the evolutionary strategies utilized by ever-

green sclerophylls in adapting to the water 

stresses of these environments. Hydrologic 

cycles, community changes along aridity 

gradients, and growth rhythms of sclerophyll 

communities will all be considered in addition 

to morphological and physiological adaptations 

to improve plant water relations, 

HYDROLOGIC CYCLES
 

Complete data on hydrologic cycles in 

N1diterranean-scrub communities have not been 

made, but scattered data exist on many path-

ways of water movement in these ecosystems, 

Major studies of moisture cycling in chaparral 

watersheds were carried out at the San Dimas 

Experimental Forest of the U.S. Forest Service 

from 1937 to 1959. Input, disposition and 

storage of precipitation was investigated 

using both natural stands of chaparral and 

large lysimeters (Rowe and Colman 1951, Colman 

and Hamilton 1947, Sinclair and Patric 1959, 

Zinke 1959, Patric 1961, 1974, Sinclair 1960, 

Rowe and Reimann 1961, Hill 1963). A rough 

water budget for Monroe Canyon at San Dimas 

is shown in table 1, with data for a range of 

annual precipitation extremes. Deep drainage 

through extensively faulted bedrock was commonly
 
the major pathway of water loss, although this 

loss could only be determined indirectly.
 

Table 1--Water budget for M'.-nroe Canyon, San 

Dimas Experimental Forest, California. 

Data for 1940-41 and 1950-51 represent 

extreme years from Hill (1963). Data for 

1943-44 from Rowe and Coleman (1951). 

Adapted from Mooney and Parsons (1973). 


Water Budget 1 940-41 1943-44 1950-51 
r B t 1annuals 

Precipitation (mm) 1321 798 305 


Interception Loss 9.6% 8.7% 16.8% 


Evapotranspiration 26.9% 35.4% 83.2% 


Streamflow 21.1% 14.6% T 

Deep Drainage 42.2% 41.4%, T 


In a dry year, however, only trace amounts of 

either deep drainage or steamflow occurred, 

and most water was lost through evapotrans-

piration. Interception loss (direct evapora-

tion from leaf and stem surfaces) was almost 

two times as high in a dry year as in a normal 

or wet year. In 1943-44, with only slightly 

more than mean precipitation, soil profiles 


reached field capacity in mid-December. By
 
mid-March, transpirational water loss was
 
drawing on stored soil moisture and the -15
 
bar level of soil moisture stress was reached
 
over a broad period varying from 20 June to
 
18 October, depending on local microhabitat
 
conditions (Rowe and Colman 1951). Residual
 
soil moisture may be present below the 
root zone, however (Pillsbury et al, 1963).
 

Studies in other areas indicate that run
off and deep drainage may often be minor path
ways of water loss. Specht and Jones (1971) 
found no runoff and little drainage in heath 
vegetation in Australia. Miller et al. 
(unpublished data) found similar results for 
chaparral communities on polar facing slopes 
in San Diego County, California, but major 
water loss through drainage on equator-facing 
slopes. Simulation studies indicate that
 
virtually all of the incoming precipitation
 
on polar-facing slopes is lost through trans
piration, due largely to the high leaf area
 
indices (LAI) on these slopes. On equator
facing slopes with lower leaf area indices,
 
transpiration and soil evaporation are
 
significant pathways of water loss but much
 
less important than drainage.
 

GROWTH RHYTHMS 

Growth rhythms of Mediterranean-scrub
 
vegetation are clearly related to soil mois
ture availability. The majority of annual
 
growth occurs in spring. Corresponding to
 
periods of precipitation and favorable ambient
 
temperatures, and productivity in evergreen
 
communities gradually decreases as summer
 
drought progresses (Mooney and Dunn 1970,
 
Mooney et al. 197 Dunn et al. (1976). The
 
relationship of soil moisture and temperature
 
to relative growth activity in shrubs and
 

at a s)uthern California chaparral 

site are shown in figure 1. A significant
 
exception to this pattern is present in
 

southern Australia, hoever, where vegetation
 
phenology is conspicuously out of phase with
 
the Mediterranean climate (Specht and Rayson 
1957a, Groves 1965, Groves and Specht 1965,
 

Specht 1973). Dominant woody taxa - including 
Eucalyptus, Banksia, and Casuarina - and 
perennial grasses typically begin growth in
late spring or early summer and continue to
 

grow actively well into summer. Only a few
 

native taxa such as Leptospermum and many geo
phytes show a characteristic spring growth 
pattern (Jones 1968a, 1968b). Introduced 
Mediterranean annuals also show a spring
 
pattern (Specht and RayF.on 1957a). For the
 
majority of the species, however, growth
 
begins late and continues sporadically 
throughout the summer ;,tillzing stored sail
 
moisture or irregular summer rains (Iolmes 
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1962, Specht and1960, Martin and Specht 


Jones 1971). This unusual growth rhythm,
 

hypothetically related to the tropical origin 


of the flora (Specht and Rayson 1957a, Specht 


1973) indicates that phenologIcal adjustment
 
isslw pocss and maybe Interrelated 

with other adaptive responses. 

Comparative studies of growth rhythms 
and soil moisture patterns in relatively 

mesic and relatively xeric community-types 
morein Nbditerranean regions indicate that 

mesic communities may exhaust soil moisture 

earlier than more xeric communities and 

consequently face longer periods of summer 
and Specht (1962), studyingdrought. Martin 

Eucalyptus associations in South Australia, 
found more mesic communiLties had high indices 

of evapotranspiration and regularly endured 

a soil moisture drought of more than one 


month. More xeric communities with lower 

rates of evapot ranspiration did not deplete 

soil moisture reserves and no drought period 
In California
occurred in an average year. 


chaparral, 
similar patterns are present. 


Open stands of vegetation on relatively xeric 

equator-facing slopes maintain available 


soil moisture much longer Into the 
summer 


than more mesic commnunitles with greater 

cover on pole-facing slopes (Ng and Miller 


1977). 


ALONG ARIDITY GRADIENTSCOMMUNITY CIANCIES 

Distinctive changes in dominant plant 


life-forms and morphological structures of
 

plants within individual liie-forms occur 


along aridity gradients in N-di terranean 

ecosystems. In bot, Wouthern California and 

central Chile a latitudinal aridity gradient 

extends from evergreen sclerophyll forest 

at the moist end through evergreen shrub 
scrub tocommunities to coastal malacophyll 


finally coastal scrub with succulents at
 
1970, Rundel,
the dry extreme. (Mooney et al 


et al. 1977). Similar patterns1978, Weber 

of change between evergreen and deciduous 


along elevational
communities are present 

gradients (Mooney and Harrison 1972, Weber 

et al. 1977). An example of this can be 

in the foothill communities of Sequoia 

National Park (figure 2). Deciduous oak 


woodlands (QJurcus douglasli) dominate all 


aspects below 400 m, but evergreen chamise 


stands (Adenostoma fasciculatum) and mountain 


seen 

misery (Chamaebatia foliolosa) communities 
on south-
dominate higher foothill slopes 

facing slopes. On upper north-facing slopes, 

mixed evergreen and deciduous buckeye wood-

lands (Aesculus californica) are charac-


teristic, wh le pure deciduous black oak 


(Quercus keltoggil) woodlands dominate the 


'tMieid Buciey- Oak 

Woodland 

.', o and -,:*: 

w
 
.
 

am
 

"loanOak 

S 
Figure 2--Dominant plant community distribution 

along elevational and aspect gradients in 

the foothill zone of Sequoia National Park,
 

California. 

highest foothill zone. In addition to these
 

structural changes in community dominance, 

morphological changes in characteristics of 

single life-form types occur (Mooney et l. 

1974, Parsons and Moldenke 1975, Parsons
 

1976). All of these community structural
 

and morphological changes along aridity
 

gradients have been related to physiological
 

and morphological strategies of water use
 

efficiency in maximizing photosynthetic
 
Harrison
production (Mooney and Dunn 1970b, 

et al. 1971, Miller 1976). 

Many local environmental factors may
 

change soil moisture balance abruptly over
 

short distances, producing structural
 

changes in communities. Important factors 

of this type include slope aspect, slope 

runoff, drainage patterns, soil texture, 

soil organic matter, and soil wettability.
 

ADAPTATIONS TO IMPROVE PLANT WATER RELATIONS
 

Morphological and physiological adapta

tions to improve wL.ter relations of Mediter

ranean-climate sclurophylls may take a variety
 

of forms (Oppenheimer 1960). Two groups of
 
The first ofadaptations may be considered. 

these are biological means of increasing the
 

rate and amount cf water absorbed by the root
 
is a function of
system. Since water uptake 

the water potential gradient between the soil
 

and root tissue divided by the combined soil 

and root resistances, biological means of
 

increasing uptake would include adaptations
 

to increase gradient of water potential
 

between root and soil and adaptations to
 

reduce the soil and root 
resistances to water
 

flow. Related to these mechanisms, plants
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may also influence the amount of soil moisture 
available for uptake by concentrating precipi
tation through stem flow. Although some data 

exist relating to the significance of stem

flow and to the adaptive significance of 

patterns of rooting behavior, as described 

below, these mechanisms are still poorly 

investigated. Almost nothing is known 

concerning the importance of root 
resistances 

in regulating water uptake rates in sclerophyll 

shrubs, 


Considerably more data are avalilable 
on 

morphological and physiological strategies 

to reduce transpirational water loss in 

evergreen sclerophylis (Mooney and Kummerow 

1971). Transpirational water loss may be 

expressed as a function of the 
vapor pressure

gradient between air 
in the intercellular 

spaces of 
the leaves and outside air divided 

by the sum of boundary layer resistances of 

the air and leaf resistances. A schematic 

representation of the controlling factors of 

transpiration is shown in figure 3, where 

leaf resistance (rl) is subdivided into a 

variety of component parts. Since the thick 

cuticle of most sclerophylls prevents any

significant cuticular water 
loss, the major-

ity of adaptational strategies to minimize 

transpirational water 
loss while maintaining 

high water use efficiency for production all 

relate to efficient stomatal control mech-

anisms. These control mechanisms are affected 

by both morphological and physiological'strat-

egies regulating the relative magnitude of 

components of leaf resistance, 


rcuticulor 

r boundr layr
leol V 
 "ai 


'itomatal 


__.._'__ir 

Figure 3--Schematic diagram of resistances to 

transpirational water loss from a leaf. 

Transpiration is proportional to 
the 

relative gradient of water vapor pressure 

from leaf 
to air (eleaf, Eair) divided 

by the sum of leaf and air resistances.
 
Leaf resistances include mesophyll
 
resistance, cuticular resistance, and
 
stomatal resistance.
 

Morphological Adaptations
 

Foliage Area and Morphology
 

Efficient interception of precipitation
 
by foliage of Mediterranean-climate shrubs and
 
the associated concentration of this moisture
 
by stem flow may be an important adaptation
 
to 
improve plant water relations. This pattern 
of interception has been the subject of many 
studies in California (Bauer 1936, Rowe 1948, 
Hamilton and Rowe 1949, Corbett and Crouse 
1968), Israel (Shachori and Michaeli 1965, 
Shachori et al, 1967) Australia (Slatyer 1965, 
Specht 1957), and France (Rapp 1969, Rapp 
and Romane 1968). Mixed canopies of California 
chaparral, conuonlv intercept 25-35? of the
 
incident precipitat ion (IWmfiton and 
Rowe 1949,
Miller et al, unpubli shed data) Specht (1957) 
calculated 352 leaf interception for ;asingle 
heath shrub in South Australit. Between
 
individual species, however, 
this rate of
 
interception varies considerablv. Species
 
with high leaf area indices, stiff upright
 
branches and smooth bark generally produce
 
the highest rates of intercept ion.
 

The significance of concntrltion of
 
precipitation by 
stem flow on soil moisture
 
patterns has been shown by Specht 
(1957a) for
 
heath vegetation in South Australia. 
 Two
 
relatively broad-lcaved spec0'ies, Xanthorrhoea
 
australis 
 (l.11 iacea,) and Banks:ia ornata
 
(Proteaceac) intercept 
 a large p-rcentage of
 
incident precipitatioi, and their orientation
 
of leaves allows most of this intercepte
 
moisture to 
flow down thir stt r'>; to eonte r the
 
soil near their root stocks. lhi.s pattern of
 
interception produced sharp goardlents of 
 soil
 
moisture with prec ipitation fo! lowing periods

of drought (figure 4). Soil beneathii thlie
 
shrubs was near field caparity, whileIsoil 
beneath small leaved low shrubs a few feet 
away was still below -15 bar wilting point. 
Although both Xanthorrhoa and Banksia inter
cept large amounts of inc ie t(101-t-pi- i-tat I ern,7-1the lower concentrations of soil mloisture 
under the former results from a large evaporative loss of 
intercepted water on the leaf 
surfaces and from trapped waktr among 
frag
ments of resin between luaf-bass. The 
formation of centers of concentr;ition of 
precipitation under large ihrubs and zone
 
of rain-shadow around the1 - peripheries gives
 
these Individual, considerable competitive
 
advantage over low small-leaved species
 
associated in the 
same comnu:itls.
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subshrubs and succulents, a shallow fibrous
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underFigure 4--Patterns of soil moisture 
AornataXantiorrhoea austral is and janksi 

summerwith first precipitation following 
drought. From Specht (1957a). 

Root Sys teas 

The development of extensive root systems 
an impor-in h4,d iterranean scrub vegetation is 

tant adaptation to minimize periods of drought 

stress by Increasing 	moisture uptake and 

systems may be extensivestorage. These root 

vertically, horizontally, or both. In all 
absorb water cases, however, a r'apac i tv to 

from a large volume of soil or tap ground watercompetitive
an important

p 'rovides
supplies 

periode of drought.summer 

Ilellmers et 1i. (1955) studied the rooting 

characteri1stice 

advantage dutring 

of California chaparral plants, 

iden tlying three distinct categories of root 

struc ture. Woody everg reen shrubs such as 

eletromlel es, and reAde,ost,15, 3 etrCus, 

sprout ing spec i es- -of Artost :i' los and 

have deeply penetrati ng root systemsCeanothue 
more below the surface.reaching to Hi ,r 

These taxa are also characterized by a swollen 
surface.l ignotuber just under the g -ound 


in Cali forniai oak woodlands
Tree-form oaks 
have been found to extend as deep as 27 meters 

(Lewis and lBurgv, 1964) and Med i terranean 
maqui vegetit iot rape water from depths of 

Woody ever-
over 8 m (Shachori et al. 1967). 


green shrubs characterized as reseeders 


fire form a second category of
following 
root growthrooting behavior with coarse later 


tire depth of root penetration.
for exceeding 

In the final group, comprising malacophyll 


root system is present. These roots do not
 
Root systems
penetrate beyond 1.5 m in depth. 


of Australian heath plants have been described
 

by Specht and Rayson (1957b).
 

The change from deeply penetrating roots
 

in evergreen shrub communities to shallow 

in coastal deciduous communities
fibrous roots 


is correlated with a gradient of increasing
 

a lack of available ground water
aridity, with 


supplies in the coastal. communities. Deser:
 
communities, even morr arid, are also
 

taxa except locally
dominated by fibrous-rooted 

where deep-rooted phreatophytes dominate 

habitats with available ground water.
 

are very shallow and 	 fissuresWhere soils 
lacking in the parent material editer

are restricted to ranean sclerophyll shrubs 

shallow root systems. In these situations, 
many species have evolved succulent root 

with large fibrous roottissues associated 
to provide water storage for the summer
masses 


Hanes (1965) found that
drought period. 

in Adenostoma
succulent root tissues 


sparsifolium provided limited moisture
 

this species to maintainreserves to enable 
well into the summerphysiological activity 

period (figure 5). Fuchsia lycioidesdrought 
in the coastal matorral of central Chile shows 

a similar adaptation (Rundel, unpublished
 

data).
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Figure 5--Seasonal phenological activity in 

Adenostoma fasciculatum and A. sparsifolium. 

From Hanes (1965). 
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Fahn (1964) has described an adaptive

mechanism in desert root systems where anatom-

ical structure of major horizontal and vertical 

roots differ. liesuggests that wider and

longer vessel elements in horizontal roots

(increasingly so with distance from the stem)compensate for moisture stress by decrease 
root resistances to water flow. Detailed 
anatomical studies of root systems of Mediter-
ranean scrub vegetation have not been carried,
but similar mechanisms may be present. 

oetailed comparative studies of root
systems of California chaparral 
 and Chilean
matorral shrubs are currently being carried 
out (Kummerow and Krause, unpublished data;
Ng and Miller 1977) and should provide a

better understanding 
 to the adaptive charac-
'eristics of root structures for plant water 
rulations. Preliminary data for Californiahas found root-shoot ratios of 0.4 to 0.8,

but tiot-shoot surface area ratios vary
6 (evergreen shrubs) fromto 40 (malacophyll sub-
shrub)Fine (Kummerow St a!.,root density is unpublished data)264 g dry weght per m

under a shrub canopy and 45 g m 
 between 

canopies. Experimental greenhouse 
 studies
by Kummerow have also indicated a linearrelationship between root volume and leaf 
area in Adenostoma fasciculatum 

Water storage in woody lignotubers of
shrubs adapted to resprouting after fire 

may be an important 
 means of reducing droughtstress. Following late summer or fall fires

where soil moisure is unavailable 
 for plant
growth, 50 cm or more of resprouting height

growth may occur 
 rapidly. Fahn and Leshem
(1963) described living libriform fibers andfiber tracheids in the xylem of many malaco-

phyll shrubs which hypothetically may increase
the water storage capacity of woody tissues, 

T

eaf Morphology and Orientation
 

A variety of characteristic features ofleaf morphology and orientation in evergreen
Mediterranean-climate shrubs are adapted tominimize transpirational water loss. 
 Smaller 

leaf sizes allow efficient convective heat

exchange and minimize dependence or trans-

piration cooling

high of leaves during periods oftemperature associated with summer
drought. Additionally, smaller leaf sizes 
have a low ratio of blade tissue to water

conduction tissue and are thus are less
subject to injury from desiccation, other
factors being equal (Eckardt 1952). A pattern
of decreasing sizes of evergreen leaves alonggradients of increasing aridity is evident in
the Mediterranean zones of both California 
and Chile. 
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Relative vertical orientation of leaves

provides means of regulate leaf uptake of

solar radiation and thus control leaf energy

balance. 
In more xeric sites, therefore,

vertical orientation of leaves Is an 
important

adaptation to reduce leaf heat load and thereby water loss. Good examples of this can be seen in Arctosta( lvos and Garrva In California 
and Colliguay: in Chile. 

The necessity to reduce cuticular water 
loss in Mediterranean-c limate evergreensled to the evolution of relatively thick 

has 
cuticles in these species. Examples of mean
cuticle thickness for dominant California
chaparral and Chilean matorral species are
shown In table 2. With each area, however,
cuticle thickness is not related to relative 
drought tolerance. 

Seasonal Leaf Variab iitv 

Seasonal leaf variability provides an
 
important mode of
Mediterranean- drought adaptationclimate shrubs. in manyThis type of
seasonal change, occurring primarily in
malacophylls, but in a few sclerophylls as
well, is achieved in a variety of ways
(Orshan 1964). In general I, however, the
 
pattern is reduction 
 of the translirating
 
surface area. On a
ranean chamaephvteus dry weight bha.id !lediteris Israel lose 45-75X of
their transpiring body in summer from maximal
levels in spring (Orshar and Zand 1962,
Orshan 1964). The ibqnlolt, lIvel of spring

leaf biomass is a function of seasonal 
 precip
itation and microhabitat conditions, but the
relative reduction ,f ,,, biomass is rela
tively constant for good and bad 
 years for 
water availability. 
Manry malacophyll scrubs,

of course use a extreme form of 
 leaf biomass
reduction and become total Iv leafless with
 
the onset of drought.
 

The reduction of leafsimply accomplished biomass can beby leaf abscission with
the onset of summer drought. Commnly, 
 how
ever, a gradual morphological shift in leaf
morphology occurs as water stress increases.
 
In Coridothvmus capitatu (Q 'hvmuq caitatus)
and Sarcopoterium spirosum (= Poterium
 
spinosum) in 
 IsraoI, small rosette-like sumnerleaves develop (Orshan 1964) as spring leaves.
 are shed. Under very favorable conditions
 
these may grow longer. In Teurrium p)11rm,

these small leaves elong'ate slowly over the
 sumner, 
 with the initial size increasing inlate summer and fall. Arbutus ienzlesli,
 
a Pacific Coast sclerophyll woodland species,

branch buds 
 produce a determinate number of
leaves regardless of moisture conditions 
during development (Morrow 1971, Morrow and 
Mooney 1974). 
 As a result, leaves 
produced
 



in wet spring are large with relatively low 


leaf resistances to water loss while dry 


spring result in sm.iller, more sclerophyllous 


leaves with higher resistances. 


Table 2--Conparative leaf characteristic of 


California chaparral and Chilean matorral 


sclerophylls. Data from Fischbeck and
 

Kummerow (1977).
 

Leaf Leaf 

Species size density 


(Cm2 ) (gcm
2 


California
 

Rhus ovata 13.0 .021 


leteromeles arbutifolia 7.0 .020 


Arctostaphylos glauca 5.2 .027 


Quercus agrifolia 4.4 .013 


2.1 .014
Quercus dumosa 


Ceanothus lencodermis 1.4 .012 

Ceanothus geggii 1.1 .037 

Adenostoma fasciculatum 0.06 .15 


Chile 

Kageneckia oblonga 7.1 .021 


5.9 .020
Cryptocarya alba 


5.8 .026
Lithraea caustica 


Quillaja saponaria 3.9 .021 

Colllquaya odorifera 1.9 .027 


* Trevoa trinervis 1.1 .008 

* Satureja gilliesil 0.1 .008 


* dec iduol," 

In leteromele -.nttJa, i~i a sympatric 

evergreen sclerophyll shrub in central and 

northern California variiabl, nimbers of leaves 
same size are produced 


over a range of water stresses (Morrow and 


Mooney 1974). Seasonal leaf changes in 


other evergreen sclerophylls is poorly 


investigated. 


of approximately the 


The physiological significance for water 


relations of all forms of 
seasonal leaf 


variability is reduction of absolute plant
 

transpiration rates during summer drought.
 

Or ihan (1964) found late summer rates of whole
 

Llant transpiration were only 11-18% of maximal
 

spring values for four shrubs in Israel.
 

Desert shrubs in the northern Negev reduced
 

their loss to 1-10% of spring levels.
 

Stomata frequency Cuticle thickness
 
2


(no./mm ) (jm)
 

upper lower upper lower
 

- 167 13.0 12.1 

- 251 7.5 5.0
 

66 65 9.9 10.1
 

- 336 5.5 2.5
 

- 495 5.2 3.8
 

- 197 4.1 3.1 

- crypts 12.8
 

- 105 -11.1 

1 225 13.0 8.0
 

- 386 7.9 4.2
 

- 174 15.3 9.8
 

79 276 10.8 9.6
 

86 115 7.3 5.9
 

- 157 4.2 3.5 

- 126 6.7 4.4 

Under severe drought conditions, physio

logical separation of root and corresponding 

branch sectors of shrubs may allow differential 

survival of neighboring radial sectors of
 

individual shrubs, hypothetically reducing
 

water stress for surviving sectors. The
 

presence of such physiologically semi-inde

pendent branch segments has been established
 

in desert plants (Ginzburg 1963 Evenari
 

et al. 1971; Orshan 1972), but have not been
 

investigated in Mediterranean-climate shrubs.
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Stomatal Frequency and Position 


Although some authors have su,,ge3ted

that increased. stomatal frequency is related 

to increasing drought adaptation (Salisbury 

1927; Walter 1949) data for Mediterranean-

climate sclerophyll vegetation does not support

this hypothesis. Wood (1934) found that 

generic and family affinities of Australian
 
sclerophylls were more important than environ
mental in determining stomatal frequency.

Comparative stomatal frequencies of 
important

California chaparral and Chilean matorral 
shrubs, show considerable variability in each 
area (table 2). M'ean values for sclerophyll

shrubs and trees in the Mr. 
Lofty are of 

South Australia are 145 
(+ 19) for the
 
Proteaceae, 302 
(+ 5) for the Epacridaceae, 

301 (+ 22) for the myrtaceae, and 277 
(+ 21)

for the Leguminosae (Wood 1934). 
 These 

values are similar to 
stomat,. frequencies

of sclerophyllr on sandstone ridges around 

Sydney -
Proteaceae 162, Epacridaceae 296,
and Leguminosae 185 
(Care , 1938). Variability

within families is 
great, however. 


Position of stomata is 
not strongly
correlated with xeromorphic adaptation in 

sclerophylls. In kediterranean-climate areas 

of Australia, stomata commonly occur on both 

upper and lower leaf surfaces (Grieve 1954). 

In the Epacridaceae, however, they are confined 

to the lower surface. Sclerophyll shrubs in 

California and Chile only rarely have stomata
 
on the upper surface, and 
then in relatively

low frequencies (table 2). 
 Desert plants

commonly have stomata on both surfaces, both 
more abundantly on the upper surface (Evenari
 
and Richter 1937).
 

Physiological Adaptations
 

Root-Soil Resistances 


Little data exist 
to suggest if indi-

vidual Mediterranean-scrub species regulate

their water relations through differential 

root and soil resistances 
to water flow. In 

both California and 
Chile, plant water poten-

tial recover from drought within a few days

of the onset of precipitation in the fall, 

indicating that new root growth is not 
required

for water uptake. The significance of biolog-

ical factors of 
root biomass ani anatomical 

structure in influencing interspecific varia-

tion in root resistance has not been investi-

gated, but the work of Fiscus and Kramer 
(1975) suggests that significant differences 
may exist between species, 

Plant Water Potential 


As soil water potential decreases the
 

physiological ability of competing plant
 
species to absorb water from the soil varies

considerably. This variation can be seen in

seasonal patterns of dawn and midday water
 
potentials for a number of evergreen California
 
chaparral shrubs (Poole 1974, Poole and
 
Miller 1975). Three distinct types of pat
terns are evident in these species (figure 6).
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Figure 6--Seasonal patterns of xylem pressure
 
potential for four California chaparral

shrtbs. 
 Af = Adenostoma fasciculatum,
 
R.o. = 
Rhus ovata, A.g. = Arctostaphvlos 
glauca, C.g. = Ceanothus greggii. From 
Miller et al. (unpublished data). 

Shallow-rooted species such as Arctostaphylos

glauca and Ceanothus greggii increase stress
 
steadily from late spring 
to mid-November
 
when the onset of fall precipitation causes
 
water stress to drop precipitously. In the
 
deeper-rooted Adenostoma fascirulatum lower
 
xylem pressure-potentials are 
reached earlier
 
in the summer but midsummer stress 
is lower
 
than in Arctostaplhlos or Ceanothus. 
 In late
 
summer and early fall, maximum stress begins

to decrease well before the onset of fall
 
precipitation, apparently reflecting a
 
decrease In ambient 
temperature. A similar
 
pattern exists in Ileteromeles arbutifolia 
(Poole and Miller ]975). 
 The third pattern,

characteristic of Rhus ovata and other Rhus 
species, shows 
a very flat season pattern of
 
water potential with no sharp peak of 
summer
 
stress. 
Maximum midday xylem pressure poten
tial never falls below -20 bars 
(table 3).
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Table 3--Plant water relations characteristics 


of California chaparral and coastal sage 


scrub species. 
 N and S are north and 


south slopes at inland site (1000 m), 


while I and C refer to 
inland.and coastal 


Data from Poole and Miller (1975)
sites. 

and Morrow and Mooney (1974).
 

Water
 
Potential 


Species 
 at Stomatal 


closure 

(bars) 


N -55
Ceanothus gregii 


S 


N 55
Arctostaphylos glauca 


S 

-50
Adenostoma fasciculatum 


1 -35
Heteromeles arbutifolia 


C 


-20
Rhus ovata 


N -20

Rhus laurina 


S 

N -20
Rhus integrifolia 


S 


*Salvia Apiana 


-35
Arbutus menziesii 


* deciduous
 

Similar patterns are present in Chilean 


matorral shrubs. Colliguaya odorifera follows 


the first pattern, with a gradual decrease 
in 


xylem pressure potential to -45 bars with the 


and a rapid reduction of 
onset of drought, 

precipitation in the 


stress with the onset of 

1977). Kageneckia

fall (Montenegro and Riveros 


has the same pattern with maximum
oblona 
bars (Riveros and Montenegrostress of -60 

in the

1977). Lithraea caustica, like Rhus 

the pattern ot relativelyshares 
with no sharp peaks

Anacardlaceac, 
flat seasonal progression 

of summer stress and no values below -20 


bars (Riveros and Montenegro il-77). 


Deciduous shrubs typically show seasonal
 

patterns of the first type, with high maximum
 

stresses. 
 Artemisia californica has xylem
 
more
 pressure potentials below -65 bars for 


than four months during the summer and early
 

fall on equator-facing slopes in coastal sites.
 

Minimum
 
leaf Max Min
 

resistance RSD RSD
 

(sec cm
- 1 ) (%) (%)
 

6.0 25.4 5.2
 

21.8 6.2
 

2.0 26.2 3.5
 

17.8 3.8
 

4.0
 

2.5 16.0 5.8
 

14.2 2.4
 

4.5 13.8 4.5
 

0.5
8.2
5.0 


10.4 0.4
 

12.4 2.4
5.0 


15.5 2.4
 

35.4 5.0
 

2.0
 

Salvia apiana, however, has considerably
 

higher minimal potentials in summer of -35
 

bars 
(Poole and Miller 1975) (table 3).
 

Minimum seasonal potentials of SatureJa
 

gillesii and Trevoa trinervis in Chile are
 

-60 bars (Riveros and Montenegro 1977).
 

of diurnal variations in 
conditions 

The magnitude 
water potential under summer stress 

The majority of California
 are also variable. 

show sharp diurnal patterns withspecies 

to -20 bars from dawn to mid
gradients of -10 

day (Poole and Miller 1975). Under the same
 

summer conditions, Rhus has a flat diurnal
 

curve with a maximum gradient of -5 
to -10
 

These same two patterns are 
repeated
bars. 
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__ 

in Chile with high diurnal variations in most 

specics but a flat curve in Lithraea (Riveros

and Montenegro 1977). 


Although not considered in detail here,

the seasonal patterns of water potentials in 

oak woodland conunities have becn investigated

(Griffin 1973, Syvertsen 1974). Habitat 

selection by individual species is strongly
correlated with these seasonal patterns. 


Leaf Conductance 

Leaf conductancts decrease as expected 
with decreasing water potential in mediter
ranean evergreen shrubs. 
 This response can
be seen in data for six chaparral shrubs in 

figure 7. 
At high water potentials, 

Arctostaphylos glauca has 
the highest

conductance. 
 This is consistant with the
high growth rates of this species. 
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Figure. 7--Relationship of leaf conductance 

to xylem potential in California chaparral 

shrubs. Abbreviations as in Figure 6 with 

H.a. = Heteromeles arbutifolia, R.i. 
= 

Rhus integrifolia, R.l. Rhus
= laurina. 
From Miller et al. (unpublished data). 

Although the conductance of Ceanothus greggii 

is relatively low
at high water potentials,
it has the highest conductance of any of the 

species studied 
at low water potentials. 

Heteromeles and Adenostoma have intermediate 

responses, demonstrating moderate water use
 
strategies. The response of three species

of Rhus is puzzling, however, with conductance
 

reaching zero 
at only -20 bars. These data,

consistant with the observed patterns of water
 
potential in the field, indicate that Rhus
 
should be disadvantaged in its rate of produc
tion relative to other species since conduc
tance is directly related to CO2 uptake.
 

Transpiration Rates
 

Numerous studies of transpiration rates 
in editerranean-climate sclerophylls havebeen made (table 4), but many of these are 
old and need verification. 
A clear pattern

is present, however.
 

Table 4 -- Transpiration rates in Mediterranean
climate sclerophylls.
 

Species 


Yugoslavia (maquis;) 

Laurus nobilis 


Arbutus unedo 


Olea europaea 


Ceratonia sili ua 


Pistacia lentiscus
I 

Rate of T~anspiration
 
Rate of Tanspa- I
 

mg dm-- min
 
moist 
 dry
 

Conditions 
 Conditions
 

- Guttenberg in Grieve (1954) 
2.o6 1.66
 
8.50 
 2.91
 

3.06 3.75
 

3.00
 

2.50 
 2.16
 

(maquis) - Rouschal in Grieve (1954) 

Ruscus aculifolius 1.22 1.01
 

Viburnum tinus 5.53 1.1 
Laurus nobilis 4.26 0.72 

Arbutus unedo 6.20 2.22 
Olea europaca 12.80 3.39 

France (garrigue) - Eckardt (1952)
 

Teucrium flaum 12.0 
 1.1 
Coronilla lauca 20.4 2.0
 

-- 2
 
Bupleurum fruticosum 9.0 
 1.0
 

I
 
South Australia - Wood (1923, 1924)

Acacia aneura 
 1.38
 

Acacia victoriae 
 4.75
 

Eremophila scoparia 
 1.15
 

Eremophilagla 
 0.85
 
Casuarina lepidophloia 
 2.25
 

_ 
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-_ -_ at the same time allowing low levels of
 

Rate of Transpiration 


mg dm
2 min

1 

moist dry 

Species Conditions Conditions 

Western Australia - Grieve (1954)
 

7.8
Eucalyptus

calophylla 


1.2
Hardenbergia 

comptoniaria 


5.8
Stirllngia
Iatifol1la 

8.316.
Banksia attenuata 

Victoria, Australia (sand heath) - Grieve 
(1954) 

4.0Banksia collina 

Lep tospermum 


laevigatum 
 1.1 


3.5
Hibbertia sericea 


P ]atylob ulure 
2.2 


obtusangulum 

California (chaparral) -Cooper (1922) 


Adenostoma 

1.0-1.8fasciculatum 

Arcto! taphylos 0.66-1.1 

0.5
Arbutus iivt,:-tesii 

Chile (maLorral) - Riveros and Montenegro 

Kagen ckia oblonga 1.2 

1.9
Lithraea caustica 


* Satureja gilliesil 2.2 


2.9* Trevoa tri 
S29Figure 


* deciduous malacophyll 


Under relatively dry conditions, efficient
 

stomatal closure and thick leaf cuticles
 

reduces transpiration rates in2most sclero
- .
 

phylls to less than 4.0 mg cm min
 

Malacophyll species in the same enviroment
 

commonly have transpiration rates 4-5 times
 

higher. 
 The observed low rate of transpira

tion in sclerophylls, a function of both
 

physiological centrol of stomatal response 


and morphological leaf characteristics, is 


clearly of adaptational value in control 


water loss during summer drought. Midday 


stomatal closure during these drought periods 


minimizes transpirational water loss, while 


pos1tive net CO2 assimilation to continue
 

through the summer.
 

Photosynthesis and Respiration Response to
 
Drought
 

With increasing drought stress, evergreen
 

sclerophylls commonly show a pattern of midday
 
stomatal closure, with peaks of positive net
 

photosynthesis in the morning and mid-after

noon (figure 8).
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8--Diurnal cycle of photosynthesis and
 

leaf conductance in Heteromeles arbutifolia.
 

From Mooney et al. (1975).
 

With low water potentials in late summer, a
 

morning peak of photosynthesis remains, but
 

the afternoon level of photosynthesis is only
 

slightly above the compensation point, (Mooney
 

et al. 1975). Under extreme drought, dormancy
 

may occur (Harvey and Mooney 1964, Morrow and
 

Mooney 1974). Similar patterns of summer
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drought response have been found in sclerophyll

shrubs of the Mediterranean region (Guttenberg

1927, Guttenberg and Buhr 
1935, Larcher 1960, 

1961a, 1961b), but Australian shrubs appear

better adapted for summer growth (Hellmuth 

1971). 


An impcrtant mechanism allowing these 

shrubs to maintain growth under conditions 

of relatively low water potentials is 
the 

sclerophyllous structure of the leaves 

(Dunn et al. 1976). 
 Low tissue water potentials 

are maintained in sclerophyll leaves with 

relatively small changes in cell volume 

(relative water content), 
as shown in figure 9 

for Californian and Chilean sclerophylls. 

These values are similar to those of other 

xerophytic species (Slatyer 1960). 


Respiration rates also show drought

adaptations to maintain high v ter 
use 

efficie,cy and allow net positive CO9 
assimila-

tion to occur at low levels of tissuh water 

potential. In Adenostoma, respiration rates
lower with increasing drought stress, thereby

increasing levels of net photosynthesis 

(Hanes 1965). 
 Sharp rises in respiration in 

sclerophylls following precipitation have 

been reported for the Mediterranean region

(Harder et al. 1931). Reduction of respira-

tion with drought is much more pronounced 

in evergreen sclerophylis than related winter 

deciduous species, 
and this mechanism results 

in clear adaptive value for such sclerophylls 

in Mediterranean climates (Mooney 1969, 

Larcher 1960). 


IMPACT OF FIRE ON WATER RELATIONS
 

Water relations of Mediterranean-scrub 

communities may undergo significant changes 

following fire. These changes may result 

from any combination of direct effects 
 of
 
the combustion and heat of 
the fire: 1)

organic matter combustion and associated 

changes in soil physical properties; 2) altera-

tion of soil wettabili.y; ?j increase in 

surface runoff; and 4) red~ction of allele-

pathic chemicals. 
 The relative magnitude of 

these effects, however, is highly depe, lant 

on the structure of 
the original vegetation,
 
the heat of the fire, and 'he time since the 

last fire. 


Organic matter plays several 
important
roles in water relations and its 
loss during 

fires is important (Agee 1973). Aggregation 

of soil particles is improved by organic
matter, resulting in larger non-capillary 

pore volumes and thus higher rates of water
infiltration secondly, surface litter and 

organic matter acts 
to reduce surface evapo-

ration from soils.
 

Infiltration of water into chaparral
 
soils may be significantly decreased by the
 
formation of water repellent layers after fires
 
(DeBano et al. 
 1967, Savage 1974, Scholl
 
1975, Cory and Morris 1969). Factors relat
ing to the formation of 
these water repellent
 
layers have recently been reviewed by DeBano
et al. (1977). Hlydropholic compounds from
 
decomposing plant litter and 
from micro
organisms accumulate in soil 
litter between
 
fires. 
 When a fire occurs, high temperatures

decompose or'anic matter and coat soil 
particles

with these compounds. With Increased heat
 
intensity the water 
repellent zone becomes
 
deeper and broader. Very high temperatures
 
destroy liydropholic compounds at 
the soil 
surface but sharp temperature gradients move 
the zone of water repel lency to greater depths. 
The effect of water repellent compounds is
more pronounced on coarse-textured sand and
 
sand loan soils than on finv-textured clay

soils where particle surface area 
is large
 
(DeBano et al. 1970).
 

Following fire, the 
combined effects of
 
loss of vegetation cover, decreased organic
 
matter content of soil, 
and formation of water
 
repellent 
soil layers all act to increase
 
runoff and associated erosion. 
 Studies In 
central California found treemendous Increases 
in 7urface runoff between burn and control 
plots. (DeBano and Conrad 1976). For the
 
first rainy season, steep and gentle chaparral

slopes 
in turn plots had runoff of 780,000
 
and 500,000 1/ha respectively. For control
 
plots, comparable values were 24,000 and
 
4500 I/ha.
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Figure 9--Relationship between tissue water
 

for California and 
Chilean sclerophyll
 
shrubs 
. From Dunn et al. 1976. 
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THE CARBON CYCLE IN MEDITERRANEAN-CLIMATE
 

EVERGREEN SCRUB COMMUNITIES-'
 

Harold A. Moone2/
 

Abstract: Evergreen shrubs of Maditerranean-climate
 

regions have a relatively low above-ground productivity
 

(ca. 400 g m-2yr-1). This is due to: 1) the relatively
 

low photosynthetic rates that characterize these Plants
 

even under optimum conditions, 2) the photosynthetic rate

limiting summer drought, 3) the large allocation (of carbon
 

to roots, and 4) the high construction costs of the shoot
 

tissue. Above-ground standing biomass accumulates at
 
- I


about 150 g m-2yr . At equilibrium, litter fall and decom
2 -1
 

position occur at a rate somewhat above 250 g m- yr . A
 

rough estimate indicates that for one Californian chaparral
 
- 2 


area about 100 g m of dry matter is lost through fire per
 

year.
 
Key words: Photosynthesis, allocation, biomass,
 

litter fall, production.
 

INTRODUCTION apparent limitations imposed on the type of
 

photosynthetic apparatus in order to achieve
 

Plants gain carbon through the photo- optimal water-use efficiency under the envi

ronmental constraints of a summer-drought
synthetic process, in which carbon dioxide is 


reduced to sugar compounds with light energy. climate.
 

These compounds in turn are utilized as energy 
The rate of photosynthesis and the
 sources and building blocks for the plant 


subsequent pattern of carbon apportionment
structures, leaves, stems, and roots, which in 

turn harvest the environmental resources: determine the rate of biomass accumu

water. The form and lation. It appears that these processes arelight, nutrients, and 
comparable in Mediterranean regions since, as
arrangement of plant structures depend largely 
will be shown, biomass accumulation rates are
 on the spatial and temporal distribution of 

in all of them.the environmental resources. Since there is a similar 

distinctive resource pattern common to 
not sur- Finally, the kinds and amounts of litter

Mediterranean-climate regions, it is 
growing In these regions produced by plants are strongly determined by

prising that plants 
are similar in growth form and metabolism, the kind of photosynthetic apparatus construc

ted which, as stated above, is climate depen-

The rates of carbon fixation by plants dent. Thus similarities between rates of lit

are also governed both directly ind indirectly ter production should be expected in various 

by the environment; directly through the Mediterranean-climate regions. 

effects of nutrient and water level on the 
These various relationships are examinedphotosynthetic process and indirectly through 

here as well as the rates of carbon loss to
 

the atmosphere through decomposition and
/ Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 

and Fuel Management
Consequences of Fire 

in 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 

Aug. 1-5, 1977. PHOTOSYNTHETIC CAPACITY
 

2/Paul S. Achilles Professor of Environmental The inherent carbon-gaining capacity of
 

Biology, Dept. of Biological Sciences, Mediterranean evergreen sclerophylls is gen-


Stanford Univ., Stanford, California 94305 erally low when compared to plants 2f other
 

U.S.A. climatic regions (ca. 5 to 15 mg dm hr
- )
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Atmosphere CO 2 

Carbon fixation 

Partitioning 

Accumulation 

Litter tall Fire 

" C 2 evolution 
Figure 1--The flow of carbon. 

(fig. 2). This is probably an evolutionary
result of adaptation to this low-nutrient, 
water-limited environment (Moonev and Gulmon1978). Since photosynthesis is often diffusion-limited for lng periodsdrought, maintenance during theof high protein levels 
necessary for hig'h photos",n.tht icbe nonadapt ive. rates wouldLow ni tro,<n levelsenvironment in thecompound this e:ffect, 


The evergreens 
 photosynthesize year-round,but at a reduced rate during the summerdroughat(fig. 3). The principal seasonal 

environmental 
 limitation on photosynthesis is 
soil moisture (Mooney, Harrison, and Morrow 

E , 


U 


I avalue 

Everg,een He,bsandought 
shrubs deCdOUS Shrubi 

Figure 2 -- Photosynthetic rates of plants fromvarious community types (from Mooney and
Gulmon 1978). 


1975). Dunn (1970) found that on a yearly
basis Californian chaparral shrubs fixedbetween 4000 and 7000 g Co2 2
m- yr-l. These

figures include losses due to dark respirationof the leafy twigs. What follows is a con
slderation of the fate of this carbon. 

E 

]
 

'°°100 

0o 

2 

J F M A M J JA S O N D 

Months 
Figure 3--The seasonal change in photosynthetic

carbon gain of the Californian vvergreen
shrub Heteromes arbutifoiia (from Mooney,
Harrison, and Morrow 1975). 

ALLOCATION OF CAROON 

The allocation of carbon to variousstructuralevergreen parts in Hediterranean-climateshrubs differs substantially 

that found 
 in woody plants of other 

from 
climateregions. This is seen clearly in figure 4.First, there is a consideraIbly allocation ofcarbon to root svstems in ehvrgrleen shrubs,
 

about 
 w07for California(Kummerow et al. chiqparl plants1977). An even higher rootallocation has been meastrt-d on Australianheath sclerophylIs (Jones 1968). This is notsurprising, since thest, environments are
 
wa t er-and-nuLrint 
 mitd aDd are characterized by frequent f i res. All these features
 
select for 
 root al location In plants
(Mooney 19721).


In mature
the chaparraldry weight shrubswill aboutbe leaves 30% of(fig. 4). This 
exceeds that of forest community types.The leaves of lediterranean-climate evergreenshrubs are distinctlye

wei ght , the has is 
in their high specificof the "sc Ierophy I1I 

designat ion.
 

A study of one California chaparral shrubshowed that 
it allocated a substantial 
fraction of its carbon to high energy compounds
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Tropical Temperate Evergreen Tundra 

evergreen deciduous scrub 

Figure 4--Fractional allocation 
of carbon to 


shoot green and nongreen parts in various 


and percentage allo-
plant communities (top) 

Data for tropical
(bottom). 


everreen teperae 

cation to roots 


deiduus ad tudra100
evergreen, temperate deciduous and tundra 


(1967); evergreen
Bazilevich
from Rodin and 
 et al.
 
scrub shoot 
allocation 

fiam Mooney 


(1977b); and root allocation from Kummerow 


et al. (1977). 


such as terpenes and phenolics (Mooney and 


Chu 1974) (fig. 5). This Is presumably 


related to the protection needed from herbi-

vores. Apparently many of the Nlediterranean-

climate shrubs produce these high-energy com-

pounds, as evidenced in part by their caloric 

content. Adenostoma fasciculatum, the domi-

nant plant of the California chaparral has a 
1

caloriesleaf caloric content of over 5200 that g-
The compounds

et al. 1977a).(Mooney 
lead to such a high energy content are respon-

sible in part for the high flammability of 

these plants (Phtllpot 1969). 

Another distinctive feature of Mediter-


ranean-ellmate sclerophyIls 
 is their large 

surface area to shrub volume (Countryman and 

Philpot 1970). This feature also leads to 

high flammability. The significance of the 

multiple branching system of these evergreen 

shrubs is not clearly understood, but it may 

be an adaptation to faster regrowth capacity 

30

10 

Structure Metabolism Storage Protection 
Cellulose Amino acids Sugars Phmnolics 

Organic acds Starch Terpenes 
Proteins Etc. 

Figure 5--Yearly carbon allocation in the
 

the Californian evergreen shrub,
 

Heteromeles arbutifolia (from Mooney
 

and Chu 1974).
 

following fire (Miller and Stoner 1978) or to
 

the maintenance of a favorable conductive
 

tissue-to-leaf-area ratio.
 

BIOMASS ACCUIULATION AND STANDING CROP 

The rates of shoot biomass accumulation
 c u b
shoot biomass a 


the diverse editerranean-

Te simil 


communities of 

be een
e i . Ve 


1). Values between
 
c l i te of t 


climate regions m-table 


and 200 g m- yr1 have been measured for
this community type on four different
 
continents. 

These values are derived from above

ground harvests of stands of known age sub

sequent to a fire. Unfortunately, few time
 

series are available to give an accurate esti

mate of changes in biomass accumulation with
 

age. There are indications, however, that the
 

rates of biomass accumulation decrease with
 

age. In a study of the heath in southern
 

Australia, Groves and Specht (1965) noted a 

marked decline in rates of annual biomass 

accumulation after 15 years. Sampson (1944) 

noted a similar decline in accumulation rate 

after only five years of rgrowth (fig. 6). 

Kruger (1977) notes that between 500 and 
2
1000 g m- are necessary to maintain a success

ful burn. Such levels would be attained in 3 
to 5 years according to the above accumulation
 

rates.
 

The amount of dry matter of above-ground 

plant parts found in mature xiediterranean

climate evergreen scrub plant communities
 - 2
 
varies roughly between 2500 and 5000 g m
 

(table 1), which is considerably less than
 

found in forest types (fig. 7).
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Table 1--Shoot biomass accumulation and standing crop for evergreen scrub communities 
in
diverse Mediterranean-climate regions.
 

Annual biomass
Locality Standing biomass and
Vegetation type 
 (g m- )Incremnt period (yr)
Estimate (g m) ago (yr)
age of mature stand
 

California
 
San Dimas-/ 
 chamise chaparral 
 120 
 0-5 
 4909 
 37
 

100 
 0-10
 

Boulder Creek- / 

chamise chaparral 0-23
100 


23
No. Calif (Av)-!/ chamle chaparral 
2308 


160 
 0-8 
 3147 
 ?
 

France 

I
 

Montpellier4/ 
 garrigue 
 150 
 0-5 
 2350 
 17
 
Le Puech du Juge- garrigue 
 138 
 0-17
 

Australia
 

Dark Island 
 jheath
SoaIlkl_/ 
 64 
 0-5
6 
 -

160 


0-5
 

88 
 0-10
 
3190 
 50
 

South Africa
 
Jonkershoeki/ 
 fynbos-broad 
 250 
 0-6
 

1sclerophyll scrub 
 150 
 0-10
 

184 
 0-10
 
150 
 0-17 
 2570 
 17
 

1/Specht 1969 

/Lossaint 1973
 

3/Mooney et al. 
1977b 
 /Specht, Rayson, and Jackman 1958
 
4/Sampson 1944 


/Kruger 1977
 
4/Specht 1969 (after Long)
 

LITTER FALL 
 1975b). In the 
Luercus 
 lex forests of France
 
Data on annual litter fall litter falls throughout the year but
for various predominantly during the spring growth period
community types are readily available and 
 (Lossaint 1973).
thus comparisons can 
easily be made. 
 The
amount of litter produced in evergreen scrub 
 Litter fall
communities of various variesgeographic regions from year to year but
notrarhr similar at around 200 g myr 1 

is to the same degree as twig production.
 
(fig. 8). This is a lesser 

This is shown for it Californian
amount than is evergreenshrubs inproduced by editerraneari-climate figure 9. In 1972 there was aor temperate
and tropical forests. drought of sufficient magnituhd, to inhibit

virtually all twig growth. Yet litter pro-
The principal ductionperiod of litter during th

the fall in two thirds of iayear was only reduced toevergreen scrub that in tihe normalof California is rainfall andIn the growthsummer subsequent to spring stem 
year that followed. This is becausegrowth leaves on most evergreen(fig. 9); however, in shrubs live for twosome species litter 
 or more years.
falls throughout 
the year (Mooney et al.
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Figure 6--Annual biomass accumulation in I I 
chamise chaparral following fire in northern n. 
California (from Sampson 1944). Calif. Italy France Chile Calif. France Chile 

Evergreen forest Evergreen scrub 

Figure 8--Litter fall in various Mediterranean 

regions as compared with values for other
 
climatic regions. World values from Bray
 
and Gorham (1964). Evergreen forest values
 
for California, Mooney et al. (1977b);
 
Italy, Susmel et al. (1976); France, Rapp
 

(1971); Chile, Mooney et al. (1977b).
40000

E 4Evergreen scrub values for California and
 

Chile, Mooney et al. (1977b); France, Rapp
 
(1971).


3
30000
 

20000 In the Californian and Chilean evergreen
 

scrub communities of moderate age, about 80%
 
of the litter fall is leaves (Mooney et al.
 

j
10000 '1977b).
 

The time taken to reach equilibrium 
between litter input and litter decomposition 

Tropical Temperate Mediterranean Tundra varies greatly between community types and 
evergreen deciduous forest scrub environment. Kittredge (1955) found that in 

the California chaparral at about 1000 m ele-
Figure 7--Aboveground standing biomass for vation one of the commonest vegetation types 

various community types. Mediterranean (Adenostoma fasciculatum, Ceanothus crassifolius) 
evergreen forest value from Lossaint (1973) reached equilibrium in about 12 years. At the
 

for French, Quercus ilex forest; evergreen same elevation an oak type took 150 years to 
scrub value an average value from table 1. equilibrium. Communities found at higher 
All other values from Rodin and Basilevic elevations generally had much longer equili
(1968). brium times than those at lower elevations. 
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Figure 9--Shoot production and litter fall for a number of evergreen California shrubs
 
and trees (from Mooney et al 1977b).
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NET PRIMARY PRODUCTION 


An estimate of the annual aboveground 

production can be derived from the addition 

of the annual shoot production derived from 

harvests of known-aged stands and values for 

annual litter production. Such a procedure 
gives production estimates for evergreen 

scrub conmsunities of about 400 g m-2yr - I 

(fig. 10). This is somewhat below values for 

an evergreen forest of the Mediterranean 
region and well below values for temperate 

and tropical forests. 

20" 

iE°° 

0, 


10I 


iooo 


so - fl0f f H 

0-
TropicalTenperate Evergreen 
forest forest forest 

Evergreen
scrub 

Tundra 

France Calif. France 

Figure 10--Net aboveground primary production
 

of various vegetation types. Values for 


tropical and temperate forest and tundra 


are average values from Whittaker and 


Woodwell (1971). The remaining values 


represent average biomass accumulation plus 
litter fall. Evergreen scrub: California 


(chaparral) from Mooney et al, (1977b); 
France (garrigue) from Lossalnt (1973), 


evergreen forest (Ouercus ilex) from 
Lossaint (1973). 


How does this production value match the 


photosynthetic carbon gain given earlier? 
Chamise chaparral fixes carbon at a rate of 

2 - I
4100 g m- yr (Dunn 1970). As noted pre-
viously, as much as l(0%of this goes to roots 

(Kummerow et al. 1977), leavinl, 2460 g to the 

shoots. This amount of CO2 equals about 1500 

grams of carbohydrate. To produce one gram 

of leaf tissue of chamise, 1.7 g of carbohy-

drate is needed (Miller and Stoner 1978). 
This high product on cost resu lts from the 

high costs of the production of the numerous 

secondary compounds present in many of the 

evergreen sclerophylls. Wood costs for 


chamise are somewhat less (1.3 g of carbohy-

drate per gram of tissue). Chamise has a 

high reproductive output (Mooney et al. 1977b),
 
and such tissue can be costly, although pre

cise values are not known. An overall average 

cost of 1.6 g of carbohydrate per gram of cha

mise branch is not an unreasonable estimate. 

This would then reduce the 1500 grams of shoot 

carbohydrate to 930 grams of tissue. Loss of 
C02 through maintenance respiration of non

leafy twigs would further converge this value 

to the 400 g m-2yr - I production value noted 
above. 

COMMUNITY CARBON BALANCE
 

Data are available that make it possible
 

to compare directly the overall carbon bal

ance for evergreen scrub communities in
 

California and France of comparable ages
 

(table 2). As can be seen, the total amount
 

of biomass present, standing and litter, in 2
 
the community is the same at about 3500 g m
 
For the chaparral community where the data
 

are available, it is evident that litter pro
duction and decomposition are in equilibrium.
 

The amount of accumulated litter is over 1000
 

grams per square meter.
 

These values indicate a remarkable com

parability in the structure and function of
 
geographically separated plant communities
 

existing under comparable climates.
 

CARBON LOST THROUGH FIRES
 

A rough estimate of the carbon lost
 

through fires versus decomposition can be
 

made, using San Diego County, California as
 

a model. Approximately 38% of this county,
 
or 418,400 ha, is evergreen chaparral scrub 
(KUchler 1977). Marvin Dodge (personal com

munication) estimates that of this area 4.1%
 

was burned per year during 1941-50, 1.6% per
 

year during 1951-60 and 2.6% per year during 

1961-70 for an overall average of 2.8% per 
year during that 30-year period. However, 

at the end of this period a single fir, 
(Laguna burn) consumed nearly 18% oi the trtal. 

m-2 
At a biomass level of 500 g m (3650 g 

standing, plus 1350 g litter), a 2.8% loss 
per year would be 140 g m- 2 yr - 1 , assuming 

preferential burning of older stands. In
 

most wildfires the larger-size classes of 

stems are not consumed, however. Countryman 

and Philpot (1970) note that in the California 

chaparral dominant shrub, Adenostoma 
fasciculatum, only about 60% of the stems 

will be consumed in most fires. This would 

reduce our estimate of dry matter loss through 
2 - I ,


fire to about 100 g m- yr or somewhat less
 

than one half the rate of litter decomposition. 
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Table 2--Comparlsons of production characteristics of evergreen scrub communities
 
- 2
of California and France of comparable age (17-15 yrs). Values are in g m .
 

/

I
California 


Chamise chaparral France
 
(Adenostoma fasciculatum garrigue
 
Ceanothus crassifolius) (Quercus ceccifera)
 

Standing biomass
 

Live 1659 --

Dead 380 


Total 2039 2350
 

Annual litter fall 282 230
 

Annual shoot biomass accumulation 130 110
 

Annual shoot net production 412 340
 

Total litter biomass 1359 __
 

Annual litter decomposition 264 --

Total biomass present 3398
 
(standing plus litter)
 

I/Standing biomass and 
shoot accumulation data for California (San Dimas) 
from
 
Specht (1969). Shoot accumulation based on closest successive harvests and not
 
for entire growth time period. Litter data for comparable vegetation type and
 
locality from Kittredge (1955). Garrigue data from Lossaint (1973) for Le
 
Puech du Juge.
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FIRE AND FLOOD CYCLES - PAST AND PRESENT U
 

R. G. Vines2/
 

Abstract: Regularities in the incidence of disastrous
 
forest-fire seasons in Canada and Southern Australia, and
 
corresponding fluctuations in the yields of non-irrigated
 
crops suggest the existence of quasi-periodic weather
 
variations in both countries. An investigation of rain
fall patterns in these two areas has therefore been made; 
and the annual yields of rainfall-dependent crops, such as 
wheat and oats, have been used to validate these patterns. 

It is proposed that long-term changes in rainfall in
 
the countries mentioned are connected with changes in
 
sunspot activity.
 

Key words: we:ther-cycles, forest-fires, sunspots,
 
crop-yields, rainfall, solar activity.
 

INTRODUC I ON 

When I first 2oined the CSIRO Bushfire 

Section at the end of 1o4, I was interested to 

learn that some Australian foresters believed 

there was a cyclic pattern in the occurrence
 
of forest fires in South-eastern Australia, and 

particularly in the State of Victoria. It was 

well known that, this century, disastrous fires 

had occurred every 13 years,-in 1913, 192b, 

1939, 1952 (and subsequently in 1965). Hlo.ever, 

it seemed obvious to me that this could be 

nothing more than coincidence, since the in-

cidence of forest fires was largely dependent 

upon the weather - and any idea of regulari-

ties in rainfall, or the existence of 

.weather cycles", had been discounted long ago. 


The purpose of my talk this morning is to 

tell how, reluctantly, I came to change my 

mind.- Indeed, I hope to show that our weather 

in Victoria may not be quite as Pc,,.ncm as many 

people are inclined to think,-in other words,
 
that there are long term fluctuations in rain-

fall over the entire State which show certain 

regularities. These conclusions are not con-

fined to Victoria alone: for in Canada, too, 


'/Presented at the Synposium on Environmental 

Consequences of Fire 4 Fuel Management in 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 

Aug. 1-5, 1977. 


2'

'Senior Principal Research Scientist, CSIRO, 


Melbourne, Australia. 


I believe the situation is similar - alhough 
there are differences from region to-region,
 
proceeding across the Continent.
 

First, though, a note of warning. In
 
studying rainfall variations over vast a: as,
 
like States or Provinces, records must be
 
averaged on a grand scale: and this is a
 
dangerous busines:. So, we have to be careful. 
But if it were possible to do this, then we
 
could compare our findings with tha>p natural
 
phenomena occurring on a large scal.. For 
example, if there were "cycles" in rainfall,
 
then roughly periodic drought. should be re
flected in certain regularities in, say, the
 
incidence of forest fires on the one hand, or
 
in similar variations in the yieldq of non
irrigated crops - which, also, are clearly
 
affected by drought conditions. In fact, this
 
is what I hope to show in the present talk.
 

Now, if these proposed "regularities" in
 
rainfall do indeed exist, then questions regard
ing sun-weather relationships are immediately
 
raised. For, as we all know, there has recent
ly been renewed interest in the idea that global
weather is somehow connected with the sunspot
 
cycle. So - despite the fact that this is a
 
most controversial subject, and that no accepted
 
mechanism has been agreed upon whereby some
 
causal connection between solar activity and
 

weather can be postulated - let us begin by
assuming that such sun-weather relationships are
 
real, and find where this assumption leads.
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F Power spectra from analysis of yearly-mean sunspot numbers, over time intervals of 60 years as shown. 

the major peak
(a) 	From 1900 to 1960, the double cycle was little more than 20 years as 


about 7 years, is clearly suggested.
indicates : a minor peak, at 


now

(b) From 1836-1896, the double cycle was closer to 24 years and the minor peak is 


shifted to about 8 years.
 

1920 the major peak is at about 12 years
(c) For the single cycle from 1860 to 


a minor 8 year peak, as in (b), is also evident.
 

This means, of course, that we must start 


with the sunspot cycle itself, and see what 


regularities are apparent there. 


THE SUNSPOT CYCLE 

The solar cycle has a "period" of about 
10 to 12 years - although this is extremely 
variable, and these limits have often been 
exceeded in the past. Strictly, it should be 

thought of as a double cycle of about 22 years, 

since alternate cycles have reversed average 

solar magnetic field, with the polarity of the 

spots changed. Reasonable records of solar 
as measured by sunspot numbers,activity, 


although the
extend back to the year 1700, 
accuracy of the records before about 1850 may 

perhaps be questioned. 

Simple spectral analysis of yearly mean 

sunspot numbers (see fig. 1) suggests that 
solar activity is described not only by the 

single or double cycles but, in addition, by 

a further cycle of about 7 years, 	 which is 
doubleapparently the second harmonic of the 

cycle. Probably, there are other periods too 

of a much longer term-which are not resolved 

here. 

Harmonic analysis also gives results which 
with this view, and figure 2are consistent 

shows the phases of the curves obtained from 

such analyses of separate 	sets of data, each 

set corresponding to one or two complete 
double cycles in the sunspot numbers. For 

simplicity, the curves in Figure 2 have been 

drawn with constant amplitude from 1855 to 
1960, but this does not greatly distort the 

results, except from about 1930 onwards when 

solar activity showed a marked increase 

culminating in the largest sunspot maximum 

yet recorded, in 1958. 

Harmonic analysis further indicates 	that 
sunthe amplitude of Curve 1 (for the double 

spot cycle) is about 4 to S times greater than 
that of Curve 3 (the 2nd harmonic) : corres

pondingly, in analyses of single sunspot num

bers the amplitude of Curve 2 is, again, 4 to
 

5 times greater than that qf Curve 3. Higher 

harmonics seem of minor importance. Indeed, 

if Curves 1 and 3 and Curves 2 and 3 are summed 
the ratios of the amplitudes are(assuming that 

uniformly 4:1 in both cases) we obtain the
 

curves in figure 3. It is apparent that the
 

results provide a close approximation to the
 

actual single and double sunspot numbers as
 

given in the records (the dotted curves in
 
into account theFigure 3, beyond 1930, take 


rise in solar activity from about that time).
 

Thus, by postulating the presence 	 of the 
oddsecond harmonic we can explain certain 


cycle. Indeed, alfeatures of the sunspot 

the sun's habits are undoubtedly comthough 


plex, it seems possible to characterize sun

spot activity and provide an approximate des

cription of solar behaviour, in terms of
 

"cycles" of about 22 years (22/1), about 11
 

years (22/2) and about 7 years (22/3). These 
do of course vary, depending uponperiods 
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Representation of the single and double sunspot cycles 

(1855 to 1960), derived from Fig. 2 by sumalng curves 

2 A 3 and curves I and 3 respectively with amplitude 

ratios of 4,1.
 

Actual sunspot numbers are as indicated.
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changes in the length of the double sunspot 

cycle itself, about its mean of 0 22 years.
 

SOLAR ACTIVITY AND RAINFALL 


If solar activity and rainfall are indeed 

inter-related, then there should also be 
periodicities in rainfall which reflect those 
listed above for the sunspot cycle. Here I 
must mention a computer technique which allows 
us to "tune in" to rainfall periods within the 
ranges that interest us: in other words, the 
computer does an exercise in curve fitting and 
extracts such cycles from rainfall data. (A 
brief description of the method, essentially 
one of filter-analysis, is given in the 
Appendix.) 

As an example of how the technique may be 
used, figure 4 is the result of an analysis of 
the yearly rainfall figures for Melbourne, the 
Victorian State Capital. The data have been 
broken up into four parts, a shifting-mean 
rainfall, representing variations in the 
Melbourne average (and including a! well any 
regular fluctuations of very long term), and 
three additional "cyclic" components compris-
ing a long-term curve, a second with a period 
of about 10 to I years and a third of about 
6 to 7 years. The system is so designed that, 
by adding these four components together, the 
original data can again he reproduced, 
although all short-term fluctuations of 51 years, 
or less, have been suppressed in the analytical 
process. 


Now, of course, such an analysis doesn't 
necessarily mean anything, for it could be 
regarded merely as curve fitting - as I have 

said. So we cannot believe that anything worthy 

note has been achieved so far% 

Let us now move far away from Australia, 
the Canadian Prairies. Figure 5 shows the 

result for "Swift Current", a town in 

Saskatchewan, whose rainfall records have been 
analysed in the same way as Melbourne's above. 
Curve V is the sum of the other four curves 

and it is compared with the raw rainfall 

data from which the analysis was derived. It 
will be observed that the amplitudes of the 

"component" Curves I, II, and III vary (as 
was the case for Melbourne): but, otherwise, 
they are quite regular. If we study other 
towns nearby (e.g. Moose Jaw and Regina) we 
again get results which are almost the same: 
indeed, the curves obtained are closely in 
phase with those in figure 5 (although their 
amplitudes are generally different). This 

similarity is not too surprising since it is 
well known that rainfall records for towns
 
which are relatively cio~c tend to show a
 
certain "coherence".
 

Further analyses, for towns in other parts
 
of the Prairies, yield similar answers - i.e.
 
the curves so produced are still closely in
 
phase with those of figure 5. Indeed, if
 
for each town we draw the curves with an
 
arbitrary constant amplitude, the results 
obtained are virtually the same for all the
 
Prairie towns. It is, therefore, easy to
 
produce an artificial "rainfall pattern" 
which is representative of the Prairies as a
 
whole (see fig. 6) : in other words, the 
"coherence" of the rainfall data extends over 
the entire area. 

Let us now examine whether there is any
thing noteworthy about the curves in figure 5, 
from which we have deduced the curves in 
figure 6. First, althu ,'h we could fit some
what similar curves to sets of random numbers, 
those fitted curves woull not be as regular 
and, obviously, they would not show coherence 
from set to set. Secondly, if we turn again 
to both figures 4 and 5, we find that although 
the curves marked III have different "periods" 
(about 16 years in Fig. 4 and about 22 years 
in fig. 5), those marked I and II are 0 6 to 7 
years and 4 10 to 11 years, respectively, in either 
figure. The question then arises whether this 
latter observation tells us anything about rain
fall in Australia and Canada, or whether it merely 
discloses the characteristics of the computer 
program used? 

If figure 6 does reflect real "periods"
 
in rainfall, the minima in the curves must 
represent tendencies towards drought (even as, 
conversely, the maxima will indicate times of 
rain). It is therefore interesting to see if
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11, ainfall patter-nfor the Prairies as a whole (1920-1967).'
 
_Curve 
 V Is the sum of curves I to IV, an Is comared
 

with the rainfall trend for Swift Current.as derived in
rig. s Analysis Of annual rainfall fuee for Swift orenr r . 

(1920-1967) 8 the computer outputs (I to IV) are as shown.
 

Tesmothed rainfall trend (curve V) is th sum of
 

curves I to IV, and In compared with the original records
 

plotted year by year.
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Table 1
 

FZR OCWRRPN.E IN PRAIRIES AND BITIStH eYJMKIA 

- (area burnt : millions of acres) 

"7 year"

"10/11 year" 	 periodp~ricd 

Manitoba a Alberta. British 	 Manitoba a Alberta British 

Bask swan Columbia
Oolumbia From Fig.6)


(from Fig. 6) Saskatchewan 

'19 1919 (5 will) 1919 (1 111)1	 1922 (> 'amill) 1922"(1s .41) 
133 1924 (i Kill) 1924 ( sm
mill) 

"29 1928/9 15 mill) 	 1929 (1 .111) '30/1 1930 (1 Kill) 1931 (3 mill) 1931 (1 sill) 

'37/8 1936/7 (4sill) 1937/0 (2% mill) 1938 (3/4 mill)
 

'40 1940 (1% mill) 1941 (1%Mill) 

1944 (3/4 amill)
'44 


1950 ( 3mmill) 1950 (1 mill)
149 1948/9 (Is mill) 1949 (1s m111) 	 '50 

1956 (> l's p.111) 

157 195B (13/4 ill) 1958 (2 mill) 

'60 1960/1 (A' at11) 	 1961 (lA mill) 
1964 (2 mill) 

191971((1-111)
 

169 1970 milll) 1 K71 1971
(1% wil) 


we can compare these curve-minima with the 	 with the rainfall pattern is worthy of note, as
 
it will be recalled that all short-term
incidence of forest-fires as provided by the 


Prairies fire statistics, (remembering that fluctuations of 5 -1 years, and less, have been
 

major forest-fires are indicative of drought suppressed in analysing the rainfall data.
 

situations). In this way it should be possible
 
to determine whther our derived weather- Since the fire-years themselves display
 

pattern is at all valid, or whether it is merely such obvious patterns, this suggests that the
 

an artifact introduced by the particular form "tendencies towards drought" indicated by the
 
in the rainfall minima in the computer curves of figure 6of computer analysis adopted 

studies. 	 correspond closely with actual droughts.
 
Furthermore, if we repeat the same procedure
 
in the Eastern Canadian Provinces, (Ontario,
The results are shown in table 1, where 

it may be seen that there is, indeed, very good 	 Quebec and the Maritimes), the strong agree
ment persists: for although the fire-years are
correspondence between the minima in the Prairies 


curves and the incidence of forest-fires. chronologically different from those in the
 
West, the)' follow the same kind of periodic
 Evidently there are two distinct patterns of 

pattern of rainfall, with droughts (and bad
fire-occurrence, for disastrous fires seem to 


occur in roughly cyclic fashion with periods 	 fires) actually occurring about every 10 to
 

of about 10 to 11 years and about 7 years. 	 11 years and about ever)' 7 years. The impli
cation is that the periods in question may be
In the Prairie Provinces (and also in British 


Columbia), there are no other bad fire-years of some importance in characterizing Canadian
 

besides those shown 3/. This strong agreement weather across the entire Continent.
 

The rainfall pattern for Ontario (cf. fig.
 

In these bad years forest-fire losses are of 7) throws further light on the hypotheses being
 

the order of 1 million acres, in comparison with proposed in this paper, fox' we see that there is
 

an "average" year in which it is unusual for correlation between the peaks of the curves
 
shown and the sunspot cycle. Indeed, it will
more than 100,000 acres to be burnt, 

be observed from Curve E in figure 7, which
 
delineates the rainfall trend, that times of
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Fi.7 Rainfall pattern for 'Ontario (1880-1967). Curve E is the sum of the four 
curves A, B, C and D. Years of maximum sunspot activity are shown by arrows. 

major rainfall, in Ontario as 
a whole, are
 
very closely in phase with the double cycle
(with sunspot maxima in 1884, 1906, 1928,
 
1947 and 1968). Furthermore, careful
 

inspection reveals that the relevant maxima
of the curves A, B and C are almost exactly
 
in phase with individual sunspot maxima 
-


as indicated by arrows in the figure. 
 Thus 
 AUSTRALIAN WEATHER
it seems our earlier assumption, that there
 
are variations in rainfall which are roughly
periodic and geared to solar activity, could 
 But what about Australia?
 
be true.
 

You will recall that crop-yields were
mentioned earlier. The yield from any farm
 
is, of course, dependant upon a variety of
 
factors (good management, use of fertilizers,

time of spring rains and follow-up rains etc.).
 
But one very important variable is total.
rainfall - for below a certain critical amount 
of rain, particularly in marginal areas in 
Australia, crop-yields per acre 
fall rapidly.

So i. is interesting to examine Victorian 
Wheat and oat yields, year by year (in bushels/acre), which are given in the State Year-Books,
 
and compare these raw data with the "weather
 
pattern" as derived for Victoria in exactly

the same way as it 
was for the Canadian Provinces.
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Table 2
 

OATS AND WMEATYIELD IN VICTORIA 

"Drought-Years" in Figures 6 and 9 vs. years of Poor Onto and Wheat Yiald. 

SHOit TEMI MEDIUM TERM LONGTERM 

(6-7 year pattern) (10-11 year pattern) (+ 16 year pattern) 

"Drought-Years" Years of "Drought-Years" Years of "Drought-Years" Years of 
from Curve C poor from Curve B poor from Curve A poor 

In Figs. 8 & 9 Crop-Yield in Figs. 8 & 9 Crop-Yield in Figs. a & 9 Crop-Yield 

1885 1885
 
1888 1888
 

1M 1895 1896 1896 

1902 2902 

1907 19074 1906 

1912 1921
1913/4 19144 1914/5 

1919 191,9
 

1925/6 1925 1925 1927 198? 
1932 

193 1938 1937 

1944 1944 4-- 1943 1943 
1952 - 1948 1948 

1959 1969 1957 1957 1961 1961 
1965 1965 1967 1967 

Arrows join closely corresponding years 

The results are given in figures 8 and 9 Nevertheless, by using the yiells of non
and in table 2. Observe in table 2 the close irrigated crops as "drought indicators", we
 
correlation between the years of poor oats and have shown above that the various minima in
 
wheat yield and "drought years" as indicated the curves A, B and C in figures 8 and 9
 
in the Victorian rainfall pattern, (i.e. the correspond closely with all those "drought
 
minima in curves A, B and C in figs.8 and 9). years" in which crop yields were lowS/- even
 
Yields for barley and hay provide exactly the as, for the Canadian Prairies, the minima
 
same answer, for being non-irrigated crops in the Prairies rainfall curves corresponded
 
they, too, grow poorly in dry conditions. to the years of disastrous forest-fires. 
Thus, the evidence suggests that there is a 
discernible ,t.,'r (not attributable to In fact, practically all Victorian droughts 
computer curve-fitting) in the occurrence of since 1885 have been accounted for in the analy
bad drought-years in Victoria. ost of the sis (see table 2); and the strong agreement 
years listed in table 2 were particularly dry shown is noteworthy when we recall, once more, 
when, over a very large proportion of the that all short-term rainfall fluctuations with 
entire State, there was a rainfall deficit periods less than 5Yj)'ears have been suppressed 
of 20% or morel/. by the computer technique. Thus, the so-called 

"weather patterns" which emerge from our analy-
Strictly, of cour:;e, there is no satis- sis of rainfall, (and which might be dismissed
 

factory definition of "drought", for it is by the sceptic as the result of a mere exercise
 
difficult to specify drought situations accur- in curve fitting), do seem to have some factual
 
ately in terms of universally agreed criteria, foundation. Indeed, serious droughts in both
 

41 In precisely the same way, the above proced- S/Furthermore, it follows that if the raw crop
ure can be applied to a .tudy of wheat yields yield data are processed using the computer
 
on the Canadian Prairies: again there is technique, then the crop-yield patterns will
 
excellent correlation between "years of poor very closely resemble the Victorian rainfall
 
wheat yield" and the minima in the Prairies patteln. It may be seen from figures 8 and 9
 
rainfall curves as illustrated in figure 6. that this is, indeed, the case.
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Fig. 8 Rainfall and oats-production in Victoria (188S-1970). 

The boken curves A, B and C typify the Victorian weather 
pattern (drawn with an arbitrary vertical scale) and 

20 - represent quasi-periodic fluctuations in rainfall over
Sthe State.
 
Annual yields of oats (bushels/acre) are as indicated.4.. 

'o Curve 5, which illustrates the trend in oats production, is the
 
~..+, ,. A.. ~3 sum of the continuo curves 1,2, 3, 4 as derived by computer

X/ \ r t analysis of the annual oats figures. Arrows denote years ofV V maximum sunspot-activity.
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- ,,S 
FIE. Rainfall and itheat-production iiiVictoriaBroken curves (188S-1970).A, 8 and C. representing the Victorian weather 

' 
"< Su pI ma, 

pattern, are the same as those in Fig. 8. Curve D (dashed 0
 
lines with separate scale) indicates the shif'ing-mean rainfall -I 
 I..; 

in the major wheat-growing areas.
 
Annual wheat yields are as shown4 ..As in Fig. 8, curve S '_ 
(illustrating trends in wheat production) is obtained by 0 . ,
* 

summing curves 1, 2, 3 and 4, derived by computer analysis 
of the annual wheat-yield data. Note that curve 4, the
 
shifting-mean in wheat production, approximately follows the .- _ _ . 9 0 5 _2 90YR 
trend in curve D. Arrows denote years of maximum sunspot activity. 
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Fio. I0 Victorian rainfall pattern (1911-1973). Curves I to I 

are the same as curves A, B and C in Figs 8 and 9, but are 

drawn on an expanded scale. Curve V, the sum of curves I 

to IV, represents trends in Victorian rainfall and comparison 

is made with rainfall figures derived from District records, 

the pattern is extrapolated beyond 1964. (Maxima and minima 

of curves I to III are indicated by arrows.) 

Victoria's most notable fire-seasons are as shown. 

Canada and Australia apparently occur with just Of particular interest is the fact that
 
that kind of regularity to be expected on the the Victorian pattern was established, origin
basis of our earlier hypothesis regarding ally, by analysing rainfall records which 

weather and the sunspot cycle. To reinforce extended only to the end of 1964. If, as is 

this claim, it may be noted that curve B of the claimed, the curves so obtained are not merely 

Victorian weather-pattern shown in figures 8 a product of curve fitting but have some 
and 9 indicates strong correlation with the physical significance, then it should be 
sunspot cycle (cf. also, the Ontario pattern in possible to project them into the future. 
fig. 7, which has already been discussed). Indeed, simple extrapolation of the curves 

allows sonic estimation of rainfall trends boyond 

If the Victorian rainfall pattern is pre- 1964, and the resulting predictions have been 

sented separately, other notable features are successful. Thus, in figure 10, the droughts 
apparent (see fig. 10). For example, it may of 1965, 1967, 1972 (and 1976), together with 

be seen that the quasi-periodic occurrence of the corresponding wet periods, are clearly 
drought-years - in which rainfall was very much indicated. In other words, the pattern charac
below average - is complemented by years when teristic of rainfall trends up to 1964 seems to 
rainfall was very much above average - such have remained unchanged to the present time

6/. 

wet periods being shown by the mniv.z of the 
curves. Furtheirore, bad forest-fire seasons 6/Similarly, to give a single Canadian example, 
illVictoria CIjSly follow tile Minima Of Curve 1, forward predictions from Provincial rainfall
 
ale,nat minima being years of major fire- figures to the end of 1967 strongly suggested 
seasons (1913, 1920, 1939, 1952 and 1965, as the major drought which has, in fact, been 
mentioned in the Introduction), with the experienced in the Prairies and British 
intermediate years being those of minor fire- Columbia in 1976/7.
 
seasons.
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Should this same behaviour continue, the period 

from 1976 to approximately 1980 may well be 

drier than average. This claim, if correct,

could be of some importance to farmers. 


DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 


Analysis of weather records in Canada and 

Australia suggests that there are, in both 

countries, fairly regular long-term fluctuations 

in rainfall which affect wide areas although
 
they may' be manifest in varying degree from
 
place to place. The "rainfall patterns" I 

have described are an attempt to represent

these fluctuations: they also appear to 

account for an appreciable proportion of rain
fall variability. I have tried to confirm the 

validity' of these patterns by' showing that 

forest-fires and years of poor crop-yield are 

coincident with the "drought situations" which 

the patterns imply. Furthermore, there seems 

to be a close connection between the proposed

"patterns" and the double sunspot cycle. 


Rainfall rc'0:F>-:o based upon these 

premises, have had some measure of success, 

In this respect, however, the erratic nature 

of the sunspot cycle presents difficulties; 

for to predict weather in terms of the sun's 
future behaviour presupposes that solar activity 
can itself be accurately predicted - which is 
not yet the case. For most of this century'

the double sunspot cycle has been almost exact-

ly 21 y'ears, but recently the cycle has length
ened: thus predictions which rely on past
 
regularities will no longer be appropriate, 
and the "weather patterns" may have to be
 
adjusted slightly to accommodate observed 

changes in solar behaviour.I
 

The rainfall patterns can, of course, be 

projected backwards in time, as well as for-

wards. When this is done, past "droughts"

which are delineated by' the patterns corres-

pond very well with known bad fire-years as 

mentioned in historical records, in both
 
Canada and Australia. But this procedure
 
bnly affords us an extended perspective, from 

the i,oc;t into the T'., of less than 150 

years,-though it may be possible to go

7/ 
7/Early claims were made of correspondences 

between variations in tree-ring widths - which 

are weather dependent - and the sunspot cycle 

(A.E. Douglass (1914) in "The Climatic factor", 

Carnegie Inst. Wash. Publ. 192, 101): however, 

more recent evidence does not seem to support

such conclusions (cf. H.C. Fritts (1976) "Tree 

Rings and Climate", Academic Press). But the 

situation is not clear-cut, for there are also 

good indications of the importance of the sunspot

cycle over longperiods in the past (see, for 

example, G. Siren (1972) "Climate in the Past and
 
in the Future", Acta Univ. Oul. A3, Geol.1, 351).
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back further in time by appealing to tree-ring
 
records. 7/
 

In summary, we have explored the possi
bility of a relationship between solar activity,
 
and weather. Nevertheless, unless a plausible

mechanism is forthcoming whereby sunspots and
 
global rainfall are obviously linked, any

further systematic investigation of this problem
 
will clearly require complex statistical
 
analysis to substantiate the present findings.
 

APPENDIX
 

THE COMPUTER SYSTEM
 

The filter program was developed by
 
Dr. E.G. Bowen F.R.S., former Chief of the
 
CSIRO Division of Radiophysics. It was
 
originally written for the CDC 3200 computer 
(Bowen, unpublished work).
 

In analysing rainfall records, the program

subjects them to fouir separate filters a
-

low-pass filter (moving average), and three
 
band-pass filters having nominal periods of
 
about 20, 10 and 7 years. Each filter allows
 
the passage of signals within a predetermined
 
frequency' range, but rejects all others. A
 
diagrammatic representation of the system is
 
given in Figure 11.
 

,0
 

I 11 

, nl,.' s . I
 
Tim (years)
 

ig. 11 Disgrsarti representation of the coyter system: the response 
curves of filters 1.I. 111 and IVare as shown. 

The four filters overlap: filter I
 
accepts periods from 54 years to 9 years; 
filter II accepts periods ranging from 7!1 
years to 16 years; while filter III accepts 
those from 11 years to > SO years. Filter IV 
accepts all periods beyond -0 years, with high

acceptance beyond 30 years, and it therefore
 
reproduces what is essentially a shifting-mean
 
rainfall.
 

The combined response of all four filters
 
together is reasonably' flat beyond about 6
 
years, and only those fluctuations with periods
 
shorter than 5 to 6 years are rejected by the
 
system. Thus, after the long-term periods
 



have been extracted from the data, only short-

term cycles and random oscillations remain. 

When the four filter outputs are added together 

again, the resultant smoothed-curve provides 

a good representation of the original records, 

and clearly illustrates rainfall trends.
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/
FEATURES OF TIE SUNSPOT CYCLE"
 

R. G. Vines
 

Abstract: Analysis of sunspot numbers suggests the pres
ence of a hitherto unsuspected component in the data, having a
 
period of approximately 7 years. Although the sun's behaviour
 
is complicated, this result helps to explain certain well
 
known features of solar activity: it seems likely that the
 
period in question is the second harmonic of the Double sunspot
 
cycle.
 

Key words: Sunspot cycle, spectral analysis, solar activity.
 

The irregular nature of the sunspot cycle During the present century the Double cycle has
 
has long been known, and numerous attempts have been little more than 20 years, and the expected
 
been made to analyse sunspot numbers, which strong 20 year peak is evident; however, the
 
form a quasi-periodic series. Although these spectrum also exhibits a lesser peak at about
 
past attempts have generally met with little 7 years (cf. Hill (1977),and the earlier work
 
success, recent ipoier-spcctrum studies by Cole of Cole (1973)), and another at , 10 years
 
(1973) show considerable promi:e, and indicate which is barely perceptible. 
ways in which a model of solar activity might 
ultimately he formulated.0/ In this connection Last century the Double sunspot cycle was 
a further progvramme of tspectral analysis has closer to 24 years, and spectral analysis of the 
yielded an interesting result, which strongly corresponding figures shows this clearly - as 
suggests that a 7 to S year period may be may be seen in figure lb where the spectrum for 
present in the sunspot-nuimber data. the years 1836-1896 is presented. It is inter

esting to note that the lesser peak of figure la
 
Figures for both the Single and Double has now been shifted to about 8 years, and the 

sunspot cycles have been studied, using the accompanying minor peak is at 12 years (two 
annual means as listed in World Weather Records further, short-term peaks of doubtful signifi
(19(7) in which data extend from the 18th cance are also evident). 
Century up to 19)0: a revie otfthe data is 
given by aldaci er (1901. To obtain "double For comparison another spectrum is given 
sunspot" numbers, the "evcn" cycles were in- in figure Ic - this time for single sunspot numbers 
verted inithe conventional way (Bracewell 1953) from 1860 to 1920. The Single cycle averaged 
in order to take account of the changed polarity 12 years during this period, as the major peak 
of the sunspots in successive cycles, in figure lc reflects. But a small peak at 24 

years is still registered and the peak at 8 years,
 
The standard computer program used in the which was present in figure lb, remains. 3/ 

present analysis was kindly provided by Dr. Ian 
James of tSI(O. A typical result is seen in To summarise, the Double sunspot cycle and 
figure Ia, where the power spectrum of the its first two harmonics were normally present in 
Double cycle from 1900 to 196(0 is shown (with all the spectra studied: last century the periods 
three-point smoothing, as recommended by' the in question were approximately 24 years, 12 years 
World Meteorological Organization - 1971). and 8 years, whilst this century (until 1960) 

they have been closer to 20 years, 10 years and 
spectra for the

I/Short l)l)r contriluted in conjunction with 7 years. It is noteworthy that
the preentation on "Fire and Flood Cycles - Double sunspot cycle show the small peak corres
past and present", at tie Symposium on Environ- ponding to the single cycle 
- and vice versa.
 

mental consequences of Fire and Fuel Management
 
in Mediterranean lcosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. is also some slight evidence of a very
-/There 


Aug. i-5, 1977. long-term period of the order of 100 years (of
 
which there is a hint in figures la and b, though
 

2There have, of course, been lengthy intervals swamped by the major double sunspot peak): and
 
in the past when solar activity was apparently there are, as well, various minor indications
 
very small - e.g. from about 1650 to beyond 1700 of short-term cycles which are possibly higher
 
(cf. Eddy 1976)ha period which happens to coincide harmonics.
 
with the "Little Ice-Age".
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Fig. 1 Power spectra (with three point smoothing) from analysis of yeerly-ean sunspot numbers.
 

Over each of the 60 year Intervals shown the sum of relative variances is 60, or 
100 .

Furthermore, it is interest theof that second from to Curve1855 1960): 1 representsharmonic, of 7 to the be8 years, is apparent in both haviour of the Double sunspot cycle (thesets of spectra. 
 fundamental), Curve 2 that of the Single sunspot 

The sunspot cycle is, of course, extremely 
cycle (the 1st harmonic), while Curve 3 describesthe 2nd harmonic. Higher harmonics, though somecomplex, and it is recognised that this simple times significant, wereinvestigation does rarely reproduced connot resolve numerous other sistently in the various analyses, and it wasspectral peaks which may be present. However, only the 2nd harmonic (curve 3) that persisted,harmonic analysis has confirmed the general in conjunction with curves I or 2.conclusions outlined above and, using that
technique, the amplitudes and phases of the In order to provideindividual cycles have been established. Sep- the 

simplified parameters, 
curves in figure 2 have been drawn with aarate sets of selected data were analysed, each 
 constant amplitude. This does not greatly disset corresponding to one or two complete Double 
 tort the results except in those cases when solarcycles in the sunspot numbers. Such a procedure activity is appreciably enhanced.4/ It wasallowed for the known variations in period of


the Double cycle during the last 100 years. 
found that the amplitude of curve I (for the

In Double sunspot cycle) was usually 4 to 5 timesthis way curves 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 2 were 
 greater than that of
constructed, (referring to the total time interval 
curve 3 (the 2nd harmonic).


Similarly, in the case of the Single cycle,____________________ the
Suspr ratio of the amplitudes of curves 2 and 3, again, 
MAX. was between 4 and 5.
 

specific assumption that the ratios of the
amplitudes were uniformly 4:1, - the sum of 
curves 1 and 3 relates to the Double cycle,
 
whilst that of curves 
2 and 3 relates to the
 

o Single cycle. 'the results obtained provide aclose approximation to tile actual double and 

4/For example, solar activity showed 
a marked
increase from about 1930 onwards, the culmination 

0 o O 0 so beingRthe lretsunspot maximum ever recorded,S0 t 0 40 oit 0 " early in 1958. Correspondingly, the amplitudes
of all three curves rose significantly duringFis.2 Estl-ated solar cycles (185S-1960] this time.
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Fig. 3 Representation of the Single and Double.sunspot cycles 

derived from Fig. 2, and obtained by 


and 3 respectively 
(1855-1960) as 


summing curves 2 and 3, and curves I 

with amplitude ratios of 4:1. Actual sunspot numbers 


are as indicated. 


(The dotted curves beyond 1930 refer to a time of 


increasing solar activity: see text). 


single sunspot mmbers, as is shown in figure 3. 

(Here the dotted curves beyond 1930, with their 

increased amplitudes, take into account the rise 

in solar activity from about that date). This 


is only slightly improved
remarkable agreement 


if the very minor contributions, of curve 2 to
 
I to thethe Double sunspot cycle and of curve 


Single sunspot cycle, are included (cf. the 


details mentioned in connection with figures Ia. 


b and c). For the purposes of the present 


analysis, these may be discarded.
 

the sunspot-number
It seems therefore that 


data contain an important 7-8 year component 


which has 
hitherto been overlooked. Indeed, if 

obvious implications are drawn from the con-

2,
junction of curves 2 and 3 in Figure some 


well known but puzzling features of the Singe 


cycle are readily explained:-


rise from sunspot minimum toViz t 1. The 
sunspot maximum is normally more 

rapid than the fall from maximum 

to minimum, 

t 2. There is a tendency for high and 

low maxima to alternate, - a high 

maximum usually being followed by a 

lower one, and then a high one again, 

(It is evident that ctlrves 2 and 3 
are in phase only at alternate
 

maxima). 


Similarly, the overall shape of the Double 

1855 onwards,sunspot cycle curve in figure 3, from 

is readily understood in terms of the character-

istics of curves I and 3 (figure 2) - though it 

must be pointed out that, whereas curve 3 in 

conjunction with curve 2 relates to sunspot
 

nwnbers, in conjunction with curve 1 sunspot 


poiaritica are more probably implied. 

A study of early data from 1775 to 1850
 

yielded comparable results, although the pattern
 

observed was not quite so clear-cut, since
 

the sunspot records indicate more erratic 

solar activity. One particular feature should, 

however, be mentioned. The Single sunspot 

cycle from 1830 to 1837 was such that the 

1837 maximum was not a low one, despite 

fact that it fell between two high maxima 
in 1830 and 1848 (cf. t 2 above). Interaction 
of this short 7 year variant with another cycle 

of 1 7 years would produce 3 successive high 

maxima, (as was actually the case). Alternatively, 
any sudden increase in the amplitude of the 

proposed 7 year component would achieve the same 

result. In an), event, a cycle of 'l 7 years 

clearly participated in this unexpectedbehaviour. 

These indications of an approximately 7
 

year period in sunspot activity relate to the
 

earlier work of Abbot (1963), who 'observed
 

periodic variations in the solar constant and
 

maintained that the periods in question were all
 
Although
harmonics of the Double sunspot cycle. 


Abbot's work has been discounted in recent years,
 

certain aspects of his claims might well be re

examined 
in any further research on sunspot
 

phenomena.
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I /

ABORIGINAL USE OF FIRE


2/
 
Homer Aschmann
 

Abstract: 
 Prehistoric man's presence resulted in a
greatly increased frequency of fires over those resulting
from natural causes in 
regions of mediterranean climate.
Deliberate burning to improve hunting, food plant growthor pasture could be as often as annual and maintain a grasscover. At its discovery in 1420 uninhabited Madeira had aforest cover denser than any found in inhabited Mediterranean climate areas 
of comparable climate.

Key words: Aboriginal burning, Mediterranean climate,

Madeira, wild vegetation.
 

INTRODUCTION 
to places they burned annually or less fre-

Concern for whether, why, quently suggested to himand to what that the importance
extent of widespread burningaboriginal or prehistoric occupants of 

as a cultural technology 
the several Mediterranean-climate and a modifier of the society's environment hadregions received inadequate ethnographicburned the wild vegetation has relevance attention 

to (1951, 1954).
this conference in 
two ways. While naturally
caused fires do occur in all continentalMediterranean regions the frequency of Examining the documontat ionburning lected3 St ewartand / from all colthus its intensity based parts of the world, fromon accumulated 
 classical literature throughfuels would be strongly affected. Secondly travelers' accountsto modern ethnographies,the extended makestime periods of aboriginal burn- it hard to deny 
ing would allow 

his conclusion deliberate burningthatplant communities time to of vegetationevolve as adaptations to environments 
as well as start it fires accidentally 

which fire 
in has been characteristic ofwas regular and frequent. human societies.

Until extremely recent 
times proscribing such
 

Omer C. Stewart (1956) has 
action was unusual.taken perhaps
the strongest position 
on the universality of
burning as 
a human culture trait, going back 
 THE TEMPORAL LINITS OF ABORIGINAL BURNING
to the earliest times 
that man controlled
 

fire and practiced wherever the 
vegetation
was not too wet 
or too sparse to burn. The 
 Termination
vegetation of Mediterranean-climate regions

is consistently inflammable at 
least during
parts of the year. 
Stewart's preoccupation 
 Although it seems
with the subject seems to mix disparate conto have arisen from
his cepts, regarding prehistoric as
own field work among the Pomo Indians the equivalent
of aboriginal has the distinct
(1943) who occupied both coastal advantage of
areas and
interior valleys of the Coast Ranges north of 

marking a temporal end to the aboriginal period.
The introduction of agriculture and domesticated
San Francisco Bay. 
 His informants' allusions 
 animals does not 
since the full neolithic with
 
its slash and burn or 
swidden cultivation
1/Pes e 

-Presented at practices night only continue or intensify prethe Symposium on EnvironmentalConsequences of Fire and Fuel Management in vious burni g practices.history, n The beginninghowever, Indicates the adoption ofof 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif., 
 writing and is almost
Aug. 1-5, 1977 invariably associated
 

with cities, sedentary agriculture, trade, and
 
2/Professor of Geography, Department of Earth 
 -/Personal 
 communication and
Sciences, University of California, Riverside, unpublished man-

California 92521, U.S.A. 

uscripts by Omer C. Stewart, Department of

Anthropology, University of Colorado.
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intensive land use for forest exploitation, 


farming, and pasturage, the attributes of 


modern society. 


Following this definition we find that 


tile aboriginal period for the lands at the 


eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea ended 


By 1500 B.C. it was over in
before 2000 B.C. 
Greece and its associated islands. Early in 

tile first millenium B.C. Phoenician and Creek 

colonists were bringing commerce and cities to 


Sicily and Southern Italy, Tunisia, Southern 


France and the southern and eastern coasts of 


Iberia. 
 in these western lands, however, tile 


transformation was 	 not complete though in 

Italy it shortly became so. in Iberia and the 


Maghreb tribes in the interior continued their 


old patterns of land utilization for many cen-


turies, and not until the full establishment 


of the Roman Empire at the beginning of the 


Christian Era could they be considered as 


other than aboriginal, in parts of Algeria and 

Morocco not even then. Extending over many 

one tile spreadcenturies rather than a single 

of the more advanced culture into tile western 

Mediterranean Basin resembles the entry of 

Europeans Into California, beginning in 1769 


and continuing into the 1350's. 
 At points of 


settlement aboriginal behavior was modified 

drastically but elsewhere it persisted with 


only a little change. The final replacement 

in the Canaryof aboriginal culture patterns, 

the fifteenth
Islands, did not occur until 


century A.D. 


The conquest of most of the Mediterranean 
late in the fifteenthclimate areas of Chile 

century by the Inca Empire brought that region 

into the realm of Andean Civilization prior to 

the arrival of the 	Spaniards in the 1540's 

(Rowe, 1946). Except in the irrigated valleys 

of the Norte Chico, however, the native way of 

life, essentially a 	 neolithic one, does not 

seem to have been significantly modified by 

the Inca overlords 	 at the time of the Spanish 

conquest, about 1545, which can be taken as tile 

end of aboriginal conditions (Keller 1952). 

In the Cape District of South Africa, 


there had been a major cultural change in tile
 

native occupation in tile century or so prior 


'lottentot pastoralists 


had almost completely displaced the Bushmen 


hunters and gatherers from the limited area of 


to European contact. 


Mediterranean climate though the groups were 

thoroughly mixed in the extensive dry regions 


of tile southwest part of the continent (Scha-

pera 1930). To tile extent that aboriginal 


burning was delliberate there may have been 
patterns practiced 	by
significantly different 


the pastoralists for a century or two as 

opposed to those of the Bushmen which were 


followed for many earlier millennia. Though
 

reached by the Portuguese in the late fifteenth
 

century effective European contact began with
 

the Dutch provisioning station founded at Table
 

Bay in 1652. Although the Dutch East India
 

Company tried to restrict its territorial out

reach the area of mediterranean climate is so
 

small that within a few decades it was fully
 

under European domination (Talbot 1961).
 

European entry into California found an
 

aboriginal population of hunters and gatherers
 

but one which was remarkably large and had to
 

be extremely adept at exploiting the wild vege

tation in its environment. After rapid expan

sion from San Diego in 1769 to San Francisco
 

in 1776 the mission system stabilized in the
 

near-coastal region where, by plan, it obli

terated the aboriginal culture. Well over half
 

of the Mediterranean climate portion of Califor

nia, however, continued to be occupied by
 

relatively undisturbed Indians until tile Gold
 

Rush of the mid-nineteenth century. 
 As a result 

we have fuller and better records of aboriginal 

burning practices from California than from any 

other Mediterranean climate region of the world 
Bean and Lawton,
(Shantz, 1947; Lewis, 1973; 


Some data were collected by professional
1973). 

ethnographers who had informants who could 

remember fully aboriginal practices from their
 

youth (Barrows, 1900; Kroeber, 1925).
 

Even for Australia 	the effective entry of
 

regions of Mediterranean
Europeans into the 	two 


climate on the continent was remarkably late,
 

1827 in Western Australia and 1837 in South
 

Australia. 
 In those areas the 	land-hungry
 

European pastoralists were in direct competi

tion with the aborigines and had effectively 

destroyed then culturally before much interest
 

in the aboriginal ecology and way of life arose.
 

The abundant ethnographic data on Australian
 

we have, in which extensive
Aborigines that 
burning for several purposes figures promi

nently, come largely from the Center and North, 

areas with strikingly different climates. 

Beginnings 

Abbevillian and Acheulian archeological 

materials found at many places around the
 

Mediterranean Basin demonstrate that man has
 

since mid-Pleisinhabited the region at least 


tocene times. His 	experience included several 

glacial advances and retreats in areas farther
 

north with parallel displacements of weather 

and vegetation belts around the Basin. Pro
rim the areatected by its northern mountain 

probably experienced unlv moderate temperature
 
tracksdepression, but more southerly storm 

notably increased precipitation and reduced its
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seasonality with expectable effects on vege-

tation distribution (Butzer 
1961). Whether 
man's ability to enter and occupy the Hedi-
terranean Basin at all depended on his control 
of fire is less than certain, but there is 
scarcely any doubt 
that he controlled it during

the last interglacial. 
Han as a burning agent

then has affected the region's vegetation 

through at least one full 
glacial cycle of ad-
vance and retreat, some hundreds of thousands 


of years.
 

The southern tip of Africa may well have

had a human population even longer than the
Mediterranean Basin. The question of whether
he controlled fire for so long timea is more 
vexed. 
 Non-human hominid populations that 

probably did not control fire evidently survived 

into fairly recent 
times, and except in high
areas fire is 
not needed for survival. Ela-

borate fire making traditions among the Bush-
men, with their generally simple culture, 
suggest that the culture trait is ancient among
them (Schapera 1930). 

Recent archeological work in Australia 
seems to confirm the presence of man in south-
ern parts of the continent 35,000 years ago,
full glacial times when because of lowered sea
level he could walk from New Guinea. There is 

little doubt that he was in 
control of fire 

from the beginning of this period. 


The hotly debated question of whether 

man's entry into 
 the New 17orld was immediately
postglacial, perhaps 12,000 years ago, or much 
older is relevant but too complex to confront

here fairly. My own inclination is to regard

the arrival as much earlier, at least 35,000 

years ago. Firm radiocarbon dates from a 

definite archeological site at 
San Vicente 

Tagua-Tagua in 
the mediterranean climate
 
region south of Santiago, Chile make it clearthat he had occupied both continents by more 

than 10,000 years ago (Montan6 1968). Further, 

since passage through Northeast Asia and Alaska
would be impossible without control of fire,

jieis certain to have been able to 
burn through

his entire sojourn in the Americas. 

Qadeira 

There is one area of Mediterranean climate 
in the world that has no prehistory. The 
island of Madeira was discovered by Portuguese

explorers early in the fifteenth century. Both
its name and early descriptions indicate that 
It was enormously heavily wooded with great
evergreen trees similar to but larger than 
those in the surviving patches of laurisilva 

or monteverde of 
the higher Canary Islands. 


Shortly after the first settlement Qn 1420 fires
 
were started to clear lands for planting. They

got away and burned uncontrollably, forcing

settlers 
into the ocean for their safety. Some
 
early sources say the fire burned for seven 
years; others offer a more probable six months,

and it is possible that 
fire clearing of most

of the island went on another six years (Fer.
reira 1959). In any event a permanent change
in the vegetation of the 
island was effected.
 

In its oceanic position Nadeira experienceslightning infrequently and only in connection
 
with winter frontal storms when isit thor
oughly soaked. It is likely that, theas chro
niclers report millennial trees and an enormous 
amount of deadwood offered fuel for 
an almost
 
unheard of conflagration.
 

The discoverers' accounts 
seem to indicate
 
clearly that the forests came to the water's
 
edge. Today the lowest 200 meters 
 of the
island carry a thorny or succulent vegetation

of desertic 
aspect. Extensive relatively level 
lands at the crest of the island above 1000meters are a grassland, grazed almost to a

lawn by sheep. Excavations directed 
 toward 
developing an airport on the high marshy flats
 
of Pakl 
 da Serra exposed charcoaled fragments
of tree trunks half 
a meter in diameter, repre
senting a forest matched nowhere on 
the island
 
today.
 

Because lightning-caused fires do occur in 
most 
continental Mediterranean climate areas
 
one would not expect to match Madeira's pris
tine forests in nany 
 places were humans not 
present. But their survival into historic times 
does suggest that without 
man vegetative pat
terns quite different from those we know could
 
exist.
 

ETHNOGRAPHICALLY RECORDED ABORIGINAL 
BURNIING PATTERNS 

Where inflammable materials 
are present no
 
modern society and probably no aboriginal

society that used fire could avoid accidental 
fires started by campfire embers, torches, or

slow matches 
 being carried between campsites.
The long dry summers, capped in all mediter
ranean climate regions e:ceptand unusually warm easterly Chile by strongwinds, Santa Anas

in California, make 
 those regions especially
vulnerable. 
An accidentally escaping fire per 
camp per year mightt be a reasonable estimate, 
not a particularly great incidence compared to
the scores of lightning-started fires In a
single California mountain range on a day of 
scattered thundershowers. Lightning, however, 
occurs only under conditions of 
high humidity
 
and is generally accompanied by some rain, and
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most fires caused by it smoulder out. A camp 


or cooking fire is most likely to escape under 


the worst conditions with tinder dry vegetation 


Because of the palpable
and strong winds. 


danger of a brush or chaparral fire under those 


conditions one would expect special caution at 


in ones.camps in brushy areas, less grassy 

Accidental fires would then be propor-


tionate in frequency to the population density 


or the number of villages or 	camps. 
 Most would 


not spread significantly but a few would travel 


over vast areas. My guess, and it could not 


be other than that, 
is that in typical areas 

fires
of Mediterranean climate accidental 


caused by aboriginal 
man would double the fre-


quency of burning of a given area over what 


would result from naturally-caused fires. 


There are abundant reports of the vegeta-

tion being ignited deliberately for a variety 


of reasons. Perhaps dividing those reasons 

into immediate effect and deferred effect sets 


the former set fire drives for
is useful. In 

small animals 	 are thehunting both large and 


most widely reported. Ethnographic references 


to 33 tribes of Indians 
 in Central and Northern 
drive game have beenCalifornia using fire to 

uncovered (Lewis 1973), and 	 they may be in-

references in
complete. There are similar 


other parts of the world though they are less
 

abundant. A fire drive in dry grass set in late 

or fall would be easiest to start and summer 
risky to the burners than one in chaparral.less 


In areas with adequate precipitation such 


could take place annually; in drier
drives 
areas a fire might carry only after a wet 


areaBurning a definable, limited 
a opening of 

season. 
would be efficient, perhaps grass 


could effec-
at most a few hundrcd acres that 
fire thattively be harvested annuallv. A wild 

to denudeburned many square miluls would tend 
years.a tribe's territory of game for many 

account of theThere is a circumstantial 

Australian aborigines using fire to aid in 
the firstattacks on John Mclkouall Stuart, 


their part of.Central Aus-
European to enter 
tralia (Webster i958), and the general uni-

material culture in Australia wouldformity of 
that the technique was known 	 throughoutsuggest 

The use of fire for both attackthe continent. 

known around the Mediterranean
and defense is 


early historic times. GenerallyBasin from 
was a desperation measure,speaking such use 

would both the physicaland only occasionally 
An inci-and strategic situation he suitable. 


dent might be remembered for generations. 


well docu-Recreational burning is less 


mented, and there were undoubtedly tribal 

that they
taboos against it though I doubt 

were universal. My own experiences with guides 

in Northern Colombia and Baja California 

involved backwoodsmen but not aborigines. In
 

Colombia lighting fires in brush country was
 

a good citizen. In
considered the work of 


Baja California the shag of a Washingtonia
 

palm was ignited for fun, and on the windy
 

evening it was only by chance that the whole
 

grove did not 	burn. 

The number of 	instances in which California
 

Indian informants said that they burned grass
 

or brush to manipulate the environment is
 

remarkable, particularly since most ethno

graphers were not trying to elicit that sort
 

(1973) mentions 35
of information. Lewis 


tribes in Central and Northern California who
 

said they burned after harvesting seeds 
to
 

increase the next year's yield of grass seeds
 

and edible tubers, 
i.e. in late summer or fall.
 

Planting tobacco on burned-over ground is 

reported by 22 otherwise non-agricultural 

tribes. Bean 	and Lawton (1973) speak of this
 

regular burning of specific valleys and meadows 

as semi-agriculture supporting their position
 

by noting the unusually large populations main

tained by the 	non-farming California Indians.
 

for whom tubers played an 
a 

The Australians 
important dietary role could 	well have had 

like practice since burning normally favors 

In two ways burning may 

such plants, but there is little ethnographic 

documentation. 

increase the future 

locality. Maintaininghunting potential of a 

edge features between grassland and brush or 

woodland produces maximally favored habitats 

for game. This moderately sophisticated wild

not often reported.
life manager's concept is 


Perhaps the aborigines did not have it or the 

did not recognize it when toldethnographers 
about it. Resprouting can occur in brush and 

beginning of thebunch grasses 	 even before the 
and the tender shoots are attracrainy season, 

late in the dry seasontive forage especially 

when other leaves are dry and hard.
 

of burning brushFinally there are reports 

in forests and woodland, particularly in 

Northern California, to make passage easier 

and to increase the visibility of game for 

hunting purposes. 

deliberate burning for environmental
In 
could easily risemanipulation the frequency 

would beto an annual level. Not enough fuel 
a wild conflagrationaccumulated to produce 

except under dry windy conditions and there 

are indications that the California Indians 

at those times. Thusavoided setting fires 


a grassland would burn to the woodland edge
 

a floor fire would runbut not beyond, or 

through a forest without crowning.
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Burning grass 
to obtain better pasture for 

their livestock is widely reported for the
 
Hottentots (Schapera 
1930; Talbot 1961). It

probably was also done around the Mediterranean 

Basin from Neolithic times to the era of the
Mesta in Medieval and Early Modern Spain. 
 In 

areas of Mediterranean climate the 
general tim-

ing of such burns would not be much different 

from that of hunters and gatherers, but the 

pastoralists would have 
reason to burn more 

extensively. 
 Selecting weather conditions con-

ducive to a maximum conflagration would 
seem 

profitable and a wildfire that burned brush 

land or grassland would be beneficial, at least 

for a few seasons (Klein 1920). 


Finally there is 
the burning for clearing

and planting carried on by Neolithic cultiva-

tors practicing shifting slash and burn farm-

ing. With rapidly rotated fields such a popu-

lation would have heavy land demands, and their 

intent was to change completely the vegetation 

of the lands they used, at least temporarily, 

Such practices were carried on around 
the Medi-

terranean Basin for prehistoric millennia and 

for some centuries before the Spanish Conquest

in Central Chile. Some recognition of differ-

ing soil qualities for planting were probably

recognized very early so 
that favored areas 

would be returned 
to, but the big difference 

in localization from other types of 
deliberate 

burning was 
that woodlands and brushlands were 

favored over grasslands. In fact the abandonment of a field was normally induced by the 

problem of grassy or herbaceous weeds. It 

would not be returned to for a second cycle 

of cultivation until brush had pretty well 

displaced the grass. 
 Only in the limited
irrigable lowlands would weeding be practiced

and the land kept in permanent cultivation, 


The cultivators around 
the Mediterranean 

Basin also had livestock, and a conflict of 

interest developed between the pastoralists

who would regularly burn the hillsides to 

maintain a grass cover, and the cultivators 

who could see abandoned fields returning to 

brush as potential reserve farmland. 
 In Libya,
Morocco, Sicily and Spain the pastoralists, 

for complex economic, social, 
and even mili-

tary reasons, 
long tended to win the argument, 

effectively advancing the steppe against 
the 

sown (Marsh 1869; Whyte 1961; Despois 1961). 

In fact the Mesta in Spain effectively main-

tained regularly burned open range grazing in 

what might be considered a rurally overpopu-

lated land until the eighteenth century 

(Klein 1920). 


SPECIAL REGIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
 

Mediterranean Basin
 

The ecology and way of life of 
the hunters
 
and gatherers who lived around the Mediterra
nean Sea for hundreds of thousands of years
 
from Lower Paleolithic Abbevillean to 
the post
glacial period just before the 
invention of
 
agriculture and the 
beginning of the Neolithic
 
is remarkably obscure. Postglacial rises in
 
sea level that covered coastal sites, 
the
 
heavy erosion and a1luviation characteristic
 
of Mediterranean climates and accentuated by
 
the mountainous character of 
most of the Medi
terranean Rim, and the 
activities of larger
 
more technically competent populations who
 
disturbed the most favored settlement areas
 
for thousands of subsequent years may account
 
for the thin paleolithic record. 
 The search
 
for the origins of agriculture has produced a
 
few cave sites such a';Mlount Carmel and village

sites that have pre-pottery, thus presumably
 
pre-agricultural, horizons at 
the eastern end
 
of the Mediterranean Sea (Whyte 1961; Naveh
 
and Dan 1973; Naveh 1975), Hunting was
 
important to 
them, but in the Mesolithic small
 
blades with a siliceous crust on the cutting
 
edge have been found that are interpreted as
 
sickles (Sauer 1969), suggesting"an Important

plant food component in the diet.
 

Almost contemporary but much farther west
 
is the distinctive Capsian culture, centered
 
in southern Tunisia and interior Algeria.
 
Remarkably large populations lived at or
 

beyond 
the steppe limits of the Mditerranean
climate. In their open sites only animal
 
remains 
survive, but the importance of land
 
snail shells in the deposits suggest an omnivorous diet reminiscent of 
the Indians of the
 
drier parts of California (Lubell et al. 1976).
 
Except at oases 
the Capsian heartland today

maintains only a rather sparse and notably poor
 
population of pastoralists on a notably de
graded vegetation.
 

The Neolithic must have advanced along both
 
shores of the Mediterranean Sea to reach the
 
Atlantic by 3000 B.C., 
and shortly even beyond
 
to the Canary Islands. Our detailed knowledge

of what 
was happening to the natural vegetation
 
comes 
largely from considerably later biblical
 
and Homeric sPurces. 
 Both describe brushland
 
wildfires in vivid terms. 
 References to de
forestation by Plato in historic 
times and the
 
rising prices and more distant sources of lumber
 
in Roman times (Semple 1931) suggest that 
an
 
equilibrium had been reached in 
the Neolithic
 
and Early Bronze Age that retained extensive
 
forests on steep slopes and highlands. Growing
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urban and maritime markets for timber as the 


Classical Age advanced led 
to forest cutting 


then burning that left grassy pastures or 


garrigue brushland on what would have been 


forest, but this is a historic rather than 


aboriginal product. 


An intriguing problem is presented by the 


open oak woodlands of southern Iberia and France 


where swine are today pastured on grass and 


fattened on acorns in season. Swine are an 


ancient domesticate in this region, (Sauer 1969)
 

and while today the oak woodlands are kept open 


by grubbing out the brush, the open woodland 


association might have been established and 

maintained by frequent burning in prehistoric 

times (Parsons 1962). The cork oak native to 

tile area is a striking fire adaptation. Lands 

south and east of the Mediterranean Sea do not 


maintain the association because of disinterest 


in pigs since the rise of Judaism and more signi-


ficantly Islam. 


Chile 


Two farming systems were practiced by the
 

Chilean Indians at the time of conquest. In 


the valleys of the !orte Chico from Aconcagua 


northward canal irrigation and sedentary farm-


ing not unlike that of the Peruvian coastal 


valleys had considerable antiquity. The exten-


sive rugged interfluves were exploited for both 


and fires were causedwild animals and plants, 
by hunting and hy accident. Though not espe

cially frequent these man-caused disturbances 

were relatively si-nificant because lightning-

caused fires are especially rare in a region 

that effectively never has summer thunderstorms. 

Also, the area is dry and woody vegetation does 

not recover easily. 


The extreme denundation of the region 


found today, however, is the product of tile 


colonial and modern periods when fuel for mines 


and towns and regular burning of communally 

held lands to improve pasture were especially 


Woodland and brushland survive 


only in isolated localities or where some pro-


tection was offered on large estates (Bahre, 


1974), 


destructive. 


From the latitude of Santiago southward, 

even beyond the Rfo Rfo-Bfo, commonly taken as 

the southern limit of the Miditerranean climate, 

a fairly numerous Indian population practiced 

slash and burn farming on small plots, working 

the soil with a weighted digging stick. On 

the alluvial fan covered sides of a few valleys 
the coast ranges the practice survives,
in 


going by the name curb6n. Digging stick using 


cultivators could not plant In a grassland so 


they sought wooded and brush covered areas for
 

their fields, often girdling the plants before
 

burning a plot to increase inflammability. In
 

the fifty years of Inca domination some irriga

tion probably was introduced by mitimaes or
 

colonists from Peru in the Central Valley
 

between Santiago and the Maule River, but as it
 

was not needed for farming by the more numerous
 

natives probably was not of importance. Llamas
 

and alpacas also were present but not a signi

ficant pastoral tradition.
 

The original vegetation of the level lands
 

of the Central Valley has been displaced almost
 

completely since the Spanish Conquest by crops,
 

weeds, and ornamentals from the Old World. It
 

is likely to have been a grassland swept by
 

extensive and frequent fires. The most cir

cumstantial evidence is that 
the mounted Spa

niards could maneuver and generally defeat the
 

Indians in combat in that re gion. South of the
 

Bfo-Bfo where fire cleared fields were scattered
 

and regrowth forest dominated the Indians
 

defended themselves until late in the nineteenth
 

century. There regrowth forests still dominate
 

all the uncultivated land.
 

Burning is still prevalent in the broken
 

country of the Coast Ranges, but with fairly
 

humid air and accidental topography individual
 

fires are not extensive or particularly hot.
 

Much woody vegetation survives a burn and pro

bably did in aboriginal times unless it was
 

locally extirpated for planting.
 

California 

An appreciation of the importance and 

character of aboriginal burning in California
 

may best be gained by observing documented
 

changes in vegetation, some of them photo

graphically documented, in the little more than 

a century since Indian practices ceased to 

dominate the landscape. Burning by ranchers to 

clear brush on rangelands in the central and 

northern parts of the state, although some

times legally proscribed, may have modified
 
1947).
Indian practices only slightly (Shantz 


Burning of slash in connection with logging
 

operations, however, introduced a new factor.
 

The available dry 
fuel could often step up the
 

to kill trees
intensity of a fire, causing it 


left standing and 
even crown in untouched
 

forests, degrading a forest to a brushland for
 

a long time, perhaps permanently (Fritz 1932).
 

Perhans more significant is the modern
 

program of fire suppression and prevention.
the state, because of
 

concern for watershed damage and the danger of
 

rapidly running brush fires, and on National
 

In tle southern part of 
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Forest and Park lands for esthetic and poli-

tical reasons, burning has been fully pro-

scribed, and considerable investment has been 

made in fire suppression. 
While such suppres-

sion has not been completely successful and 

great and damaging fires have occurred during
this century their frequency in a given area 

has been notably reduced (Dodge 1975). A 

recent examination of fires 
scars on ponderosa

and Jeffre, pines in the San Bernardino moun-

tains showed a fire frequency of once every

10 and 12 years, respectively, prior 
to 1905 

when full fire suppression was instituted 

and every 22 and 29 years after that date 

(?cBri de and Laven 
 1976). 


Even more spectacular is the photogra-

phic documentation at Yosemite National Park 

with photos taken from the sane points between 

1866 and 1961 (Gibbens and Heady 1964). Only

Hiwok Indians had occupied the valley until 

about 1854. In addition to tourists and their 

facilities being gresent 
cattle were grazed 

on the meadows until 1924. 
 The early photos 

show much more extensive meadows, open stands 

of conifers, and very little 
brush. Later
 
ones show a continuing closing of 
the forest,

partly with brush and deciduous trees, and a 

constriction of the meadows and other grassy
areas. 
 Effective fire suppression is the 

only reasonable explanation of the change

from the aboriginal pattern. 


There is 
some evidence (Dodge 1972: 

1975) 
that the greater brush accumulation 

below and into the open lower edges of the coni-

ferous forests in Southern California resulting

from fire suppression is producing hotter fires 
that crown in the conifers, and is actually 

raising the lower timberline by killing 
the 

conifers at their lower margin where they have 

trouble reestablishing themselves. 
 In the 

Sierras Juarez and San Pedro Martir in Baja 
California where the burning practices of local 
ranchers, some of whom are Indians, may resemble 
the aboriginal ones and fire prevention or suppression was not attempted at all until 
the 

*last few years the coniferous forests are more 

open and brush free than in comparable sites 

in the Peninsular Range north of the border. 


South Africa 


The level and gently rolling surfaces in 

the limited tediterranean climate area of South 

Africa seem to have been covered with grass

and herbs at the 
time of Dutch settlement in 

the seventeenth century. 
 It is reasonable to 

assume that regular, end of dry 
season burning

by the Hottentots had established and main-

tained this association. Such 
 ,nds, except 


for wet meadows used 
to graze dairy cattle, had
 
largely been brought under cultivation by the
 
mid-eighteenth century, and the precise charac
ter of their vegetation in aboriginal 
times is
 
obscure.
 

The region is bordered on the east by a 
steep escarpment cut In elevated but largely

horizontal sedimentary rocks with 
some steep

sub-parallel ridges, 
the reexposed roots of
 
ancient mountains, in between. 
The high level
 
lands north and east: 
of the escarpment have
 
steppe climates without 
the Mediterranean winter
 
rain concentration. 
Today a sclerophyllous
 
brush land with many succulent Euphorbiaceae
 
characterizes 
the 
lower or rain shadowed areas
of steep slopes, and a dense woodland the higher

and wetter parts. In these rougher lands some
 
non-pastoral Bushmen bands survived 
the lotten
tot intrusion. 
 They burned for hunting and had
 
undoubtedly had 
some fire escapes. The strongly

accidented terrain restricted the spread of an
 
individual fire so 
that the frequency of burn
ing of a given plot may not 
have differed much
 
from the presen- situation.
 

Australia
 

In both Western Australia and South Aus
tralia the lands of Mediterranean climate are
 
characterized by low relief, but it is only in
 
the hilly areas and the dry eastern and northem margins that considerable areas of wild
 
vegetation survive, the 
level and rolling

lands being farmed or kept 
in improved pastures.

Two genera, Eucalyptus and Acacia, and one
 
family, Proteacu , upplv ost of the woody

vegetation, with som, 
 (f t'ie many Individual
 
species occurring as both trves 
and hushes
 
(Hall, Johnston, and Chippepndale 1970). Many

also show the fire adaptations of root or 
crown
 
sprouting and 
heat stimulated seed germination.
 
Lightning-caused 
fires are as common as in
 
California or more so.
 

Records of the 
burning practices of the
 
relatively large aboriginal populations are
 
scant, but the Aborigines of the North and
 
Center were, and still 
are,enthusiastic burners,
 
both to improve vegetable food supply and 
to
 
attract game to the 
newly sprouting grasses.

Similar practices in the South are 
probable.
 

There seems 
to have been little pure

native grassland in the Mediterranean climate
 
parts of the continent. There Is none now.
 
Open woodland with a mixed brush and 
grass

understory is characteristic of 
the hilly

regions except for 
the very wet (1500 milli
meters of rainfall) southwest tip of Western
 
Australia where there is 
a closed eucalyptus
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forest. The drier parts of Western Australia 


carried a brushy assembly three to five meters 

in height with a few tall eucalyptus rising 

above it whereas In South Australia a savanna 

with scattered eucalyptus trees was character-

istic. All were adapted to frequent fires, 

which still occur or are set wherever the land 

is not cultivated. The tall trees are resistant.
 

The red tingle tree, Eujcalv_tus jacksonii 

of the humid southwest tip of Western Australia 

merits special mention. Fire damaged trees 

will experience heart rot but the buttresses 

continue growing, giving hollow shells 25 feet 

in diameter. The habit is strikingly like that 

of the California redwood, a species of utterly 

different phylogeny but growing in a similar 

environment, 


CONCLUSIONS 


In all inhabited areas of Mediterranean
 

climate the aboriginal populations burned the 


vegetation both accidentally and deliberately 

were 

also subject to naturally caused fires, severe 

because of the long summer drought, and the ' 

resident species had probably evolved their 

fire adapted characteristics over much more than 

for many thousands of years. These areas 

human time. 


Accidental man-caused burns may have 


roughly equaled the frequency of naturally-

caused fires, but their effects may have been 

somewhat greater as they were likely to occur 

under dry, windy weather conditions when their 

intensity could kill even somewhat fire adapted 

trees. Unlinhbited lalvira with forests on now 

almost desert ic lw.r slopes nay afford negative 

evidence. Whre burn ing was del iberate for 

economic purposes it coul d be of annual fre-

quency in gra,slands, serving to cs;tablish and 
sir-maintain thvm en fairly level or rolling 

faces. Brus;hland and forest burning was less 

frequent, perhaps every seven to ten years, but 

this frequency was eniough to moderate the fire 

intensity and permit the survival of an open 
that could only repro-forest of mature trees 

duce eflectively when, for whateer reason, 

burnin g did not occur. 

Modern practices of fire prevention and 

suppression, particularly in Southern Califor-

nia, are reducing the frequency of fires well 

below that of aboriginal tines and possibly 

below their prehnman level. This permits the 

buildup of fuel from dead brush and new levels 


are a per-
of conflagration intensity that 


manent threat to marginal forest lands. 
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FIRE'S EFFECT ON THE ATMOSPHERE


2/ 
R. G. Vines 


Abstract: The convective behaviour of large wildfires is
 
discussed, and the contribution of bushfire smoke to air
 
pollution is assessed. The effect of smoke upon air quality

is probably small, even when the smoke is mixed with urban
 
air. Nevertheless, because visibility in dense smoke is

greatly reduced, a simple model has been devised which 
enables us to predict likely visual ranges downwind of 
typical large-scale prescribed fires.
 

Key words: fire, convection, smoke, air quality, visual
range, ozone.
 

Fires will continue to occur in the world's 

forests and grasslands - be they prescribed
fires or wildfires. Indeed, bushfires have 
burned over much of the earth's surface for 
many thousands of years; and smoke from fires 
will go on entering the atmosphere in future, 
even as it has done from early times. 

Research on the nature and properties of 
bushfire smoke has been carried out in the U.S. 
and also in Australia, and past work in both 
countries has been in substantial agreement. I 
believe much has been done here recently; 
however I do not know tihe 
the States after 1973, so 
give me if I concentrate 
in Australia. 

But before reporting
smoke behaviour, I should 
other important aspect of 

results of research in 
I hope you will for-

upon what has happened 

our latest findings on 
like' to discuss one 
"Fire's effect on the 

atmosphere" - i.e. the effects produced by con-
vection. It is well known that the atmospheric 
circulation induced by a major wildfire with 
strong convective activity is often similar to 
that encountered in a severe thunderstorm. 
Toering smoke columns are normally observed, 
extending to heights of 20,000 ft or more, and 
under these conditions the long-range "spotting" 

1/
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of fire-brands is frequently experienced: 
pieces of burning bark rise high in the air 
and are blown downwind (in Australia, sometimes 
for more than 20 miles), where they are respons
ible for the ignition of wide areas. 

Since the dynamics of large convective
 
fires were not well understood our CSIRe Bush
fire Section set out to study them (Taylor et
 
al. 1973), and the effects produced during four 
experimental fires in Western Australia and 
the Northern Territory have already been brief
ly summarised (Vines 197 3 a 61175I. For all 
these fires, when max imum lurniin,-rates were 
in excess of 30,000 tons of fuel )9r hour and 
the convection columls went to heights of 
approximately 15,00) ft, large volumes of air 
were entrained amounti ng. to more tharn 100 
cubic miles in every case. This entrained air
cortained appreciable quantities of moisture; 
thus, after it ascended to condensation level,
convective activity was greatly enhanced by the 
release of latent heat in the cunt lus cIoUI 
above the fire. Indeed, the influence of this 
additional evolution of heat, in causing the 
smoke column to rise, was shown to he almost 
as great as that produced by the burrning fuel 
itself. It was also sho that in any major
fire, the extent of convection is dependent 
upon both tire burning rate of fuels on thS 
~ground and tire stabil ity of tire air aibov'

3/
 
-When we are confronted with the awesome spec
tacle of a major wildfire it is evident that 
such disasters will only be avoided if fuelquantities in the forests are reduced. 
 This is,

of course, the basis of tire argument for lre
scribed-burning, or deliberate "let-burn'' 
policies during periods when fires will not 
get out of hand. For, once fuel quantities 
are reduced, the intensity of any subsequent 
wildfire is greatly diminished. 
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In addition to being able to predict, 
approximately, the height to which the convec-
tion column will rise above a fire, we should 
also like to know whether smoke in the plume 
can contribute significantly towards air poll-
ution, and so appreciably reduce air quality

4/. 
In early studies on bushfire smoke in Western 
Australia (Vines et al. 1971), no dangerous 
concentrations of toxic gases were ever detect-
ed in the smoke plumes. Full details of these 
results were reported at the 1973 Fort Collins 
Symposium (Vines 1976). In particular, the 
mean concentration of ozone in the bulk of any 
smoke column was found to be essentially the 
same as that for clean air (0.02-0.03 ppm). 
However, in more recent work in Western Aus-
tralia, use of an ozone analyser of fast re-
sponse has indicated that, at the top of the 
plume, the concentration of ozone can rise 
above the ambient level, depending upon the 
length of time the smoke is exposed to sunlight 
(Evans et al. 1974). It follows that photo-
chemical reactions result during prolonged ex-
posure and, in fact , ozone concentrations of 
up to % 0.1 ppm have been occasionally detect-
ed in experiments well downwind of the fire 
area. These local concentrations at the top 
of the plume were, therefore, slightly in excess 
of the U.S. Air Quality Standard of 0.08 ppm. 
Nevertheless, it can be demonstrated that, by 
the time this ozone-rich layer ultimately\ 

reaches the ground there is ample dilution to, 
at most, 0.055 ppm (Evans et al. 1977). Con-
sequently, if we are cone, ned only with con-
ditions at ground level, the earlier conclus
ion regarding the absence of dangerous con-
centrat ions of air-pollutants in the smoke 
is still valid. 

The depth of the layer at the top of the 
plume where ozone concentrations are enhanced 
is limited by the ability of ultraviolet rad-
iation to penetrate the smoke. This was shown 
by ultraviolet measurements within the smoke 
columns (Evans et al, 1976). Aircraft 
traverses, at levels nearly 2,000 ft below the 
top of one plume, indicated that the total 

4-/llushfires are obviously a source of atmospheric 

CO,: however, Robinson & Rolobins (1968) suggest 
that the CO2 produced by fires throughout the 
world is much less than that resulting from 
other sources. Nevertheless, if we include the 
global use of wood for fuel, and effects pro-
duced by deforestation and the decomposition of 
peat and humus etc., the annual contribution of 
CO to the atmosphere is certainly of the same 
order as that arising from the burning of fossil 
fuels. It is well known that the C02 content 
of the atmosphere is increasing rapidly and 
that, if the trend continues, climatic changes 
could result: for a recent discussion of this 
question, see Pearman (1977). 
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ultraviolet flux was reduced to little more
 
than 5% of its value in clear sky. Thus, there
 
is no doubt that the increase in ozone concen
tration, (which is observed only in the top
 
few hundred feet of a thick smoke plume, and
 
only when the sun is shining), is of photo
chemical origin; but, as I have said, ozone 
generation is inhibited at lower levels because 
of the opacity of the plume. 

Despite these findings that air-borne 
smoke, in itself, is unlikely to be harmful, 
one important question relates to possible 
effects arising when rural smokes are mixed 
with urban air containing industrial pollutants 
such as the nitrogen oxides (CSIRO 1976). To 
throw light on this problem Evans made a series 
of tests in Western Australia, taking grab 
samples from a smoke plume and adding extra 
extra nitrogen dioxide t3 the samples: he then 
found that the concentration of ozone in 
the smoke could be further increased above 
the ambient by up to 50% (Evans et al. 1977). 
At the same time Evans also found that any 
photochemical reactions were virtually complete 
within one hour, for by then the rejActants 
were consumed. This suggests that, if j',er 
smoke is mixed with urban emissions of nitro
gen dioxide, ozone generation will increase: 
but lud smoke which has drifted in sunlight 
for an hour, or more, will produce no more 
ozone - even if mixed with additional supplies 
of nitrogen oxides from, say, automobile 
exhausts. 

Thus, bushfire smoke which enters a city 
complex from remote rural areas will be largely 
non-reactive, and any additions it makes to 
air pollution and photochemical smog will be
 

determined mainly by the levels of ozone (or 
other irritants) which it already contains. 
Hence, the risk that smoke from forest fires 
will contribute to photochemical smog in city' 
areas seems rather small - at least under the 
conditions prevailing in Western Australia. 

We come now to the effect of smoke itself 
upon the atmosphere. Since bushfire smoke con
tains no dangerous concentrations of air con
taminants, it does not appear to represent a 
pollution hazard in rural areas. Nevertheless, 
smoke is sometimes so dense (Eccleston et al. 
1974) that visibility can be seriously impaired, 
both in the air and at ground level. Thus, if 
prescribed-burning is to be used on a large 
scale in our forests as a fire protection meas
tre, it is imperative that we are able to pre
dict where the smoke from prescribed fires will 
spread. 

2 

http:0.02-0.03


With this in mind, the nature and compos-
ition of smoke particulates has been investi-
gated, and their size-distribution and con-
centrations under given conditions have been 
determined (see, for example, Vines et a1.1971). 
Our recent research has demonstrated that there 
is little agglomeration of the particles in 
thick smokes while they are blown downwind 
(Packham & Vines 1977). In particular, we 
have measured the flux of particles through a 
vertical plane in the smoke plume close to a 
large prescribed fire in Western Australia 
and, by repeating these measurements for the 
same smoke-sample many miles downwind, we 
were able to show that the particle count re-
mained unaltered. The total "aim' of smoke in 
the sample was also unchanged, 

It follows from these observations that 
there was little ageing of the particles, as 

the smoke was blown away. Using this informa-
ion, we have constructed a simple model 
(cf Packham & Vines 197o) from which it is 
possible to predict the minimum visibility 
likely to be experienced at ground level, 
downwind of ggy large prescribed burn in a 
forest area.

tconcentrated 
o aheight 

EA! (b} 

Figure 1 

5-It is worth noting that the scattering per 
particle bs/N where b. is the 
scattering coefficient Im-1), and N the 
number of particles (m-)- does not vary 
greatly from fire to fire, nor with particle
 
concentrations in the smoke. The value of 
bs/N for typical smokes from prescribed fires 
in Western Australia is % 2.10-14, which is 
not greatly different from that for continent-
al hazes in the U.S.A. (Willeke & Whitby 1975). 


In figS la and b, a schematic represent
ation (in elevation and plan) is given of the 
smoke plume from such a fire. Here "h" 
(metres) is the height of the atmospheric 
inversion beneath which the smoke is trapped, 
and 0 is the included angle of the plume as 
the smoke moves downwind-which, for all prac
tical purposes, is between 12 and 13" with 
moderate winds of between, say, 10 and 30 
knots (Vines et al. 1971). Previous work has 
also shown that the mass of smoke evolved 
from large-scale prescribed bulrns in Western 
Australia is roughly 3, of the total mass of 
the forest litter consumed (Evans et al. 1976). 
Thus, if certain othe'r parameters are known, 
the visual range in the smokc a aav point 
downwind of the fire area may be derived6 /. 

In this way we can calculate (l'ackham I 
Vines 1977) that the ,Ni,'uw.., visual range 
(in metres), on the ground at a distance D 
(metres) downwind, is approximately equal to:

2.4 h v t (D + 4.5 w), 

where 

M is the fuel concentration (g/m2 )
 
A is the fire area (i 2 ), and w its width (m) 
t is the burn-out time (h), and 
v is the wind velocity (m/h). 

This result relates, of course, to the most 
parcel of smoke evolved at the 

of the fire, as experienced on the
 
ground at distance V downwind while the smoke
 
is being blown away.
 

It is cleai' that the model described 

above has considerable app lication in the 
planning of large-scale bur'ns by Forest 
Authorities. For if fo 'esters could predict
the minimum visibility likely to be exper

ienced in country areas as a result of Ire
scribed fires, this would be of benefit in
 
making operational decisions : furthermore, 
by minimizing smoke nuisance, the authorities 
concerned could ensure that tie general public 
are inconvenienced as little as possible.
 

One further question remains, related to 
the problem of where smoke finally goes. Past 
work has indicated that the majority of the 
particles are much too small to settle 
(being approximately 0.1 om in diameter): 
thus, apart from evaporation of the more 
volatile tars,and oxidation, (both of which 
appear insignificant over times of the order 
of hours, but may become appreciable over 
days and weeks), the ultimate means of 

6/Topographic effects have been ignored in
 
formulating the model.
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removing smoke from the atmosphere would seem 

to be the scavenging action of rain. But, in 

the absence of rain, smoke particles can prob-

ably persist in the atmosphere for very long 

periods. 


At the TIall Timbers Conference in 1973, 
"Bushfirosmoke and
I concluded my talk on 


air quality" with a speculative suggestion 

(Vines 1973b) which I should like to repeat 

here. Many of the particles in nrtural 

smokes consist of finely divided carbon which 

is highly absorptive (see Komarek et al. 1973). 
Such carbonaceous components of smoke may 
have served, in times past, to cleanse the 
air of undesirable compounds (cf. Komarek 1973) 
and keep it free of toxic gases (e.g., the 
sulphurous fumes arising from volcanoes). 
Indeed, bushfire smoke may still be beneficial 
to us all by, helping to remove present day 

industrial pollutants from the air; and 

should we. by means of modern technology, 

ever succeed in preventing the occurrence 

of rural fires, we might well do ourselves 

a disservice. 
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FIRE EXCLUSION PRACTICE--COST AND BENEFITS!
 

/
 
John A. Zivnuska-


Abstract: Total fire exclusion is not and never has
 
been a valid option in Mediterranean ecosystems. The issue
 
is that of costs and benefits associated with alternatives.
 
Both the cost and benefits associated with management
 
changes in the role of fire depend on a particular eco
system and the successional stage. The outcome is not de
terministic. Changes in management practices result in
 
changes both in possible outcomes and their probabilities.
 

Key Words: fire exclusion, fire control, prescribed
 
burning, cost/benefits ratio, successional stage.
 

Now it 
can be argued that the economics 

of fire exclusion and the economics of pre-

scribed burning are simply two sides of the 
same in. If a management policy of iire 
exclusion is to be evaluated, the evaluation 

must not only attempt to weigh the costs and 
benefits of the policy against each other but 

must also weigh these results against those 

to be expected under a management policy of 
fire inclusion. The reverse 
statement also 

holds. Under this interpretation, it really 

makes little difference whether one begins 

with fire exclusion or with fire inclusion, 

because both must be evaluated before the job

is done. 


In general terms, I agree with the argu-
ment that the evaluation of a policy requires 
the evaluation of alternatives. However, in 
this instance I would like to raise the question 
as to whether or not we have a coin here at 
all. Quite frankly, I question that fire ex-
clusion has ever been practiced effectively 

or even attempted in a full sense of the 
term 

in Mediterranean-climate ecosystems, 


When I began my studies of forestry in 
California more than 40 years ago, Show and 
Kotok (1924) had presumably shown that the 
pffects of "light burning" were adverse on 
balance. 
 The use of any form of broadcast 

burning for type conversion was illegal and 

the emphasis was on a strong system of fire 

control. 
 The period is often mentioned as an 

example of a fire exclusion policy. In fact, 

however, at that very time 
 ederal foresters 


/ Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 
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- Professor of Forestry, University of Cali-
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were requiring the piling and burning of slash
 
on timber sales as 
a fire hazard reduction 
practice. Rather than a fire exclusion goal 
in fire control, official policy was based on 
an "allowable burn" objective (U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Forest Service 1933) which 
involved defining for each forest type "the 
percentage of the area that may burn over 
annually without impairing radically the forest
 
values as determined by the predominant purposes
 
of management." The issue then as 
always was 
that of the form and extent to which fire should 
be a factor in the management of the ecosystem. 

While I think it important that this be
 
recognized, I do not mean to deny the great
 
differences which exist between an essentially

defensive management policy of sharply limiting 
the extent and form of fire's role in an eco
system and a positive policy of deliberately
 
using fire as a management input through
 
various combinations of "let burn" and "pre
scribed burning" practices. My point is that
 
the management decision to be made is 
not that
 
of a choice between opposites but rather that
 
of' determining where to operate in a broad 
but continuous spectrum of possibilities.
 

To return to the title of this paper,
 
the question seems to be that of the costs
 
and benefits of a management policy of sharply
 
limiting the 
role of fire in various ecosystems.
 
In attempting to analyze the results of the
 
effective implementation of' such a policy, it
 
is useful to consider separately two inter
related patterns - the effects on the 
suc
cessional development of the vegetation and
 
the effects on fuel loading and fire hazard. 

Broadly speaking, as the role of fire in 
an ecosystem is increasingly restricted, we 
would expect a gradual development over time 
of a more complex vegetative structure, 
characterized by a greater variety and mixture
 
of age classes, greater diversity in species
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complete lock of any efforts directed at fuel 
mana,ement within the somewhat limited programs 

of land management which were then being de-

veloped. 

Now, consider any type of ecosystem which 
is currently under a management regime which 

dc s not include the prescribed use of fire. 
Fu . management may or may not be a part of 
this management regime, either directly through 
chemical or mechanical control of' fuels or 
indirectly through the desig i of' vegetative 
patterns, the choice of species, the spacing 
of trees, orisiimilar practices. Future de-

velopment of the. vogetation may follow ally one 

of a number of widely varying patterns of 

development in the fature. The vegetation 
may devejop in the cnmplete absence of' fire, 
under the influen:e_'' frequent light fires, 

ur uider the impact !"a major conflagration. 
Each ;uch pssible sequence has its own set 
of probabIIitie;. 'li,!effects of any fires 
which do cur will depend not only on the 
exact clditions-, unde.r which they burn and 
their iit,-nsity utd size, but alo on the 
weather pattorns which follow them. Again, 
we are dealing with probabilisitic phenomena. 

Thu:;, in attemptino' to clalae such eco

systems we are not ior-kin-, with deterministic 
systems but instead with, y s mrked by 

major uncertainties , wit sile outcomes 
predictable in pir babilistic terms at best. 
To the extent titht ,utrk'ow]ed;e is adequate, 
we sho ild be able to desibe the changed set 
of peo mesan vliuts' t viate the prob-
ability that ealh such utc,.1' will actually 
be realized. I must ad that rarely if' ever 
is our knowledge this adfquat,. 

The arrment liore can be generalized. 
Through chantges in our manag,,emtenit practices, 
we can modifty the ,,tI ' fire in the eco-
system bein C mana!ed. This is true whether 
we move in the diretction )f fire exclusion, 
with an intensi 'icationi of direct control 
measurte and 'rt.ate r resttict tns on the use 
of f'ir ,a-in the direCtion (11' active fire 
maniageent, Wi ith increased use at' prescribed 
but'niting and let burn practices. Regardless 
(A' the direction of' shift, we replace one set 
of widely varyin ,, passibIe outcomes, each 
with its own prbability, by another set of 
possible outcsriies with their own probabil-

mnt alternatives probali 

ities. 

It is Unly wItetn we can estimate the 

poss ible tcomtes of 
itt 

such a series 
istic 

of'manage
terms that 

we are in a suiltd positio to proceed with 

an evaluation of costs anid beunefits. Il 

vegetation mliagement, the biologist must 

provide the economist with basic production 
function information in meaningful terms. 


The economic analysis can be no stronger than 
the biological expressions on which it rests,
 
and is likely to be weaker since it adds the
 

inadequacies of economic knowledge to the
 
inadequacies of biological knowledge.
 

If we can predict the possible outcomes
 

of alternative management regimes with some 
degree of confidence, we can then specify the 
alternate production systems in terms of physi

cal inputs, physical outputs, and the prob
ability of their occurrence. In an economic 

sense, all of the inputs represent costs. The 

outputs, on the other hand, may be either cost 
or benefits, depending both on their nature 
and on man's wants and desires. In either 

case, such outputs should be appropriately 
weighted by the probability of their oc
currence.
 

The direct costs of inputs such as 
planning time, manpower requirements, equipment 
costs, and materials can usually be estimated 
without any special problems. Operationally, 
the main difficulty is with incomplete speci
fication of' innute. This seems to be particu

larly true in the case of estimates of the 
costs of prescribed burning. 

Somewhat Creater difficulty is likely
with overhead costs, althouch again the problem 

is largely one of incomplete specification of 
inputs. An exar.pl here would be a practice 
requiring the asceliblirg of appreciable 
manpower and equipment but subject to sudden 
changes in schedulin' because of meteorological 
conditions. ;hile in a small, flexible oper
ation such shift, call be acco.miodated at little 
cost, with large scale application of similar 

practices by a bureaucratic organization such 
costs can become substantial.. 

The major difficulties, however, are 
those associated with the outputs. First, 
there is the uncertain ar probabilistic nature 
of such outputs and the fact that the outputs 

may be widely separated in tine from the 
inputs. For example, a particular management 
practice, be it fire exclus ion or prescribed 
burning, has same probability of resulting in 
the development of even-aged stands of trees. 
A part of this output may be increased suscep

tibility of the forest to crown fires or to 

snow breakage, but the incidence of such 
problems is likely to ia su:tantiu1 ally removed 

in time from the initial input lecading to them. 

there is the need to Ietermine 

if an output is a cost or a benefit. 'enong 

other considerations, this will depend on
 

man. 


Second, 

For example, assume that a particular
 

management regime in a forest either results
 

in or requires a light fire which opens up
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composition, and a higher ratio of tolerant 

to intolerant species than was found in the 

earlier period. This would be in marked 

contrast to the initial development following 

a fire or other major disturbance under a 

regime of effective fire control, which may 

well be characterized by a wave of even-aged 

vegetation, 


Whether or not such a change in vege-

tation constitutes a benefit to man will 

depend on both the successional stage involved 

and the nature of man's wants and desires 

relative to possible outputs from the eco-

system. There is no a priori basis for 

assuming that either preclimax or climax vege-

tation is the more desirable, although in the 

case 
of timber most of the preferred species 

are intolerant and characteristic of preclimax 

conditions. 


The effects on fuel loads and fire hazard 

will, of course, be closely tied to the suc-

cessional stages involved. With an effective 

fire control system, the early successional 

stages following fire or other disturbance are 

likely to be marked by a rapid build-up of 

fuel loads and fire hazard, but in more 

advanced successional stages the relationships 

will become more complex. In many circumstances 

there seem likely to be substantial periods 

which will be marked by appreciable reductions 

in hazard as a result of changes in the dis-

tribution and nature of the total combustible 

material. 


It is sometimes asserted that an initially 

effective fire control system results 
in a
 
fuel build-up which rapidly increases the 

probability of destructive fires. 
 Thus by 

its development the vegetation tends almost 

to self-destruct through accumulating suscep-

tibility to fire. Certainly there are examples 

of this pattern in California as well as 

elsewhere. However, they seem to be the 

product of specific ecosystems at particular 

successional stages and in addition they seem 

to reflect an absence of other fuel management 

practices as well as an absence of fire. 
 It 

has not been demonstrated that this is a
 
necessary general condition. 


* There are also statistical records for 

some areas in Southern California which seem 

to show that increasing the intensity of fire 

control efforts has little effect on the rate 

of accumulation of total burned area over time. 

However, the earlier accumulation of total 

area burned through frequent small steps has 

been replaced by less frequent but much larger 

steps. Commonly, those results of fire which 

man considers beneficial tend to be inversely 


related to the size of the individual burned
 
area, while those which man considers adverse
 
are positively correlated with size of the
 
burned area. Thus, 
if the total area burned
 
over time is riot affected but the distribution
 
of fires shifts to an increasing role for large
 
fires, the result can be a significant cost
 
for society.
 

To illustrate some of these concepts
 
further, I would like to turn again to the
 
historic record in California. Prior to the
 
arrival of European man, many of the ecosysems

of the Sierra Nevada appear to have been subject
 
to fairly frequent and extensive burning as
 
the result both of unchecked natural fires from
 
lightning and other causes and of deliberate 
burning by at least some 
Indian tribes. What
ever the effects of such earlier burning on
 
vegetation patterns and fuel loadings, they
 
seem clearly not to have been such as 
to pre
clude major fires. Following the arrival of the 
early Spanish settlers with their reliance on 
a gr! -ing economy there came a rapid acceler
ation .- burning. By the middle of the last 
century ti,,- effects of miners and loggers were
 
added to those of the increasing numbers of
 
cattlemen and sheepmen. 
This period of acceler
ated burning continued well into the 20th
 
century. 
The fuels were there for burning.
 
The vegetation was surely a compleg mosaic of
 
conditions. Every historical or literary
 
reference to the tall open forests or 
to
 
riding hcrseback through the trees can be
 
matched by another citing the density of the
 
brush or the impenetrable nature of the wilder
ness.
 

Some of the most vivid descriptions in
 
the English language of major crown fires in
 
high forest stands are to be found in the
 
writings of John Muir, based on his extensive 
travels in the southern Sierra Nevada during
 
the final decades of the pre-fire control
 
period. Indeed, it was Muir who wrote in
 
1878 that "fire, whether occurring naturally
 
by lightning or through the agency of man, is
 
the great master-scourge of forests, and es
pecially of sequoia."
 

As the new policy of fire control became
 
increasingly intensive and effective following

World War I, the results which occurred were.
 
the product of this earlier history of fire
 
as well as of the new policy of strict fire
 
control. The stage has been set biologically
 
for the new policy to produce a particular
 
pattern of results. Further, the results were
 
influenced in appreciable degree by the effects
 
of grazing, logging, and all the other in
trusions of man into these ecosystems. And
 
the results were also affected by a nearly
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the crown canopy to some degree and also dis- termining the change in magnitude and nature 

turbs conditions on the forest floor. The of outputs resulting from a change in manage
result may be the establishment of an ap- ment practices. For example, a program of 

preciable understory of' brush. If the species prescribed burning may be introduced to yield 

involved are palatable, such an output may be benefits including the reduction of erosion, 

a benefit for the game manager whose purpose air pollution, timber damage, and loss of 

is to increase carrying capacity for deer, regeneration resulting from wildfires by re-

However, the same result would represent loss ducing the incidence and intensity of such 

of site control and an appreciable cost for wildfires. However, the prescribed burning 

the silviculturist intent on growing trees itself will also yield outputs including 
effects on soil erosion, contributions to air 

mental effects will te more subtle and diffi- pollution, scarring and even killing of mature 

cult to evaluate than this example, trees, and destruction of regeneration. The 
problem is that of determining the net changes 

Third, particular difficulties are achieved. Now in most cases it can probably 

associated with the unintended outputs or be demonstrated that the per acre adverse 

side-effects of prwrams. For example, a effects of a controlled fire will be very much 

designed less than those of those of an uncontrolled 

for harvesting. Obviously, many environ-

program of inteni ive firo crtr,, 
to limit :;harply the role of fire in an eco- wildfire. However, this is not really the 

system presumably is expected to Irduce problem at issue. What we need to know and 

outputs such as a rudout i n in damage from generally do not know is the cunulative con

fire and the de," rmvU F particular kinds tributions of an area-wide rotational pre
aof verutativy pattern;. F wver, it may also scribed burning process carried out over 

to the probableresult in increased fuel locads, increased fire region or district as compared 

hazard, and srme increase in the intensity reductions in adverse effects of wildfires in 

of fires which do occur. Such outputs should that region or district over the same extended 

time period. Hlere is an area of research inbe appraised and reacumized as costs of the 
the role of fire in the environment in greatprog~ram. 
need of study and in which the literature of 

SimLlarly, prescribed burning programs the field is sadly lacking. 

presumably are carried out where it is believed 
that the benefits on the area to be burned One other aspect in the evaluation of 

will be greater than the costs of the program. costs and benefits remains to be covered. 

any prescribed This is the role of human institutions -- our 

burning program is escapes and the burning of laws and regulations and the way in which our 

areas not included in the plans. Every societies are organized and function. Here 

program of prescribed buniny of which I know, I will limit my discussion to two examples. 

whether the purpose be type conversion, hazard 
reduction, right-of-way clearing, or the For our purposes, a particularly important 

clearing of reservoir sites, has a record of group of institutions are those related to 

escapes ranging fr:nm minor slopovers to major land ownership and use. Generally in the 
United States, and probably in other countries 

Hiwever, one of the outputs of: 

conflagrations. ihe results may range from 
as are moving to an increasinglyunexpected additional benefits to major losses well, we 

amounting to millions of dl lars. complex and fragnented pattern in both the 

ownership and the use of land. This can 
in the costsThus, one cost W pr.scri d burning is result in rapid and major changes 

the risk of drtnag frm escapes. The cost and benefits associated with management 

of this risk could be measured by the aggre- practices. One of the fundamental concepts 

gate of the co sts asociated with each of the in the property rights of a landowner is that 

possible escape out cme app pn'iately weighted he must not use his property to the injury of 

by its probability rfoccurrence. Iven a others. Frrgrentation of ownership increases 
on one propertyvery low probability r' a ver'y hi gh cost can the probability that action 

be a significant cost e lement affecting de- may adversely affect unother property. 

cisions. In fact, it is just this cost which Furthermore, contrasting land uses such as 

seems to be a major factor in limiting the human settlement interspersed in wildland 

use of prescribed burnig in mrnany situations, areas or forest plantations adjacent to 

yet i have never seen it estimated and included rangelands magnify the values at state in 

in the cost of prescribed burning progrms such possible adverse effects. The effects 

which are proposed. of this on practices such as prescribed burning 
or the use of chemicals in vegetation control 

As a fourth and final point on outputs, are obvious. 
I would like to mention the problem of de
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In California, these institutional de-

velopments have reached a stage such that 

some people believe that effective land manage-

ment is threatened. Proposals have been made 

that the state relieve private owners of the 

responsibility for losses due to escapes of 

prescribed fires under certain conditions, 

If such a proposal is for a state-sponsored 

program of insurance against liability from 

escaped fires, the costs of which would be 

carried in full by the premiums paid, then 

the effect would simply be to redistribute 

the risk so that 
a 	certain but bearable cost 

would replace an uncertain but potentially 

unbearable cost. 
The only questions here 

would be as 
to the level of the rates and the 

volume of business. If, however, the intent 

is that the state would assume the costs 

directly rather than redistribute them among 

owners, then the situation is quite differ-

ent. This would mean that owners would then 

make their fire management decisions without 

consideration of true and appreciable costs 

to society. The direction of effect here 

would be toward decisions contrary to the 

interests of society. 
 Such a proposal would 

run exactly opposite to the whole thrust of 

the environmental movement of the last decade, 

which has been directed to ensuring that costs 

to society as well as 
to the individual enter-

prise are recognized in decisions affecting 

the environment. 


My other example of institutional factorsinvolves laws and regulations directed to 

control of air pollution. Technical aspects 

involving the relationship between fire and 

air pollution are covered elsewhere in this 

symposium and are not my concern here. 
My
 
comments 
are directed only to the provisions

regarding nondeterioration which have de-

veloped under the Clean Air Act with reference
 
to areas such as National Parks, Wilderness 

areas, and surrounding lands. Strict inter-

pretation and enforcement of these provisions 

as 
a 	result either of regulations or court
 
decisions could act to preclude activities 

resulting in the emission of smoke into the 

atmosphere in such areas. 
 In effect, such an 

institutional development would increase 

sharply the costs of management programs in
volving the use of fire and thus would act 

to shift management away from the use of fire 

and in the direction of fire exclusion. At 

the moment our institutions in this area can 

only be described as uncertain and subject 

to possible sudden change.
 

In conclusion, I would like to summarize
 
my main points. 
First, total fire exclusion
 
is not and never has been a valid option in
 
Mediterranean-climate ecosystems. 
The issue
 

is 
that of the costs and benefits associated
 
with alternatives as to the form and extent
 
to which fire is a factor in the management
 
of such ecosystems. Second, both the costs
 
and the benefits associated with a management
induced change in the role of fire in such an
 
ecosystem will depend not only on the par
ticular ecosystem involved but also on its
 
successional stage, tending to change over
 
time with the development of the vegetation.
 
Third, in any ecosystem under a particular
 
management regime the outcome is not deterinin
istic. Instead, there is a whole set of
 
possible outcomes, each subject to some prob
ability distribution. Fourth, changes in
 
management practices result in changes both
 
in the set of possible outcomes and in their
 
probabilities. Fifth, if ecosystem processes
 
under management can be described in these
 
terms, they can be defined as production systems
 
with specified inputs and outputs. Sixth,
 
the inputs are costs and can usually be esti
mated without major problems. The main diffi
culty here is in incomplete specification of
 
inputs. Seventh, the outputs may be either
 
costs or benefits, depending on their nature
 
and on human purposes. Substantial difficul
ties, both practical and conceptual, are
 
encountered in the evaluation of outputs.
 
Finally, in any such evaluation close attention
 
must be given to the institutional environment.
 
Changes in our institutions can result in
 
marked and rapid shifts in costs and benefits.
 

In total, such an approach to the evalu
ation of costs and benefits of management
 
practices related to 
fire is complex, but so
 
is the role of fire in the environment.
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PRESCRIBED FIRE AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL

/

Harold H. Biswell

idea of prescribed fire as
 

a management tool. This involves setting fires in
 

selected places under conditions of weather and fuel
 
to manage the spread of flames
 

Abstract: I like the 


moisture that enable one 

and intensity of heat desired to accomplish certain
 

planned benefits. It is working in harmony with, and
 
not against nature.
 

in Calif-
Prescribed fires should be widely used 


ornia forests, chaparral and brushlands for a variety of
 

benefits. The most important benefit would be a reduc

tion of fuels, making wildfires less damaging to the
 

environment and more easily controlled. Burning should
 

be done by trained and experienced personnel only. Our
 

most important need is to select and train people for
 

Prescribed fire is poorly understood, resultthis work. 

ing in confusion and resistance to its use.
 

Key words: Prescribed fire, fire ecology, fire
 

management.
 

INTRODUCTION 


For 36 years I have studied and used 

low intensity fires in forests and brushlands, 


30 of these in California. Six years were 

spent in the coastal plain of Georgia. In 

1961-62 1 spent 4 months in Lhe Mediterranean 

areas of Italy, France, and Spain looking at 


fire's role in the vegetation, 


Prescribed fire as a management tool is 


an interesting and challenging subject for 

three reasons: first, it isworking in har-

mony with, and not against nature. Now, what 

could be more interesting than unravelling 

nature's secrets? Second, fire is a powerful 

tool--used wisely it can be very rewarding, 

but in untrained hands, it can be devastating, 

Third, fire is related to almost every aspect 


of the environment--the soils and water, the 

atmosphere, plants and animals, diseases and 

insects, people and politics. There is no 

end to what one can learn, Always there is
 

at the symposium on Environmental
!/Presented 


Mamagement in
Consequences of Fire and Fuel 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif.
 

Aug 1-5, 1977. 


Z/Professor of Forestry, Emeritus, Dept. of 


Forestry and Conservation, Univ. of Calif., 

Berkeley, CA 94720. 


imagination,
something new to arouse ones 

curiosity, and enthusiasm.
 

Prescribed fire is both a science and art.
 
The science is largely concerned with the
 

environmental consequences of using fire and
 
the conditions under which fires are set.
 
The art is concerned with managing the rate
 

of spread and heat of fire to obtain certain
 
planned benefits. One is as important as the
 

other.
 
Some people worry about the environmental
 

consequences of prescribed fire use. They
 
want to learn more about the effects of fire
 
before any deliberate burning is done. On
 
the other hand, I am more worried about what
 
happens with virtual fire exclusion, for this
 
is something new and unnatural in forest and
 

brushland environments. Prescribed burning
 
is simulating the low intensity natural fires
 
that have burned over the landscape for
 

centuries.
 

SOME PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IN USING FIRE
 

AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL
 

In Georgia
 

My first interest in prescribed fire as
 
a management tool was gained in the coastal
 
plain of Georgia in 1940. I was in charge of
 

range research at the USFS forestry Expt. Sta.
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Ashville, N.C. Following surveys, we decided 

to study the use 
of fire as a management tool 

in integrated 
resources management in long-

leaf and slash pine forests, particularly the 

coordination of 
timber production and live-

stock grazing. 


Objectives of burning in longleaf and 

slashpine forests had 
been to reduce debris 

and logging slash, control brush 
in the under-

story of trees, prepare seedbeds for forest 

tree reproduction, control brown 
spot disease 

on longleaf pine, and 
improve conditions for 

livestock grazing and game, 
including both 

deer and quail. In our particular studies, 

timber production was assigned primary use 

with grazing secondary. Frequency and inten-

sity of fire was reoulated t- ootain repro-

duction trees in optimum amounts. 

During the early forties very little 

prescribed burning was done in the southeast 
ern 
pine forests. Much confusion and contro-

versy existed because the effects of fire and 

the expertise of burnint were little under-
stood. Also,
virtual fire 

at that time the bad results of
exclusion had 
not yet come to
light. Thus, there was great resistance to
the use of fire. This was discussed by 

Ashley Schiff (1962) in his 
book 'Fire and 

Water, scientific heresy 
in the Forest Ser
vice.'' 


in 1941-43 large wildfires in the piney

woods of Georgia convinced some foresters 
that virtual fire exclusion is not 
the proper

and final answer in good forest management
Thereafter, the use of prescribed fires grad--

ually increased so 
now about 2,500,000 acres 

are burned annually. Foresters there con-

sider prescribed fire as one of their prin-

cipal tools 
in forest management, 


Early in the planning stage of our 

studies in Georgia, a forester invited me 
to 

accompany him on a trip 
to the 80,000 acres 

of Brunswick Peninsula Co. 
lands, now Union 

Camp, to inspect the prescribed burning they

had been doing. This was an eye-opening ex-

perience. 
 One elderly person had been assign-
ed the job of burning. It was his sole re-
sponsibility and he worked alone, making full 

use of roads, past burns, 
and his experiences 

with the flammability of 
fuels. He managed
with full control of the flames. He had 
patience and burning was easy because he had 

much experience and knew exactly how to go
about it. His knowledge was gained from 
experience, not from books nor in scientific 

meetings. This was 
an important lesson to 

me. In prescribed burning, experience is a 

valuable teacher. 


After our studies were planned and burn-

ing about ready to be started, the Director 


of our Forestry Expt. Sta. at Ashville visited
 
in Tifton, Ga., near 
the experimental range.

At the dinner table that evening he said:
 
"When are you going to start the burning? I
 
would like to 
see some of it." I thought a
 
moment and suggested that we might burn a 
small area that night. In the cool of even
ing, about 8:00 p.m., we lit a fire 
near the
 
road beside a swamp where the fire could be 
easily control led. But there was 
no breeze 
and the flames from burning tall wiregrass
and pine needles went straight up and severe
ly scorched pine needles 
on trees 12 to 15 ft. 
tall. This was another important lesson -
never prescribe burn on level iround without 
a breeze to keep the flares down and to 
dissipate heat.
 

The Director of the F.irestry Expt. Sta. 
 was 
supremely interested and gave full support.

It is interesting, however, that during the
 
6 years I researched in Georgia that not 
a
 
single manuscript came from my pen. I knew
 
very well that the Washington office would
 
resist so I refrained from puolishing. A
 
young forester is always 
interested in pleasing those above him for he wants promotions
at a somewhat normal rate. At least, lie 
does not want to be fired or transferred. 

In California
 

After accepting a position in range man
agement at U.C. Berkeley, I went by the
 
Washington D.C. office to 
express my regards.

The Chief of Research said: "Now when you
 
go to California stay away from studies of
 
controlled burning 
 Work on grazing in the
 
mountains or somewhere else, 
out in any case,
 
stay away from fire." I thought this good
advice because I had 
heard about the contro

versy in California.
 
Very 
soon after I arrived in California,
 

Chief of the Big Game Div. of 
the Calif.
 
Dept. of Fish and 
Game, asked if I would be
 
interested in studies 
of game range improve
ment through controlled burning. He 
insisted
 
that the studies were important and necessary
 
and that the Dept. of Fish and Game could
 
transfer money to the University for this 
purpose, perhaps 
in the armount of $25,000
 
per year. As to the Washington advice, I had
 
concluded that if cont-oversy exists 
it only
 
means that more 
resea ch and clarification
 
is needed, -hw h alked to 
the chairman of 
the U.C. Dept. of Forestry and together he and 
I talked to the Dean of the ColIege of Agri
culture. The Dean thought these studries 
highly worthwhile and suggested 
that we go

ahead and accept the offer, The chairman of
 

the Dept. of Forestry gave good advice. 
 He
 
suggested that 
sound research projects be set
 up, and that we listen to others 
If they
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have suggestions, but not argue about results, 

and let the chips fall where they will. This
 
was excellent advice and has been followed
 

ever since. Our studies in Cal ifornia started 


in 1947 and are still underway. 


Financial support from the Calif. Dept.
 
of Fish and Game lasted for 12 years, using 
Pittman-Robinson money obtained from taxes on 
arms and ammunition. Six years of -study were 

devoted to prescribed burning in chaparral in 

Lake County and 12 to woodland-grass chaparral 
in the Sierra foothills of Madera County. 
Burning in ponderosa pine was done for 10 

years at both Hobergs in Lake County and the 

Teaford Forest near North Fork in Madera 
County. Several of Thesc studies continued 


to 1964 without furtner financial support 

from the Dept of Fish and Game. In 1965
 
studiestwere started at Whitaker'Forest on
 

Redwood Mountain next to King's Canyon National 

Park. This continued from the spring of 1965 

through the spring of 1974 under a contract 

arrangement between the University of Calif

ornia and the Calif. Dept, of Forestry. In 

the meantime, limited burning was done in 

in the hill areas
eucalyptus and Monterey pine 

of the Univ, campus, In the fall of 1975 a 


prescribed burning program was started in the 


south grove area of' the Calaveras Big Trees 


State Park, where I serve as consultant. The 


burning there is more of an action program 
than re-earch. From all of these studies and 


the longer I work with fire, the more convinced 


I become that it can be an excellent manage-


ment tool. 


research in chaparral and
Initiation of 

was easy because the
woodland-grass chaparral thewotdlendgislre haarrathwrseasydbestate legislature had authorized the Calif. 


to issue control
Dept. of Forestry in 1945 


burning permits to ranchers for brush range 
By 1947 a few ranchers had al-
improvement. 

ready started burning The state Forester 


was quite enthusiastic. Furthermore, the U.C. 

ragelnd uili
Collge f Agicuturehada 


College of Agriculture had a rangeland utill-

zation comimittee whose members were interested 
and active. Everything seemed perfect. But 

when the thought of prescribed burning in the
 

understory of ponderosa pine was mentioned, 


foresters were much alarmed. 


Every summer severe wi ldfi res were burn-

ing in California's vegetation causing much 


Expenses in fi r e co n trol
damage (fig. 1).
 
Certainly something seemed to be 

were awful. 

wrong with management in letting fuels build 


up to create such holocausts. Many times I 

using prescribedmentioned the possibility of 

fires to reduce fuels, but on each occasion 

I was reminded that in California it is either 

too wet or too dry to burn; furthermore, it 

cannot be done on steep slopes. They spoke 

as though those slopes had never before been 

burned by low intensity fires. 
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Figure I--Heavy soil erosion following severe
 

wildfire.
 

Finally a forester friend suggested th
 
I demonstrate prescribed burning in the under

story of trees. Obviously, this was a good
 
idea and a challenge, and I proceeded to ob-

tain permission to do research on the Univer

sity's Blodgett Forest. Every approach was
 

tried but none proved successful. I knew
 

there would be no reward in going to the For

est Service nor the Calif. Dept, of Forestry;
 

so the only alternative was to contact private
 

citizens who might be interested in reducing
 

fuels and fire hazards on their own properties. 

Otis Teaford, a rancher-forester inMadera
 

County, and George and Frank Hoberg, resort
 
ownersfound anxiousin Lake County,cooperate.were approached and
to On both proper

the principal tree,
ties ponderosa pine was 


Fire hazards were extremely severe. Thus, my 
burning in forestry werestudies on prescribed 

ere
 
in the spring
 

studies on presTed b orest 


started on the Teaford Forest 

of 1951 and at Hobergs in the fall of 1951.
 
In both places the main objective would be to
 
reduce fuels and create conditions where the
 

wildfire danger would not be so great.
 

In the spring of 1952 a field day was 

held at Hobergs to observe results and hold a 

demonstrationfurther burn. to illustrate oppositionThe following experience
will serve 
fires in the under
In California to tohe use of 


s aor nit soe refoe l s
efu eir sin Le u n
 
reduction. Less than
story of trees for fuels 

the Dean of the schoolreceived a letter from 
of forestry expressing his opposition to the
 

research, and suggesting that it would be 

wise to withdraw my work from Hobergs' resort. 
To make his views and action well known,
 
copies of the letter were sent to the state
 

forester; the chairman of the Calif. State
 
Board of Forestry; and the chief of fire re
search in the Forestry Expt. Sta.. If I had
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yielded and the work had stopped at that time, 

research on prescribed burning in the under-

story of trees in California might have been 

held back for many more years. 


True, there was much opposition to my 

first esearch on prescribed fire use in for-


ests; however, it has gradually decreased year 

by year. As for the future, I expect to see 

much more burning in the understory of trees. 

Eventually prescribed fire will become one of
 
the principal tools in forest land management
 
here in California. Forest management must
 
be planned so that fire can be used effectively.
 
This must be done, for wi ldfires are causing
too much damage and are too costly. I repeat,
 
we must work more in harmony with, and not so
 
much against nature.
 

CALIFORNIA'S WILDFIRE PROBLEM
 

The severity of wildfires over California's
 
landscape is well known. The problem of fire
 
was pointed out in part in the background state
ment of the program. Nearly every year large
 
and destructive wildfires do tremendous damage.

For example, 
in 1955 from August 27 to Septem
ber 13, 307,222 acres were burned of which
 
141,222 were timberland (U.S. Forest Service
 
1955). Again in 1970 from September 22 to
 
October 5 a total of 773 separate fires burned
 
nearly 580,000 acres of grass, brushland and 

timber throughout the state (Phillips 1971). 

During this short period the fires 
destroyed

722 homes, and 16 lives were lost. Suppression 

and damage were estimated at 233 million 

dollars. Attempted rehabilitation of the for-

ests and watersheds will 
cost other millions, 

The laguna fire in San Diego County, was the 

second largest ever recorded in California 

history. To some people this 
seems strange 

because we 
have the best trained and equipped 

fire fighting forces in the world. But when 

the fuels are examined the picture becomes 

clear; too much fuel, too wide spread (Dodge 

1972; Philpot 1973; Countryman 1974). Bad 

fires can be expected, not necessarily because 

of hot, 
dry winds alone, but because of
accumulations (fig.2) . fuel 

Hundreds of towns and villages 
in Calif. 

are surrounded by dangerous fuels and most of 

the people seem little concerned about the 

fire danger (Biswell 1972, 1976). The 

"Berkeley fire'' of 1923 is something to re
member. This town is surrounded by regional 

parks, public utility lands, wildlands of the 

Univ. of Calif. and a few other relatively 

large undeveloped areas 
in private ownership. 

On September 17, 1923, a hot, dry northeast 

wind of 40 mi. per hr, brought a fire over 

the ridge east of Berkeley. The fire spread 

quickly through a grove of eucalyptus and 

suddenly burst out 
into the residential area
 

below, apparently having reached this 
area by

firebrands from the eucalyptus, Within 40
 
minutes after the 
first house caught fire at
 
2:20 p.m., burning shingles were sai ling over
 

the roof tops throughout an area a half mile
 
square. Within another
of 25%Z and temperature of2 hours with humidity
90°F, 625 houses and

buildings per tre Miraculous s n
 
buldings were destroyed. Miraculously. no one
 
was burned.
 

Figure 2--Severe fire hoard where prescribed
 
favor forest reproducto n
 

One wonders what mght e cncd
 
S ne . ht ha d h pe d
17 what if ep 
September 7. 1965. if firesa d 1 niped 
when hot, dry windso lewUri day and ,eIInight 
at 60 per holr. Uvi o i; In is donefuiles 

about the fus anotrer hoat occur-
erkeley are even qreater tetan ea weren 


in 923. The worsi fuel s eC YptheSwit
 
its draping, 
 oily ark that c an sed firebrads 
far d o ilye bark in a s en d fi r 
far ahead of the flames n a btrone hot.dry
,

ind. Many people could oburned .4rt
ldn't
 
it be wise to prescribe burn unde the eucl
yptus and also Monterey pi n
and dampness w the coolnessof ear .y spring when the grassesare still greeii 
 In 
this way, the fuels could
be reduced and managed t..) make Berkeey a 
safer place to live. Only resistance to the 
use of fire by professionals keeps this from 
being done. 

The expenses of 
mainto ning fire control
 
organizations and controll n wildf res are
 
tremendous. No one knows exactly Inw much,
 
but the amount is astronoical In e future,
 
more effort should be put nt fuels canage
ment so costs related to i mdfirebe
ca re
duced. his can be 
 ugh uch 

use of prescribed fire as a mnagement tool.
 

done thr m reater
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OBJECTIVES AND BENEFITS OF 


PRESCRIBED BURNING 


used for many
Prescribed fires may be 


purposes in different types of vegetation, 


The following discussions will point out the 


objectives and some of the results with our 


burning in forests, chaparral, and woodland-


grass chaparral areas. It happens that a 


prescribed fire set for one principal objec-


tive always has a bearing on other benefits. 


For example, a fire set in a forest to reduce 


debris and understory trees will result in 

more qrasses, flowers, and browse and thus in-

prve cOnditions for wi Idlife A fire set in 

chaparral to improve wi Id ife habitat will 
in woodland-
A fire set 


also, reduce fuels. 


grass chaparral to improve livesto k grazing 


may also result in better wildlife habitat
 

water flow from springs
as wel I as increase 

(Biswell and Schultz 1958). 

Prescribed Fire Use in Furests 

been done in pon-
Much of ily burning has 


dero a pine fur two reasons: first, the pine 

needle fuels are highly flammable and wi Il 

burn under coo l, moist conditiuns, at a time 

when many of the lther fuels will not carry 

fire, and second, a ajority uf the pine fo-r

o)f dead fuels and dense thickets
ests are full 


of brus-h where the benefits from burning can
 

be very high Some IW- years ago ponderosa 

pine forests in California were considered 
were
fire sub-climax (Biswell 1959). They 


trees
upen and park-like with the mature large
 

and spread far apart (fig..3). The smaller
 

forest pattern created by
Figure 3--Natural 

frequent low intensity fires. 


trees were rowing in even-aged groups here 


hadmature treesand there where the death of 

created openings; a distribution pattern 

brouqht about by frequent low intensity fires.
 

Those frequent low intensity fires permitted
 

little opportunity for undergrowth or litter
 
consume
to accumulate before another one would 


them Thus the fires prevented the build up of
 

fuels as well as holocausts at some later date.
 

As a result of fire exclusion over the
 

past 75 years or so, two great changes have
 

taken place in the forests. First, shade
 

tolerant trees such as white fir and incense

cedar have increased in the understories, along
 

with snme of the chaparral shrubs; and second, 

large quantities of debris, some from logging 

operations, have accumulated on the forest 

floor. These conditions make prescribed fire 

greatly needed and highly beneficial (fig. 4) 
4 

N 

Figure 4--Upper: brittle limbs can cause
 

vast quantities of fuels 
to accumulate at
 

the base of Bie Trees. Lower: heavy fuels
 

at the base of young Bi9 Trees
 

to mention the fact 

that adequate fire proecti e first 

,essential in 

One should not have 

good forest ranagement. This is 

absolutely essential if the forests are to oe 

managed and preserved 
for timber growing, 
water
 

production, landscape, recreation, and wild

at the same time, if prescriblife. However, 


ed fire is harmonized with management and is 

as a tool. the fire hazards will be min
used 

and effectiveness of
imum, protection ,asier. 
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fire control improved (fig. 5). The danger

from wildfires and the expense of fire con
trol will be much reduced. A pronounced
 

i.
 

Figure 5--Same place as 
the lower picture in
 
figure 4 but with the fuels removed from
 
against the 
trees and burned in place.
 

demonstration of this occurred in late August,

1962, when a severe wildfire moved into the
 
Hoberg area. It was 
nearly a perfect demon
stration. One of the 
headfires of a severe
 
11,000 acre wildfire raced about 7 miles 
in
 
4 hours into one of the areas that had been
 
prescribe burned. 
On the outside it had been
 
crowning and jumping, and it burned the
 
needles off the trees and killed nearly every
tree in its path. But when the fire 
reached 

the area that had been prescribed burned, it 

went to the 
ground, became relatively calm, 

and progressed rather gently through the 
pine

needles on the ground. After 
this happened

the fire was easily controlled and no damage 

was done (Biswell 1963, 1967). 
 It was the 

use of prescribed fire in reducing fuels
 
that saved the resort. The resort had facil
ities for sleeping 500 and feeding 1,100.
 
It was valued at perhaps $2,000,000.
 

Prescribed fires in forests may be used
 
also to restore fire as 
a naturai ecological
 
process in parks and reserves (Kilgore 1970);
 
to improve conditions for wildlife (Lawrence
 
and Biswell 1973); to 
improve aesthetics
 
(Cotton and Biswell 1973); to prepare seed
beds for reproduction (Kilgore and Biswell
 
1971; Biswell and Weaver 1968); and to main
tain fuel breaks (figs. 6, 7, 8).
 

Prescribed Fire Use 
in Chaparral
 
Chaparral brushlands have been 
looked 


upon chiefly as valuable for game and water-

sheds (Biswell 1974). Our studies on the 

use of fire in chaparral were directed 

toward two main objectives: first, to deter
mine the extent to which deer populations re
spond to opened up brush stands; and second,
 
to determine the burning technique for using

fire in chaparral. These studies were
 

Figure 6--Above: prescribed fire moving down
 
slope with air temp. 47 F, humidity 81%,
 
fuel stick moisture 18%. Below: fire in
 
white fir debris with flames about one ft.


0
high; air temp. 53 F, humidity 35%, fuel
 
moisture content 8%. Fuel dry at the soil
 
surface.
 

Figure 7--White ash showing after one prescribe

fire in big trees forest. Duff removed from
 
the base of the big tree on the left to
 
avoid scorching of the bark.
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trees, those in chaparral burn
understory of 


the entire cover of shrubs.
 

An opened area of chaparral was compared
 

with one of dense, untreated brush as a con

trol (fig. 10). Counts of deer In opened brush
 

Figure 8--Fuclbreak maintained by prescribed
 
both in 1975 and 1976.
fires. Burned in fall 


carried out in chaparral areas in Lake County. 

form two cover types; oneThe brushlands there 

in which chamise predominates, and one contain-


ing a mixture of broadleaf shrubs and trees, 


known as mixed chaparral. The chamise occurs
 

mainly on south-facing slopes and drier sites, 


while the mixed chaparral is found on the more 


mesic, north facing exposures and in ravines. 


to set fires
The technique in burning was 

the base of south-
with a flame thrower at 


in the highly flammable fuels
facing slopes 

let the fire burn uphill until it goes out
and 


next less flam-
at the top of the hill or to 

The general
mable mixed chaparral (fig. 9). 

in spots to
to reduce the cover 


in the

objective was 


Unlike surface fires
create openings. 


"....grazing 


,,' "Dry 

,* i %2 '! 

Figure 9--Low intensity fire in chaparral, 


burning upslope in spring time when the
 

green.
surrounding grasses are still 


*, 

Figure 10--Chamise chaparral improved for 

wildlife by upslope strip burning. 

gave a summer population density of about 98
 

per sq. mi. after the initial brush manipu

lation treatment. This rose to 131 
the second
 

year, and then dropped to 84 the fifth and
 

In the dense, untreated brush
sixth years. 

there was a summer density of only 30 deer per
 

sq. mi.. Ovulation rate in adult does was
 

175A in opened brush and only 82," in untreated
 
in opened
brush. Deer weights were higher 


brush than in untreated (Biswell et al. 1952).
 

in
Prescribed Fire Use 


Woodland-Grass Chaparral
 

where chaparralThere are livestock ranges 
lowerincreased in abundance to 


capacities. Ranchers use 

species have 


fires to
 

space for grasses
to make more
remove the brush 

reduce shrub competition (fig. II).and to 


grass is the fuel that carries the pre

of course burning is done
scribed fire, and, 

(fig. 12). The objective is to


during summer 
brush as possible. Suc

remove as much of the 

cess depends somewhat on whether the shrubs
 

Two fires
sprouters or non-sprouters. 

can
 

are 

together in non-sprouting chaparral 


give fantastically good results.
 
close 


the results are
However, in sprouting shrubs 

not killed and
 

not as good since the roots are 


they give rise to new plants. Very often
 
in chaparral
spring flow increases after fires 


and woodland-grass chaparral.
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Firefighters are superbly trained to control
 
wi ldfires. On the other hand, prescribed burn
ers are selected and trained to set and manage
 

' 
 fires to obtain certain planned benefits. The
;Y'.' two are very different,
 

Figure ll--Prescribed burning in woodland

grass chaparral.
 

SELECTION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL
 

FOR PRESCRIBE BURNING
 

Special attention must be given to the
 
selection and training of personnel for use of 

prescribed fires in management. Selection 


should be based on the following personal qual
ities: good judgement, keen observation, high 

power of concentration, display of energy, 


interest in the work, and above all. patience.
 
They do not need a BS or PhD degree. Those
 

selected as candidates should be interested
 
and receptive to training and study in fire
 
ecology This is a study of effects of fire
 
on the environment and the interrelationships
 

of plants and animals therein (E. V. Komarek) 

Special courses should be developed for this
 
purpose and emphasis placed on integrated re
sources management. A clear distinction should 


be maintained between the effects of wi ldfi res 

and prescribed fires. Topics to be studied
 
might include such things as the significance
 
of differences in flammability of fuels, and 

basic interrelationships between fire behavior,
 
weather, fuels, and 
topography.
 

The most important step in training per
scnnel for prescribed burning is to give them 

field experience under supervision. This 

should be one full season of burninc--fall and 

spring--and might be 40 to 50 days in order 


to qualify as head of burning progra'-s and to 

lead burning crews. 


After prescribed burners are selected 

and fully trained, their full time activity 

should be related in some way to the use of 

f ire in m anagement .
 

It would be difficult to name a half-


dozen people in all of California who are
 
qualified for successful work in prescribed 

burning. As yet people simply have not been 

selected and trained for this specialized 

activity. Many fire control officers consider 

themselves qualified but they actually are not. 
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IUIDELINIES FOR PRESCRIBE B. q 

The specifics of us inq fire a,, a or,,,ie
ment tool vary with the kind and type I uq
etation, and the !ene'fits to !,c ito .,J 
Van Wagtendonk (19/2) developed refincd .rn

ing prescriptions fur Yose 'ite ' atiral I ,rk. 
Schimke and Green ( 970) wrote ,r re,,. r- , d 
fire for maintaining fuelbreaks in It uentrol 
Sier eadntan ise I n t l et 

Sierra revada; and in ard WfIrfotur t I ')/io 
have prepared ;de in:s f,,r' t C app i,'i oI
o f p re c r ibed f ire s i n .eqJ ,i a a n'Id,ri e d ( o n 
ifer forests. AII f the,,e pertui,, t ) fi i
 

use in forests
 

Guidelines cover uch sujectl isa ti e 
fuels; natural and artificial fire ireak,;
 
qual ications of tho whoi u r ei (,ridi t
 
of weatheir, fuel tsure. arid lpe Undclr
 
which burning is done; and the actual SeLinq
 



of fires and managing the flames to obtain the 


rate of spread and intensity of heat desired. 


be used success-
If prescribed fire is to 


fully, careful attention must be given to 

the burns. Those
planning and carrying out of 


in charge must be well trained for the work. 

four people,
A burning crew should consist of 


two days per week,With each member on leave 
job at anyone time,this leaves three on the 


one leader and two helpers. In heavy fuels 

the crew of three should plan to burn not more 


per day. The fires move
than about 15 acres 

constant patrolling is necessary,
slowly, and 


After the fuels have been 	 reduced to a low 

per day can be great-
level, the acreoje burned 

is more than onecoor-crew,If inthere andly increased.should work close 	proximitythey 

dinate the work. 
as
 

Equipment consists 
of fire tools, such 


McClouds or California fire tools; backpumps;

aimed 


and a driptorch. Planning 	should be 


at handling the fir~s without heavy equipment. 

ALTERNATIVES TO PRESCRIBE BURNING 

I see no satisfactory and economical 


alternatives to 
the use of prescribed fires in 


forest and brushlands management for fuels re-


the other benefits discussed
duction and 

be needed in some orush-Special treatments may 


lands to make burning more useful and econom-


ical. For example, mashing the brush with 


bulldozers on slopes that are not too steep 


can increase the flammability of the fuels, 

and make it po,;sible to burn them under con-


and damp to ignite the surditions too cool 

(fg. 3).so
rouningvegeatin


rounding vegetation (fig. 	 13). 

' , " ', 1 

- l ' 

.. !.>,.. 

, t 

". 

J~"', 

; 7 

mashed with a bulldozer,
Figure 13--Chaparral 

dried and ready 
to be burned under cool, 

moist conditions. 

not very many chaparral brush-
There are 


lands where I would want to 
rely entirely upon
 

mechanical equipment, herbicides, and 
goats to
 

However, If the objective Is to
reduce fuels. 

to grass, and
destroy the brushland and convert 


the slopes are not excessively steep then those
 

methods may be satisfactory. My own work in
 

chaparral has been concerned with the mainten

ance and management of that plant cover. Much
 

of the chaparral is on slopes too steep for
 

mechanical equipment, and I would not want
 

it in the winter time; soil erosion
goats on 

would be too great. Mechanical equipment can
 

be used very well on woodland-grass ranges
 

where shrubs have increased and the objective
 

is to remove 
them to favor grasses. However,
 

this must 
be done with caution on steep slopes.
 

are faced with a dilemma. 	 We want good
We but at the same time we would
 
fire protection, 


like to have it without the destruction and
 

expenses associated with intense wildfires.
 

What is the answer? I think we must work in
 

harmony with, and not so much against nature.
 

We must use fire carefully to simulate those
 

low intensity lightning fires that once struc

tured the forests and brushlands, removed fuels,
 

and made the vegetation more resistant to fires
 

can be done through pre-and holocausts. This 


scribed fires.
 

As pointed out in the text, there is much
 

resistance to the use of fire. 
 This is mostly
 

in government and other professional agencies;
 

it is not as much in the public as some would
 

like to believe. There is 	much confusion, not
 

the use of fire,
much controversy, about 	
it
because so many people talk and write about 


who are not trained and experienced in the
 

science and art of prescribed burning. They
 

hardly distinguish between intense wildfires
 

in the wrong places at the 	wrong time, and 

low intensity prescribed fires set in selected
 

places and managed for beneficial purposes,
 

The policy of virtual fire exclusion, 
which permitted some slash burning, was adopted 

long ago. Some people claim that this policy 

has been in effect so long that it cannot now
 

is too much fuel,
be changed. They say there 

it is too dangerous
too widespread; therefore, 


to attempt burning. Furthermort, the acreage
 
all be covered.
it could never
is so vast that 


fire ex-
Actually, the policy of virtual 


clusion is not bad. The mistake 
 lies in not 
using low intensity fires in selected places
 

keep the fuels down to a reasonable and
to 

tolerable level. 
 Thus, prescribed fire does
 

not take the place of fire exclusion, but it
 

can supplement it and make fire control easier
 

less destrucand less expensive, and wildfires 


tive of resources.
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I have heard that some people resist the 

use of fire because they don't want to ''rock 

the boat'' rhe thinking goes like this: We 

don't want fires; they get started by lightirig, 

an act of God, or through someone's careless-

ness, or perhaps by an arsonist; we try our 

best to put ther out; the weather was unusual l 
dry and windy; it was too bad that the fire 

occurred; it huws a need for -'ore personnel 
and equip,'ent, and more mone is !sought whi le 
the ''iron is hot.'" 

Under thu plicy f vrt a. fire e,c;u-


sion, fire aa t--ot . the
e is n other 

hand, if prescribed burning is tried and a
 

fire
rei-tVuets , t of c Lr' it CIses a
1 ' 

of pr.,te.- So it oLter n.ti rn.e 3 
we are ard ' t tr> o.i da 'gerustool 

as fire
 

The bla-e for intense w i ifires i. usual I 
p:aced in the stacker, care ess cam-per, arson
ist, or ihtnino. Se do,-'it .he L)ane placed 

wIi'-e •a, _ 

, . , Al'l.'."_ 
I A 

!+.,.,

I l 'l'Wl,. " C,ll .' l ,",. 


Figure 14--Heavy debris fo lIowing logging 
operation. A severe wildfi re c lose by Lurn-
ed 2 00 arres• The f ire was b la,-ed ron a 
careless smoker. Should'nt the stewards of 
theiand have taken part of the blame for 

havin such fuels in the forest? 


The wildfire problem in California is 

very severe and critical. This cannot be 

over-emphasized. I don't know exactly what 

to recommend as a cure. One approach would 

be to put more emphasis on prescribed burning 

and use it a great deal more. This might be 

done if Congress and the state legislature 


each reduced appropriations for fire control 


by $1,000,000 each year for 15 to 20 years
 
and specified that this be used for prescribed
 
burning, mainly in forests. If this were done
 
perhaps we could begin to get on top of the
 
wildfire problem. This would not be reducing
 
overall appropriations for fire, but it would
 
be a redirection of emphasis. Linder this
 
plan, I think more timber could be grown, co n
di tions improved for wild Iife. aesthetics ina
proved, and camping and other recreation made 
;,)f r. In my J dline ll r ,ourcos wou Ild 

c benofi ted (f i 1") 

"Z 

F~gure 15--Managed with prescribed fire, our
 
goal: Lower fire hazards and less cost in
 
fire control, more timber, more forage and
 

browse, better water supply, easier manage
rient, more flowers arid improved aesthetics.
 

I believe that fire ranagement should be
 

divided into two divisions--fire control and 
fire use. Fire control should be the organ
ization that puts

ue 

out fires: fire use should
the organi zation that uses prescribed fires 

iin se 'ecLed pIaces and under cond itions whe re
the f r s can be ranagjed for ,enefirial pur
po ses . Tr,u ,, the objectives ,,f the two organ 

i.:ation, would tne ertirel/ different. rrairn
ir of personnel couL d oe ",,,cr.iore complete 
and effective than at present. I have ohserv
ed tthat perpie trained expertly in fire con

trol often knuvi very little about prescribed 

b,,rning; out this may be a result uf lack of 
training in prescribed fire use. 

T 
he prescribed burner should be an ceol

,gi-,t. He should know the fuels arid their
 
flammabi lity, and he should know the species
 
and tfeir tolerance to fire. If in forestry,
 
he should have good training in si Iviculture
 

and forest management. I would riot expect all
 
of this of the person trained expertly in
 

fire control.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 


1. A program of selecting and training
 
in the science and art of prescribed
personnel 


started and pursued vigor-

fire use should be 

ously. 


2. Fire management should be divided
 
fire control and prescribed
into two units, 

fire use. They should be seperate and of 

equal rank. Thus, emphasis would be redirected 
from fire control toward prescribed fire use. 


3. Prescribed fire use demonstration 

areas should be established. 
 These should be
 

on every ranger
at least 2000 acres each, one 

on each of
district of the national forests, 


the larger state forests, and at Blodgett 


Forest of the Univ. of Calif.. The National 

Parks and Calif. Dept. of Parks and Recreation 

are carrying forward with prescribed fire 

use, and already have demonstration areas. 

However, more and larger ones are needed. 


4. In master planning, I suggest that 


one forest in southern California, e.g., the 
Cleveland, and one in northern California, 

e.g., the Stanislaus, be staffed with per-

sonnel who have prime interest in prescribed 

use of fire; this would be from the forest
 

supervisor on down. They ,hould be left 


alone to pursue an active program in pre-

scribed burning,

5.ie oshulInternational
burnsin given to 

rquire land managers 
5. Consider'ation should be 

passing a law which would 
keep fuels and fire hazards 

below a certain, 
to With this, it would be 
tolerable level. 


such as those in figuresunlawful to have fouls 

2, 4 lower, and 14. 


6. Research on low intensity fires and 
fire exclusion should
 effects of 


environmental 

be conducted on the demonstration areas. Re-


search on effects of 
intense wildfires should 


since it has been proven con-be minimized 
vincingly, over and over, that they can be 

.extremely detrimental to the environment and 


costly to control. Prescribed fire (especially 

broadcast burning in the understory 

of trees) 


the wildfire problem.
is a new approach to 


It holds great 
promise for the future.
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FUEL REDUCTION WITHOUT FIRE--CURRENT
 

TECHNOLOGY AND ECOSYSTEM IMPACT-!
 

2 /
 
Lisle R. Gree
 

Abstract: Alternatives to using fire for fuel reduction are
 
attractive because of environmental and legal considerations. Costs
 
are comparable when all expenses of fire use are included. Bulldozers
 

with blade or brushrake are used to clear and pile brush; hand labor
 
is costly but appropriate in sensitive areas. Anchor chains are used
 
to crush brush, usually so that later burning will be safer. The
 
brushland disk and roller chopper can chop brush and mulch it into
 
the soil. To restrict brush regrowth following any clearing, herbi
cides, especially 2,4-D, have long been used, but there is renewed
 
interest in using browsing by goats for this purpose.
 

Key words: Chaparral, fuel modification, brushland disk,
 

anchor chain.
 

INTRODUCTION 


Fuel reduction without any use of fire 

has not been the usual practice in most brush-

producing areas of the United States. Instead, 

various mechanical, or sometimes chemical, 

treatments are frequently used to prepare the 

fuel for broadcast or pile burning. Following 

prescribed burning, the land manager may use 
chemical treatments, or perhaps browsing by 
livestock, to keep the brush from rapidly 
reoccupytng the s!te. However, many land 
managers fav,)r using alternatives to broadcast 
burning of !;t nding brush because they believe 
these to be no more expensive, less damaging 
to the environment, and subject to minimal 
legal liability. Also, the National Clean Air 
Act authorizes State and local air resources 
boards to regulate or prohibit fire use on any 
given day, and is additional encouragement to 
reduce fuel without using fire. 

e

Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 


Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif., 


Aug. 1-5, 1977.
 

Z/Range Scientist, Pacific Southwest Forest 


and Range Experiment Station, Berkeley Calif.,
 
stationed in Riverside, Calif. 


In California, we have about 11 million
 

acres (4.4 million ha) of brushland and 9 mil
lion acres (3.6 million ha) of woodland con
taining varying densities of brush. The chap
arral also extends into the interior valleys
 
of southern Oregon, and 200 miles (320 km) into
 
Baja California; Arizona has at least 3.2 mil
lion acres (1.3 million ha) (Cable 1975). Other
 
kinds of brush occupy 50 million acres (20.2 
million ha) in non-Mediterranean climates in 
the American Southwest. Modification or reduc
tion of these vast brushfields in any signif
icant quantity requires heavy equipment. This 
review concentrates on the methods of fuel mod
ification with heavy equipment that are being 
used in California at the present time. 

CLEARING AND PILING BRUSH FUELS 

Under most conditions, clearing and piling
 
brush, by machine or by hand, is the favored'
 

method for fuel modification. Although the
 
clearing may be followed by prescribed burning,
 
leaving the piles may have beneficial effects
 
on wildlife.
 

Bulldozers
 

The bulldozer with straight blade has long
 

been the standard equipment for clearing and
 
piling woody fuels. The dozer has the necessary
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power to remove even l arge t rees, and is rugged
and dependa 1e. It is -etteradapted to work-
in on irregiular terrin and in .eavv brush 
thi.n anv other I rgCOlU i pmMt.11 t of the) l1 Idozer is Soh1et i e d S o0tur ged , hI'Vcr
bieca uise of exces i ,-L , Oi:. topf the
soil and mixi no, (f soil With the p i ld brush. 
The mi x ed - i s oi;t; oi 1 . 1;r n i n g t e b r u sh l e sdi f icult, and Il i;ht - 'I inCCer of flire-ups 
days or wek,, It c':. Skile I itc r oprators 
who are not workill, [oI o r - i ,.1ximum Srea can 
a 'most I ,,l , th1i." 0', i - 0. er'};'ceint IV
cOlltr;C ted ft i C.tl i I 11V r t
tor operat or t,,. s i dT:;trl,- to C p iIs b1lade 
abeve t Ile soiI :,l1 t ', lldi ,,",L_ 1 di.s tu,b tile
soil. As a rIsilt I it. 'aret ", ork, brush
a1nd t rtes Wer'e t)Usht.d i l 0 ,Vin rows, ald tileoillv soil dist ruboac io:w1.lere root svstemis 
were pulled frL' ,1: the ao,iI. 1- , direct 
at t ept is mle to ,, r o t ns, thel
soil Will bl tier.,u'v di;turbted. 

Large tractors will clear and pile an,cet of brash per hjour in 1 igh t fute 1, andperhaps 0.') aere (.2 ha) of very heavy brushif the slope is 10 greatvr than 25 orcenlt . 30 per-

After learii' bv bulldozer, there is
nciii
i'. sprouting from tile remaining rootcrowns and germination of brush seedlings.

Thus, fl OW-up treattment is needed to prevent
the site, from reverting to brush in to5 7 


yer s, 


Brushrakes 

Piling or windrowing is usually more
effective, and ecologicalIy acceptable, where 
a rake-type implement 
 is used to supplement or
replace the dozer blade. 

lBrushrakes have a mo Idboa rd similar to
that of the d,zer blade, but teeth, 9 
 inches

f23 cm) or rore apart, extend below 
and for-ward. On some brushrakes;, the teeth may re-

place tie Ioldboard (fig. 
 I). !Man.ysizes and 

vari ation; aria- a,aiIab]1I. 
 1f.S. F"arest Service1971). TIie teet1 increa:, t h efficiency ofdirect uproot inm :,nd pi liccl., and reduce the 
qltitv ,of tartii tved. If the soil is dry
aind sandy, it can he rapidly sifted out. 
 Ifit is r ist;., or fine tc:-:tured, separating
s,)i! fron plant mater fil is difficult, 

Brusrirakes mount-.d oni D7 or f)8 tractors 
11:-;) t, 270 II)net can clear and pile1-1/2 acres (0.2 to 0.6 1/2 toha) per hour in lightfuels, and from about 1/3 to 2/3 acre (0.14 to0.27 ha) in heavy brush. Direct costs range 

from $30 to $65 per acre ($74 to $161 per ha).
Steep slope reduces speed and thus increases 
the cost. 

t 

Figure !--Brushrikes uproot itnd pile brush 
while moving a minimum ot soi. 

Tile tratr with brushrake has one seriousdisadvantage-- it leaves the soil loose and some
times channeled and subje,.t to raindrop and run
off erosion during high intensity storms. 

Hand Clearing and i'lIing 

Hand labor is generally tit most costlymethod of clearing brush, hut at times it maybe the ol],' practical one. Steep slopes, loose
soil, rock 'itcrap, or mfana ement considera
tions maV malkA :Tteclani;i-
 lmethodS impractical,and if pres, rib ,d handburli n, is not suitable,
clearing is th 0 ony ilternativ.. hLand labor

is desirable i,,r clearing armind or 
 through
spec ial place'.s hi archiaeolo, al sites, 
areas i-ant,-tinii di'tnct ive plants, or areas

where ae-sthit i" 
 r-ts; rt important. Itresults in l.s; (di turbi nce tha any other
fuel modifiCatiol, eN'th,,d. In California during

the 1950's 
 and 1900', eon. .ileraila fuelbreak

cleared Ih iid bec;oo;.was Iuw-cost Illrilate
labor was avai I al . "I,daly, such labor is much

less cormirn I, ;Iv;iI oh 1e a1
. "IC of t ie hand 
clearing todaiv is dune by I i gtfitngwhen they are crowsnot doing higher priority work. 

When hand (rews are used, they generally
cut and thepile brush in windrows for later
burning (fig. 2). louols in common use are the 
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pulaski. Sometimes

chain saw, brush hook, and 


A powered
pruning saws and shears are used. 


brush cutter of considerable promise 
was used
 

A motor carried
 on some Forest Service jobs. 

on the operator's back drove a flexible 
drive 

a tube 3-1/2 (1.1 in) to
that ran through 

4 feet (1.2 m) long, turning a circular saw at 

such power tools, hand cut

shaft 

the end. Without 

tIng would be considerably more 

expensive.
 

On many hand cutting projects, freshly
 

cut brush stumps are treated 
with herbicide to 

reduce sprout regrowth. One technique required 
of the looped

mounting a large sponge on the end 
The sponge abtorch (fig. 3). 


sorbed the herbicide, and 

tube on a drip 

covered the cut sur-

There Is almost
 face when pressed against it. 


nor drift with this method.
 no waste 


for hand cutting,
The rate of production 

from aboutstump trtuatmen t varic.upiling, and 
ha) in lightper acre (247 per 

per acre 100 man-hours 
of 275 Man-hours 

At $5 minhour,brush to an average 
in heavy brush.(680 per ha) 

acre ($1,235

cost is from $500 to $1,375 pcr 

be hi ghir undvrCost:; mayto $3,400 per ha). 

condit ious.
adverse working 

drip torch, normally used for
Figure 3--A 

excel
spreading prescribed fire, makes 

an 


when a sponge is 
lent herbicide dispenser 


added.
 

less than other
but disturbs tile site 

of brush is expensive,
Figure 2--Hand cutttng and piling 

clearing methods. 
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CRUSHING BRUSH 

Under certain conditions of terrain, brush
type, and management objective, the indicated 
treatment for chaparral is 
to crush and compact
the brush. This may be done to prepare for
safe prescribed burning, to clear land following wildfire, or to stimulate brush sprouting

within the reach of browsing animals. Brush tobe crushed must be mature; young limber brush 
merely springs back into place.
 

The Bulldozer 

The bulldozer with straight blade is sometimes used to crush and compact mature brush,and could be used more widely for the purpose.
It is effective in all mature vegetation types,
and on 
slopes to about 35 percent. The crushing is accomplished with minimal disturbance

of the soil. Two to three acres (0.8 to 1.2
ha) per hour can be crushed on terrain up to30 percent slope, in heavy brush, at a cost of 
$15 to $24 per acre ($37 to $60 per 
ha). If
terrain is gentle, mounting a rail
dozer blade, as on thewas done recentlv on the Los
Padres National Forest, can nearly 
doubl,-

production. 


For crushing, the blade height varisdepending on brush height, density, and 

brittleness of the brush. 
 From 1 to 1-1/2feet (30 to 46 cm) is the norm. Crushing
during the season when vegetation is low on 

moisture is usually 
more effective than during
the 
spring when moisture is high.
 

Thle Tomahawk crusher (fig. 4), which was 
designed 
for breaking up roadbeds, improves

the crushing action of crawler 
tractors, particularly between the 
treads. 
 It is frequentlv

mounted on 
the dozer blade, or sometimes behind
 
the tractor. 


Anchor Chains
 

Chains have been used in land clearing
for many years, but 
not until surplus Navy

anchor chain became available were they used

much In chaparral modification. 
 Such chains

weigh from 40 to 
90 pounds per linear foot

(60 to 
134 kg/m), and lengths of chain vary
from 90 
to 270 feet (27 to 82 m). 
 The longest

lengths have been used 
in flat or gently sloping terrain free of large rocks and 
trees. 

Shorter chains are used 
in mountainous terrain,
The effective swath width averages about half 
the length of the chain.
 

Figure "--The Tomahawk compactor-crusher breaks up brittle fuels and mulches part of them.
This reduces the rate of spread and resislance to control of fire burning in such fuel. 

IhV s1, th 1hain is usefunl1 for crushing
maturt haparr ii, or small tres such as in on 
pine or juniper (_7 ;j.'.' sp. .). If the objecti.e iS to uproot as much brush is po;sihbe,the 'hlin i.; ft 'quent l% moodified by welding
steelI h rs it 9W anglt-s to each other on the

chain '' : (fi,. 
 5). The modified 'hainwalks, rolls, and sli des along, trushing,
chopping, and some times pulling out nni1C'hof"
 
the brush.
 

. 1 

Flgurto 5--Anchor chains are frequently modified
by welding steel bars across the chain links.
This in'rease , uprooting of bru;h. 
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Where terrain is uniform and slope 
is no 


two passes,
to 35 percent,
greater than 30 
one in each direction, with the chain between 

can crush from 2 to 4-1/2two large tractors, 

(0.8 to 1.8 ha) per hour in light fuel 
acres 


(0.6 to 1.2 ha) per

and from 1-1/2 to 3 acres 


Using D8 sized tractors,
hour in heavy fuels. 

to $60 per acre
run from $20
direct cost might 


If one pass of the chain 

($49 to $1.48 per ha). 


is sufficient, these costs are reduced 
by nearly 


half. 


Chaining, or cabling, 	is used extensively 


Two tractors drag-
throughout the Southwest. 


ging a chain between them in both 
directions 


usually uproot most pinyon pine or 
juniper, or
 

shrubs,

live mesquite (PkobopiS) trees or 
dead or 


if stems are stiff enough. Some followup raking 


or prescribed burning 	usually 
follows the chain-


In the south 

ing (Martin 1975, Paulsen 1975). 


Texas plains, double chaining followed 
by raking 


and stacking for burning was the 
most effective 


or combination of treatments tested 


(Scifres and others 

treatment 

for preparing seedbeds 


1976). 


and chain" crushing 	technique
The "ball 

slopes steeper
to crush brush on 


percent, where other equipment 
operates 


was developed 

than 35 


if at all. Equipment 	commonly
with difficulty, 

chain, and a

used is a light-to-heavy anchor 
or buoy, 5 feet (1.5


steel marine net float, 

Weight of chain and
 m) in diameter (fig. 6). 


ball 
should be proportional, otherwise 
the 


not drop down the slope,
ball will 

. -. 

* 


j 
., 


Ir 

Figure 6--The ball used in ball and chaining, 

is a Navy buoy which has been reinforced 
plating, then filled with additional steel 


with water and sand. 


In use, the buoy or ball is filled with
 

sand plus water. A chain
 
water, or gravel, or 


fastened to
 of 90 to 150 feet (27 	to 46 m) is 

a large tractor.
 the ball, and the other end to 


that it drops down a
 The ball is pushed so 


slope greater than 30 percent. The tractor
 

traveling along the ridge above drags 
the ball
 

and chain, crushing a strip about 
half the chain
 

Unlike all other forms of fuel modifilength. 

more
 

cation without fire, the ball and chain is 


efficient on steep than on gentle 
slopes (Roby
 

and Green 1976). Average production on 20 to
 

(0.32 ha) per
30 percent slopes was 0.8 acre 


hour for two or more passes, but it 
was 1.2
 
of 50 percent.
 

acres (0.5 ha) on slopes in excess 


CHOPPING AND MULCHING
 

Where prescribed burning is not 
planned,
 

shred the brush
 equipment is needed 	to chop or 

least parto a mulch that is at 


the soil. The heavy

and reduce it 


tially incorporated 	into 


brushland disk is widely used in California and
 

some on gentle terrain.
 roller-choppers are used 


Many other pieces of equipment have 
been tested,
 

but equipment breakage has been 
high in our
 

rocky sites, steep slopes, and heavy 
tough
 

brush.
 

Brush Disks
 

sizes of offset
A variety of weights and 


harrows or tillers, commonly called 
brush
 

disks, are available from several 
manufacturers.
 

The disks in common 	use have two gangs of 
blades
 
As
 

can be opened to offset each other.
that 

cut and
 

they are pulled forward, they chop 
or 


mulch much of the smaller brush, uproot small
 

root crowns, and bring many root burls to the
 

The disk is particularly effective
surface. 

on chamise chaparral, where single 

disking of
 

heavier brush leave the site ready 
for drilling
 

in very heavy
seed with the rangeland drill. 

brush, one pass of the disk prepares 

for broad

cast burning, although the method 
is not as
 

with other crushing 	practices.
as
economical 


today weigh from 6,000 to
Disks in use 

12,000 pounds (2,720 to 5,450 kg) and are 8
 

Disk blades
 
to 12 feet wide (2.4 to 3.7 m). 


(81 or 91 cm) in.
 
are commonly 32 or 36 inches 

diameter. Disks weighing 10,000 pounds (4,530
 

kg) or more require 	180 to 270 HP for efficient
 

D8 size tractors.
operation, or D7 or 


disk does not remove the topsoil, 
but
 

The 
does stir and loosen it to a depth 

of 8 to 16
 

The effect can
(fig. 7).
inches (20 to 41 cm) 


be bad if high intensity storms occur, 
or it
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can be good if soil was crusted, compacted, or 

had been made water repellent near the surface 
by hydrophobic substances from shrubby plants.The loosening could then increase infiltration. 

Brush should be disked on the contour and not 
parallel with tile slope, which will encourage
erosion. Efficient contour disking is limited 
to 30 to 35 percent slopes, 


Figure 7--The brushland disk chops and mulches 

light 
to medium brush with one pass, leaving

the soil loose and ready for drilling with 
the rangeland seed drill. 


On National Forests in California, disking

has frequently been used to 
reduce fuel volume 

and continuity in preference to crushing and

burning. This has required one 
pass of the 

disk in light brush, and three to 
five passes 

in our heaviest brush, to reduce the 
fuel con-

tinuity to the satisfaction of fire control 

people. The rate for the first pass has gen-

erally been about I acre 
(0.4 ha) per hour. 

Succeeding passes were up 
to three times as 

fast, 
and this economy has sometimes encour-

aged unnecessary disking to make the disked 

brushfield appear clean. 
 Costs of disking 

have been about $45 per acre ($111 per ha)

for one pass of 
the disk in light brush to 

$110 per acre ($272 per ha) for three to five 

passes in the heaviest brush, 


Roller Chopper 


The roller chopper is basically a large
drum lying on its side, around which a dozen 
or 
more long steel blades bve been welded or 

bolted parallel to the long axis. An axle 

through the drum, and a draw bar attachment, 


enable it to be towed either singly or 
double
 
in tandem. Several models are available. 

Widths vary from 4 to 16 feet (1.2 to 4.9
 
m), but the most practical for our work and con
ditions are models 8 to 10 feet (2.4 to 3.0 m)
wide. The single drum model in this width class 
weighs about 18,000 pounds (8,170 kg) when
 
filled with water. 
 In use, the roller tends to
 
lift itself up onto a blade, then fall 
forward
 
onto 
the next blade, cutting or breaking brush 
as It does so. The debris produced by the roller
chopper is mulched into the soil, or left on the 
soil surface. 
This tends to reduce erosion po
tential, and allows for nutrient recycling. In 
the tandem model, which is commonly used, the 
drums are aligned so that each drum cuts or
 
shears the brush from a 
 slightly different angle.
 

Roller choppers have worked well in medium
density chamise-coastal sage brush with stems 
less than 2 inches (5 cm) diameter, one pass

sufficiently reducing 
 the fuel that prescribed
 
burning was judged unnecessary. In medium to
 
heavy brush, two passes chopped about 70 per
cent, mostly the fine materials, and mulched it
 
into the soil.
 

A serious disadvantage of the roller chop
per in much of the chaparral is that it cannot 
be worked efficiently on slope gradients greater 
than about 15 percent. It tends to slide side
wise down the 
slope. Another shortcoming Is that
 
it kills almost no shrub crowns, so regrowth is 
immediate and abundant.
 

Flails
 

Other kinds of equipment have been suggested
 
or tested for shredding brush, but they have not 
been accepted for general use 
In the chaparral.

Such equipment frequently uses hammers, chains, 
or other flails rotating at high speed to shred 
the brush. The Tritter Model 260 has been used 
in Australia for many years, and appears to have
 
application in chaparral. A front-end flail cut
ter, the Tree Eater, was den Igned to masticate
 
woody vegetation from shrubs to 
trees, and it
 
did this quite well, at 
rates of up to an acre
 
(0.4 ha) per hour. It was limited by terrain,
 
however, and initial 
cost and maintenance costs
 
were high (U.S. Forest Service 1970).
 

Root Plowing
 

In the American Southwest, fighting brush 
is a major con( rn. Ranchers are interested 
in reduction of brush density, retardation of
 
regrowth for 
as long as possible after treatment,
 
and improvement of forage quantity and quality.
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In general, they have obtained the most 
drastic 

reductions in brush cover and density 
by the 

most severe mechanical treatments--those that 

soil and removed the roots of the disturbed the 

Root plowing, combined with
brush plants. 


brush raking or roller chopping, was 
frequently
 

the most effective combination of 
treatments
 
h 


for reducing brus density (Drawe 1977, Stuth
 

and Dahl 1974). In root plowing, a heavy blade
 

a depth of 8 to 18 is pulled horizontally at 
46 cm) below the soil surface by
Inches (20 to 


Shrubs are severed below
 a crawler tractor. 

(Pond and
 

the root crown or sprouting bud zone 


Bohning 1971). 


Although root plowing is the most effec

tive mechanical method for controlling 
shrubs 


(Cable 1975), it has not been used much in
 

California because it requireso 
that soils be
 

deep and free of rocks. Gullies and steep
 

slopes also prevent root plowing. 
San Diego
 
e
l did
 

County Department of Agriculture personn
 

onto the teeth of a 

weld a root cutter bar 


it about 6 inches (15
brush rake and operated 

cm) below the surface. It severed roots of 


chamise and other small brush where rock did
 

)iego 1973).
not interfere (County of San 


REGROWTI
PREVENTING BRUSH 


brush plants
After aboveground portions of 

the method, most
 are removed, no matter what 


sprouting species product growth from buds in 


in as little as 10 root crowns, sometimes 

1q61). Seedlings, 


the 

days after treatment (Plumb 


of Adcmio.itomita,

frequently thousands per acre 


add to the re-or AictosCtaphyif',Ct'auethu, 
ears brush crowns 
growth, and within 5 to 7 


this regrowth
are closing again. Control of 


has been the most persistent and perplexing 

con-


problem in manipulating vegetation, 
in 


or in 
now vegetation cover,
verting brush to 


maintaining light stands of woody fuel.
 

Hterbicides 


Treating brush regrowth with herbicides 


practice since phenoxy-type
has been standard 


herbicides were 
released fol lowing World War II. 

The herbic ide 2,4-1) (2,4-dIchlorophenoxyacetic 

has been and still is most commonly used,acid) 

2,4,5-T
but a mixture of 2,4-D and 


acid) may be 
(2,4,-trlchlorophenoxyacLeti 

to certain hard-to-kill species. These 


appl led 

and other phenoxy herbicides are effective 

at 


light rates against most brush species 
and 


other broadleaved plants, but do 
not seriously 


to con-

damage grases. Thus, they can be used 


trol 
brush regrowth while grasses 
are being 


established (fig. 8). 


, ¢
 

"i
 

Figure 8--Following a wildfire, the 
area on
 

both sides of the brush was 
treated 
with
 

converted to grass.
herbicides and 


Picloram (4 -amino-3,5,6-trichloropicolinic
 

acid) is also proving to be effective for 
con

trolling brush species without damaging 
grasses
 

both as a foliage spray and applied uorectly to
 

the soil.
 

be used on wildland areas
Herbicides must 

State, and local
 

in accordance with Federal, 


These have evolv,' from long

regulations. 


use of herbicides , 
 ad from study

experience in 


possible deleteof all other evidence of theit 


Various recent analyses cited
 rious effects. 

by Green (1977) show that herbicides approved
 

use against brush species, and applied
for 

label instructions, 
are not a
 according to 


the wildiand environment.
significant hazard to 

If herbicides are properly applied, 
and
 

3 years,
repeated for up to

applications are 


most shrubs can be controlled at 
costs gener

ally below those of other brush 
control methods
 

(Bentley 1967, Murphy and Leonard 
1974).
 

Browsing Animals
 

A second tool for prevention or control of
 

to be browsing animals.
 brush regrowt> may prove 


Deer have contiolled regrowth where 
the quantity
 

was limited, but not where fuel modification
 

Sheep and cattle have been
 has been extensive. 


the dominant livestock in California, 
but neither
 

the most efficient do-
Goats are 


mestic converters of woody plants 
into animal
 

Their taste for 


browse much. 


shrubs
 
products (Naveh 1972). 
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may be even greater than that of deer, and 

goats select much more browse in their diets
 
than sheep or cattle (Merrill 1972). They

have been used extensively 
to prevent encroach-

ment of brush and to clear brush in Texas (Huss

1972, Gray 1959, Merrill and Taylor 19761 and 

elsewhere, but references 
to such use in 

California are meager (Elam 1952, Flynn 1973),

even though there is 
a goat industry centered 

in Amador and 
Calaveras Counties. 


Goats as a tool for brush control are now 

getting attention from the Forest Service and 

its cooperators in California. 
 In 1973, a 

study was established in the Sierra Nevada
 
foothills, about 50 miles 
(80.4 ka) southeast 

of Sacramento. Brush was 
cleared from 30 

acres (12 whichha) were stocked a few months 
later with Angora goats at two rates--heavy
and moderate. After 4 years, the goats have 
almost eliminated woody plants--QucAcu
Avzcnal, H~etercmcs xrutfoka,

Actostaphytos uscida, Rhlu 
 tCxodCndbCkn--
in the heavily grazed and browsed pasture, 
In the moderately grazed pasture, shrubs have 
been so heavily browsed that about three
fourths of the brush plants are dead. Annual 
grasses and forbs were 
not damaged. 


In 1976, the Cleveland National Forest 
in
San Diego entered into an agreement calling for 

a herd of Spanish goats to 
browse on fuelbreaks. 


2
After 2 days in a 
-1/2-acre (I ha) enclosure, 

where regrowth was 3 to 4 feet (0.9 to 1.2 ha)

tall, 400 goats had taken 95 
to 98 percent

of leaves and small twigs from ColcocZvptS

betuLoLdcw and about 93 percent of Qjt=cu 

dcwlosa. The two species made up about 80 per
cent of available browse. There was heavy use
of Adcwtosma fscluctCatwn flowers, but little 
browsing of twigs. 
Acc~te phylo) ganduo5a
castcoodl! and Etogonwn facicutatwn were 

very lightly browsed. Ceagthtus gteggl 
 and
C. Z uccd nnis were lightly browsed. This 

pattern of selectivity has persisted where 

the goats have had free choice, 

lien the enclosures were combined with 

others similarly browsed, and usd for holding 

the goats at night, all unbrowsed species were

quickly stripped of leaves and small twigs.
This lesson is 
now being applied elsewhere on 

open fuelbreak, where the goats 
are being con-

centrated by herding to see 
if younger regrowth

of all species will be uniformly browsed. 


Browsing by goats is not without problems,
such as predators, unseasonable cold weather,

lack of qualified herders, and the fact that 

fuelbreaks are not always economic browsing

units. Nevertheless, goats appear to 
be a
promising tool for maintaining brush fuels at
 
a .lowvolume after initial clearing by some
 
other method.
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PRESERVATION IN FIRE-TYPE ECOSYSTEMS i/
 

David J. Parsons 2/
 

Abstract: The preservation of national parks or
 
equivalent reserves as naturally functioning ecosystems
 
requires that fire be allowed to play its natural environ
mental role. In many cases this will require an integrated
 
fire management program which includes the use of naturally
 
ignited as well as prescribed fire. A review is made of the
 
status of management programs in the world's Mditerranean
climate fire-type ecosystems. Special attention is given to
 
an on-going integrated fire management program in Sequoia and
 
Kings Canyon National Parks, California.
 

Key words: Preservation, fire-type ecosystem, prescribed
 
burning, fire management, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
 
Parks.
 

INTRODUCTION 


The concept of preserving large areas as 

examples of naturally functioning ecosystems 

first received widespread attention in the 

latter half of the 19th century. In 1872 

Yellowstone was established as the world's 

first national park. Before the turn of the 

century oti,- r national parks had been estab-

lished in Canada, Australia, :ew Zealand, South 

Africa, Natal and Mei:.:ico as well as in the 
western United States. Today, wit h national 

parks or equivalent reusr,.'es found throughout 
the world, management policy in most such areas 
is aimed at maintaining natural ecosystems in a 
more or less undisturbed state. 

The traditit nal approach to the preser-
vation of nmtural areas has usually involved 
the protection ofs xistig resources as if they 
were inanimate ohje:, s. This usually meant 
that all fires wer, considered bad and were to 
be suppressed at all cost. For example, in the 
United States tc p,iicy of suppressing all 
fires in national ptrks began in Yellowstone in 
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1886 and was implicitly incorporated into the
 

National Parks Act of 1916 (Agee 1974). Total
 
fire exclusion was justified by stressing the
 
protection of landscapes rather than processes.
 
It was further supported by claims that fire
 
damages mature trees, kills good forage species,
 
removes nutrients, promotes floods and erosion
 
and destroys shelter and breeding habitat for
 
birds and wildlife (Kilgore 1976). Damage which
 
had been caused by destru,'tive wildfires and 
indiscriminate burning tended to support these

fears. The occasional voice advocatig the
 

beneficial effects of'controilled burns or low 
intensity natural fires went unheeded. It was
 
not until the 1940's in the southeast and the
 
1950's and 1960's in the west that controlled
 

burning policies were first adopted in the
 
United States. Yet, as is true almost every
where in the world that fire has been used as a 
management tool, the burnii, -hat was carried 
out was generally done with specific objectives 
such as land clearance, reduction of fire 
hazards or Improvement or forage (Kayll 1974).
 
Little attention was given to the need to
 
maintain fire as a natural part of the environ

ment.
 

If national parks and otner equivalent 
reserves are to be preserved as naturally 
functioning ecosystems it is important that all 
natural processes be allowed to operate. For 
fire-type ecosystems It is especially desirable 

that fire be allowed to run its course. Un
fortunately, the hazardous fuel accumulations
 
which have built up during recent years of fire
 
suppression, along with the cultural facilities
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and recreational developments which now exist 

in many areas, often make it impossible to 


allow natural fires to burn. This conflict was 

eloquently addressed in 1963 in the now famous 

Leopold Report on wildlife management in na-

tional parks (Leopold et al. 1963). 


The Leopold Report, in discussing con-

ditions in the Sierra Nevada of California 

stated "...much of the west slope is a doghair 
thicket of young pines, white fir, incense-
cedar, and mature brush - a direct function of 
over-protection from natural ground fires", 
The report suggested that through "using the 
utmost in skill, judgement, and ecologic sen-
sitivity" it should be a goal of the National 
Park Service to restore the more natural, open 
forest conditions of the area. It was obvious 
that fire would have to be restored as an in-

tegral part of the environment if these 
community types were to be preserved. The 
Leopold Report, with its rather revolutionary 
attitudes towards fire suppression, was largely 
adopted as official Natlonal Park Service Policy 
in 1968. The widespread influence of this 
change in attitude has been more recently 
reflected in an increasing interest in under-
standing the natural role of fire as well as its 
possible management applications in other fire-
type ecosystems of the world (Naveh 1974, 

Phillips 1974). 


In this paper I will discuss the use of 

fire as a management tool to preserve naturally 
functioning ecosystems. In line with the sub-
ject of the symposium I will focus on the
 
world's Mediterranean climate fire-type
 
communities. 


FIRE-TYPE ECOSYSTEMS 


It is important that managers of national 

parks and other protected areas recognize that 


fire plays an essential role in maintaining many 
natural communities. Nowhere is this more true 
than in the world's Mediterranean-climate 
ecosystems (California, the Mediterranean 

Balin, southwestern Austral iia, Cape Province in 

South Africa and central Chile). Periodic fire, 
both natural and man ciused, has played an 
extraordinary role in t he evolution of the plant 
communities of these areas (Naveh 1974). The 
not, dry summers chara tertstic of Mediterranean 

type climatic areas typically produce excep-
tionlly low fuel Moistures and thus iigh 
potential flammability. 

Woody plant communities of Mediterranean-
climate regions include evergreen forests and 

woodlands, evergreen shrubs, drought deciduous 

scrubs and grasslands. Each of these vegeta
tion types has evolved in the presence of fire.
 
Many of the characteristic plant species
 
exhibit specialized fire adaptations. These
 
include the ability to stump sprout, seeds
 
which lie dormant until exposed to intense
 
heat, thick bark, serotinous cones, and other
 
physical and chemical structures which maximize
 
flammability (Kilgore 1973a, Biswell 1974). It
 
has been hypothesized that fire-dependent plant 
communities burn more readily than do commun
ities less dependent on fire since natural 
selection has favored the development of
 
characteristics which make them more flammable 
(Mutch 1970). 

The role fire has played in perpetuating 
fire-type ecosystems has attracted growing 
attention in recent years. This role includes
 
such vital functions as nutrient recycling, 
seedbed preparation, control of insect and 
disease susceptible trees, reduction of fuel 
buildups, improvement of wildlife habitat and 
shaping of successional trends, it is clear 
that if we are to maintain such communities as 
examples of naturally functioning ecosystems it 
will necessary to allow fire to play as natural 
a role as possible. In most cases this will 
require implementation of a sophisticated fire 
management program. The growing body of
 

international literature on fire ecology and
 
management (Kayll 1974) together with the 
success of active fire management programs in 
several national parks (Kilgore 1975) reflects 
an increasing concern with this problem. 

FIRE M.UAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES 

Fire management decisions in a national
 

park type setting must be based on a firm
 
understanding of the natural role of fire in 

the area. Basic information on the frequency,
 
size and intensity of past natural fires, the
 

type and amount of fuel accumulation, vege
tation and successional patterns, microclimate 
and potential fire behavior torm a necessary 
foundation for a successful fire management 
program.
 

Once it is determined that fire is nec

essary to maintain or reestablish the natural 

ecosystems of an area a decision must be made 

as to what type of management program to use. 
Fire management may include the use of fire in 

its free-burning state or under carefully con
trolled conditions, when it is called prescribed 
burning. In either case an active fire suppres

sion program, either at certain times of the 

year or under certain climatic conditions, 
may also be necessary. 
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Natural Fire 


Thle ideal way to restore fire to its 
natural role would be to permit all lightning
caused fires to 
run their course. In areas 

where suppression techniques are ineffective,such as in the more isolated parts of Canada,
Alaska and Australia, naturally ignited fires 
often burn uncontrolled for long periods.
Since fire has always been a part of these 
ecosystems and since human lives, personal 
property and cultural resources are seldom 
destroyed, there has been little reason to 
suppress thoen. This philosophy now forms the 
basis for programs in several national parks
and national forests in the western United 
States where in certain designated zonesnaturally ignited firen arc allowed to burn 
(Kilgore 1973). Each fire is continually
monitored and evaluated. Suppression action is
taken only for public safety concerns, severe 
resource damage, or if the fire threatens to 
escape tile predetermined zone boundaries. This 
concept of allowing naturally ignited fires to
burn is yet to be tested in most of the world's 
fire-type communities. 

Despite tile obvious advantages of such a 
management policy, it is simply not possible to
allow lightning fires to burn in most areas. 

The hazardous fuel accumulations which exist 

following 
 many years of fire suppression, 

threats to human life 
and visitor facilities,
 
and fear of possible escape usually 
 requirethat immediate suppression action be taken. 

Prescribed Fire 

Fire has been intentionally used by man toclear land, improve forage or favor certain 

species for thousands of years. 
 In most cases 
little attention was p. id to the long range
impacts of such burning. In recent years there 
has been a growig use of controlled, or pre-

scribed burning in an effort 
 to achieve clearly
defined objectives. In conducting an effective 
prescribed burn careful attention must be given
to such factors as weather (temperature, 

relative humidity, wind speed and 
 wind direc-

tion), fuel prouerties (quantity, 
 moisture 
content and distribution), topography, direc-
tion of burning and smoke production. Tiese 
are the factors which w ill determine the 
ultimate impact and success of the fire. For
such a program to succeed it is essential that 
carefully defined limits for each of zhesefactors (a prescription) he developed so that 
accurate predictions can be made of tile prob-
able effects of any given fire (Van Wagtendonk
1974). The state of the art of using pre-
scribed fire as an effective management teal is 

at different stages of development in each of
 
the world's Mediterranean-climate regions.
 

Australia
 

The first large scale controlled burning 
program in a Mediterranean type climate area 
was in the highly flammable eucalypt forests of
the state of Victoria, Australia. This program,
in action since 1960, has Involved tie use of 
controlled fire to reduce fuel quantities over
large forested areas (lodgson 1963). The 
primary objective has been to reduce fuel
 
buildups 
 to tie point where wildfires can be 
effectively con tained. 

In recent years the burning program in the 
"fire-type" commlulities of Australia has been
greatly expanded to include extensive areas of
other forest and sorub vegetation. Aerial
 
ignition techniques have 
 been effectively used 
to burn large areas. There has; also been a
growing interest in iiinders tandi ng the extelit to
whioh these fires reflect natural burn ing

patterns. 
 The idea of burnin; for tie purpose 
of preserving a native vegetation type as wellas for fuel reduc tion isarapidlv g'aining 
acceptance. Concurr"lnt researcii has provided
sound documentatlOil of the effect ; of tie
 
burning program on several 
of .\ust ral ia's 
"fire-type" commun i ties (Purd ie 1977) 

Mediterranean Basin 

In the Mediterranean Basin fire has long 
been regarded as a destructive force to beavoided at all cost (Naveh 1974). However,
recent reviews by Naveh (1973) and I.e ilouerou 
(1973) have documented the ilmliiortalt vlu
tionary role fire
of on both the woody and 
herbaceous; vegetatlion of th area. Furtherli re,
 
recent studies ill Ih, coniiferou., rests and

maqui of Greece (Liacos 1973) end the garrigue

of France (Traaud 1973) lave shown fire to be
 
a necessary and viable 
manau-emcnt tool for the 
perpetuation of tien, (OlliMlil ht V typ1e. While
 
large scale prescribed burningga; 
 not yet beet)
used as an effective tool for porpetuallg

native Mediterranean vegetation types, tlie
 
potential and interest 
appear to be there. 

Southern Africa 

The effects of fire oil many of the vegeta
tion types of sotllhern Africa have been ex
tensively documente. (Phillips 1974). While 
most management burning has been for the 
purpose of improving conditlrs for wildlife,. 
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recognition of the importance of fire in 

perpLuating native ecosystems, including the 

important game animals, has resulted in a 

progressive fire management policy in a number 
of African parks (Austen 1971). 


Despite documentation of the importance of 

fire in maintaining the Mediterranean scrub 
vegetation, known as macchia, or fynbos, In the 
Cape Province of South Africa it has only been 
in 
recent years that there has been an interest 

in the use of fire to preserve that community 

type (Taylor 1977). Fire is currently used in 

the Cape fynbos region mainly as a management 
tool to achieve optimum water yield as well as
 
for fuel reduction through maintaining a mosaic 

of successional communities (F. Kruger, personal

communicat ion). 


Chile 


Less is known about the natural role of 

fire in the vegetation of central Chile than for 

any of the other Mediterranean type climate 

regions of the world. While fire may well have 

played a significant evolutionary role, it 

appears in recent years to have been of minor 
importance in maintaining the typical matorral 
vegetation. This may be in large part due to 
extensive grazing and woodcuttting, resulting in 
a relatively open shrub community which will not 
readily carry a fire (Mooney et. al. 1972). It 
has also been noted that the summers are cooler 
and the climate is generally less arid in cen-
tral Chile than in the world's other Moeaiter-
ranean climate zonos (Ast cnann 1973). To date, 
there appears to have been little interest in 
using fire as an effective management trol in 
this area. 

California 


Significant advances in the use of pre-
scribed burning for the purpose of per-
petuating natural ecosystems have beer made in 
the western United States. Many of the forest 
communities of this area evolved with periodic 
fire. During the past century efforts to 
"protect" such areas have resulted in the 
suppression or elimination of most fires. The 
result has been a change in successional 
patterns as well as an increase in fuel accum-
ulation which now threatens to produce unnat-
urally large wildfires. Prescribed burning 
programs have been recently instituted in the 
forested zones of several natitonal parks as a 
means of reversing this trend. The ultimate 
goal of such programs is to restore fire as a 

natural environmental process.
 

The hazardous fuel buildups which have
 
occurred during the past century in the ex
tensive chaparral shrublands of central and
 
southern California have been a source of 
growing concern. Such concerns have stimulated
 
extensive studies of the natural role of fire
 
in this community type (Hanes 1971, Mooney and
 
Parsons 1974). These in turn have formed a 
sound basis upon which to institute prescribed 
burning programs in many of the chaparral 
dominated parts of the state (Biswell 1974).
 
The next few years should show significant
 
advancements in this area.
 

POTENTIAL CONFLICTS
 

In any fire management program it is
 
essential that potential conflicts with other
 
resource values be fully understood. For
 
example, before a burning plan is approved an
 
assessment of potential adverse as well as
 
beneficial impacts should be made. Care
 
should be taken to evaluate the impact on
 
archeologic, cultural and historic resources as
 
well as endangered species. In many areas
 
attention mint also be given to the impact on
 
visitor enjoyment and use patterns. Closures 
of areas because of potential danger or the
 
obscuring of vistas by smoke are exampJes of
 
such conflicts. In such cases it is essential
 
that public .relations efforts provide, a full
 
explanation of and justification for the
 
burning progran. In many cases what will be
 
needed will be an increased educational effort
 
directed towards understanding fire's natural
 
role in the environment, including what would
 
happen should fire continue to be excluded.
 

Atmospheric pollution by smoke must be 
carefully considered in all fire management
 
programs. Although wood smoke does not contain 

significant levels of environmentally dangerouspollutants, it can be aesthetically disturbing 

(Hall 1972). For this reason it is often 
advisable that burning he carried out during 
periods when wind will carry smoke away from 
populated areas. Smoke can often be minimi:ed 
by burning at temperatures hot enough that near 
complete combustion occurs. It should, of 
course, also be emphasized that the smoke 
produced by prescribed burns may be slight 
compared to that which would result from the 
usually inevitable uncontrolled wildfire. In 
addition, recent studies suggest that wood 
smoke from natural or prescribed fires may have 
beneficial effects on microbial activity in
cluding the control of certain pathogenic fungi 
and other disease organisms (Parmeter and 
Uhrenholdt 1974).
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INJTEGRATED FIRE MANAGEMENT - AN EXAMPLE 
FROM SEQUOIA AND KINGS CANYON NATIONAL 

PARKS 

Sequoia and kings Canyon National Parks, 
located in the southern Sierra Nevada of 
California, have had an integrated fire man-
agement program since 1968. This program 
combines fire suppression, prescribed burning 
and natural fire in an effort to achieve the 
ultimate objective of restoring fire to its 
natural role in all Park communities. Along 
with a similar program in Yosemite National 
Park this represents one of only a few cases 
where fire is used as a management tool for the 
expressed purpose of preserving naturallv
 
funct ion ing ecosystems. 


The long term impacts of the fire supprcs-
sion policy which had been in effect in these 

Parks since about 1900 (Vankat 1977) first 

received widespread coverage with the publica-

lion of the Leopold Report in 193. P'rimary 

concern was focused on the fire danger re-

sul ting from heavy ground fuel bui ldu.s and 

dense reproduction of white fir (Abies concolor) 
within the groves of giant sequoia (Sequoiaden-
dron giganteum). There was also concern over 
the apparent iack of giant sequoia reproduc-

Lion. Subsequent studies have confirmed thes, 
concerns. The increase in white fit, as well 
as altering successional patterns, has 

increased the clances of destructive crown 

fires (Kilgore and Sando 1975). Mvanwhilv, 

Hartesveldt et al. (1975) have clearly docu-
mented the need for periodic fire for 
successful sequoia reproduction. This type o)f 
information, together with a growing interest 

in understanding tie natural role of fire in 

other Park ecosystems (Kilgore 1973b, Parsons
 
1976) has provided much of tie justification
 
needed to develop a fire management program 

baseC on the need to re-establish fire to its
 
natural role tiroughout the Parks. 


Ranging in elevation fr m about 400 to 
over 4,400 meters, Sequoia and kings Canyon 
National Parks contain most of the typical 
California "fire-type" communities. These 
range from the low elevation chaparral and oak 
woodland through the middle elevation mixed 

conifer forest types, including the giant 
sequcia groves, to the higher elevation 
lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. murrayana) 
and subalpine forests. 

In order to implement an effective fite 
management program we need to understand the 
natural role of fire In each corrunity type, 
Including, where possible, natural fire 

frequencies and intensities. Basic vegetation
and fuels sampling was necessary to understand 
existing vegetative mosaics and fuel buildups.
Climatic apd toy-,graphic variations needed to be 
studied and their potential effects on burning 
patterns evaluated. Finally, the effects of 
varying fire prescriptions (ranges of fuel 
moisture, air temperature, relative humidity and 
wind speed) and fire types (back fire versus
 
head fire) needed to be established for each
 
vegetation type. Such information, the
 
collection of which continues, provides a basis 
for predicting fire intensities as well as for 
evaluating thie whort and long term effect iveness 
of individual management burns. 

The P'ogram 

The fire management program of Sequoia and 
Kings Canyon Nat ional Parks consists of a three 
phased approarcii. In the higher elevations, 
where fuel accumulations are low and growth 
rates slow, naturally ignited firi's are allowed 
it run their course. In the middle levation 
sequoia-mixed coni fer forest zone prescribed 
burning is used in an effort to reduce existing 
fuel accumulations to a point where natural 
fires can again be allowed to burn. Naturally 
ignited or man-caused fires which occur in this 
zone but do not tall within predetermined block 
boundaries and prescriptions are suppressed. 
Immediate suppression action is also taken on
 
all low elevation fires and iniand around
 
developed areas. Research and ,iiltoring
 
activitlies are ongoing in all three zones in an 
effort to better understand the eflects of fire
 
on different Park communities as well 'S to
 
provide a basis for refining and expandinrg the
 
natural and prescribed fire programs. 

Natural Fire 

The high elevation lodgepole pine and 
subalpine forest communities of the Parks are 

laracterized by long lived, widely spaced, and 
relatively short statured trees (Rundel et al. 
1977). These forests are tlought to have 
evolved with infrequent low intensity ground 
fires (Vankat 1970). Since temperatures remain 
low and the gro;ing season is short the years 
since fire siuppression became effective have not 
yet resulted in 'xcessive fuel accumulations In 
these areas. For this reason most of these 
higher elevation forest communities have been 
Included in a Natural Fire M"anagement Zone. 
This Zone, which now includes over 71 percent of 
the Parks 342,896 hectares, Is generally located 
above 2400 in. Fuel type, topography, exposure 
and zone configuration all have been considered 
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Table i--Number of lightning fires, by size class, in the high
 

elevation Natural Fire Management Zone, Sequoia and Kings
 

Canyon National Parks.
 

Size Class Total 

Year (hectares) hectares 

0-0.1 0.1-3.9 1 4-39 40-120 121+ 

1968 1 i 0 

1969 2 0 0 

1970 20 1 2 

1971 18 0 0 

1972 11 2 2 

1973 7 1 0 

1974 15 0 2 

1975 4 1 2 

1976 14 5 1 

Total 92 11 9 

in setting the Zone boundaries (Kilgore and 


Briggs 1972). 


Within tile Natural Fire Management Zone all 

naturally ignited (lightning) fires are allowed 

to burn. All such fires are continually moni-

tored by air, and whenever feasible by ground 

reconnaissance. Suppression action is taken only 

if the fire thbreat ens e. a;pel- boundariesto Zone 

or poses a threat to .,tructures or public safety. 

News releases, sign;, brochures and interpretive 

tallks have been succe-;s fillv used to educate the 

public about thtc pIogram. 

Illtile niInC years silce til natural fire 

program was illst i tt ed 120 fires have burned a__ 

total of 3,b54 hai (table 1). Seventy-f ive 

percent of tile i irea have remained under I. 1 ha 

in size whi t' tlree h.av bel OVer 700 ha. Tie 

largest burned a to(tal Of I,-'10 Ii.. The fires 

have generallIy betn silow burting', lOw illtellsity 

(fig. 1) which nul oil asionallyground fires 
get into tile t nop'. (hi-arcteri t icr) ll 

these fires pick up illiultl'ne itv hllinog the warm 

it ni clii T '0111ommonlV
afternoons and die down 


travel slowly through dln t or0 long downed tr 'ees 

from one cl ump ofl itli iy vt ttion to 

another. Rock titcrole, p;ridci nd otler
 

areas of spIr.tv'g"t tl onl pryl'idC numerl'u'sLl 

natural breaks whii slow tilt I ilrC's rogress. 

'rite larger -' ';I O burnli, fires haveof slow 
to hilllfor pet oe 0I IWO '-r thbreecOnt inled 

mntt Its bef11o rI, ht'ii ',txt i ngn she WIll 10 r 
110::! i'snows. Finll I V, wIt i Ii' a riI- i' i 'CL'i2 C 

anal ys is of tilt- p gl, u is di I icult to uiake it 

is obvious that suibstant iil s;tvings have been 

made by not hAV i lg to suppress' these fires. 

0 0 3.2
 

0 0 0.1
 
0 1 200.0
 

1 0 57.3
 

1 0 65.5
 

0 3 1,932.2
 
1 1 1,340.8
 

0 0 23.6
 

0 0 31.3
 
3 5 3,654.0
 

Characterized by an overstory of lodgepole
 

pine, white fir and Jeffrey pine (Pinus
 
jeffreyi) and an understory of green leaf
 

manzanita (Arctostaphylos pjatula) this basin 

ranges in elevation from about 2100 m to 2600 m. 

Three of the four largest natural fires re

corded to date hav been in thisi area. Still 

another fire, which threatens; to be the largest 

yet was actively burning in this area as of 

August 1, 1977. Studies conducted on the 

effects of two of these fires on dowustream 

water qualitv (Hoffman and 'rreira 1976) 

-


Figure I--Slow burning high elevation light

nlug caused fire in Kings Canyon ;at ional
 
Park, Cal ifOr ia.
 

Research anud monit oring act ivities carried 
only miner changes in various physical,out to date have centered in tihe Roaring River showed 

chemical and biological parameters. Research
 
drainage of kings Canyon Nat lonal Park. 
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Table 2 --Accumulation of downed woody material, in 
kilograms per hectare, following different
 
periods since burning.
 

S lTime
1/ lImmediate 

Size-Class Unburned Post-Burn 
(-0.64cm 578 229 

0.04-2. 54cr 
2 . 54 -7.02cm 

4,208 
6,834 

580 
1,070 

over 7.62cm I14,018 13,735 

Unburned for over 50 years; exact date of 

on tihe impact of the fires on vegetation 
structure and succession and wildlife use 
patterns i.s sti!! being carried out. theIi 
future as !:11; of tii larger high elevation 
natural burn:; pot-ible will be routinely 
monitored for waicr, fael, '.egetation and fire 
behavior condition.. 'liis d.tta will provide a 
basis from wiiich to predict the behavior and 
impact of futurc na:mril tires, 

Prescribed Burnin; 

The middle eleva tion mixed conifer forest 
zone was tile area for which concern was first 
expressed about tile impact of the Parks fire-
suppression policy. The buildup of flammable 
ground fUel ., th increase of white fir and the 
lack of ga:nt sequoia reproduction all pointed 
towards the, ned to r-introduce fire into this 
zone. Th. probiem was that due to the fuel 
buildup, which had accumulated during the 
previous 75 ears it wal- impossible to simulate 
th fre.quent, low intensity groutid fires which 
wore co:::m.rt btfore the coming of European man. 
It ,'as Abvii-,us that some sort of carefully 
controlled fire managemen t program would be 
neces!arv, 

FoIlowing a number of experiment burns, 
incladiiig s v'ersil b,.' Dr. Harold Biswell on 
nearby Uinivyrsit.' of California property, a 
prescribed burniig program was institued in 
te- Pdwood Nouintiin grove of giant sequoias in 

i,, '.. .. .... "' - -: ...,-r- ;:;, 9C9. ',, ,I 
too ulti iiL iv.e 1'f the- proqlrair toa'ite be was 
rte.or fire to its natural role tile irmnediate 
gal of individuOa pr,:scribed burns was to 
eliuilnate tile buildup of ground fuel.; as well as 
reduc. tile densit:v of 7ong white fir which were 
fiiling, in til 'once Ipntorest floor. Since 
it, itlie tioai of tile program something over 

!,k0 h, , prescription burned itt1iav be,:en tile 
s ,,i,- i.ed tiifer 
prept ratiat con:;istS 
ptr -determined blocks 
occ sional snag. No 

forest type. Burn 
of line conltruction around 
,ind the falling of an 
other vegetation 
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Since Fire
 

I Year 4 Years 7 Years 
261 1,131 908
 
854 3,086 3,965
 

1,427 2,646 5,222
 
14,522 20,b59 54,806
 

last burn unknown. 

manipulation is needed. Burning has usually 
been conducted in the fail under carefully 
prescribed conditions of temperature, relative 
humidity, fuel Inoisture and wind Speed and 
direction. It is this combination of environ
mental conditions, or preription, together 
with the type of fire that deteriin.Ca tLite 
intensity of af y;iven burn. Fires which start 
under dry suniner conditions are still suppressed 
in this zone. 

Basic studiC!, on the fire ecology, vege
tation structure, composition aind age distri
bution of Lte sVqtlia-!!ixed conifer forests of 
the Parks have pr ovided valuabIML informat ion on 
which to buiId an1offect ive i ire management 
program (Bonnickson 19755, darte(ave Idt et al, 
1975). Studies are also underway ',) better 
understand past Ve'etLation aLt'u tire, thus 
providing a basel ie ag;aiulist which to e'Vialuate 
tile effe ti.ness of future, burns iln re;toring 
prist ine conditions. liefor and after each 
prescribed burn studies , Ire made on the effects 
of tile fire on vrget.it ion structur'. 'Ind fuel 
consuimpt ion. For example, Ki gre (1973b) 
has documented thit tp) to '57 p'cent of tie 
saplings aitd i8 pe ro clt of h.r rI:; (mai1 y
white fir) between 15 and 30 ('m in d iameter were 
killed and the majoritv , ti e grould fuel!; 
consumed by a relativol; I i htI :surface burn. 
Table 2 su:nmari:es re enile col Ii coted data on 
the buildup of dwrned wood, (tu.!s fol lowing 
different periods s , birniei,. The data shows 
that excePt f,'r i;,,e larlgest si. e class, the 
accumulat ion approaclie:i utburIed I evel., within 
about Seven y;irs fo ! .. g pto a;' ibed bltiiilg. 
The fact that the naturl fire frequency is 
kno'wn to ,iv(, bten iuchli rC of ten thian the 50 
to 75 years exper ien(ed here ildicates that tle 
unburnd fuel leve!ls must h [ven considerablyieti 
higher than tho commonlI]y found under a niore 
natural fire regime. Tins, th: fiel levels 
found here after only ";evt years may well be 
within tile range that they nornally wolld have 
been before hein naturalIy reburned. 

In order to fully simulate nattral con
ditions we need to know what 
 the fire frequency 

http:vrget.it
http:deteriin.Ca
http:co:::m.rt


.of the area was before the coming of European hope to expand the program throughout the 

man. Tree ring and fire scar studies in the entire mixed conifer zone it will be necessary
 

mixed conifer forests of the southern Sierra to work out ways of burning considerably larger
 

Nevada show average minimum natural fire fre- units. Furthermore, each area which is pro
quencies to be in the neighborhood of seven to scribed burned will probably have to be 
nine years (Kilgore 1973a). Frequencies for any reburned several times before the accumulated 

given area vary as a function of slope, eleva- fuel hazards are reduced to the point where 

tion and forest type. Kilgore and Taylor (pers. consideration can be given to allowing natural 

communication) have recently documented mean fires to burn. 

intervals between fires for given sites in and 
around Kings Canyon ranging from 5.5 years In a 

pine (P1inos pyderosa-) type to be- Fire Suppressionponderosa 
tween 15 and 18 years in tie more mesic white
 
fir forest. The firis were generally low The lower elevations of the Parks (below
 

intensity ground fires which occurred frequently about 1800 m) are characterized by chaparral
 

enough that hazardous; fuel buildups were seldom brushlands and open oak woodlands. Although it 

attained. Most of hse fires apparently is known that fire has played a vital role in 

remained relatively small in size (less than the evolution of these community types tihe 

16 ha), with only occasional large fires burning potential fire hazards are considered so high 

100 ha or more. This type of inform, tion is that no prescribed burning has yet been 

significant in that it provides a baseline attempted (Parsons 1976). Ongoing management 

against which we can compare the frequency, oriented research is aimed at documenti ng the 

size, and intensity of future prescribed and effects of long term fire suppression as well 

natural fires, as finding accptablu ways to redtte the 
unnatural fuel accun lit ions and to re-establi sh 

bsic intfor-Other studies which have helped us to fire in its natural role. Onen 

better understand the ecological role of fire, mation oinvegetation structur tand succession, 

and thus to evaluate our fire management pro- fuel loading and mois; ture variation, and micro

gram, in these mixed conifer forest types have climatic patterns in,collet,1 smasll-scale 

included documentation of the effectiveness of experimental buri.s will be cy,: d oat in an
 

fire in stimulating sequoia reproduction and effort to develop atacuutblc :ourliog prescrip

survival as well as the effects of prescribed tions. Intensive monitorin; will e conduc~jd
 

burning on bird and mammal populations (atrvey on all experimental bttrns and wildfires in
 

et al. 1978). In addition, St. John and Rundel order to better understand the effects of
 

the effect iveness of the different fire intenisities.
(1976) have doc omenLutid 

burning progr. in mineralizing I orest floor
 

all fires, natural or man
organic matter Wile Cilg re and Sando (1975) In the tantt ine 


have shown how the rogramt ufltectively reduces caused, occurring in the chaparral - oak
 

for htardous crown fires, woodland zone are immediately suppressed. This
the potential 

helps to minimize the chanc es of an uncontrol-


Despite the numerouts studijet; which have lable wildfire sweeping upsiope into the
 

been conducted in conltction with the Parks vulnerable giant sequoia groves.
 

prescribed burning programi addit ional documen
tatilon is needed. In orde- to understand the
 

lhe Future
effects of varyil:g prescript ions on fuel con-


sumption, vegetation kill and fire intensity,
 
experimental burns with detailed measurements of In order to fully restore fire to its
 

other be- natural role in all Park ecosystems,it will befuel loading, rate ol spreid and 

(Vain necessary to expand the ongoing prescribed
hatioral characterisn tict ire teed ed 

Wagiendonk 1974). These sho uld be conducted burning program to include all of the i,
 

under varying prescripti olls antd at different and lower elevation forest and brushland
 

times of the year. Otler areas which need communities. In addition, colns rably
 
to be ourned eachattention include t iim' ipact of smitoke on disease larger acreages will need 


organisms, aid the effects of prescribed burning year. This will require the collection of
 

water quality extensive baseline data on "st re frequencieson such thing.si as large mammals;, 

and runoff. A better understanding of public as well 	as present vegetaltin ,tructure, fuel 
and climatic vtari a iai. Aln aceleratedawareness of aid willingetss to accept the loading 

program is also iteded. promiram of experimental urns and sophisticated 
monitoring and research is badly needed for 

Finally, it is important to understand that most all of the Parks community types. As such 

the task ahead is a large one and that if we information is obtained it should be incorpor. 
ated into a computer based resource information
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system which can retrieve the basic data and 

integrate it with available fire models 

(Rothermel 1972). 
This will allow prediction of
 
real-time fire behavior as well as post-burn

succession for fires under given environmental 

conditions (Kessell 1976). 
 We believe that 

such a progressive, scientifically based, 

expanded fire management program is essential
 
to the preservation of naturally functioning 

Park ecosystems. 


SUMMARY 


Most of the world's "fire-type" ecosystems

have been subjected to varying degrees of fire 

suppression over 
the past several centuries, 

The result has been a change in successional 

patterns which in some cases threatens the 

very existence of whole communities. In
 
national parks and other wilderness areas where 

the management objective is to preserve 
naturally functioning ecosystems it is impor-
tant that man's activities not be allowed to 
interrupt these natural processes. 


In the Mediterranean climate areas 
of the

world fire has probably been t be most Important 
factor in the evolution of the typical yedi-
terranean scrub and forest veg. tat ions. While 

fire has been used as a management tool in manyof these areas the concept of using it for the 
purpose of preservation is relatively new. Yet 
if examples of naturally functioning ecosystems 
are going to be maintained in these areas it is 

essential that fire be allowed to again play

its natural role. 


Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks 

represent an example of an 
area which has an 

active program of 
using fire for the purposes

of preserving its native eco.'.stems. These 

Parks have combined research efforts with 

management action to develop an effective 

program of re-introducing fire as 
a natural 

process. While the total program is still a

long way from fully accomplishing its objec-

tive, the concept of using fire as a tool for 

preservation provides a conceptually sound 

basis from which to work. 
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OF FIRE ON WILDLIFE COMUNITIES-"EFFECTS 

2 /
 

Hartmut Walter
 

Abstract: Human manipulation of the fire factor
 
has altered the indirect effects of fire on wildlife
 
communities. The consequences of the "suppression" and the
 
"ecological" fire philosophies as well as the response of
 
landscapes and their wildlife are discussed. Models and
 
methodologies are developed for the quantitative and compar
ative analysis of the effects of fire on wildlife. Case
 
studies and examples from Sardinia and other regions in the
 
Mediterranean are presented illustrating the effects of fire
 
on bird species and regional bird communities.
 

Key words: Fire philosophies, effects of fire suppres
sion, fire tolerance model, fire dependence of Sylvia
 
warblers, Tyrrhenian islands.
 

INTRODUCTIOIN 	 HIR t ATTITUDES ON FIRE:
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR WITDLIFE
 

The effects of fire on wildlife are of 
interest fci several reasons: (1) the basic The direct effects of fire on wildlife 
research regarding the physiological and be- have not aroused much interest because-most 
havioral adaptatP-,ns to fire among different animals escape any adverse impact from heat, 
organisms has cnly begun; (2) the policy of smoke, desiccation, etc. They move away from 
fire suppre.cion is increasingly being blamed the fire front or stay in fire-resistant micro
for interfeiing,with the normal ecological environments. Komarek (1969) and Bendell (1974) 
dynamics.,f many ecosystems on earth; (3) the have reviewed the often rather anecdotal and 
histric and current impact of human-generated qualitative literature regarding the physiol
fires on eclsystems and their wildlife is not ogical and behavioral response of animals to 
well understood at present; and (h) there is fire. In general, the implications of direct 
an urgent need to evaluate the role of fire in fire effects may be severe for individual 
the conservation of game slecies, of rare and organisms but slight to negligible for wildlife 
endangered species, and -'wildlife communities populations and communities. 
confined to parks and "natural" reserves. 

The indirect effects of fire, however, are 
This paper focuses on the indirect effects of the greatest importance for wildlife. They 

f 'ire on wildlife populations and communities, are mostly the result of significant habitat 
It stresses the implications of contrasting changes caused by fire. Other environmental 
hunan attitudes and policies toward fire for factors may also develop a new momentum in the 
the dynamics, structure and function of animal wake of a fire creating synergistic effects of 
communitie.s. An attempt is made to discern an indirect but potent nature on wildlife. 
the key ccmponents of the fire factor and to Such factors are soil erosion, interspecific 
develop a conceptual framework and methodology competition, human land use after the fire, 
for the quantitative and comparative analysis etc. These indirect effects have been per
of fire-related 0'"11cts ceived in the literature, (Kozlowski andon wildlife. 

Ahlgren, 1974) but more research needs to be 
done in order to fully understand their magni

I/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 	 tude. The increasing role of man in the man

agement of' fire-prone environments has compli-
Consequonces of Fire and Fuel Management in 

cated this task. On the one hand, millions of
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, California, 

Aumj. 1-5, 1977. dollars are spent to suppress fire in often 
tinder-dry chaparral and forest areas where 

2-Associate Professor, Department of Georgaphy, fire ecologists perceive the fire factor as 

University of California at Los Angeles, an active and necessary agent of the normal 
Los Angeles, California 90024. 
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environmental dynamics (Biswell 1963 and 19714,

Komarek 1966 and 1968, Parsons 1976). 
 On the 

other hand, entire landscapes in southern 

Europe and in North Africa may owe their 

evolution to the excessive frequency of fire 

brought about by thousands of years of human 

interference in natural ecological cycles. 


In North America, at least, the "suppres-

sion" philosophy is beginning to be modified 

or even replaced by an "ecological" fire 

philosophy. If translated into new attitudes 

and management policies, this shift could 

strongly affect wildlife habitats. The arti-

ficiality of many of today's shrublands and 

forests in western North America--a result of 

the "suppression" philosophy--and their re-

spective, equally artificial (or anthropo-

genous) wildlife communities wo,"d gradually

disappear, 


Ideally, a fire policy based on the
"ecological" philosophy would lead to the 

evolution of wildlife communities adapted to 

fire where this factor is a frequent agent of 

ecological change or 
turnover. 
Fire control 

efforts would be confined to a minimum in such 

areas; they would be increased in regions where 

fire is extremely rare and accidental in order 

to prevent long term damage to poorly adapted 

ecosystems (fig. 1). 
 In practice, American 


Fire Control 
efotrol
Efforts 


high 

"SUPPRESSIN 


CURVE 


med. 


"'. "ECOLOGICAL" 
CURVE 

L.

low med. high 

Natural Fire Frequency 

Figure 1--Illustration of the contrast 

between two fire philosophies, 


and Mediterranean environments will probably
 
not return to their pre-"suppression" state.
 
California's landscapes will be a lasting

testimony of the "suppression" philosophy:
 
everywhere are pine and eucalyptus plantations

that would never survive a natural fire, and
 
California's urban and recreational 
areas have
 
spread far into fire-prone chaparral and forest
lands. The public will not accept fire as a
 
normal and positive ecological agent as long
 
as zoning ordinances, building codes and
 
forestry practices make it mandatory to fight

fires in order to protect human lives and
 
property. At best, 
we can hope to return the
 
fire factor to uninhabited foothill and mountain
 
territory. Prescribed burning techniques have
 
been successfully used in many environments 
to
 
speed up the return of fire-adapted habitats
 
and to optimize their resource value for wild
life species (State of California 1963,
 
Hendricks 1968, Dasmann et. al. 1968).
 

In southern Europe, where the meteoro
logical conditions are very different from
 
those in western North America (Komarek 1966
 
and 1968, Susmel 1974) human-generated fires
 
have been used for centuries 
as a land manage
ment device. 
 Most of Italy and the Tyrrhenian

islands were covered by forests before 5,000

B.C. The synergistic effects of high population

density, industrial demand for wood, grazing
 
and browsing of livestock, and frequent fires
 
have replaced most forests with the well known
 
Mediterranean garrigue and maquis. 
The shift
 
to non-forest habitats has had a profound
 
effect on the composition of the wildlife
 
community. Detailed studies on this topic do
not seem to exist. 
 As the Mediterranean
 
countries become more interested in their
 
natural heritage they will have to assess the
 
effects of excess fires and to carefully
 
evaluate the potential role of natural or pre
scribed fires in wildlife management.
 

More efforts should also be made to analyze
 
the indirect effects of fire policies (pre
scribed burning, "natural" fires) adopted for
 
the management of multiple use areas 
(parks,

national forests in the U.S.). 
 Such policies
 
are rarely specifically designed for wildlife
management. 
Park and forest managers usually
 
give higher priority to water, soil, timber,

and recreation factors. 
 We must ask what
 
effects of those fire policies will be felt
 
by (1) local game species and (2) rare and
 
endangered species in the short and long term.
 

Where reserves have been developed to 
preserve an endangered species (Cowles 1968)
 
or entire ecosystems ("biosphere reserves"),
 
an eva-uation of the fire factor would appear

to be of crucial importance.
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Any research on the fire-wildlife re-

lationahip -- whether it concerns direct or 

indirect effects, single species or communi-

ties -- will center on the question: How fire-

adapted or fire-dependent is the species or 

the community? In the following an.attempt is 

made to provide a general conceptual framework 

for a more quantitatively and comparatively 

oriented analysis of the fire-wildlife re-

lationshi p. 


A FIRE TOLERANCE MODEL FOR WILDLIFE 


Fires can be described and analyzed by 
monitoring their physical and chemical characters. 

These include temperature, oxygen, fuel, wind 
speed, height of the flame, spread rate of the 
fire front, etc. (Byrmun 1959, Trabaud 1976). 

Only a few of these characters need to be 
known in order to measure the short and long 

term impact of' a fire on a wildlife population. 
My experience with vertebrate populations in 
fire-prone envir(imnents leads me to suggest 
that three components of the fire complex can 
be singled out as determinants of the survival 
of a wildlife population. 1'hey are fire fre- 
quency (F), fire intensity (I) and fire area/ 
terrain (A). These three components are inter-
dependent and can be understood as gradients 
along the x, y, and z axis in three-dimensional 
space (fig. 2). 

10 1 FREQUENCY (fires/year) 

10.2. 

10--


-
10"4 

10 102 103 C0 105 166 
.1 I I I I I_

/INTENSITY (cal/cm/sec) 
10 

10 2 

Ilocations 


10 4 

5
10 AREA/TERRAIN TYPE (ha) 

Figure 2--Gradients of three major limiting 

factors of the fire tolerance of wildlife 

populations and communities, 


The frequency gradient (F) relates the 
frequency of fires in a given location or area. 
The scale ranges from an extremely low frequency 
(less than one fire in 10,000 years) to a 
maximum frequency of 10 fires per year. It is 
evident t'at fire frequency is a determinant 
since it regulates the period available for 
vegetation growth and other successional or 
cyclical phenomena within many ecosystems on 
earth.
 

The intensity gradient (I) is a function
 
of three important fire variables (adapted
 

from Byram 1959, p. 79):
 

I = cmr (K) 
where I = fire intensity in calories per 

gram of fuel per second 
c = heat yield in calories per gram 

cf fuel 

m = mass of available (or effectively 
burned) fuel in grams per cm

2 

r = rate of spread of the fire front 
in centimeters per second 

The intensit, of fires can vary greatly.
 
In a recent experiment Trabaud (pers. commun.)
 
found an I value of 3,49h cal/cm/sec in a
 
maquis fire near Montpellier that advanced at
 
a speed of 6 cr:/sec. In general, values of I
 
may vary from 40 to over 250,000 cal/cm/sec.
 

The fire tolerance (TI ) of a population Pl
 
within a given area is a function of Fl and Il:
 

= f (F1,i1 ) (2)
T1 


The populations of other species within
 

the same area may have different fire toler
ances (T 2 , ... Tn). The tolerance (T) of T3 


the entire conrnunity can then be expressed as
 

T = f (K, I) (3) 

Figure 3 shows one of the possible curves
 
of the T1 or T functions. In order to provide
 

more detail the area under the curve indicates
 
also under which conditins of F and I over
 
90%, 500 and 10% of a population or of the 
total number o: species will tolerate (survive)

the fire factor. 
tefr atr 

If we want to compare populations and
 

communities c: similar size between different 

or regions we have to add an
 
important, often overlooked factor expressing
 
the size of the fire and the terrain complexity
 

of this area. The relevance of the area/
 
terrain type gradient (A) is particularly 
evident to biogeographers in southern Calif
ornia. Rugged terrain strongly affects the
 
behavior of chaparral fires. Stands of oak
 
and other trees develop and maintain themselves
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Examples for the A gradient: Fire has 
burned over 3,000 ha in terrain type 3. The 
value entered for A is L,000 (ha). Had theF (fires/year) same fire burned over 3,000 ha in terrain 
type 5, the A value would be 600 (ha) instead.
 
This means that the area-related tolerance 
limits of wildlife populations are lower for 

Survival Rate the latter than for the former fire. 

We can now attempt to develop a fire
 
tolerance model. The effects of fire on wild
life are a function of the three gradients 
F, I, and A:
 

T = f (F, I, A) (h) 

The position or tolerance limits of a popu
lation can be indicated in the three-dimensional 

)90% 0O graph (fig. 2) as the volume within which at
I least some part of the population will survive 

(cal/cn/sec) the fire-related effects. 

-]... . . -- ~ ... .r - .. . . .r 

Figure 3--Percentage of tha total number of 
 ' / 

individuals or species surviving different -\'I7' lI". , _
 
fire impact levels.
 

'_,J ./_X
 
2..-- . . ,•' <.---> '/!
 

in depressions, along valley bottoms, arid in. 
 - ,, 
other places that are not affected by most /, 
fire events (fig. h). ,'.
 

There is an inverse relationship between
 
terrain complexity and the survival of animal 
 / 
habitats. The more complex the terrain is the 
less pronounced will be the effect of fire cn A 
wildlife, everything else being equai. The / 
fire area itself is an important factor since 
 74 
it is related to population size, dislersion
 
and habitat diversity. The lareur the fire '" 
area is the areater will generally be the fire's 
effects on wildlife. in order to combine the " ,, 
area with the terrain factor we divide the fire , "<{., N 
area by the terrain tyTe. 'There are six 
terrain types: # 4
 

Type 1--extremely dissected, rugged 
 - ! 1 
' mountainous 


0A W-1 -1 
Type 2--very rugged, highly uneven MAW P. -

Type 3--steep slopes, irregular
 
Type h--undulating hills
 
Type 5--gentle slopes 
 Figure h--Fire-generated (pyrogenous) habitat
 
Type 6--level 
 mosaic of coastal sage brush and oak groves
 

along the Malibu Coast (California).
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Figure 5 depicts four characteristic 
tolerance configurations. Two extreme ex-

amples are shown: a population that is ex

tremely sensitive to fire-related phenomena 
and therefore termed "fire-intolerant" (i), 
and a population that is not affected by any 

kind of fire, termed "fire-impervious" (2). 

Most wildlife populations, however, appear 
to be "fire-adapted" (3), i.e. they can 
tolerate fire up to a certain critical thres
hold. The extreme case of adaptation is 
reached where a species cannot survive in a 
given environment unless this environment is 
subjected to a frequent and strong fire 
"pul ". This is the "fire-dependent" ( 
population. 


F F 
3. 

. 3.grow 

FF 

.. 

- "'I 

./ /ecological 


A 

Figure 5--Tolerance "volumes" of wildlife 
populations. Population is (1) fire

intolerant, (2) fire-impervious, (3) fire-
adapted, and (14) fire-dependent. 

Some time will probably elapse before 
somebody succeeds in measuring the actual T 

values of an animal population. Even without 

quantifiable data, however, models such as 

this one can serve the needs )f ecologi sts , 

wildlife managers and biogeorraphers. As 

long as we have some data indicating the re-

lative position of different populations 

along the three gradients F, I, and A, we 

can determine their relative survival rates 

after fire, i.e. their relative tolerance 
limits to di fferent types of" fire. 

GEOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF FIRE'S
 
EFFECTS ON WILDLIFE
 

It is not dit'inult to outline some
 
aspects of the population geugraphy after the
 
fire event. Depending on the tolerance function
 

T of a population it will disappear, become
 

less or more numerous or remain unchanged in
 

population size. 

Very cormon in California's chaparral 
habitat is the temporary "thinning out" 
phenomenon of small rodents and bird species 
after fire (Lawrence 1966). This is either 
a result of high mortality, of an out-migra
tion or of both factors. Dispersal from 

burned over areas to unburned habitat pockets 

appears to be frequent wherever such "refuges" 
exist (see fig. I4). This creates, at least 
for a number of years, a cluster-type dis

persion pattern. Gradually, as the brushlands 
back to their former heights and density,
 

individuals from the cluster area will re
colonize the pre-fire distribution area. 

The existence Cf habitat mosaics within 
ar" round fire areas appears to be partic

important for resource and habitat 
s. Even if they are fire-dependentill lose their resourcez and/or


haLa.s after a fire and are then in need of 

suitable ecological space. Generalist-type
 

species, on the other hand, should be less
 
affected by fire event.: because of their large 

valency (Bendell 1974). We should
 

therefore expect to find more generalists
 
than specialists in fire-prone environments,
 
particularly those where the terrain is simple 
(type h-6) and does not favor the development
 

of burned and unburned habitat mosaics. 

FIRE AND THE MEDITERRANEAN BIRD COM.UJNITIES 

As an ornithologist and biogeographer I 
have been interested in the interaction between
 

man, habitats and birds for many years. Many 

"fire vegetation types" in the Mediterranean 
have replaced most of the "original, pristine 

forests that apparently once covered the 

fertile lowlands" (Naveh 197h). Numerous 

variants of degraded and regenerating vege

tation types exist. Birds occur in all these 

habitats, from the coast to the highest moun

tains and from the pristine remnant to the 

extreme state of degradation and ecological 

"abuse". 

Pending further investigation of the role
 

of fire on Mediterranean vertebrates it seems 
worthwhile in the context of this paper to at 
least describe the magnitude of the indirect
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effects of fire-associated human impact on the 

bird community. We know little about the dis-

tribution of bird species prior to the onset 

of the destructive pastoral burning practice 

of the middle ages. It is reasonable to assume 

that a small percentage of the current bird 

fauna did not exist there some 1,000 or 4,000 

years ago. It is equally reasonable to expect 

a historic presence of a small number of 

species in various regions of the Mediterranean 

where they are completely absent today. Most
 
of today's species, however, have probably

existed in this area for several thousands of 

years. It is best, therefore, to compile a
 
list of today's breeding birds and compare 

their habitat preferences and foraging strat-

egies with the resources being offered by the 

Mediterranean landscape. Which bird species 

were most likely to be adversely affected by 

the landscape transformation from mature, 

perhaps opei. (fire-adapted) forests to the 

variety of today'.s maquis, garrigue and 

agricultural habitats? The typical forest 

species have certainly decreased in distri-

bution area and population size. 


How many bird species have benefited from 

this landscape transformation, and how many 

have remained unaffected? Table I summarizes 

such data for the Italian mainland, the three 

largest islands surrounding the Tyrrhenian Sea 

and the large Magnireb region of NW Africa. 

Predictably, the smallest area (Corsica) has 

the lowest number of breeding bird species 

(summer visitors and year-round residents, 

compiled from various authors and my own fiEld 

data). A high 29% of its bird community is
 
likely to decrease in numbers as a result of 

human-caused burning efforts. The same per-

centage (35 species) would, however, increase 

in numbers. Only 42% would not be affected 

(some raptors, coastal and water birds, high 


mountain species). A high percentage of desert
 
birds in the Maghreb's avifauna contributes to
 
a relatively low impact of fire-related event.
 
in this region. In the other areas, however,
 
between 55-58% of today's avifauna has probably
 
been positively or negatively affected by the
 
historical vegetation transformation. Thus,
 
the fire factor has undoubtedly strongly con
tributed to the composition of the present
 
avifaunas in the western Mediterranean.
 

FIRE-DEPENDENT SYLVIA WARBLERS OF SARDINIA
 

Among the bird species that have benefited
 
from the historic change of the Mediterranean
 
landscape are several southern European rep
resentatives of the genus Sylvia. These are
 
small, rather inconspicuous and secretive
 
warblers, in appearance much like the well
 
known wrentit (Chamaea fasciata) of California's
 
chaparral country. The distribution and density
 
of Sylvia warblers is closely correlated with
 
man's effects on the landscape, particularly
 
with the nature of the fire cycle. In the
 
following I will attempt to illuminate the
 
indicator role of the genus Sylvia with res
pect to fire from three different angles. To
 
my knowledge, no other closely related
 
taxonomic group in the convergent habitats of
 
South Africa, Chile and California (Cody 1975,
 
Thrower and Bradbury 1977) "responds" in
 
such species specific ways to even seemingly
 
minute habitat differences caused primarily
 
by fire.
 

Five species of the genus Sylvia occur
 
within the 1-5 m tall macchia stands that
 
cover much of the island of Sardinia (total
 
surface area around 24,000 Km2 ). Their niche
 
breadth, territoriality and interspecific
 
competition have been studied over habitat
 
gradients ranging from dwarf macchia and
 

Table 1--Indirect effects of fire on the abundance 
and distribution of breeding birds. 

Area 

Maghreb 
Italy 
Sicily 
Sardinia 
Corsica 

Total # 
species 

242 
211 
138 
126 
121 

# Species 
decreasing 

(%) 

44 (18) 
61 (29) 
39 (28) 
29 (23) 
35 (29) 

# Species 
increasing 

(%) 

50 (21) 
51 (24) 
37 (27) 
38 (30) 
35 (29) 

# Species 
not affected 

(%) 

148 (61) 
99 (47) 
62 (245) 
59 (47) 
51 (42) 
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grassland to oak woodland and coniferous 

forests (Cody and Walter 1976). Their spatial 


and seasonal occurrence has also been analyzed 


(Walter, in prepar.). For the purposes of the 

present analysis it is sufficient to only 

briefly characterize each Sylvia species. 


S. 	sarda: Occurs only in short, often degraded 

or nutritionally poor habitats (low macchia) 

with at least some rocky substrate. Known 


to forage on the ground. Poorly adapted for 


competition in richer, more complex habitats. 


S. undata: Sympatric sibling species of
 

S. 	sarda. Rarely in the same micro-habitat
 

as the latter species. Prefers dense, homo-
1-3 in in height. Ageneouo nacchia of 

habitat opec jel t. 

S. melanoceohala: The ecological generalist 
in this group. Prefers heterogeneous habitats 
with diversity in ter.s of vegetation height 
and density. Occuro also in orchards and 

agricultural areas. 

S. cantillans: In open forest or in medium to 
tall macchia with interspersed trees or tall 
shrub. 

S. 	 atricapil la: In tall stands cf macchia, and 
in conifercus and broad-leafed woodlands. 

The ccmposition and the morpholop' of 

Sardinian macchia correlates well with different 

fire regimes. It is nut difficult at all to 

judge the date of the Icot fire from the 
characters found in a macchia stand. In addi

tion, forestry records are available in many 

areas. After a fire, the Sardinian macchia 

of 	the foothills and lower mountains follows a 
typical successional sequence, beginning with 

pioneer shrubs like Cistus monspeliensis 
followed by resprouting shrubs like Arbutus 

unedo and Erica arborea. A high fire frequency 

gradually impoverishes the soil leading to quasi-

permanent low Cistus macchias. Prolonged 
intervals between fires, cn the other hand, 

lead to the formation of very tall macchia 

containing substantial numbers of oaks or oak-
like species. In summary, the nature of the 

fire regime determines The height, composition, 
and quality of macchia habitats, 

Since each of the five Sylvia species 
occupies a different range of macchia habitats, 
each of' them is affected indirectly by the fire 

regime in a different way. This can easily be 

demonstrated by monitoring Sylvia density and 

diversity within the same habitat and between 
habitats over time (Cody and Walter 1976). 
If we relate these biological data to the fire 

history of the Sylvia habitats we can determine 
the fire tolerance of each species. 

In figure 6 a model habitat of about 40
 
ha size has been subdivided into four habitat
 
patches. Every six years a fire destroys one
 

of the four patches. in this hypothetical
 
example, the fire event sweeps always through
 
the oldest, i.e. the 24-year old, rather tall
 
macchia habitat. Such a fire regime permits
 

all five Sylvia species to persist in the h0
 
ha area. Each species has to move from one
 
patch to another one, however, because none of
 

the five species occur in each of the succes

sional habitats.
 

2 CA I 	 6 12II 

S,M SM M,U 

-------. L - -- -


UC M,U 	 UC 

18 1 2 CAI 18 

t 
18 years later 	 12 years later 

18 24 12 I 18 
U,C 	 M,U U,C 

CA 
-----------... --------

I C,A 
MU SM S,M 

Figure 6--Model of the cyclical geography
 
of five Sylvia warbler species.
 

S. sarda (S) can occupy only the habitat 

patch that had a fire event within the last 

six years. Older patches are occupied by S. 
undata (U), S. cantillans (C), and finally 

S. atricapilla (A). The latter can only occupy 
the 18-21; year old macchia because of its pre
ference for arboreal vegetation. S. melanocep

hala (M) and S. cantillans (C) occur in two 

patches at a time. The former might even occur 

in 	all four patches if the older stands offered
 

a considerable degree of heterogenei-y. After 

2h years the total area has gone through one 

complete fire-regulated cycle. The Sylvia 

community has also completed a full cycle of 

rearranging their geography and population
 

density within the area. 

In reality, this simplified situation will
 

only rarely occur. Firstly, some habitats ex

perience a rather slow progression of the
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vegetational succession. 
This prolongs the 

time period available to the early succession 

species, i.e. S. sarda (S) and S. melanoceprala

(M). Secondly, fire frequencies vary greatly. 

There are many areas in Sardinia that have been

burned over every three to five years. 
 This 
would again favor the species S and M of our 
model and exclude the other three species from 
the area. Thirdly, frequent cutting of brushand wood and the regular grazing and browsing
by sheep and goats may modify the structure of 
the macchia habitats. The Sylvia community
will respond in characteristic ways to such 

variable impacts on the Mediterranean vege-

tatin. 

Sfigure 7, six types of impact have 
been ,-related 
 with the Sylva comnunity 
stru,.-e and dynamics: Type I has had only 
:!,nfire within the study period of 90 years.

The macchia quickly reverts back to an elfin-

type forest. Type II is similar to type I but 

regular cutting of wood creates clearings and 

low brush areas within the elfin forest. This 

creates suitable habitats for up to f'our Sylvia

species compared to only one 
(A) in the undis-

turbed elfin forest. Type III experiences fire 
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Figure 7--Syvi warbler community structure 
and temporal dynaiic in response to fire 

Cx) and human habitat use Co). 

every 30 years, Type IV haL 
a 15-year fire
 
cycle, s,:d Type V has a 6-9 year fire cycle.

In the Type VI model, fires occur every 6-9
 
years, and the area is heavily utilized by

pastoral grazing and browsing. As fire fre
cuency increases, species A and C disappear.

In the Type VI habitat only S. sarda (S) and
 
S. melanoceuhala (M) persist.
 

The great dependence of the Sylvia species

on habitat height and structure (cover, density)
which, in turn, reflect the nature of an area's 
fire regime can also be used for an estimate 
of each species' fire tolerance (fig. 8). if
 
we want to assess the combined indirect effects 
of fire frequency (F) and fire intensity (1)
within the same area/terrain type environiment,
then we have only to consider the F and T 
gradients of the fire tolerance model 
(fif'. 2).

The evaluation of the habitat data of the 
Sardinian Sylvia community (Walter, in prepar.)
and their interspecific competition (Cody and 
Walter 1976) provides sufficient information
 
for at least a rough and relative model of the
 
total community tolerance (T). 
 It is the sum
 
of the data points along both gradients that
 
fall within the fire tolerance limits of each
 
species' population. 
Svia sarda and S. undata
 

fire-dependent species. S. ntlanocephala

and S. cantiilaois are fire-adapted but n(t
 
fire-iependent while S. atricapilla is rather
fire- intolerant. 
 'his latter specie_, has ertainl been curtailed in its distributi on and 

F (fires, yearj 

. -

S I. 

-

" .;

" \ ,,,, , ,
 

Al 

10 10 1 

Figure 8 -- Fire tolerance model of the Sli 
warbler communilty In Sardinia.
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FIRE FREQUENCY AND SITE DEGRADATION _/
 

Richard J. Vogi V
 

Abstract: Fire frequency is inversely proportional to fire
 

intensity. The natural fire frequencies must be determined to
 

relate changing frequencies to site degradations. Site degrada

tion can be caused by increased and decreased fire frequencies.
 

Altered fire frequencies do not necessarily lead to site degra

dations. Deviations from normal fire frequencies are usually
 

associated with grazing, cutting, clearing, and man-made droughts.
 

Natural vegetational shifts take place in some ecotonal types
 

and are not degradations. Natural degradation takes place in
 

semi-arid canyons, but is a necessary part of nutrient cycles
 

that allow the canyons to recover and flourish.
 

Key words: Fire frequency, site degradation, natural fire
 

frequencies, natural degradation.
 

Many definitions of site degradation have
INTRODUCTION 

embodied within them a degree of anthropo

morphism, that is, of assigning human values
Mediterranean-climate ecosystems tend to 


support similar vegetation types regardless of and price tags to the physical and biological
 

location and the species present. These components of the systems under evaluation.
 

Economic values are assigned to such things
systems are generally adjacent to, and form 


transitions (ecotones) with deserts, grass-
 as livestock forage production, water yields,
 

lands, savannas, and woodlands or forests of wildlife productivity, erosion control,
 

recreation use, wood production, and other
semi-arid woody trees. Fires of natural 

and uses. In some cases, the sites
origins appear to be an important component 	 resources 


have not deteriorated physically or
of these systems. 

biologically, but are, nonetheless, considered
 

to be degraded because a particular resource
Site degradation in these systems must be 


defined in order to evaluate the relation- important 
to man has temporarily declined or
 

ships between fire frequency and site degra-	 changed.
 

tion. Site deterioration takes place when
or Sometimes the fiscal considerations are
 ever the vegetation type best suited 


adjusted to a given location is displaced. even conflicting. While one group is pleased
 

This best-suited vegetation is sometimes with preventing fires in chaparral, for
 

called "on-site" vegetation, implying that it example, boasting of reduced run-off,
 

is the evolutionary winner of a juggle for stabilized slopes, and erosion control, wild

life managers lament that the big-game habitat
dominance of a given locale, and has occupied 


that place historically. Site deterioration 
 has deteriorated, for old-growth chaparral
 

also occurs when the physical environment is means drastic reductions in big-game as well
 

altered so that the o igival vegetation type 
 as general wildlife production.
 

cannot immediately reinvade, or cannot regain
 

its previous status. Soils, topography, and 
 Changes in fire frequency that produce
 

hydrology are often adversely affected. vegetational changes and possible environ

mental alterations usually relate to fire
 

intensity as well, since fire frequency is
 

almost always inversely proportional to fire
 
the Symposium on Environmental
I/Presented at 


Fuel Management in intensity.

Consequences of Fire and 


Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif.
 

Aug. 1-5, 1977.
 

-/Professor 
 of Biology, Biology Department,
 

California State University, Los Angeles 90032.
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DETERMINATION OF NATURAL FIRE FREQUENCIES 


An ecologist must look at each landscape

with a time and process perspective. 


Paul Sears 1977 


The natural fire frequencies must be
known to determine if 
site degradation has 

been brought about by a change in fire 

frequencies. One of 
the most important

tasks that ecologists must undertake is the 

determination of the natural fire frequencies

for each vegetation type, 
if fire management

is going to progress (Kilgore 1976). 
 This 

can only be accomplished by studying the 

original (pre-white settlement) vegetation or

the vegetational records, and 
by understanding

the vegetational histories of 
the various 

habitat types. 


Vegetation development/succession is a 

continuous dynamic process that must be 

considered in long-range terms or in a 
historical context. 
 In order to understand
the role of fire, one must understand the 

original vegetation under natural conditions. 


Contemporary 
trends in ecology have been 

stressing experimentation and modeling while 

neglecting vegetational histories as valuable 

scientific endeavors. 
 Vegetational histories 

are 
currently in such disregard that few are 

attempted or published (Whitford 1977).

Apparently, trained ecologists have forgotten,

and novices haven't learned, that ecologists,

like archaeologists and paleontologists who 

study the past, and geologists and other field 

scientists, must 
rely more on logic and 

observation/interpretation, particularly when
dealing with historical events, than strictly
experimental/laboratory scientists. 
 Such 

descriptive or qualitative information is 

just as 
valid and important, particularly as 

it accumulates through time, as 
are the 

conclusions drawn from experimentation. We

should be learnitg from the past and building 

upon the accumulating knowledge obtained by

whatever methods, rather than repeating our-

selves by having to rediscover again and again

what was already known but discarded because 

it was not done "scientifically". 


The ecologist's task is not only to see 

what is there, but 
to see what is going 


on. 

Paul Sears 1977 


SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPARRAL FIRE FREQUENCIES
 

Reconstruction of past 
fire frequencies

complicated by a paucity of records and the 

is
 

prese,ce of man-caused fires. 
 In addition,
records and data can be misleading and mis
interpreted. 
 State and federal fire records,
for example, generally indicate that mancaused fires 
are most common at 
the lowest
 
elevations, and 
that lightning-caused fires
 
are most 
frequent and important at the highest

elevations 
(J. E. Keeley, personal communica
tion). 
 An obvious assumption based on these
 
data is that upper-elevational chaparral and

forests should have had the higher natural 
fire frequencies. 
 But the picture changes

when it is realized that a critical portion

of the records are missing, that is, 
the
 
number of lightning-caused fires that have
 
occurred in the valleys. Most state and
 
federal forest lands only enclose the major
mountains and do not 
include the foothills,
 
upper alluvial fans, 
and the valleys, or their
 
fire records.
 

The natural vegetation of southern
 
California was 
formerly more contiguous and
 
continuous, so 
that a little lightning could
go a long way since fires could travel long

distances before reaching physical obstruc
tions. 
 7he valleys usually supported oak
 
savannas or woodlands. 
Common oaks included
 
the valley (Quercus lobata), coast live (.

agrifolia), 
interior live (Q. wislizenifl),

blue (. Douglasii), and Engelmann oaks

(Q. Engelmannii) which were subject to heart
 
rot after inJury. Sycamore (Platanus racemosa)

and California walnut (Jug ans californica) 
were locally important.
 

When lightning is the ignition scurce,
the number of fires that persist and spread is
 
more important than the number of strikes.
 
Contrary to popular belief 
that seems to die
 
hard, southern California lightning Is not
 
restricted to the high mountains, but also
 
commonly strikes in the valleys and 
lowlands.
 
Lightning does not 
exclusively strike the

tallest object in 
a region such as 
the tallest
 
tree on 
the highest mountain, but rather tends
 
to strike the tallest object in 
the immediate
 
vicinity of where a random lightning discharge
 
occurs. 
 The tallest objects in the early
California valleys were the large, open-grown

oaks and other trees that stood 
the brunt of
 
previous lightning strikei and innumerable
 
surface fires. 
As a resujt of these agents,
along with wind, insects, and fungi, the older
 
trees eventually became scared with basal fire

wounds, extensive heart rot, 
punky wood, and

broken limbs; perfect specimens to sustain
 
lightning ignition during heavy rains. 
The

oaks have now been largely replaced by power
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poles, transformers, substations, buildings, 


and exotic trees that are still struck but 


seldom lead to vegetation fires.
 

Lightning occurs less commonly in the 


valleys than in the mountains and is usually 


accompanied by heavy rains (Weide 1968), but 


nevertheless, occurs almost every year in 


most lowland areas, and over a 20-year period 


will have occurred in almost every month of 


the year. Detailed investigations of regions 


in which lightning has been considered to be 


negligible or unknown usually show these 


former appraisals to be underestimates, and 


California's lowlands are no exceptions. 


The oaks invariably were surrounded by 


mid-sized, perennial bunch grasses, graminoid 


monocots, and forhs with tops dying back to 


ground level for more than halt of each year 


because of the Mediteranean-type climate, 


These grasslands covered the plains, valleys, 


and foothills and could carry a fire within
 

hours or the day following a drenching thunder-


storm leaving behind unscathed grass root 


systems and stimulated meristems (Vogl 1974). 


The grasslands are now all but gone, the 


native species have become very uncommon; 


replaced by cities, farms, and annual-grass-


land pastures that are interrupted by a myriad 


of roads, freeways, aqueducts, and other 


obstructions. 


These fires probably burned the grasslands 


on a yearly basis, with fires reaching the 


chaparral-covered foothill and mountain slopes 


nearly every year. 
Most of the valleys and 


plains of southern California are extensive, 


and it would only take that one "exceptional" 


persistent, lightning strike to spread and 


burn an entire valley grassland. Harper (1913) 


pointed out the widespread influence that even 


rare lightning ignitions could have on long-


leaf pine country. 


Of course this would not
 

happen (lightning-started 

fires) very often on any 


one square mile, perhaps 


not more than one in one 


hundred years, --- when 


there were no roads or 


fields to stop it, a fire 


started by either cause 


might spread over 100 


square miles, and if that 


were the case the average 


frequency of fire on any 


one square mile would be 


about once a year.
 

It doesn't take much imagination to realize 


that even uncommon lightning ignitions in the 


southern California lowlands could also have
 

had profound effects on the vegetation.
 

Before white settlement and unintentional
 

or intentional intervention, chaparral fires
 

originated from ignition sources in the valleys
 

below and the higher elevations above. Lower

elevational or "warm" -haparral probably had
 

fire applied to it almost annually as fires
 

reached it from burning valley grasslands/
 

savannas (Vogl 1976). But because of a number
 

of factors such as the season of the year,
 
moisture conditions, fuels, stage of vegeta

tional development, time siiice the last fire,
 

climatic conditions, and other known and un

known reasons, "warm" chaparral only burned
 

on the average of about once every 20 years.
 

Ignition was probably reliant on many factors
 

being just right or conducive to the spread of
 

fire at the time of its contact, with the
 

number oi critical factors decreasing with
 

time after the chaparral reached maturity.
 

Upper-elevational or "cold" chaparral
 

was usually reached by surface fires that
 

periodically swept the understories of the
 

high-elevation coniferous forests. Although
 

lightning strikes are more frequent along the
 

higher peiks and ridges, the conifer trees are
 

less effective in sustaining lightning igni

tivns during rains. There are, however, a
 

greater number of lightning strikes that are
 

not accompanied or followed by rain there,
 

than in the valleys. The lower fire
 

frequencies of about once every 10 years, as
 

compared to 
the annual fires of the valleys,
 

was brought about by the more discontinuous
 

nature of the vegetation and the fuels
 

(primarily surface litter accumulations)
 

which prevented the extensive spread of these
 

fires. Within the California conifer belt,
 

the natural fire frequency was probably lower,
 

and the average size of fire smaller, in the
 

southern ranges and Sierra outliers, as well
 

as at the higher elevations.
 

Again, a number of factors and conditions
 

acting in concert were undoubtedly necessary
 

for the more frequent fires of the conifer
 

zone to spread into the "cold" chaparral once
 

a century or so. Another possibility is that
 
"cold"
particularly hot fires spread into the 


chaparral when extreme fire conditions co

incided with overmaturity of the upper

elevational chaparral. Under natural
 

conditions, the less xeric climatic conditions
 

and the longer time it took "cold" chaparral
 

to reach community maturity and decadence were
 

a deterent to fire.
 

It should be remembered that the average
 

range of wildfires of today cannot be compared
 

with those of yesterday, because the mild and
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--

low-intensity fires which were probabliy very 

common in the past 
are '.xiuded today. Most 

present-day wildfires are not nature's way,

but are nature's alternatives to man's 

interventions. 


INCREASED FIRE FREQUENCIES 


Increased fire frequencies are usually

man-caused and must often be encouraged because
of the fuel-free, and therefore, fire-free 

periods that characterize most post-burn brush-

land sites. 
 Increased fire frequencies are
often possible because of vegetation changes 

or the presence of exotic species that thrive 

with 	repeated disturbances. 
 Tle changes that
most often permit increased fires are 
con-
versions to the adjacent or ecotoo~il vegeta-
tion 	types which are adjusted to higher fire 


frequencies.
 

In aberrant or degraded 
forms of the 

original vegetation type, 
one wildfire often 

leads to another, in 
that a given fire "sets 

up" the area for another fire. This is 

particularly true when shrub stands burn 

while they arc, young and productive. 
Then 

the shrubs are so green thaz a fire, if it 

can be started, usually results in killing,

but not consuming, the foliage, branches, and

trunks. 
 The dead stems and brancies usually

remain standing, eventually dropping their 

leaves, twigs, and 
bark thereby creating ideal 

fuel conditions for a following fire. 
 This

post-burn preponderance of dead 
fuels can lead 

to another premature fire. 
 In some sites and 

under certain conditions, then, one premature

fire can 
lead to changes that will promote 

another premature fire and so on, which in 

turn, can alter and eventually degrade the

site. It should be noted that in 
some 	brushland 	types, a certain percentage of the larger 

fuels are normally left standing until the next
fire under natural fire frequencies. Perhaps

these standing stem stubs not 
only facilitate 

the spread of the following fire by providing

dead and dry fvi~s, but also serve as 
a 

nutrient reserve.
 

A number of changes are brought about 

with increased fire frequencies. Recognizing

that there are exceptions, the following

generalizations can be made: 


Increased fire frequencies: 


a.) Favor resprouting perennials
over 	non-sprouting species. 
 If 

species that rely solely on seed 

germination for recovery are 

burned before they produce 

seeds, they may be eliminated, 
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b.) Promote herbaceous over woody
 
plants.
 

c.) Promot2 grasses and forbs.
 
d.) Often favor aggressive alien
 

over native species.
 
e.) 
 First increase species diversity-.


but if carried to extremes can
 
create pure stands.
 

f.) 
 Lead 	to decreased fire intensities
 
-- lighter fires occurring more
 

often.
 
g.) Increased water yields; 
but if
 

carried to extremes can lead to
 
erratic water flow.
 

h.) Shortened recovery times 
to the
 
new type that invades or takes
 
over.
 

i.) 
Increase animal productivity;
 
both wild and domestic -- provided
 
that fires are 
not too frequent.
 

It should be made clear that increased
fire 	frequencies do not 
automatically lead to
 
site degradation. 
Under natural conditions,
 
increased fire frequencies were probably more
 
common 
than decreased frequencies. When
 
increased fire frequencies lead to natural
 
type conversions that 
are adjusted and main
tained by the more 
frequent fires, the 
new

regimes do not necessarily affect the sites
 
adversely. 
 Brush to grassland conversions,

for example, may actually lead to 
site 	improve
merts, in spite of the 
increased fire frequencies.

But if excessive burning is continued on brush
lands that 
are not 
converted to grasslands or
 are not invaded by alien plants, it can lead
 
to drastic reductions in plant cover, deteriora
tion 	of the organic soil layer, erosion, and
eventual site degradation or degraded shrub
lands.
 

DECREASED FIRE FREQUENCIES
 

Fire 	frequencies 
are often postponed in
American chaparral because of concerted fire
 
protection efforts. 
 The most common changes

produced by reducing fire frequencies include:
 

a.) 	 Increased 
fire 	intensitiea that 
are
directly proportional 
to the tiwe
 
beyond 
the normal occurrences.
 

b.) 	 Increased fuel accumulations 

abnormal buildups of dead and dying
plant material.
 

c.) 	 Widespread plant decadence, species
senility, and community stagnation.
 

d.) 
 Declines in species diversity,

particularly in short-lived shrubs,
 
grasses, and herbaceous plants.


e.) 
 Declines in plant productivity and
 
plant vigor 
-- decreased herbivore/
 
wildlife production.
 



f.) 	 Decreased water yields -- water 

flow becomes low but steady. 


g.) 	 Excessive loads of gravitational 

materials that have been 

temporarily detained by plant
 

growth on steep slopes (above 

the angle of repose). 


h.) 	Slow recovery after burning --

poor resiliency, 


i.) 	Due to fuel accumulations and 


plant decadence, fires produce 

numerous hot spots and "steril-

ized" places where heat damage 

to soils has taken place... 

excessive non-wettability of 


soils -- severe erosion and 

soil movements on steep sites 


following fire. 


One of the reasons that Mediteranean-


climate fires are considered to produce 

adverse effectP ind are viewed as generally 


destructive may be that most of the observed 


fires occurred some time beyond their normal 

sequence, and therefore, were abnormally 


severe. 


FIRE 	FREQUENCIES AND OTHER FACTORS
 

Wide deviations from normal fire 


frequencies do not occur in isolation, but 


are usually intricately related to other man-


caused alterations. These changes occur as 


man makes use of the brushland resources, or 


attempts to convert them to what he deems to 


be more useful. 


Shrub-dominated vegetation is commonly 


used as marginal grazing/browsing areas for
 

livestock of all sorts. Shrub stands are 


often opened and degraded by livestock. 

These activities can lead to unintentional 

reductions in fire frequencies by reducing 


fuels, breaking up or interrupting otherwise 

solid stands of shrubs, and by removing the 


more palatable and flammable while promoting 


the non-palatable plants which may also be 


leps flammable. The vegetation can recover 


and even be stimulated by fire, but when com-


bined with heavy, continuous overgrazing can
 

often lead Lo site degradation. In many parts 


of Mediteranean-climate ecosystems, frequent 


fires and grazing are inseparable, 


Th- zoastal scrub or sage scrub of 


California (excluding the coastal succulent 


scrub of Baja California) is an example of 


changing fire frequencies as a result of live-


stock activities. This vegetation type 


presently occupies scattered coastal plateaus, 


lower elevational sites, and isolated stands 


in California's coastal mountains. It is 


characterized by soft-leaved sub-shrubs, semi

woody ohrubs, and herbaceous plants of a highly
 

aromatic nature due to the presence of volatile
 

monoterpenes (Mooney 1977).
 

When this vegetation type is examined in
 
a historical context, and areas of different
 
grazing intensities are compared, it is
 
apparent that coastal scrub has been largely
 

created by heavy livestock grazing and over

grazing. These sites were usually near
 
natural or man-made water sources. The
 

areas are generally accessible to livestock
 

from 	the valleys, canyons, or plains on gentle
 
co moderate slopes. Most coastal sage scrub
 

areas were created at the expense of native,
 

perennial bunch grasses (Heady et al. 1977)
 

which were eliminated by overgrazing. As the
 
more palatable grasses and forbs were reduced
 

and 	eliminated, the pungent, non-palatable
 

sage 	species expanded. Most of the isolated
 
mid 	and intermountain scrub stands relate to
 

former grassland, potrero, or ranch sites
 

which focused former livestock utilization in
 

the 	otherwise undesirable chaparral lands.
 
The 	concentrated components of the present-day
 

coastal scrub were formerly scattered isolates
 
in the chaparral and grasslands.
 

In addition to the selective pressures
 

exerted on the vegetation, most of these sites
 

were 	degraded by trailing, trampling, and
 
compaction which resulted in increased run-off
 

and 	erosion. This led to the eventual destruc

tion 	of the grassland soils, created areas of
 

exposed substrate, and made the sites more
 

xeric. This was complicated by the eventual
 
invasion of alien grasses with characteristic
 

bare 	zones.
 

All 	of these changes affected fire
 

freq,encies and intensities. Surely the
 
original perennial grasslands burned frequently,
 

with 	repeated fires helping to maintain the
 

grasslands and to check invading shrubs (Vogl
 

1974). But with conversion to sage scrub and
 

deterioration of the sites, fire frequencies
 

must 	have been reduced because of the lowered
 

biomass, reduced fuels on the ground, and dis

continuous nature of the vegetation.
 

In this instance, site degradation was
 

caused by livestock grazing which resulted in
 

changes in fire frequencies, and it is apparent
 
that 	changes in the fire frequency did not
 

directly produce site degradation. An increase
 

in fire frequencies in coastal scrub, if
 

coupled with the removal of livestock, might
 

actually help to restore sites to grassland.
 

Apparently some land managers have decided to
 

recognize coastal scrub as a natural habitat
 

type, and might, therefore, consider its re

conversion to grassland as a site degradation.
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Another activity that 
is often related to 

site degradation is 
the 
cutting of brushlands.
Cutting for firewood, fencing materials, and

other uses 
has had important impact in 
various
parts of Mediteranean-climate systems,

particularly near population centers 
in under-

developed countries and 
in densely inhabited 

rural areas. Cutting is often coupled with
burning and intensive grazing/browsing which

usually causes vegetation degradation through

a selective loss of species. 
 Often cutting

exceeds regeneration or 
substantially weakens 
certain plant specie3 until they die. Wood-

land tree 
 species have been eliminated from
areas adjacent to settlements. 
 Maiy shrub-

land areas have been, and 
still are, being

converted to degenerate brushlands. Again,

altered fire frequencies are just one 
facet 

of the degradation process. 
 In many countries,
 
prime agricultural areas are inadequate and the
more marginal brushlands 
are being pressed into 

various uses. 

Brushland clearing takes place 
for various 

reasons and in varied amounts. In developed

countries, this clearing is often done on a

large scale using herbicides, bulldozers, 

chains, mechanical crushers, and windrow or 

brush-pile burning. 
 It should be noted that
fire is only one of the many tools used in the 

clearing, and usually involves the combustion

of abnormal fuel loads 
(piles of brush, stumps,
and root systems). 
 If the purpose of the 

brush clearing is 
a type conversion or the

construction of fuel-breaks for fire protec-

tion, 
the sites are further altered by 
the

planting of different species and follow-up

herbicide treatments. 
 Sometimes these cleared
sites 
are subject to intensive erosion before 

they are recaptured by the 
planted or invading

vegetation. 
 In many cases, brush clearings 

and type conversions end up as 
projects of
working against nature, because the planted

vegetation is quickly reinvaded by the Lrush, 

or is only maintained with great effort and 

expense. 


DROUGHTS; MAN-M4ADE AND NATURAL 


Normally, Mediterranean.climate ecosystems
are visited by frequent droughts, and the

vegetation is able to adjust to 
these stress 

periods. 
The qiestion as 
to whether natural
fires typically occurred during droughts 
is

unresolved. 
 It is obvious 
that man-caused

fires commonly occur during the hottest and 

driest times today, while severe drought

periods in the past may have remained largely
fire-free because of the absence of thunder-

storms with lightning ignition. 
When droughts

were interrupted by natural ignition, they were 

probably most often also terminated by rains 


which greatly enhanced post-burn recovery.
 

A nearly universal problem today is the

intensification of natural dry periods by the
lowering of water tables, increasing run-off,

and the reduction of stream flow. 
 These factors

place additional 
stresses on tile vegetation that
 may affect its resiliency. Man-made fires
during natural droughts, or when man 
has intensified water problems, may adversely affect
the post-burn vegetation, in that 
the recovery

of certain species may be impaired. This in 
turn, could lead to site degradation, but

would relate more 
to the conditions under
which the 
fire occurred, and not 
any particular

changes in 
fire frequency. 
 Fire frequency, then,

is not only related to 
fire intensity but also
 
to the time of occurrence 
of the fire.
 

NATURAL DEGRADATION
 

Some sites undergo natural degradation
with fires of natural frequencies. 
 In these

locations, fires retrogressively set 
back plant
succession/development, in addition to providing

temporary conditions conducive to massive
 
physical changes.
 

Natural degradation, for example, occurs
 
in most canyons supporting perennial 
streams
in southwestern North America. 
The canyons

are usually steep-walled dissections of semi
arid plateaus or 
rugged mountains. Most of

these canyons support dense growths of drymesic to mesic species, including thickets of
phreatophytic shrubs, 
trees, and aquatic

plants under prolonged ti year-round growing
seasons. Many of the 
canyon inhabitants are
 
more characteristic of less arld 
to mesic

climates elsewhere in 
North America.
 

The lonp-growing seasons and 
ever-present

waters promote prolific growth which eventually

becomes so abundant that it 
physically impairs

and stiffles additional growth. 
 There is no
 
way for these species to continue to grow and
prosper in their own wastes, and these mesic
species are unable to 
invade and survive in
 
the arid environments outside of these canyons.
 

Eventually, the plant growth becomes

decadent, and 
new growth becomes almost 
non
existent. 
 The deciduous trees that areusually present 
are particularly Important
 
sources 
of fuel. Their fallen-leaf accumulations often create continuous trains of fuels
 
that allow higher-elevational 
fires to pene
trate the canyons. Jungles and tangles of
dead and dying vegetation, debris pile-ups,

opening canopies, and insufficient water lead
 
to summer 
water stresses and inevitable fires
 
that convert most of the above-ground
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Loose debris in vegetated canyons quickly
 
piles up during floods, creating debris dams
 

accumulations into ash and charcoal. 


Since many of these species do not have 


the resiliency of fire vegetation types, and 


the surrounding upland vegetational recovery 


is often delayed because of arid conditions, 


the canyons are subject to intensive run-off 


which results in flash floods, even with 


average rainstorms. The heavy fuel loads in 


the canyon bottoms often generate such intense 


fires that even widely-scattered plants 


growing on the canyon walls or slopes are
 

consumed. The floods that commonly follow 


Southwestern canyon fires tend to be severe, 


causing extensive movement of substrates, even 


rocks, so that the canyon bottoms are scoured, 


excavated, recut, and redeposited. The finer 


materials such as the ash, charcoal, organic 
matter, and unhurned plant parts are generally 


removed from the canyons and deposited in the 


lower-elevational floodplains, valleys, and 


sinks. Even root systems of the trees, 


shrubs, and herbaceous plants are often ex-


cavated and redistributed, 


Immediate post-fire and flood assessments 

usually reveal multiple damages and negative 


impacts; seemingly clear cases of site degra-


dation. If tile fire-flood episodes are
 

considered from a long-term viewpoint, how-


ever, they can be seen as part of a cycle that 


has been repeaited innumerable times. How else 


could such steep-walled canyons have been cut 


through time? Could these canyon-bottom 
plants have continued in their own wastes? 

Or does a fire/flood sequence serve as both 
an end and a beginning by re-creating hospi-
table terrestrial and aquatic conditions? The 
species that are lost in the fire and flood 


are able to reinvade and again flourish 


because of tile rejuvenating effects of tile 


fires/floods, 


But what of the losses of the accumulated 

products of photosynthesis; the nutrients and 


minerals in the ash, charcoal, and organic 


matter that are scoured out of the canyons 


and deposited in valleys? Surely, this 


represents a loss of valuable and critical 


nutrients and is a real degradation of the 


canyon sites; a logical conclusion when a 


canyon is viewed I isolation. 


But when canw- art, coi, iatireL, as parts 
of larger systems, tl,* oa; ic matt(,: manu-
factured and accumulated ,h a.c' ant be 

readily recycled until it is removed from the 


canyons. Fires convert these plant materials 


to easily transported and assimilated forms. 
Without fires, the floods tend to be less 


severe since run-off is reduced and impeded, 


thereby standing little chance of "blowing out" 


or removing the vegetational accumulations. 


that check the down-rushing waters. Even if
 

floods were successful in excavating plant
 

parts from canyons, the bulk materials
 

delivered to the more arid basins would be
 

of little use for new growth because it would
 

be preserved rather than decomposed. In
 

addition, most of tile heavier plant materials
 

would be buried, just as unburned tree and
 

shrub roots are often reburied in floods.
 

The ravaging floods that usually follow
 

fires in these canyonlands, however, readily
 

carry the bouyant ash and charcoal to the
 

floodplains, lowlands, valleys, and sinks.
 

Flood waters quickly lose their velocities or
 

heads as canyons open to the lowlands, dis

charging the flood waters into anastomosing
 

channels, dissipating and infiltrating as it
 

reaches level terrain, thereby spreading ash,
 

charcoal, and fine organic-matter flotsam on
 

the surface. This bouyant component is
 

usually transported in an emulsion, detergent

like foam, that prevents burial and guaranties
 

widespread surface placement. The non-wettable
 

nature of these fire products also contributes
 

to their bouyancy.
 

Once these dust-like materials coat the
 

floodplain and valley sands, silts, and salts,
 

they are vulnerable to wind transport, which
 

could not occur within the protected confines
 

of the deep canyons. Winds commonly rake the 

lowlands and valleys unimpeded, even generate 
their own "dust-devil" thermals, reaching 
maximum velocities during the movement of 
fronts, and particularly, during thunderstorms. 
A small fraction of tile combusted materials is
 

often also removed from the canyons in the
 

ascending smoke plumes of the fires which
 

sometimes develop directly into cumulus cloud
 
towers.
 

Once these burned plant materials are
 

carried aloft, they can encircle the globe and
 

be moved back up into mountain watersheds,
 
coming to earth by gravity or as the nuclei of
 

moisture and rain drops. Upon reaching the
 

earth they can be immediately incorporated
 
into the system, eventually working their way
 

through the canyons again, thereby completing
 

the cycle. During active thunderstorm periods,
 

which would normally also produce lightning 
ignition, most particulate matter would not 

travel far before it would be captured in a 

thunderstorm cell and be brought to earth
 

again.
 

Although man with his typical short

sightedness, educational and cultural pre

judices, and pragmatic monetary orientation
 

may consider such fire/flood sequences as
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environmental degradations, and attempts to 

prevent them, the result will bR that all of 

those phenomena, processes, and organisms that
are a part of this cycle will be adversely

affected. 
And if prevention is successful, 

man will have to adjust to nature's alterna-

tives which may be more difficult than working
with nature from the beginning, 


Although the examples presented occur in
southwestern North America, canyons in other
arid and semi-arid parts of the world probably
function in similar ways. 

NATURAL VEGETATIONAL SHIFTS 


Some "c-lges" or transitional regions areapparently more or less stable, consisting ofinterdigitating species from the two contrast-
ing vegetation types or a juxtaposition of the

various vegetational elements with each

species seeking out its specific microenviron-

ment. 


But other transitional areas are unstable,

dynamically fluctuating from one vegetation

type to another, depending upon the presence 

or absence of environmental conditions and the
exertion or relaxation of certain factors,

including fire. 
 These vegetation types are

like battle fronts, with species retreating

and advancing with mortality and recruitment, 

varying from one vegetation type to 
the other 

naturally. 
When fire and ether factors lead
to such site conversions they cannot be

labeled as site degradations, 


SUMARY 


Many people seem unwilling to 

discard the paradoxical philo-

sophy that while natural land-

scapes are beautiful, some of 

the forces that shaped them 
-

such as fire 
- are undesirable, 


B. Riley McClelland, 1975
 

Western Wildl'".,ds 
By way of the previous examples, it is 


apparent that almost all cases of variations 

in fire frequency cannot be related to site
degradation without considering other factors
and conditions. 
One of the things that has 

confused and delayed the solution of fire

problems in the past has been atte.npts to
oversimplify situations, or to blame one 

particular activity or factor. 
Often, 

individuals and agencies have been so certain
 
that fires of any kind are the sources of all
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problems, that further investigations and
 
considerations are not made.
 

Cultural values often appear to enter

into the evaluation of 
sites and fires. We
 
are taught that certain things and conditions
 
are acceptable or una(ceptable, whether they
are practical or aestlietic, and we make judge
ments accordingly. Itiulerance of burned
landscapes is brought about by social-cultural
 
conditioning. 
When most people discard their

learned values, for example, they begin to

admit that the sights, smells, and sounds of
 
fire and smoke, as well as 
charred wood or
burnt grasses are not only acceptable, but
are actually pleasant and even 'njoyable.
 
The basic instincts that tell us 
to accept
fires and burned landscapes a- a normal partof our surroundings, instincts and feelings

that go all the way back to our roots, have

been over-ridden by social conditioning and
 
education to reject burning and blackened
 
landscapes, to abhor them, and 
to be in
tolerant of them. 
As a result, the role of
 
fire in site degradation is often exagerated
and approached negatively, if not 
in a biased
 
manner. 
Fire unfortunately is
more often

viewed as a destructive menace than as a
 
natural process or phenomenon (Vogl 1977).

Fire damage, for example, is still commonly

appraised without consideration of the

beneficial aspects, which should be sub
tracted from the damage to 
yield the net
 
damages or net benefits.
 

In order to evaluate the effects of fire,
including the role fire frequency plays in
 
site deterioration, the obvious and the
obscure, and the long-range as well as the
immediate effects must 
be considered. 
 In
 
Mediterranean-climate ecosystems which have
evolved with fire and are inseparably related
 
to it, the key to understanding the beneficial

and detrimental activities of man as 
they

relate to 
fire, is to understand the role

that fires have played under natural
 
conditions.
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INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND FIRE MANAGEMENT1/ 2/
 

Robert G. Lee 3/
 

Abstract: 
 This paper examines how social 
 organization
facilitates control over 
wildfire. 
 A theory of institutional change is used to inte.-oret the history of social
organizational 
efforts to regulate fire 
 in California's
wildlands. 
Three types of institutions 
are described: (1)
local volunteers that provided the primary means 
for fuel
and fire management in the first eighty years of the 
 State,
(2) fire control bureaucracies that have provided fire protection for the last 
 fifty years, and 
 (3) possible new
organizational 
means for integrating fire and fuel management with other land management activities. 
It is concluded
that, in addition 
 to more scientific 
and technical
knowledge, institutional changes will 
 require new commitments by individuals 
and the realignment of organizations

with new interests.
 

Key words: 
 fire and fuel management, wildfire, 
sociological, institutional change, social organization.
 

INTRODUCTION 	 something far more 
 significant. Scientist.
and managers concerned with wildland 
fire and
 
fuel management have 
been meeting


This symposium is not simply a increas'ng frequency and have 
with
 

transi- fundamental questions been asking
tory meeting of scientists concerned with the 	
about existing and
potential
role of 
 fire in Mediterranean ecosystems. 	

wildland fire policies. The seri-

From 
 an historical perspective it represents 

ousness with which these questions are being
asked signifies that society is enmeshed in 
a
1/ Presented 
at the Symposium on En-
vironmental Consequences of Fire and 	
transition from a period in which it has
attempted
Fuel Management in Mediterranean 	 to gain absolute control over fire


Ecosystems, 	 -- epitomized by the pursuit of
Palo Alto, California, 	 fire exclu-

August 1-5, 1977. sion policies -- to a period in which it will
2/ Research leading attempt to regulate fire and human
to this report 	 relationships
was supported by the OFFICE OF WATER 	

to it through a complex combination of
 
R E S E A R C H AN D T E C H N O L O G Y , U S D I, 	

strategies. The term integrated fI. manalku n d e r 	 st r a e e n set e 
the Allotment program of Public Law 	
i e a e w ppro a c h
 

inahc
88-379, as amended, and by the 
has been used to aescribe a new approach


University of California, 
in which the goal is not simply to limit the
Water
Resources Center, as a part of Office 	
number and 
 size of fires, but is instead to
of Water Research and Technology Pro-
minimize social losses and maximize gains by
ject No. A-058-CAL 	 employing various combinations
and Water 	 of fire


Resources Center Project 	 suppression, fire prevention, fuel manageUCAL-WRC-
 ment controlled burning, and
499. Support was also provided by 	 land use plan
ning.
the California Agricultural Experiment Station, Berkeley, California.
3/ Assistant Professor, Department of 
 Scientific
Forestry and Conservation, University 	 and technical information
 

of California, Berkeley, California 	
will be needed to develop an integrated
approach to fuel and fire management. 
 Basic
knowledge of fire 
 and its influence on the
 
biological and physical processes of wildland
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ecosystems .sabsolutely essential. Techni-

cal knowledge is equally important. Yet, 

despite its importance, all this information 

is by itself insufficient for the rational 

development of any new approach to fuel and 

fire management. To be successful an 

integrated approac must also take into 

account the institu t ional framework within 

which such scientific and technical informa-

tion will become relevant to decision makers. 


This paper will begin with a definition 

of the tern institution and an interpreta-

tion of institutional change. A discussion 

of the evolution of institutions responsible 

for wildfire in California will follow, 

Emphasis will be placed on the ways social 

organizations respond to changes in their 

social and biophysical environments. The 

discussion will conclude with a few recommen-

dationi for changes in administrative organi-


zations that are likely to facilitate the 

development of an integrated approach to fuel 


and fire management. 


THE NATURE OF INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
 

Rose (1965) defined an institution as 


an organized group of persons having 

different but coorJinated functions with 

respect to each other and the material 

things necessary for the cooperation of 

the group, in which the organization and 

the material things outlast the indivi-

dual memoers and new members can take 
their places (p. 727). 

An institution is not necessarily a formal 
organization such as the U.S. Forest Service.
 
It can also be as informal and uncodified as 

a family tradition or a national ritual for 


celebrating the Fourth of July. 


Institutions emerge as corporate enti-

ties- when there is the development of (1) a 

legitimated procedure through which members 

can pursue the goals of the institution, and 

(2) a legitimated sphere of jurisdiction 

which defines the problems to which these 

procedures may be applied (Swanson 1971). 

Members of institutions have a dual status. 


They use .heir relationships to the 


whole for the fulfillment of their individual 

needs -- their special interest. But they 

also maintain the institution by acting as
 
its agents. The existence of an institution 

as a corporate entity depends upon its 

members acting on behalf of it when dealing 

with other people or the natural environment, 


The process by which a group of people
 
with common concerns develops into an insti
tution that can authorize people to act as
 
its agents is known as Institution building.
 
In order to analyze how an integrated
 
approach to fire an fuel management is pczsi
ble at the institutional level, we must first
 
understand how institutions are built to
 
solve perceived environmental problems and
 
how they change in response to changes in the
 
perception of the environmental conditions
 

for which they were built. The distinction
 
between institution building and institu
tional change is a matter of perspective.
 
Institution building views the development of
 
an institution from the point of its incep
tion, while institutional change views the
 
transformation of an institution from the
 
point of its preexisting structure. A
 
theoretical formulation of institutional
 
dynamics was developed by drawing from the
 

work of several sociologists, most notably
 
Swanson (1970, 1971), Eisenstadt (1968,
 

1969), Shils (1965, 1968), and Parsons
 
(1960).
 

Institution Building
 

The process of institution building may
 
be summarized in six steps. It begins when
 

people discover they share a common problem
 
or threat but lack the organizational means
 

for doing anything about it. People communi
cate their sense of uncertainty to one
 
another, a process through which they come to
 
feel interdependent and alike. A common
 
appraisal of the situation emerges from this
 
communication, but people do not yet know how
 
to confront the problem. Alternative propo
sals or plans for action are offered, and the
 
advantages and disadvantages of the various
 
proposals are considered.
 

The second step begins when an indivi
dual or, group emerges with a plan to
 

transform tle problematic conditions. Power
 
is then vested in the person or persons who
 
are perceived to possess special abilities to
 
bring order co chaotic conditions. Sociolo
gists use the term "charisma" to describe
 
individuals or groups that demonstrate the
 

ability to elicit respect, awe, and even rev
erence by forcefully transforming reality
 
(Si~ils 1965). But the leader must also act
 
as a critic of any old organizations in order
 
t establish the independence necessary for
 
creating new forms. At this time the leader
 
als' begins to identify external sources of
 

support for the program he envisions.
 

The third step begins when people recog
nize that their separate acts serve collec
tive purposes. A sense of the new order is
 
associated with the emerging organization.
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Many people become excited by the possibili-

ties for success and commit themselves to 

particular tasks. 
 Yet not all people who are 

aware 
 of the emerging order become involved, 

and many people may resist the new order and 

criticize the leader's plan and methods for 

implementation. Resisters may adhere 
to old 

patterns or attempt to influence the leader's 

plan by inserting their own proposals. At 

this point the leader must actively develop 

external sources of support for his efforts 

by demonstrating his charismatic abilities to 

outsiders. Resisters are brought into the 

group when elements of their counter-

proposals are accepted. As collective pur-

poses solidify, outsider's begin to respect 

the unusual abilities of the leader and 
 his 


that their behavior is i;. :-nfined to the
 
limited roles they may havE played in earlier
 
stages. Peoplesoon come to identify with the
 
purposes and 
activities of' the organizatie.:, 
as a whole by interacting with one another :t& 
members of the group and by coming to sec
 
themselves as others, particularly outsiders,
 
see them. Only after their identities are
 
confirmed will members be prepared to 
 flexi
bly allocate their attention to the require
ments of the institution as a corporate
 
entity. Members are now prepared to function
 
as authorized agents of the group, since they
 
can represent its purposes to outsiders in a
 
manner that is consistent both with its
 
internal requirements and with the ways it
 
serves outsiders.
 

followers to order to
bring chaotic condi
tions. This provides the leader with addi-

tional 
sources of support that help authorize 

the implementation of his plan. 
 Once sources 

of power are secure, there is a separation of 

the plan from its implemertation, bringing 

about a differentiation in roles between 

those who formulate organizational policy and 

those who implement it. The organi:zation is 

now prepared to assume 
a life of its own. 


The fourth step marks the point where 

the power lodged with the leader is 

transferred 
to the group, and members commit 

themselves to the common goals by sharing the 

sense of 
power to transform environmental 

conditions. The 
 leader often initiates this 

process by withdrawiy from his central posi-

tion and accepting the dispersion of his 

power to members who play particular roles. 

Group goals and the means to reach them 

thereby come to 
have an existence independent 

of the persons who created them. It is at 

this point that both members and outsiders
 
come to regard the group as a corporate
 
entity with a life and character of its own.
 
Functions previously identified with 
 the 

leader or individuals are now routinized 
 in
 
the form of particular roles that lend 
a
 
sense of predictability to the behavior of 

the group. 
 The group becomes an institution 

known both internally and externally for its 

goals, procedures, sphere of jurisdiction, 

and sources of authority. If this step has 

been successful, then outside sources of sup-

port developed by the will
leader persist 

through formalized relationships. But the 

institution building process is not 
 complete 

until members have gone through some addi-

tional changes. 


The fifth step signifies the solidifica-

tion of the organization as an entity 

independent of its members' lives outside the 

institution. Members begin to relate to one 

another in ways that reflect their commitment 

to the collective purposes, with the result 


The sixth step indicates that the insti
tution has beenbuilt and can be characterized
 
by explicit goals, procedures, agents who
 
occupy a system of offices, and support from
 
other social groups that provide it with the
 
authority it needs to conduct reality order
ing activities. The authority acquired by
 
the group now rests with its agents, for it
 
is the agents ',c - "-- "- the problem 
solving activit.: Ior tnt ,roup. Officc: 
are coordinated by the emergence of an 
admin
istrative system allocates
that duties,
 
responsibilities, and channels communication.
 
At this point the 'eader often reemerges in a
 
statesman-like role. 
 His primary functions
 
are to create and fill offices from informal
 
roles and to suggest courses of action for
 
meeting criticism by outsiders or for main
taining and expanding sources of support.
 
Once established, the institution tends to
 
resist change by perfecting the problem
solving activities for which it 
was built.
 

Institutional Change
 

We have seen how institutions are built
 
to serve as organizational solutions 
to per
ceived problems or threats from the 
 environ
ment. As such, institutions are suited to
 
the way people define problems in their
 
environment, and 
are likely to persist with
 
the same problem-solving activities 
as long
 
as the perceptions of the environment and its
 
problems remain the same. 
 Yet, as members of
 
the modern scientific community, we know that
 
the actual conditions of orgarizational
 
environments 
 are changing continuously,

regardless of how they are perceived 
 by

members. An institution is in danger of los
ing its effectiveness as a social organiza
tional device when the 
 realities of the
 
environment change and member's 
 perceptions
 
remain the Since this
same. seems to have
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happened more than once to institutions 

authorized to manage fire, I will examine the 

relationship between changing environmental 

conditions and institutional change. 


When change in the institutional 

environment is very slow the organization can 

often adapt by meeting new problems with 

incremental changes in old solutions or with 

new solutions that follow from old assump-

tions. But when change in the environment is 

rapid and unpredictable, institutions often 

lose their effectiveness. This is associated 

with internal confusion and conflict that is 

followed by withdrawal of support by outside 

groups. At this point the institution's sur
vival is threatened, since both its members 

and outsiders sense it lacks the means for 

solving new problems or meeting new threats. 

Very few organizations actually collapse and 

dissolve under such stress. What usually 

happens instead is that loss in the sense of 

organizational integrity stimulates an 

attempt to reconstitute the institution, 


Recr ,titution involves reformulation of 

the pur 3es, procedures, jurisdiction, and 

sources of outside support. It usually takes
 
the form of a repetition of the steps through 

which the original organization was built. 

But reconstitution differs significantly from 

the original institution building process. 

During reconstitution members retain their 

generalized commitment to the original organ-

ization as a corporate entity at the same 

time that they lose their commitment to 

specific purposes, procedures and offices, 

thus permitting them to test new realities 

without a sense of alienation from others. 

This retention of corporate citizenship, with 

its firm sense of responsibility to the gen-

eral welfare of the original group, clearly 

distinguishes institutional change from 

institution building, 


This theoretical framework for analyzing
 
institutional dynamics provides us with a 

window through which to examine how institu-

tions were built to solve perceived wildfire 

problems, and how these institutions have 

changed in response to changes in the percep-

tions of the environments to which they were 

adapted. 


INSTITUTIONAL ADAPTIONS TO 

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 


An historical interpretation of institu-

tional change in relation to fuel and fire 

management in California's Mediterranean cli-

mate ecosystems will be presented. It will 


outline the characteristics and actions of
 
past, present, and proposed organizations in
 
relation to their social and biophysical
 
environments. Figure 1 summarizes this
 

information in a format that will structure
 
discussion. Historical case material has
 
been limited to California, because compari
sons between institutional forms would become
 
too complex if all the social conditions in
 
other countries with Mediterranean climate
 
ecosystems were included. However, care has
 
been taken to make all the conceptual
 
material general enough so that it can be
 
applied to any form of society at any level
 
of development.
 

The rows of figure 1 have been organized
 
to provide three sorts of information: (1)
 
environmental conditions that underly the
 
perception of problems or threats requiring
 
an organizational solution, (2) institutional
 
adaptations to perceived environmental condi
tions, described in terms of the characteris
tics of a completed organization, and (3)
 
organizational solutions, involving actions
 
to solve perceived environmental problems
 
(inputs to wildland systems).
 

The columns of figure 1 represent three
 
distinct stages in the evolution of institu
tions responsible for the control of fires
 
and fuel in wildland ecosystems. The first
 
stage describes the environmental conditions,
 
institutional arrangements, and organiza
tional solutions that existed in local areas
 
prior to the emergence of State and Federal
 
fire control organizations. The second stage
 
describes the environmental conditions which
 
stimulated formation of the fire control
 
bureaucracies that have existed for the last
 
thirty or forty years. The third stage
 
describes the present environmental condi
tions and theorizes about the best form of
 
institutional adaptation and organizational
 
solutions.
 

Figure 1 lists two biophysical environ
mental conditions that have changed signifi
cantly over the period of study so that their
 
relationship to institutional changes could
 
be displayed: (1) relative quantity of
 
fuels, (2) the relative number of unwanted
 
ignitions. The number of upwanted fires
 
reflects the number of firesstarted bv people
 
as well as the naturally cau:.ed.
 

Four characteristics of the socia)
 
environment are summarized under environmen
tal conditions: (1) the relative number and
 
value of resources associated with wildlands,
 
(2) the relative losses to resources from
 
wildfire, (3) the relative gains from using
 
fire as a tool to protect or enhance resource
 
values, and (4) the relative amount of scien
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tific and technological information available 

on 
 fuel and fire management in natural 

ecosystems. Consideration of resource values 

reflects 
 several important conditions, 

including population growth, expansion of

populations 
into wildlands, increases in the 

number and diversity of interest groups 
con-

cerned with wildlands, and 
increased access 

to wildlands by user publics. 
 All environ-

mental conditions are expressed on a relative 

basis so as to facilitate comparison of 

institutional adaptations, 


Five attributes are 
 used to summarize 

the organizations 
at each stage of institu-

tional evolution: (1) organizational goals,

(2) complexity and flexibility of procedures,

(3)sorts of agents, (4) source of authority

(legitimate social power), and (5) the locus 

and continuity of authority in the 
 organization. 
 These attributes characterize organi-

zations that have completed the institution 

building 
 process. Discussion 
 of these

characteristics for each institutional 
 stage

will involve a sketch of how particular forms

of organization arose as adaptations to per-

ception of the environmental conditions, 


Fi;ure 

CHARACTEISTICS OF EINIROIMT,INSTIITUTION, ANDSOWTIONS STAGE I 

L-0CALVOLZUNTAfR1 

Environmental Conlitions
 

Quanitity of Fuel 
 Lew to Moderate 


Number of Unwanted Ignitions 
 Moderate 

rN=ber/Value of Resources Few/lcw 


Resource Loses Frcc Fire 
 Variable 


Resource Gains From Fire 
 Moderate 


Flxpertise and Technolog Few 


Institutional Adaptations
 

Goals Resource Protection and 
Enhancement 

Procedures (Ccmplexity/Flexibiltty) Simple/Dynamic 


Agents 
 Local Volunteers 

Sources of Authority 
 Tradition and Charisnatic 


Persons 

Locus/Continuity of Authority 
 Decentralizej/Unstable 


OrganizatonL Solutions
 

Ignition Control 
 Moderate 


Fuel Management 

High 


land Use Controls one 

Fire Control Moderate 


Flood Control 
 None 

Weather Prediction (ani Control) 
 low 

Organizational solutions to 
 fire prob
lems are summarized by six sorts of control
 

wildland ecosystems
over and the human
 
activities conducted thereon. 
 These include
 
regulations of (1) unwanted human 
 ignitions,

(2) quantity and distribution of fuels, (3)

land uses, including both capital develop
ments 
and natural 
 resource management, (4)

flood waters, (5) weather 
 predictions and
 
modification, 
and (6) wildfire itself. 
 Fig
ure 2 shows 
 these solutions as management

inputs to wildland systems. 
 It illustrates
 
the relationships between these inputs 
 and
the essential elements of these ecosystems of
 
concern to 
 fire managers. Most of these

relationships 
 should be familiar to wildland
 
scientists. However, some of 
 the relation
ships describing 
outputs from wildland sys
tems require additional explanation.
 

On-site resource values that 
are influ
enced by fire or, its effects can be regulated

by land use planning. 
 Such values include

land uses such as forest plantations, range
lands, recreational developments, and power
lines. Risks to.these values 
can be reduced
 
through measures such as zoning and the
 

l--institutional stawos in tnv evolutio. of l'ire
 
mana ement in 'ttlif2rnia
 

STAGE II STACG III 
FIRE CONITOL CACESWFIRFA MJLTI-i4,HR)SS FIRSFMANAGiENT 

Moderate to High Very I{igh 

High 
 Very Htigh 

Few/Moderate 
 Many/High
 

Moderate 
 High
 

Low 
 Very low
 

Moderate 
 Hiah 

Fire Eclusion 
 Protection ani 
Enhancement
 
of Multiple Resources
 

Simple/Static 
 Cenmplex/Ltnwaic 

Single-purpose Task Groups Multi-a,,ent Manaement Teams 

Charismratic Actions with 
 Constit.ern,:y Responsiveness 

Limited1 Scientific iprtlse anl Scientific Eprtise
CentraiIzed/Epl od h.isprse 1,'.tble 

Moderate 
 1io
 

Low 
 High
 

LoW High
 

Very High 
 High
 

Moderate 
 High
 

Low-Moderate 
 Moderate-High 
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Figure 2--Regulation of fire in wildland systems 

INPUTS* 
Flood Ignition Fuel Weather Fire Ihnd Use 
Control Control lanagement Prediction Control Controls 

" Access .. 

IGNITION FUEL -- WEATHER FIRE 

VEGETATION 

Resource Resource 
Values ,Wildland Values 

OUTPUTS:. __ L----------------------i.L_. .. .__ --------------------------------------------
System 

SGis Io sses 

enforcement of regulations that specify prac-

tices to reduce the susceptibility of 

resources to loss by fire. Enhancement of 

some of the resource values can be achieved 

through prescribed burning for purposes such 

as preservation of fire climax species and 

range or wildlife habitat improvement, 


Figure 2 shows a distinction between 

these on-site resource values and off-site 

resource values falling outside the wildland 

system but influenced by the effects of fire 

on water flow, soil movement, and air qual-

ity. The fact that these values are affected 

by the outcomes from fire rather than by fire
 
itself allows for much greater flexibility in 

the 'applicationof technological solutions. 

This is illustrated by the success of flood 

control projects downstream from watersheds 

that burn periodically. 


Gains or losses associated with on-site 
or off-site resource values are shown in fig-
ure 2 as outputs from the wildland system. 
On-site and off-site resources are combined 
in figure 1 and shown as part of the organi-
zational environment. This represents these 
losses or gains to resource values as sources 
of' change for building or reconstituting 
institutions. Yet losses and gains to 
resource values can, along with the other
 

I Gains l o sses I 

environmental conditions, also be viewed his
torically as possible results from the appli
cation of past organizational solutions.
 
Thus, figure 1 shows an increase in resource
 
losses over time associated with increases in
 
the quantity of fuel, number of unwanted
 
human ignitions, and the number and value of
 
resources. It seems possible that losses
 
have increased because past organizational
 
solutions did not gain adequate control over
 
fuel buildups, ignitions, or the values at
 
risk, despite the fact that the scientific
 
knowledge and technology pertaining to fire
 
increased significantly.
 

I will now use the theory of institution
 
building and institutional change to make an
 
historical interpretation of how past and
 
present institutions generated solutions to
 
fire problems of the wildland systems in Cal
ifornia. Note that this is only one among
 
many models for interpreting the evolution of
 
fuel and fire management. The present use of
 
this model is more heuristic than explana
tory, since we are still actively involved in
 
research to evaluate it. Yet, regardless of
 
its hypothetical status, it already seems to
 
explain far more about the development of
 
fire institutions than other political and
 
social models available in the literature.
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Local Voluntarism 


An institutional vacuum existed just 

over a century ago when immigrants began to 
settle and use the wildlands of California. 
It was a frontier era in which the functions 
of government were restricted to granting 
land for mining or homesteading, enforcing 
law, and colleoting taxes. The national 
citizenry had learned to associate freedom in 
economic pursuits with the process of "open-
ing up the West" (Clar 10C9). Mining, 
lumbering, ranching, and farming soon dom-
inated the use of wildlands throughout the 
State. With a few exceptions, the value of 
these resources was relatively low. 

Many of these earl' settlers sad in the 
East acquired traditions for using fire as a 

tool to clear heavy growth cf vegetation from 

land for purposes of enhancing farming, graz-
ing, or logging. Since their primary motiva-
tions were for immediate survival cr economic 
gains, they were little ccnerna with the 
long-run consequences for tne sci l or other 
resources. When tHey reached California, 
these settlers encountered an environment 
where fires turned frequently and often 
intensely, 

Early losses from wildfire had become 
such a problem that they received consider-
able attention at the first session of the 
California legislature in 1850 (Clar 1959). 
Action took the form of a regulatory law to 
protect property from damage by fire set 
through willfulness and negligence. This law 
incorporated formal legal practices that had 
evolved along with the traditional righs and
 
duties associated with the use of fire as a 
tool in states to the east. Ey placing 
emphasis on the responsibility of the indivi-
dual to regulate fire, it established the 
basic premise of the legal framework that 
has, with some modification, continued to 
govern the management of fire on private 
lands. 

The era proceeding State involvement in 

fire protection did not lon remain an insti-
tutional vacuum. Ey lori War I there was at 
least some form of instit.tional control over 
fire on most of the wildlands in the State. 
In 1892 and 1893 the Federal Government ini-
tiated fire exclusion policies in California 
by establishing almost six million acres of 
Forest Reserves to protect chaparral covered 
watersheds in the mountains surrounding the 

rich agricultural lands of the Los Angeles 

basin. During the following twenty years 

much of the mixed conifer forest in the 

Sierra Nevada and the Coast Range was brought 

under Federal regulation to protect it from 


fire and trespass. Fire protection on the
 
remaining forest, agricultural and range
 
lands, along with the extensive North Coast 
forests, was the responsibility of the
 
private landowner. Local institutions 
developed as landowners discovereed that they 
shared a common problem. 

Institution building was most pronounced 
among settlers who ,neaged in Farming and 
ranching. Theme people sharud sim i lar 
interests and had common experien : with 
fire in California or in nt Atew to the east. 
They tended to associate unc,,rtainty with 
accumulation of fuels and imdiscriminate 
burning, and found the use of fire as a tool 
to be the most effective means for protecting
 
their improvement s and e(l, nh'mio ro-nurce 
values. The controlted ue of fire was possi
ble at that time, since periodic fires had
 
kept fuel levels relatively low and there
 
were relatively few competing resource 
values.
 

Adjoining landowners noon recognized 
that there were advanta;os to mutual aid in 
fire protection and coordination in the use 
of fire. Individuals with a knowledge of
 
fire and an ability tc control it emerged as
 
charismatic leaders in local communities. 
These leaders coord ino' ,1 the tActions of 
local volunteers, and in th, ;rocess per
petuated and modffied lradit ,nal procedures 
for controlling fire. Vcunters learned to 
bring order to a potentially ohaotic environ
ment through acquiring relatively simple 
methods of using fire for a viriety of pur
poses, ineluding hazard reduction, range 
improvement, and wildfire control.
 

These vicnteers did not seem to doubt 
their authority to regulate fire, even though 
the use of fire represented a tremendous 
source of social power. It was accepted as 
the right thing to do under the circumstances
 
simply because it has always been done that
 
way and charismatic leaders in the community 
had endorsed it. However, the form in which 
this authority was institutionalized differed 
from the formal organizations we know today.
 
Since people often lived miles apart, and new 
people were constantly moving into the com
munities the authority to regulate fire was
 
decentralized and tended to be unstable. 
Coordinated actions were not possible until 
new members had acquired a sense of the local
 
problems, traditions, and solutions, and had 
come to identify with the local group and its 
purposes. Hence, only a small proportion of
 
landowners ever acquired the informal status
 
of volunteer agents who could act for the
 
community in the use of fire either on their
 
own land or on their neighbor's land. This
 
instability in authority to regulate fire in
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the interests of the community, aggravated by Fire Control Bureaucracies
 
rapid population growth and geographic mobil
ity, continued to be a major source of uncer
tainty for these communities. State and At the same time that local institutions
 
Federal government involvement in fire pro- were being built to regulate fire on private
 
tection came about when this instability was land, a national institution dedicated to the
 
combined with increases in resource values, management of forest lands for the larger
 
fuel levels, losses from wildfire, and avail- public interest was being built under the
 
able technology. charismatic leadership of Gifford Pinchot.
 

The forestry profession, expressed most fully 
However, there were a number of areas in through formation of the U.S. F.rest Service, 

the State where local institution building was soon authorizing agents to protect the 

had been particularly successful. As Nation's forest lands from uncontrolled 
resource values increased, some of these exploitation and wildfire. A major goal of 
institutions assumed the formal status of the forester's moral crusade was to exclude 
citizen fire protection associations, fire with all its destructive power, from 
Although they received no local or State aid America's forests. Fire was defined as an 
from tax sources and lacked a legal founda- enemy -- a "red demon" -- against which 
tion, they provided the State Forester with foresters must test their heroic strength. 
the initial elements for an organized system Schiff (1962) has shown how this crusade even 
of rural and wildland fire protection (Clar permeated the Forest Service's research
 

1969). The most successful of these associa- organization, successfully shaping a half
 
tions continue to exist today as county fire century of research designed only to demon

protection districts, having received initial strate the harmful influences of fire on
 
authority and aid from the State during the forests.
 
1920's.
 

Other successful local institutions
 
became the nuclei for a system of cooperative 

fire protection that was launched by the State 
in 1920, in which the State provided rangers 
to supervise all fire protection work within 
the county. Until implementation of the 
Clark-McNary Act of 1924, the State's contri
bution to county fire protection was res
tricted to leadership. Thus, during its 
early ycars the State's program of rural and
 
wildland fire protection relied on the
 
volunteers that arose through local institu
tion building. Significant manpower for fire
 
control did not come under the regulation of
 
the State until the mid- 1930's, when the IH
 
Civilian Conservation Corps and thle Federal PEET
 
unemployment relief programs provided crews
 
for fighting fire on private lands.
 

The replacement of local volunteers by W TU WXW 

State directed fire crews was an institu- 4. '" A"""
 

tional change that was resisted by local
 
volunteers, particularly those from remote
 
ranching communities. Control over manpower Figure 3--Early fire prevention poster 
finally enabled the State to implement a featuring the "red demon". 
strict policy of fire exclusion which deem

phasized the use of fire as a tool. Yet, Foresters in both the State and Federal 
despite the State's efforts to change these government faced very difficult problems dur
local institutions, some volunteers ignored ing the 1920's. Fire protection had been 

State regulations amid continued to practice successful enough so that the quantity and 
traditional methods for managing chaparral extensiveness of fuels were increasing. The 
and rangelands and for converting forests to rapid increase in the State's population, in
 

grasslands. Residual elements of these combination with increasing access to and use
 
institutions have persisted to the present, of the wildland areas was resulting in a
 
particularly in several North Coast counties. larger number of uncontrolled fires each
 

year. Even though the number of important
 

resources had not changed substantially, the
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water, 
 timber, and range resources were pro-
gressively becoming more 
 valuable. 
 The

interaction 
between 
 the increases 
 in the
quantity of fuel, number of fires, and 
 value
of 
resources had resulted in alarmingly high
losses and a deemphasis on 
the use of fire as 


a tool. With the increased confidence from
renearch, 
ar new technology in the areas 
 of

communications 
 and transportation,

foresters focused their attention on 

many 

the con-


struction of larie-scale fire control organi-

zations. 
 Their battle with 
the "red demon"

had now entered a new phase 
-- a renewal of a
weakening crusade that 
would be aided by 
 the 

national traumas of the 
1930's and 194 0's. 


The goals and procedures of the 
emerging

fire control organizations 
 were relatively

simple. 
 Tc exclude wildfire from rural and
wild lands it was necessary 
 to build a 

military-type 
 bureaucracy 
 consisting 
 of 

full-time 
crews an, to provide the
the mobility to crews withstrike at fires when they

w.r. small. An expanded system of lookouts
an! telephcne ccmmunicaticns 
 would provide

c'-ordiraticro 
and shorten the lag-time between
the 2ocovery of fire and 
the deployment of 

crews. The number of 
 fires caused by the
willful or careless tehavior of 
people would 

5e rodupe dramatically 
 by law enforcement 

and a pu.lic information campaign. 
 The pri-

mary agents were special purpose task groups

assigned t6 
fire prevention and 
fire suppres
sion. is typical for bureaucracies, these 

Agents were restricted to
ple procedures fixed sets of
for reducing sim-
the number ofhuman-caused ignitions and limiting the 
 size

of wildfires. 


Funding for 
 an expanded 
 fire control
organization 
 was at 
 first difficult 
 to 

se-cure, both 
at State and federal levels of

Ecvernment. Within the State there was 

intense competition 
 for funds between

re7te counties and the 

the 

populous and politi-


callv powerful counties such 
as Los Angeles.

California's new fire suppression organiza-

tichs was struggling to 
 gain control over

willian! protection when the Great Depression

-truck the Nation. Within 
two years manpower 

wav abundant, and tne 
new C-lifornia Division 

of Forestry had 
"grown lustily" as 
 a result 

of "forced feeding" by economic relief pro-
Frams (Clar 1969a). National Forests also
benefiteo greatly from 
 the depression by
using crews to develop better access and sys-

tens of communication. 


Historical circumstances had placed 
 the
leaders 
 of fire exclusion 
 in a fortunate

position. 
Their crusade against fire 
was
also helping 
 to heal the economic wounds of
the Nation. Tremendous charisma was soon
associated 
with an organization that could 


provide people with work by 
 controlling 
 the
chaotic 
 power of nature. Today we find it

difficult to 
imagine how important it must
have 
 been for people to regain a sense of
control over their lives and a sense of 
confidence 
 in and commitment to a strong group

that had the power to bring order 
 to chaos.
People developed a 
sense of control over

their common problems through working
together 
 to control nature. 
 This massive
 
institution building effort turned 
 the
disheartened 
 and socially alienated into
 agents committed to 
the collective 
 purposes
of organizations, 
 particularly the Civilian
 
Conservation Corps. 
 The authority to 
 pursue
 
fire suppression policies on 
soon a massive scale
rested on a broad base of 
 support from

members 
 of the general public who had
 
developed respect 
 for the power of these
organizations 
 to bring order to both society
 
and nature.
 

As the Nation pulled 
out of the Depres
sion 
 and work again became available in the
private sector, the highly 
 centralized 
 fire

control bureaucracies sought 
new funding for
full-time personnel 
to replace people who had

been made available through 
 unemployment

relief programs. California fire 
 protection

officials 
 also sought 
 a more comprehensive

fire protection system and
for timber 

watershed lands.
 

But the 
temporary instability 
in support

ended 
 with the bombing
1941. The Nation was of Pearl Harbor inunited in all-out war,

and the Division of Forestry and U.S. Forest
 
Service became centrally involved 
 in civil
 
defense preparations
enemy invasions. acaint sabotage and
Fire lookout stations were
manned to warn against attack by enemy air
craft and fire trucks were placed on stand-by

near potential bomb targets. 
 Once again fire
 
suppression organizations 
 were helping
bring order to society at 

to
 
largo by control

ling fire. Only this time they 
occupied an
 
even more powerful position 
 than they had
during the Depression -- fire, the enemy of

the forest, was now associated with the enemy
abroad. The chaos of war 
was associated with
 
the chaos 
 of wildfire, and fire suppression
 
crews 
became home-front heroes.
 

Euphoric over decisive victory in both
oceans, 
 the Nation turned back to its domes
tic problems 
while maintaining 
a dominant
 
military position 
in the world and high level
 
of civil defense preparedness at
traumas home. The
of economic collapse and 
 war had
scarred a generation and helped 
 provide the
public support 
needed for building institu
tions committed to fire exclusion. 
Now that
the institutions 
 were completed, authority

for their maintenance and expansion was to be
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maintained by periodic reawakenings of the 


fearful chaos these institutions had been 


built to combat. 


PREVENT OOMEST FIRES 

WARTIME FOREST FIRE PREVENTION CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED 
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Figure 4--World War II forest fire prevention 


campaign launched in 1942. 


Losses from wildfire continued to 


increase during the 1950's and 1960's, and 


were often associated with catastrophic 


fires. Media coverage dramatized the des-


tructive power of' these fires, thereby 


succeeding in reawakening the fear of des-


truction and chaos on a grand scale. Follow-


ing catastrophic fires, both the State and 


Federal governments were generous with emer-


gency fire fighting funds and were more
 

responsive to requests for increases in regu

lar fire fighting appropriations. State sup

port was always easier to obtain if linked to 


civil defense programs. By providing the
 

opportunity for heroic actions, periodic
 

disasters empowered the fire control organi-


zations to continue pursuit of fire exclusion 


policies, 


The results from the fire exclusion pol-


icy became evident to wildland scientists by 


the 1960's. Fuels continued to accumulate as 


extensive blankets of explosive material 

throughout the State. The number of fires 

started by people continued to increase, 

despite the unpresidented success of the Smo-

key the Bear' fire pre-ention campaign (Hoag 

Associates 1968). But., more significantly, 

the number of resources people valued in the 

State's wildlands increased, and both these 

new resources and the traditional resources 

had assumed very high values. Interests in 

recreation had multiplied and diversified. 

Strong environmental preservation interests
 

emerged to protect endangered and unique
 
resources. The aesthetic properties of
 
landscapes were defined as visual resources.
 

Second home subdivisions and retirement com

munities spread through desirable wildland
 

areas, often relying on the California Divi

sion of Forestry for fire protection.
 

Losses, even from small fires, increased
 
alarmingly. Use of fire as a tool for hazard
 
reduction or resource enhancement reached an
 

all-time low, since the losses caused by an
 

escaped fire were often substantial. Fire
 

exclusion converged with the legal framework
 
placing responsibility on the landowner, with
 

the result that both public and private lan
downers became very cautious with the use of 
fire for fuel manipulation. The primary
 

means of fuel management was mechanical 
clearing of extensive fuel-break systems with 

funds that followed disasterous 
But, once constructed, few of these 

fuel break systems could be maintained ade
quately because of the lack of regular fund

ing. There was little control over the 
increasing on-site values at risk in wild

lands because of the reluctance of Federal,
 
State, and local governments to interfere
 

with private property rights or to exercise
 

strict control over the uses of public lands.
 

However, control over off-site values at risk
 

was achieved in many areas by the flood con

trol projects built by the , Corps of
 

Engineers. By 1970 outsiders were beginning
 

to question the success of a fire exclusion
 

policy in combination with a legal framework
 

that protected property rights and placed 

responsibility for the use of fire on the 

landowner. 

Multi-Purpose Fire Management
 

A new crusade emerged in California dur

ing the 1960's under the charismatic leader

ship of Professor Harold Biswell. This time
 

the emphasis was on the natural beneficial
 

role of fire in forests. Fire was not
 

thought of as an enemy to be excluded, but as
 

an essential component of forest ecosystems
 

that was just as natural as water, air, and
 

soil. Like other natural processes, it could
 

be used to protect and enhance the multiple
 

values people seek from forests. It was
 

argued that the attempt to exclude fire from
 

forests had produced disasterous consequences
 

by permitting fuels to accumulate to unnatur

ally high levels. At these levels fire would
 

burn the entire forest canopy or would sweep
 

uninterrupted across miles of mature chapar

ral until it reached a natural meadow or
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man-made boundary. 


Biswell had learned about the beneficial 

aspects of fire early in his career while 

working in the pine forests of the South, and 

he did not acquire an association between 

fire and social chaos from his experiences 

with the Depression and World War II. When 

he arrived in California he initiated pro-

jects to demonstrate the use of prescribed 

burning in forest management. These projects 

had to be conducted on private land, since 

the State and Federal governments adhered 

strictly to fire exclusion policies. Insti
tution buildinq techniques would not work 

because fire exclusion had been successfully 

institutionalized in the form of fire control 

bureaucracies, 


Just as historical circumstances had 

been fortuitous for the implementation of 

fire exclusion, they now became fortuitous 

for its undoing. The war against fire was a 

crusade of a passing generation. A new 

cohort of professionals emerged from the 

1960's era of war abroad and social chaos 
 at 

home with the view that destruction and chaos 

were often the result from the excesses and 

abuses of power on the part of large social 

organizations. This view carried over to 

fire control bureaucracies. The successes 

from the past had become the problems for the 

present. Among an emerging generation of
 
professionals this signaled the end of the 

crusade for fire exclusion and announced a 

serious movement toward integrated fire 

management, involving high levels of control 

over ignitions, fuels, values at risk, fire, 

and floods, along with more sophisticated 

means for predicting and controlling weather, 

The new generation of professionals soon 

discovered that their predecessors had not 

fully exploited scientific expertise as a 

source of authority for fire management, and 

began for the first time to test theories and 

practices developed by Biswell and other 

leaders of the new crusade. Armed with miles 

of output from computer simulation models, 

they began to reveal the unanticipated conse-

quences of fire exclusion and to prescribe 

treatments for reducing hazards and enhancing 

resource values. Their credibility was 

enhanced by commitment to Pinchot's original 

mission of relying on scientific knowledge 

for managing forests in the interests of 

Nation as a whole. A loosening of the com-

mitment to fire exclusion became possible for 

other professionals when these new agents for 

the larger public interest demonstrated that 

their purpose was to reduce losses and maxim-

ize gains to resource values. New goals and 

procedures, supported by scientific expertise 

as a source of authority, opened the door to 

change in existing fire control organiza-


tions. But missing from this new moral
 
crusade was a corresponding sense of realism
 
regarding the possibilities for institutional
 
change. Knowledge of the role of fire in
 
biophysical systems was an inadeouate source
 
of authority for organizations that were
 
built and maintained by institutionalizing
 
support from other groups in society. To be
 
successful, a new approach to fire management
 
had to demonstrate how authority could be
 
secured and maintained through developing new
 
and different sources of support from outside
 
groups.
 

Fire exclusion instititions had emerged
 
to satisfy interests coacerned with the des
truction of forests and watersheds. With the
 
exception of some range and wildlife
 
interests, who conceded to a general policy
 
of fire exclusion on the condition they could
 
obtain permits to continue using fire for
 
resource enhancement, the traditional
 
interests had been satisfied with rigid
 
adherence to procedures for limiting the
 
number and size of wildfires. But this
 
situation changed with the emergence of many
 
new interests. The new spectrum of multiple
 
wildland interests was united in their view
 
of fire only by a universal fear of its
 
catastrophic power. They differed in their
 
perceptionr of how fire influenced their par
ticular resource values.
 

Environmental preservation interests had
 
joined the new crusade and advocated the use
 
of fire as a tool to maintain ecosystems in
 
the condition they were found when Europeans
 
first arrived. Sport hunters favored spot
 
burning in chaparral to create a diverse 
habitat for deer and other game, while 
another brand of deer hunter, "shooters", 
preferred extensive burning to open up
 
exp;.ses in which the game may be killed more
 
readily. Bird watchers favored protection
 
for old trees and snags. Water interests
 
originally favored fire exclusion on
 
watersheds above reservoirs. But interest
ingly, many Southern California water
 
interests relaxed their concern with fire
 
exclusion when water was imported from the
 
Colorado River to Northern California.
 
Gravel interests in Southcrn California began
 
to favor periodic burning that would sustain
 
the production of debris in major 
water
 
courses. 
 These varied interests illustrated
 
that the simple solutions of the past were
 
not likely to long satisfy the interests of
 
emerging user groups. Hence, today we find
 
ourselves in a situation where changes in the
 
relationships between existing institutions
 
and their clients is the key to implementa
tion of integrated fuel and fire management.
 
It seems that many individuals are willing to
 
loosen their commitment to fire exclusion so
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as to commit themselves to revised goals and 

procedures. But the institutions in which 

these individuals are members have developed 

a life and character of their own that 

depends on charismatic actions for maintain-

ing political sources of support. Concerned 

individuals will have to seek out new sources 

of political support to redirect these insti- 

tutions toward a more complex and flexible 

program of fuel and fire management, 


A promising means for, developing a
 
stable base of support for fuel and fire
 
management involves the integration of con-


trol over fire with other land management 

functions. Fire would be viewed as a natural 

process that needs to be regulated in order 

to enhance or protect the multiple resource 


values associated with wildlands. The 

prescriptions for managing fuel and fire on a 

particular area of land would reflect the 

various concerns regarding the influence of 

fire on resources located there. This pro-

cedure wou!i be relatively simple when a sin-

gle resource ass involved. Timber management 

planning would incorporate the regulation of 

fuel and fire for the protection and enhance-

ment of timber crops. BuLt interdisciplinary 


teams consisting of experts In many different 

resources or problems would be necessary when 


there was more than one use for the same land 

area. Most land management organizations are 

already familiar with the use of interdisci-

plinary planning as a tool for ensuring that 

multiple interests are reflected in land
 
management treatments. Public involvement in
 
decision-making is another procedure organi

zations use to reflect diverse social values 

in their activities. Evaluation of environ
mental impacts is yet another means by which
 

organizations are required to anticipate the 

consequences of particular land management 

decisions. The prevalence of these practices 

Indicate that fuel and fire management is 

likely to gain in authority and acceptance by 


associating with other agents in interdisci-
plinary groups. 

Authority acquired through maintaining 
on-going relationships with multiple client 

groups, both inside and outside the organiza-

tion would tend to be relatively stable. 


Power would not ride on the vicissitudes of 

individual leadership, heroic response to 

catastrophies, or the momentary concerns of 

powerful interests. The number and diversity 

of other social groups making claims to their 

attention would have the effect of insulating 

fire management experts from the pressures of 

short-term crises that would otherwise divert 

their efforts from long-term management pro-

grams. This would provide them with the 

autonomy and independence necessary both for 

formulating more complex goals and procedures
 

and for seeking out new sources of political
 
aupport. In other words, I am suggesting
 
that the integration of control over fire
 
with other wildland functions, together with
 
a responsiveness to groups concerned with
 
particular resource values, will bring about
 
the institutionalization of a profession com
mited to integrated fuel and fire management.
 
There seems to be no other way to empower
 
people to pursue a more systematic approach
 
to the treatment of !ire.
 

While this integration would bring about
 
the centralization of authority regarding
 
fire in the hands of professionals, these new
 
agents would be dispersed throughout the for
mal organizations which employed them to
 

operate on decision-making teams. The
 
dispersion of ipecific authorities through a
 
larger organization is necessary if decisions
 
are to reflect the unique mix of values and
 
knowledge that bear on a particular issue.
 
Fire management professionals could then
 
begin to develop political support for making
 
necessary changes in the legal framework both
 
to control the values at risk to loss by fire
 
and to protect landowners from the risks
 

associated with the deliberate use of fire to
 
protect or enhance resource values. Without
 
legitimate social power, fire management
 
experts are sure to remain ineffective in the
 
application of rational solutions to fire
 
problems.
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

A theory of institutional change has
 
been used to interpret how people have organ
ized themselves to deal with wildfire in Cal
ifornia. This interpretation has shown that
 
people responded to their perceptions o2f
 
wildfire.U a threat or prolm, = Lq wild
fire s m ecoloizcal event. Moreover, it 
seems that these perceptions have been
 

closely associated with a succession of his
torical social problems -- from gaining con
trol over nature in a frontier setting,
 
through responding to the threat of economic
 

depression and war, to gaining control over
 
large social organizations that threaten
 
individual control over the concerns of daily
 
life. Both the definition of wildfire prob
lems and the solutions offered to these prob
lems have reflected the social climate of the
 
time more than the particular social and eco
logical conditions on the ground. The larger
 
social context tended to determine whether
 
fire would be seen as a threat, tool, weapon,
 
or natural process.
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This interpretation raises 
a serious 

question about the future of fire and fuel 

management in Mediterranean ecosystems: Is

it possible 
to develop viable approaches to

managing fire and fuels without 
 taking into 

account the larger 
 social problems of the 

society to which fire is 
a concern? Results
 
from this study indicate that an approach to
fire problems based only 
on biophysical

knowledge 
would be ineffective because it 

would fail to develop authority needed for
 
implementation. 
 An approach that responds to 
some of 
the major concerns of particular 

societies will have 
 far greater chances of 

success. 
 At this time in American society, a 

legitimate source 
of social power is to be

gained by giving 
 client groups a greater

sense of control over and trust in the large

organizations that regulate fire and fuels in 

wildland areas. 
 Different approaches to 

acquiring authority are likely to work in 

other societies with Mediterranean climate
 ecosystems, since 
many of these societies 

face very different sorts of .3ocial problems. 

But, in 
all societies, a scientifically 

rational approach to 
fire and fuel management

will only be possible after professionals

have been empowered to act as 
agents for a 

society by responding to its concerns. 
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TRANSFERRING FIRE-RELATED INFORMATION TO RESOURCE
 

MANAGERS AND THE PUBLIC: FIREBASEI/
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Alan R. Taylor
 

Abstract: FIREBASE, a computerized bibliographic information
 
file developed by the Forest Service, is described. The file features
 
bibliographic citations and informative digests of published and un
published documents and nonprint items related to wildland fire. File
structure, content, and access procedures for users worldwide are
 
discussed.
 

Key words: wildland fire, 

Resources Technical Information 

INTROI)UCTION 

Technical and scientific information can 
enhance the resource manager's ability to make 
good decisions for managing the world's renew-
ale resources. I'roper use of such informa-
t ion also inircases public understanding and 
acceptance of resource managers' decisions. 
Utortunately, most resource managers have in
adequate access to technical information 
(Callaham 1976). 

Thc Forest Service and several coopera
tors are developing the Renewable Resources 
Technical Information System RRTIS) that will 
provide rapid, efficient acceis to scientific 
and technical information. RRTIS is being 
desined as an integral part of a orldwide 
forestry information net work (Callaham 1976, 

The subject of this paper is FIRPEBASE, 
the fire inlrorma tion module of RRTlS. I will 
describe this database, tell you what it pro-
videp, how >on can use it, and how you can 
contribute to its usefulness in the future. 

Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 
Mediterranean Icosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. 
2/ 
2/Research Forester, Intermountain Forest and 
Range lixperiment Station, Forest Service, U.S. 
l)epartment of Agriculture, Ogden, Utah 84401. 
Located at the Intermountain Station's 
Northern Forest Fire Laboratory, Missoula,
Mont. 59806. The author was FIRIBASE Manager 
during its development phase, January 1974-
September 1976, and is now consultant to tile 
FIREBASE Program Manager. 

information retrieval, Renewable
 
System. 

WHAT FIREBASE IS 

FIREBASE is a computerized bibliographic
information file. The computer stores and re
trieves bibliographic citations and specially 
written digests of original information on 
every aspect of wildland fire. 

The types of fire-related items referenced
 
and digested for FIREBASE include: 

MonographsStandards 
Drawings 

raFimns 

Phonorecords 
Serial Articles 

Patents 


ReportComputer Media 

Letters 
Sees 
Speeches
News Items 

Audiorecords 

Charts 
Courses 

FilmstripsGames
 
Kits
 
Lesson Plans 

Models 

Motion Pictures
 
Pictures
 

Machine ReadableData Files
 
Real ia 
Sia 
Simulators 
Slides
 
Slide/Tapes
 
Transparencies 
Videorecords 

You can see that the file includes many non
print types of information. That is why I will 
be using tile term "item" instead of "document" 
throughout this paper. 

The database does not contain tabular data 
sets or "hard" data, but some of the digests 
describe the kinds, amounts, and sources of 
data contained in the original items. 
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### 448 0=#
 
<ID >FB75-0711 B KY
 
<TITLE >Experimental study on the effects of prescribed burning 
on a Quercus coccifera
 
L. garrigue: early results. In Proceedings Annual Tall Timbers Fire Ecology Conference,
 
No. 13. Tall Timbers Fire Ecology Conference, Tallahassee, FL, USA, 22-23 Mar 1973.
 
<AUTHOR >
 
<PER AU >Trabaud, Louis.
 
<AFFIL >Centre d'etudes phytosociologiques et ecologiques, B.P. 101 Route de mende,
 
Montpellier, France.
 
<DATE >1974
 
<PUB DESC >p. 97-129. 24 ref. 16 fig.; 1 tab.
 
<LANGUAGE >In En.
 
<SUBJECT >
 
<TOPIC >Prescribed fires; Fire effects; Experimental fires
 
<KEYSUG >prescribed fires; experimental fires; succession; chaparral; field experimental

fires; nrescribed fires (planned ignition); fire effects
 
<TAXON >Quercus coccifera; Brachypodium ramosum; Dorcynium suffruticosum: Rubia peregrina

<GEO Europe, Western Europe, France, Montpellier
 
<ABSTRACT >
 
<P >Over the centuries natural fires in the French Mediterranean have created a
 
vegetation type known as clarrigue, a formation of low (less 
than 2 meters), fire-resistant,
 
small, evergreen trees and shrubs. 
 The study is set in a lare, representative scrub oak

garrigue. The garrigue is stable, and 2 years after burning, a qarrinue tends to return to
its original character. Five years later, a burned garrigue is almost indistinguishable
from an unburned garrigue. The usual garrique species sprout from rhizomes. Annual species
appear shortly after burning, but they are short-l i-d. Fall burns, however, tend to favor 
the herbaceous species to the detriment of the woody specits; the more frequent the
 
burnings, the greater' is this tendency.

<S -Test plots were established in the narrigue formations near Montpellier,
France, to study the effects of fire on qarrique. Permanent veaetation lines were set up on 
each 10 by 5 m plot. The lines ran the length of the plots and observations were made 
every 10 centimeters along the line. The surface soil characteristics, vegetation in each 
of five different layers (0-5 cm, 5-25 cm, 25-50 cm, 50-100 cm, more than 100 cm) beneath
 
the observation point, veetation on the line between the observation points, vegetation
height, and the tallest species were recorded. The vegetation in each plot was mapped on a
 
scale of 1 to 100. Measurements of biomass on four test plots gave the following results:
 
cut by machine--26 tons per hectare green weight, 5 tons 
per hectare dry weight; cut by
hand--33 tons 
per hectare green weight ........... ...........................
 

Figure 1.--Partial computer record showing a typical FITREhAE 
bibliographic citation with specially written two-part digest 
of an original item. 

WHIAT IT PROVIDES 
 OW IT IS CONS'RUCFED 

When you request information, a FIREBASE FIREBASE is unique in several ways. 
 It is
 
Access Center will search the file and send you the only computerized bibliographic database
 
computer printouts containing informative di- designed for the wildland fire community.

gests and citations of published and unpublished Further, its design reflects the expressed
items (fig. 1). Each search is carefully tail- needs of hundreds or land m;iangcrs, scientists,
ored to your request. After receiving the and other potent ial users who were asked what 
printout you may decide that you need to 
see a 
 features they most wanted in a fire database. 
full copy of an item. Many of the original On' example of this i the two-pa rt digest we
items selected for the file are being micro- usually write ifiv,. l); these digests contain
 
filmed so that, copyright and other regulations a , P - or -'Principal Message" sect ion, and an

permitting, the Access Center may be able to 
 < S > or "Specifics" section. A typical <P >
 
provide you with a photocopy of the original 
 section is a plain language, result:s-oriented
 
(Taylor and Eckels 1977). If it is necessary paragraph that 
statest lhe prob Ilem, the research, 
to charge for photocopies, you will be notified 
 and the study results. A typical ' S > section
of the costs before they are incurred. At pres- gives methods, parameters measured, mathematical
 
ent, there is no charge for other services. equations, and other specifics. This two-part
 

design makes it easy to grasp the author's re
sults without stumbling over technical jargon.
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About one-third of the citations in the 


file are not yet accompanied by digests. These 


are called "citation-only" items. Digests will 


be added to many of these as time and resources 

permit. 


One unusual feature of this and other 
RRTIS datahases is the inclusion of older doc-
unents that arp still timely. Other features 
unique to FIREBASE are the inclusion of: 
(1) digests of selected unpuhlished reports; 
(2) digests of nonprint media such as video-
tapes, motion pictures, and slide-tape pro-
grams; (3) a section on fire-related training 
items, including interagency and international 
training schedules, course announcements, and 
digests of courses, lesson plans, and other 
training items. 

YOU USEHIOW CAN IT 

Here is how you can put FIREBASE into 

action:
 

FIREBASE Access Center
 
USDA Forest Service, S&PF
 
1720 Peachtree Road, NW
 
Atlanta, GA 30309
 
Telephone: (404) 881-3734
 
FTS: 257-3734
 

FIREBASE Access Center 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
Natural Resources Library 
Research Services Branch
 
Washington, D.C. 20240 
Telephone: (2012) 343-3896 
FTS: 343-3896 

FIREBASE Access Center 
USDA Forest Service 
Forest Fire and Atmospheric Sciences 
Research
 

P.O. Box 2417 
Washington, D.C. 20013 
Telephone: (703) 235-8195 
FTS: 235-819F 

1. Think carefully about the kinds of 


fire information you need. Think of key words 
that describe the specific subject, process, 


species, or equipment that you need information 
about. 


2. Decide whether you want the informa-

tion limited by geographic locations, spbcics, 


years of publication, authors, or other 
delimiters. 

3. Call or write the nearest Access 
Center (see locations beloil and express your 
needs as specifically as you can. 

That is all you need do. The Access 
Center operator will search the computer file 
and send the printout of citations and digests 

to you by mail, usually within 3 days. 

Access Center locations are: 

FIREBASE Operations Center 

Boise Interagency Fire Center
 
3905 Vista .venue 

Boise, ID 83705 

Telephone: (208) 384-9457 

FTS: 554-9457 


FIREBASE Access Center 

Science Information Services
 
PSW Forest and Range Experiment Station 
P.O. Box 245 

Berkeley, CA 94l701 

Telephone: (415) 486-3688 

FTS: 4149-388 


DEVELOPMENT
 

This first database of the RRTIS was
 

developed by the Forest Service, the Bureau of 
Land Management, the Energy Research and Devel

opment Administration, and others, under the
 

guidance of an interagency steering committee
 
and the Forest Service Technical Information
 

Office. FIREBASE was developed in the Fire in 

Multiple Use Management Research, Development, 
and Applications Program at the Northern Forest 
Fire Laboratory, Missoula, Montana. The Lab
oratory is a facility of the Intermountain For
est and Range Experiment Station. The develop
ment phase began in January 1974 and was 
completed October 576. 

In October 19-6 the database was turned 

over to the Forest Service's Deputy Chief for 

State and Private Forestry. The Program is 
headquartered at the Boise Interagency Fire 
Center, Boise, Idaho. Douglas Hi.Baker is 

program manager, and Karen L. Eckels is 
assistant program manager. 

Upon its transfer to Boise, FIREBASE began 
a 2-year operational test and evaluation to 
determine its cost effectiveness and utility to 
the fire community. Survival of the Program 
depends heavily upon user interest during the 
next 12 months.
 

A newly appointed Users' Representative 
Council will guide the program during the test 

period. Questions and comments about the data
base should be directed to the FIREBASE Opera
tions Center at Boise, or to:
 

3 
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J. 0. Baker, Chairman 
FIREBASE Users' Representative Council 
USDA Forest Service 
Aviation and Fire Management Staff 
P.O. Box 2417 

Washington, D.C. 20013 


CURRENT CONTENTS AND USAGE 

FIREBASE is a growing database, with 

3,635 items in 
the file as of July 15, 1977. 
Of these, 1,000 are undergoing final proof-
reading and correction, but all 3,635 items are available for use. We expect to add about 

1,400 new items to the file each year. 

Since October 1976 some 200 requests,
about 30 of them from 12 countries other than 
the United States, have been filled by the 
Access Centers. The bulk of these requests 
have been handled by the Berkeley and Boise 
Centers. 
 The Access Center at Atlanta and two 
in Washington, D.C., opened in May 1977. 

Subject Matter Coverage 

The major categories of information in 
this file are shown in table 1. All items are 
assigned one or more of these 20 broad-topic 

descriptors. The descriptors are shown here
 
to give you a general idea of the subject-

matter coverage to date. 


Table 1.--Broad FIREBASE topic descriptors and
 
number of items 
in the file relevant to 

each descriptor. 


-_1910 

No. of1 /
No. Topic descriptor items 


1 Fire, fuel fundamentals 1,070
2 Experimental fires 168 

3 Fire mgmt. analysis 308 

4 Fire mgmt. economics 62 

5 Fire mgmt. planning 75

6 Fire mgmt. training 106 


Whilderness fire mgmt. 150

8 Fire prevention 363 

9 Fire detection 
 147
 

10 Fire suppression 
 674

11 Fire behavior 
 169 

12 Smoke 
 99
13 Fire histories 
 119 

14 Fire effects 717 

15 Fire statistics 
 119 

16 Fire weather 
 400 
17 Fire hazard 
 79 

18 Fire-danger indexes 189 
19 Fuel management 
 737 
20 Prescribed fire 
 379 


I/-Total number of items exceeds T,63 because 
many items are assigned more than one topic 

descriptor.
 

4 
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Please note that, although it is possible 
to retrieve all items on any topic, only in
 
rare cases would this benefit the requestor.
This is because the topics are very broad and
because some of the items contain information 
only indirectly applicable to the topic. The 
fire suppression topic alone includes informa
tion on all suppression techniques (rationale,
practices, equipment, and technology), all 
tactics and operations (presuppression, dispatching, initial attack and mopup), and all
 
aspects of chemical fire retardant research 
and application.
 

Therefore, the topic descriptors are used
 
by Access Center operators only to isolate 
large blocks of general subjects. To help
them narrow a search, they use more precise

key word descriptors. This process usually

results in a printout of only the items most
 
pertinent to a user's specific request.
 

Time Span Coverage 

The following tabulation lists the number
of items in the file according to the decade 
of publication or release of the original items.While it is likely that selected older items 
will yet be added to the file, greatest gains
will come from current information items. 

Decade of 
publication No. of
 
or release 
 items
 

1890 
 1 
1900 
 1
 

12
 
1920 
 27
 
1930 
 91
 
1940 
 120
 
1950 507 
1960 1,299
 
1970 1,499 
Unknown 1/ 78 

Total 3,635
 

1/ Publications not dated.
 

Geographic Coverage
 

Although the 
file contains fire-related
 
items from 30 countries, the bulk is made up
of information items originating in the United 
States. With the exceptions of southern 
California and Australia, which are represented
by about 250 and 50 items, respectively,
Mediterranean-climate regions are poorly rep
resented in the file. 
 The Mediterranean Basin
 

countries are listed in the file's geographic

index for 11 items only.
 



YOU CAN HELP 


We hope that this symposium in general, 

and the preceding paragraph in particular, will 

stimulate workers in Mediterranean climates to
 
contribute items to the FIREBASE file. The
 
proceedings from this symposium will doubtless 

provide valuable additions to the file, but
 
other useful papers and reports are also 

needed, 


If you have fire-related information you 

feel should be shared with the international 

fire community, you are urged to send it to: 


Ms. Karen L. Eckels 

Assistant Program Manager 

FIREBASE Operations Center 

3905 Vista Avenue 

Boise, Idaho 83705 


English language items or items translated to
 
English are preferred, but all items will be
 
considered for inclusion. Those not already
 
translated to English will be translated, as
 
resources permit, before they are added to the 

file.
 

If you want an item you submit returned, 

designate it as "loan copy." If the item is 

already in the file, your copy will be re-

turned immediately. If it is to be added to
 
the file, processing may take several months. 


A FINAL POINT 


Although this paper has focused on the
 
mechanics and status of one small database, 

the underlying theme and urgent need is 

"sharing," the sharing of international re-

source science and management technologies, 


philosophies, and ideas. We all have much to
 
gain and can lose nothing through improved
 
information sharing techniques, and that is
 
what FIREBASE is all about.
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FIRE AND NUTRIENTS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF
 

AUSTRALIAN VEGETATION!/
 

R. H. Groves-2/
 

Abstract: 
 The Australian distribution 
of three vegetation types - sclerophyll shrub
land, malice woodland and eucalypt forest - is
 
described in relation to fire and soil nutrient
 
status. Previous fire regimes in Australia
 
are diverse; historically there is a similarity

with western U.S.A. Some guidelines are
 
formulated for the deliberate use of fire 
in
 
managing nutrient-deficient land and its
 
associated vegetation.
 

key words: Sclerophyll shrubland, Mallee
 
woodland, Eucalypt forest.
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The title of this review covers two 
 in eucalypt forests, and Specht, Rayson and
themes which have attracted considerable 
 Jackman (1958) in sclerophyll shrubland, were
attention over the 70 years of plant 
 noteworthy in two respects: 
 firstly, they
ecological research in Australia 
- namely, the 
 bridged the gap between Iomin's initial
roles of fire and of nutrients. Though the observations and the greatly increased
role of climatic factors, especially rainfall, research effort on 
fire beginning in the 1960's;
is important for delimiting Australian vegetation 
 and secondly, and importantly, they set a
on a continental scale, this scale has proved 
 high standard which has rarely been reached
too great for most research, which has been 
 in the results of field studies published
regional in approach and execution. At this subsequently.

regional level, research on the roles of fire
and nutrients has influenced the directions of 
 The other theme of my title is nutrients.
plant ecology in Australia seemingly more than 
 The role of the edaphic factor in delimiting
that on other, single factors. 
 Australian vegetation types seems first to have
 

been recognised by Cambage (1907)
Recognition of the role of fire can be and re
iterated by his geologist-botanist colleague
traced back to a paper by Domin (1911), 
who Andrews (1913, 1914, 1916). Significantly,
attributed the demarcation of vine-scrubs 
 they both resided in Sydney, the vegetation
from open (sclerophyll) forests to '... the around which is such visible proof of the role
regular bush fire 
 which kills all the scrub 
 of the edaphic factor (see, for example, Beadle
plants springing up on the border of the 
 1962a). In early writings the concept of the
forest" (Domin's italics). For 50 years from 
 edaphic factor included both soil physical and
1911, research on the fire factor was 
 chemical relationships.
intermittent. Studies by Jarrett and Petrie 

But by the 1950's it
 
had come to mean mainly a soil nutrient factor
(1929) and Gilbert (1959) on pyric succession with the overwhelming emphasis in coastal
 
Australia given to the low level of soil
P e 
 phosphate. 
This 'Sydney' tradition has been
Presented at the Symposium on Environmental extensively supported by results of subsequent
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 
 research in both the Sydney region and else-
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
 where in southern Australia.
 

Aug. 1-5, 1977.
21
C This historical context of research on
CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, P.O. Box 
 single factors of ecological importance in
1600, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601, Australia. Australia is important to 
the assessment of
 
the extent of the interaction between fire and
 
nutrient deficiency. The implications of this
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interaction for management policies - past, 
present and future - will be discussed in 
relation to the dynamics of Australian vegetation 
types. Much of the material in the latter 
part of this review 4i11 be speculative bccause 
only recently has Ausr-lian plant ecological 

research evolved from the 'single factor' 

approach to consider interactions. Seddon (1974)

pointed appropriately to this progression and 

to the influence of the systems approach in 
effecting the transition. 

My approach to the subject will be to 
consider separately three vegetation types 
shrubland, mallee woodland and eucalypt forest 
in relation to the environmental consequences of 
fire and fuel management. All three types are 
evergreen and the leaves of the dominants are 
sclerophyllous. The discussion will he confined 
as much as possible to southern Australia because 
of its Mediterranean-type climate, to accord 
with the Symposium subject. Significant amounts 
of summer rainfall occur on the east coast 
so that onl y south-west WCstern Australia is 
typically Mediterranean in its climate, although 
the combined effects of rainfall distribution 

and temperature regimes may classify the climate 
of a large purt of southern Australia as 
'Mediterranean' 

VEGETATION TYPES
 

Shrubland 


Sclerophyll shrubland or 'heath' in 
Australia is defined as "a community 
consisting of sclerophyllous shrubs and 
chamaephytes, many with ericoid leaves, varying 
in height from 1 to 5 feet" (0.3 to 1.5 m)
(Wood and Williams 1960). Its physiognomy is 
analagotis to Califo-nian chaparral, Mediterranean 
garrigue, north-western luropean heath and South 
African fynbos (macchia). The plant ecological 
effects of fire in this range of heathlands and 
related shrublands were reviewed recently by
Gill and Groves (1978). In the same volume 
I reviewed tie information at present 
available on nutrietcu cycling in this vegetation 
type, especially the effects of fire and/or 
grazing on the inputs and outputs of scarce 
nutrients such as phosphoru s ((;roves 1978).Both reviews, to which the reader is referred 
for detail, contain inormat ion on the 
sclerophyll shrublands of southern Australia. 
Vegetation with tlie same physiognomy may also 
occur in suba lpine and alpine areas of south-
eastern Australia (Costin 1951) but little is 
known of the nutrition or the responses to 
fire of these shrublands of more limited, 
upland distribution, 

The distribution of lowland sclerophyll 

shrublands is shown in figure 1, from which it
 

can be seen that this vegetation occurs in
 
coastal regions having either a Mediterranean
type climate (south-wcstern Australia) or a
 
subtropical climate (eastern Queensland) or a 
mixture of the two. The onlyfeature of the 
climate constant for the areas in which sclerophyll
 
shrublands are found is that total annual rain
fall is greater than about 400 mm, irrespective
 
of the seasonality of that rainfall. All areas
 
of shrubland shown on figure 1 are, however, 
characterised by acid, sandy soils which are 
extremely low in nutrients, especially phosphorus

and nitrogen (Specht and Rayson 1957, lannon 
1958, Specht, Brownell and Hewitt 1961). 

Groves (1978) concluded from the rather 
limited evidence available that the level of 
inputs of phosphorus to sclerophyll shrublands 
was low over the short term (5 to 15 years) and 
that there was a fair chance that, during such 
a time period, losses owing to fire and surface 
erosion from sandy soils may deplete this added 
level. If rains of high intensity follow summer 
firing of heathlands, as can often happen in 
eastern Australia, significant loss of ash and 
surface soil particles can occur and thus the 
nutrient status of the soil-plant system, already 
low, will he depleted still further, to an
 
extent depending mainly on the frequency, 
intensity and seasonality of firing. 

The status of other, more immobile elements
 
such as calcium, will probably be affected less
 
by firing as they are usually present at 
levels adequate for plant growth and because 
the accession of them may be greater, as in 
rainfall for example, in relation to losses 
(Groves 1978). 

Fire is one of the most significant
environmental factors affecting shrubland 
composition and productivity (Gill and Groves 
1978). In Australia the interaction between
 
fire and the nitrogen and sulphur status of 
sclerophyll shrublands seems especially 
important. In some shrubland areas low soil 
nitrogen and sulphur levels can limit 
substantially the growth of herbaceous 
communities of introduced species (Williams 
and Steinbergs 1958). It is also known, at 
least for Caoluna shrublands of northernEurope (as reviewed by Gimingham 1972), that 
the level of these elements may he depleted 
considerably by losses as smoke, especially 
in fires of high intensity. Such losses may
be made good by rainfall accession in 
coastal areas and by symbiotic fixation of 
nitrogen by root nodule-bearing species 
after fire. Some quantification of these 
processes seems essential before we can refine 
the level of management of Australian shrub
lands by a policy of planned firing.
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SCALE 

Figure 1 - Distribution of sclerophyll shrubland (heath), of malice
 
woodland, and of eucalypt forest in Australia 
(from Moore
 
and Perry 1970).
 

Malice Woodland
 

Malice woodland is a vegetation type 
 possess a lignotuber (McArthur 1968), 
common
unique to southern Australia characterised by usage of the term 
'malice' among Australian plant
low (c. 2-8 m), eucalypt trees with many stems 
 ecologists refers to vege-tation dominated by
arising from a well-developed underground 
 trees with a well-developed lignotuber. 
The
lignotuber. Although most Eucalyptus species 
 distribution in southern Australia of this
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vegetation is shown in figure 1. It is termed 

'open-scrub' by Specht (1970), though I prefer 


'malice'. 


Development of a shrub and herb understorey 
to the eucalypt canopy varies regionally. For 
South Australia Specht (1972) described five 
understorey types, ranging from sclerophyll to 
semi-succulent shrubs to hemispherical hummocks 
of the grass Triodia irritans. In semi-arid 
areas (less than 40( mm average annual rainfall), 
the herbaceous understorey may be ephemeral and 
the shrub component sparse (Vood and Williams 
1960). Thus, there is considerable diversity 
within this vegetation type and few general-
isations are possible. Some eucalypts usually 
associated with forests (for example, Eucalyptus 
baxteri, E. ywirznif'a) may assume a malice form 
in some areas - a further complexity. 

Parsons, (1968, 1969), Parsons and Specht 

(1967) and Parsons and Rowan (1968) indicated 

the importance of a number of cdaphic factors, 

such as the nature of the topsoil (whether 

calcareous or siliceous), pH1, levels of 

nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and calcium, 

and also susceptibility to waterlogging and 

salinity, in affecting the physiological and 

ecological responses of some individual mallee 

eucalypts. The approach to these studies was 

largely autecological, but for a comnunity so
 
dominated by eucalypt:; this is not necessarily 

a deficiency. 


Other recent studies (Holland 1968, 1969, 

Burrows 1976) concentrated on growth, product-

ivity and nutrient cycling of the community. 

Burrows (1976) presented partial cycles for 

phosphorus and nitrogen in malice vegetation of 

2 ages, based on data on annual rainfall, 

productivity and nutrient distribution, and 

nutrient fluxes out of the canopy. Phosphorus 

and nitrogen pools were similar for both 15 and 

50+ year old malce communities.
 

There are fewer studies on the responses 

of malice woodlands to fire. Eleven months 

after a fire :imier (19.10) noted a large 
increase in the number of species, especially 

annual herbs. Changes in shoot biomass of 

malice (Eucalytua in,.i.m:ata) - broombush 

(1.lalcuca momcinta) vegetation were 
described by Specht (1966) up to 11 years 

from fire. Biomass reached a plate.,u at 10 to 

15 years from fire. Relative to sclerophyll 

shrubland growing in the same area, malice-

broombrush showed an especially high level of 

calcium and sodium uptake. Apart from these 

twn studies I can find no other information on 


the responses of mallee woodlands to fire, 

although large areas of this vegetation may be 

burnt, as for example in western New South Wales 

in 1974. In a vegetation characterised 


morphologically by a structure so well adapted
 
to overcome stress, including fire (see Gill,
 
this volume), it is a surprising deficiency.
 
An experimental and quantitative study of the
 

extent of the fire x nutrient interaction at
 
the same site in central New South Wales as
 
that for which Burrows (1976) has provided
 
phosphorus and nitrogen cycles could be
 
especially rewarding if instituted shortly.
 

Eucalypt Forest
 

Many of the 500 or so species of Eucalyptus
 
endemic to Australia dominate forests of varying
 
height and canopy classes to form what in this
 
review are called eucalypt forests. They occur
 
at all latitudes in both subtropical and
 
temperate regions but are tallest (over 30 m)
 
in those areas of south-eastern and south
western Australia where rainfall exceeds about
 
1000 mm per year. Their distribution is shown
 
in figure 1. Understorey types range from low
 
trees (> 8 m) and tall shrubs, to low shrubs
 
(< 2 m) or tussock ('bunch') grasses. Because
 
of the dominance by eucalypts, and sometimes
 
by more than one species of eucalypt, such
 
vegetation is always sclerophyllous but the
 
understorey may not always be, especially at
 
the wetter end of the spectrum.
 

Eucalypt forests have "flat c'owns and bole 
usually greater in height than depth of crown; 
the crowns are continuous or nearly so" (Wood 
and Williams 1960), and are thus distinguished 
from woodlands which may also be dominated by 
eucalypts, usually but not always of different 
species. In moist situations in Tasmania and 
eastern Queensland tall eucalypt forest may be 
seral to closed forest (so-called temperate or 
tropical rainforest respectively) if protected 
from wildfire for long enough (up to 300 years -

Gilbert 1959, Webb 1959). 

While the distribution of eucalypts in
 
Australia is largely controlled by rainfall
 
within the annual rainfall zone of 600 mm to
 
1000+ mm, eucalypt forest generally occurs on
 
soils of medium to low nutrient status. Local
 
differences in the level of soil nutrients may
 
lead to differences in composition of overstorey
 
(for example, McColl 1969) and both over- and
 
under-storey species (for example, Specht,
 
Brownell and Hewitt 1961). Nutrients shown to
 
be important for differentiation of forest
 
species at the local level include phosphorus
 
(Beadle 1954, 1962a), calcium (Moore 1959),
 
and phosphorus and calcium (McColl 1969). The
 
relative availability of soil phosphorus and
 
aluminum among other factors, may even explain
 
the differentiation between tree and mallee
 
forms of the same species growing in the one
 
climatic region, as Mullette (1976) showed for
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Eucatyptus gurifera. 

Wherever eucalypt forests occur in Australia 

they are fired at frequencies which vary from 

once every 300 years or so for some forests in 

south-eastern Australia dominated by E. regnans

(Gilbert 1959) to annual burning of the grassy 

understorey in 
some tropical sclerophyll forests 

in northern Australia (Stocker 1966). Miany 

eucalypts are adapted to withstand particular 

fire regimes because of resistant bark (Gill
and Ashton 1968, 
Vines 198), epicormic bud 

development on the hole following 
fire (Jacobs

1955), 
or the possession of 1 ig..otuhers (Kerr
1925) at the base of the stem which are able 

to regenerate new sten tissue following fire. 

Species such as E. ,'n-gznwhich have none of

these characteristics nevertheless are adapted 

to fire, but 
to a regime of a high intensity

fire every 300 years or so. 
_M ,pt.ao regnans 
regenerates from seed given 
a bare forest floor 

and high light intensities 
to allow for success-

ful seed gernination and seedling tree growth,
But 
a regime of one such fire followed by

another within 20 years before the young trees 

have seeded, will eliminate the species from 

the site (Gill 1975). Thus the responses of
 
eucalypts to 
fire are varied as are those of
 
the range of understorey species which together
comprise eucalypt forest conusnities. 


To study adequately the ecological

significance of the interaction between fire 

and nutrients requires detailed knowledge of 

nutrient cycling in a range of eucalypt forests 

followed by the imposition of firing treatments 

on those cycles. Results of such studies are 

not available even 
for one eucalypt forest, let 

alone a range of different forest types, though 

some effort is being made in this direction 

(J.L. Charley and B.N. Richards, personal

communication, 1977). 
 Guthrie (1976) reported 

on some 
aspects of cycling of calcium, magnesium,

sodium and potassium in a mixed eucalypt forest 

in central Victoria in terms of the balance of 

both water and nutrients entering and leaving 

a closed catchment. 
lHeshowed a positive balance 

for calcium and a negative one for magnesium.

In general, however, results on the efficiency

of nitrogen and phosphorus cycling in eucalypt 

forests may be much more significant to
 
management than those for other such important

nutrients as calcium. 


Some aspects of phosphorus cycling in 

eucalypt forests have been 
investigated, but 

in isolation from fire. 
 Attiwill (1964) 

quantified the levels of phosphorus, except 

those in the root system and soil, of a 

mature E. obiqua forest and concluded that the 

phosphorus cycle was characterised by internal 

redistribution from senescing to developing 

tissue, compared with the calcium cycle in the 


same community where the external cycle via
 
the plant litter was more significant.

Attiwill's conclusion is probably general but
 
other sets of results for other sclerophyll
 
forests are required. While the level of
 
phosphorus in eucal-pt litter is low 
(Hatch
1955, Ashton 1975, Attiwill 1964) the amount 
released when the litter is fired may be 
significant to phosphorus uptake in the long
 
term.
 

In the early stages of pyric succession
 
eucalypt regeneration is usually accompanied
 
by regeneration of species with the ability to
 
fix nitrogen symbiotically. The latter most
 
commonly belong theto genera A.acia, Cajtarina 
and Hall'ozWv~a. Pate (1976) showedIlalliday and 

that the presence of 
the cycad Ab.. ::,zrIlamf.a 
riedlei contributed about 19 kg, ha- yr
nitrogen to the Mao:Nt.-Buni:ria sclerophyll 

itwoodland in wh ich ocurred. The rate of 
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by the
 
luxuriant 
growth of A.,czefa spp. often following

firing of eucalypt forest may be even higher,

and should receive greater research attention
 
in the future.
 

On the basis of the considerable informa

tion available on the effects of low nutrient
supply on the distribution and growth of
 
sclerophyll species, and some 
information on the
 
responses of these three types of sclerophyll
 
vegetation to fire, how 
can the level of
 
management of such fire-prone vegetation be
 
refined? For sclerophyll vegetation which, in
 
Australia at 
least, is already deficient in
 
nutrients, how may the planned 
 use of fire be
 
made compatible with minimising the chance of
 
further loss of scarce 
nutrients? I shall
 
attempt 
to answer these questions in the next
 
section of this review. Because of the paucity

of information on 
both nutr~ent cycling and on
 
the ecological significance of the interaction
 
between fire and nutrient availability, most of
 
the answers will 
le tentative and unsubstantiated.
 

NIAG;ENniNT 01FAUSTRALIAN VE;E'ATION
 

In prehominid Australia 
fires occurred
 
naturally because of 
lightning strikes. The
 
aborigines came 
to the Aistrali;' continent
 
over 30,000 years ago during which time their
 
hunting activities undoubtedly change l the
 
prehominid fire regime, at 
least in some parts

and probably in different ways in different
 
regions. European colonization of the sea
board commenced almost 2(10 years ago, and of
 
the hinterland soon after. 
 For this 'colonial'
 
period King (1963) commented on the changes in
 
area and intensity of fires, but all 
such
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efforts at historical generalisation underplay 

the diversity of fire regimes which probably 

still existed. As settlement spread, protection 

of the vegetation from fire was attempted, 

especially in areas of forested water catchments. 

Historically, this phase tends to match the era 

of fire protection in western U.S.A. This 

protection regime imposed upon the vegetation 

may have produced the serious wildfires rather 

than wildfire occurrence as such. 


More recently, the protection phase of the 

history of the use of fire in Australia has 

given place to a policy of prescribed firing 

in forests aimed at reducing the level of 

flammable fuel on the forest floor, a policy 

which has been vigorously promulgated by its 
proponents (e.g. McArthur 1967) and equally 
vigorously opposed by its antagonists. Again, 
there are historical similarities, slightly 
displaced in time, with U.S. experience. It is 
still too early to say, however, if land 
managers in Australia are now entering the 
'let burn' era presently existing for natural 
fires in some wilderness areas of the United 
States (Kilgore 1976). At the moment all we 
can say in that it is not yet readily accepted 
by managers of reserved land. No matter what 
the particular fire policy practised for a 
region there will be both desirable and 
undesirable consequences ecologically. Future 
management policies using fire most seek to 
maximise the desirable ecological consequences 
while still affording a high level of human 
protection. Herein lies the dilemma for the 
land manager. 

We do not know what effect this diverse 
pattern of fire history has had on the 
nutrient economy of Australian plant communities, 
Probably, it has further decreased the levels of 
scarce nutrients which were already low because 
of parent rock composition (Beadle 1962b) and 
leaching over geologic time (Wiild 1961, Ellis 
1969). In south-eastern Australia fires of 
high intensity have not only been the sources 
of great economic losses (Stretton 1939) but 
may have deflected plant successions after 
fire (lackson 1968) and have probably led to 
losses from ecosystems of elements such as 
phosphorus, nitrogen and sulphur. In a 
preliminary way, larwood and Jackson (1975) 
showed that the extent of losses may be 
considerable. On the other hand, such losses 
may be balanced to varying extents by temporary 
changes in soil chemistry induced by high 
temperatures (IHumplhries 1966) or by a complex 
of soil ecological changes occurring locally 
as a so-called 'ash bed' effect (Renbuss, 
Chilvers and Pryor 1973). 

The current practice of using prescribed 
fires of low intensity to reduce the 

flammability of forest understories and litter
 
may have a quantitatively lesser effect in the
 
short term on the relative sizes of nutrient
 
pools than the high intensity fires which occur
 
periodically. For example, Rowe and Hagel
 
(1974) could find little change in nutrient
 
content of surface soils after low intensity
 
firing of the litter of a eucalypt forest in
 
central Victoria. Some calcium, potassium, sodium
 
and sulphur was able to be leached out from
 
post-burn soils if leaching occurred soon after
 
the burn. The cumulative ecological effects of 
fires of low intensities repeated every 5 to 7 
years may be expressed more in the deflection of 
plant successions from the less flammable 
herbaceous understories characteristic of 
forests prior to European settlement (King 1963) 
in favour of shrubby sclerophyll species. Many 
of the latter group have the ability to fix 
nitrogen symbiotically but the effectiveness of
 
fixation in the field is not known. It will 
depend on such factors as the phosphorus and 
trace element status of the soil, moisture 
availability etc. 

Some general guidelines may be formulated
 
in relation to the use of fire in the management 
of the three types of Australian vegetation I 
have described. They are proposed primarily to 
stimulate further research as well as to influence 
the decisions of land managers. These include: 

1. For plant communities dominated by species
 
regenerating from underground rootstocks
 
(sclerophyll shrublands and mallee3 the
 
firing frequency to ensure the maximal level 
of species survival may he the one approximat
ing the time at which shoot biomass reaches 
a plateau. For sclerophyll shrubland in 
southern Australia I have suggested this 
interval between fires may be from 10 to 15 
years (Groves 1968). Such a frequency of 
firing should ensure that root reserves are
 
maintained - they probably will be depleted if 
firing is more frequent than this interval. 
For some mallee vegetation such a frequency may 
be at least 30 years (Burrows 1976). 

2. Initially following disturbance there may be 
a rapid uptake of nutrients after which the
 
community requirement (at least for mobile
 
elements) is largely met by recycling. Burrows
 
(1976) suggested that this may be so for mallee
 
vegetation, and it may be a general result for
 
Australian sclerophyll communities, at least for
 
phosphorus (Attiwill 1964).
 

3. The low stature of some sclerophyll shrub
lands protected from fire up to 20 years may
 
gradually change as tall sclerophyll shrubs 
of genera such as Banksia, Leptospermum and 
Euoalyptue (Jones, Groves and Specht 1969) and 
Hakea become more prominent. A regime of two 
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fires within the time period from germination 

to first seeding (about 3 years or more for 

these genera) may restore the former structure 

of the community and even eliminate the taller-

growing species from the area, as Burrell 

(1968) postulated for Leptospemnmu Zaevigatum 
and Gill and Groves (1978) for ttakea teretifolia. 

Siddiqi et at. (1976) concluded that firing as 

frequently as every two years or so could 

eliminate these tall shrub species which re-

generate solely from seedlings, but such a 

regime seemed to be essential for the continued 
survival of some herbaceous and low shrub species, 
e.g. Bankoia aspZeniifolia which may regenerate 

both by root sprouting and as seedlings.
 

4. For all sclerophyll communities on 

sloping land firing preferably should be in 

autumn when rains are generally of lower 
intensity and hence the chances of soil 
particle movement are less. The loss of nutrients 
as soil particles may be a major source of loss 

of phosphorus, for example, to such nutrient-

deficient communities. Firing in autumn also
 
means that the peak of leaf fall (in summer
 
in tlies communities) has passed which may be 

beneficial in a fire protection sense.
 

S. In some eucalypt forests and especially 

in subalpine malice woodlands protection of 

the community from fire for a period of 30 or 

more years may lead to a reduced incidence of
 
flammable leguminous shrubs in tile understorey

(because their life cycle is only about this 

length) and their replacement by less flammable 

grasses and herbs. Research on this approach 

to vegetation management is currently under way

in one region (R.B. Good, personal communication, 

1977). Alternatively, a regime of one high 

intensity fire and several subsequent low 

intensity fires 2 to 3 years apart may also 

change the understorey from shrubby and
 
flammable to grassy and less flammable species. 


6. In terms of the economy of scarce nutrients 

such as phosphorus sonic artificial addition
 
may be foresecn for forests intensively managed

for cellulose production. Additions )f exogenous 

nitrogen may also be feasible (and economic?)

for those forests in which species able to fix 

nitrogen symbiotically are relatively absent
 
from the understorey. This possibility of 

course does not apply to areas significant for 

nature conservation, as fleddle and Specht (1975) 

showed that, for south-eastern South Australia 

at least, nutrient addition in association
 
with fairly frequent firing could change the 

floristic composition of a shrubland from 

predominantly sclerophyll to predominantly 

herbaceous species. 


This review has stressed the role of fire
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regimes in potentially altering understorey
 
composition which may have an important role
 
in nutrient flow in the whole plant community.
 
For a eucalypt forest, Ashton (1975) showed a
 
high level of calcium in litter from the under
storey species Pomaderris aspera, which may be
 
analagous to the role of Cornus florida acting
 
as-a 'nutrient pump' in calcium cycling in eastern
 
U.S. deciduous forests described by Thomas (1969).
 
A policy of control burning may in the long term
 
exacerbate an already nutrient-deficient situation.
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ECOLOGY 
OF CAPE FYNBOS IN RELATION TO FIREI/
 

F.J. Kruger2/
 

Abstract: Conservation of Cape fynbos (sclero
phyllous shrublands), a biome-type with unique
biogeographic features, includes habitat managementby means of prescribed burning. This practice isbased principally on the observation that communitydiversity is dependent on periodic fire. Thesecommunities respond much lille those of other Mediterranean type and related ecosystems, but are possiblyunique in that most include a comprehensive range of responses. Initial observations confirm the obviousview that communi ty response to f- re regime variesaccording to community 1type, ani season and frequencyof burning: the na ture of these responses and the
underlying factors restponsible for their mairi festation require further inquiry, particularly to permit
more refined management. 

Key words: Mediterranean ecosystems, sclerophyllous shrublands, biogeography, succession,
conservation. 

INTRODUCTI ON 

Fynbos is 
the broad category of 
 proteoid element
sclerophyllous shrublands which domina-
-- which normally com

prises certain members of
te the vegetation in the Proteaceae,
the region of the including Protea 
itself. Native
Cape Floral Kingdom. Taylor (1977) trees 
are absenthas identified the following features 

or rare. Communities are 
very rich in plant species (table -) andpeculiar to or characteristic of these


formations: (a) the invariable presence 
are probably the richest shrubland com
munitiesof the in the world. Adamson (1931)family Restionaceae (b) two nor- and Acocks (1975) have emphasized themally dominant (or co-dominant) physiog- high beta diversity in communitynomic elements, the restioid domi-- wiry nants (which the former calledaphyllous hemicryptophytes, "lack ofmainly of single-species dominance).


the Restionaceae 
 -- and the ericoidelement, which comprises dwarf and low 
evergreen shrubs with smallj hard, 

Three major types of f'ynbos are 
row, rolled leaves 

nar- normally recognized, princilpally on habi(Ericaceae, Phvlica, tat differences, and these are Coastaletalasia, Stoebe, and others). Another (Acocks Veld Typetypical and .17), Mountain (mostoften dominant growth 
form of Vold Types 69 and 70), and Arid Fyn(not invariably present) is the tall bos (Veld Types 69 and 70broad-sclerophyllous in regions of'shrub -- Taylor's less than abbut 350-100 mm rainfall yr- ). 

Acocks (1975) lists 25 plant. familiesat the Sympos iutm on Env'iron- whose'meinber s 
- Presented 
mental Consequences of Fire and Fuel 

orccur " .. as dIOt ominnts in 
Management all the variations of' fynbos...". Conin Mediterranean Ecosystems, sistently dominant families are Hestiona-Palo Alto, Calif. Aug. 1-5, 1977. 
 ceae, Cyperaceae, Proteaceae2/Officer and Erica

cea, although members of' at dcsff rinCharge, Jonershoecf Forest 
h such 

as Bruniac and Asteracea may dtoinateResearch Station, Department of Forestry, 
 in special habitats.
Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa.
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Examples of endemism and near-endemism in plant taxa of the
Table 1 --

Cape Floral Kingdom*
 

Family 


Bruniaceae 


Penaeaceae 

Stilbaceae 

Grubbiaceae 

Roridulaceac -
Geissolomaj9ceae 

Retziaceae 

Ericaceae 


Proteaceae 

(Proteoideae) 


Restionaceae 


Putaceae 

(Diosmeae) 


Fabaceae 
Rhamnaceae 

Polygalaceae 

Rosaceac 

Geraniaceae 


Genera 


Brunia, Berzelia and ten 

others
 

Penaea and 5 others 

Stilbe and 4 others 

Grubbia 

Roridula 
Geissoloma 

Retzia 

Erica and 22 others: 19 


endemic 

Frotea, Leucadendron and 11 


others: 9 endemic 

Restio, Thamnochortus and 


10 others: 9 endemic*** 


Agathosma and 11 other 

endemic enera
 

Aspalathus 
Phylica-r 

Muraltia 

Cliffortia 4 

Pelaronium 

No. of
Species
 

98
 

13
 
15
 
3
 
2 
1
 
1
 

780 


348 


193 


c.200
 

258 
149
 
108
 
8
 
80 

Comments
 

97 per cent of
 
species endemic
 

95 per cent of
 
species endemic
 

98 per cent of
 
S.A. species
 
endemic
 

Compiled from Dyer (1975, 1976), Oliver (1977) and Taylor (1977). 
they are confined to fynbos.


Families endemic to Cape Floral Kingdom: 

** Cutler (1972) maintains that the family is incorrectly classified and 

South Africa and Australia.that there are 	no genera common to 

than 90 per cent of species confined to the Cape


+. Genera with more 
Floral hingdom. 

The flora of' the 
guished by certain key 
features (Oliver 1977, 

(a) marked endemism in 

Kingdom is distin-
phytogeographic 
Taylor 1977): 


certain taxa and 

pronounced regional concentration of spe-

cies -in typical, hut not entirely endemic 

genera (table 1); many endemics have a 

very restricted range (see H.C. Taylor, 

these proceedings) ; (b) predominance of 

certain fami lies and genera (tahle 2); 

(c) possibly the richest floras in the 

world; and (d) large changes in the 

floras from one landscape to the next 

(delta diversity). These features are 
of the fyn-most pronounced in the flora 

bos zone. 

Other plant formation categories in 

the region of the Cape Floral Kingdom 

low narrow-sclero-
include two types of 


phyllous shrubland dominated by members 


of the Asteraceae (e.g. Eriocephalus and 


are 
terveld and Coastal Renosterveld -- Acocks, 

Another 

Elytropappus); these Mountain Renos

(1975) Veld Types 43 and 46. 

formation is the southern phase of Strand

veld (Acocks Veld Type 34), a dense broad

sclerophyllous scrub with many spiny 

species and frequent succulents. Both 

of these categories, described in detail 

by Taylor (1977), lack the typical fea

tures of fynbos. 

Evergreen mesophyll forests are 
present but confined to ravines and simi

larly sheltered sites, covering a small 

fraction of the land area. 

The fynbos ecosystem is actively 
conserved, because of its scientific, 
economic and aesthetic values, and this
 

aspect will be 	examined further by Bands
 

(these proceedings), Management of fyn

bos plant communities by means of prescri
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Table 2 -- Prominent families and elevations (maximum of 2 325 m) but progenera in fynbos floras. nounced 
local relief (1 500 m in 2.9 km).
 
Granite underlies the foothills in parts.
The 	sub-parallel mountain ranges arelamay SRank separate(] by broad interniont. valleys, andi 	 MeanRank are flanked to the south by a more or less 

Fa__ ls'___ank__ enus_____ank 	 peneplini. Shales are normallydissected 

the underlying rocks in these lowlands.Asteraccae 1.0 Erica 1.0 Cainozoic limestones and sands occur inEricaceae 4.0 Restio 2.7 a zone of varying width along the coast. 
Fabaceae 4.0 Ficinia 
 .1.3

Iridaceae -1.3 Senecio 5.3 The mountains of this zone areCyperoceae 1.8 Cliffortia 6.3 	

ort
ented 
roughly parallel with the coastline:
tiestionaceae 5.0 _,\su lalh . 6.7 their ori ena t i oil and re I ief, the warmOrchidaceae 6.5 Tet rai a 7.3 Aguihas current to the s(,tIth and tihe coldloaceae 6.5 Helichrvsum 8.0 Benguela current to uestthe interactProteaceae 10.0 Pentaschistis 9.7 
 with the general wooaher systems of these
Campanulaceae 10.3 	Disa 10.7 latitudes to produce a variety of climates.(sensu lato) This is illustrated in table 3. Themost notable gradients are 
between typi
cal wintlor rainfall lg mes in the westCompiled from floras for the Cape and all-year patterns in the east, andHangklip area (Boucher 1977), from arid to perhuilid climates (rainfallJaklalsrivier experimental catch- up to 3 33) mm yr-). ,ost stations are 

ment (Kruger 1974), Cape of Good 
 free of frost. except i (i e)ressions in}tope Nature Reserve (l.C. Taylor, 
 interior valleys am! (oa hi gh-altitudeunpubl.), and Jonkershoek State plateaus and hasins -- De OrI, oForest (Dept. of Forestry, un- a subsummit plateau in H", KhueoHokke
publ.) veld mountains, has a average .f1 25 

frost-days per year.
S* 	 Compiled from the same floras with
 

the exception of 
the Cape of Good Coastal an mnunain stalions espe-Hope Nature Reserve. 
 cially are very windy. Summer weather 
is dominatedt by pirsi sta Stromg anti
cyclonic south-east rs, which cause acutebed burning, to maximise water supplies, fire control problems in th west, 
while
for habitat manipulation, and for fire 
 winter weather is characterizod by perieand weed control, is central to conser-
 die 	gale-force cyclonic nrlth-westers.

vation of these ecosystems. 
 I propose Berg winds, analogoms toSanla Ais, oftento exami ne the ecology of the natural precede advancing fronta I sstems; manyfynhos communities in relation 
to fire, fires in the southern and eastern regions

to analyse the assumptions an1 hypotheses occur 
 during tNis \tpV,of weather.
 
underlying present management, and to
 
suggest certain critical lines of inquiry 
 The 	fynbos climates d(o not all comnecessary for successful conservation, ply with Aschmann's (1973) definition ofThis analysis is preceded by a general the Mediterraneoan type, some, being too
descriptive account of the ecosystem as 
 dry and some too wet, ant( others have too a framework for what follows. 
 low a proportion of' winter rainfall. 

Where 
fynbos occurs mi coastal fore-NATURE OF TIfE :YNBOS ECOSYSTEM lands soils are sometimes neutral to alka
line. Irn th, mountai ns anridfo ot hi IlsPhysical Environment 
 soils are all acid (I1)I down to 3.5) and 
podzols and podzolic Iprof les are theTaylor (1977) and Kruger (1978a) rule. Profiles normally comprise strucpresent reviews of the physical environ- tureless sands or sandy looms, with darkment of the fynbos ecosystem. The vege- grey-brown A-horions (althoiugh organictation occurs in the region of the Cape 
 A's occur in some wet habitots). Moun-Folded 

° 
Belt, between about latitudes 31 tain landscapus typically have the norand 35 south and longitudes 180 and 270 mal A-horizon on 
hard rock , weathered
 east. 
 This region is dominated by anti-
 rock or stony drift material. Whereclinal ridges of quartzites, with moderate 
weathering is relatively deep or where
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Table 3 -- Climate statistics for a rahge of fynbos stations 

Cape Columbine 

Danger Pt. 

Port Elizabeth 

Citrusdal 

Cape Town 


(110y. Obs. ) 
Jonkershoek 

Do Keur 

Table Mt. House 

Tygerhoek 

Deepwalls 

Grahamstown 


Mean Annual 

bat.
S 

Long.
E 

Elev. 
( i 

nual temp. 
range 

Rall 
(mm) 

7. (0 ) 

32°50' 17°51' 6 15.2 4.3 229 
34 37' 
33059' 

19018' 
25°36' 

28 
58 

16.1 
17.2 

5.6 
7.9 

544 
576 

32034, 18 59' 250 18.9 12.6 333 
33 056' 18029' 12 17.4 8.8 672 

33 59' 18057' 282 16.1 10.0 1273 
32°58' 19018' 955 14.0 12.0 572 
33059 ' 18'24' 761 12.9 7.9 1780 
34,09' 
33°57 ' 

190 54' 
23010' 

168 
519 

16.8 
15.6 

10.6 
6.6 

449 
1214 

33 18' 26 032' 539 16.4 9.0 697 

Per
cent
 

winter
 

rain
 

82 2.2
 
68 5.0
 
54 4.9
 
89 3.0
 
78 5.7
 

77 12.3
 
82 6.4
 
74 19.1
 
62 4.0
 
45 10.9
 
38 5.9
 

EP = effective precipitation (Bailey 1958).
 

-
250 mm yr and on shales and granites
material accumulates (profiles deeper than 


about 50 cm), greater differentiation has 
occurred and eluvial horizons with or 
without ferritumic B-horizons are the 
rule in the cooler, humid southern eco-
systems but yellowisb-brown or reddish 
B-horizoos underlv the A on shailes and 
granites and in warm, drv zones. Soils 
on quartzites are very infertile, with 

contents ronging from about I to 1 p.p.m. disturbance. East of about. ,with 

where-It is less than about 550 to 650
 
mm yr . Except on some coastal sites, 
fynbos does not survive on base-saturated 
soils. There are abrupt transitions 
from fynbos to forest whicl are not asso
ciated with obvious climatic or soil 
changes, and which can seldom be ascribed. 
to burning history or other persistent 

and totail N from 0.05 to 0.20 per cent; 
on shales and graiiites, these levels are 
higher, up to 10 p.p.m. and about 0.1 to 
0., per cent rospectively. Base satu-
ration levels are iround 20 to .10 per cent 
or lower in till cases, 

These soils are highly porous and
 
resistant to erosion. No or very little 
surface runoff occurs even in the myst 
intense rain (up to about 60 mm Ill. on 
a 15 minute time module -- 'icht et al. 
1969). The combination of steel) moun-
tain physiogroph', climate and porous 
soils results in typically flashy stream 
hydrographs (Wicht 1913) anId runoff: 
rainfall ratios of' up to 50 per cent ann 
higher (Wicht 1971), hut the porous mant-
I o and cracked nd jointed rock strata 
serve as aquifers which maintaiin flow 
year-round even in small catchments, 


Fynbos commni ties occur generally 
in the zone described, but, are replaced 
by Renosterbosve1( types on quartzites 
where rainfall is less than about 200 to 

increasing summer rainfall, grasses stea
dily gain imporlance in f'ynbos until the 
typical physiognomic elements become un
stable components of the community, easi
ly eliminated by, for example, a change 
in fire regime (cf Trollope 1971). 

Plant community structure
 

A wide range of structural formations
 
is found in the fynbos zone, from low 
communities dominated by Restionaceae or 
Cyperaceae or both, to tall dense broad
sclerophyllous scrub. Taylor (1977) 
has described the manner in which these 
formations are loosely segregate(] in zones,
 
i.e. a proteoid zone of' the foothi1l ,ind 
lower slopes, in which commu, ities have 
an upper layer of tall broad-sclerophylls, 
especially Proteaceae, and(itwo other 
layers, and an ericoid-restioid zone at 
upper elevations, where the hroad-sclero

phyllous shruhs are sparse or absent. 
At uppermost or in otherwise extreme 
sites, all shrubs may )e sparse. This 
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Table 4 --
Summary of community data for a range of fynbos structural formationsa
 

Formations 

Elevation (m) 
Rainfall (mm) 
Total canopy cover (%)
Total plant species 

Openscrub 

490 
1600 

95-100 
72 

Tall shrub-
land with heath 

285 
1600 

95 
126 

Low open-
heath 
820 
950 
80 
52 

Low gramin-
oid-heath 

930 
950 
95 
71 

Low closed
herbland 

840 
950 
95 
31 

No. of 
spp. 

R.I.b No. of 
spp. 

R.I. No. of R.I No. of R.I. 
spp. spp. 

No. of R.I. 
spp. 

Tall shrubs( 2m, 

green) 

ever- 2* 48.0 1 36.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Low and mid-ht shrubs 
(0,25
Evergreen - 2 m) 

Deciduous 
Shrub and tree sub-total 
Dwarf shrubs (evergreen) 

Graminoid herbs 
Geophytes 
Other herbacious peren-

nialsHerbaceous perennials 

sub-total 

25 
2 

29 
7 

13 
18 
3 

34 

46.5 
+ 

94.5 
+ 

4.0 
+ 
+ 

4.0 

45 
3 

49 
10 

17 
34 
7 

58 

34.8 
3.6 

75.2 
0.6 

19.8 
1.4 
0.4 

21.6 

17* 
0 

17 
4 

23 
7 
1 

31 

60.7 
0.0 
60.7 

+ 

38.0 
0.3 
+ 

38.3 

21* 
0 
21 
13 

22 
i0 
5 

37 

48.8 
0 

48.8 
+ 

45.7 
4.5 
0.5 

50.7 

5 
0 
5 
2 

13 
9 
2 

24 

2.7 
0 

2.7 
0.4 

90.3 
5.9 
+ 

96.2 

Annuals 

Succulent shrubs 

Vines 

1 

0 

1 

+ 

0 

+ 

7 

2 

0 

+ 

+ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

a. 
 Compiled from data in Kruger (1978a). 
 All data for 20 x 50m plots.

b. R.I. = 
relative importance as percentage of total 
crown volume (sum of products of height and
cover for each species). '+, denotes trace.
 
**' 
Synusiae dominated by seed-regenerating shrubs.
 



pattern is rather diffuse and often in-
consistent. Cutting across the zones, 
fir example, are a series of narrow-
iclerophyllous scrub cormnities on tihe 

phreatic habitats of' bogs and streams, 


With the exception of plant commu
nities in extreme habitats (for example, 
where soils are alternatively waterlogged 
and droughted), alpha diversity is consis-
tently high (table 4) an1 some2record 
figures are 83 species on 50 m and 121 
species on 100 r;- (1l.C. Taylor 1977; and 
these proceed inrigs). 


Table 4 summarises data on the struc-

ture of a range of fynbos communities. 

An important feature is the great diver-

sity of' perennial herbs in all communi
ties. Although the relative importance
 
of herbs may vary considerably they are 
a sign i icant component of' all communi
ties, with a biomass ringing from about 
2 000 t~o10 00 kg fan , even in old 
stands. This characteristic fistini-
guishes fynbos communities from Mediter-
ranean and New 'orld analogues, and allies 
them with Australian heaths (Kruger 1977). 

Incidence of' fire 


This subject is examine(] elsewhere 
in greater detail (Bands, these procee-
dings) but ce t,a in points should be empha-
sized. It is dlift'icult to determine a 
"natural" fire frequency for this vegeta-

tion, but by inference this appear's to 
be appro xima tely between six and thirty 
years, since tire lore fequont than that 
would eliminate some extant plant species, 
and vegetation older than otrty to fifty 
years is ra re lv e ncrintered, even where 
areas are deli ferately protected (Kruger 
1978a). 'Thre, is a phYsical Iimit to 
fire frequency, since under normal con-

ditions suff'icierit fuel forr another fire 
takes about four years to accumulate. 

The actual f'requeniy at which fire occurs 
in a given community is likely to vary 
between these hypothetical limits, as a 
function of' ignition probabilily and of' 
long-term weather patterns. Open fynbos 
communit ies of' su-arid nd arid climates 
would, of course, burn less riften. 

fire seasons, these are not well defined. 
Older communities contain considerable 
quantities of fine fuel, much of which
is cured, so that the fuel bed dries 

quickly, and fires are possible within
 
days or hours after rain, in any season.
 

Finally, though fynbos fires are
 
fairly intense {fires of intensity greater
 
than 2 500 kW m appear to be regular)
 
they are apparently not as intense as
 
most of those in mature chaparral, since
 
fuel particles of diameter greater than
 
about 6 mm are usually not burnt, ash
beds are rare or small, and structure of
 

surface soil is retained. There is no
 
evidence of marked hydrophobic effects
 
on the soil.
 

SOME ASPECTS OF COMUNITY FUNCTION 

Periodicity
 

Like that of other vegetation in
 
Mediterranean-type and related ecosystems
 
(e.g. Mooney et al. 1977; Specht and
 
Rayson 1957) the phenology of fynbos is
 
complex and probably more so than in its
 
analogues (cf. Kruger 1978b). Most spe
cies bloom in spring, but relatively many
 
species flower at any time of year.
 
Dominant tall shrubs tend to flower in 
winter or early spring. Time of shoot 
growth varies considerably among species, 
but time of' Qrowth tends to correlate 
with life- cr growth-form. Thus, most 
herbs tend to grow in the interval from 
early winter through to the end of spring 
or into earlY summer, whereas shrubs tend 
to grow in the seasons of spring and sum-
Mer. Among herbs, however, there are 
roughly two classes, tfhose which initiate 
growth in early winter (normally geophytes) 
and those which grow from early spring 
through to summer (mainly gaminoid hemi

cryptop",lytes). Similarly, among shrubs, 
some species produce new shoots and foliage 

in spring, while, at tie other extreme, 
a number do so only in mid- to late sum
mer. Others are intermediate, and some 
have bimodal rhythms. 

Levyns (1929) has noted two catego
ries with respect to time of seed-shed,
 
i.e. winter seed-shedders and summer seed-


The fire season Must reflect, the domi- shedders. 

nant inl'luence of' local climate and, pre
dict)ably, most 'ynos fires occur in sum

in the south most Species traits and responses to firemer in tihe west, bilt 
occur in w'inter, with a smaller peak in 
summer (le Roux 1969). However, although Survival of fires 

frequency distributions of fires do show
 



Species resistant to scorching --
Individuals of 
a few species of erect

shrubs survive fire with all or most of
their crowns intact while those of others
around them are killed or obliged to re-
sprout. 
 In some cases, shoots and fo-
liage are protected possibly by the shape
of the crown, which apparently deflects 

the heat 
of the fire (Protea laurifolia 
Thunb. , Leucospermum conocarpodendron (I..)
Buck.), while cambium is protected by

thick bark. Some prostrate shrubs, 
such 

as Protea effusa E. Men. ex Meisn. and
L,eucad enron glaberrimum (Schltr.) Uomp-
ton, also survive, although the perime-
ters of their crowns may be scorched. 

These species do 
not have the capacity for
vegetative reproduction, a proportion of
each population is hilled in every fire,

and populations consist of a series of 

even-aged sUb-populations.
 

Species reliant 
on seed reproduc-

tion -- Species that 
 rely entirely onseed for survival are found mainly among
shrubs (trees atr(, almost exclusively re-
sprouters) . Some ;emicryptophytes (e.g. 
Chonldropelalum hookorlum (Ylast.) Pillans,
Ilestionacen, and Ehrharta ramosa 
Thunb.,

Poacene) are killied by Fire, so that,
with the normal handful of annuals, there 
is also a small variety of herbs which 
return through germination. Thus, aI-

though fynbos floras are dorcinated by

species which resprout, there is a sig-

nificant proportion of reseeders 
 (Michell
1922, icht 19,15, Van der Merwe 1966; 

see tabe 5). 


Various strategies which serve toenhance survival of firei irough seed 

may be found acrong reseeders, including

serotiny. In 
leucadendron, 49 
of 90

species retain seed in cone-like fruit-

ing heads for some 
time (Williams 1972) 

-- up to at least, 8 years in 
 some species 
-- and a similar habit is found amongmany species of Protea. 
 lere seed is 

released 
 when the plant or the organdies, as after fire. Other species, in
Proteaceae and 
other families, release 

seed or fruit on ripening, and 
these 

have hard testas or pericarps which pro-
mote dormancy and longoevity (Van Staden 
1966; Williams 1972) -- there is circurn-
stantial evidence that this seed can re-
main viable on inor the soil for about 
15 years or 
longer (Boucher and McCann 
1975; Rourke 1976). Many species, as
in Ericacene al] Asteraceo, produce a
superabundance (of small, short-lived 
seeds (Levyns 1935a). 

Vegetative regeneration -- The full 
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array of vegetative regeneration modes in
mediterranean type fire environments 
found also in fynhos 

is 
communit 1,ies (examples

in Michell 1922, Wicht 19,15, Martin 1966,
and Van der Merwe 1966). It, includes 
the following (a) resprouting from dor
mant, buds in the stem, in a few species
like Protena rborea llout . ,laInveni 
oleoides -,a )os ard Ileri a argen_
te_ (F. Mey.) 0. Kuntze; "- tresprouting
from dormant buds 
in lignotibers of 
simi
lar' orgaans at or below the 
soil surface,

which is perhaps 
tlihemosl common mode
 
among shrubs and is associnted with a

typical, oll tistemllod grew th 
torm like
 
dwarf Australian ma leo; 
 (c) resprout ing

from rhizomes at 
or near the 
soil surface,
 
as in most perennial 
gram ho d herbs,

and (d) resprouting from buds 
on under
grcund storage organs (geophvtes) 

Reproductive responses 

M1any species exhibit pronounced posi
ive reproductive responses lo fire,


usually through incrased flowering bt
 

sometimes through enhanced vegetativereproduction (as 
ii Watsonia ipyramidata
(Andr.) SIapf -- bee --

tin liearifolia Eck. 


, i he low and Clilt'or
" Zeyh., 1artin
 

1966). The 
degree Of' response ranges

from apparent complete reliance oi perio
dic fii.e for reprdl ictin 
thrugh to iin
direct response 
in shrus, resultiirg from

increased viourige 
 lowing tfire. II 
some instancesi 
 fire Iay in~lu 'lowering
 
much earlier i ltan norma 
l (e.g.
g.sparaus
 
sp. - Michell 1922).
 

Some examples of repro tictive repon
ses are examined below. There is evi
dence that he nature arid ilensity of

the respoises depend partly on 
the season 
of the burn.
 

Jdivenile periods 

The time required for plants to
 
reach reproductive maturity 
 after regene
ration following fire varies 
from about
 
one to 10 years. Individuials which 
resprout often flwer with in 
12 meiths

and this includes seome shrub species,
though Others may require 
iII) to 24 mon hs
 
(Mi i e 1 1922 ; Mn mt i 
 19ri ). I'r-imary
juvenile periols, at 1os!naro shrubs, 
are more vnriable but most species reach
reproduct, ive matuiritv within eight years
after g-rmimination (Kruger 1978a). Some
species are precocious, as in thnsper



Table 5 -- Two fynbos floras classified by Raunkiaer life-form and
 
mode of regeneration after fire.
 

Swartboskloof* Jakkalsrivier** 

No. of spp. in class No. of spp. in class 

Life-form Vegetative 
regen. 

Regen. from 
seed only 

Vegetative 
regen. 

Regen. from 
seed only 

Phanerophyte 84 

Chamaephyte 76 

liemicryptophyte 70 

Geophyte 67 

Therophyte 0 

Unclas3ified 1 


Total 298 


w. From Van der Merwe (1966), 


mum aethiopicum L., reported flowering 
in the second year (Martin 1966), and 
Erica mauretanica L., flowering 30 months 
after fire (Michell 1922). Van der 
Merwe (1966) relorts that some Protea 
repens L. individuals flowe-red in the 
third y(ar. There is no realistic sur
vey of' prilmary juvenile periods, but 
there is evi(lence that the periods are 
influenced by habitat (Kruger 1978a) and 
one intuitively expects longer juvenile 
periods in drier habitats, for example, 


Features of' life-cycles of fynbos 
plants in relation to fire 

There are no comprehensive studies 

on the life-cycles of representative fyn-
hos species which would serve to illus-
trate possible species adaptations to 
fire, but inlormation assembled mainly 
from unpul)lished sources provide a par-
tial but useful picture. This shows that 
some species have tire adaptations, al-
tough most are probably pre- adapted. 

lierlIs vhose respmnses are most often 
noted are the geophytic species. The 
extreme instance is the so-called "fire-
lily"type, geophytes which appear in the 
sexual phase only in the year after fire. 
This includes various species of Amarylli-
daceae, Iridaceae and Orchidacene (Michell 
1922, Hall 1959, Levyns 1966, Martin 
1966). Hall (loc. cit.) showed that the 

67 43 110
 
63 33 50
 
1 128 11
 
0 111 0 

16 0 7
 
3 6 9
 

150 321 187 

**. Dept. of Forestry, unpubl.
 

incidence of geophytic Orchidaceae was 
strongly associated with recent fire; 
tagged samples of 10 species were all 
most abundant and active in the first 
one to four spring seasons after a burn, 
and virtually absent thereafter. 

Some informntion on Watsonia pyra
midata (Kruger unpublished) illustrates
 
geophy!te life-cycles and responses to 
fire. In this species, corm-discs are 
highly resistant to decay and remain in
 
chronological sequence in the soil. Ve
getative reproduction occurs when a ramet
 
flowers: two new corms are almost invaria
bly produced. It is therefore possible 
to excavate clones and examine their
 
genealogy with some accuracy. Clones
 
have a great longevity, several older 
than a century being found in random sam
pies. Individual ramets are also Wag
lived, with a maximum observed age (be
fore first flowering and clonal reproduc
lion) of about, 35 years. In unburnt 
populations, about five per cent of all 
ramets flower annually. If burnt in 
autumn (and possibly also in late summer), 
populations respond stronply, at least 
half of all ramets producing inflorescen
cos. In populations burnt in spring,

-the number of plants flowering remai the 
same as that in unburnt vegetation or is 
slightly depressed. Since each inflore
sconce produces about 700 seeds, and since 
flowering induces vegetative reproduction 
fires in the "right" season obviously 
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have an enormous impact on Watsonia popu-
lations. Seedlings germinate freely in 
the following winter and spring, and con-
tractile roots draw tile new corm an ave-
rage of 2.6 cm below the soil surface 

within 12 months; corms apparently grow
for '1 to 8 years before first flowering.
Thus we see that the zpecies is well 
equipped to overcome unfavourable condi-
tions, having the longevity to survive 
long intervals between events that pro
duce suitable conditions for reproduction,
and the capacity for pronounced response
when suitable conditions obtain. Con-
tractile roots ensure burinal and good
protection of the perennating bud against
climate, predators and fire. 

Shrubs adopt. a wide variety of stra-
tegies and it is possible to note only afew here. There is little information 
on short-lived opportunistic shrubs which 
are often conspicuous after fire, disap-
pearing thereafter (Adamson 1935, Van der 
Merwe 1966). Some have hard seed (like
Aspalathus spp., including A. chenopoda
L. , and Ci rv santhemoides monilifera 

(L.) T. Norl.) but many, especially the 

Asteraceae such as Eurvops abrotanifolius 
(L.) DC. and Othonna quinque d"ntata 
Thunb., have small sed which are normal-
ly taken to be short-lived. 

Protea repens and some allied spe-

cies serve as examples of reseedin g

shrubs with longer life-cycles. P. 

repens itself is easily killed by fire 

but seeds germinate readily and( there is 

usually little mortalitv among young

plants. Populations require about four 

to ei gh t years to reach reproductivity

maturity (Jordaan 1919, Van der Merwe 
1966), and a reasonable suppl'N of viable 

seed is retained in serotinous capitula.

In a 19-year-old stand at Jonkershoek,

for example, all plants carried capitula 

two years old and old(r, (andmost had
rotained seed for at least four years.
Lombaard (1971) has shown, in stands 
about ten to twelve years old, that cur-
rent seed production amounted to about 
900 to 1300 seed per shrub, of which 
about nine per cent was viable. .lordaan 
(1949) has drawn attention to the sig-
nificance of the length of the juvenile
period in determining whether or not the 
species would survive a given fire regi-
me, and suggested on the grounds of em-
bryology and pnenology, that poulations 
were liable to extinction if burnt during
the period July to December, less so if 
burnt in April to June, but would regene-


rate in the period January to March be
cause ripe seed was freely available only

in that season. Later (1965) he showed
 
that the species had been eliminated from
 
Paarlberg by a June burn. 
 His observa
tion seems to have limited generality,
since P. repens elsewhere survives winter 
burns because of serotiny, but. he correct
ly drew attention to important, interactions 
between fire regime and phenology. 

Dominant seed regonerating shrubs
 
reach ages of about 20 to 
 50 years, low
 
shrubs such as Erica species having on
 
the whole, shorter lif' -sliins than tall
 
shrubs. There itIle no
i.; 1 or es)abli sh
ment of young plants in vigorous stands,
 
but some seed rogent'|a tion occurs when
 
adults begin to die out,
 

The only species of sprouting shrub
 
about which there is 
 some infernation is
Proten arborea (taynes 1976). This spe
cies does not 
 have seroti nous capitula,
but flowering al1(1 seed release occur some
what irregularly throulgh the seasons and 
germ inative reproduction is usually a bun
dand after fire and rare at. other times.
 
Young plants Soon develop lignotiubers; in
 
the nursery, this ofcurs wi thin 12 months
 
af Ier gerinaotion. 'hese plants seldom
 
reach maturity before bving butit for the
 
first time, upon wh icb Ihey lad()t a low,
multistemmed hahi I. This habit is seomini
ly retained for many years u(ntillioe of
 
the shoots gains (ori0a1c ,1a(d tho piant
 
takes on the form of an erot if' crooh(,d

shrub, attains maiicrity and grows in
 
height. Il this slage, inldi'iduials are
 
able to respr(ut f'rom repicormic 1uds in

the branches and Stem or from the base,

uith nearly 100 per cent survival of even
 
the most intense fires.
 

Succession after tfire 

Development of fynbos communities 
after fire must vary coisid, rnbly with 
vegetation structure and the environmen
tal variables thnt control it. For 
example, levyns (1935b) describes an un
usual succession in transiticlri] sclcro
phyllous scrub where (each of the f'irst 
three years saw dominant1,b (iwll cr a 
few reseedi) g species, each of, which (le
clined thereafter: a germinative species
of Aspalathus domina ted in Ilhi, i fth year,
but this was Ii hel t o dcl ire, ai(! he 
replaced by Elytropappus rhinocerotis 
Less., a longer-lived shrub in the Astera
ceae.
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However, field observalion and in-

formation in Michell (1922), Levyns
 
(1929), Adamson (1935), Wicht (1948),

Martin (1966) and Taylor (1969) indicate 

that most fynbos communities follow a 

essentially similar course of succession 

after fire. The major features abstrac-

ted from these sources are outlined be-

low. 


I 


maining nectarivores return.
 

Mature phase (up to 30 vearsl-- Tall
 
shrubs attain maximum height and full,
 
rounded form, with maximum flowering ac
tivity. Reseeding low shrubs (e.g.
 
Erica spp.) begin to die; litter accumu
lates and lower herbaceous strata are re
duced in importance; no germination oc
curs.
 

Immediate post-fire phase -- Although 
fire intensities in fynbos range widely
 
burns are seldom so intense as to kill Senescent phase -- Mortality among

species that resprout. Since hemi!ryp- seed-regenerating shrubs accelerates,
 
tophytes are important in most communities, foliage on survivors is reduced to tufts
 
initial recovery is rapid. Regeneration 

of all or most species occurs within the 

first twelve months after fire. Sprou-

ting species, especially hemicryptophytes, 

appear within days or weeks at, most, and 
some are able in this period to flower 
and set seed. Fire-lilies and almost 

all annuals reproduce only in this in-
terval. 

Some animals concentrate on vegeta-
tion because food is most accessible 

now (Francolinus africanus Stephens, 

feeding on corms of Iridaceae) or is 

most palatable (especially for antelope, 

like PeIea capreolus Forster). Levyns
(1929) has noted heavy herbivory in this 
stage. However, some species are ex
cluded, e.g. nectarivorous birds. 

Youth phase (up to 4 - 5 years) --

Fynbos is quickly dominated by graminoid
herbsi and sprouting shrubs (table 6), 
the herbs reaching maximum iiomass of up 
to 8 OfO kg nha in the fi rst four to 
five years. In ihis period, canopy co
vet reaches about 80 per cent of pre-burn 
levels (fig. 1). The remaining sprouting 
spec ies at, ain reproductive ma turity, 
whi ]e opportunist i c shrubs, including 
succulents , mature and (lie. longer 
canopylived shrubs. Ti e begin to emerge from thevegetat, ion becomes inflam-

mable fit about 4 years, as (lead shoots 
and leaves of hemi cryptophytes accumu-_ 
late and lodge in tufts. Some animal 
species of the mature community, such as 
some ncta rivores, return to the com
mun ity. 

Transitional phase (up to about 
10 yearsl -- All plant species attain 
reproductive maturity in this phase. 
Tall shrubs emerge from the canopy and 

adopt the ascending branch habit. Re-
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at tips of branches, and crowns become
 
open; with the opening of the canopy,
 
some seed regeneration may occur. Lit
ter and dead shoots continue to accumu
late. On special, limited sites that
 
are both fertile and have moist soils,
 
immigration of forest precursors may oc
cur. 

Thus, post-fire succession in most
 
fynbos communities is notable for rapid
 
initial recovery due mainly to growth of
 
perennial graminoid herbs (fig. 1, table 
6). Although germination after fire may 
be delayed in scme instances, (certain 
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Figure 1 -- Development in plant cover 
in two communities at Jakkalsrivier, 
near Grabouw (from Kruger and Hlaynes,
unpublished). Circles represent 
observations in a mesic community,
 
and squares, those in a dry community.
 
The lower curve represents develop
ment in basal cover. C and C in
dicate canopy cover in ilie pre-firecommunity.
 



Table 6 -- Changes in canopy cover after fire in a typical fynbos
communi tv* 

Percentage canopy cover at given age (months) 

39
10 27Life-form 
V I G I TV I G v I c, T 

Phanerophyte 2.2 0.4 2.6 3.0 1.4 4.4 4.2 1.8 9.0 5.1 7.1 12.2Chamaephyte 1.5 
0.1 1.6 3.5 0.4 3.9 7.8 
 4.3 12.1 8.5 4.9 13.4
Hemicryptophytc 8.0 
1.1 9.1 18.4 3.1 21.5 31.1 2.6 33.7 31.5 1.8 
 33.3
Geophyte 3.0 0 3.2 3.7 0 3.7 1.0 () 1 .0 0.8 0 0.8Therophyte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Unclassified 0.8 0.2 1.0 0.2 0 0.2 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0 

Total 15.5 1.8 17.3 28.8 4.9 33.7 44.2 11.7 55.9 45.9 13.8 59.7 

*. From F.J. Kruger and R.A. llayner , unpublished. Data obtained in
point-quadrat surveys with only the first strike of a descending
needle recorded. Lolter codes for columns are 'V, = percentagecover of species with vegetative regeneration, 'G'= percentage cover
of species which regenerate from seed, 'T' = tot al percentage cover 
for class. 

Erica spp. -- Adamson 1935), species rich-
ness in the plant community is at a maxi-
mum in the immediate post-fire phase and 
after. Adamson's data suggest some 
turnover in species in the first few years,
but thereafter there is a steady reduction 
in diversity, as described by lanes (1971)
for chaparral, because there is no germi
nation in most transitional and mature

stands (Taylor 1969). Dominance con-

centration, perhaps initially interme
diate falls in the late youth phase when 

species are roughly equal in height, and

then increases to a maximum in the mature 

phase. 


There appears to be considerable 

migration of animals as different species

utilise the changing habitat during the 

succession. Field observations suggest

this, but work of Burger et al. (1977) 

has shown that the sugarbird (Promerops

cafer Linnaeus) requires specific nest-

habitats that exist only (luring the ma-

ture phase of the succession. 


In contrast auccession after fire in 
fynbos does not include the migration ofplant species but represnts a process of 
change reflecting the differentiated 
life-cycles and growth patterns of constituent plant species. The process 
contrasts sharply with that in chaparral, 
for instance: in fynbos there is a much 


wider range of fire responses, V'hereas 
in chaparral the range is restricted to 
those of the post-fire herb flora and a 
handful of shrub strategies. I n both 
instances, however, repeated post-fire
succession appears to maintain the com
munity.
 

ECOLOGICAL PIR1NCIPIES IN PRESCRIBED 

BURNING : ASSESSMENT 

The present policy of prescribe]
burning in mountain f vhos ecos'st ils 
described by Bands 'in these proceedings,
is based on a series of hypotheses and 
assumptions, some of which are evident 
in the account presented 1,.v Garnet (1973).
The most important of' these, colc*gically,
is that post-fire succession Dmaintains 
community diversity in the 111anill r (I t li1ned 
above. The required intorval betweun 
burns is dotermined by the interval neces
sary for all plant species to mature and 
produce sufficient viable seed for reproduction, with the implicit assumption 
that if the full complement of' plant species is retained then the complete natu
ral fauna will survive. 

The prescribed season of burn (late
summer) has been determined on the assump
tion that, since most fires in the south
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west occur in that season, the vegetation 
is best adapted to late summer burns, 
Since there is evidence of an anticipa-
ted interaction between community sea-
sonality and season of the burn, and 
since there is no evidence as yet of ma
jor phenologica] trends along geographic 
gradients, this assumption must be revised 
in the light of major regional differen-
ces in fire season, 

That prescribed burning is seen as 
a useful catchment management tool de-
pends in the first inslance on the fact 
that. it serves to maintain the natural 
vegetation as a soil 2 over and, properly 
used, is the most ecoll(,ic means soili of 
conservation. This is supporied by the 
very low sed iment ields from iboth burnt 
and i nurlrnt up]anil catche nts (Bands, 
these proceedings), ind ly the fact that 
possible undosirabl eflee rts in stream-
flow regime (increasil spateflow rates --
llycroft 1947) are short-lived (Banks
196)). Burning is held also to have a 
p1sitive iniluneic, on water supplies.
Oin the basis of' the hpotihosis that eva-
potranspi rat i oi from (ca0t elmeots increases 
with increasing plant biomass, Wicht 
(1971) postulated thai streamflow yields
would le influenced liv the incidence of 
fi re. This has rocoived some support
froim n catchmeil experiment that indica-
ted a 20 mni decline in flow with every 
Year (i' protection of' fynios against 
fire (Van dee' Zel and Kruger 1975). 
Throughout, it is implicit ly assumed that 
prescribed Iburning, at favourable sea-
sons, since it simulates a natural pro-
cess, will not cause irreparalle damage 
to ecisysiems, such as a sustained net 
loss of nutrients. 

Accepting that prescribed burning 
is appropriate and necessary for the con-
servation (if fynhos, one poses the ques-
lion as to what information is required 
to ensure that he policy in its varia-
tions and refinements is effective in 
terms of management goals. Present 
research is directed in the fi rst in-
stance at testing Ihe assumptions anrid 
hypo theses oiutl i ned above (ef. Van der 
Zel 197'4). Much is highly empirical, 
One may recognize two classes of infor-
maltion necessar' , viz. basic ecological 
inf'ormation, and inil'oritition required 
for prediction of the offects of diffe-
rent, 'irCe regims in dit'Ferent. environ-
meats, although t, e classes overlap, 
In the first case, there is a need for 
essential descriptive information on 
the one hand, to serve as a framework 

for other ecological data (this includes
 
classification and mapping of vegetation
 
types and related studies), and identifi
cation and study of key ecological pro
cesses such as the P cycle. 

Several key questions relating to 
the ecological role of fire may be rea
dily identified. The interaction between 
fire frequency and plant life-cycles is 
well understood in principle, and the eli
mination of Protea and other species from 
short-rotation fire breaks at Jonkershoek 
serves as one practical example of the 
effect of a particular frequency. Fur
ther information on effects of burning
 
rotation on plant communities will become 
available from current projects, and re
latively simple surveys would indicate 
minimum fire intervals required for dif
ferent circumstances. However, the in
fiuence of deferred burning on animal 
habitats, on plant population dynamics 
and] subsequent succession, on fuel accu
mulation and mineral cycling, is imper
fecly understood 
attention. 

and lequires considerablc 

The key to understanding the influen
ce of burns in -different seasons on sub
sequent community succession lies large
ly in an understanding of community pieno
logy, and this almost untouched field is 
a priority for research. The question 
is complicated by the interaction between 
the fire season and intensity of burn. 
The latter has not been studied at all, 
although the fact that fynbos fire in
tensities apparently vary between rather 
narrow limits suggests that. this field 
of inquiry should not enjoy priority. 
However, since fire behaviour studies 
may increase efficiency of prescribed
burning operations, their early incep
tion may prove profitable. The reaction 
of animal communities to different fire 
regimes is poorly understood, most infor
mation being based on observation. This 
subject requires urgent attention, and 
should preferably be coupled with the 
kind of behaviour and lhabitat studies 
undertaken by Burger et. al (1977), so 
that change in animal communities may 
be related to plant succession with 
reasonable reliability. 

Growing demand oi the resources of 
natural fynbos ecosystems will dictate 
refined management. This refinement 
will take the form of detailed specifi
cation of goals for each management unit, 
and will demand the means whereby managers 
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may predict the outcome, ecological and
otherwise, of the series of alternate 
burning regimes and other treatments 
applicable in a given management unit. 
This will require thoroughgoing inves-
tigation into the ecology of 2ynbos asa complete field of study, rather than 

as a study limited to the ecological

role of fire as such. 
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PRESCRIBED BURNING IN CAPE FYNBOS
 

CATCHMENTS
 

D.P. Bands
 

Abstract: Water supplies from fynbos mountain
 
catchments are of prime importance to the regional
 
economy of the south-western Cape Province of South
 
Africa. Conservation of these mountain ecosystems
 
as water source areas and because of the scientific, 
aesthetic and economic importance of the natural com= 
munities, is actively pursued. Prescribed burning is 
a management tool central to conservation of fynbos. 
This paper reviews the history of land-use and con= 
servation practice in these ecosystems, and the evol= 
ution of present 
ly described and 

Key words: 
ous shrublands, 
resources. 

INTRODUCTION 


Cape fynbos is essentially a Nediterra= 

nean-climate vegetation type character= 

ised by a three-layered structure includ= 
ing mediurm to tall scierophyllous shrubs, 
low to medium ericoid shrubs and gramin= 
oid (restloid) plants, and a short 
graminoid-restioid lit 'er with I'orbs 
adapted to, arid apparently requiring 
periodic Fire for the a intenance of 
its character and diversity (Taylor 
1977; Kruger -- these proceedings). 
Within this brood type there is a wide 
range of' forimation cliasses, including 
coastal types and a rntnge of' mountain 
formations (Acocks 19)75, Taylor 1977). 
This paper is confined to an account of 
prescribed buruin in Mountain f'ynbos 
(Acocks' Veld Types 69 and 70) and the 
related Mountain Renosterbosveld (Acocks 
Veld type 13), as the important catch= 
ments (or drainage basins) of' the region 
are characterised by these types. 

1/ Presented at the Symposium on Environ= 

mental Consequences of' Fire and Fuel 
Management in Mediterranean Ecosystems, 
Palo Alto, Calif. Aug. 1 - 5, 1977 
2/ Conservation Officer, Department of 

Forestry, Private Bag 9005, Cape Town, 
8000, South Africa 
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policies. Current practice is brief= 
assessed. 
Mediterranean ecosystems, sclerophyll=

conservation, land-use, fire, water 

Hall (1976) calculated that fynbos
 
once covered approximately 4.6 million
 
ha, of which roughly three-quarters can
 
be classed as Mountain Fynbos. He es=
 
timated the areas now remaining relatively 
undisturbed by urban or agricultural de= 
velopment to be only 1.8 million ha and 
these are virtually all in the mountains.* 

The area of mountainous country that 
is or was under Mountain Fynbos and that 
probably will be managed as mountain 
catchment is approximately 2.7 million 
ha and approximately 3.5 million ha if 
related fringing 

There can be 
important role of 
tains with their 
various forms is 
_ 

E 
vegetation map of 

shrubland is included. 

no doubt that the most 
the Cape folded moun= 

cover of fynbos in its 
that of water catchment. 

South Africa and 

LANDSAT false colour prints. 

Estimates determined by superimposing 

catchment areas defined in the report of 
the Interdepartmental committee (Anon. 
1961)on Acocks'vegetation map and 
planimetering.
 



Table 1 -- Rainfall gradient from Stellenbosch to Dwarsberg, Jonkershoek
 
State Forest
 

Site 


Distance from
 
Stellenbosch
 
gaol (kin) 


Altitude
 
(metres a.s.l. 


Mean 
annual
 
rainfall 


Stel . _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Jonkershoek raingauges 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

gaolI 
No.1 No.7 No.2 No.8 No.3 No.17 

0.0 7.4 8.7 10.8 12.6 14.9 16.9 

107 244 274 293 341 488 1219 

737 1162 1286 1562 1593 2187 3330 

Table 2 -- Runoff from mountain catchments in fynbos region 

Catchment runoff
 
in mm classes 50 50-100 


Percentage of
 
total catchment 22.8 37.3 

area
 

Soils are normally sands or loamy

sands and are highly porous, with a high

infiltration capacity. Except in areas 

with much exposed rock, surface runoff 
is rare, and erosion rates are low. 
Mean sediment vield measured in catch= 
ments receiving about 900 mm of rain= 
fall per annum were very low, even in 
those recently byrnt, ranging from 0.5 
to 10 kg ha-yr (Dept. of Forestry, 
unpubl. ) In areasyith rainfall in 
excess of 1000 mm y 
 , stream discharge

amounts to 50 per cent and more of the 
preci]itation. Most, of the streamflow 
occurs as winter spates and these flow 
unused to the sea, but current conser= 
vation schemes will use this component. 
Since rainfall and streamflow on the ad= 
joining lowlands are extremely low (often
less than 200 mm rainfall yr- ), the 
major cities and industries of the Cape
Province and a large proportion of its 
agricultural production depend on the 
stored winter spate flow from mountain 
catchment. Goal oriented management
to maintain permanent flow of silt-free 
water from these sources is therefore 

of prime importance, 


100-200 200-400 400+
 

20.4 9.5 9.9
 

The flora of the Cape fynbos and
 
related ecosystems is uniquely rich and 
has a series of characteristic biogeo=
graphic features which warrant i ts 
status of one of the six f]oristic king=
doms (Good 1974); il is also by far the 
smallest. In addition many species are 
strikingly beautiful. Thus, f'or scien=
 
tific, aesthetic and economic reasons,

conservation of' this biome 
 type warrants
 
considerable attenti on.
 

The topography and pal tern of 
settlement and development in this region
leave the mountains the only relatively
extensive tracts of* land available and 
suitable for nature reserves. For= 
tunately the management requir ements 
of nature conservation and of' water con
servation are completely compatible in 
most cases and on publ c catchents at 
least, nature conservat ion will enjoy
equal status with catchmnent conservation 
as a management objective. 

As mentioned above only an estimated 
40 per cent of the former area of moun= 
tain fvnbos remains relatively undisturbed 
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(all 1976). Edwards (1974) estimated 
that 15 per cent of the area originally 
mapped as fynbos by Acocks (1953) is 
conserved. By far the greater propor= 
tion of tire conserved area is Mountain 
Fynbos and the bulk of' this is in StateForests X . ruge r (1977) states that 

"Coastal and Arid Fynbos are poorly con= 
served (about 2"' of the former iii reser= 
ves), but Mouitain Fynhos enjoys good 
status." In spite of the apparently 
good conserva tion status of Mountain Fyn= 
bos, however', tHie tact that sections of 
State Forest may be a'tforosted at some 
time ill Ithe tturo markes it, ncessary 
"to ensu r1 that ecological reserves are 
procil0imed a rd rianaged as stich" (Kruger
1977). 

Kruger (1977) states frurther that 
"the situation withr respect to Arid and 
Coastal Fynibos is extremely critical. 
Public lands in these types are small or 
non-existant, and, especially on the 
coastal lowlands, development has severe= 
ly reduced the extent of natural communit= 
ies. Urgent steps will be necessary if 
representative reserves are to be esta= 
Ili sihed . 

Both the scenery and flora of the 
Cape huon tain Fynbos area have earned 
entiru'iiastic prao ise from many who have 
had the pleasure of seeing them and, 
with tHie proviso that these resources 
must be conserved, in the true sense of' 
the word, they should be available to 
the public forl their erjoyli it, appre= 
ciatiro and (ducation, at least on public 
land. Out l'oor 'ecceat i io is t ierefiore 
a third invaluable land use of mointain 
catcililrit s . It' IInre st ra inued andu nco1= 
trolled, lowever, recroatiolinl activities 
can have ai unitesirabl inipact on the 
olrv irorraclr.it, poin tig,, str1eam11s and 
sevo rlyN, iistiii, rigr ith flora and fauina. 
Recreational us cil therefore only be 
perilritted riider. efective Control and in 
forms fhat are c.oripatiblIe wit I tire prim= 
ary Ilrarlirg'ierrt oijectives of' water and 
nature colsevivat i our. 

Whilely ilroductive 
il 1 e r mslt t e re i e in 

lesi cri ut ss twhreire ve rately 
less cmr'tain Iises to wicr tie privately 
now necessla i iri wih cm renc-mpiilept 
not necessarily iconsepatiile with tie 
goals ot' war itcolservatioe. Thie 

tent to wh so ary ire perliitted
Avy State (publi c) land reserved f9r ex= 
us'v cotroblica lmandaremerved fytex=

csive cm trol an manargement by tie 
Department of Frestry is classed as 
State Forest. 
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depends upon the economic importance of 
streamflow from the particular catchment. 
Most of the uses referred to are of re= 
latively low profitability and the area 
concerned would be insignificant in 
relation to total catchment. Examples 
are, the cultivation of "bush tea" 
(Aspalathus linearis L.) or "buchu" 
(Agathosma betulina (Berg.) Pillans and 
A. crenulata L. Pillans), on small sandy 
flats, rarely more than two or three ha 
in extent, which are characteristically 
scattered through certain sections of the 
Cape mountains. These are perennial 
crops requiring little cultivation or 
other attention. Access roads frequent= 
ly cause considerable erosion, as marginal
and fluctuating profitability does not 
permit of great expenditure on road con= 
struction and drainage. Annually cul= 
tivated lands are also susceptible to 
accelerated erosion and are not acceptable 
in catciments. 

Mountain Fynbos is most .xtensively 
used for the pasturing of sheep and goats 
and to a limited extent, cattle. Many
 
farmers maintain that it is uneconomical 
to make use of mountain veld if they ore 
obliged to abide by the prescriptions, 
which curtail veld burning and stocking 
rate. The general opinion that unmodif= 
ied Mountain Fynbos is unsuitable for 
pasture is born out by the number of farm= 
ers who have ignored it in recent years. 
Ai estimate based upon enquiry in six 
catchment areas in the Western Cape in= 
dicates that only about ten per cent of 
the fynbos in these areas is currently 
used for seas3nal grazing. 

Harvesting of' wild flowers and other 
plant, material for both export and the 
local markets has become extremely pro= 
fitable over the last decade. The South 
African Protea Growers and Exporters 
Association currently represents an in=_ 
dustry worth some P3 to R3.5 million yr. 
Flowers and other material have been cut 
in natural veld for some time with no 
apparent adverse effect on the ecosystem.
The situation must however be carefully
watched, and control is necessary. The 
practice of clearing and cultivating sites 
in the mountains with the object of sowing 
or planting more saleable species has led 
in some cases to serious soil erosion, 
and access roads, which are no more than 

rough four-wheel drive vehicle tracks,
do untold damage to the sensitive moun= 
tai environment. Short rotation burning
in order to ensure a plentiful supply of 
certain popular Ifelichrysum species may 

http:irorraclr.it


also have an adverse effect on tile 
ecology and hydrology of the areas where 
this is practised. Fortunately, as the 
market becomes more competitive, pro=
ducers are finding it more profitable to 
cultivate the flowering plants intensive= 
ly on irrigated lands (R.H. Middelmann 
pers. comm.). 


In South Africa it has been general

practice to relegate afforestation to 

sub-marginal agricultural land. For 

this reason a high proportion of both 

public and private plantations are es= 
tablished on relatively steep terrain in 
mountain foothilIs of tile humid areas 
(rainfall 800 mm yr- and more).ln many in= 
stances plantations cover appreciable 
portions of the catchments of' important 
river systems. Criticism of this
 
situation by agricultura ists and others 

who fear reduction of streamflow has led 

to a control system where afforestation 

requires government autihority, whi ch in 

turn depends on an assessment of the 

potential impact of afforestation on 

streamflow in each catchment. 

HISTORY OF 
 CATCHMENT CONSERVATION 


Early Land Use 


There is ample archaeological 

evidence that aboriginal man made con= 

scious 
use of fire in the south-western 

Cape, at least in 
his cave dwellings, as

long ago as 40 000 years and more (Deacon

and Brooker 1976). Whether these very

early hunter-gatherers fired the veld 

regularly and for any special purpose is 

unknown, but they did utilise plants 

(Iridaceae) with a pronounced reproduc= 
tive response to fire (Deacon 19(2). 


There is some evidence that veld 
fires may have been an occasional feature 
of "a more luxuriant vegetation cover 
than tile present Cape macchia" (fenndy 
1973, in Klein 1975) in the early Pleisto= 
cene. Deacon (1972) suggests the 
possibility that prehistoric inhabitants 
of' the Southern Cape caused a regression
in the forest cover by repeated burning. 
However, it doubtfulis whether these 
hunter-gatherer,; burnt the veld a., re= 
gularly and extensively as later pastoral 
immigrants who made their appearance in 

the fynbros areas some 
1700 to 2000 years 

ago (Schweitzer and Scott 1973, Deacon
and Brooker 1976). Mossop (1927) quotes
from the diary of' Van Meerhoff, who 

travelled in the Cape about 1660 and 
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reported that his party had to make a
 
considerable detour onl their return 
trip

after visiting a Namaqua king, to avoid
 
a fiercely burning veld fire -fiat had 
 been 
made by the Namaquas in late summer "..for 
the purpose of pasturing thpir cattle on
 
the tender grnss which appeared after the 
rains." Nossop also states 
that Van
 
Riebeek refers to fiires made by the Sal=

danha Hottentots as tihe,\ moved wit h their 
herds accross the ('pe FHats to the lPenin= 
sul . Burrows (1952), writing of' o very
successful ifarlme r of' the arr.,v nineteenth 
century, one Nichit I vi 
 Bredit , mentions 
that, in 1817 he recorded "twent '-seven 
articles of instruction" to his overseer. 
Among these was ai instrution that"the
 
void was to he hinil annual ly to obtain
 
pasturage for tire stock".
 

Early set t lers ndhlptfd a system of
 
moving the'i I f'lchs 'rlom suilarier pastures

in tie mounta irIs t , winl er in 
tile lower 
lying Kara, and of bhirnilrig t tle tyibos
 
about a month allead of Ii' tIirinjg to tile
 
mountain lands. This they learnt from
 
the Khoi-Khoi pastoralists, and the custom 
has survived to the present, day. Si gris
 
that t his o ftn Ied t o ve? lIddegrada ttioi
and so 1l erosion (n be det ectIed oirmany
 
mountain slopos in tie Western Ca e.o
 
There is unfortunatel v i diiiraii of pu=
 
blished information abou eily and use
practices, and more. work is needed in
 
this field to ealblei an aisessilent of
 
their effects or tile fvrn ltos ecosystei.
 

In order ta supplemnt their income 
sheep farmers harvested Wild herbs, tile 
most important (itWhich ai-i bu'iu and 
bush tea. Thf buch Mirkiet is unstable 
and has faded cansidi-ahl'v in recent years, 
but bush tea has go iied in popularity and 
is now exported an an appireciable scale. 
The veld from which those pioducts wereharvested was burnt immdii.lit('ly utter 
harvesting in) oider to st lirIlate vi gorous
sprouting of the lusho.s ftar the, next iut 

about tir(, viarrs lott ,v 

Over Itie 'ears, wih th di'vel,,pirent 
of better and moire apid cimmuni cat (iris, 
many farmers turnd ti heat,grewir wir aind 
established orcha rds an vi ,eyn rds. Thi s 
led to a stadIrv reduction in the itt I i s= 
ation of' tIIe .M.ioirntai Fyi'ris is tho new 
forms of aricultur were imore profitable 
and it was possible to itiliso' wheat 
stubble lands for, summer g/razin.
 

Natural fires, that is those caused 
by lightning or falling rocks are 
common=
 
place today (see below) and there is no
 

http:more).ln


reason to believe that they were any 

less common through the ages from pre= 
historic times. 


From the foregoing it is evident 
that fire and human influence have been 
a common feature of the fynbos region for 
a very long time. In fact it may safely 

be said that modern fynbos has developed 
with fire as one of the natural factors 
of the ecosystem. 

Natural as it would appear to be in 
Cape fynhos, 'ire has been condemned as 
most iidesirabl from the earliest (lays 
of' European settleiment in S'outhern Africa. 
In the riri-sevententh century the Dutch 
East, India Company procliimed severe 
penialties t' void burning without special 
authority, and a low passed in 1687 irn= 
posed "svere scourging" f'ortthe first, 
ot(,el '[, and "the death onalty by harigitig" 
for the Se.conl. This law was. re-enacted 
ill 17.10 and was still i f' ,cowhen 
Britain ((,oh passis sian of ithreCape ill 
1800. In 185) a l'uithor Act was passed 
which J i downt fie not oxco(dinlg £100 
or imprisolilorit nt (x('ceedinrig 6 months 
or comlitled I'ine artd imprisoniiti ,l'or 
tlie same otftnce (Botha 1924). These 
laws Were passed riot so much to conserve 
the vold as to ipr,'velt destruction of 
crops, buildings rind liother prot)erty. 

Ittspite of ofticial condemnation 
of' indiscriminate v l( buirning there have 
always Ietn throse who have oitlier seen 
no harrm ill tire practice or have in fact 
even advocated i it as being most Ieneficial 
in deriving good l stire frolr "sour'" 
grassland ((hitse 18.12, intThompson 1936). 
Sprarrman (1780 in Wicht and Kruger 1973) 
suggests thai tIr, nomadic Khoi-Khi pas= 
teralists undrstod veid burning better 
thanr the settled farI e rs. The y knew thte 
veld well and imoved as soon is itoe grass 
showed signs of' bec(iinig sparse. Ilr 
cottrast. , trr rpean f'armers tended to 
seltle ori limitel areas ad( overgrazing 

l o awed . S Int r r'riiati i comilented that the 
Europoan tpasturing custroms would adverse= 
ly af1ect, vegoetation, iind his opinion 
was (oclhoed by expr'ts int ith subsequent 
150 years (Wi('lit and Kruger 1973). 

i 1923 it DroughtI nvestigation 
Commission expresse0d the opinion that 
vold biurning was harmf'ul, especially 

l 
In South Aria the term "sour" is 

applied to grassland which is unpalatable 
to stock, p)erennially or seasonally. 

where the water supply of certain areas
 
was adversely influenced. They con=
 
sidered that immediate action should be
 
taken tn safeguard certain catchments by 
forbidding both hurning and grazing in 
these areas. 

The Forest Act of 1913 established 
the intention of the State to maintain 
streamflow by protecting i e vegetation 
of mountain slopes'-on Crown (State) land. 
Considerable areas of mountainous land 
were entrusted to the Department of 
Forestry for water conservation and for 
the protection of natural vegetation. 
In 1934 the Government was asked to in= 
vostigate the cause of and take sleps to 
counter the dxying of the country'su l ) 

rivers and to generally conserve the 
country's water resources. Research 
into various aspects of veld management 
for the conservat ion of water, soil and 
vegetation was initiated. The Depart= 
ment of Agriculture commenced a series 
of grazing trials in grasslands and in 
1935 the Department of Forestry esta= 
blished a research station for forest 
hydrology at Jonlershoek. 

Government reaction to the request 
for an investigation into the cause of 
weakening in the flow of many rivers was 
to appoint an interdepartmental committee 
for the task. Apart from stimulating 
research, as mentioned above, the com= 
mittee's report resulted in new and 
amended legislation over a period of time, 
the more impor'tant for mountain catchment 
conservation being the amended Forest 
Act of 19-11, the Soil Conservation Act 
of 19-16, the Natural Resources Develop= 
ment Act of 19.17 and the Water Act of 
1947. There have been furth, r more 
recent, revisions and amendments. In 
terms of tile Soil Conservation Act the 
Minister of Agriculture could appoint 
Fire Protection Committees. A number 
were appointeed for Cape fynbos areas and 
it was the duty of these committees to 
draw up fire protection plans for private= 
ly owned mountain land, to establish an 
organisation to implement these plans, 
i.e. make firebreaks, construct, access 
paths and fi ght vel d fi res ,and to exer= 
cise control over intentional veld burning 
if but'itg was agreed to be absolutely 
necessary. The first ot' these commit= 
tees was appointed in 1949 anid within a 
few years most fynbos catchments were 
subject to some form of fire protection. 
The Department of' Forestry provided at 
exception by approving prescribed burning 
in the Southern Cape in 19,18 as a measure 
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for the protection of plantations and 

indigenous forests (Le Roux 1969). 


Foresters and botanists were not 

unanimous in condemning fire in fynbos,

and a prestigious committee, reporting 

on the preservation of the mountain 

vegetation of the southern Cape stated 

in its report that "If pasturage after 
burning can be prevented ......, this 
treatment should have a definite place 
in any plan for preserving the sclero=
 
phyll scrub."(Wicht 1945) 


In spite of pressure from many re= 
sponsible foresters for relaxation of 

the policy of complete exclusion of fire 

from mountain catchments, these areas 

continued to be protected by expensive 
systems of firebreaks, and all accidental 
fires were extinguished as swiftly as 

possible, also at great expense. 
 Pro= 

posals for prescribed burning were vetoed 

because managers felt that no firm guide=

lines, based upon research findings, as 

to the correct burning rotations or 

seasons were available (De Villiers 1963). 


For some considerable time then, 
a

policy of excluding fire from land con= 

trolled by the authorities and limiting

burning to the absolute minimum on pri= 

vate land was in force in Mountain Fynbcs 

ecosystems. This policy dated back to 

1876 in the case of the Cedarberg. 


It is evident from past reports that 
conditions of extreme 
fire hazard are ex= 
perienced in fynbos areas from time to 
time. , Under such conditions a fire in 
old veld is uncontrollable and besides 
burning excessively large areas at one 

time, can cause considerable damage to 

property. Examples are 
the series of 

fires which broke out 
in the southern 

Cape in February 1869 when several lives 

were lost and many farmers had all crops,

stock and buildings completely destroyed 

(Brown 1875). More recently a fire that 

swept dbwn from the mountains destroyed

21 houses in a small sea-side holiday

village in the Western Cape (newspaper 

reports, February 1970); Forestry 

Department records contain many reports

of extensive accidental fires that burnt 

uncontrollably through fynbos which had 

been successfully protected for up to 40 

years. Under 
severe weather conditions 

fire in fynbos that has been burnt only

six to eight years previously may become 

uncontrollable, and three to four year 

old veld can be ignited. 


A further undesirable effect of the
 
complete protection of Mountain Fynbos,
 
foreseen as early as the latter half of
 
the nineteenth century (Harrison, in
 
Brown 1875, Phillips 1930, Henkel 1943,

Wicht 1945) was the virtual elimination
 
of certain fynbos species (e.g. Serruria
 
florida Knight, and Orothamnus zeyheri

Pappe--, which ironically occurred in 
nature reserves specially proclaimed for
 
these species.
 

In 1975 Van der Zel and Kruger pu= 
blished experimental data which supported
the hypothesis that evapotranspiration 
from catchments was positively correlated
 
with biomass and therefore age of the
 
vegetation (Wicht 1971). 
 They found
 
that. at the end of a 24 year period of
 
catchment protection the flow of the
 
Langrivier (Jonkershoek) was 26 per cent
 
less than at the beginning, equal to a 
reduction in annual 
flow of 50Onm rainfall
 
equivalent. Possible detrimental effects
 
of burning, such as increased rates of
 
stormflow (Rycroft 1947) were apparently

short-lived (Banks 1964) and erosion
 
rates are low even after fire.
 

The accumulation of evidence 
in=
 
dicating that complete fire protection

of Mountain Fynbos was not only imprac=

ticable, but also undesirable as a con=
 
servation measure, ultimately resulted
 
in the Department of Forestry adopting
 
prescribed burning as a catchment manage=
ment and ecosystem conservation tool. 
The policy calls for prescribed burning

with a rotation of about twelve years,

and with burning in late summer, although
 
some flexibility in choice of rotation
 
and season is permitted, particularly
 
while large tracts of old veld still
 
exist. Certain types of ecosystems
 
such as relic forests in kloofs, "the
 
true sponges", and the higher peaks,

often snow-covered in winter, are not to
 
be burnt, nor are "catchments in the dry
 
areas" (Garnett 1973).
 

A significant event for catchment
 
conservation, and for conservation of
 
mountain ecosystems, was the promulgation
 
in 1970 of the Mountain Catchment Areas
 
Act,which enables the proclamation of
 
land, whether publicly or privately

owned, as Mountain Catchment Area, on
 
the 
advice of a technical committee.
 
Thereafter prescriptions govern land
 
use and management to ensure more effect=
 
ive control over the country's water
 
catchments.
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INCIDENCE AND ROLE OF FIRE 


Fynbos, unlike grass-domirnated sys= 

tems, will burn at any season of the year 

if weather conditions permit. From 

about the fourth year after burning it
 
will have accumulated sufficient fuel to 

burn again in humid areas, 


Natural fires caused iiy lightning 
and rock falls must. have occurred at in= 
tervals of from 6 to 40 years or so ,be= 
cause if they had occurred regularly at 
more frequent intervals many seed re= 
generating species would have been 
eliminated from the system (Kruger in 
press) and, even after a long period 
during which every 
to exclude fires, 
fynlbos older than 
expected fuel load 
Synbios and many of 
themselves highly 

S toebe spp ) 

effort has been made 
there are few areas of 
') years. As may be 
increases with age of 
tihe living shrubs are 

inrlammable (e.g., 


oest unsciredriled fi res occur in 
suimmer in the Western Cape winter rain= 
Fall area, and in mid-winter in the 
Sou&hern Cape constant rainfall zone when 
warm, dsiccntinp lberg winds create con= 
ditions of extreme fire hazard. The 
East errn Cape with its predominantly 
sumimer lain e xp eriences most. fFirs in 
wiriter althougrh splrig, is also a little of 
cunsidernble huzur rd. Fire seaisons are 
,lotwell delined, howeveir, and no month 
hns been out irely F ree of fi rps in any 
tiynous region over fIre Hm rll years. 
Lightning fires, For exnmple, tend to 
occur it spring nn irutuin. (Forest 
Dleirmort , publiisired) 

Fire hazard, fuel load and potential
 
fire intensity are positively correlated
 
with post fire age of' the veld. Table 5
 
indicates some intensities that may be
 
expected in fynbos.
 

Observation of the fynbos ecosystem
 
has indicated that periodic burning is
 
necessary to maintain the complete range
 
of species, of which many ut'ilise only
 
a portion of the post fire development
 
cycle before seeding and dyi-g, to appear
 
again in the same phase of the cycle af=
 
ter the next fire (Kruger, these pro=
 
ceedings). All species observed to date
 
mature and produce sufficient seed to
 

ensure survival within 15 years and most 
within 10 years (Kruger these proceedings). 
The faunal elements of the ecosystem have 
adapted to periodic fires and(l,as in the
 
case of the flora, many species utilise
 
only certain phases of the post fire
 
development cycle. To conserve the
 
system in all its diversity it therefore
 
appears necessary to burn the veld
 
periodically. 

PRESENT MANAGEMENT 

There are two categories of catch= 
ment conservation area under the control 
of the Department of Forestry namely, 
public land rding Forests, andincl State 
declared catchment area on private land. 
The principal management objective for 
all catchment areas is maintenance of 
maximum permanent sustained flow of un= 
polluted, silt-free water, but subordinate 
objectives vary depending upon land use 
priorities. On public land nature con= 
servation will usually enjoy equal status 

Table 3--Ineiderce and extent of wild fires in the Cedarberg State ForestW
 

No. of fires reported ]Proportion of 
Cause Summer Autumn Winter Spring Total total area 

Natural origin 


Escape from
 
prescribed burn 


Negligence 


Unknown 


Total no.
 
of fires 


Prop. of total 
area burnt (per cent)f 


From Andrag (1977) 

1 11 1 1burnt (per cent) 

14 6 1 10 31 69 

0 0 1 3 4 10 

1 6 0 2 9 14 

2 3 3 1 9 7 

17 15 5 16 53 

52 32 0 14 



____ ___ ___ ____ ___ 

15-20 

Table 4--Some large fynbos fires 
(data from Department of Forestry records)
 
Area 


Predom. 
Locality of fire 
 No. of ignit= Duration age
(kAe ion points
2 ) Date (days) of veld 

_ J(yrs.)
 
Hottentots-Holland Ntns 
 112.0 2 
 Dec. 1942 18 

Hottentots-Holland Ntns 
 171.3 2 Jan. 1958 
 16 +16
 
Du Toits Kloof Mtns* 
 180.0 5 Feb/March 1971 
 17 10-20
 
Krakadouwpoort Cedarberg
 
State Forest 
 270.0 
 +5 Dec. 1972 
 4 +38
 

Krakadouw-Groot Koupoort,
 
Cedarberg State Forest 
 59.5 1 
 Feb. 1975 
 5 +40
 
Kouga Mtis,
 
Baviaanskloof State Forest 
187.0 
 1 Nay 1975 10 20-35
Sneeuberg, Cedarberg S.F. 
 135.0 1 
 Dec. 1975 
 6 15 

Heksberg , Kouebokkeveld
Mountains 300.0 1Feb. 1976 
 10 30-35
 

Langeberg Mtns, Garcia

S.F. * 26.8 9 
 March 1977 
 4 15-25
 

lightning fires
 

Table 5--Estimated fire intensities for a realistic range of
 
fuel loads, 
under a range of normal fire weather
 
conditions*
 

Ninimum Intermediate Maxi mum 
-
Available fuel 
(kg m ) 0.30 0.70 1.00
 

Rate of spread (m sec -1 ) 0.07 0.28 1.11
 

Byram index (kW m ) 
- 1
360 3300 18900
 

Fuel estimates based on data in Kruger (1977) and 
rate of

spread based on personal observation. 

with water and soil conservation, except very often fall, wholly or partly withinfor limited areas where timber production a mountain catchment, area. In suchfrom plantations is permitted; 
 and pro= cases management emphasis is placed onvision for extensive forms of outdoor nature conservation. 
recreation will be a further objectiveif compatible with the former. Sub= Encroachment of alien plant speciesordinate objectives for private land are into fynbos poses severe conservationdiscussed and decided opon with the land problems. Those weeds, which includeowner and the Catchment Advi sorv Commit= linus, llahea and ,cacia species (allt e ?. an( ouchier 1977 list twen ty-i gi t 

species), spread ,asiiy into naturalNature reserves, set aside to con= communities, re nonrate profusely afterserve representative examples of ountain fires, anrd quickly suppress the naturalFynbos or to preserve rare or endangered flora. They also aggravate fire hazardspecies or communities, and Wilderness 
 problems, and coull cause a rduction inareas where preservation of wild and un= 
 streamfliow (Kruger 19770). Control isspoilt natural character is the objective, presently based mainly n manual or 
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mechanical clearing followed by pre= 
scribed burns to kill seed and seedlings, 
and is highly effective. Because of 
profuse seeding and aggressive coloni= 
sation strategies, unscheculed fires 
accelerate the spread of weed species 
and it is essential to prevent this. 
The presence of weed species therefore 
strongly influences veld management 
techniques, for example fire protection 
an(d work scheduling, as no area should 
be burnt until cleared of mature,standing 
weeds. 


A further point influencing catch= 
meat prescriptions is that the Forest 
Act of 1968, as amended, requires pro= 
perty owners to take precautions against 
fires escaping from their land. Hleavy 
penalties may be imposed in the event of 
such an occurrence and he Owner from 
whose land the fire e('capod may be fur= 
ther required to compensate his neigh= 
hour for danag, ciused by the fire. 
As catchnent, areas usually border upon 
developed tarmlands, town commmnage or 
pert-urban lor1d ill Various stages of de= 
velopment, prnul ions must te taken 
against prescribed or accidental fires 
escaping from the catirhment and causing 
damage oil adjinntrg pr ,tp' t . Ceonverse= 
ly, the risk ore we]d being ignited in 
those portions (if' th catchment bordering 
on more or less ijtoijsively settled areas 
is greater' than elsewhere. 

Where ratcihment areas are contiguous 

with tree p]ntatiens, precautions must 

be taken lioth against Lire damage to the 
plantatioens and th, spread of pines into 
the moountainr catchment. A peripheral 
triple tiro.lroak, where each 100 metre 

stri p is burnt in ro tar ion ( that no 
strip is unurnt ,or longer than 6 to 

9 years, is currently the most economical 
method of sat isf in r re(quirements 

ment ioned alove. 

As indicate'd obive,the principal 
mnnagement goal is water and soil c on= 

servation but hie may be several sub= 
ordinate Object ives, and these may vary 
from one area of tire catchment, to another. 

All management giuls must be clearly and 
unambiguously siatel( and must be equally 
clearly prescribed for in a formal 

management plan. 

After each mountain catchment area 
(which is an administralive area, and 
may include portions of tire catchments, 

or runoff basins, of more than one river 
system) has been consolidated by pro= 

clamation of privately owned mountain
 
land it is planned as a single unit,
 
including both private and public land.
 
The area is first sub-divided according
 
to land use and management objective and 
is then further subdivided into management 
units or compartments taking advantage 
of natural topographical features wherever 
possible. A prerequisite of a compart= 
ment boundary is that it should form a 
practical cut-off line along which fires 
may safely and easily be set or checked. 
Where no natural feature such as a ridge 
or valley is suitably placed it may be 
necessary to construct a good, well con= 
toured path to serve as compartment 
boundary. Unsightly straight line helts 
are to le avoided. Choice of compart= 
ment size is influenced by a number of 
factors; vold management is based upon 
prescribed hurning, and natural fires 
are thought often to have burnt large 
areas; an important objective is the 
creation of' a mosaic or dif'ferent aged 
veld over the whole catchment to minimize 
the chances of' an Incontrollable runaway 
Lire; and it is necessary to make the
 
most efficient use of labour and other
 
resources. Weather conditions can
 
change dramatically over a twelve hour
 
period in the Cape fybos region, and
 

it is preferable to be able to complete
 
the urning of a comparimert in one day.
 

Recommendations for management must 
be based upon thorough knowledge of the
 
catchment. Information about geology
 
and soils, climate and hydrology, fauna
 

and flora, past and present land use, is
 
obtained from map and (thel' published
 
and unpublished records, aerial photo= 

graphs and field surveys. Note is taken 

of tihe conservationi status of the catch= 
ment, soil erosion and presence of weeds 

or of rare or endangered species or com= 
munities being of part icular importance. 

Data of value for planning recreational 
use is collected and sites of special
 

archaeological or histunical interest
 
are recorded. Complete descriptive
 
information is r'eorded for the catchment 
as a whole and also by compartmenit. 

Those compartments, most commonly 
private land, to be managed for timber 

production, pastiring of stock or other 
compitible goals, are prescribed for 
individunall in accordance with land use 
and are managed accordingly by the owner. 
hanagement of the remaining compartments 
to conserve the ountain Fynbos eco= 
syst(c and water resources will be based 
upon best current knowledge of the 
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ecological principles involved. Except 
where individual species or communities 
are deliberately favoured, maximum di= 
versity is the general objective, 

Management instructions designed 
to achieve the specific goals of each 
compartment and based upon prescribed
rotational burning of the veld are drawn 
up in schedule form. Minimum burning 
rotation depends mainly upon the juvenile 
period of the slowest maturing species 
as determined by the survey; maximum 
rotation is dictated by acceptable level 
of fire hazard result.ing from fuel build 
up and must, at this stage, be determined 
by local experience. A further deter= 
mining factor is the extent of weed in= 

festation and the resultant work load 

imposed by the eradication program.

Short rotations (+ 6 yrs.) designed to 
prevent spread of pines into the catch= 
ment may be prescribed for compartments 
adjoining plantations even though some 
fynbos species may be eliminated from 
these compartments as a result. For 
the initial burning cycle in the Western 
and Southern Cape,work schedules and es= 
timates of labour and other resource 
requirements will be based upon a 12 yr. 
average rotation. This will vary from 
about 8 yrs. in the more humid to about 
20 yrs. in the arid areas. A 4 to 5 yr.
rotation has been proposed for an area 
(Suurberg) in the Eastern Cape, but this 
will almost certai nlv need to be lengthen= 
ed if maximum diversity is to be achieved. 

While extensive areas of old veld 
exist in the Western and Southern Cape,
burning season is determined by risk in= 
volved rather than by ideal requirements 
of the ecosystem. To reduce overall fire 
hazard old veld is burnt in the early
winter or in spring in the Western Cape
and in summer in the Southern Cape. Mid-
winter burning favours fynbos in the 
Eastern Cape but farmers in the latter 
area burn their veld in mid-summer on a 
3 to 4 year rotation to eradicate woody 
species and encourage grass (Trollope 
1971). 


Summer fires are considered best for 
fynbos in the Western Cape, as most spe=

cies have flowered and produced seed by 

that time (Kruger 1977), and burning will 

be scheduled for this season after the 

first cycle. In order to maintain 

characteristic diversity, however, burning 

season should be varied. This is applic= 

able throughout the range of Mountain 

Fynbos. 

If all fynbos catchmernt areas are 
placed on a 12 year average burning cycle 
the annual prescribed burn program will 
amount to some 290 000 ha. 

Finally provision is made for setting 
up as comprehensive a monitoring system 
as management resources will allow, to 
cover all facets of the ecosystem, includ= 
ing streamflow, in order to assess the 
effect of management and provide infor= 
mation upon which improved prescriptions
18y he based. 

ASSESSMENT AND CONCLUSION 

The frequency of large unscheduled 
fires, and the fact that such fires do 
not occur where the ved is regularly 
burnt as under the "patch burn" system
observed in the Cedarberg and 011fants= 
rivier mountains, is a clear indication 
that prescribed burning greatly reduces 
fire hazard. In 1970 it was observed 
how a wild-fire which burnt through 
2000 ha of f*Ynbos and dest royed part of' 
a village died out against a 12 month 
old presecibehd ourn in tho Koge berg 
State Forest; and in 1075 on unscheduled 
fire which burnt through a 3 year fire 
break was arrested both by a recent, pre=
scribed burl) and by patch, biirint private 
land. Only couni erfi ring was eff'ective 
elsewhere. 

Eviderico of the effectii-ness of 
prescribed burning as a conservation tool 
may be found in the drami tic response of'Orothamnus ze'herii Pappe to this t.reat= 
ment in the Kogelberg State Forest, where 
the populatiin was boosted f'ro m a known 
6 individuals on only a single sito in 
February 1968, -to over 1900 on 10 si tes 
in 1975. Some of the populations had 
apparently become oxtinct before tfhe 
burns (Boucher and McCann 1975). Several 
other rare and attractiye fynbos plants 
have been successfully rehabilitated by
this means. The same measure off succesS 
cannot be claimed in the case of the 
Clanwilliam cedar, (Widdringtonia cedar= 
bergensis Marsh), however, and an ei'fcc= 

tive means of ensuri ng the perl)pe titi onof this species is proving (1 hlsive. 

Many birds and animals move out of 
old veld as their food plants )re sup=
pressed and free movement becomes diffi= 
cult. Species such as Francolin (Franco=
linus spp) Grey Rhebuck (t'elea capreus 
and others respond positively to post
fire growth in fynbos. 
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Fire, correctly used, is effective 

in eradicating alien plants; and those
 
who enjoy their recreation in the Moun= 
tain Fynbos environment will agree that 

although unsightly immediately after 
burning, tihe vegetation soon recovers 
and is most attractive as it.develops 
through its seral stages. 

Weight of evidence, therefore, is 

of success of prescribed burning as a 
measure for achieving the major manage= 
ment goals in Mountain Fynbos, but it is 
also evident that our knowledge of this 
ecosystem and( its requirements for effec= 
tive conservation is far from complete. 
The Mountain Fynlbos ecosystem is an in= 
tricate complex and it is unlikely that 
any rigid or simple approach will ensure 
maintenance of its characteristic diver= 

sity. Management must be as flexible 

as practical considerations will permit. 
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TIE CALIFORNIA MEDITERRANEAN ECOSYSTEM
 

AND ITS MANAGEMENT-'
 

John W. Menke and Ricardo Villasenlor
2 /
 

Abstract: The climate, vegetation, soil and wildlife
 
of the Californian Mediterranean ecosystem are described
 
in context with fire as a natural component of the system
 
and fire as a management tool. Past and present management
 
practices, policies and problems are discussed briefly.
 

Key words: Chaparral, Mediterranean ecosystem manage
ment, fire effects, fuel management, brushla;nd management 

ECOSYSTEM DESCRI PTION 


Outstanding Climatic Features 


Climatic boundaries must he defined to 
characterize the fluditerranean regions of 
California. Any such boundaries are of course 
subject to a certain degree of variance and 
subjectivity of the mappe r. Comparing world 
wide climatic zone characteristic of "Mediter-
ranean" vegetation, i close a s sociation can 
be recognized. .\schnatti (1073 notes three 
climatic paramete 'sas dctcrmninate of Medi-
terranean regions, total itnnual precipitation, 
seasonal prec i pitat io pit tern, and mean mini 
mum temperature of it coldest month or per-
centage of hours in the year with temperatures 
below freezing. An additional climatic fea-
ture whhich is impotrtant in the fire ecology of 
this region is the coiiiimotn in theoccute'tce 
fall of foehn tinds. 

Cha:racterist ic of al 1 Mediterranean re

gions is a seasotial prec ipitat ion pattern of 
a wet season intwItich the great majority of 
rainfall occurs followed by a dry season, 
A hmann (1973) determined a lower boundary of 
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65% of total annual preci pitat ion during the
 
wet season in Mediterranean regions around the
 

world. In California as much as 80-90% of the
 
year's precipitat ion may occur in the months
 
November through April. Cooper (1922) cites a
 
lower boundary of 20% total annual rainfall
 
during the summer months in the California
 
broad-sclerophyll vegetational regions. Cooper's
 
emphasis was on the regions where the l)'oad
sclerophyll vegetation dominated. The corres
pondence of these vegetational regions to that
 

of the 20% summer rain boundaries is quite re
markable
 

Total annual precipitat ion in Mediterran
ean regions as determined by Bailey (1958) us
ing the definition of moisture effectiveness 
as the ratio of total precipitation divided by 
temperature, corrected by seasonality of pre
cipitation, is in the range of 11 to 35 inches 
per year. Cooper 1,19221 cites a range of 10
30 inches in his California study. 

Temperature regimes characterist ical ly 
show short maximum-tinimum seasonIal rattges in 
the Mediterranean regions. In C'alifornia 
these relatively tiat'row seasonal temperature 
ranges are due to the stabilizing marine in
fluences..Mild winters are also a character
istic of lediterranean regions. A good index 
of the severity of winters is the proportion 
of time that temperatures arc helow O'C. 

aa liit of of te total 
hours per year iniwhiich tomcperatures are be
low freezing in Mediterratean re.gions. The 
Koppen (K0ppen antdtci p,er 193(,1 climatic clas

sification has a cold bonlidarv tf -3'C at 6' 

of the total hours per year. Ackerman 19.11) 
using the loppen class ificat ion itt North 
America established a cold bounda ry of )0 C at 

Californi a, Berkeley 94720. 4% of the total hoors in tye year. Using 
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Bailey's formula for determining the percen-

tage of hours in a year below 0C from the 

annual range of mean monthly temperatures for 

selected sites in California and comparing to 

a mean minimum temperature of 32"F in January, 

which corresponds to Cooper's value, the 
two
criteria agree very nicely. 


Summarizing briefly, the Mediterranean 

climatic region in California may be charac-

terized by 1) a concentration of total annual 

precipitation (80-90%) in the nonths November 

through April; 2)a total annual precipitation 

range of 10-30 inches; 3) a mean minimum tem-

perature in January (coldest month) of 320F. 


An additional climatic variable of Calif-

ornia's Mediterranean regions which is impor-

tant to fire ecology is the occurrence of 

foehn winds. Foehn winds are a special type

of local wind associated with mountain systems.

In southern California these winds are termed 

Santa Anas or Santanas and in horthern Calif-

ornia they are called Northers or Mono winds. 

These winds require a strong, usually stagnate
high-pressure air mass 
in the Great Basin area 

east of the Sierra Novdda Mountains withacor-

responding low pressure center on 
the opposite

side of the ranges, creating a strong pressure

gradient 
across the mountain barrier. The air 

flow comes from aloft in the high pressure 

area due to the blockage of surface air flow 

by the mountains. This air is warm and dry

and flows do,,n the 
leeward side of mountains 

towards the coast. 
 Speed, duration and alti-

tude of these winds are all determined by the 

magnitude of the pressure gradient. Wind 

speeds of 40 
to 60 miles per hour, lasting

for 3 or more days are common. These conditions 

of stagnate highs 
to the east with lows to the 

west are common during the fall and late sum-

mer months. The combination of warm, dry 

strong winds following the drought season pro-

duce pronounced fire weather conditions. Often-

times when a fire does occur during these con-

ditions it rages uncontrollably in California's 

wildlands. 


Vegetation 


General Description 


The vegetation of the Mediterranean re-

gion of California may generally be described 

as a woody vegetation complex composed of 

evergreen forest, scrub, drought deciduous 

scrubs, woodland savannas and a unique type,

chaparral, recognized as the characteristic 

vegetation type of Mediterranean regions

around the world (Mooney, Dunn, Schropshire

and Song 1972; Specht 1969a & b; Naveh 1967).

The classification of the vegetation within 


this region has received a variety of treatments
 
over 
time and it may be helpful to quickly sum
marize three of these classification efforts to
 
gain an understanding of how the vegetation

within this region has been analyzed.
 

Cooper (1922), in his description of the
 
broad-sclerophyll vegetation of California,

used the term formation as the fundamental unit
 
of vegetation. Each formation was based onlthe
 
relatively ecological homogeneity dominants
 
(ecological character), the common dominance by
 
one or more species in each subdivision or as
sociation (floristics), the exhibition of a
 
constant successional role (development) for
 
each given climatic region. Each association
 
within a formation may deviate from any or all
 
of the criteria of the formation to a minor
 
degree but not sufficiently to cause it to
 
stand out as a distinct entity. There are two
 
Californian formations recognized by Cooper in
 
which the broad-sclerophylls are dominant -
the Broad-Sclerophyll Forest Formation and the
 
Chaparral Formation.
 

Cooper's Broad-Sclerophyll Forest Forma
tion has a range from southern Oregon southward
 
through the coast mountains and Sierra Nevada
 
foothills into Lower California. It occurs in
 
discontinuous patches within its range alter
nating with chaparral and overlapping with the
 
ranges of Sequoia and Pseudotsuga associations
 
of the conifer formation. This formation is
 
thus found on the mesic boundary of the Medi
terranean vegetation type and is
more important

in the north, especially in the Coast Range.

Southward the Chaparral Formation becomes more
 
predominant. 
Within the Broad-Sclerophyll

Forest Formation, Cooper identified a number
 
of associations and noted that wherever the
 
broad-sclerophyll communities adjoin the coni
fer forest they pass into the forest as layer

societies. There is 
a close habitat relation
 
between the broad-sclerophyll forest and the
 
chaparral, 
in that in the main they overspread

the same range, and differ in many areas 
in
 
slope exposure only.
 

The Chaparral Formation is made up of two
associations, the Climax Chaparral and Conifer
 
Forest Chaparral Associations. The Climax
Chaparral Association is the dominant community
 
over the whole of the Southern Coast Range and.

the mountains of southern California. Only the
 
highest summits dominated by conifers and the
 
more mesic north slopes with the broad
sclerophyll forest are expected. 
 The Climax
 
Chaparral Association disappears as a dominant
 
community at 
the north end of the Sacramento
 
Valley. This association is of great impor
tance inthe Southern Sierra Nevada Mountains
 
with its continuity broken as you move north
ward. 
 Cooper notes that the climax chaparral
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is by far the most widely extended and divers-

ified of the broad-sclerophyll communities. 

Adenostoma fasciculatum makes up a striking 

and characteristic consociation which has been 

referred to as "hard chaparral". 


Thp' Conifer Forest Chaparral Association 
occurs in the mid-altitudes of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains with colonies throughout the 
higher mountains of northern California, north 
Coast Ranges and the mountains of southern 
California. There is extensive overlap with 
the range of the Climax Chaparral Association. 
Cooper feels this association is for the most 
part a successional community maintained on 
pine forest areas by repeated disturbances like 
fire. The diminant shrub species are often 
found as understory species in the transitional 
zone with Pinus ponderosa forest, 

Jepson (1925) classified California's 
vegetation according to uerriams (1898) "life 
zones" based upon climatic factors. Within 
each life zone, Jepson listed index species. 
The Mediterranean ecosystem would fit into the 
Upper Sonoran Zone and the Transition Zone. 
The Ilpper Sonoran Zone is made up of two sub-
areas, the lower Foothill belt and the Chapar-
rel Belt. The Lower Foothill Belt is a grass-
land formation with scattered growth of Quercus 
douglasii and Q. engelmannii. Cooper felt this 
formation was a[ successional stage to chaparral 
and therefore did not recognize it as a separate 
format ion. 

The Chaparral Belt is above the Lower 
Foothill Belt and corresponds to Cooper's 
Climax Chaparral Association. It has an aver-
age altitude range of 100) to 4000 feet. This 
sub-life zone is always a mixed formation with 
characteristic species being Ceanothus cuneatus, 
divaricatus and sorediatus, Arctostaphylos 
glca, gIandulosn, vis da and canescens and 
Cercocarpus betuloides. Chamisal Chaparral is 
a pure formation of Adenostoma fasciculatum. 

The Transition L.ife-Zone is very similar 
to Cooper's Conifer Forest Chaparral Associa-
tion. The Arid Transit ion (subarea in Tran-
sition Zone) of the Sierra Nevada Mountain and 
Coast Ranges is oh, tie a sic border of the 
Mediterranean ecosyvsiim with index species of 
Pinus ponderosa and Quercus Kelloggii. Jepson 
makes the important point that boundaries of 
the zones and therefore the plant species 
associated with them are irregular and deter-
mined by exposure, insolation, steepness of 
slope, local temperature conditions, physio-
logical islands and fire. 

Munz and Keck (1959) use floristics as 


the basis for their plant community classi-


fication. The Mediterranean vegetation in-


cludes the Coastal Sage Scrub, Closed-Cone Pine
 
Forest, Yellow Pine Forest, Mixed Evergreen
 
Forest, Northern and Southern Oak Woodland,
 
Foothill Woodland, Chaparral and Valley Grass
land plant communities. Each plant community
 
has its indicator species. Cooper's Climax
 
Chaparral Association can be equated with
 
Jepson's Chaparral Belt and Munz and Keck's
 
Coastal Sage Scrub and Chaparral communities. 
The Broad-Sclerophyll Forest Formation is 
equated to Munz and Keck's Oak Woodlands, Foot
hill Woodland and Mixed Evergreen Forest. 
Cooper's Conifer Forest Chaparral Association 
may be most closely related to Munz and Keck's 
Closed-Cone Pine Forest and Yellow Pine Forest 
and Jepson's Transition Zone. 

The distribution of the broad-sclerophyll 
vegetation in California can generally be de
fined as extending from the coast to the middle 
altitudes of the Sierra Nevada and Coast Ranges, 
not including parts of the San Joaquin and 
Sacramento Valleys. The northern boundary may 
be at the foothills of the Trinity and Cascade 
Mountain Ranges surrounding the Sacramento 
Valley and extending south to the Mexican bor
der near the coast. It may be thought of as a 
belt of vegetation bordered at its mesic edge 
and with the coniferous forest type and at its 
xeric edge by the deserts to the east. Domi
nance decreases Borth and east and as altitude 
increases (Cooper '922). 

The Chaparral vegetation type has been 
recognized as the characteristic vegetation 
type of Mediterranean regions around the world, 
thus it will be emphasized from this point on. 
In California, chaparral has a general distri
bution as described above and covering about 
8.5% of the total area of the state. Further 
north in the Coast Ranges and Sierra Nevada 
Mountains, chaparral is more and more restricted 
to south-facing exposures with other exposures 
being occupied by taller broad-sclerophyll for
ests. Chaparral reaches its fullest development 
in southern California from 1000 to 5000 feet 
and in the northern portions of its range it 

extends from 500 to 3000 feet. To the south
 
hard chaparral or chamisel chaparral is bor
dered on the coast with soft chaparral or
 
coastal sage scrub, this association declines
 
in importance as you move north.
 

The general physiognomy of chaparral is 
brush vegetation, closely branched, 2-10 feet 

tall, one-layered and very dense. The phenology 
of chaparral plants, characterized by a number 
of investigators (ltellmers and Ashby 1958; 
Miller 1947; Sampson 1944; Mooney and Dunn 
1970), shows the growing season is closely re
lated to soil moisture. Maximum air tempera
ture is not a critical factor in determining
 
the onset of active growth in chaparral scrubs, 
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but growth seldom occurs with a maximum ten-perature below 230 C. Minimum temperatures cx-
ert a controlling influence on the inception
of growth. Temperatures must rise above
freezing before active growth may begin. Ces-sation of gr'owth is produced by environmental
factors which produce higher evaporation rates 
(Miller 1947). There is little or no growth
in summer when temperatures are high and rela
tive humidity is low. With its leaves designedto minimize evaporation and transpiration from 
the leaf surface, and a deep root system utilizing all available ground water, these plantsretain their leaves through the drought season,
This allows the plants to be opportunistic when
rains do occur since energy to produce new 

leaves is not wasted and can 
 be effectively 
used for plant growth and development. 

Growth begins in early winter but reaches 
a maximum in late winter and early spring,
Flowering begins during 
the maximum growth

period and is completed in June just 
 before 

the soil moisture drops below the wilting
point. Extremes in temperature and the pre-
cipiration pattern appear to be the important
climatic factors determining the distribution 
of the chaparral vegetation (Sampson 1944).In addition to these climatic factors, distur-
bances, exposure, and steepness of slope all
contribute to the 
 local envoIrt'nmeital con-

ditions giving rise to 
 the vegetation cotimun-
ito. Local conditions of soil and slope mao 

greatly modify regional climate effects. 


ianes (19711 maintains that slope aspect

is the most 
 important selective factor in the
chaparral environment. It 
 strongly influences
which species make up the local chaparral
community and the changes and rates of succes 
sion in the community foll'owing fire or other
disturbances. Miller (1947) was able to meas-

ure and quant i fy the di fferences in evapora-

tion rates, air temlperature, soil temperatures

and soil moisture throughbut tie year for
north versus south slopes in a chaparral com-

munity in southern California. Slope exposure

showed 
 a close correlation with vegetational
differences and 
local environmental conditions. 

South slopes with hard chaparral above 2000 to

5,500 feet showed a greater evaporation rate
and ranges iniair ard soil te'mperatures. North
slopes with chaparral from the foothills to
4000 feet give way to broad-sclerophyl I wood-
land. HIigher evaporation rates were signifi-
cantly affected by the angle of the slope, the 
steeper the angle an south facing slopes thegreater was the evaporation rates. Vogl and 
Schorr (1972) believe that vegetation compe-tition between chamise and manzanitas isaffected by the amount of ash on a site after 
fire as determined by the angle of the slope, 

Since chaparral grows on land with a varietyof slope exposures and steepuesses, these fac
tors cannot be ignored in a local area, muchless in a regional perspectie. These rela
tionships produce a great variety of chaparral
associations and boundary interact ions which
result in a diverse vegetat ion type with a 
patchy distribution. 

Fire Adaptat ions 

Fire is an important component of the
chaparral ecosystem. There 
 are a number of
factors which make this vegetation a "fire
type" and ofone the most fire susceptible in 
the world. 

The growth structure and habit of the vegetation contribute to the flammable nature of 
the chaparral. There are 4 basic descriptors
of fuels wiich have been applied to the chapar
ral vegetation (Countryman and Phi pot 1970): 

1) Surface-to-volume rat io: T''he greater
this ratio the faster the ftels %,ill be heated
 
to ignition thereby increasing the rate of 
spread. 

2) Fuel bed porosity: lhe amount of air space in the fuel bed rcaltiv to the amtount offuel. As the porosity i cre ses to i" opt itumn 
the burning rate intireases. 

3) Ratio otfdead to lite miaterial: The
 
moisture content of fuels in ill 
 seasons is
 
lower when the ratio 
of dead to live materialsis higher. Fuels avai lable to fire increase 
with lower fuel moistuiire contents.
 

.) Fuel loading: li. greator the fuel

loading the greater 
 the "thermal pulse" or
 
energy output 
 observed from a fixed point 

In each case chaparral has a growth habit
 
which increases 
 each factor through t ime.

Small leaves and twigs increase the surface
to-volume-ratio; 
 a "laddering" of dead
 
m.aterial throughout th 
 canopy increases the

fuel bed porosity and fuel loading.
 

" i
 
A very important characteristic of this


vegetation which 
makes it a "fire-type" is

that it retains ia signiicarnt amouinilt of dead

material iii its 
 canopy. Studies on chamise 
(Adenostoma fasciculatum (Cuintrymar and 
Philpot 1970;o iit' arnd lihi pot 1950 have ex
emplifi ed how thi.s; brush produces a fuel bed

for rapid burni ig. 
 In dead fuels, moisture 
content is directly related to weather conditions. During the drought season when tem
peratures are high and relative humidity low,these fuels are prime targets for fire. Addto this the desiccating effects of fohen winds 
and it leads to comments like "If we deliber
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ately set out to construct an artificial fuel 

bed for rapid burning it is unlikely we could 

do much better than chamise does naturally."
 
(Countryman and Philpot 1970).
 

A physiological factor which contributes
 
to the flammability of chaparral is the pres-

ence of highly flammable, volatile terpenes in 

the leaves which also produces 'the aromatic 

character of the vegetation, 


The vegetation has responded to recurrent 

fire by employing several strategies to insure 

continuance of the species. Three such strate-

gies are 1) sprouting, 2) serotinous cones in 

pine species, 3) seeds requiring heat for ger-

mination. 


1) Sprouting: About half of the species 

of the California chaparral are rootcrown 

sprouters. These species can usually withstand 

repeated buirning without dying or loss of vi-

tality. This vegetational response is indepen-

dent of the rainy season; the new shoots ap-

parently draw on water resertes of the root 
system. lsuAlly sproutinug begins from a week 

to ten days after the fire and is foilowed by 

a very rapid growth rate. This reproductive 

response obviously gives the plant a decided 

advantage over non.proutting species. 


2) ,.rot inilOs cones: Some of the Pinus 
species which occur in transitional :ones 
have developed cones wh ich lrequi i i nlit ense 
heat to induce opening. T'hcse species o:cur 
on the mesic harder areas of the Meditarranean 
region in woodland savannas and closed-cone 
pine forests. lhre species occur intCalif-
ornia: Pinus attenuata !knob conei, Piinus 
muricata -ii-lop )-anId-Iinus radiata (Monterey). 
These ptine species have developed this unique 
method of seeding in respotise to tie commoti 
occurretice tf fire. Seed bed ctnditions are 
ittproved after ire and the threat of fire to 
the vtlnerable sapI igs is reduced as a result 
of reduced fuel loading. 

3) Ileat dependett seeds: Nonsprouting 
brush species as well as same sprouting brush 
species aidl herbacious species have tough, 
thick seed coats that act as effective insula-
tors and prevent lite embryos from germinat ing. 
The seid coats are impermeable to moisture 
untiliemperatures reached intfires crack the 
seed coat allowing tie seed to imbibe moisture 
and begitt the process of germinat ion. Seeds 
of this type iiay ie st olred itnthe soil for many 
years awaitinttg fire. Matty seeds of herbaceous 
species wihich germintate during that first year 
following a fire have been stored in the soil 
since the last fire (Sweeney 1956t). The 
temperatures and duration of heating required 

for germination vary among species. (Stone and 


Juhren 1951; Went, Juhren and Juhren 1952;
 
Stone and Juhren 1953)
 

Succession
 

Following fire, chaparral has a remarkable
 
recovery potential. In the California Miediter
ranean region there are a variety of climax
 
plant communities due to the variety in topo
graphy and climatic ranges. In one area a
 

community may be considered climax and in
 
another a successional stage. Cooper maintained
 
that the Broad-Sclerophyll Forest Formation is
 
a potential climax in southern California,
 
climax on north facing slopes in central Calif
ornia and less dominant in northern California
 
where it becomes a successional stage to the
 

conifer community. Chaparral is now generally
 
recognized as a climax vegetation type which
 
requires fire to insure its existence. On
 
many sites is is probably the only vegetation
 
which can maintain itself. The center of its
 
distribution is considered to be in southern
 
California on stgep slopes and shallow soils.
 
Its occurrence on gentler slopes with deeper
 
soils next to grasslands has raised the ques
tion of its claim as climax vegetation or as a
 
successional stage. Conversion to grasslands
 
has been successful in northern California
 
where the chaparral climax quality may ie rele
gated to more selected sites than in southern
 
California. The general successional pattern
 
in chaparra i may be summarized as follows: 

11 First 1 to 3 years the ground is 
covered by annual and biennial herbaceous 
species, brush seedlings, and sin'outs. Species 
diversity is greatest at this time and de
creases as succession continues. The area is 
dominated by annual low growing herbaceous
 
plants.
 

21 Second stage is marked by the absence
 
of the herbaceous species for 5-10 years and
 
the dominance of the brush, both permanent and
 
intermediate successional species.
 

3) At 15 to 30 years the intermediate
 
shrub species, such as Ceanothus, begin to die 
further reducing species diversity and the
 
longer lived sprouting species, like chamise
 
and tianzanita, increase their dominance. This
 
is also the stage whien dead material in the
 
canopy increases thereby increasing the proba
bility of fire.
 

1) Beyond 35 or 40 years of age the vi
tality and productivity of the stand decreases
 
as the stand enters decadence. More and more
 
dead material accumulates and in more cases
 

burns before it gets much beyond this stage
 
(llanes 1971; Sampson 1944; Vogl and Schorr
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1972; Horton and Kraebel 1955; Cooper 1922; 

weeney 1956). 
 There is variation in succes-

sional rate and species depending on site exposure (north versus 
south slope), site quality

(shallow versus 
deeo soils), geographic loca-

tion (northern California versus southern 

California) and season of burn. 
The temporary 

cover for the first 
few years tends to be domi-

nated by annual grasses in northern California. 
There is more herbaceous cover at higher suc-
cessional in northern California than in south-

ern California (Horton and Kraebel 
1955). Vogl
and Schorr (19721 
noted a faster successional 

cycle in the higher elevations but the stages 

were similar, 


In summary, the general successional pat-
tern 
in chaparral vegetation after fire follows 

a progression from a diverse multi-species 

herbaceous and shrub community towards 
a dense,

structurally uniform, 
low diversity stand of 

brush species. In some areas 
further succes-

sion beyond the brush stage may proceed to oak-

woodland. 
Due to the sprouting habits and 

seeding ability of the chaparral species, it 

succeeds itself rather than proceeding to

another vegetation type. Since fire is re-

quired to ensure chaparral 'itality, suppression efforts have succeeded not only 
in allow-

ing dead materials to reach a critical fire 

level, but have threatened tite survival of 

this fire adapted vegetation type (Dodge 1972). 


Soils 


General Description 


The soil-types within the Mediterranean 

region in California vary a great deal from 

very shallow rocky', coarse textured soils on 

steep, south facing slopes to the deeper more
clay containing soils 
on the gentler slopes

and flat land. This range of soil types 
can 

occur within very short distances of each other,

from the top of a ridge to the valley Lttom. 


Physical Properties--Chaparral 
is tolerant

of widely different soil conditions and is 

found on a large number of soil series (Weir

and Storie 1936). Soil development is depen-

dent upon the topography, geology and climate 

prevailing in a particular area. 
 On steep 

slopes (50 percent or greater) tihe soils are
characteristically shallow, coarse textured,

with a weak, angular, blocky structure. The 

soil surface is usually rocky with more than 

10 percent of the surface covered with rocks

larger than 3 inches in diameter. Bulk den-

sities vary from 1.04 grams/cubic centimeter 


at the surface to 1.79 grams/cubic centimeter
 
in the underlying subsoil (llolzhey 1968).
 

On gentler slopes and flat 
areas the soils
 
tend to be deeper, containing larger amounts of

clay, sometimes exceeding 20 percent. 
 The per
centage of rock and stones 
in these soils is
 
less than on the steeper slopes. The higher

percentage of clay tends to 
produce a strong
blocky to subangular blocky structure (l)eBlano 
1973).
 

Soil depth is of sl ight hydrologic impor
tance, since the parent material differs little
 
from the soil in its hydrologic properties
 
(Krammes 1968). Steep slope areas are generally characterized with high erosion rates and
rapid runoff during intense storms. 
Rainfall 
intensities are rarely 
so high that water runs 
off the surface. At the San Di)imas Experimental
Forest in soutthern Carlifotrnia only about 2.5 
percent of the precipit at ion fell Nt a rate

higher than the infiltration rate of the soil
 
in 24 
years (Rice 19731. About 25 percent of 
the yield downstream is in the form of stream
flow, the remaining 7 Spercent moves from the
watershed as groundwater (Hill ;rd Itice 
1963).
 

The erosion pr)ces,;cs in steep chaparral

watersheds (slopes over 50 pc rcvnt I are quite

different thart the erosion processes of flat
 
lands. Except for a few 
 years immediatcly
 
after a fire, (tare soil is r It is
rarity.

only during this time that 
raindrop impact is
 
an importantt erosion mchltiani 
i. Sheet erosion
 
is of minor importance due 
t the concentration 
of overland flow 
into rills and gullies. Ihe
most significant 
sourc'e of erosional tenergy is
 
gravitational erosion. 
lry gravel (Anderson,
Colman and Sinke 1959) 
is a major eroding

agent in chaparral areas occurring on slopes

steeper than oO 
percent. A:.ccord grravitational

mechanism of erosion important 
to chaparral

areas is landslides. M*lost
landslides are tihe
 
product of storms of such size that 
they occur
 
on tihe average only once inevery 8 to 10 
y'ears (Rice 19750.
 

Fire has some definite effects 
on the
physical properties of chaparral soils. 
 The

physical structure is changed in the upper

soil layers as tite organic matter is destroyed.

The aggregating properties of organic matter

is lost and 
some of the large pores, which im
prove movement and aeration, are lost. 

Changes in tire soil wettability directly
effects the erosion processes (Ilellano, Osborn 
and Krammes 1967). H'drophobic layers occur
 
parallel to the soil surface at varying depths

and thicknesses as determined by 
fire tempera
tures, soil physical properties, soil 
water
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content and vegetation factors. The hydrophobic 
substances originate in the decomposing plant 
litter. When fire occurs these substances are 

vaporized and distilled to lower soil levels
 
and condense on soil particles in response to 

the larger temperature gradients. Coarse-

textured soils are coated more completely than 
the finer textured soils due to the lower sur-
face to volume ratio {(leBano, Maim and Iamilton 
1970). Wet soils tend to have the hydrophobic 
substances concentrated in a thin layer near 

the soil surface, 


The water repellent layer has in effect 
reduced the hydrologically active mantle from 
several feet in thickness to only a few inches 
or less. liven small storms exceed the capacity 
of this thin layer to transmit and store water 
and satuoration occurs more often than on un-
burned areas. Changes in overland flow from 
1 percent in utnburned watersheds to averages 

of 10-15 percent on burned watersheds have 
been observed (Rice 1973). 


Soil temperatures are normally affected 
by soil depth, site exposure and vegetation 
cover. Miller (19.17) found higher soil tem-
peratures on south slopes than those on north 

slopes. The range of soil temperatures was 
considerably reduced for deeper soils. Al-
though only about 8 percent of the energy re-
leased by hrn ing tue I i s absorbed and tralns-

nitted downn, ard in the soil, temperature in-

creases can be significant, especially at the 
surface. With increasing depth these tempera-

ture effects are reduiced along a steep gradi-

ent. 


Erosion is increased after fire has re-
moved the vegetation. The magnitude of this 
increase is dependent on the storm sizes, 

amount of vegetation removed, degree of water 
repellent layer development and atntltt of tine 

required to re-vegetate an a rea. The destruc-

tion of orgalnic matter aid therefore the soil 
structure decrea ses tietinfiltration rate. 

This coupled with tie remctnoval of plant cover 

and tie creit iott of water repellent layers 
inciease sirface runtioff aiitl erosion. 

(hn.mical!/'ropt, iC_--It is generally 
recogiized that a majority of chamise brush-
land soils are low in fertility. The Mayman 
soil series, wtich probably forms a larger 
area than any other chamise brushlaild soil in 
California, is the least productive except for 
serpett ine soils wh ich may a Iso support cha-
misc. Productivity may range from very poor 
to a high enough quality that the areas have 

been cleared of brush cover fo,- agricultural 

use (IIiswell et aIl.1952). The soil pHl is 
generally neutral at the surface to slightly 


acid at 2 feet below the surface. Usually
 
less plant nutrients are present in chaparral
 
soils than in those soils used in agriculture.
 

Nitrogen is most frequently the limiting
 
nutrient (lellmers, Bonner and Kelleher 1955).
 
The species growing on a soil may greatly ef
fect its fertility. Certain brush species
 
have been shown to increase soil nitrogen
 
levels by fixing atmospheric nitrogen. Up to 
50 pounds of nitrogen per acre per year has 
been added by scrub oak (Quercus dumosa) and 
wavey leaf ceansothos (Ceanothus crassifolius), 
whereas chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) 
depleted nitrogen at about the same rate 
(Zinke 1967). One of the characteristic fea
tures of chaparral vegetation which has a sig
nificant effect on the fertility of the soils 
is its retention of dead material in its canopy 
thereby tying up nutrients in tihe standing dead 
biomass. 

The role of fire in affecting chemical
 
changes in the soil is not fully understood.
 
The most obvious change is the destruction of
 
plant litter and organic matter at the soil
 
surface. The amount of total organic matter
 
destroyed depends on the temperature and in
tensity of the fire. Studies have shown a
 
decrease in soil organic matter within the
 
first couple of.centimeters between 40 and 50 
percent (Chr istensen 1973; Ahlgren and Ahlgren
 

1960). Fire releases plant nutrients ill
 

readily available forms. Before fire, these
 
nutrients are contained in living and dead
 
plant tissues and are unavailable for plant
 
growth. DeBano and Conrad (in press) measured
 
tIle nutrient content of the standing plant, 
litter and soil before and after fire. Re
viewing some of the important nutrients, phos
phorus, potassium, magnesium and nitrogen,
 

they found inieach case an immediate increase
 

in soil nutrient concentration. Nearly all of
 

tie phosphorus contained inithe plant material
 

was returend to tile soil in the ash. The po
tassium content increased on the surface with
 

ash deposition. There was some loss associ

ated with volatilizatior when temperatures 
reached greater than 550C. Magnesium concen

trations were abott equal to the potassium
 

concentrations in the litter and plant material 

prior to tine fire. After tine fire 76 percent 
of this amount was deposited as ash. 

Nitrogen changes in response to fire has 
received a great deal of attention (Christensen
 
1973; Christensen and Muller 1975; Sampson 1944;
 
DeBano and Conrad [inipress] ; Dunn, DeBano and
 
Hberlain [in press]). Defano and Conrad (in 
press) found a significant loss of total nitro
gen after fire due to volatilization. This loss 
was a function of the intensity and duration of 
the fire. Volatile losses of 20-40 percent have 
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been noted (Christensen 1973; Delano and Conrad
[in press]). Although the total nitrogen con-
tent on the site is reduced with burning, the 
amount of available nitrogen is increased. Theash is low in nitrate levels but high in am-
monium levels; this increases the pH of the
soil, favoring microli il activity. Studies
have recently indicated that nitrogen levels, 
both total and available, are greatly affected 
by the soil moisture content It the time of theburning (DeBano and Conrad, Dunn, DeBano and
-berlein l in press]l. 

Nutrient losses in debris and runoff havelong term impacts on chaparral soils. As men-

tioned above, fire does increase runoff and on the average nearly 70 percent of the long
term sedimentation from a watershed occurs in
the first ear after a fire. Under most cir-
cumstances more than half of the sediment load
originates from deposits accumull ated in the 

stream channels since the 
last major flood 

(Rice 1901. lowever, this 
increased runoff
and debris loss 
has been 
shown to account for 

less than . perceit of the total iuctriont loss
from the upperi 2 cm. of the soil and litter 
Iavers. 

There has been little hork done on the de-composition rates of biomass in or on the sur-
face of chaparral soils. Kittredge (1955j 
quantified these rates under different standsof brush. Generally, due to the warm, dry
climate and tie high lignin content of the

plaat tissue, these rates 
are relatively slow. 

Bio logical rPropert ies--I here is almost 
tatal abse r:. of published informat ion on soil
animal communities in California. lsing data

from Aiediterrnean 
 regions around the world 

and comptacinrg them to some prcliiinine studies

done in California, lDiCastri 
(197) provides
information as to the structure of the soil-

animal communities. Particular attention is

directed 
at physiognom.y, stratification, den-

sity, aggregation, affinit, 
 spcc its diversity
and phenology. Ihese communiy properties
largely determined 

are 
by the humus which in 

e'lediterranean ecosvstems tend to hc poor and 

very specialired. Of course there 
 is a feed-back mechanism at work here since tie humus
 
characteristics 
depend ultimately on theactivities of the soil organism,s. 

Information on microbial activity islargely unknown alsoexcept for introduced exotic 

legumes 
 used in range forage improvement pro-grams. Little is known about tie relationships
between tire external environment and the soil 
microclimate. The precise effects of plant
cover, litter type, and soil and been largely
ignored. These points made by Schaefer (1973) 
point out areas of needed research to make the 

present picture of microbial activitv clearer
in Mediterranean ecosvstem. The seasonal 
variation in microbial activity has been char
acterized by two growth flushes, one at the
onset of the drying phase or drought season andthe other when soil moisture is replenished in
the fall. The first is due to thermal activa
tion and the second, the removal of drought as 
a liniting factor. 

Direct effects of fire on the microbial
community may be as dramatic as the chemical 
changes (Dunn, DeBano and Eberlein [in press]The degree of soil steciliz.ation appears re
lated to fire initensity and duration and soil
moisture content. I etcrotrophic bacteria arebetter able to survive soil heating than het
crotrophic fungi. Rcinwisioln ol hitirotrophs 
soon after the fire are aided by tie higher
pH1conditions produced b' tihe fire, the in
creased soil temcpraturv w ith increased solar
radiation and moist conditions w ith the first 
rains. A second ha\ fi re can affect iicroorgan isms is be th altering of organ ic Mattel,
by making 
it more c-asily mineralizecid. fhese
 
available organic nitlogen compounds probably
stimulate hterotrtophic growth. 

Nitrificat ion roll owIi rfire may play allimportant role in tie nmtrit ion of the various 
plant species reinvadini an aria. Nitrification 
is generalily considered to he carried out byNit rosoLiona s and Nitroebactcr bacteria (Focht
and Verst ractv I i igres- j. Iicc and Panchnoly
1972). loth seem to he sensitive to distur
bance and recover slowly (talker 19751. Nitrosomorras group bacteri a it i i ammoriamlic i it r'ogen
as an eier-gy souee adid prht'ce nitrite nitro
gen wiich is iii turn used be the Nitrobacter 
group bacteria 
as an ein'r,/ a t, produce
nitrate hitrogeri. A mtirv of aminituria nitro
gen, produced by the fic,. ard nitrate nitrogen
is assumed to be the intritionail references ofchaparral specics 
 hitinn,
lehanro and tberlein 
[in press[I. Since these two groups of nitro
gen fixing bacteria rqiiirt some time for re
inoculation after fire, 
 it is believed tihe
irmmediate nitrificat ion is carried out by other

heterotrophic microbes 
 directly from protein
 
nitrogen sources.
 

Wildlife 

Studies on tire response of wildfire to
fire in the chaparral have provided little
evidence of direct mortality due to the fire,
but have shown population clhmnes in response
to habitat change (Cook 1959; Lawrence 1966;
Biswell et al. 1952; 'laber and Iasman 1958).
Most vertebrates are able to avoid tIne fire by
evacuation or hurrowing in tine ground. Birds 
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may lose eggs and young in the nest; amphibians, 
reptiles and small mammnals may he trapped and 
killed in the litter. Those that live in bur
rows can retreat below the surface where the 
soil provides adequate insulation from the heat. 
A depth of ,1 to 6 inches is normally deep enough 
to escape the het. A more critical factor in 
burrow sur' iva 1 than temperature is probably 
vapor pressure. Vcrtebrate temperature regu-
lation is frequently accomplished by the ceapo-
ration of moisture fron tie surface of the 

lung, dissipa iing heat. lhis evaporation is 
controlled by the vapor pressure grad ient of 
the lung surface and adjacent atmosphere. As 
the air tempe rature rises inithe burrow so 
does tlie air vapor presure. Lawrence (1966) 
developed a relit ionship between vapor pressure, 
air tiemper;iture and rel at ive hmltidity, and 

lethal limits for experimental mice (icrotus 
californicus). Iethal vapto presure Sare not 

a Nliiint i 1 high t caperatures areieyed very 
reached. More field research is required to 

determine at what depths in tie soil lethal 

c.oiditions are reached for wildfires. 

Short-term animal popul[ation effects 

[mmediately foll owing fire, resident ani-

mal populations show a marked decrease in num-

bers. Cook (19591 studi ed rodent populations 

after a wi ldfire conplet el destroyed a grass-

land and bitrsli lord commuoity nrear Berke Icy, 
California, and fotoid that t here was an initial 

anni ilation or tihe tptulation. IlntIre grass

land the dominant species, includinrig the West-

ertn harvest nouse ind ieadows,,'ut' population 
densities equalled or exceeded tIe tenisities 

on adjacenit ulnburneird control plots These 

mice feed on sedst nd their popul ation re-

coveries correspondcd in thtle maxiulim seed pro-

dtciot of tire grasses. dhitt-ftotted mice and 

house mice inivaded the b'urined grasslarid where 

their decnsit ies were hig,.her t hair normalI for 

the first two itas tol Ilowing fire. 

Il the iredl tt rust rrhlandarea there was a 

shift in small mtammiial sptcies comptosition from 

brush dwe lling miice to t grass dwcllinrg mice in 

accordatice with th, shit inihabitat frtm 

brush to gras. lir harvest mrice anid ineadow 

voles populated the area the ftolowing sunmer 

and rematined inihigher density thiit lieutburned 

brushlantd plot for the ntirc second year. Thcre 
was t to tire survivi g miceevidenrce u;ii'gest 

emigrated[ to iacent inuri etd but thereareas 

was migrat ion into the burnted areas after tie 

second year. lit seed food sour ce was tnot 

greatly retduced as a result of tie fire whiclh 

lead Cook to conclude that the recovery of 

sral 1 mamal populations on tlie burn was re-
of coverstricted in the first year due to lack 

in both areas. 

Habitat 

Different wildlife species have different 
habitat requirements in the chaparral. Brush 
rabbits require heavy brush for cover whereas 
jackrabbits are more abundant in open brush 
stands. Valley quail, an important game 
species is in 2.5 times greater numbers in 

open brush than heavy brush (Biswell et al. 
1952). 

Working in a blue oak, digger pine, 
ceanothus, and interior live oak chaparral 
community of the western Sierra Nevada foothills, 
Lawrence (1966) felt that the decrease in ver

tebrate populations after fire was due to a 

greater predator population. Incidences of 

red-tai led hawks, Cooper hawks, sharpshinned 
hawks, sparrow hawks, great horned owls, and 

ravens increased for the first three years 

following fire. The lack of cover for prey 
was indicated as the reason for the increased 

predator populations. In most cases the food 

source was redticed significantly except that 
for seed eating species. Seed eating bird 

populations generally increase after chaparral 

fire. Other species like tie valley quail de

crease due to lack of cover :nd are replaced 

by grassland species such as tihe western 
meadowlark, morning dover, wi [low goldfinch and 

lark sparrow. 

Food cuiality is the factor which limits 

most chaparral deer populations. Populations 

are highest where there is herbaceous forage 

for winter grazing and where the shrubs are 

hiighly preferred species. Availability of 

forage directly affects deer populations. 
Browse greater than 1 feet intheight is often 

out of reach and goes tnused by the deer. 

Closed, dense brtush stands are used very little
 

by deer due to tIre ir penetrable nature of the
 

vegetat ion.
 

Taber anid Dlasiramili (1958) found that burn

ing chaparral results in higher summer forage
 

quality for one or 
 two years due to the sprout

ing of shrub species. The average level of 

crude protein iwas found to le higher in burned 

areas. Some preferred brush species requre 

fire at periodic intervals to induce seed ger

iination and lmainrtain their status inithe 

community. After fire there is a rise intdeer 

popullition which declines over several years 

to its normal level. This rise is due to in

creased reproduction and decreased mortality. 

Increased hunter success itnmore open, recently 

burlned areas often compensates for tie tempo

rary rise in deer numbers. 
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In summarizing many years of deer research 

at the Ilopland 
Field Station in the northern 

California Coast Range Mountains, Longhurst

(1976) stated that deer condition was only

slightly improved by burning chaparral, al-

though overall carrying capacity is increased. 

The oak woodland provides a better habitat and 

food supply for deer than the chaparral. 


MANAGEMENT OF THIE CALIFORNIA 
MEDITERRANEAN ECOSYSTEM 


Historically, like much of the western 

United States, the California Mediterranean 

ecosystem was locally exploited by mining,

timber and grazing interest groups. The 

present policies affecting management today
and their rates of change are certainly altered 

for better or for worse because of man's ca-

lamities both perceived and real. Recalling

the previously described boundaries both cli-
mat ic and vegetational for the Mediterranean 
ecosystem in California, the :ost controversial 

wildland management 
issue tod,, involving the
north coast redwood region, is outside those 

boundaries. 
However, memories of vegetation 

type conversion activities by grazing interests 

on marginal, transitional redwood sites still 

plague land managers today. 


The primary management activities in the 

Californian Mediterranean ecosystem, outside 

those 
areas devoted to intensive agriculture, 

are rangeland improvement and maintenance, 

wildfire control, watershed protection, timber 

management, and recreation and 
wildlife ehan-

cement. 
 The discussion will concentrate on 

those activities that relate directly or 
in-

cirectly to fire management. 


Grazing by sheep, beef cattle or dairy
cattle is the chief use of four of the nine 

Mediterranean plant communities described by

Munz and Keck (1959), the Northern and South-

ern Oak Woodland, the Foothill Woodland and 

the Valley Grassland. A small part of the

Chaparral plant community has likewise been 

utilized by, livestock, following vegetation

manipulation. Range improvement programs seek 

to enhance the quality and quantity of herb-

aceous forage per unit of land area. 


On the open grassland sites, range ira-

provument normally includes seeding of exotic 

legumes and perennial grasses such as subterranean 
clover (Trifolium subterraneum), rose 

clover (Trifolium hirtum., hardingrass (Phalaris

tuberosa) and orchardgrass (Dactylis glomerata).

Success in range seedings is enhanced by con-

current fertilization programs with phosphorus

and sulfur on some soils. Given today's tech-


nology, seeding success is likely to result A1.
 
production with higher quality forage.
 

Fire has not 
been a common management tool
 
used on 
the open grassland of California. It
 
may be used effectively to eradicate weeds

temporarily, prior to an 
improvement program.

Fire hazard in the dry summer period is
cer
tainly reduced on grazed grassland sites.
 
When livestock prices are down the benefit from
reduced fire hazard should be considered in a
 
decision on grazing a particular area.
 

Range improvement 
on the three woodland

vegetation types 
is attained by reducing the
 
continuity of the woody plant canopy and again,

the introduction of grasses and legumes, 
 Methods
 
used to reduce the canopy include mechanical, 
chemical and fire techniques. The practice oftype conversion, the comp lete transformation 
from a woodland to a grassland vegetation, has 
been practiced 
in the past but is no longer

desired except 
for fuel breaks. Cordwood is a 
potent ial bvproduct if s lect ice mechanical
 
tree removal 
is econom ic,'iv feasible. 

Chaparral, termed brush when perceived as
 
a vegetation to be modified, r.,,s
received the
 
greatest attention by the range manager. 
On 
numerous sites brush has 
invaded ouno more
 
productive soils that 
are better suited 
to
 

herbaceous forage production Ilodge 1975).
Controlled or prescribed burning is the most
 
frequently used method of management. .lchan
ical methods are normallv usvd in prctre tment
 
and they inclrde ball and chain, disk, modi
flied and smooth chans, straight dozer blade and
 
brush rake clearing (Roby and ;reen 197i).

Given the tremendous acreage of chaparral,
 
range managers can be quite selective and modi
fy only thosc sites that 
will yield the greatest
 
benefits.
 

Fire suppression aspects of wildfire con
trol have dominated fire management activity in
 
the past. 
 The full impact of fire exclusion
 
policies are only 
now heig realized. The
 
theme of this symposium is founded on the
 
problems created by man's ignorance of the fact
 
that fire is 
a natural part of the functioning

of a Mediterranean ecosysiem. 
 We are in the 
process of transforming our land management
agencies function to fuels management real izing 
that the need for fire suppression will decline
through time 
if fire is allowc back in the
 
system.
 

Ilistori.;lly, forest protection was the
 
thrust for fire suppression in California.
 
Today, water and air pollution are further
 
constraints on the judicial 
use of fire.
 
Precedent and traditions are so strong that
 
timber growers are still somewhat reluctant
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to view fire as a part of the system. This is 	 and National Park systems should provide mana
gers with the necessary information for setting
understandable since the fuel buildup under 


fire exclusion policies of the past pose the prescriptions to achieve desired objectives in
 
forest fuel management.
greatest threat to them. 


The range livestock interests, as exemp-


lified by their representatives on the Range 

Improvement Advisory Committee to the State 

Board of Forestry, are strong supporters of 
controlled burning for range improvement and 
range maintenance. However, the State Board 
of Forestry is reluctant to promote fire as a 
management tool because of the risks involved, 
Much of the burning propused by the range live-
stock interests is on other than forested land, 
yet the agency responsible for fire control is 
the same for both land types. Agencies re-
sponsible for fuel management should realize 
the likely benefits of an interest group, like 

the range livestock interest group, that has 
an incentive to manage brash and at the same 
time accomplishes the purpose of the agency. 

Proliferation of regulatory agencies fur-
ther restricts the range livestock interests 
from burning. There is a high likelihood that 
hurn days net by the California lepartment of 
Forestry occur on no-burn days set by the Air 
Resource Control Board and vice-versa. Risk 
of liability For damages due to controlled 
burn fire escapes are always a deterrent to 
more active burning programs by the range 
Ivestock industry. 


Alternate sources of water such as that 
provided by the Ca li fornia Water Plan and in
creasing values of sediment deposits as a re-
source have partially offset concerns for 
watershed protection in southern California. 
Many watersheds are so steep that little can 
be done to prevent erosion from the slopes; 
about all one can do is develop sediment 
catchments to reduce downstream destruction. 
The importance of woody plant root systems is 
well illustrated by the slope instability of 
Watershed I1 in the Itopland Field Station Study 
(Burgy and Papazafirion, 1971). Significant 
erosion protection results when riparian vege-
tation is maintained. More frequent, low in-
tensity fires have a lower probability of pro-
ducing non-wettable soils and therefore less 

erosion. 


The Closed-Cone and Yellow Pine Forests 
are two types wihere the timber manager has 
great flexibility for fuel management. Annual 

fire fuel additions to the ground provide an 

ideal fuel source to carry light prescribed 
fires through a forest. Considerable knowledge 

exists for the application of fire to these
 

types. 


Active burning programs in the State 


One of the more pressing issues faced by
 
the timber manager today exists at that Tran
sition Zone in the Sierra Nevada Mountains where
 
black oak (Quercus kelloggii) is being removed
 
and replaced by soft woods, especially pine. 
Oak acorn crops are an important seasonal food 
source for many wildlife species. Deer habitat 
is enhanced by the presence of black oak and 
early successional plants. 

The recreation potential of the California 
Mediterranean ecosystem is virtually unlimited. 
The clean, open and parklike nature of a woody 
vegetation with natural fire is certainly more
 

desirable than the impenetrable nature of dec
adent standing dead vegetation with excessive 
ground fuels. The public is learning to ap
preciate the presence of the charcoal remains 
of fuels. It is better to see some partially 
combusted fuel all of the time than all of the
 

forest combusted some of the time.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EFFECT OF PRESCRIBED FIRES AND WILD FIRES
 

ON THE GLOBAL QUANTITATIVE EVOLUTION
 

OF THE KERMES SCRUB OAK (QUERCUS COCCIFERA L.) GARRIGUES.IJ
 

Louis Trabaud 2/
 

Abstract: The global quantitative evolution of the kermes
 
scrub oak garrigues is studied according to the action of prescribed
 
fires or wildfires. Prescribed fires are set in an experimental area
 
where their action is analysed according to frequencies and times of
 
burnings. There is an important change in the vegetation structure as
 
the burnings are more and more numerous: the herbaceous species tend
 
to increase their phytomass at the expense of the woody species. In
 
areas burned by wildfires, vegetation comes back similar to the one
 
which preexisted before fire, 
in about six years, as, besides, for the
 
prescribed fires if they are lit 
once only. The kermes scrub oak 
garrigues withstand well enough infrequent fires. 

Key words: "prescribed fires" , "wildfires" , Q '.w 'oc'cf'oa
"garrigues" , "southern France". 

INTRODUCTION 


The natural succession of the mediter-
ranean vegetaLlon is otcte, disturbed by fire. 
In France, the most i:um. rous and most harmful 
wildfires occur in th, -12diterranean area, an 
area which exteads from the eastern Pyr~n6es, 
to the southern Alls, down to Corsica. Every 
year, about 50 000 hectares of natural vege-
tation are burnt by wildfires. Some years, 
this evaluation is higher, so, for example, 
in 1973, 71 610 hectares burnt. 

Fire, natural or intentionally set, is 

therefore a past and present dynamic factor 

of prime importance in the succession of the 

vegetation, the scattering of the plants and 

their conquest for the soil. 


Used for a long time by man to acquire 
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new crop lands or to maintain in the same state
 
other plots previously burnt, fire, associated
 
with other anthropic factors, has broadly con
tributed to shape the natural landscape which
 
is now the one of the mediterranean area. 

Up to now, in France, the studies about
 
the "fire" factor and its ecological action
 
are not very numerous: RIBBE (1886, 1919),
 
FLAHAULT (1924), BRAUN-BLANQUET (1935, 1936),
 
LAURENT (1937), KORNAS (1959), KUHNIJOLTZ-

LORDAT (1938,1957, 1958). Generally, these
 

authors only describe stages corresponding to 
vegetation types ; they give some informations 
about succession immediately following fire, 
and then compare the different stages to each 
other. But the results described are not data 
obtained from controlled or accurate experi

mental conditions nor observations done at
 
regular dates after fire.
 

To bring a valuable answer 
in the know
ledge of the 
future of the vegetation submitted
 
to fire, we have studied this problem by doing
 
continous observations with a network of per
manent plots set up in Bas-Languedoc, and by
 
experimental plots located in a kermes scrub
 
oak (Qu rrus cooifcrr L.) garrigue. The choi

'/Dupartement d'Ecologie G~n6rale, Centre 
 ce for studying this plant community is justi
d'Etudes Phytosociologiques et Ecologiques 
 fied by the lauge area occupied in southern
 
L. Emberger, Route de Mende, 34033 Montpellier. France: more than 100 000 hectares, and also
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by its position in the "classical" evolutive 

series, position due to the frequency of the 

fires.
 

What is the quantitative evolution of 

the vegetation of these kermes scrub oak gar-

rigues submitted to prescribed fires set at 

definite times in the year and according to 

different rhythms, or burnt by wildfires in 

natural conditions? 


QUANTITATIVE EVOLUTION OF THE 

KERMES SCRUB OAK GARRIGUES 


SUBMITTED TO PRESCRIBED FIRES 


Localization of the experimental area 


A complex experiment has been set up in 

a kermes scrub oak garrigue located on a hill
 
called Puech-du-Mas-du-Juge (St Gily-du-Fesc
 
township), about 10 km north of Montpellier. 

This locality has been the oject of numerous
 
previous studies: LONG :V, (1961, 1967),
 
TRABAUD (1962), POISSONET (1966). 


The initial stage was a garrigue of 

pyrophytic origin, about 18 years old (the 

last two very well know fire dates are: 

September 1943 and August 1951). The four main 

species, by decreasing frequency, are: Qtwrous 

coatc fera 3/, , ;i c ',. .:a : a.:m -~
 
saffru,:ios:a, F.:if' pe',gp":a (POISSONET, 
1966). The shrubby layer, 0,5 to I m high, is 
formed almost exclusively by Qw 'a c ooforo ; 
the grass layer is dominated by Bra2hypwdiu 
ramosum. 


The experimental plots are located on 

the southwestern side of the hill ; the gene-

ral slope of the ground, regular enough, is 

between 10 and 15 % ; the altitude is from
 
130 to 160 meters. 


The climate, according to the EMBERGER'S 

classification (1942, 1971), belongs to the 

mediterranean humid type, variant with cool 

winters. The mean temperature is about 15"C ; 

the mean of the coldest month (January) equals
 
2.4* ; the mean of the hottest month (July) 

is 27.5* C ; the mean annual rainfall for ten 
years (1964-1973) is 1095 mm at St-G5ly-du-Fesc. 
The season cn the first pluviometric maximum 
is Autumn (A), the second maximum occurs in 
Spring (P), the lowest minimum is in Summer(E) 

3/The names of the species are those given in 

"ALesquatre flores de France". P. FOURNIYi
 
1961, Le Chevallier Ed., 405 p. 


and the second minimum in Winter (H), which
 
gives a rhythm of APHE type.
 

The soils can be classified in the great
 
group of calcimorph soils (brown, calcareous
 
brown soils and rendzinas) formed on Eocene
 
compact limestone or on various light (terra 
rossa) ; they have generally an irregular depth
 
but always shallow (10-15 cm) ; they are pebbly
 
with a fine medium texture, a pHlnear the
 
neutral point (6.5 to 7.5) and a calcic mull.
 

These lands were cultivated a long time
 
ago because numerous traces of dry-stone walls
 
still today testify this past. Abandoned, these
 
lands have evolved towards a garrigue due to
 
repeated fires set, deliberately or not, by

sheepherds to regenerate the pastmres 7id to
 
open the vegetation to permit the passage of
 
the flocks.
 

Description of the experimental design
 

Methodology to estimate the plant succession
 

The methods to study the succession of
 
the vegetation must allow to point out and
 
record the successive changes happened through
 
the years for different stages of vegetation
 
invading the bare ground.
 

The techniques for this kind of study
 
are the following:
 

- permanent lines (quadrat points, pre
sence of species undr consecutive segments:
 
LONG, 1957, 1958 ; GODRON, 1966 ; DAGET and
 

POISSONET, 1971) 
- permanent square plots (density, cover, 

vigor: BRAUN-BLANQUET, 1972) ; 
- photography and cartography of plots. 

Only simple and inexpensive tools normal
ly used for these kinds of studies are required,
 
such as posts, fram.s and measuring tapes ;
 
these apparatus permit to follow the progressive
 
occupation of the stand by the plant: which 
reoccupy the ground after fire. 

The evolution of the vegetation can go
 
towards four directions: (1) a deeper degra
dation of what the vegetal cover before fire,
 
(2) a recycling to the previous vegetation,
 
after a certain lapse of time, and a few inter
mediate stages, (3) a recycling to the previous
 
vegetation without intermediate stage, (4) a
 
progressive succession towards a high garrigue,
 
different from the former garrigue (improbable
 
eventually).
 

Before giving a detailed account of the
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design, it is necessary to emphasize that the 

controlled fire experiment is one of several 

experiments undertaken at the same experimental 

area, all part of a larger project to study 

changes occurring in a vegetation submitted 

to different treatments.
 

During the initial period, before begin- 

ning the treatments, a vegetation inventory 

of each basic 50 square meters plot (10 x 5m) 

was made. To do this, permanent vegetation 

study lines were set up in each plot. Every 

I cm, observations are made along the line 

according to a precise protocol (TRABAUD, 

1974). Afterwards, in spring every year, such 

measurements art repeated. So, we have a pre-

cise knowledge, both in space and time, of 

the whole vegetation (quantity and plant cover) 

and of its evolution, before aiK After the 

treatments and according to th 


Burning treatments 


The fires are set at two precise times 

in the year to determine if the seasonal 

conditions which affect the plant phenology
 

act together, and in what way, with the fire
 
force, and if these conditions modify the 

future behaviour of the different species,
 
and the equilibrium of the vegetation, 


Times of burning 


To determine the burning dates, we have 

taken as criterion, some mean phenological 

stages of the population of Qoprdua, oc,cfora 

this one being the principal species. I
 

First case: the first burn is set at 

he beginning of the lp. '2-' "
rfc-flowe-
ring, when vegetative growth has really started, 
since the buds have already developed the first 
annuil shoots and emitted the young leaves. 
The kermvs scrub oak is then in a turgid state, 
at the maximum photosynthetic stage (ascending 
sap, full vegetative act ivity) , usuel ly at 
the end of May or the beginning of June. 

Second case: for the second burning
 

period we have chosen a time at the begin-

ning of fall, when tile vegetation appears to 

be at rest (reduced photosynthetic activity, 

ripening of twigs), always at the beginning 

of September. 


Periodicity of the fires 


The chosen burning periodicity is: a 

fire every two years for one group of plots, 


a fire every three years for another group,
 
and a fire every six years for the third group
 
this, to determine if the fire frequency has
 
an effect, and if so, which one, upon the vege
tation.
 

Therefore, the experimental design allows
 
three treatments at two burning times, i.e.:
 

- No burning
 
(T) control plots not burnt
 
- Seasonal burning times
 
(P) burning at the end of spring or
 

beginning of summer (first case)
 
(A) fall burning (second case)
 
- Fire frequency
 
(1) plots burned every six years
 
(2) plots burned every three years (two
 

fires in six years)
 
(3) plots burned every two years (three
 

fires in six years)
 

Six replicates have been established for
 
every treatment, i.e. 42 basic plots on the
 
whole. The treatment observations and measu
rements are made on the central strip of each
 
plot.
 

Kinds of observation: and measurements
 

a) before and after fire, the observations
 
are made on:
 

- the floristic composition of each plot
 
- readings of permanent lines to determine
 
the frequency, the quantity, the cover of the
 
species and the vegetation structure ;
 
soil samples are taken to know the evolution
 
of the edaphic elements from the shallow layers
 

b) during the fires the observations are about:
 
- the meteorological conditions at the time
 
of burning ;
 
- the rate of spread of the fire
 
- the temperatures.
 

All these observations facilitate the under
standing of the fire mechanism and behavior.
 

Exemple of the analysis of the results
 

Given the number of the observations
 
collected and the measurements carried out
 
during the seven years (1969-1975) of the
 
study, we will examine only the results done
 
by all the "contacts" without floristic dis

tinction. Every part of an individual from a
 
species which is located on the observation
 
vertical and which touches along the generating
 

line made by the needle is considered as a
 
"contact". The sum of all the contacts can
 
be considered, at a few approximation, as a
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relative expression of the quantity of a species, 

or all of the species, which constitute the 

community (DAGET and POISSONET, 1971, 1974).
 

The experimental design was established 

to analyse statirtically the gathered data 
; 

because it is necessary to know if the oberved 

differences are important enough to be signi-

ficant and 
therefore attribute them to the
 
treatments, or, on the contrary, if they re-
main in the order of the aleatory fluctuations. 

To test the differences which can appear 

between the different treatments along the 

years or 
every years between all the treatments
 
we used two tests based on the ranges (PEARSON 

and HARTLEY, 1958 ; SNEDECOR and COCHRANE, 1971).
 

The first test corresponds to a variance 

analysis, it is the "Studentized range test" 

which uses the ratio: 


inq = (x max - x min) c b' / where 

xmax - x min corresponds to the 
differnce between the highest and the lowest 

means, 


c is the scale factor (corrective term) 

given by a table, 


n is the sample size, 


_n 
is the mean value of all the ranges,

i.e. the mean of all the differences between 


Years
 
1969 1970 1971 


Plots
 

T 625 612 465 


T2 419 522 579 


T3 539 701 483 


T4 456 544 785 


T5 541 486 729 


T6 570 573 430 


Mean 


the highest and the lowest value of every
 
sample series.
 

The use of this test needs two tables:
 
one which gives the degrees of freedom accor
ding to the sample size and the number of
 
samples, 
the other which gives the significance
 
level.
 

The second test is a single tail test
 
t' based on the range, which allows to test
 
The difference between means compared two by
 
two:
 

t' = Awh/n "2 

where Aw is the significant difference 
eyond which two means are significantly dif
fe n t a t 
ferent at 5 %. 

Let 
us take an example. The plots which
 
have not been burned constitute the control
 
treatment 
(table I). Applying the Studentized
 
range test:
 

(700.3 - 488.8) 256 r6 / 256.28 = 5.17 
for k = 7, number of samples (seven years),
 
and n = 6, sample size (six replicates),
 

the first statistical tables gives v degrees
of freedom equal to 31.5 and c = 2.56.
 

1972 1973 1974 1975 Mean
 

638 648 
 784 449 603.0
 

450 453 
 838 628 
 555.6
 

667 587 758 561 
 615.1
 

583 708 628 
 361 580.7
 

474 607 590 453 
 554.3
 

419 
 485 594 481 507.4
 

525.0 564.7 
 578.5 538.5 581.3 700.3 488.8 569.3
 

range 206 215 355 248 255 
 248 267 256.28
 

Table 1. Number of total contacts by plot and by year. Control 
treatment.
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The probability for 5 % is 4.46 and 

for I %, 5.40, hence the difference between 

the years,for this treatment is significant 

at 5 % level. Now, it is necessary to search 

which year produces this significance. 


Let us search for Aw ; t'for the number 

of degrees of freedom mentionned above is equal 

to 1.697 ; 


1.697 A W 

256.28 2 
 let Aw - 97.8 


2.56 16 


Among the seven years, only 1974 presents 


a higher difference than 97.8 ; therefore the 

contacts done by the vegetation in 1974 are 

significantly more numerous than those of 

the other years. 


This difference is due to the observa-


tion period. In fact, all the observations 


every year were done during April, except in 

1974 where observations were carried out in
May. Now, in Nay, the kermes scruboak, and the 

a. Ntwo 
whole vegetation, are at the period of maximum 
activity. The new leaves have appeared, the 
floriferous spikes have grown, what increase 

the number of contacts. On the other hand, 

in April, the vegetation is still dormant, 

sonme leaves have dried out, other have fallen 


Years
 
1969 1970 1971 


Treatments
 

T 525.0 564.7 578.5 


IP 617.8 :: 148.2 403.0 


2P 478.7 225.7 361.5 


3P 566.7 219.2 394.2 


IA 558.7 :: 55.0 300.2 


2A 540.2 68.8 343.7 


3A 488.8 60.3 297.5 


down during the Winter ; so that, by that time
 
of the year, the vegetation is less dense ;
 
if, in 1974, the observation period had been
 
in April, probably there would not be a signi
ficant difference between the successive years.
 

All the other treatments were analysed
 
in the same way. The quantity of the vegetation
 
in 1974 is higher than the one of the other
 
years. Moreover, the vegetation of each year
 

following the burnings differs significantly
 

from the one of the other years: iimiediatly

after fire, the sum of all the contacts is
 

low (table 2).
 

Evolution of the quantity of the vegetation
 

As the control treatment, except for
 
1974 for the reasons given above, does not
 
present any difference along the years, we
 
can consider it as constant during the duration
 

of the experiment and compare with it the other
 
treatments.
 

During the two first years of the expe

rimentation, the different treatments group~ed 
by two (I P and I A, 2 P and 
I A, 3 F aid3 A) have all the same evolution (fig. 1).
 

Taking into account only the treatments
 
I P and I A joined together (i.e. one fire in
 
spring or autumn in a six year cycle) the
 
corresponding vegetations tend, along the years
 

1972 1973 1974 1975
 

538.5 581.3 700.3 488.8
 

478.7 486.0 695.7 415.0
 

459.3 202.8 536.0 355.0
 

170.7 327.0 328.5 218.5
 

434.0 459.7 680.3 306.3
 

400.2 96.0 565.2 300.0
 

157.3 325.2 242.0 191.0
 

Table 2. Evolution of the mean number of contacts by treatments along the years.
 

burnings
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Number of contacts 
1% of the observed contacts for the control plots) 

100 Control 

4 P and IA 

A80 
80 2 Pand 2 A 

60

/ 3Pand 3A 

40- / 0 

/ 
/ 0o/ 

20- / 

0
1969 70 71 72 73 74 75 years 

A -- treatments 1P and IA 

+ ..............treatments 2P and 2A 

0 treatments 3P and 3A 

Fig. I Evolution of the ratio: mean number of contacts by treatment
_______________________x 100
 

mean number of contacts for the control plots
 
according to the frequencies of the burnings along years
 

to dravY near to the vegetation not burned. 
 2 P and 2 A allows a more important quantitative

Five to 
six years after fire, the once burned vegetation increase and allows 
it a better

vegetation (90 % of the control plots vegeta-
 withstanding of the stress created by the

tion). By that time, the treatments T,l P and 
 second coming of the flames.
 
I A do not differ significantly between them.
 

At the third burning (3 P and 3 A) theAfter a second burning the vegeta- limit for 
the number of contacts reaches only
tion presents the same evolutive kind 
for the 50 % of the one of the unburned vegetation.
quantitative reconstitution than for the 
 After each burning and according to the fire

first burning ; yet, a "limit" seems to appear, 
 frequency the total vegetation quantity
it would be lower (70 %) than in the case for decreases. On the other hand, the vegetation
one fire.For the vegetation of the treatments reconstitution is more 
and more rapid ; the

3 P and 3 A burned at 
the time of the second relative differences of the progressiveburning this limit is lower (60 %) than the decreases (:) between the vegetation quantities
one for the vegetation of the treatment 2 P become smaller according to the successive
and 2 A at the time of their second burning, burning (fig. 2). What permits to think thatThis peculiarity must be due to 
the fact that burned vegetation will reach a new quantitative
the lapse of time between the successive fires stage in equilibrium with the successive 
is only two years for the treatments 3 P and burnings after tne fourth or fifth burning.

3 A. The one year supplementary lapse of time 
 If fire action was stopped vegetation would
before the second burning for the treatments take as 
longer time to reach the initial stage
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Number of contacts
 
(% of the observed contacts for the control plots)
 

100-

80-
At ...- "" - -

.. 

- . . . . Control 

I burning 

60

....2 burnings 

3 burnings 

40

20

0 

1969 

_ 

70 71 72 73 

I 

74 

I 

75 (years) 

Fig. 2 	 Progressive decrease of the relative quantity of the vegetation 
according to the frequency of the burnings 

as it was burned more frequently. of the unburned vegetation. This is due, largely,
 
to the herbaceous species, their optimal develop-


Moreover, the lapses of time the ment occurring always in the layers lower than
 
vegetation of each treatment takes to reach 50 cm, the coming of the flame does not diminish
 
its own limit are shorter and shorter accor- their number of contacts, but would rather
 
ding to the burning frequency: five to six tend to increase it.
 
years are necessary for one fire, four years
 
for the second fire, and three years for the 
third fire (fig. I and 2). QUANTITATIVE EVOLUTION 

OF THE KERMES SCRUB OAK GARRIGUES 
The decreases of the vegetation AFTER WILDFIRES. 

quantity is particulary the fact of the woody 
species, which give sprouts less and less 
longer ; therefore there are less leaves. On Situation of the releves 
the other hand, the number of contacts of the 
herbaceous species tends to increase along To follow the evolution, as qualitative 
years., as quantitative, of kermes scrul )ak garrigues 

burned by wildfires, we have set up a series
 
The decrease of the number of of permanent plots in this type of plant com

contacts for the woody species is particularly munity. These plots are scattered all over 
characteristic for the layers higher than the place in the eastern part of the Herault 
50 cm ; whereas, the number of contacts of County (50 Km around Montpellier). They are 
the layers lower than 50 cm for the frequently located in burned areas from which the fire 
burned vegetation becomes bigger than the one dates are well known. So, it is possible to 
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2 

follow up the evolution year after year and
 
to know the vegetation state some years after
 
fire.
 

The situation and the choice for the
 
sites of the releves have been possible owing 

to the collaboration with the "Services d'In-

cendies et de Secours du d~partement de 1'H6-

rault". These ones have authorized us to exa-

mine all the fire reports since 1962. This 

work permitted to draw up a map of the burned 

areas 
in the county and to know precisely the
 
dates for all the recorded wildfires. After
 
a reconnaissance in the fields of 
the burned 

areas, the criteria for the choice of the stu
dy areas were the apparent vegetation homoge-
neity 	and 
its agreement with the characters 

of the Cocciferetum comnunity as defined by 

BRAUN-BLANQUET ct a". (1951) ; as for the 

garrigue submitted to prescribed fires, all 

the kermes scrub oak garrigues studied here 

belong to the "sub-asscciation" Brachypodie-

tosum which is linked with a hard calcareous 

substrate, generally very dry. 

Though these garrigues agree with 

the criterion given here above, the structures 

and the phytomasses are very different between
 
each site ; probably due to their past history 

and the biological potentialities of the
 
substrate. 


number 	 of total contacts 

1000

000

"" 


+ cover of Q coccifero 85%
* cover 	 of 0. coccifero -85/ 

100i .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

months 

Fig. 3 Increase of the number of' contacts in the 
kermes scruboak garrigues during months 
following fire 

Methods used for the observations
 

The observation site consists of a per
manent line from which the reference posts
 
are cemented in the ground, and of a 100 n:
 
phytoecological releve located 
on both sides
 
of the observation line. These sites are 
regu
larly observed.
 

Consideration of the quantitative results
 

Because of the structure, we have dis
tinguished the garrigues where the kermes
 
scrub oak cover alone reached or went beyond
 
85 % at the end of three years, from the
 
garrigues where the kermes scrub oak cover, 
due to soil nature the most often, was less 
than 85 % after three years. The most part 
of these latter have a number of contacts lower 
than the one of the other garrigues ; which 
would tend to prove the kermes scrub oak alone 
constitutes the greatest part of the whole
 
plant mass.
 

Evolution of the vegetation quantity
 

Immediately after fire, the vegetation

shoots up again vigorously (fig. 3). One month
 

number 	 of contocts (N) 

80
 

"olhe 	 heraceo s sp cie
 

60" I other woody species 

40
40 

20t Ouercus coccifero 

0oL
 I 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
months 

Fig. 4 	 Evolution of the relative proportions of 
the number of contacts of different 
kinds of plants in the kermes scruboak 
garrigues follqwing fire along months 
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after fire, there are numerous sprouts of 

kermes scrub oak ; it is one of the first 

species to sprout from stumps (TRABAUD, 1974). 

Then, progressively along years after fire, 

there is an increase of the number of contacts 

as for the woody as for the herbaceous species. 

During the first months, the woody species
 
sprout up again quicker than the herbaceous.
 
These are really sprouts, because in kermes 

scrub oak garrigues, a very few species appear 
by seeds (TRABAUD, 1970) and the annuals do 

not practically exist. There is no intermediate 

stage, tile kermes scrub oak and its associates 

sprout immediately after fire. 


Later on, though tile number of contacts 

continues to increase regularly, tile quantity 

of plant material produced increases less and 

less. Four to five years (50 to 60 months) 

after fire, the number of contacts does not 

go up practically more. This phenomenon is 

the same as the one observed for the expe-

rimental plots burned once only ; but, it often 

appears sooner. The quickest increase takes
 
place during the two first years. 


During the first months after fire, 
kermes scrub oak is among the first species 
to colonize tihe ground ; it constitutes the 
greatest part of the vegetation (fig. 4). 
Its sprouts bear many little leaves. Then, 
progressively, as the sprouts take longer the 
number of leaves will grown but not so many 
proportionally to the length of the sprouts. 
In the same time, tile other species appear, 
they also give more and more numerous shoots, 
As the growth of the garrigue becomes steady, 

the proportion of the kermes scrub oak dimi-
nishes, and so in spite of the increase of 
the number of its contacts, then remains at 
the level of 50 Z. Contrary to this kermes 

scrub oak proportional decrease the other 
woody species will increase up to reach about 

15 % of the total vegetation quantity, later on, 
this proportion won't nearly be developped 
any 1,,re. 

The 'iu;oIf,:.;ranoueanr? relative 
quantity increases during the first years. 
When tile garrigues reach their equilibrium, 
i.e. at tile end of five years, Braclyrodzvn 

rcvnuoue constitutes 25 % of the whole vegetation. 

Here too, later on, this proportion will not
 
nearly change any more.
 

Tile other herbaceous species, which 
have a number of contacts equal to the ones 
of B,2ra.ohypoJum during the first months after 
fire, will decrease progressively to constitute 
only 10 Z of the contacts, 

At the end of ten years after the coining 

of fire, it would sem there will be an increase 


of the quantity of kerms scrub oak (fig. 4)
 
at the expense of the other woody species.
 
This phenomenon would be the reverse for
 
Brachypodium rcmioum, the tendency of which
 
would be towards a light decrease of the
 
quantity.
 

Evolution of the horizontal structure
 

If instead of the observation of all
 
the contacts done by the different species,
 
every species is recorded once only at each
 
point of observation along tile line, even the
 
species does several contacts, the number of
 
points under which a species is recorded gives
 
the "specific frequency" (GODRON, 1968 ;
 
DAGET et POISSONET, 1971, 1974). If this fre
quency is brought up to the percentage of the
 
number of points of observations along the
 
line, we obtain the species "centesimal fre
quency" which constitutes an appraisal of the
 
species cover (GODRON, 1968).
 

In many kermes scrub oak garrigues, 
ground occupation by vegetation is very quick 
because ten months after wildfire the plant 
cover is higher than 90 % (fig. 5a). After 
thirty months, vegetation covers more than 
95 % of the burned area and it will continue 
up to occupy 99 %-to 100 % of the whole fired 
area. As for the vegetation quantity, the 
garrigues where kermes scrub oak does not 
occupy more than 85 % of the ground surface 
at the end of three years after fire present 
a total cover less important than the other 
kind of garrigues ; for example, ten months
 
after fire, the plant cover is only 55 % and 
even 35 %. 

To compare, figure 5 b shows also the
 
plant cover in "the experimental plots where 
there was only one fire set either in Spring,
 
or in Autumn ; these treatments are very 
similar to the wildfire action, because acci
dentally fires rarely occur every two or every 
three years on the same places. As for the 
sites burned by wildfires, thirty months after 
fire, the plant cover reaches 95 %, whatever 
the times of burnings. Around the fortieth
 
month, the cover of burned vegetation is iden
tical with the one of the unburned vegetation. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Immediately after fire, there is a rapid 
growth of the vegetation. If we consider the 
number of the total contacts which is an estimate 
of the vegetation quantity done by all the 
species which constitute the plant community,
 
we ascertain that, in the experimental plots
 
as well as in the sites burned by wildfires,
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Wild fires Prescribed fires 
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Fig. 5 Total vegetation cover in Kermes scrub oak garrigues following fire 

vegetation recovers quickly: 200 contacts on 
 tion will grow higher and denser to reach the
 
a site one month after fire. We have observed original state.
 
in many places sprouts of kermes scrub oak
 
fifteen days after fire ; and two months later On the other hand, if fire is set more
 
some of these sprouts reached 50 cm high. frequently than in the normal cycle (about at
After this very rapid start, the oak stops least every five 
or six years for some areas

itj growth, mainly during the winter period 
 from which we know very well the story by
when it is in rest condition. The 
new shoots fire reports), it is the case for the plots
will appear only during the following spring, burned experimentally, the tendency towards
 

the initial state is slowed down. The total
Later on, around the fourth or fifth 
 number of contacts (and consequently the phyto
)-er, vegetation quantity reaches its "limit" mass) is less 
important ; even it becomes

for the experimental plots (fig. l, treatments 
 lower. This decrease is due to a diminution
 
I P and I A) as for the sites burned by wild- of 
the number of contacts done by the woody

fires (fig. 3). 
 species. All their stems above g'ound are
 

frequently burned and 
they have no time to
The evolution of the total vegetation 
 sprout. On the other hand, the herbaceous species

cover corroborates this tendency. Vegetation withstand better to the flame coming, even

tends cover very quickly the whole area occu-
 they tend to increase their number of contacts.
 
pying the bare surface before to grow up, be-
 Likewise, the times of burnings have 
an effect
 
cause three years after in
fire, the sites 
 upon the species ; the herbaceous are the most
 
burned by wildfires as well as in the 
experi- abundant in the plots burned in 
autumn. 
mental plots the vegetation cover reaches 95 %. 
Though partially simultaneous, it is only after Besides, in spite of the burning fre
this occupation of the superficial horizontal 
 quencies, the garrigue burned experimentally
 
space that vegetation will reoccupy the hori-
 has remained floristically a kermes scrub oak

zontal an vertical aerial 
space. Then vegeta- garrigue (Cocciferetum, Br-BI, 1924). Of course,
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new species appear, mainly annuals, but they 

disappear as quickly as they have appeared, 


probably due to interspecific competiti-n when 


the fire influence lessens (TRABAUD, 1970, 1974). 
There is also a disappearance of some species, 
but the floristic composition on the whole 
remains the same, there is only a change in
 
the structure, a disappearance of the upper 

layers (above 50 cm) which were occupied by 

woody species. 


The current kermes scrub oak garrigues
 
withstand well enough fires. If they are not 

submitted too frequently to fires kermes scrub 

oak garrigues recover quickly their original 


sight, as physiognomic as floristic. At the 
end of two years after fire, the tendency 
towards the original garrigue is evident ; at 
the end of five years the differences between 
a burned and an unburned garrigue are very 
difficult to see. Only char.ed stems emerging 
out of the vegetation mass testify of the fire 
coming. 


The upsettings of the equilibrium crea-
ted by fires do not hinder vegetation to reach 
again a relatively "constant" stage, which is, 
nevertheless, really difficult to qualify as 
"stable". All depends, in fact, on the scale 
with which time is considered. During the years 
of observations, vegetation looks very stable 

because it comes back quickly enough to a state 
which seems const:mnt. It is better to qualify 
this phenomenon as vegetation "elasticity". 

At thle end of twenty to thirty years, 

the kermes scrub oak garrigues have a tenden-

cy to degenerate ; they present signs of senes-
cence : dead woods. stems without leaves, thenew produced leaves take only the place of the 

ne rdcdlae ae nytepaeo h 

old ones which fall down ; th.erc is no increase 
of the phytomass, only a substitution. Fire is 
necessary to regenerate the kermes scrub oak. 
But, how can we give an age to these garrigues ? 
They look only ten or fifteen years old (time 
generally after fire), but the "Oak" individuals, 
owing to the fact that their root s'ystems have 
allowed then to survive all those events, as 
they have been burned, they have resprouted, 
they have been buned again, etc, during seve-
ral cycles, they can have a very good old age, 
difficult to evaluate. If they are not rejuve-
nated by fire, they tend to degenerate and 
disappear. Then the vegetation evolves towards 
a forest owing to high woody species which will 
settle down inelmictablely (['ma n;opens, 
Junpelso op., wicao Q.ox, Q. 'aqji oasa" 
etc.) ; this natural afforestation is more or
 
less rapid according to the proximity of seed-
bearers. 


As a matter of fact, the kermos scrub 


oak garrigues represent only a stationary state
 
included in the Mediterranean phytocenoses
 
series.
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LAND USE PLANNING OF THE
 

FRENCH MEDITERRANEAN REGION
 

2 /
 

Jane M.S. Robertson
 

Abstract : Land use planning in France is faced with
 
a fire problem of socio-economic origin resulting from the
 
abandon of rural agriculture and the massive increase in
 
tourism. The French authorities are taking the following
 
steps : control of real estate transactions, maintenance
 
and renovation of traditional agriculture and restoration
 
of the social and ecological role of Mediterranean natural 
areas. The paper describes what practical measures have 
already been undertaken and what is envisaged for future
 
land use planning.
 

Key words : French land use planning, fire wauses.
 

INTRODUCTION 


K'hen one considers land use planning in 

the Mediterranean region of France which is 

extremely prone to forest / fires, one realizes
 
that until very recently, there has been no a 

actual land use planning related to the forest 
fire problem. 

This is perhaps due t a lA of communicat-
ion amongst the administr .tions dealing with 
fyrestry, alricult ur,> land development and 
fire control etc, and the fact that most brush 
and forest lands are privately owned, subdivided 
into extremely small lots sometimes down to 
10 square meters. 

./Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 

consequences of Fire and Fuel langement in 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Aug 1-5, 1077 

2 Currently preparing a thesis on forest firesin cell aborat ion with the Miss ion Intermini-
inrcolleora ttionthet ssi'Am6nagement
tWri all a pour In P'rotec tion et I'At 
de I'Espace Nalur, !dit 6 rranen. Personal 
address : 150, rue Etienne Dolet, Appt. 103,
9 1140 Al fort'.i le, France. 

3/Forest" fires arent here in n general 
sense forbrs adfrest fires. Inteser his uuald Fe ,f refirs. In ran,
the ternil "maqui a sul l]y refers to trash 

vegetation on acidic soil ; "garrigue" refers 
to brush vegetation on calcareous soil. It is 
often difficult however, to make a distinction 
between this brush and the "forest" proper. 

As is discussed below, the forest fire
 
problem stems from socio-economic difficulties
 
resulting from rural depopulation in the last
 
30 or 40 years.
 

In view of the increasing amount of damage 
caused by forest fires, from 1962 onwards the 
!-linistry of Agriculiure, the Ministry of the 
Interior and other administrations decided to 
concentrate some efforts into forest fire 
control. The law of 12 July 1966 for Mediterranean 
forest protection and reconstitution begun a 
whole series of prevention and suppression 
activities. in 1971 the Interministerial Mission 
was created for the Protection and Management 
of Mediterranean natural areas (Mission Inter

minist6rielle, 1975 c).
 

I am doing research in collaboration with 
this Interministeria] ;!ission and find that 
their activities, although as yet limited, 
correspond to the American concepts of land-use 
planning and fire management. 

The appendix shows a simplistic flow chart 
illustrating the connections of this Mission
and the different administrations involved in 
forest anageentad fire control. 

The Interministerial Mission is not a 
directive body but is responsible for the 
coordination of forest fire con'rol activitiesand for te definition of a programme for protect

ion of natural areas andforupgrading brush, 
where possible, into some kind of uncommercial 
or commercial forest. 
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The Mission also looks into urban develop- As 
a result of this intensive land use,
ment, housing 	schemes anid agricultural projects 
 there was perhaps overgrazing and land miqwhich affect open natural areas (Mission Inter-
 management causing soil impoverishment and soil
minist6rielle, 1975 b). 
 erosion, but wildf'ires were neither as frequent
 
nor as vast as they are at the present time.Inorder to understand what measures have 
 The land was broken up sufficiently to prevent

been undertaken and have been envisaged by the fires sweeping from one catchment basin toInterministerial Mission, I think it is necessary another, and the local population was alwaysto give a background summary of land use history 
 present to combat. a fire that would destroyin Mediterranean France, giving the modern trends 
 the crops. The forest fire situation has onlyin land use and some major causes of forest constituteda real prorim in the last 30 	years. 
fires.
 

MODERN TENDANCIES IN IAN" "tS. 
LAND USE HISTORY 

Since the Second Wor d War, there ha. bteen
Up till the first and second world wars, 
 a marked depopulation of rural areas, areas suchthe rural population was relatively high and 
 as the back country of thoe Lunguedoc and Provencethe land was intensively used. This anDDies to regions and also in o's'c. Whole villages have
lowland and mountain'us areas such as in Corsica been abandoned as thie •o rnaa ]ation 	left
where the mountains reach over 600 
 feet. 	 their land fo-iW'inc, ' xh owrr the 

towns in searH of a :'c'.arr ;alry.The sloping land was cultivated in terraces

with vineyards, cereals, vegttables, --rchards As a reu-l, 
 t . i 	 t( -raco; ht"lv,and abundant olive rroves. Sweet che-Inut trees been abandoned 	 and 1'-,,-n itvad,,,ly"weeeds(Castania sativa) were clanter! on the deeper 
 and then brush 	 "ma, .:" or "i*:rru . 'ellsacidic scils and provided soil protection, have been filled ina!,"! '[' t'm ' effeetivestakes for fencing and ches.uos for flour and irrigation systms... :....e to r'in Thisfodder. Pigs were often to to found searching formally cultivated a;1 ]a' 1: err videi; a
for cheinuts in these woods, and also for 
 barrier to the spre ' 1 .
 
acorns under the Ho:n. oak (Ouercus ilex) trees.
 
These oaks were genera- coeuiced providing The 
 ch.r' ird, .iv tAr,-, .
wood for t'mber, charcoal an h..ting and grcwn old anrienes .cooking purposes. Cork caiz(.7. 
Suber), growing regenerated and c:-r,:ad wit.'" r':t, ur .i
only on acidic soils, were stripnped rer7ilarlv so combastlb e- v 
 h - r .nov

for their valuable bark. The Aleppo pines 
 of fire occurr.'.r, 
' '-.r *,r.. t-,',
(Pinus halepensis) were used for wood and 
 reach maturity.

resin and more recently, tne introduced maritime
 
pine (Finus pinaster) provided 
 a quick- !rowing In contrast t,:.,.,' l ,. ''i,
 
source of wood until its populations were the increase in t.r, 
 ..
 
decimated by the t.atsococcus disease. 
 cular. This star.-J ticv .., 'al 

)area on the am ;L!'i ,Aou,	 jThis systematic thinning and herbaceous is infas.ousnow for . t-,, tri '' foraging meant 	that the woods were keit clear 
 protlems and air pc,:t" . zassl. ', f,;:ii.of cobustible 	undergrowt.h. to thhei,-a iats- r ' An-.,--: ,ar.a. 

" Fire was used also to rnrr. v-- A- and The Languedoc- I - .. • . t., th,- Wrn.tstubble 
in the fields 	 ?, -.. ,',rd.at, 95). of thhe horeD"LIt, i.a.. r, ! :uI, )f-.t -CritThis form of prescribed fire called "petit feu" touristic dev-,Ioypment. 
(literally "small fire") is rarely used at
 
present as there are 
few people who 	are competant Towns have erxpand,-d wrdblywith
.ho'using
enough to know 	under what conditions a controlled schemes for reside.n-es 	 ard i Iday romesburnis possible (Chautrand, 1975). 
 stretching around thea r nerlmeters. This 

true not only on the coast, bt also, irnthe,
Shepnerds wion flocks of sheep, goats andcattle used the brush and 	 interior, where formally rel atiJvr]y small townsfallow land on 	the 
 have grown important. UIontrell i r for exwrIle,lowlands and foothills for winter pasture and 
 a university town, has becomr. a centre forwent with their animals to alrnine meadows in 
 light industries in tie last D;r years ; Aix-enthe mountains during the suorner. 
This 	 Provence, originally a Romcan spa, ha- becometranshumance was once very connon and to some a pole for cultural and artist.ic actlvitie-s. 

extent is still practi--d.:d today. 
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This town expansion has meant that there 

increasing pressure on agricultural land and on
 
hunting areas for housing development. This
 
causes a lot of social unrest within the resident 

population which gives rise to many arson fires, 

It is difficult to prove but it is probably true 

that for examle rivalry between hunting 

organizations or quarrels between landowners
 
often result in the deliberate setting of fire 

to brush and forest. There is also suspicion 

that housing developers occasionally set fire 

to private land in order to incite a sale. 


In Corsica, the shepherds are often at the 


origin of some of the big "maquis" firp-s. There 


are several reasons for this, but it seemn to 


stern from a change in the shepherds' attitude 
to the "'m ui'.' Trday, they do not care for 
the land unless it is burnt giving an 
autumn "flush" of greenery. By tradition, fires 

on windy days to give a fast "cool"are set firetha wil th sees o foageno detro 

fire that will not destroy the seeds of forage 

plants (Degos, 1075). Since there are no longer 

fields and orchards to act a, barriers to these 
fires, they spread very rapidly. 

The law tries to sanction these actions by 


prohibiting or requiring legal permission for 

the shepherd to burn. This creates difficulties 


which the shepherd circumnavigates by setting 
fire clandestinely by some ingenious "delayed 
ignition" mechanism, giving-him time to establish 

a solid alibi . It may be necessary to add that 
the shepherd is only a tenant and not a land 
owner, so the consequences of t:uch a fire are
ownelsate consrnce tof ch. aright 

of relative unimportance to him. 

In addition to all these arson fires, 

Inradditiosto allth fires,a denty bthan 

there are acl many fires set accidently by 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
 

The Interminsterial Mission is attempting
 
to modify present agricultural and urban practices
 
in a way that they help solve the forest fire
 
problem instead of aggravating it further.
 

To do this, three basic steps are considered
 
a) control of real estate transactions,
 
b) maintenance and renovation of traditional
 

' mditerranean
agriculture,
 

c) restoration of the social and ecological
 

role of the Mediterranean natural areas (Mission
 
Interministirielle, 1975d).
 

a) Control of real estate transactions. 

a It is necessary to coordinate land 
acquisition by the State and by communities
 
and to find the best use of these natural areas.
 
The unification of agricultural and forested land
 
belonging to a mulitude of small landowners is 
also indispensable. This is a very difficult
 

process and is slowly being realized through
 

Forestry and Agricultural Real Estate Associations
 

(Associations Fonci res Foresti res et Agricoles).
 

The Interministerial Mission has undertaken 
he nteryinite h ssin hasount 

a special study on the housing development 
problem in peediterranean natural areas (hacine, 
1975). At present, there is a tendency that 
permanent and holiday residences are constructed


into the forest, often in old Holm oak
 
(Quercus ilex) coppice. From an ecological
 
point of view, if each housing lot is no larger
 

I hectare (2.5 acres), one can consider 
that the forest is virtually condemned. Even if 

tourists and children, and 'run-away" firesinidulotarbgethtesadter 
from stubble or rubbish burning. This latter 
is noted especially in small towns where thesummer influx o1' tourists causes a waste 
collection and disposal problem. 

The,. ru is.i is too often simply burned in 
tihe local open dunmp on the periphary of' tie 
town, creating a source of' firebrands next to 

the natural vegetation. 
I think it it,, ap~parent from this brief 

description of the forest fire problem in 
Mediterranean France that any land-use planning 
must take into account tht-so socio-economic 

problems which are at the root of many of the 

big destructive fires. One must therefore try 

to create an integrated multipurpose land usepattern which ,r.LisfiJes, touri,-,ts, developer.,,
fattern whch~ti shiephs t.i.ts, devels, 

Interin tr , shepherds,5ec... (on
Interminist~riele, 1975). 

individual lots are bigger, the trees and their 
roots are damaged by construction. In addition,the undergroth is by law cleared for 50 m around 
each house. This means that thereare important

ecological consequences 
: for example thereis
 

no possibility for natural tree regeneration
 

and the brush understorey is replaced by a
 
low flashy vegetation which easily carries
 

fires Into uncleared forest. 

In order to render the houses as isolatedas
 

possible, they are often built in a denditric 
road pattern with a series of dead-ends. In the
 
event of a fire, this pattern neither favours
 
the evacuation of residents nor the access for
fiemen.
 

It is therefore necessay to constructsteu~r ecsayt osrc
houses in a manner which will reduce the impact 

UL, natural vegetation and facilitate fire
control.
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This could be done by reducing the size 
 3,000 Francs/ha including fencing (approximately

of gardens and grouping houses together on i$242/acre).
 
open cleared areas on hillslopes, hilltops or

plateau edges in a way reminiscent of traditioial 
 As a complement to these experiment, the

villages. These residential areas could be 
 Interministerial Mission has used aerial

linked by wide fuel-breaks with cultivated photographs and field studies to make a complete

fields and landscaped park-like zone for 
 inventory of Corsican soil potential, natural

recreation. One major problem would be the 
 vegetation and fire frequency. This gives a
difficulty of finding sites where the soil 
 is cartigraphy of potential land-use, indicating

suitable for agriculture and trees and yet be 
 the zones most susceptible to fi res in terms of
strategically situated for fire control purposes. 
 frequency and ecological significance ; those 

areas suitable for grazed fuel-breaks, cultivated
However, the grouping of houses with 
 fuel-breaks, reafforestation etc. In this way,

cleareland maintained "safety zones" may win 
 it is hoped to break up are 1arge expanses offavour, especially as the surface area 
 brush, improve pasnture for dem.:-tic livestock
 
required for housing development is much 
 and game animals, reconstitute SOne real
reduced, lowering initial costs. 
 'lediterranean-type forest and protect rur] 

villageS from fire. 
b) Maintenance and renovation of traditional
 

Mediterranean agri culture. 
 c) Restoration of the social and ecological 

This isvery important for iL is necessary role of Mediterranean natural areas.
 
to have people resident in rural areas to
 
maintain fire control constructions. This has 
 At present, there are considered as
been tried in two ways. 	 "underdeveloped" and of no value whatsoever
 

except for potential housing development. The
 
A positive step has been taken by the 
 regional and departmental administrations must
 

creation of 9 units of forest-firemen 	 decide what management could be pos.c;ihie for
("sapeurs forestiers")each of 2i men. These each natural area so that it is recogn:zned as 
units are made up of local agricultural workers 
 having a definite economic and/or *cclo'.cna 
who live in rural viilages. For about nine 	 function in the overai land-u t t,.

months of the year they construot and maintain
 
pathways, fuel-breaks, "safety-belts" around To 
 test out the nossibiliti of land
villages and water points etc. 
in the suL.mer management for fire protection and control,
 
seasons they are active on fire patrol, are several Pilot Areas were 
 creat-d in ascordance
 
ready to begin first attack and also to with the 
 forest protection law ci' 9th Joly
apprehend any carelessness with fire. At present 1966.
 
60 5 of their salary is paid by the State,

40 % by local communities. This initiative is 
 There are now 7 Pilot Areas in the
 
not without sociological significance for , M-.editerranean Region covering a total oi
 
assured of a steady source of income, families 1q2 500 ha (475 300 acres) of whic:h about 75
 
are now setting or remaining in isolated 
 is brush and forest (Plais, pers. com..). They
villages, 
 are now considered as demonstration areas of 

fuel mangement techniques. The majority of' 
Another step towards rural renovation has these Pilot Areas, that is 90 5 or more, are

been attempted through pasture improvement, private property. The State has financed theCorsica was chosen as a study area because of construction of primary and secondary fuiel and 
its notorious fire problem and acute rural fire 'reaks linking natural fires barr; rr 
depopulation. In 19'74,two experimental 
areas such as ridges, vineyards, f:elds etc. These
 
each of 8 ha (20 acres) were set up in the 
 Pilot Areas have also been equipped with forest
valley of the Golo in a sheep-rearing area of pathways assuring easy access and security for
North Central Corsica. Different plots were 
 f'rempn, water points of various capacity,
established to study methods of pasture 
 tarnacked helinorts for fire-fighting and pic
improvement through burning, crushing and . 
n, areas for tourists.
 
fertilising. It 
was been found that crushing
 
of the "maquis" brush, followed by a annual Althou-h these Pilot Areas have sati!:fac
application of 100 kg each of 11,P and K favours 
 tory fire statistics, it is evident that manynaturally oceuring grasses, forbs and legumes 
 of thuiree and fuel breaks are unaesthedic
 
providing excellent pasture for the Corsican and quite useless against forest fires backed
 
milk ewes, and, if carefully managed, effective 
 by strong f~hn winds (Mistral). Maintenance is
fuel breaks in the dense inflammable "maquis" also a problem as private landowners do not or
brush (Etienne 1975). The cost of such pasture 
 cannot finance the .ecessary work, and state

improvement is quite reasonable, at about 
 funds are lacking.
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In the futurf, it is hoped that wider, 
functional fuel breaks will be created according 
to soil potential for pasture, reafforestation, 
vineyards, etc. 

An inventory of the type undertaken by 
the Intermini uteri al Mlssion in Corsica will 
help enormously in deciding what land-use is 
possible not only for the Pilot reas but 
also for tne rest of' the Mediterranean region. 
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FIRE AND FUEL MANAGEMENT IN PINE FOREST
 

AND EVERGREEN BRUSHLAND ECOSYSTEMS OF GREECE 1/
 

Leonidas G. Liacos 21
 

Abstract: Wild fires ire frequent and very uistractive in
 
Greece's forests. Ihe ecological role of fire seems to be very
 
important in the warm zone 
pine forests and in the evergreen 
brushlands. Fuel accumulation on forest floor creates many pro
ble:ms in their management. Fuel control burning in combination 
with intensive thinnings seems to increase the value of timber 
produced in quantity and in quality, to provide a significant 
forage production, to improve conditions of natural regeneration,
 
and to reluce greatly wild fire hazard. Evergreen sclerophyllus
 
brushlands are, also, very suicceptible to wild fire. Their con
version by control burning to grasslands shows that grazing ani
mal production is significantly increased, and wild fire hazard
 
minimized.
 

INTROI)UCTION 


Wild fires destroy every year a considera-

ble part of Greece's forests. For the 12 year 

period from I19u4 to 1975 the average per year

burnt forest- and brush-land area was estimat-

ed at 9,200 ha, with an average of 558 fires
 
per year and an cst imrated damage of about 
1,S00,000 U.S. dollarn (failides et al 1975). 

The cooifur forests of the low elevation warm 

zon., con;tited, mainly, of Pints halepensis 
Mill. and i ills brutia len., and the evergreen 
schlerophyll Iliti hlal > are the most su cep-
tiblIv to wildfires, of which there are burnt 
annual lv and in average 0.525%. and 1.0.11" of 

their total area, respectively.
 

Therefore, the elimination or at least 

the reduction of fire hazard of forest-lands 
of G;reece in of pa ramount importance. TIe up 
to now policy, followed by the responsible au-
thorities (Greek Forest Service) centers on 

the well known all over the world technique of
 

Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. 

21 Professor of Range Management, School of A

griculture and Forestry, Aristotelion Univer-

sity, Thessaloniki, Greece. 


fighting with all means against started wild
 
forest fires. Also, a great effort is made to
 
prevent forest fires by people's education and
 
by a close supervision of forest lands during
 
the summer time and especialy during the pe
riods of high fire hazard.
 

The fuel management technique, that seems
 
very promissing, and that will be the subject
 
of this report, is still far from being consi
dered by the responsible officials as an effec
tive means for forest fire prevension. It re
mains,yet, within tie area of research with
 
some demonstrative attempts, that, however,
 
give good promisse for the futuie.
 

TIlE WARM ZONE CONIF:ER FORESTS 

Conifer forests of the low elevation warm
 
zone of Greece occupy a large area, represen
ting the 2i4.7% of its total forest area.
 

The significance of these forests is high,
 
for they have a very great environmental, main
ly, valume (landscaping, recreation, buffering
 
zone against ever increasing pollution etc.)
 
neighboring the main urban and industrial 
cen
ters of the country, and covering the long sea
 
coast zone. 

Wild fire hazard in these forests is high.
 
The dry, generaly, climatic conditions character
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izing that zone, and the conservative manage
ment practices applied there, favor the accumu
lation on the forest floor of havv very inflam
mable fuel, that can start burning any moment 
during the long dry summer season. Their loca
tion near urban centers and along the long sea 
coasts with hea'y tourist traffic, magnify the 
risk of starting fire.
 

Control burning techniques, wisely used 
and properly applied, will, undoubtly, have be
neficial effects, as the relative research work, 
developed in the past I0 years, has indicated. 

Ecological Aspects 

One of the climatic features of the warm 
conifer zone, along with high temperatures, is 
the shortage of soil moisture for a long part
of summer period. It is rather true, although 
the relative research work is very limited,
that early" or late July there is no or signi-ficant only available ater i no soil Kotoii-
lia 95)t 'vavi l le wna nt htin t hei eKt'nU
las I9n) . It is well known, that in the eune-
diterranean zone the water is the main limiting 
factor of plant growth. This limiting effect 
of lack of ater is much emphasized, when ma-
nagement practices keep the stands heavily stoc-
ked, with th-zresalt of a severe competition
developed among the densil ' growing trees..e-devlopedt aont a, trees.n 
rial part of trees are, thus, io n moisture, 
during the hot summer periodl, and, therefore, 
very inflammable. 

The arm zone conifers are light tolerant 
species, and under the bright M1editerranean 
weather the understory vegetation grows densi-
'thetherbivorenanimals, 

ly, that, besides, aggravates the competition 

conditions for water in the ecosystem, and con-

sequently magnifies wild fire ha'zard. smr 


U~nder these dry conditions the litter crop
and the number of dry branches of the trees be-
come high. Natural prunning does not take pla-

ce, given, in addition, the high oleoresin con
tent of the pine species in question, and lit-

ter decomposition is very slow. Thus, a consi-

derable quantity of very inflammable fuel is 
stocked, arranged in a perfect way to carry-on
 
the fire to the canopy of the stand (fig. 1). 

This accumulation of dead plant material, 
almost not at all decomposed, leads, evidently, 
to an interruption in the cycle of the cycling 
pool of nutrients, that not only affects nega-
tively the productivity of the ecosystem, but 
it also creates disturbances in the function 
of the system. 

Undoubtly, fire that may easily light Lin 

Figure - Pinus brutia stand in island Thassos 
of about 80 years old with a dense brush un

derstory vegetation of more than 2 m high
(see a forest guard standing-up on the left). 

der these conditions even naturally (Liacos L. 
1 
19-1) reestablishes the interrupted cycle of 
cycling pool of nutrients and thus contributes 
to the conservation of the productivity Of the 
system. Obviously, in this process fire plays 
an important functional role in the ecosystem,that allows to say that fire constitutes an 
important ecological factor of the UMediter
i ranean pine forest ecosvstem. 

An other factor of the eumediterranean 
pin or ecote , tha pa ra ntrn 
pine forest ecosystems, that partially contri
butes to the regular cycling of nutrients, arethattunder economicnii
the herbivore animals, that under economic u
tilization of t e said ecosytems are te grazing livestock or wildlife animals. herefore,it could be said that grazing animals, also, 
are an important factor of thc ecosystems in
 
qusin

guestion.
 

In conclusion, we might say that fire ard
 

grazing-lrowsing must be con;idered with eco
logical understanding in the eumediterranean 
Coifer forest ecosystems, end we must make
them most profitable for the system by their 

proper treatment to increase net productivity,
instead of fighting against them. 

I t Aspects
 

The treatment technique used up to now 
in the management of the aleppo and brutia 
pine forests is mainly characterized by the 

conservative principles of middle-european 
classical sylviculture. The primary task ofsylvicultural treatment from the young stage 
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to tile stage of prparation for natural rogene- ! 

ration of thle stand a few years before the end N 

of the rotation time is to keel) the stand close V 

enough, in order to eliminate or to limite as 

much as possible the growth of' competitive un-"1 
and to obtain the naturalderstory vegetation, 


prullnning of t he triees. ,
 

In fact this can not be achieved, because 

of the specific ecological properties of these 
very valuable 1 ine species and the ecological 

feature of their climatic area (fig.,1 and 2). 

4. 

7 ~ 

,1Z 


.4 
..
'"',:-
':. , " : 

,,e 

'.oi; 


brIt i a St and of about 30 yearsFigure 2- 1'iIus 	 on treeremainingbranchesold with dead 

trulles.
 

Moreover, this technique decreases great-
ly tile net production of coinmercial timber in 

quantity and in quality, as well as the resi-

stance of the stands agaiinst wild fires and the 
pests. (fig. 3). In an ecosystem withvarious 

h ae eiinstitlmtnaatra factor a; water deficien-, strict lilnitin tile 
cy is for the greatest part of tile vegetative 
period, it is at lIeast nnwise to invest energy 

only have no val e 

in plant tissues that not tile fee

futher constitute 
for man kind, but 

ding source for severe enemies of' tie forests 
(fires, pests). Tlis IproiC.mi lenains alImost the 

same from ecological stand point even in inten-
sively treated stands iiti cleanning operations, 

with tile di fference that in t lii-s case thle cost 
net in-is higher, and therefore nd in-of production iigher,ompdiso lvenwithcanningerecus 

conc is lower. Even with cleanning cuts and in 


Figure 3- PinUs Ialcen!;io thiclk stand of a 
bout 25 years old with deal and dying trees 

because of strict competition. 

fol lowin, with regulai thinningS uinder the con
servative Sy-lviculturl treatment mentioned a

bove, there still exist a competition or, more 

exactly a density effect among trees of the 

stand, with the result of portioning the poten
indivitial wood production 	in a big number of 

duals, that leads to 	a lengthening of rotationtime. 

An other unde-sirable 	 consequence of tile 
the forest in quetraditional management of 

stion is that natural regeneration conditions 
at the end of tile rotation t ime are not favo
rable, A dense and very competitive understory 

brush, mainly, vegetation and an undecomposed
 
(Kotoulas 1965,
litter layer of about 3 cm thick 


Liacos 1973) do not allow the establishment of
seedlings. 

Control Burning in Fuel Management 

The use of fire under prescription in the 

forests of aleppo and brut ia pine, fed upon
 

fulel , Seems tothe accumulated onl the floor 
,meet the ecological functional requirements of 
the system, and mighit be of great value and of 
cpnsiderabIethes econoicoforests . for the managert 	 advantageme of 

According to the brief analysis that was 
given above, it was thought that if with the 

help of control burning of the fuel it could 
be possible to substitute tile brush understory 

range plants under an
vegetation by a cover of 
open canopy of properly thinned stands, the fi
re hazard could be almnost eliminated, the mana
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gement of the forest could be more effective 
for increased timber production in quantity andin quality, the ise use of tile forage produ-
ced by grazing of livestock or/and wildlife a-nimals Would give a significant additional in-
come every year, and environmental pollution
from wild fire ituld be minimized. 

More specifical ', lith the control burning
of tile fuel, 
and under a proper grazing use of 

the forage vegetation cOrise rved as 
an 'ndCrsto-
ry vegetation, 
it could be possible to have
the fol Iowig liain advantages: 

.\pplicato o:f lnte' 
 e M1anlagcment of Forests 
I rev fror the wor-r of establishment of 

an undlsira',i 
 ne sto-\ vegetat ion, the den-
'11, "Li thIe r-o:'tlc 'on,'llg 

tle rotatit n ti,0 coul 


. 1t stage up to 

o hae kept in tie proper

degree, that s,,ould 
:akM full use of existing
and i :pro\ed each time gro%th conditions, fun-
ctioning the longest possible time during tileperiod of %egetative activit *, and that would
invest tile net primar.' production of tile sv-

stem on comerciable most valuable products

(wood, oleoresin. in the shortst time. 


"1he spec,:,fi bcr: f  i s uch a treatment 
of the stands are a.-. o 

Loaer Stocking: tith a relatively small
number of trees kept bus 11i e fore st cpe:'a-
tion, functioning for longer time than n a 

thick stand igovering factor 
the aval lable 

soil moisture), the working (stoc),ed) lood'capital is comperatlvelv low and therefore its 

employment most profitable, 


BetterQualit, of TimberProdued: Assem-

bling the same nt lroduction on a smaller 

number of 
trees, the timber produced will Ibeof larger dimension!;, and therefore of higher

value. 


[Higher Quantity of Timber Produced: I.i-
minating the competition of the understor vegetation in respect of soil 
moisture, that is

the limiting factor of the ecosystem, it is 

expected a larger quantit.y of wood production. 


Shorter Rotation lime: The trees 
in a 

thin forest stand will 
reach tIhe diametre of 

technical maturity 
in a smaller number of years, 

that makes possible 
to have the economic advantage of a shorter rotation time. The shor-
tening of the rotation time of a forest stand,

that, especially, suffers from high fire ha-
zard, is of extremely big economic value in 

forest business.
 

Justification of Fertilization: Since the
forest tree floor, as well as the understorv
vegetation is constituted of desirable plants
in the p. oper density, any fertilization Would
have beneficial effects at the highest degree
upon tie expected production and therefore
Would be economical ly justified 

it 
in tile highest 

degree. 

SUCCessful Regeneration: lhe control of
 
brush unde rstor 
 vegetation by prescribed ill
ning and the relative supression of herbaceous 
cover by grazing, create and maintain very fa
vorable conditions for the establishment of 
seed lings (especial ly survival ), that make cer
tain a successful regeneration of tile stand. 

Insect Control: It is propable that fuel 
burning Migl't control 
some of the very destru
ctive insects. 

Production o("Secondary Annual Income
 

No doubt, in forest operations, working
with long waiting times, the possibility of

creating sources for annual income is always

desirable. The application of control 
 burning
 
techniqlue could, 
 exactly', create such opportu
nities:
 

Production of Valuable Animal Products:The groth of desirable forage plants tinder

the open canopy of the stand give the possibi
!it'vof a secondary annual 
income, that impro
ves economic condition in 
forest operations.
 

Betterment of Recreation Conditions: The
 
production of valuable forage improves greatly
 
the conditions for tIhe prosperity of game animals, that 
 further increases aesthetic value 
and the recreation use 
of tle forest.
 

Iloever, all 
chese main advantages,would
 
he of real 
value under the conditions that the
 
appl ication of fire would not cause anyge or functional problems into tIre 

dama
system.
 

Thus, before going-on with tlhe appiica
tion of control burning 
ilnlarge scale, it was
 
necessary to find out:
 

1. I~hether aleppo and brutia pine trees
 
could stand the heat 
released during the con
trol burning of fuel.
 

2. W'hether burning of tihe fuel under con
trol conditions is effective in killing under
story plants of the maquis vegetation, of

which about all 
sprout vigorously after fire.
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.. Whether hmnus and mineral soil are af

fected by tie heat released. 

.1. Whethe r sol I erosion problems raise a
fter burn i ng the litter on the forest floor in 

L)IInect in wit thlie effeCt of fire upon soil 

ilf i t rat ion CO idI I iOnIS. 

S. Methcr tic establi i shment of an herba-

cols plant cover in subst tution of brush un-

derst ory vegetation wou I d be poss i ile , and what 

technique would be tile most effective. 

Research arri ed -on I i rst Resl Its 

For testing tle above mentioned advanta-. 

gts Of COW i'Ol tilt 'l I'll rig, aild 1'01" i i" lw 

tile ILe.stiOsIL born frlom ItS application, a set 

of CxporiineIlltal plots wa established, begin

nilng the 'ear l1 J, il all artificiall Created 
standIII(It 1-1 a pin eI0tl .fCioar old and , tho 

air aveirage dul'I I. ' I lri t reces per lectare, 


ill ill a ,Cd itt il l Staid .,I" th-2 Sallt ])line
anId 

efil old. Bes idos, an
Itclt, ei hlilLr Lt ii SOI 

exper iioitCi idi- g ICd ill iiCI,1V created standS 

b.' ) 1alit lg I. motllt iil 19 eed rligs ulder three
 

i 'fercilt <pacciillt t 2_\2 Iri 3X3 Iii and -i.l ii)
 

1,1 tI and no flii,
I c) ltr1. 1 liinrlig t Ilat was Qs-

t ai 1 heI t.. i t) o. 

; 
, 

" 

f1.rig
 

ic', estil i sirIIeIIt 
plantat ion experimental plots to test tie 

propable advantages of fuel contol burning. 

.IgUre -4- general 0i ul by 

! 
; 

l l C
'lit Ill 

ro't iol ie which na-
ii tt thIIi.-e Ix{t t:(I) a stanld 

,that ipased it I t and of 

tiliil I gLtntr IiI 'I! I 1i)po>Sii lt fOF tile r'Ca-i_ 

Ii0, v,, l a _i-'d Ik ' it g,. I 1 ) in a iiddle 
a.e art fiii Itia t lld sit 1 t,% idreit tilt dens i ty 

, t' I oricr sater amongor I't' l ' ,e "t C !: 0't it 

t or. arid the >t ,ied dec'oiIpoSel I ter and11ie. 


dIId br'ilI esLI I rini n -IiI. arid arti 

cI I ta ted 1 id 1 1 whirch. t coit r,1I 11r

r1 iitrrt t . g 0o1' iiiLlciS t 01"ig o 


'1rraon1 7011w ito il SIl1. 1 
e Ioto n LIt 
Ilil/ ( 111 ~~~ 

ltol t It iiid I It I C'; i lI r11lucrsr a Ne aidm 
i 

t , I i lliig'il l cnri! I ig. I 
It'ld' l1 o l I i 

e,l lr icp11)T0 1re 1I t > irtl. uncorir girIg . I 

Co l tt 11i eak at "l,i It1. 
t I' iiOt.iIttll-lV.t :ri.iligrcli , i lirrksto tirt! 
.irIIt a t It lit..,111:ride 

it lI ,Iciitil l li g,

1o)l 01111 icilt I 'r' cI 


rat ler
I tli'r ru1st I f I ,.Lc I or i t i't> been e
is 

r 'o.\dIn tile cX1cIi WIln thut 

kL<.1ItAsl il t' t) ieat: IlltIia pine and for 

reas.V1LIUeppo endure cont rol,n;1 l' Ie onl a l 


,. iilIng vol\ sI_il ( ig.I .
Ig 

he g t Vis of Ire eXllOiiftlt design, could 


Ire givon hero, because of tire limited
tlreght 

of tite present report 


v i 
. 

-Af -


WIN
 

a'qltttl t lidHilbIOfc~ fildeeSol\v I):''
iri Ir ,, lrl aoIbg.re . -Pi 

nim, It.r..t ed torI , 1I i.ies itli1Irt 9 
we " ini .'"1 01, trlVC"i ' 

I l ie 1 I 0il1t I 111Ai- o 1 , ho ei L t a t Oil-

Carr be Illeda it el lCj)Cit uJ l Iig fOr 5eve

ral t ii e ,e i,isui0ir t5 of Iel ,gilt Made a

fter tile thir c,,ntroI 1ur1 ii: inl I rotation1 

of - o r r 1a-h %c , h ,IIi t ihit li s .'eightc. 

on toestC;t flr lirliitir'ltIll , liunllligLill, no 

; . I I I!Ii nt!II. I t ol hii, le pu't I 'eiy.was 
Ilie fIeS t Im ;i"Vtt ! c, tli , llo 'e e r, is tlat On 

tile pitst ,rliere c oI. rul: iigI I , S a1 1 ie 

tile reiaiiniig on t eit Ifloor itle I , s tpoCOl sed 

large d iniltI relest iufilaiI1fIuable0ot ivelon' reat 
ill colit 'i r', AI higher ill rewo.oods, that hase, 


spect to % limel, ei ght i ig . o1
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(fig. 5) than according to classical sylvicu1
tural methods (fig. 3). 

Figure 6- Pinus brutia stand immediately af
ter fuel burning ith onl large diametre
 
wood remaining unbu rn t Figure 7- Pinus brutia stand under intensive 

Humus Status: fulMus was not at all affe- thinning and fuel control burning with grass 
cted by the heat released during tile fuel bur- vegetation covering gradually the soil.
 
ning, that consumed almost entirely the niddle
 
litter. Ihermometers, placed upon the 
 surface Rotation time: Trunk analesis at the heof mineral soil and within tie very thin hunus ginning of the experiment, when the stand was 
laver, have shown maximum t emperat ure of 1.0C, 01 10 years old (the stand was absolutely even 
while air maximum temperaure was 16L)C. aged since it ias artificially created) shows 

that the competition started about 17 Vea rs
Soil Frosion:Soil erosion was not noted, before. (fig. 81). for the filrst -, years of 

SoilEroionSoiIwa noed, their growtheosio ne
Infiltration conditions iere not tested to see 
thle\- reached a diamete-r of 12.33
 

wether hydrophovous substances were produced cm i\ith an average annual ring a,2:thof -[.11
 
MM. [Wuring the second 1S
or not as Dr. DeBano found-out in similar ca- yea r period, whlen 

ses in Cal i fornia (Debano 1:13) . tlo~e,.r no competition among trees was gradually increa
signs of exessive surface water runo~ff tr-e sing, the diameter added was 21.93 cm with an 
found, average annual ring width of 3.2) mm. This dif-

Grass Cov%,e e s t ablishment herbar: Thlle o f 
ceous vegetation in substitution of the brush 
cover seems to be possible, although the first 
results are not very satisfying (fig.f). There 
is a need for more research, that should refer 
not only to the choise of plant species and 
the establishment technique, but also to the ' Z 
soil conditions after burning. 

Stocking of Stand: The plots under fuel 
control burning were gradual"ly brought after
 
four consecutive thinnings to 115 m Iha with ./t
 
a density of 280 trees per hectare in the age .
 
of 37 years, and a median b.h.d. of 29.3 cm.
 
The similar plots under conservative sylvi- it,
 
cultural treatment have 27 m 00,){)trees and 
 - . 
27 cm, respectively. The increament of the
 
stands by surface unit was 8.5% and 3.85% 
re
spectively. Tlhese jlearly show that the employment of the woodycaply sho ch m- Figure 8- A trunk disk of a tree had grown unpoymnt lehe a id tcapitl is much more der competition in a dense stand of 30 yearsprofitable when stads are treated intensive- old. The density effect is evident after the
ly and with the use of fuel control burning first 15 years of its age with narrow annual 

rings,
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ference in increament of tree diametre was evi

dently due to competition, as it was verified 

by the increase of diametre increament after 

the consecutive thinnings, done in the plots 

under intensive control burning. However, their 

reaction to thinning, after been for about 15 

years under severe density effect, should not 

be expec ted to be imediate. 

'lhis fact; strengthen the hypothesis that, 
if thinnings were applied according to the needs 

of the stand without worry about the competition 

of the understory vegetation that would grow 

more ltuxuriou.-;ly after opening the forest cano

py, the increament of the trees diametre could'" 

be concerved at the same, more or less, rate. 

This would allow to reach 	 the b.h.d. t' ,15 cm,
 
the main e t irion>
that general v const itutes 

for fixinug the rotation ti.me, in the age of 30 

to 35 year; of the stand. The Rotation Time in 

brutia pit forest management is reached now 

at an age of ,) to 70 years. 

Timber Production: Although the 9 year da-
to obtained especially fromta available up now, 


stands that up to 30 years of their age did not, 


actualy, received any' treatment, and grew since 


their art i ticial estahl ishent in a relatively 

Ilense stat e, are not sufficient, they indicate, 

rather clearly, that if brutia stands were trea-

ted with intensi ve' thinnings and control burning 

of uidcrstory veget at ion the tinber production 
in teavily s;tockrd andwould never be lower than 


not intensively thinned stands (fig. 9). 


As to the quality of timber produced it is 

wood produced is stocked 

ip a smaller namber of trees, their diametre, 
comjii ratively 

evident that, when the 

and consequently their value, is 

higher. figure 10 give, the trend of h.h.d of 

pine trees in both treatint since the start of 

the experiment. Individual pine trees on the 

plots under control buning have, now, a more 

valuable timber, 

Fire Iazad: Figures 6 and 7 speak clearly, 
pine stands is 

by far smaller after control burning of fuel on 

forest floor. After three consecutive burnings 

in 9 year period, the fuel oa forest floor was 
- tonjha. In addition, 

indicatin, that tire hazard of 

reduced from 25 ton/ha to 
greatly
the composition of the fuel has been 

improved after control burning in respect to 

fire h":'d-2. In the plots under burning the inf-

lammability of thy remaining coarse fuel is re-

ry-very low fig. o). No doubt, after a few mo-

re burnings all the remaining material of thick 

stems will lheentirely consumed, and the mini-

fire hazard will be evidend.mization of 

Natural Regeneration Conditions: Data show 

30.
 

20.
 

.R 0 t3105% 

I 
136B1976 1961976 i6381976 

Under Under Control 
control classical plot 

burning teatment 

[-Standing wood capital 

E Incroarnenlt of 1976
 
7''Cropped tinber
 

9- 'rend of timber produced (standing 

and cut) from 1968 to 1976 on the plots under 

intensive thinnings and control 

Figure 

burning, and 

under classical sylvicultural treatment. 

that natural regeneration of the stands is much 
burt ing. Seedlingsimproved after fuel control 

vyear old, that is an indicaof more than one 
tion of successful regeneration, were only fount 

on the plots under cqntrol burning. There were 
they were absentfound surviving 13'm, while 

on the plots under classical treatment. See

dlings of less,than one year old amounted to 

20/m- and 16/m- respectively. 

It is quite early for 

evaluating the K.-age production, that will re

suit from the intensive and with the practice 

of control burning technique. Hlowever, the li

mited up todate data show that during the young 

age of the s ands, managed under the proper 

tree densityI-, the forage produced amounted 

Forage Production: 

/ 
- As proper t-ee density of pine stands from 

is one thatregeneration time considered the 


eliminates any competition among trees of the
 

give useful products, covestand and that can 

ring at least the cost of production, at the
 

first thinning, considered necessary for rai

sing started competition.
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Figure 10- Trend of mean b.h.d of trees on theplot under conservative sylvicultural treat-
ment and under control burning. 

to 900 kg'ha. 

THLE EVERGREEN BRUiSHLANIS 

Maquis formation (chaparral) and sclero-

phyllous evergreen brushlands, in general, oc-
cupy a large portion of Greece's territory.Their 
surface is estimated to 783,000 ha, that represents about 30% of tile country's forestlands. 

The economic value of these brushlands was
in the past quite important, for they provided

the 
fuelwood to a considerable part 
of country's

population. At present, 
the wood of brushland'

species has no value. In contrary, their valueis very high for landscape management and for
watershed protection.
 

Browse production in evergreen scrleroph'iv
lous brushlands is quite ruportant . iiowvr, several of their pl ant species are not 
or little
 
palatable, andvelv low'. L. their nutritive valueLiacos Ch. comperatiand Ilulopoujlos (19t,71 
report thatand tender annual browse uroduction (foliage)part of shoots) of brushland., been 
in excellent condition and constituted almost
ent i rel by Quercus cocci fera .., one of the 
most productive and valuable browse species,
amounted to about 730 kg/ha. 


Fire hazard of evergreen brushlands is ye-


rv high diur-ing the summer time. (Copet it ion a
mong individua I pLant s fo;" so il moi sture beg ins 
very early. Li acOs and NMulopoUi os (I 9o7) red1.8%
port bythatlatemoistureJune andl gradualVcontent of browse fa I Isto 4,1% by earlyto 

September. It evidentis that their imfl amabl
lit' IS. the!, e I Pata for the last 10

Vears sho , ', ii I ofthiat illaveage h evergreen
brushIands re burt . n llIIvy (k l idi si t a
1975 . hi Id f, re,:; 1 e e green brusitlands are
 
qui to hot , for t hey ott r lr
Ia qtta tItVt f

111g 0high conLten1t fuelI cosllt Itnt Ill a
energy 
 'reat
danger 
for neigh t,ig t i ndusti,or aid a c et
tlers ll lu-tr a el 

c onters oihot brush 1 nd> 0 grass landsseems to be illteresI ng. Singele te:t s, made ill
 
past, hac S1o1011,r t1I fol'aa ' l'eod,ltti nlia1
conversi on of s torraqi grasslantds, illadeIwith a costlv mechani cal control of bru sh cover,was by far Igher (fI"e t es morlt) t halt t lie
 

corresponding blot,sC pI)Irc 
 t tort. Ill addit ion, 
fire hazard in grasslands, ,itenproperly grazed,
 
and consequent Iy fi re danger for ne i ghbori rig a
reas is, obviousl Y, ins ignit cant.
 

Control Burning for Brushland Conversion
 

A properly designed experiment was established in 1971, and carried-on since then, to
 
test the effectiveness 
 and appropriateness of
control burning in converting brushland-grasslands. toAnd also, to evaluate tile pr L.iseeconomique advantag of,., sucL i vonv rs i . , bycomparing animal productiot of brOslng animals
in improved brushland plot>, and of grazing a
nimals in converted grassland plots. (fig. 11), 

"I 

Figure N1- A general view of experimental plots
of improved brush vegetation and of converted 
to grass vegetation with browsing and grazing
 
animals freely circulating in the respective

plots.
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moan production of orzage in the converted 

plots, and browse
of in the improved brushplots, aEnaiu;nted to 11,5 kg.ha and 2,710 kj/ha, 
respectively. Truree years after burning and fo-
rage plant seeding t he composition of forageplant cover in the converted plots is as fol-
lows: 

- I)act-lis glomerata 11.50% 
Lotus corniculatus 1.2% 

- Lolium multiflorum 0.3% 
Brush sprouts 10% 
Others 77% 

Animal P'roduction: The two year mean in-crease-ofI-i-fe- eI -of grazing and browsing

animals, used in the experiment under proper

utilization of 
forage and browse produced, was 

120 kg.'ha and 70 kg.'ha, respectively. It must 

be noted, however, that utilization in the convertd plots was very conservative. The grazing
period was there limited to t4o months, to en-courage the good establishment of seeded forage
lant s. 
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TIlE ROLE OF FIRE IN TIlE MEDITERRANEAN LANDSCAPE OF ISRAEL 
/ 

2/

Zeev Naveh


Abstract: Natural and man-made fires have played a
 

decisive role in the evolution of Mediterranean landscapes
 
in Israel and elsewhere. In vascular plants this is mani
fested by positive and negative feedback responses enabling 
direct fire tolerance or its avoidance by vegetative and
 

reproductive regeneration and is closely intenoven with
 
adaptive responses to other environmental stresses,
 
especially drought and grazing. If not combined with
 

destructive graztg, it coold play an important role in
 
the conservation of biological diversity and stability of 
present semi-natural landscapes. Its controlled use and/or
 
prevention should, therefore, become an integral part of 
dynamnic, multi-purpose landscape planning and management. 

Key words: Fire ecology; Mediterranean uplands;
 
Landscape evolut ion and management.
 

INTRODIUCTION 	 volunteering seeds of burned mother plants.
 
Such a process of "auto-succession" (Hanes
 
1971) is obscured;- in general, by a short
Due to the destructive combination of fire 

interlude of herbaceous plant domination,
and overgrazing in recent times, the important 	 lie
 

the comparable role of fire in
role of fire in Mediterranean landscapes has 	 also pointed to 

both Mediterranean environments in the evolobeen overlooked and it has been mentioned only 

tion of shrub ecosystems and in their maintenas a destructive factor, leading away from the 

"maqui-climax" 1Zoharv 1:0n21. ance in a rejuvinated and vigorous st te, coup

led with the mobilization of tied-up nutrients 

ecologist, Walter and the removal of heat-unstable phytotoxic,Ilowever, the eminent 
(1968) recognized fire as one of the major allelopathic agents. 

ecologi cal factors wh i ch s:haped the Mediter
summarize
 ranean landscapes and affected its present The object of this paper is to 

mosaic-like pattern of regeneration an',l our present knowledge of the impact of fire on 
natural and semi-natural landscapes of Israeldegradation. 

in past and present and its practical implica

land-use planning and management.Naveh (19(7) drew attention to the strik- tions for 
ing similarity in fire response of individual 
plants and comimauni t i es of ,ldite rranean shrul) 

and Israel, as mani- TIlE NATURAL FIRE ENVIRONMENT OF ISRAELecosystems in California 
fested by rapid regeneration of the same indi
vidual and/or by a shift in generation through Israel is Icated on the easteni shores 

of the Mediterranean Sea and on the equator
ward border of the Mediterranean Climatic Zone 

and the south west corier of Asia. It is dis

-/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 	 tinguished by a great b ioclimatic, physio
graphic and phytogeograph ic diversity. It
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 

ranges from extremely arid and arid desert and


Mediterranean Ecosystems, Pair Alto, Calif. 

Aug. 1-5, 1977. steppe zones 	in the South and Lower Jordan
 

100 mm and less mean annual winter
Valley, with
2/ 
rainfall to subhumid and humid Mediterranean
 

-/Assoc. Prof.., Faculty of Agricultural 

to 1000 mm annual rainfall. These


Engineering, Techion - Israel Institute of 	 regions up 
include the mountainous belt in the upper
Technology, Iaifa, Israel. 

Galilee, rising to more than 1000 meter, with
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vari us Cretaceous and Eocene soft and hard 
limestones and basaltic plateaux. Natural
vegetation and wildland ecosystems have been 
retained here on about two thirds of the area, 
on soils too rocky and/or shallow and steep
for cultivation. From these non-arable upland
wildlands about 50,000 hectares have been plan-
ted chiefly with highly inflammalble pine for-
ests of Aleppo pines - Pnuna ;Wa7ee - about
50,000 are gazetted as nature parks and reser-
ves, about 30,000 are considered low value 
natural scrub forests and the remaining
150,000 hectares are actual and potential
grazing lands. The natural vegetation canopy
of these wildlands consists of various woody
and herbaceous degradation and regeneration 
stages of Mediterranean sclerophyllous forets 
md woodlands. On their xeric ecotones to the 
southern and the eastern slopes of the moun-

tains, they are bordered by Irano-Turanic 

grassy Steppe vegetation of the semi- arid 

transitional zone. 


If not gra zed too h.'avily, the native 

woody and herb'aceous vegetation of these up-

land ecosystems, in contrast to tho e of the 

drier 
zones, is dense enough to carry through
fire in the dry season when meteorological 
conditions are suitable, 

Israel has a typical Mediterranean "fire 
bioclimate" (Naveh 1973a,b) with a long, hot 

and dry summer from 'Ay to October with maxi-

mum average daily temperatures around 300C, 

average relative air humidities of 50-60% and 

frequent heat waves of "sharav" at the begin-

ning and end of the dry season, when tempera-
tures rise above 40C and relative humidities 

can drop below 30n. 


F IRE HISTORY OF MEDITERRXNEA.N 

LANDSCAPIES IN ISRAIEL 

At present, lightning plays only a minor 
role in naturally caused wi ldfires in the 
Mediterranean region, in contrast to California. 
Blut there is no reason to suppose that natural 
fires, caused by lightning as well as by vol-
canic eruptions have not raged since the Late 
Pliocene and Early Pleistocene and especially
since the desiccation of the last Interglacial
Wurm period, ahen the present clilatical fluc-
tuations between wet and dry seasons and the 
Mediterranean flora and fauna hecaine finally
established (utzer 1972). Such a single 
lightning fire en a dry day, if not put out 
immediately, could catch the undisturbed, 
dense and highly inflammable woody and herba-ceous vegetation and spread rapidly over vast 

areas. Such fires on wildland pastures were 
already mentioned in the Bible in connection

with "the heat of the summer drought" by the 

prophet Joel (1/11). 

Fire may, therefore, have acted as a domi
nant environmental agent together with drought
in the evolution of the Mediterranean flora in 
a similar way as that recognized by Axelrod 
(1958) for the evolution of the ,'ladro-tertiary 
geoflora of California. 

The earliest conclusive evidence of the 
use of fire by paleoli thic man has been fur
nished from the Mediterranean Region, at the 
Escale limestone cave, inithe Durance Valley 
near Marseille. Here, in 1960, old bones, 
traces of charcoal and ash, fire-cracked stones 
and reddened hearth areas, estimated as more 
than 500,000 years old, ,were disvovered 
(Pfeiffer 1909).More recently, 'oulianos 
(1976) claimed the discovery ot a cave, about 
300,000 years oldt ts imi lar evidence of use 
of fire in No'thern ,Greece. This site, a kar
stic cave in hard limestone and dolomite, sur
rounded by §K,' r':,: ",f n.',"-n , has .triking resemblance to the site of the 'abun Mt.
 
Carmel caves in Israel. Hk re, wooden ash and
 
hearths were found in the final 
Acheullian and 
Levalloisi-Movsterian levels of the Mesolithic 
period by Garrod and Hate 1!973). .\ccording to 
recent findings in these caves (.\. Onn, per
sonal communication, 197o) the ev idence of tile 
use of fire by these mcsp.lithic hunters and 
foodgatherers as well as of ,ccurence of fire 
in their surroundings reaches back for at least 
650,000 years. The rich faunal collections in 
the Carmel caves point to the exis tence of 
advanced and diversified hlnter-gatherer 
economics of the Upper l'leistoccune "Palestinian 
Neaderthal" man. Ie may have used fire to open
the dense forest and brush thicket and tl;erebv 
created ecotones arid secondary SucCeSssions,
richer in edible shrubs, grasses, herbs and
tuber plants for man and gaeu and thereby also
 
facilitated hunting and gathering. 

With increasing hunan populitations arid 
advanced hunting and food collecting economies, 
the extent and intensity of burning, probably,
increased steadily and hecame more aid more 
linked with grazing by wild and semi-dolmusti
cated ungulates, such as f:llo. deer, gazelle,
wild goat mid cattle. The steady increase in 
Mediterranean garigue, steppe and rock dwell
ing rodents from this period orwards, I'Tchenov 
1968) are indications of the gradual enlarge
ment of drier, more exposed and rockier habi
tats in the vicinity. They can h. interpreted 
as the first, fire-induced stage of the anthru
pogenic biofunction which has led through
various cycles of the degradation and aggredadation to the final stages of Mediterranean 

landscape desiccation (Naveh & Dan 1971). 

Fire has played a no less active role in 
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further phases of this anthropogenic biofunc-

dion in pastoral and agricultural ecosystem 

modification and conversions, in forcst-clear
ing for cultivation and apparently also in 

the domestication of cereal crops. 


The transition zones between the semi-
arid steppic Irano-Turaiian and the sub-humid 
Mediterranean woodlands are amongst the first 
known centers of successful cereal and stock-

breeding economici. These regions ".nclude the 
most fire-prone M diterranean liomes (Naveh 
1973a) and also abundant here are the progeni-
tors of our cereals, the large grained wild 
barley - ;o2on and thLe lEmmeretor@ewn : 
wheat - Tri~iewn djcj'e, (Zolhary 1969). 
These annual grasses are amongst the most 
prolific fire followers, and post-fire collec-
tion of seeds, could have been one of the 
first logical phases in their domestication. 
Their fire-scorched -,eed dispersal units with 
big parched kernels can easily be collected 
after a wildfire and according to Harlan 
(1967) these primitive glmned cereals needed 
to be parched before they could be threshed 
and winnowed. Harlan I' ohary (1966) sug-
gested that actual domestication and farming 
may not have taken place where these cereals 
were most abundant and could be collected from 
natural stands, but in adjacent areas. 'hese 
include tile maqui belt, in which the semi-
sedentary Natufian cultures using flint sickles 
and grinding stones are located. As mentioned 
above, from the ,t. Ca:.mel caves we already 
have the first evidence of use of fire and its 
possible after-effects on expansion of drier 
and more exposed sites. One should not dis-
count, therefore, the importance of fire as 
one of the enviromental and cultural triggers 
of cerea' domestication in the fire-swept 
drier grasslands :ind in tile fire-induced 
maqui-edges. 

Thus, after natura l fire has already 
operated for many thousands of years as a 
major force in the biological evolution of 
this region, it also hb:canc the first vehicle 
of the cultural evolution %,hich, in turn, 
effected the further evolution of hiota and 
shaped their landscapes for at least 150,000 
years. 


Throughout tile following phase!; of inten-
sive agricultural and pastoral land use and 
especially from the Bronze and Iron Age until 
the liellenistic and Iloman period, tile wide 
occurence of fire in Israel is well documen-
ted in the Bible, the Talmud, md lellenistic 
and Roman literature. Navei (1,731b) has sited 
28 references of fire and vegetation from the 
Old Testament and Felix (19o3) cited Talmudic 
sources, showing that burning of stubble fields 
and thistles was a conmmn wa': for field clear-
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ing and preparation and for the use of ashes
 
as fertilizers.
 

The intentional use of fire by herdsmen
 
to open impenetrable brush-thicket and to
 
provide better and lusher pasture has been
 
mentioned by Virgil in Aneid (X:405-411). This
 
practice has been used in Israel by the Arab
 
shepherds probably for more than a thousand
 
years, since the Muslem Conquest, which marked
 
the beginning of the darkest phase in agricul
tural decline and landscape desiccation, caused
 
by destructive land use pattern. Such "Brand
cultures" have been described by several explo
rers of Palestine and Syria in the last cen
turies. Amongst them Anderlind (1886) men
tioned the burning in connection with the use 
of ash of the wooden plants to improve the 
pastures and to avoid damage to the udders of 
the cattle and goats by thorny shrubs. 

The present situation of wildfires in 
Israel and their causes is very similar to that 
described by Susmel (1973). With increasing 
forest use for tourism and recreation and in
creasing encroaciment of wildlands by agricul
tural activities and urbanization, there is a 
rapid increase in the extent of fires, es
pecial y in the highly inflammable, dense pine 
affe.estation. Thus there were more than 724 
wildfires recorded in 1973 and tile Forestry 
Department has to sj~end about 10. of its 
annual budget on fire prevention. 

On the other hand, the increasing pres
sure or. ipland pastures aro,nd Arabic villages, 
has led to such heavy overgrazing that very 
little fuel has been left for fires, even in
 
the dry season.
 

It should, however, be kept in mind that 
in many locations where traditional pastoral 
use has been abandoned, and in nature re!,erves 
and parks in maquis and woodland which are 
protected from fire, the piling up of dry 
grass fuel, litter and debris and the brush 
encroachment will lead finally to hotter and 
more devastating wildland fires. Such fire 
exclusion policies may lead to similar undesi
rable situations, as already encountered in 
the California chaparral areas (Hianes 1971). 

In contrast to California, where prescribed 
burning has become an important tool in brush 
range and forest management (Biswell 1967), 
the rational use of fire in Mediterranean 
wildlands is still in its infancy. 

Large-scale trials and farm operations

of maquis brush conversion in Israel have 
shown that controlled burning followed by re
seeding of perennial grasses, rotational
deferred grazing and selective arboricidal 
control of undesirable woody resprouters can
 



lead to manyfold increase in pasture output of 
1000-1500 Scandinavian Feed Units/ha/year 
(Naveh 1960). At the same time it could also 
lead to increase of water yields from the con-
verted watcrshed and catchment areas, 

EFFECTS OF FIRE ON .IEDITEIR. N AN ECOSYSTEMS 

The effect of fire on soil and vegetation 
in Israel has been described in detail by Naveh 
(1960, 1973a, 1973b). lie showed the almost 
complete absence of traces )f run-off, soil 

splashing, movement ald erosion, 
 even on fire-
denuded slopes of 30-40%, after heavy rains in 
the first winter after the brush burn. The 
compacted :1sh laver of the incinerated litter, 
debris and semi -decomposed Aoo and Ao profiles 
provided ideal conditions for the rapid devel-
opment of natural spreading and reseeded 
perennial grasses and other herbaceous plants
in the 'white ash seedleds", as described also 
after hot chaparral fires in Californ ia 
(Bently ( Fenner 19SS). 

Ile also pointed out that the greatest 
damage to these ecosystems is caused not by 
the fire itself, but by the heavy uncontrolled 
grazing and browsing, following immediately 
upon these wildfires in editerranean brush 
and woodlands. A clear distinction should be 
made, therefore, between these different 
situations, 

As has been shrcn above, this vegetation 
has been exposed to re-occuring fires for such 

a long period, that only' species and biotypes

with best fire adaptations through post-fire 

regeneration from tInderground or fire tolerant 

parts had chances to survive. These adapta-
tions can be best comprehended in a cybernetic 
context as homoestatic feedback control res-
ponses to changes in tie plant-environment 
system, induced Iy tie fire. In these, the 
information of the catastrophic fire event and 
its ecological after-effects is partly trans-
formed or re-coded as useful for survival of 
the gbne-pattern, but that part which threatens 
it, is blocked. According to the Law of 
Requisite Varietv (Ross-Ashby 1956) those 
genotypes in which this useful transmutet 
information as positive or negative feedback 
was large enough to endure the fire or evade 
it, has best d-ances for survival (Naveh 1975). 

Most sclerophyll trees and shrubs and 
climbers rely solely on positive feedback fire-
responses of vegetative regeneration and are 
therefore obligatory root resprouters. But all 
chamaephytes and herbaceous perennials are 
facultative resprouters with dual vegetative
but also fire-stimulated reproductive regenera-

tion (Naveh 1960, 1973a). 


The native pine species Pinus haZepenris, 
as well as P. ftwtUa rely solely on post-fire 
seed germination and are therefore obligatory

seed regenerators. Fire apparently provided
the only opportunity for their natural regene
ration under a dense maqui understory (Walter 
1968, Naveh 1973a). 

Fire regeneration bhVi our is closely
linked with hydro-and phenoecological behaviour: 
The sclerophyll obligatory root resprouters are 
drought enduring, summer active, but the facul
tative root resprouters are drought evaders 
w.ith more restricted stumm111er activity. In these, 
p?sitive feedback of fire-stimulatod regonera
tion is coupled with morphological and physio
logical plasticity and agressiVeness in ecesis 
of newli-opened, fire-denuded but mineral rich 
habitats. Thus fire has fivouired not only the 
tenaceous maqui-dominant but also the evolution 
of opportunistic and potentially fast-growing
subordinate species-di,'ar f.Iruhs, he icryp
tophytes, perennial grassos, geophvtes and 
therophVtes - that remain for years as sup
ressed relics near tree and shrub edges, rock 
outcrops and shallow soil patdes, until their 
next fire-induced upsurge. 

As also stated by MIooney i I inn (1970),

post-fire grazing pressure has acted as an
 
additio-nal powerful selective agent, favoring
 
those species and biotypes wjhich very soca
 
after their fire-rogone ratiocn develop hard,
 
thorn'v or distasteful leaves and twigs, but
 
also those with highest vegetative regenera
tion capacities. In this way'v plants like
 
P__"taZ rcut '., ¢,,:,:, .!$ rw,, and
 
many others could overcome both defoliation
 
stresses. Ne may also assume that the useful
 
re-coding of this information from fire and
grazing has predisposed them for further de
foliation catastrophies from cutting and
 
coppicing.
 

in Tabor oak (Qrerus it:abiwwio) wood
land, the thick fire resistant hark of this 
tree is an efficient negative feedback defence 
mechanism for post-fire survival because the 
fire temperatures of the dry grass understory 
are not as high as in dense woody stands. 'rhe 
annual plants of these woodlands and those of 
open, se:ni-arid Steppe grasslands, Wihich are 
even more fire-prone, are most successful fire
followers. Here, naturally, all feedback re
sponses are centered around reproductive
behaviour. Thus, earl' and prolific seed pro
duction, seed shedding and distribtution by
efficient dispersal mechanisms and seed dor
mancy and polymorphis - especially in legumes -
increased the chances for escapement of fire 
and environmental rigor. Of special value in 
this respect is trypcnocarpy - the capacity of 
grass dissemulates and Erodizen and some others 
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to "drill" themselves in the soil with the aid 

of hygroscopic awns, callous tips and other 

torsion mechanisms. These, as well as heat 

tolerance (Naveh 1973a) may explain the stimu-

lative effects of late-summer burning on herba 

ceous plant species diversity and especially 

legume abundance in such a lightly grazed, 

grass-dominated labor oak woodland (Naveh et 

al 1977, inpubl.). This favorable legume 
response is very similar to that after the 

removal of the grass cover-and mulch by grazing. 


Fire may therefore play a role in simulat-

ing the grazing effect, if the latter is aban-
doned - as is the case now over large areas of 

Mediterraaean grassland-uplands, 


Of even more far-reaching impl i cat ions is 
the beneficial effect of fire on biological 
diversity of Mediterr:nean shrub ecosystems
and - consequently - the detrimental effect 
of their prolonged protection from fire or 

other defoliation processes. Our recent 

studies on plant and animal ;pecies diversity 

(Naveh et al. 19761 lend additional proof to 

th fact that prolonged complete protection 

of maquis from huiman interference leads to 
canopy closure and dominance of arborescent 
"climax" species - chiefly ,eouo Znoo,
cza'i 

suppressing subordinate "successional" species.

Thus, on Mt. Canmel such a protected maqui 


2
thicket had only 25 species per 1000 m , as 

compared with more op:n disturbed and "degra-

ded successional" maq, i s, which also had a 
herbaceous understorv, a much more complex and 
diversified vertical structure with more than 
100 vascular plant species and also much more 

reptile, rodent and bird species. 


Of special importance from the recreational 

point of view is the strikin,. increase of 
flowering geophytes - including orchides - on 

burned maquis aind dwarfshnb "batha" communi-
ties (Naveh 1960, 19711. The striking plant 

species richness of recent lv burned batha also 
in the drier Judean lil ls was confined by 
A. Danin (pers. comm. 1977).
 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLISIONS 

We shall be able to give a more conclusive 

answer to the role of fire in the maintenance 

of highest biological productivity, diversity 

as well as neg-entropy and stability in these 
Mediterranean shrub-ecosystems only with the 

help of further, integrated ecosystem studies, 

concerned with post-fire dynamics of nutrient 

cycling and energy flow. 


But our present knowledgu is already suf
ficient to contradict both classical and more 

modem versions of climax and succession 
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theories, assuming that in undisturbed "maturing'
 
ecosystems, there is a trend towards increase
 
in community stratification, complexity stabi
lity and diversity (Odum 1969, Margalef 1968):
 
In closed and undisturbed maquis, diversity
 
and complexity are declining and their increase
 
in biomass is chiefly through accumulation of
 
highly combustible fuel, increasing their vul
nerability to fire and thereby increasing also
 
their entropy. For such a process the ter
 
"aging" would probably be much more appropriate
 
than "maturing" and this process is apparently

prevented by fire. Therefore any attempt at
 
reconstruction of the true climax cu.munities
 
should take into account the fact that fire
 
has been an integral part of their composition,
 
structure, productivity, neg-entropy and nutri
ent circulation from their earliest stages of
 
emergence.
 

In the drier regions, the restricted winter
 
rainfall and long summer drought, coupled with 
great fire hazard, has probably favored the
 
domination of short-seasoned, drought and fire
 
avoiding therophytes and facultative resprouting
 
hemicryptophytes, geophytes and chamaephytes.
 
Higher rainfall and better soil-and -rock
 
moisture regimes, less frequent but hotter
 
fires have probably favoured the dominance of
 
drought tolerant, sclerophyll obligatory
 
resprouting phanerophytes but have also opened
 
niches for above-mentioned drought evaders.
 
Somewhere along this moisture and fire ecocline,
 
the dwarfshrub-dominanted baths can be found.
 
It should also be assumed that prior to the
 
effect of man, the grazing pressure of
 
herbivores, without being destructive, was
 
sufficiently severe to act as an additional
 
selective force through adantive feedback
 
responses.
 

Thus we can reach the conclusion that
 
fire has contributed not only to biological
 
diversity of genotypes but also to that of
 
Mediterranean ecosystems, their composition,
 
structure and niche differentiation.
 

lowever from the Upper Pleistocene
 
onwards and especially during the lolocene,
 

man has induced so many retrogressive stages
 
from the prestine climax and has distorted this
 
evolutionary process so much, that its reconst
ruction has become very difficult. This has
 
led to the confusion of some quasi-stable
 
v-getation stages with climax communities,
 
instead of regarding them as potential semi-

Natural vegetation types prevailing under a
 
specific combination of natural conditions and
 
distinct regimes of human disturbance or pro
tection.
 

One of the main conclusions from study of
 
recent biofunctions in Israel (Naveh & Dan
 
1973) was, that during the long phase of
 



agricultural decay and population decline in 

the last centuries a new equilibrium was es-

tablished on those non-cultivated uplands, 

which were neither overgrazed and heavily 

coppiced nor completely protected, but moder-

ately grazed and occasionally burned and/or 

coppicdd. This man-maintained equilibrium 

among tree, shrub, herb, grass and geophyte 

strata contributed much to the biological 

diversity and attractiveness of these semi-. 

natural landscapes and is one of their main 

assets for recreation and tourism. It should 

be ensured, therefore by continuation or 

simulation of these optimal defoliation 

pressures-including fire-under which they 

evolved. 


RESUMEE: FIRE AND FUEL ,ANAGEMENT AS PART OF 
INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE PLANNING AND iANAGEMENT. 

From this discussion it is obvious that 

our fire-and man-modified upland ecosystems 

are actual units of the semi-natural landscape

As such they should not be comprehended with 

any preconcieved climax and succession theo-

ries but with a holistic system approach, as 

the concrete, visual, spatial and functional 

units of the Total Human Ecosystem (lEgler 

1970). In this, natural semi-natural and 

agricultural "bioecosystems", maintained and 

regulated by solar energy and bio-physical 

information, should be integrated with man-

made- and maintained rural and urban-industrial 

"techno-ecosystems" (Naveh 1977). Landscape 

ecologists can further this integration by 

finding a compromise between the needs for 

conservation and reconstitution of these open

semi-natural landscape units and the socio-

economical needs of the society. 


For this purpose it is necessary to 

transfer their "non-economic" richnesses into 

workable parameters for the land-use planners 

and decision makers. This has been attempted 

by mult-purpose strategies (Naveh 1974)

aimed at maximizing their bio-ecological func-

tions as last refuges for organic variety and 

as "life-supporting" systems and buffe.ing 
zones for protection of watersheds and environ-
mental pollution control and reduction of fire 
hazards; their socio-ecological, aesthetic 
and psychohygienic function for wildland and 

forest-outdoor recreation and their economic 

function for livestock, forest and water 

production and tourism. 


A flow-chart of these strategies is 

presented in figure 1. The presently misused, 

low valuable uplands (AJ have been subdivided 

into 3 major subsystems according to density 

of woody cover and degree of misuse. By

protection they can be converted into dense, 


unpenetrable and monotonous maqui reserves (B)
 
or by planting of pines into dense, highly
 
inflammable forests (C). The two new options
 
are based on ecological management of the soil
plant-animal complex and vegetation manipula
tions, including controlled fire and controlled
 
grazing (D) and also multi-purpose afforesta
tion and revegetation for the creation of semi
natural, mtulti-layered park and woodlands with
 
local and exotic trees and shrubs of high
 
cover, fodder, and ornamental values LL).I)
 
systems - as well as C forests can also be
 
converted into such E systems and both D and 1.
 
are divided according to their major utiliza.
 
tion either for recreation I and Elj), for 
maximum compatible multiple use (U2, E2 or for 
fodder production for livestock (D3, Q"). 

The multiple-use benefits hate been 
indicated in each system by relative ratings
 
from nil to 5 (very high) and maxi mum values
 
are achieved in most intensively ,'proved and 
managed D and U systems.
 
Amongst these benefits is also resistance to
 
fire hazards. This is inversely related to
 
the density and bulk of veg etation and its fiel
 
properties and to man-caused fire risks, it is
 
lowest in highly inrflarmabl1c pin. forests and
 
maquis and highest in overgrazed and deniuded
 
A systems. But in E systems it could be raised
 
- even if these will be used for recreation o)
 
replacement of xerophytic natie plants by
 
more mesic, succulent and lusher shrubs and
 
trees, especially if used al:so for gra-zing,
 
and by creating special fire protection zones
 
in which vegetation is kept low through gra
zing, herbicides and lo,- inflammable plants.
 
Certain promising species have been selected
 
for this purpose and are tested now in northern
 
Israel forests (Navch A Ben lzrah 1977). 

For the assessment of compatibility of
 
these different land used and their mutual
 
influences a cybernetic sensitivity model
 
(Vester 1976) was used (figure 2). Fire hazard
 
resistance is highly effecting forestry and
 
watershed protection and is highly affected by
 
forestry, livestock and recreation.
 

In order to ensure the inclusion of wild
fire and both its detrimental and desirable
 
effects in the regional planning process, a
 
model of fire analysis has been developed
 
(Derman & Naveh 1977). It is based
 
on the prediction of probabilities of fire
 
occurence, its ignition and spreading and on
 
the evaluation of its short- and long-term

results, taking full account of all intricate
 
positive and negative feedback relations. On
 
base of the appraisal of desirable or detrimen
tal effects of fire and its prevention on the
 
realization of planned goals and targets, actual
 
decisions in landuse-planning and management
 
can be taken.
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These models were also presented at the re-
cent FAO/UNESCO meeting on forest fires in the 
Mediterranean Region (Naveh 1977b). In this 
meeting traditional, whole-sale fire-condemna-
tion attitudes of foresters were balanced by 
unprejudiced views on the role of fire and 
its prevention. This was reflected in the 
final resulutions, recuimnending the conside-
ration of controlled burning and grazing for 
forest fuel-management and especially multi-
purpose afforestation. It 'is hoped that this 
will be implemented by mediterranean foresters 
in the near future. 
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land uses 

B environmental 
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• EOHM 

t' 
Environmental 
prteioh a 
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OF SYSTEMS AND FIRE MANAGEMENTECOLOGY 

IN THE ITALIAN MEDITERRANEAN REGION-

Lucio Susmel2/
 

Abstract: The ecologic conditions of the Italian Medi
features of theirs
 

terranean systems are examined and some 


are taken into consideration 
as fire determinants. Owing to
 

forests and maquis,the conthe actual serious degradation of 

years
in the number of fires in recent
siderable increase 

recent
The problem has been 	 faced onlyworries all the more. 

concontrol law. Consequently fire
ly (1975) with a ntw 	 fire 

to day on modern grounds and 
trol management can he planned 

attain this purpose how
with technical means. In order to 

several obstacles (cultural
ever, it is necessary to overcome 

administrativelevel, personnel, financing, etc.). Some dis
avail of a fire

tricts started some 	 years ago and can now 

proves fairly efficient, even if it is
control service that 

still incomplete.
 

fire management.Key words: vcqetation; ecosystem; 

As far as the structure and the functiona-
Of about 30 million la forming the Italian 

and fire danger are concerned,
national territory, 6 million H1aare covered lity of systems 

in the region the limiting factor is summer water availabili
by forests, 20% of which is found 

of Medi terrato be considered in sr rict sense 
the surface of nean climate (that i, a half of 

Its vgrtat in is characterizedthe country). 

by holly oak (hi fohrst ,rod cuppicv,, 50 GENOVA bs4mrn is5,91
 

ANCONA ro2m) , s
I (loo Lhousand "a), 


s 

thousand Ila), by cort 

(3771 

by Mediterranean pin e (10 thousand Ia) and 
g;rass landls (2 millionby maqui s, gari rue and 

is found on hilltla). The remainin' frest area 
wi h different climates 

and mountain sites,(fig. 1), 
w hile p la ins a d low hills are ex

ploited by agri ulture. The following hints 

strictly refer to Mhediterranean vegetation ty. 25 3 

pes (pinewoods excepted), some, of the most 
NAPOLI m) 16, 8757149 

regarding ecology and the
prominent aspects, - 130)Laken into considera-problem of fire, will be 


tion in this paper.
 

FOGGIA (97M)
ofthe rtsLt iidi g charactersAlthough 	 homogeneousclimate are 

the Mediterrnlealn 

cool and rainy
(summer drought, moderately 


extent in latitude of
winters), owing to the 
6
 

the Italian peninsula (' 12), it shows a high 4 
8__
 

variability in somie parameters (rainfall depths, 


dry period length, average of temperatures and PALERMO 7'e 106
 
Ov4S 0 

thermic extremes) that a f feels plant ecology 

The limits
and consequently ecosysten aspects. 


of the climatic variability are illustrated in CA1.4ARII8smr lo',
 

(3674)
fig. 2. 

the Symposium on EnvironmentaliPresented at 


Fuel Management in
Consequences of Fire 	 and 
5 	 55Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 


Aug, 1-5, 1977. -2.9
 

2/Professor of Ecology, Institute of Sylvicul-


Figure 2--Climatic variability in selected
 
ture, University of Padua, Via Gradenigo nr b, 	 0 
dry months.
 
35100 Padova, Italy. 


cities of Italy. 4-6=n
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The potential water deficit may last 2 to 


6 months for the middle-Adriatic and Ligurian
 

regions and for the insular or extreme regions 

of the peninsula respectively; but a considera 

ble water balance variability may also occur 

on scantly large territories. While rainfall 

unsteadiness from year to year seldom mitigates 

summer drought, it rather frequently protracts 

it till beyond Autun.
 

But ecosystems are able to modify the 

effects of water stresses by means of the for-

mation of soils with specific structural and 


hydrological characters (22). 


The original soil of climax coenoses in 


the Mediterranean region (holly oak forests, 

cork oak forests, high and low maquis, etc.) 

was a Mediterranean brown earth, 100-200 cm 

deep, with good chemical, physical and biolo-

gical characters. Now 20 to 50 cm of the upper 

soil are nearly everywhere degraded and eroded 


and sometimes almost swept away in consequence 

of the multimillenary Iman activity (23). 


Among disturbance mechanisms are: the de-


struction of forests due to grazing and repeat-

ed fires; the accelerated mineralisation of de-

nuded organic matter; destructive chemical and 


biochemical processes to the damage of humus 

and clay complexes; soil erosion worsened by 


grazing and fires. 


Grazing action chiefly occurs in two ways: 

upsetting the humus horizon (swine) and decreas-

ing soil protection from vegetation which is 

eaten (cows, sheep and goats). Besides, remark-

ably significant prove the consequences on humus 

formation due to the alteration of the qualita-

tive composition in plant litter.
 

Conversely, fires have largely contribut-

ed, chiefly in the past (deforestation and soil 
tillage), to the destruction of the forest eco-
system, causing soil to suffer many effects: 

- dissipation of nutrients in living and 

dead tissues; 
- distruction of niches in the epipedon 

(modifications of pedobiologic spectrum); 
- hygroscopicity reduction and increased 

soil erodibility; 
- increase of soil texture and outcropping 

rocks. 

Other noxious effects have been ascertain-


ed as fires repeated (at short or middle ternm): 

unsteady enrichment in minerals (in consequence 
of the incineration of organic matter) that is 
neutralized by overland flow, by leaching, by 


deep drainage and by ere on (lowering of 

adsorbing capacity); pllincrease at the soil 

surface, decrease of organic matter, plant 

shift towards more and more xeromorphic vege-


tation patterns (3, 20).
 

On the ground of probabilistic surveys,
 
experimental evidence has been reached in two
 
Sardinian sites, with different vegetational
 
aspects, showing that the pluviometric Medi
terranean regimen and disturbed soil characters
 
cause remarkable water deficits in summer.
 

In any case, it was observed both in graz

ed holly oak forests and in managed plantations 
that, during summer, only 50 mm rainfall can 
saturate mesopores in soils having 50% coarse 

texture, down to a depth of 100 cm. 

Water soil conditions acting amidst and
 
jointly with thermic conditions, affect plant
 
physiology (metabolic, productive, phenologic
 
cycles) and the pedobiologic populations and
 
their activity, influencing the balance of the
 
necromass and its biogeochemical cycles. Hydra
tion degree of plant tissues, on which tissue
 
flanmmability degree depends is also directly
 
affected independently of species.
 

Cultivations in plantations, fire and
 

grazing in the holly oak forest and in the
 
maquis have reduced numbers of soil fauna
 
(mites and springtails with scattered anellida
 

and other worms) found abundantly in wet soil
 
from October to May. It almost disappears
 

(stops its activity) in summer months (22, 23).
 
In spite of this fact, it has been shown that
 
the necromass produced in the holly oak forest
 
during one year is fully consumed at different
 
rates according to the tissue quality. The me
tabolic stop in summer (4-5 months) is the
 
cause of the accumulation of dead and dried
 
tissues, a potential fuel reservoir.
 

The original plant distribution in low
 
hills and plains of peninsular and insular
 

Italy can be reconstructed on historical-evolu
tive grounds and according to the testimony ot
 
the few existing remnants.
 

The vegetation was characterized by ever
green sclerophylls (zusil.vae) of the Q. ilex 
belt, a xeromorphosis ot the Lauroerasus sub

tropical mesophyllous belt (E. Schmid); also 
species from the Q. pubescens and Quercus-Ti 
iia-Acer belts formed phytocoenoses, distribut
ed at higher altitudes than the Laurtum, to a 

scanty extent. The ecological forms of the 
species in the Q. i.ex belt show a subtropical 
origin: extensive lignification and ramifica
tion, annual growth, small-leaf evergreen 
crowns, roots with storage organs missing. Ty
pical species are therefore xeromorphic (scle
rophylls) and largely tree or shrub species. 
They share the following general physio-ecolo
gic characteristics: 

a) vegetative rest in the dry period;
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renewed vegetational activity at the fir,;t 
rains with regrowth and sometimes a second 
blooming; possible winter pauses caused by 
frost; highest activity from March to May-June; 

b) hydrostability, even during drought; 
c) resistance to high temperatures which 

however are the cause of transpiration reduc-

tion and of photosynthesis; 
d) considerable endurance of frost, that
 

can lead to partial necrosis or death only
 
when it is intense (-15°-025°C). 


Primitive coenoses were exclusively formed 
by forests, except where limiting factors (wind, 
extrme slope) interfered with trt*o vegetation, 
jumong these: littoral forests-w-cC- ; wild 
olive, kermes oak, holly oak; forests (maybe 

non-autochthonous) of Mediterranean (stone and 

maritime) pines; coenoses of holIv oak, tree 

phyllyrea, heather, strawberry tree; cork oak 

forests, that are also littoral. Ii we leave 
apart the high forests of the Mediterranean 
pines, of oak of reniants of 1xpImentcork and ho IIy 
oak, actual coenoses are almost completely
 
represented by coppices, moderately high woods,
 
maquis either degraded or reduced te shrub go-

rigues, 


Holly oak forests 

Some remnants (a few thousand Hla) of hollv 
oak high forest are found in Sardinia (Supra-

monte di Orgosolo). They possess semi-natural 

characters and are an image of the original 

Mediterranean forest (23). Holly oak is dominant 

in the top and middle layers with rare trees 

of flowering ash and hornbeam maple and frequent 

Jmmipei-as cx.4c:,_re and - . 

The presence of flowering ash and horn-

beam maple ( . 7.J. belt) and the absence of 

thermophil plants (wild olive and mastic tree) 

give this holly oak forest a mountain character 

that corresponds to the mesophil conditions of 

the forests of Quercwu 4.ex. Here however, this 
type of vegetation is found in transition to 

the cold-damp horizon (climax of holly oak and 

pubescent oak, with Taxue baccata and A'" r?, 
spessuZcwun). Anyhow the most significant 

plants are shown in the following table. 


Tree layer Liz L. 

Quercus ex L. T'2yrac bla'fi.ci 
Fraxlnus ornuo I. Lois. 

Paecnia rumcm Biv. 

Middle layer Crataegw, mor.ona Jacq.
ARatia peregr na L. 

Fraxinus ornw L. Acer moncpecouZcmunm I_ 
Lonicera iplexa L. 
Arbutuc wzedo L. 
Euphorbia characias L. 

Rosmar-inus officina 

lerbaceous layer Dtzot£,z gloo,'Paa L. 
. t Dr./7o,,ZlC. 

Gaert. L. 
x ' Des 

.*z 414zC. ,'m. !oa.'ire; L. 
PL,,:.uR 
'/,2 1'. 

. oor: 
'wn i,,'ijw; 

', I. 
S.et . 

5. 

Somatic structure-- The high holly oak 
forest (50: trees from seed, 50'" natural 
suckers) shows an uneven-aged stand composition 
due to the space aggregation of groups of trees 
belonging to different time phases (young, 
adult and senile regeneration, etc.). These 
cover limited areas (200-600 m') already inter
penetrating on sm ,'l expanses (1-2 Hla) (some
ti mes however they are separated even on compa
rativelv large surfaces; 20:30 Ila). In the over
all stand constitution and composition the 
dist ribut ion oi trevs numbers fol lows a negative 

tia 1 law: 

(n is the number ,f (increasing) ord.,r of diame
ter classes 5 cm wide, starting from 17.5 cm), 
that identifies the state of normality. This 
is expressed as the function of the stature S 
(the average hei ghL of dominant trees), that 
is defined by the fol lowing relationships (19): 

bor S = 17 m 
K = decreasing 

clefficient = 3.5: o-S-" I . 16 
N = nr trees/la = 400(constant) = 393 
B = basal area 

(m-) = 2.35"S 40 
V = unit cormilme 

tric vol. (J)=S:l,5 (op to 
J cm diameter) 415 

0 = ,,dame

ter (cm) 8.7 ,'-S '35
 
Omax = maximum 

diameter(cm)= 5.6 S 90 

the following parameters of ecologic structure 
correspond to the values above: 

- total epigeal biomass = 340 t (d.m.) 
- wood biomass = 310 kg (d.m.) 
- leaf biomass = 7.42 t (d.m.) 

Uni t annual ;average production in a norma l 
holly oak stand 17 m in stature (values in tons 
of ory matter/Hla) is: 

wood 5.0 twigs o.1 
bark 0.2 ,!pigeal total 5.4 
leaves 0.1 roots 0.8 

to which 1.0:2.0 t acorn (dry weitht: 0.5-1.0 
t/Ha) should be added. On the average there is 
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a 15 t/lla necromass on the soil, to which ano-

t add yearly. Litter is composed by:ther 4.5 
. undecomposed leaves (45%); wood (fragments 

and twigs: 37%); acorn and cupules (3%); aments 

(5Z); herbs and mosses (2%); minute debris(8%). 

These (summer) data are liable to variations 

according to meteoric events, phenological 
and 


Iolly oak
of holly oak.phasesphysiological 
a matter of fact,lasts
vegetation activity, as 


all the year long, but it undergoes phases of 


varying intensity (fig. 3). 


: " .cromass 

.. 


{~ 
0 D _Except 

X \structural 
", \lized 

pHOlo ,,,,N ,5 LAVs 


AND CORNS
WOODwo
 o 


Figure 3--Veetation activity in holly oak 

extends throughout the year. 

Foliation starts in Mayt.iun; growth is 
in December.and stops

in Septemberhighest 

l.eaves last three years (2-5); their fall is
 

conti nuous but irregular, with
progressive, 
spring mi nima. Fruitmaxima early in summvr and 

it growssets in ay-.hune, after bud opening; 

slowly (0.2 gr/month; max in September) in the 

second half of October; it falls in December 

to January-February. 

Acorns feed many wild animals (jays, mag-

pies, wood pigeons; wild boars, red squirrels, 

etc.), but chiefly tame swine (50 kg/11a) that 
wild in Sardinia and in other areas
 usually run 


of the Mediterranean region (23). 

Holly oak coppices 

The plant composition of holly oak coppi-


resembles the high forest vegetation.Their
ces 

biomass and wood production are averaged as 


follows (1): 


mean
 age high, m total mass, t 	 total 
increment, t 

10 1,6T2,5 15-25 1,5-2,5
 

15 2-:4 30-.50 2-3
 

20 2,5t4,5 40.70 2-3,5
 
25 3.5,5 55-95 2,1.3,8


63.-2 2,1-3,7
30 3,t5,6 


-

At Supraionte, on a forest site resembling
 

a "shelterwood" coppice, there were altogether
 

3750 trees and suckers per Ha (diameter inclu

mean height 10 m), the
ded between 1 and 86 cm; 


epigeal biomass of which weighed 580 t. The ne

weight (65% twigs and leaves) was 15
 

t/Ha.
 

Cork oak forests.
 

for a few remnants, these vegetation
 

types are not real forests, they are rather phy

tocoenoids without specific vegetational and
 
are speciacharacteristics, as they 

cultures. The cork oak culture however 

of some largecharacterizes the forest pattern 

Italian territories (for inst. Northern Sardi-


Cork oak is more xero- and thetmotolerant 

than holly oak, and tends to oust the latter on
 

Its normal plant composition is
coast sites. 

removed because of cultural purposes. It should 

the holly oak forest, bu with 
be the same as in 
more thermoxerophillous species (Rocmarnzfnu of 

L., J. phoeni-
ThiczaZia L.., J1iipeoruo oxycca2,2W 

Gonzita coraica D.C., P;;yllircaangusti
ea L., 


folia L., CLratonia ci.cqza L., 
 etc.). Unit bio

mass and production of cork oak forests can be
 
averaged as follows (1):
 

wood mass, t average increage nr trees 

ment, t
 

25 1.20
 

40 500 60 1.50
 

60 390 115 1.90
 

20 860 

2.15
80 315 170 

2.05
 

120 170 215 1.80
 

140 115 


100 240 205 


203 1.45
 

Maquis.
 

These are the most widespread vegetation
 

types of pyrophytes in the Mediterranean region
 

where they have largely ousted the original 
fo

rests. Together with holly oak and cork oak, 

are dominant (Arbutus Zousclerophyllous shrubs 
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do L. , ViTbmrnm ti, nu L. , MS/rtz.o ccnirni L. , 
Pistacza lentiscus L., Erkoa sp., Spartium jun-
ccum L., etc.). Present evolutive (man-influene-
ed) conditions favour unpalatable shrubs with 
postfire vegetative and sexual regeneration, 
Aiso openings and glades are dominated by unpa
latable annual (Ran:ouiuo, Aopohodc I, , Panwra-
tizen, Eodien, etc. ) and perennial plants (La-
vcwidua, ia"/w, Csru, Po iygala, etc.), that 
are either well supplied with high response abi-
lity to burning, as they can avoid its effects 
(geophytes), or with resprouting (for inst. se-
veral hemicryptophytes) and high dissemination 
mechanisms (a large number of chamaephytes ind 
therophytes). Some of these plants, gathered in 
small colonies, find shelter from the browse of 
herbivores at the inner edges of dense shrub 
aggregations (for inst. PIanragn a 'puntca and 
BrachypodAz m t;'ox oidee). Biomasses and mean 
production, as a function of their age, can be 
summarized as follows (1): 


age biomass, t average increment, t 

2 2,5(lr4) 20-r3) 

5 10(705) 2,5(0,55) 
10 30(2050) 3(26) 
15 400(3060) 4(2,57) 

To shrub biomass and production one must 
add the biomass and production of forbs and 
grasses amounting to 30 q (d.m.)/la/g (23). 

Garigues and grasslands. 

These vegetation types are formed by low 
shrub plants (garigues) or by herb and suffrutex 
species (grassland) with spring growth and 

autumn regrowth. The studies made (23) have 
shown that: 

- there are two periods when growth stops, 
the former in winter (temperature fall) the 
latter in sumner (absence of rainfalls: see 
climate); 

- in autumn-winter, production depends on 
weather conditions (rainfall depths and frequen-
ce from summer to autumn). There is a period of 
slow growth from the first rains to the fall in 
temperature; winter growth stops when average 
temperature is lower than 5°C; 

- regrowth (axis development and bud open-
ing) varies according to climatic conditions 

and ecological valences of plants and not accord-

ing to jont action soil moisture-temperature 

(water availability always sufficient). At first, 
growth is slow (thirty days), then very fast 
(two weeks), finally it keeps steady and declines 
(passing from the vegetative to the reproductive 
stage; three weeks). The rapidity of the second 
and the third pe'riod depends on temperature and 

the absence (shortage) of rainfall. Grazing can 
alter the succession of the growth stages pro
tracting the first, red; -ing the intensity of 
the second and, possibly, preventing the third 
from occurring. 

Also plaot composition and biomass vary 
with these fac ors; steppe types (dry and hot 
coast areas) gradually turn into shrub grassland 
(internal areas and hills) and maquis (sites 
with better soils and more available moisture). 
According to studies carried out in Sardinia, 
the biomass corresponding to the maximun produc
tion for grassland varies from 0.1 to 10 t, d. 
m. (the worst and the best site conditions). 

Management trends 

Serious as the problem has been for such a 
long time the defence against fires has hitherto 
been limited mainly to the enforcement of legi
slative measures of a negative or coercive nature 
defined by the forest ordinance of 1923 nad by 
subsequent laws that referred to the Police or 

other provincialand tovn re gulations. These 
regulations made tire control hardly feasible 
as they did litt!1, more than make it a duty to 

report fires (in several areas there were in 
fact lookout posts and tewers) and did not con 
tain p])ovisions cncern i ng organizSation or the 
remuneration and insurancc of workers. 

In favour of the fitv c~ntrol service, the 
forest inspectorates, on whose individual ini
tiative depended both prevention and sup sion, 
could not divert to a sufficient extent either 
personnel or the modest means at their disposal 
because they were already ove rburdened with 
their other institutional tasks. Such a state of 
inefficiency can partly explain the marked in
crease in the number of fires since when, start
ing from 1960, forests and maquis have suffered 
the bursting assault of tourism and con;truction 
development (table 1). Urged by public opinion 
and pressed by the forest service, public powers 
were forced to face the problem; coasequent ly, 
the national law nr 47 regarding the "integra
tive regulations for forest l ire control" came 
into force in March 1970 (9 and 7 years after 
the French and Spani sh laws respectivvly). The 
law was conceived with highly innovating crite
ria and provides for .ssentidi nch]nicala measu
res, also takin! int, con;ideration, on a local 
scale, the past c;uses of the problem and its 
implications, 1,0th ol social, political and e
conomic nature. To'lh fire; cannot be compleote
ly avoided, the marked increase in their number 
during recent years (table 2) is on the other 
hand due to the changed social habits, to a 
feeble and confused protection of natural re
sources, to the poor efficency of the admini
strative bodies, and to the scanty civic and 
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ecologic education of the public (table 1). In fact fire control can be effected in-
The problem of fires, within this general fra- directly in the case of pastures (turf improve
me, meets with conditions of further deteriora- ment and yield increase) and forests(bringing 
tion in the land utilization, which resembles them to the normal state, chiefly in their den
a thick mosaic of urbanized agricultural, graz- sity); it can be effected directly in urbanized 
ing and foiested areas, the latter being almost and forest areas with fire control measures 
everywhere fragmentarily spread on small (equipment). In the forest field the final 
strips, model, whereever feasible, is the holly oak eco

system of sufficient maturity, as already stat-
Table I -- Fire causes in Italy (Ministry of ed. Such a forest preserves the moisture and 

Agriculture and forests, 1976). 	 reduces shrub and herb underwood growth and, 
thanks to the steadier and cooler bioclimate, 
makes litter decompesition more regular, pre

number ., area burnt venting its accur,:iatioi. 
._N__._____ Ha It a:N 

12 lowever, as the aLtainement of the objec1965 24 1 200 
natural 1 	 17 t975 that be indirectly65 11O0 tives 	 can secured requiresmiddle or long times, direct fire control 

uninLtteli 1965 746 32 6100 8 measures must he tpromptly put in action. Means 
tional 1975 2345 38 29200 12 and men should be placed at disposal without 

iuten- 1965 184 8 3000 16 delay in order to carry out the strategy, al

tional 1975 886 15 12400 14 ready tested in the Mediterraanean area (17, 10, 
9), and articulating of four series of co-ordi

1965 1366 59 14200 10 nate short-term measures:1975 2796 46 28700 10 	 - prevention (information, education,watch) 

10 intended to reduce. tires starting;1951 2320 100 23500 
total 1475 6092 100 71400 12 - ready detection of fires and the prompt 

I report to all ow the quickest suppression inter

for cleaning fields and ventions;Unintentional: burning 
-er use, touri st s, negligence, etc. - instal lationls on the terrain, to be 

arranged by adequat e regulations of forest 
Intentional: spleculation, terrorism, shepherds' management, by dividing forest areas into sepa

fir rL, revenge, incendiarism, rate blocks (firebreaks), by opuning access 

roads, by the construction of water reserves, 
of operational bases and of landing grounds for 

Table 2 -- Number of fires (N) and area burnt helicopters; 
(la) in Italy 196l-74) (Forest Service). - suppression with 6,Aa-r or water mixturesof chemicals making use of ,ground and air equip

ient. 

y ear.s N Ila Ila:N The new law offers this possibility. In 
- _ fact the districts (superprovincial bodies into 

19 -i63 9,180 119,703 13.04 which Italy is presently divided) are bound to 
1964-.66 8,78O 94,968 10.82 plan the protection of woods and maquis against 
1967-6) 9,237 87,188 9.44 fires, the conservation of borests and the 
1970-12 15,394 169,823 11.03 reconstitution of burnt for-ql ar-as. Interven
1903-74 9,045 196,575 19.97 tions must be pliLnLed for ecologically homoge
(/8) neous areas. Expernscs are ;upported in full or 
1961-74 52,436 668,257 12.74 partly (75") by the State. 

Forest area burnt 2/3 of the total burnt Starting from the study of the ecological 
1961-74 forest area burnt afforestation + factors that affect fires (weather, meteorology,

forest reconstitution vegetation, soil) and integrating them with the
[la burnt il tfe Mediterranean criate 2/3 factors that r,:gard the social-economic condiof total burnt area. tions (the type of economy, development degree,

oftotalburntarea._income, 
tourism, town-planning, etc.) and fire 
parameters (numb, r, area burnt, duration, space 
and tie partition, distribution according to 

It ppearsothe itiforetharion t yb should vegetation types; causes), plans must draw the 
be gi von to thre eniterion ti keep forest areas fire danger map, where areas of more or less 
apart from others, bearing in mind the differen- potential danger are identified. This will be 
ce of political, economic aud technical solu- of use both for deciding where etforts should 
Lions that are implied in fire control practice. be focussed and for giving suitable arrangement 
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and strength to 
the fire control service, 

utilizing measures, structures and infrastruc-

tures already existing. 


The organization of the service should be 

planned on the grounds of these elements, both 

detailing preparations on the terrain (road 

network, water points, firebreaks, equipped 

lookout stations, headquarters and networks
 
of radiotelephones, sheds 
for power equipment, 

mobile equipment and chemical retardants, 

bases and equipment for fire control, squads,

heliports, etc.) 
and defining the regulations 

of coordination 
to securp the effectiveness of 

the fire control organization. Preparations on 

the ground also include cultural interventions 

on the vegetation (firebreaks, cleanings, 

thinnings, etc.) and management measures 
 to 

reduce fire risks. 


While the fire control service falls under 

the responsability of lo2al political Authori-

ties, State or District Foresters, who supply 

the organizing staff and manpower, 
are entrust-

ed with its management, coordination, study

and propaganda; foresters 
are assisted in their 

prevention activities by 
forest workers and in 

suppression operations also by equipped, duly

remunerated and ensured squads of volunteers, 


The ways, the technical times and the 

priority order to be followed in order to 
put

all these measures into effect, along with the 

estimate of required expenditure, represent 

the third part of the plan. This is obviously 

intended for programming, and must be accomplish
ed and carried out in five years' time (1975-

1979), at the end of which the same plan will 

undergo revision and, if necessary, modifica-

tion. 


As to mobile terrain means, the use of 

road and crcs--country vehicles, 
lane cutters 

and bulldozers.. A trucks, pipes, power-driven 

brush cutters, power saws, swatters, fire-

fighting overalls, gas-masks, etc. is planned; 

as 
to air means the use of helicopters for 

aerial detection and report, but chiefly for 

active fire-fighting with the transport of 

manpower, tools 
and tanks of water and water 

mixtures of retardants to be dropped on fires 

is planned.
 

In addition to the hard integration of 

such measures in their natural political, eco 

nomic and social frame, the other prominent 

feeble points of the law 
are represented by

the scanty finarcing (13 million dollars 
 in 

1976) and by the shartage of technical person-

nel, whose strength is formed by State and 

District foresters (on the whole 6000 men, 700 

of whom are inspectors, 2000 warrant officers 

and 3300 guards) for whom no increase in number 


is considered by the law. However, the cause
 
of the problem is 
not only the number, but
 
chiefly the technical efficency of the person
nel, both at the organizing and at the execu
tive level: only for the latter the law fore
sees the formation of highly skilled motorized
 
units, to be trained at the school of forest
 
warrant officers at Cittaducale.
 

All good intentions of 
the law will hard
ly be carried into effect 
to the necessary
 
extent and within seasoiable time because there
 
is not only a lack of fKrancing means but also
 
a want of men and expe, er e. A positive fact 
is that, after so long i' lol._nee and resigna
tion, there is now a lcgslat ive instrument
 
capable to lay the ground, of a modern 
fire
 
control service. It should be developed follow
ing the suggestions and the experiences contain
ed, at an international level, 
in the "Proposals

for a global Programne" prepared in col labora
tion between UNESCO and 
FAD by Carl C. Wilson 
(1975; 26). In this connection there are exam
ples of a few Districts that, as has been men
iionod, have preceded the State with their own
 
laws by some years (liedmont, lombardy, Venetia,
 
Friuli-Venetia Julia, Umbria, latitm, Campania,

Apulia) and of some others , that, though any
organic logislativ instrument was lacking,
 
have nevertheles s operated without waiting.
On the contrary, they have supplied models that 
the Italian State has made use of' in the legi
slative s 
.at. Among these, the most significant
 
Italian model is presently the one 
of the Auto
nomous District of Sardinia 
(21).
 

In Sardinia the fire control service was
 
established in 1951 according to past 
views
 
and it started t( Cevelop on new grounds in
 
1973, when chemicai retardants appeared. In
 
the following years increasing use was made of
helicopters (4 in 1976) and firebreaks; 
look
outs, radiotelephones; tank trucks and equip

ped land rovers and mechanical c::tinguishers
 
were increased. Presently there 
is a 50Z defi
cit for water points, rey.ardaut storages,
 
repeaters, heliports and 
for some vehicles
 
(tank trucks and cross-country vehicles, if
 
compared with the theoretic needs. Instead,
 
the 5-6 aver..je-power helicopters (LAM 
 SA
 
315B) already employed should meet 
all needs.
 

Also in Sardinia, fires have undegone an
increase in 
the last years (3000 fires and
 
200,000 Ha of area burnt 
from 1960 to 1973,
 
1/4 of which occurred in forests and 3/4 
on
 
grazing and shrub areas), where 80% 
are
 
shepherds' fires. Therefore it 
is shepherds

that represent the most dangerous fire threat
 
for forests and maquis and consequently it is
 
on these areas 
the fire must be fought. How
ever, as yield amelioration of pastures will
 
demand a hard psycological adaptation from
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shepherds, it is imperative to secure the 

protection of wood and maquis against fires in 

the best way. 


That is why the strategy of the local 

fire control service is being planned in a 

structure (fig. 4) of "light" interventions, 

taking advantage, to this purpose, from the
 
extensive road network available (on the a-

verage 43 km/ 100 kni 2 ). Such a strudture is 
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few most extensive areas into compartments by
 
means of firebreaks, and the need of a suffi
cient equipment of high power means. As arti
ficial firebreaks are not far from the upper
 
development limit, further possible action
 
chiefly depends on the strengthening of heavy
 
power means (18).
 

The same criteria so far related can also
 
apply to other districts, bearing in mind of
 
course the logical variations. However, owing
 
to the reasons mentioned, the evolution in I
taly in this direction will be raLner slow as
 

is shown by the fact that two years after 
the enforcement of the law the figures are more
 

or less the following (the % refers to the 
number of Districts that have carried the fore
seen measures into effect, and not to their 

extent that corresponds only to a small fraction 
of their actu J needs): 
prevention:
 
- information and education 30%;

- firebreaks and water points 50%, 
chiefly in
 

the North, except Sardinia; 
- controlled burning 20%, only on firebreaks 

and sometimes in counterfires, generally with
 

results;
 
a Sicsuppression: 

"K 


-- EXECUTIVE STAFF 

Figure 4--Model of fire control organization 


in Sardinia. 


intended to reduce times from detection to
 
suppression action as short as possible, and 
to stop fires at an early stage. This is the 

object of the main efforts, as it appears from 
the development of lookoutS, on the radiotele-
phone net, od water points, of ground and air 
means and of tht. organiziti on of the personnel. 
As a iciltter of fact, the use of helicopters in 
1976 according to :amethtkl tested during the 
two previous years in the province of Nuoro, 
that is the most advanced in the field, has 
made it possible to achieve the following re-
suits (on 238,000 controlled la): 

fires, burnt area, average 
nr Ila area/fire,Ha 

average 1970-73 750 10,000 14 
" 1974-76 600 5,000 8 

only 1976 570 2,200 4 

Such a strategy proves the most efficient 
ior supfpressing fires at their very start. But 
in order to fight large fires this strategy 

must consider both the necessity to divide the 

- lookouts 50%, equipped with binoculars, maps
 
and radiotelephones;
 

- vehicles 100%;
 

- tank and pump trucks 30-40%;
 
- helicopters 20%;
 

- firefighting squads 70%, chiefly of volunteers
 
amounting altogether to some 12,000 men, 1/5
 
of whom are in the South.
 

The highly fragmentary distribution of 
forests and maquis, the country area and its
 
4/5 mountain-covered morphology along with the 
shortage of water reservoirs, the necessity of 
suitable airport equipments and their cost make 
the use of aircraft problematic. In Italy pre
ference has so far been given to middle power
 
helicopters, that have given good results, as 
has been seen. In any case, if some major ob
stacles were removed, the use of water bombers 
could be tested in a pool with other Mediter
ranean countries, in addition to other suppres
sion means.
 

Prescribed burning is not considered by 
the law among prevention means, even if burningis employed in some 
cases to clean firebreaks,
 

while counter-fires are used in other cases.
 
A multi-millenary experience shows tr'7t burning,
 
with grazing and agriculture, has caused se

rious desertifications, which often prove
 
irreversible and still now it often causes a
block of degraded ecosystems preventing them 
from reaching more evolute patterns (20, 13). 
Therefore it was not by chance that, during 
the consultation FAO/UNESCO at Provence-Langue
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doc in May 1977, all participants unanimously with the United States or Canada. However, the 
approved the recommendation to make use of problem is serious in relative terms if one 
contrc l.d aurning with the greatest prudence considers the shortage of forests and maqutis
in tho.;e areas where no exact information on and the impairment of the land, mainly in the 
soil evolution and vegetation responses is area with Mediterranean and sub-Mediterranean
 
available. On the 
other hand, the same resolu- climates, where fires amount to 2/3 of their
 
tion reconmmended to spread the 
 favourable re- total. The legislative and technical instruments,
suits obtained in the use of prescribed burning that so far had been missing in order to make 
from interdisciplinary research in France (24), up for such a critical situation are to day

Greece (8), Israel (14, 15, 
 16) and Spain, to available. However, fire management problem 
other countries. The practice of spreading must be faced as 
carefully as possible if
 
the results of prescribed burning for different damages are to be 
limited in time to an admis
purposes has long been followed, for inst., sible extent.
 
in the United States (7, 2, 11) and in Austra
lia (25) (chaparral management, forest regene
raticn, etc.) (12). 
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THE EFFECTS OF FIRE ON THE VEGETATION OF
 

DONANA NATIONAL PARK, (SPAIN)!/
 

FRANCISCO GARCIA NOVO(- / 

Abstract: The vegetation of Doiana National Park

(S.W. SPAIN) is described in relation to climate, and geo
morphology.
 

Fire occurrence in the area and fire management is 
discussed in relation to vegetation.


Plant succession after scrubfire is described both for 
annuals and for perennials showing a 5 stage process that 
takes 10 to 25 years to be completed.

Present day distribution and numbers of the existing 
tree species are discussed in relation to biotope and fire
 
effects.
 

It is concluded that present day scrub of Doriana 
National Park is a stable type of vegetation derived and 
maintained through repeated fires. 

Prior to scrub development DoTana aroa was covered 
with a forest dominated by cork oak (Quercus suber) to
gether with wild olive tree 
(Olea europaea), strawberry

tree (Arbutus unedo) Kermes Oak (Quercus coccifera) and
with junipers (Juniperus phoenicea, J. oxycedrus) on 
drier ground.
 

Key Words: FIRE, MEDITERRANEAN VEGETATION, SCRUB, 
FOREST, SUCCESSION.
 

Quercus suber. Quercus coccifera. Olea europea.
 
Artutus unedo
 

1. The Dohiana Area world renowned for its rich fauna where the 
effects of fires on vegetation have been
Doihana area covers some 1000 km 
of coastal carried out. 
An ecological description of
lowlands in the Gulf of Cadiz (S.W.Spain). 
 Doana may be found in GONZALEZ BERNALDEZ
Half the area corresponds to marshes derived 
 et al. (1977)


from the ancient Guadalquivir River estuary;

the other half is an ancient (pleistocene) 2. Geormorphology

coastal plain covered by more recent sand
 
dune systems. Uoiana Area includes Dofiana2 In the dune plain two main landscapesNational Park, with an extension of 360 km ; 

may
be distinguished: the stabilized sands and
 
the mobile dunes. The stabilized sands are
 
very large transgressive dunes, several kn
 
long, partially eroded by wind and rain, now
C/ Presented at the Symposium on Environmental reduced to a series of arched low ridges
ZonsMquences of Fire and Fuel Management inMediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. (locally "naves"). Between ridges, thereare flat depressions corresponding to theAug. 1-5, 1977 
 "slacks" of the original dune formation, 

2/ Professor of Ecology, University of Sevilla, where temporary shallow lagoons develop.

Departmento de Ecologia, Facultad de Ciencis, 
 Substrates are uniformly sized colic sands
Universidad De Sevilla, Sevilla., Spain. 
 (0,2-0,5 mm) (IGME,76) largely composed of
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quartz and with no calcium carbonate. The 

"mobile dunes" include a complex of massive
 
transgressive dunes up to 2km long advancing 

inland at a steady rate of 5-6 m per yr.

(GARCIA NOVO et al., 1975). The system, 

that extends parallel to the coast for some 

30 km has undergone no less than 7 develop-

meat stages each associated to a prevailing 

wind direction (POU ROYO,1976). 


A general description of the area may be 

found in VANNEY (1971). The mobile dune sys-

system has been studied by GARCIA NOVO et al. 

(1975), ALLIER et al.(1975), ALLIER et al. 

(1974). 


3. Climate 


Annual precipitation averages 550 mm with a 

winter maximum of 90 mm in Nov-Dec and a 

secondary maximum of 85 mm in February-March. 

Summer drought is severe with precipitation 

on July-August and only 24 mm average for 

June. Summer drought is coupled with high 

temperatures (average mean temperatures are:
 
June 20.50C, July 23.90, August 23.60C). 

Winters are comparatively mild with average
 
mean temperatures of 9.30C for the coldest 

months (January and December). Both maxi-

mum and minimum temperatures are milder 

than would be due to oceanic influences; 

temperatures below freezing point are rare. 

A discussion of climatic features of the 

area may be found in Merino et al.(1976). 


4. Vegetation 


Both stabilized sands and mobile dunes are 

now covered with forest, and matorral 

(scrub). In the stabilized sands, pine 

(Pinus pinea) forests were seeded in the 

early 40's. The other important tree 

is the juniper (Juniperus phoenicea) 

that forms an open forest in driest sub-

strates (elevated old ridges) of the 

stabilized sands. Other tree species in
clude cork oak (quercus suber). Kermes 

oak (Q.coccifera), wild olive tree (Olea 

europaea var sylvestris) Strawberry tree 

(Arbutus unedo), poplar (Populus alba), 

ash tree ('raxinus ornus), tamarisk 

(Tamarix africana).''hey all form small 

patches or are represented unly by iso-

lated individuals. The reasons for this 

scarcity of trees will be later discussed, 


Mobile dunes present natural vegetation 

of pines forming dense stands in the 

slacks between dune fronts. Juniperus
 
phoenicea will only colonize relative
 
stables sands, while Juniperus oxycedrus 

ssp. macrocarpa is limited to stable 

ground under definite oceanic influence, 
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4.1 The matorral
 

The "matorral" (scrub)- is the predominant
 
vegetation type of Dogana stabilized sands.
 
Its species composition is fairly rich and
 
it appears to be controlled by soil topog
graphy, through the distance to soil water
 
table (GONZALEZ BERNALDEZ et al., 1976).
 
Species living on drier, more elevated,
 
ground as Lavandula stoechas,Thymus matichina,

Rosmarinus officinalis,Cistus libanotis
 
withstand during summer drought, very nega
tive water potential in their leaves
 
(MERINO et al, 1976). Matorral species liv
ing on low ground are Erica australis,
 
E.arborea, E.ciliaris, Calluna vulgaris,

with Myrtus communis, Phillyrea angusti
folia, Erianthus ravenna, and Cistus
 
salvi-jefol-iis. Those species cannot with
stand in tFeir tissues large negative
 
values of water potential; their distri
bution is therefore restricted to those
 
areas with available water during summer
 
drought. (Water table not deeper than 1 m.)
 

5. Fire history of the area
 

Due to poor sandy soils, the area was of little
 
agronomic value; at least since the XIII cen
tury it has been managed as a game Reserve
 
due to its rich fauna that has been preserved
 
today. However the management of the area has
 
included shifting cultivation, lumbering
 
(pine and juniper), charcoal burning (ash),
 
cork and pine cone collection, cattle (cows)

introduction, and especially, fire.
 

Fires break out throughout the area in summer
time. It is useful to distinguish between
 
two types of fires: Minor fires and wild
 
fires. Minor fires (1-10 ha range) break
 
out once or several times a year. Whether
 
accidental, or intended to clear a patch
 
of matorral for grass they are kept under
 
control.
 

More rarely (once every 15 years as an aver.
age) a wild fire breaks through accident 
or careless fire control. Tle surfaces 
affected by those wild fires greatly differ
 
(100-1000 ha or more) but in any case they
 
are very intense as compared to minor fires.
 
Those wild fires may also spread through
 
the marshes, after they dry up in summer,
 
with fronts several km wide. The mobile
 
dunes however are relatively protected from
 
fires because the sand dunes act as natural
 
fire-breaks.
 

We agree with SAUVAGE (1961), TOMASELLI
 
(1976) and others that "matorral" is a valu
able term for describing the large scrub
 
cover, so common in Mediterranean areas.
 



No records of fires in the area prior to the 

beginning of this century have been found.
 
However ecological evidence strongly suggests

that fire has been a dominant environmental 

factor in Dofiana area for at least two cen-

turies. 


THE EFFECTS OF FIRE ON THE VEGETATION OF 

DONANA
 

6. Effects on matorral species 


Fires spread rapidly through matorral, and 

plant burning is usually limited to leaves 

and thin branches. 


Apart from meteorological conditions (air

temperature, wind), duration of the previous 

drought, moisture content of fuel, fire 

spread depends on fuel accumulation. The 

threshold fo3 Dohana area has been evaluated 

at 0,5 kg m - plant material; under this 
value the fire ceases to propagate in wind-
less conditions. On the other hand, as grass 
cover is almost non-existent under matorral 

and fairly short even in grassy areas those 

will act, together with bare sands (dunes, 

ridges) as natural fire-breaks. 


Fire affects leaves and thin branches of 

plants only; however for most plants this
 
will kill the aerial parts or the ent-ire 

plant in the case of sensitive Halimium 

halimifolium that is equally killed by hot 

air without being affected by flames, 


The recovery after fire is highly variable, 

depending on the species characteristics, some 

of which are summarized in table I. Besides, 

the water availability, nutrient mobilization, 

animal interference (grazing) and time of the
 
season (after a drought fires are much more 

devastating) all affect post fire plant
 
recovery. 


7. Post fire succession 


Early stages of post fire succession are 

largely dependent on meteorological condi-

tions, but further on the process will become 

more independent. Although both herb and 

woody species grow together, it is conven-

ient to separate grass and matorral succes
sion. Data presented here have been collect-

ed in a series of identified burnt areas 

where precise dating of fires has been pos-

sible. Both permanent transects along re-

cently burnt areas and sample plots on 

areas that have been burned long ago have 

been used. Quantitative data of plant cover, 

plant density, biomass, species diversity

and soil analysis of plots may be found in 

MARTIN VICENTE (1977). 


7.1 Grass Succession
 

Grass succession lasts for about 5 years

after fire; after that time matorral tends
 
to grow too much and to alter the process.
 
The dominant environmental factors control
ling grass succession are nuturient and
 
water availability; water table depth is

thus indirectly related to the process.
 

During the first year, only a few species make
 
an impressive growth, but soil cover is still
 
low but for very wet areas. Carlina corymbosa
reaches in the first year its maximum number
 
(and size). Senecio Jacobea is also important

but it will not reach its maximum until the
 
second year.
 

Anthemis cotula, Ornithopus pinnatus
 
0. sativus, Reseda media, Centaura exarata,
 
7uia spp., Briza maxima, Loefflingia baetica,
 
Illecebrum verticiltum, [vax pygmaea, Poly
carpor teraphyllon, \nthoxantum ovatus, and 
Brassica barrelieri all increase from 1st 
to 2nd year reaching the maximum develop
ment in the 3rd year, decreasing as mator
ral species develop. On wet areas, Myo
sostis spp, Mentha pulegium, Anagallis arv
ensis, Panicum miliaceum, samolus valerandii, 

and Ranunculus baudotii are dominant at this
 
stage.
 

In the 4th-Sth )ear all those species de
crease due to matorral development and herb
 
species that grow under matorral plants will
 
attain maximum development, slowly decreasing
 
afterwards. lhose species associated to mator
ral are: Tuberaria guttata, Erodium cicu
tarium, Plantago psvllu:a, Malcolmia lacera,
 
Rumex bucephalophorous, Ononis subspicata
 
and Crassula tillaea.
 

7.2 Matorral succession
 

As mentioned above, matorral composition de
pends on soil topography through distance to
 
water table. This environmental factor also
 
controls the process of succession that will

also depend on fire duration and intensity and
 
meteorological conditions affecting plants.
 
Generally speaking, the deeper the water
 
table, the slower plant succession will take
 
place.
 

Summarizing data for intermediate ground loca
tions, water table 1 to 2 m deep) this picture
 
emerges: 1st stage: 0-3 months. No seed ger
mination. No annuals. Resistent species re
cover after fire. Two species show an out
standing recovery: the dwarf palm Chamaerops
 
humilis and Daphne gnidium. "lbe fibrous
 
stems of the palm are hardly affected by

fire. Immediately after, injured leaves
 
keep growing and new ones will appear.
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Table 1--Responses to fire of 12 matorral species of Dohiana area.
 

Species Inflamability 


Erica australis good 


Chamaerops humilis very poor 


Daphne gnidium poor 


Osyris lanceolata good 


Stauracanthus genistoidis good 


Halimiun halimifolium very good 


Halimium commutatum very good 


Cistus salviaefolius good 


Cistus libanotis good 


Ulez minor good 


Scirpus holoscheonus good 

very good 


Juncus effusus good 

very good 


D.gnidium although losing all branches 

will start, immediately after fire an im-

pressive growth producing new branches up 

to 70 cm long during the first 3 months. 

Growth rate will slow down from then on to 

20 cm per year. 2nd stage: 1 year. Both 

matorral and herb species seeds germinate. 

Fire resistent species restart growth. 


Stauracanthus genistoidis grows very 

easily from its thick base. Erica 

australis, and E. arborea will also grow 

from the base only if there is a large 

amount of available water. Ulex minor 

will also grow but it will take much longer 

to start. Those species with subterran- 

ean organs such as Urginea maritima,
 
Pteridium aquilinum, Scirpus holoschoenus, 

Scirpus setaceus, Juncus maritimus, 

J. effusus will grow easily after the 

rainy season; apparently they are favored 

by fire due to increased nutrients avail-

ability and limited competition. 


Germination 
Regrowth After fire Other Comments 

good good Regrowth depends 
largely on water 
availability 

very good good Immediate growth 
after fire 

very good poor Immediate growth 
after fire 

nil poor 

very good good Repeatedly eaten 
for herbivores 
during regrowth 

nil very good Extremely high 

nil good 

nil very good Strong increase in 
germination after 
fire 

nil good 

very good good Good regrowth but 
very slow 

good Good regrowth if 
available water 

good Good regrowth if 
available water 

Halimium halimifolium will not resprout again
 
but it will germinate in very large numbers
 
after fire. Cistus libanotis, C.salvidefolius,
 
Osyris lanceolata, Lavandula stoechas, and
 
Rosmarinus officinalis, Rubus ssp. all follow
 
a similar pattern. It is interesting to men
tion that seedlings of these species are
 
very hard to find in the matorral under nor

mal conditions and their seeds germinate
 
very poorly (under 1% for Dorlana collected
 
seeds, COTA GALAN, unpublished) suggesting
 
that for those species (especiall It.
 
halimifolium) establishment is mar1 dly
 
favored by fire. 3rd stage: Intense
 
growth for most species. No germination
 
of seed from matorral species.
 

At this stage, species germinating from
 
seeds and species making regrowth from
 
their base of other subterranean organs,
 
make steady growth. Pteridium aquilinum
 
will reach now its maximum growth, decreas
ing afterwards. Chamaerops humilis and
 

Stauracanthus genistoidis tend to make
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little progress due to heavy damage from 

herbivores: as primary producivity is much 

lower after fire, consumer pressure tends to 

concentrate on edible species. 


Rubus ssp. will maintain fast growth if high 

nutrients and water were available; otherwise,

it will slow down about the 2nd year. Cistus 

salviaefolius will grow very well in sheltered 

places only. In the open it will do poorly

after germination until other species provide 

some protection. 4th stage: 3rd to 4th year.

Large increase in scrub species. Matorral 

composition evolves towards mat ,,e mattoral 

types according to topography variations, 

Hferb layer declines. 


On those areas with water table 0, 5 to 1 m 

deep, a dense Erica covcr develops. Calluna 

vulgaris will be added from seeds 
as 

E.rarennal and others. Phillyrea angusti-

folia and Myrtus conmunis will slowiy grow

H.halimifolium if present will be excluded 

at this stage. Cistus saiviefltius will
 
persist for a longer period until the Erica 

stand makes a very dense cover. On higher

ground (1-3 m deep water table), Halimium 

halimifolium and Stauracanthus genistoidis 

dominates. If sheltered, Cistus salvicfo]ius 

and even Calluna vulgaris will be present.

On higher or more exposed locations, 

Helychrysum italicum and Rosmarinus offi-

cinalis will also enter. 


Finally, on higher ground (over 4 m above 

water table) Lavandula stoechas, Cistus 

libanotis, Halimium commutatum, Thymus 
mastichina will be present; Halimiti
 
alimifolium will be scarce or non-


existent. 5th stage: from the 5th year 

onwards. Matorral recovers its original 

composition and structure, 


Erica matorral is indistinguishable from 

a mature stand after a 10 year interval, 

if water supply is favorable. Otherwise, 

slower plant growth will take place. How-

'ever, in all cases examined, after a 13 

year interval there will be full recovery

of this matorral type. 


Lavandula matorral 
on higher, much drier
 
ground shows a more slow recovery. After 

a 10 year interval, matorral composition 

is approximately the original one but 

plant cover and plant size are much smaller. 

After 15-20 years differences are noticeable 

to the eye but they may still be discovered 

with aerial pictures or ground measurements. 


Summarizing this evidence, Do~ana matorral 

appears as a mditerranean type of vegeta-

tion well suited to local biotope character-

istics (poor sandy soil, fluctuating water
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table). This is only partially the case.
 
In fact, Dohana matorral is a case of fire
 
selected and fire adapted natural vegetation
 
that bears little resemblance with the orig
inal mediterranean forest from which it derivates. 
 Tle discussion of the distribution
 
patterns of tree species belong to 
the orig
inal forests will shed light on the process
 
of transformation.
 

8. Patterns of distribution of tree species.
 

On the stablized sands of Dofiana, trees 
are
 
few and they grow in scattered patches with
 
the noted exception of pine plantations.
 
With the exception of Juniperus phoenicea
 
stands over the ridges, no original forest
exists today. However, 10 tree species 
present in the area suggest that various 
types of tree vegetation existed in the 
area forming a forest which composition, 
extension and causes of disappearance we 
can only guess. 

We will discuss existing vegetation types
 
to concentrate our interest on the distri
bution and composition of the cork oak
 
forest. In the dunes three species (Pinus
 
pinea, Juniperus phoenicea, J.ox cedrus)
 
will tend to form definite forest types

depending on sustrate stability: mobile
 
dunes exclude junipers supporting only the
 
local Pinus pinea ecotype. Juniperus
 
phoenicea will colonize dry stable sands
and J.oxycedrus will spread only on stable
 
sands with favorable microclimate open to
 
oceanic influence.
 

Tamarix africana agr., Populus alba and
 
Fraxinus ornus, together with species of
 
genus Pirus and Salix may have been present

in floodable areas, including river banks,
 

and the border of lagoons. The sandy borders of the marsh may have represented a
 
definite location for all these species:

Tamarix africana growing directly on ficod
able areas. Populus alba on wet depressions
 
and Fraxinus ornus on the sandy plains that
 
border the marsh, Salix was probably limited
 
to unstable banks associated to the drain
age net,.;ori-. 

By and lari.e, the stablized sands forest has
 
been free of above species; the trees in it
 
were cork oak _(Quercus suber), Kermes oak
 
(Q.coccifera), wild olive (Oleaeuropaea var
 
sylvestris) and strawberry tree (Arbutus
unedo). The ecology of these four r.diterran
ean species is different (TONASELLI, 1976; 

RUIZ DE TORRES, 1971). TDheir presence together in the same forest type suggests a
 
semiarid to subhumid peculiar thermic
 
microclimate of thermic character with a
 



net 	oceanic influence. Sheltered, more ther-

mic 	situations will have wild olive together 

with Kermes oak in thermic but dry locations. 

Strawberry tree might have been common in 

watered locations open to oceanic influence; 

cork oak probably was the main component of 

this forest over the area; it may be substi-

tuted by wild olive, and Kermes oak with 

Pistacia lcntiscus and Chamerops humilis in 

more sheltered thermic areas, and for Juni-

perus phoenicea and J.oxycedrus dry sub-

strates open to oceanic influences. The co-

existence of thermic and oceanic species in 

Donana confirms the peculiar equilibrium of 

this climate that allows species of differ-

ent requirements to live together. T'his
 
peculiar equilibrium allowing for maximum 

diversity has also been singled out in the 

case of matorral for MERINO et al (1976)
 
and ALLIER et al (1974) and for the fauna 

in VALVERDE (1960) and I{AEGER et al (1976). 


DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS OF THE 
MAIN TREE SPECIES 


9. Observed patterns of distribution of tree 

species. 


Limiting the survey to the more important 

species (Kermes oak, wild olive tree, straw-

berry tree and cork oak) their distribution 

on the stabilized sand is thus: Kermes oak 

(Quercus coccifera). It is a very scarce 

species. Some 10 shrub type individuals 

are found around temporary lagoons. Another 

4 tree-type individuals (some 5 m high) 

were found inside a very thick Erica mator-

ral close to a temporary lagoon near the 

"Pinar del Rasposo".
 

Wild olive trees (OlCa europaea) occur either 

as isolated big old trees with very large 

crowns (5-8 m across) or as shrub-type plants 

1-2 m wide. Old trees are isolated and they 

usually are close to a temporary lagoon. 

Some 20 shrub-type plants occur together in 

a reduced area (about 5 ha.) of the stabil-

ized sands close to the boundary with the 

marsh. 


Strawberry tree (Arbutus unedo). It is 

also a very rare species in the Donana 

National Park. Two enormous isolated trees 

and a dense patch of big trees growing to-

gether with cork oak at Encinillas Altas. 

All Strawberry Trees are very large 12-15 m 

high with a dense crown. No young trees 

have been observed, 


Cork oak (Quercus suber). There are about 

400 	cork oaks left in Doiana National Park 


in the stabilized sands, and most of them are
 
located in the "vera" ecotone between the
 
stablished sands and the marsh forming a
 
Savannah-type forest. Other cork oaks are
 
spread all over the stabiized sands complex,
 
but mostly in the lower ground. Their
 
preferred location is close to a temporary
 
lagoon border as isolated trees or as a
 
small group (2-3). Most trees are very big
 
up to 20 m high and with crowns up to 15 m
 
across with very long branches bending
 
down almost to the ground. Another patch
 
with some 10 big cork trees growing to
gether with strawberry trees at Encinillas
 
Altas, has already been mentioned.
 

10. 	Discussion of distribution patterns in
 
relation to fire effects
 

No sample of the original Dofiana forest is
 
left. However, Encinillas Altas, although
 
very reduced in extension (about 1 ha.) may
 
illustrate the type of forest that once ex

isted. An imposing canopy of cork oaks and
 
Arbutus unedo rises to 15 m. Erica arborea
 
(3-5 m) and braken (Pteridium aquilinum)
 
(2-3 m high) form thick matorral. Dense
 
lianas (Lonicera, Clematis) hang from tree
 
branches making a remarkable thick vegeta

tion. Soil is covered by 10-15 cm. of
 
decomposing leaves on top of a 20 cm. deep
 
Ao black horizon rich in humified organic
 
matter. High bracken productivity results
 
in local organic matter accumulation that
 
form humus above soil surface reaching
 
sometimes 50 cm high. This thick forest
 
probably recalls the original Dofiana forest;
 
wild olive and chaparro may have been ex
cluded due to oceanic influence.
 

The effects of fires on this type of
 
forest are devastating. The large amount
 
of fuel available makes the fire last longer;
 
and trees are killed or seriously injured,
 
or have been completely bured together
 
with matorral. The large decrease in pri
mary productivity together with soil ex
posure induces rapid mineralization of
 
organic matter leaving an impoverished
 
sandy soil with little cation exchange
 
capacity and easily subjected to leaching.
 
Forest regeneration becomes difficult and
 
slow. Senescent trees will die out.
 
Younger ones will regenerate or not depend
ing on the species. Strawberry trees are
 
more likely to be killed. Kermes oak will
 
sprout from the base; wild olive will also
 
grow from the base but it is prone to
 
catch fire in the trunk. Cork oak is the
 
most resistent to fire; thanks to its in
sulating bark that prevents damage to
 
branches and buds thus allowing for rapid
 
recovery.
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According to this differential sensitivity 

to fires an almost complete extinction of 

strawberry tree might occur. 
The extinction 

of Kermes oak and wild olive trees will 
occur 

next, even if they are more resistent. Fin-

ally, cork oak must be the least affected 

of them all. This expected number of each 

species fit neatly with observed tree num-

bers of these species on Donana. 


Let us now comment on the distribution pat-

terns observed in the stabliized sands: for 

all species, lagoon borders represent a 

selective location. Vera ecotone is also 

important for cork oak and wild olive tree. 


Lagoon borders. These are areas where water 

table is 
near the soil surface, resulting in 

numerous advantages relative to fires: 
 wet 

areas and water saturated plants tend to
burn more slowly than drier areas. Winter 

water rising tends to kill perennials around 

the lagoon leaving a wide grass belt where

fire does not spread. Finally, water avail-

ability to the tree will help it 
recover 

after fire. This is probably the most im
portant factor responsible for tree conser-

vation around lagoons and in fact it affects 

all species considered, 


Vera ecotone. A few wild olive trees and 

a large number of cork oaks form a savannah 

type forest along the vera ecotone. This 

again represents a favorable location in 
re-

lation to water availability for trees. In 

fact drainage networks of stabilized sands 

discharge into the marsh through Vera eco-

tone; soil water table lies here only 1-2 m 

below the surface. Although this fact may

explain a better tree recovery after fire,

their large numbers in the area may have 

a different origin. Apparently Vera eco-

tone matorral has been under heavy pressure

both from animals (browsers) and man. Game 

and cattle feed in the marsh and hide into 

the stablized sands thus crossing the eco-

tone twice or several times a day. Evidence 

also exists for some areas 
of the Vera to 

have suffered :hifting cultivatijn: in this 

case, matorral may have been cut 
leaving

trees unaffected. The combination of both 

processes may have prevented wild fires to 

reach the Vera with a frequency comparable 

to other sites within the stabilized sands 

thus allowing for the much larger tree popu
lation that is found today. 


11. Conclusion 


Present distribution of trees on the stabil-

ized sands of Dofiana agrees well with the
 
hypothesis of an original Mediterranean forest

dominated by cork oak and repeatedly devasted 

by fire. Forest regeneration in burnt areas 


has been prevented by a combination of re
peated fires, heavy grazing by herbivores and
 
a marked extension of matorral. To which
 
extent the forest estruction was acceler
ated by human impact or climatic change can
not be ascertained at the moment. 
The only

reference 
(VALVERDE, personal communication)
 
is a description of Dohiana area circa 1650.
 
At that time the forest no longer was a
 
closed one but rather a savannah type that
allowed trees to be counted. Oak trees were
 
more numerous at the time (10 to 20 times
 
more trees than at present) and their popula
tion was still reproducing. This will point

towards a long term process that is now in
 
its final stage with isolated patches of
 non reproducing forests that have been re
producing forests that have been termed
 
"Fort fossile" by QUESEL (1976).
 

Turning now to the matorral, its regener
ation after fire is remarkably fast, its
 
composition being controlled by topography

forming a stable type of vegetation compar
able to a pseudoclimax.
 

However the evidence that the Doiana matorral
 
is rather a mixture of at 
least two different
 
vegetation types: 
 a xeric type of matorral
 
that may have been associated to Juniperus

phoenicea forest and contains Thymus masti
china, Lavandula stoechas, Rosmarinus ofici
=i-iT,and others. A hygrophytic type of
 

matorral associated to the cork oak forest
 
with Phillyrea angustifolia, NMyrtus cmnimunis,

Erica australis, E.arborea Calluna vulgaris,

and E.ciliaris on very wet areas. Repeated

fires suppressed tree cover letting fast
 
growing and light demanding species to
 
spread over large areas. Under these condi
tions, lalimium halimifolium and (probably)

Cistus salviaefolius, Cstus lhanotis, 1hli
mium commutatum may have spread all over"
 
the area bringing the present day matorral
 
composition. 
 The fire adapted H.halimi
folium is a fast growing species continu
ously spreading to new areas. 
 Also Cistus
 
salviaefolius, in sheltered condition,_ Stau
racanthus genistoidis in open ground wit-
available water have largely spread. 
 Slow
 
growers belonging to the original matorral
 
types such as Osyris quadrivalvis y O.lance
lata or Phillyrea angustifolia are scarce
 
---appear on very locally.
 

The vegetation of the stabilized sands of
 
Dofiana is thus an interesting example of
 
profound changes brought about in 
a mediter
ranean forest ecosystem through the action

of repeated fire.
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ENVIROnMENTAL DIFFICULTIES IN THE FIGHT 

AGAINST FOREST FIRES IN SPAIN.j/ 

Ricardo Velez _/ 

Abstract: The problems arising from the accumulation of fuel and the negative attitude of some sectors
of the population, together with the climatological
conditions, are giving rise to 
a serious increase in the
losses caused by forest fires. There is a need for a
reform in the fire fighting policy, laying greater emphasis on prevention, both directed towards the controlfuel and to a greater public 
of 

interest in the conservation 
of the forest.
 
Key words: Accumulation, fuel, attitude, population.
 

INr2RODUCTION 

Spain has a forested area of 26
million hectares, eqlivalent to 52%
of its total geograplical area. Of
this, 11.8 million hectares corres-
pond to forests of arboreal species,

while the remainder is occupied by

non-arboreal szecies, 
 Reforestation 
projects have been in-reasing the 
forested areas by souething over one 
hundred thousand hectares a year, al-
though this fig-re has dropped in the
last few years as a result of economic 
difficulties. 

The Iberian Peninsula shows very
marked climatological contrasts: the 

peripheral beltz beside the sea and

therefore enjoying its regulating in-

fluence on 
the humidLy and tempera-

ture do not suffer the rigoirous climate borne by the central meseta,

where temperature variations have 


jPro.;enzed at the Symposium on Envi-
ronmental Conseauences of Fire and FuelManagement in L.editer-ranean Ecosystems,
Palo Alto, Calif, Aug. 1-5, 1977. 


2/Ricardo V61ez.
Dr. Ingeniere de 11ontes, 

ICONA, inisterio de Agricultura, 

Spain.
 

been measured from a maximum of 452C
 
in suminer to a minimum of -259C 
 inwinter. One can dist;injuish two clear
ly defined climatic zones. The North
and North-West have an obviously At
lantic climate (damp and mild), In 
contrast, the rest is dry, continental

in the Centre and temperate through

the influence 
of the sea on the 1,edi
terranean Coast. 
 At all events, one

must emphasize the existence of a pro
longed hot, dry period, greatly exceed
ing the seasonal limits of the summer,

during which the vegetation is in a
 
suitable condition to burn.
 

As a general rule, the most im
portant forests occupy especially the
 
mountain areas, although there exist

extensive forests, but with very little
 
density, on the plains of the Centre.
 

This physical environment, clear
ly favourable for the appearance and
 
spread of fires, is affected by differ
ent factors of a social nature which
 
contribute to the fire problem. 
Among
the most outstanding are:
 

- The accumulation in the underwood 
of logs and brushwood which were for
merly removed to feed fires and ovens 
in the country areas, the use of whichhas diminished as a result of the com
petition of oil-derived fuels. 
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- The absence of the population which 

formerly lived in the forests, was 
interested in their conservation, fami-

liar with the terrain, and skilled in 
the use of implements, who dealt with 

the fire from its beginning, 


- The increase in the number of hikers, 
campers and tourists, not always used 
to the environment, and whose negli-

gence is responsible for a considerable 

number of disasters, 


The circumstances mentioned are 
not of a transient nature, on the 
contrary, the number of fires shows 
a tendency to increase which makes it 
necessary for us to organize ourselves 
properly to deal with the danger. 

The evolution of forest fires
 
and their effects in recent years is 
shown in the graphs and figures attach-
ed: 

iI I 1: Number of fires, reforested 
area, and area of forest burnt, 

, 2: Tylical distribution of the 
number of fires dhroughout the year. 

Figure ": Zones and periods of fire 
risk. 


There follows an analysis of the 
problem2 mentioned and of the difficult-
ies they present for the defence against 
forest fires.
 

1. The problem of accumulation of fuel. 


The forest fires start in Spain 
as a result of human action on the 
forest fuel in 95% of the cases, 

In our country, inhabited for 
thousands of years, only as a literary 

conceit can the appearance of the wood-
lands and their structure be described 
as natural. It is really the result 
of the action of 1ian, who has seized 
their terrain, eliminated species and 
taken advint:igo of the fruits and mat-
erials they offered him. Human action, 
through removal of brushwood, logging 
and grazing exploitation, has origin-
ated a particular structure of the 
vegetation, relegating the dense forest 

areas to the mountain massifs, and 

drastically clearing the woods of the 

plains to facilitate their exploit-

at.on for cattle raising.
 

The present-day variation in the
 
agricultural economy and the emigra
tion of the rural population is giving
 
rise to profound changes in this struc
ture, which had displayed a certain
 
stability for nearly four centuries.
 

In the last twenty years the eoon
omic activity of Man in many forest
 
areas has becom practically non-exist
ent. This results in the accumulation
 
of dead waste, which, in a dry climate,
 
makes the forests highly inflammable. 
Here lightning can catch and cause
 
damage, as occurred during the summer 
of 1976, which was very stormy and 
had an unusual 9"7% of fires caused 
by lightning, which burnt nearly 
20,000 hectares (12% of the area burnt
 
in the year).
 

In the wake of the lightning, if 
the absence of Man continued, there 
would come a new colonization of the 
ground, and different phases of vege
tation would follow one another. How
ever, this absence of Man is not effect
ive. His lack of activity refers only 
to the reduction in the removal of 
woody material. Indeed, the presence 
of Man is increasing with the intensi
fication of the recreative use of the
 
forests. Hikers and hunters roam all
 
the forest, and only a very small num
ber of areas, by reason of their natural
 
inaccessibility or legal limitations,
 
are infrequently visited. 

Thus there is a situation of per
manent danger, since 1M1an is a constant
 
carrier of fire, which, together with 
the accumulated small fuel, inevitably
 
leads to fires.
 

The production of logs in Spain
 
has dropped by more than 60% since 
1961. The reasons for this are the 
depopulation of the forest areas and
 
the scant market for the logs, replaced 
by other fuels. The fire risk arising 
from these facts does not affect all 
forests to the same extent. The exist
ing statistical data show that the 
frequency of fires in coniferous forests 
is ten times greater than in hardwood 
ones. Although these latter produce 
greater quantities of dead matter, as 
they are generally found in damper 
places the decomposition of the waste
 
is much more rapid, a situation which
 
does not occur in pine woods, normally
 
found in dry areas.
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Figure 1--Number of fires, reforested area, and area of forest burnt.
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Figure 2--Typical distribution of the number of fires throughout the year.
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In this respect it must be point-

ed out that since 1940 2,200,000 hec-

tares have been planted with conifers 
in Spain. These young forests are 

located in all types of terrain, but 

especially in dry and stony areas, on 

slopes and peaks where the water runs 

away or filters through rapidly. The 

scrub undergrowth is very abundant in 
some cases; in others the density of 

the young trees is excessive. More-

over, they are generally continuous 

stands, forming large perimeters 

through which the fire can spread 
unhindered. In the reforested areas 
the grazing limitations are often
 
prolonged almost indefinitely, for 

fear that the cattle will damage the 

trees. In this way, one of the clas-
sic systems of reduction, by exploit-

ation,of the small fuel is eliminated, 
so that these reforeoted zones become 

impenetrable areas, in which lightning
rRtches fire easily, and where the 

uxtinction work is extremely difficult 

(in more than 80% of the fires there 

are habitually difficulties owing to 
the density of the tudergrowth and 
the excessive proximity of the trees).
 
The amount of fuel in the treeless or 

pasture zones is also increasing. 

For example, in all the north of the
 
Peninsula the furze (Ulex europaeus) 
was a basic product for the agricul-
tural economy. It was used for graz-
ing and for bedding for the cattle, 
and aften-iards as an organic fertilizer 
mixed with manure. Now the furze re-
mains in the wocds, lignifies, and 
constitutes an ideal fuel to start a 
fire and spread it rapidly. Being an 
invading species, it carpets the pine-
woods, covers the cultivated land 
abandoned by the emitrants and even 
blocks the paths which are not used. 

The same phenomenon occurs in 
the East and South. The largest 
fire ever known in S'pain, (Sierra de 
Almijnra Fire, 1975, 11,762 11a.), 

developed precisely in a sparsely 
planted pinewood, with very thick, 
hirh Ulex under.rowth, as a result of 
the disappearance of the traditional 
grazing exploitaition by herds of goats. 

The difl'icult economic situation 
affecting other, forms of exploitation 

also results in accumulation of fuel. 
For example, the pinowoods in resin-
ificition, (mainly ilinus pinaster), 
were regularly cleared of under-
growth to f cilitate the production 

and extraction of the resin. Nowadays,
 
the most difficult of access are relo
gated to a marginal category owing to 
the increased costs of extraction.
 
Being sparse stands, the strong sun
light favours the development of the
 
undergrowth. This factor also existed
 
in the above-mentioned Almijara Fire.
 

The cork-oak groves (Quercus suber)
 
are in a better condition, but the long
 
intervals in the removal of the cork,
 
(9-10 years), leads to their neglect
 
in the interim and the encroachment 
of the undergrowth. 

The holm oak woods, (Quercus ilex),
 
were formerly greatly exploited for
 
their fruit, eaten in the woods by 
the herds of Iberian pigs. The lack
 
of herdsmen and the high cost of beat
ing the trees to obtain the acorns,
 
in addition to sickness of the herds, 
has also reduced this exploitation
 
and therefore the elimination of the
 
fuel carried out to facilitate move
ment in the woods. 

2. The problem of the attitude of
 
the population.
 

It is necessary to distinguish
 
between the attitude of the rural
 
population and that of the city dwell
ers as regards the woods and fire.
 
To make a generalisation, with all its
 
inherent dangers, it may be said that 
the urban population in Spain incorrect
ly considers the woods as public prop
erty, whose protection and conserva
tion is a State responsibility, and
 

which the private individual may en
joy without limitations. This atti
tude gives rise to numerous fires
 
caused by negligence, such as throwing
 
away lighted cigarrette ends or mat
ches, and lighting fires in dangerous
 
places or periods, principally at
 
weekends. Nevertheless, the number
 
of fires from these causes has less
ened gradually over the last ten years
 
from 25% to 15%, as a result of the
 
intensive civic education campaigns
 
carried out.
 

However the enormous crowds found 
in summer in the forest areas nearest
 
the most densely populated zones 
means that the ntuiber of fires con

tinues to be high, although the damage 
they cause is generally slight. This 
danger is located mainly in the 
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Mediterranean coastal provinces and

in the mountains (Sierra de Guadarra-

ma) near the capital, Madrid. In 

these areas more than 500 
of the fires 

are due to acts of carelessness by
the urban population. 


The rural population may be 

considered as divided into two groups,

those who profit from the woods and 

those who consider that the disadvan-

tages outweigh the advantages. The 

first group is mainly composed of the

inhabitants of the forest zones 
of 

the interior, whose woods, both pri-

vate and State-owned, are administer-

ed in such a way that they provide
the principal source of employment,

both in conservation work and in
that of exploitation of the wood and 
industrial uses. They are, therefore,

people who not only do not cause 

fires, but also make a decisive con-

tribution to their prevention and 

extinction. 


In the second roup are inclu-

ded the country people whose means
of 	subsistence is predominantly

based on a-riculture or cattle-raising. 
. evertheless, the farmers are in 

many areas also forest owners (This

is 	 esoecially co=mon in all the north-
er :rovinca;: Galicia and Cant&6rico)
so th.at they are interested in the
conservation of the woods. However, 


reoent a
.n years problem h-as arisen 
from tne hunting. On the one hand,

the wild animals may danag.e the crops.
On the other, the enormous demand for 

places to hunt results in a series 

of tensions which affect the farmer,
either as a hunter or because others 

hunt on his land. 


The present laws provide for
compensation by the 3tate for crop

damage and also con-rol the use of 

hunting grounds. Y:,'ever the prob-
lem ccntinues to e.1st, and in some 

cases leads to the burning of woods
and treeless zones to frighten off

the game or to spoil the hunting

for others. 


'ith the cattlemen there exists 
a long-standing problem arising from 
the competition betweenthe reforest-
ation carried out by Governmentand the free-ranging cattle. These 
difficulties are concentrated in the 
northern provinces, since the refer-
estation in the rest of the country 

has been carried out in general in
 
useless and abandoned areas, retaining

the traditional pastures in close 
con
nection with the wooded areas.
 

In the northern provinces mentioned,

the reforestation has occupied lands

used by the community as a whole for
 
grazing. This has caused profound

changes in the way of life of the local

people who, in many cases, have reacted
 
violently, with repeated fires. 
It
 
must be taken into account that in
 
these areas the population is widely

scattered in small villages and so the
 
fire problem is general.
 

These problems are the basic fac
tors in intentional fires; the number 
has increased enormously in recent
 
years, exceeding 30; of the total,

but this increase is believed to be
 
due to other factors, probably to

action by terrorist -roups who take
 
advantage of the ill-feeling among
 
the country people to provoke greater
social unrest.
 

The traditional burning of grazing

and agricultural waste to prepare the
 
ground now causes no more than 
 75 of
 
the fires, thanks to the vigilance

exercised and the campaigns directed
 
at the farmers to induce them to take

due care. Attached there is a table

of the causes of fires, accor'ding to
 
the degree of intention. (Table 1)
 

3. 	 The problem of the fire-fighting
 
policy.
 

In the face of these problems of

accumulation of fuel and negligent 
or
 
unfavourable attitudes 
on 	the part of
the public towards the woods, there

exists a permanent defensive activity,

which began in a systemtic way in 
1956, with the creation of the Forest
 
Fire Service.
 

Since that time, three main
 
lines of action have been followed.
 
The first is directed toward the
 
reduction of fuel, by means of clear
ing and tbe openin; of fuel breaks,

which forms part of the general con
servation work in the forests. 

The second is directed towards
 
the arousing of awareness of the fire
 
risk and the importance of the property

they threaten, by means of educational
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Figure 3--Zones of periods of fire risks.
 

Table 1--

Classification of fires by causes according to the degree of intent.
 

Type Main cause Motives Zones of the country 

Natural Lighting Drought, abundant undergrowth General. 
and small fuel in general. 

Agricultural Farmers Burning of agricultural waste or Galicia and CantAbrico. 
pastures, usually unauthori zed. 

Negligence Citizens Ignorance of the danger. Abundance Catalura, Eait, Andalucl' 
of small fuel. Guadarrama. 

International Farmers Resentment towards reforestation. General. 

Ignorance of belnifits of oo(15. 
Resentment towards hunting preserves 
and thet r damage. 

Organized Unknown Provocation of social unrest. General. 

Table 2-- Losses through fires 

oAREA AFFECTED IN ECTARES Losses itn Losses In Losses in Social- Total 
Year Number of 

fires Forestl 
fie I 

primary
product 
(millions pts) 

protective
I 

(minl lions pts) 

recrmtional 
v lues 
(millions pts) 

economic 
repercussion 
(millions pts) 

l 
logic
(milltJuA pts) 

1961 1.630 34.506 12.195 46.701 928 167 180 228 1.503 
1962 .2,022 23.911 31.571 55.482 598 205 193 109 1.105 
1963 1.302 13.279 9.400 22.679 311 59 177 76 623 
1964 1.645 17.671 13.727 31.398 372 159 173 214 918 
1965 1.686 21.777 16.241 38.018 412 216 164 219 1.911 
1966 1.443 24.644 24.710 49.354 446 314 168 218 1.146 
1967 2.299 33.930 42.645 76.575 575 417 174 267 1.433 
1968 2.109 20.547 36.081 56.628 549 254 169 232 1.244 
1969 1.454 19.296 34.423 53.719 484 237 208 211 1.140 
1970 3,203 34.330 52.994 87.324 764 480 248 448 1.940 
1971 1.714 13.194 21.751 34.945 334 167 253 237 991 
1972 2.148 18.048 39.235 57.283 559 201 267 548 1.575 
1973 3.765 40.559 54.698 95.257 1.118 503 341 730 2.692 
1974 3.980 58.789 81.422 140.211 1.992 1.689 1.126 4.894 9.701 
1975 4.242 111.091 76.223 187.314 4.121 2.409 2.001 9.445 17.976 

AVFRAG1 2.316 32,371 36.487 68.858 904 501 389 1.205 3.000
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and propaganda campaigns directed at

the different social groups: children 

and adults, town and country people,

tourists etc. 


The third is directed towards the
creation of a powerful and efficient 

ext-nction system, by means of a detec-

tion network covering the whole forest 

area, a system to determine the degree
of risk, a network of forest tracks 

and water points, extinction groups

equipped with the appropriate imple-

ments and vehicles, a depot of pump-

ing engines in every province and a 

fleet of extinction planes able to
operate over the entire country.
 

However, after twenty years of 

operation, the development in the

three fields can be seen to be unequal,

The extinction system has developed

to a notable extent; the educational 

campaigns also have caught the atten-

tion of the public to a high degree, 
However the work of fuel reduction
has not advanced sufficiently. The
woods which are private property

(7,800,000 Ha.) are practically aban-

doned, and in the State-administered 

woods, (4,000,000 Ha.), the work is 

carried out sporadically, when there 

are, for example, credits available 

for the fight against unemployment.
 

At the same time, the arsonproblem is growing, for various reasons,
without there existing an intense po-

lice activity to control it. 


Table 2 gives data referring to
the number of fires, area affected 
and losses in forestry products and 

environmental benefits since 1961. 


4. Conclusions. 

From these observations and data 
it has been possible to draw the follow-

ing conclusions: 


- The structural causes theof forest 
fires, with reference to the accumu-
lation of fuel in the woods, their
profitability, and the public attitude
towards them become more serious astime passes, while the preventive 
measures taken are insufficient to 
control the increasing risks.
 
- The extinction work has managed to
reduce losses, so that these have 

increased in a lesser proportion than

the number of fires; nevertheless,

in recent years, owing to the insiuf
ficient preventive measures, the
 
extinction resources are overwhelmed.
 

- The increasing cost of extinction
 
reduces the funds available for in
vestment in preventive work. Mlore
over, the losses through fire are
creating a negative atmosphere for 
investment in reforestation. Thus
the results of the firofighting activ
ities give rise to greater difficulties 
for the defence of the woods and the
 
forestry economy.
 
- It is becoming essential to consider 
fire prevention as of priority import
ance with forestry policy. To this

end it is necessary to study and

apply political and technical measures
 
to permit the control of fuel in forest
 
areas and to increase public interest

in the conservation of the forests. 

Together with the traditional 
educational and propaganda activity,

it is necessary to use techniques

which reduce the cost of eliminating

the fuel, taking into ac:ount the
 
experience available of grazing in

the woods and controlled burning.
 

However, the application of
 
these techniques in Spain requires
a study in depth, owing to the resist
ence and prejudices exising in 
 wide 
sectors towards the use of fire, and
 
to make compatible the grazing andforestry exploitation. These diffi
culties are greatest precisely in the 
areas with the most serious forest
 
fire problems, for example Galicia
 
and Cantabrico (North of Spain). In
other regions, on other
the hand,(Central ,'eseta, Iberian System), the 
use of grazing in the woods dates
from way back, both in conifer forests 
and in hardwood areas and treeless
 
zones, and here the fire risk is less.
 

It is moreover necessary to de
velop new systems of splitting up
the fuel, which improve on the trad
itional fuel breaks of bare ground,

without altering the landscape and

in combination with the catUle-raising 
use. 

Finally, there is a need for aforestry policy designed to improve

the profitability of the woods, and
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to encourage the participation of
 
the population in the task of conser
vation. The benefits produced by the
 
woods for the whole community (protec
tion of soil, hydrological control,
 
purification of the air, recreation
 
etc.) make it essential that it should
 
be the public who take responsibility
 
for defending them. The example set
 
by certain areas of the country,
 
(provinces of the Iberian System) in
 
which the public is aware of the need
 
to defend the woods and moreover knows
 
how to do so, in close collaboration
 
with the Forestry Services, must be
 
extended to other regions to prevent
 
their deforestation, which is progress
ing at an alarming rate in recent years.
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FIRE AND VEGETATION
 

IN
 

/
 

NORTH AFRICAI


by
 

H.N. LE HOUEROU-/
 

Abstract : The main vegetation types of the Mediterra
nean zone of North Africa and their broad ecology are listed
 
with their respective acreage. The occurence of wildfires in the
 
various countries of the area is analysed. The effects of wildfires
 
on three main vegetation sequences are explained and general
 
conclusions are drawn from these three examples ; i.e. fire inten
sity and frequence is probably the main causative factor of forest 
vegetation dynamics in North Africa, however the action of wildfires 
can hardly be separated from two other main factors : wood cutting
 
and overbrowsing which act in conjunction with wild fires in the
 
diversification of natural vegetation.
 

Key words : Fire, vegetation, vegetation dynamics,
 
vegetation sequences, North Africa.
 

INTRODUCTION 


North Africa is understood in this pa
per as the portion of the African continent, 

North of the Sahara and between the Atlantic 

Ocean and the Red Sea. This area includes the 

following countries, from west to east : 

Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libyaand Egynt.
 

These countries cover the following sur-

faces of forestland, bushland and shrubland 
which are subject to periodical i4ildfires.2/ 


However, all vegetation types are not
 
affected by fire ; only the forests, degraded 


!/Paper presented at the Symposium on En-

vironmental consequences of Fire and Fuel 

Management in Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo 

Alto, California, Aug. 1-5 1977. 
HeadDept of Environmental Sciences and 


Plant Production,lnternational Livestock Cen-

tre for Africa, P.O. Box 5689 Addis Ababa, 


forests (and locally stubbles) are subject to
 
burning.
 

These forests and shrublands are almost
 
entirely located in the semi-arid to humid
 
zones with an average annual rainfall above •
 
350-400 mm.
 

Therefore, if we eliminate the huge areas 
of arid and desert zones, we have the follow
ing proportions of forest and shrubland and 

0
afforestation rates (table n 1).
 

Table n°2 gives a clearer picture of the 
importance of forest and shrllbland in the 
landscapes of the typical Mediterranean zones 

of North Africa. Forest and derived shrubland
 
(maquis and garrigue) occupy 40 % of the land 
while about 50 7 is under cultivation.
 

/ Forest = over 100 trees, over 5 m high
 
per hectare
 

Bushland less than 100 trees per hec
tare + shrubs
 

Ethiopia. 
 Shrubland = shrubs only, no trees. 
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°
 Table n 1
 

Surfaces of Forest and 

Shrubland (10' ha) 

Total surface of the 
country (103 ha) 

Afforestation 

rate% 

Morocco 

4,116 

44,500 

9.2 

Algeria 

2,972 

238,000 

1.2 

Tunisia 

1,105 

16,500 

7.0 

Libya 

215 

176,000 

0.1 

Egypt 

2 

100,000 

0.02 

Total 

8,412 

575,000 

-

Table n°2 

Morocco Algeria 

Area of semi arid to 

humid climates 101 ha 10,000 9,000 

% 22 3.8 

Afforestation rate in 
the semi arid-humid 

zones (%) 
41 33 

VEGETATION TYPES 


Physiognomy and structure 


Vegetation types are numerous and close-

ly linked to climatic factors (rainfall,

winker temperature mainly) as shown by Emberger 
as early as 1939. From tile physiognomic point 
s werly as 1939. Frothe physiogcs inted 
as fol lows 

Forest : no less than 10 trees of no less 
than 5 m of height per hectare 
luslila d : le,;s than 100 trees per hectares 
usually mixed with shrubs of various size 
Shrubland : mixed shrubs of various size 
(a shrub being defined as a multistemmed 
liigneous plant, usually less than 5 m in 
height) 
The term shrubland includes tile notions 

of Majuis : de nse , tall evergreen shrub
land under rather favotirable water regime 
usually on more or less acid soils and in 

higher rainfall areas 
of Garrigue : low, open evergreen shrubland
 
in very dry habitats and soils often cal-

careous and shal low
 
of Matorral which covers both notions
of Ilaqu is and Car r ite 
of Capaawhiiste am-succession 
nym forhatorral . 

Very degraded forms of garrigues usual
ly dominated by undershrubs of the Czotaceac 
and Labiatc. families bear various local 
names : Tomillare,; in Spain, Phrygana in Greece, 
Batha in Israel etc. 


The above physiognomic types are found 


Tunisia Lybia Egypt Total
 

2,000 600 - 21,600 

12 0.2 - 3.8 

55 35 40 

in almost all the semi arid to humid Mediterra

nean zone of North Africa. They constitute va
rious dynamic stages which remain moreor less
 

equivalent through the various vegetation se
quences derived from primeval forests. Prime
val vegetation types are everywhere 'forest
 
however it is not evident that, due to soil
 
degradation, the climax is.everywhere a forest
 

at the present day. In all cases the dynamic
succession may be schematically represented as
follows
 

Primeval forest 

Open forest
 

Shrubland 

Degraded shrubland 

In all the sequences of this dynamic 
fire plays some role and often
 

the most important one, as will be shown urther 
on.
 

Bioclimatology and dynamic sequences
 

Using two simple criteria:average an
nual rainfall "R" and mean minimum tempera
ture of the coldest month "m", it is possible
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to draw a bioclimatic framework fitting the 
 various reasons Table n*3

North african vegetation. 
 A B C D 
 E F
 

R
These two criteria have been selected 
 m 1200 800-120( 600-8O 400-ba 100 2-100
because they best match the phytogeographical a 9 + + 
 + + + +
and phytosociological facts pertaining to ye-
 b 7-9 + + + 
 + + +
getation distribution (chorology). 
 c 5-7 + + + 
 + + +
This is due 
to the fact that these two d 3-5 + + 
 + + + +
criteria are correlated with other climatic 
 e 1-3 + + + + + +
parameters for instance : 
 f -2 .-1 + + + 
 + + -Average annual rainfall is strongly correlated g -2 to -5 + + + + (+) _

with h -5 (+) ( + + +
 
- number of rainy days
 
- lenghts of the rainy/dry seasons + = 
 Existing combination
 - inversely correlated with potential eva-
 (+) = Doubtful combination


potranspiration 
 - = Non existing combination
 
- rainfall increases with elevation along a
gradient of 5-10 Z per 100 m of difference According 
 to this hioelimat;r 1ssifiof level 
 cation we have the following tynes of forest,
Mean minimum temperature of the coldest month bushland and shrubland dynamic sequences or
(January) is correlated with 
 series (main dominant species)- lenght and intensity of frost I - Sequence of Abies Per humid and humid with- altitude : decrease in altitude is of 0.5
0C Abies pinsapo 
 cold and very caldwinlters
per 100 m 
 maroccana Ag, Af
- continentality 

" numidica Bg, Bf 

These correlations have been studied by 
 2 -Sequence of Pinus
Le Hou~rou (1969, 1975,1977) and others and the 
 pinaster subsp
correlations coefficients published. This me-
 mesogeensis
thod is derived 
from Emberger's classification i
 we have thus : Pinus pinaster Per humid and humid
 
According to precipitations 
 mesogeensis warm to cold
 

A - I 200 mm R 
 medit. perhumid bioclimate Aa, Ab, Ac, Af, AgBa, Bb, Bc, Af, Bg

B - 800 < R<I 200 " humid ",

C - 600 < R< 800 " subhumid " 3 - Sequence of deci- Per and
humid humid
D - 400 < R< 600 " semi arid , duous oaks 
 warm to cold
 
E - 00 < R< 400 arid 
 Quercus faginea
< Aa, Ab, Ac, Ad, Ac, Af
F - 20 < R 100 desert 
 Q. afares Ba, Bb, Bc, Bd, Be, Bf 
According to mean minimum Q. toza (very restemperatures of tricted small pat-
January 
 ches in Northern
 

M4orocco only)
 
a - 9*C< m very warm winters no frost at
 

ground level 4 - Sequence of everb - 7 m <9 warm no fr. under dhel- green oaks
 
ter Quercus suber Humid
c to sub humid
- 5< m <7 mild t 1-10 days of warm to cold
 

light frost 
 Ba, Bb, Bc, Bd, Be, Bf
d - 3< m <5 temperate " 10-20 days of Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd, Ce, Cf
 
light frost 
 (Db, Dc, Dd)
e - I<m <3 cool " 20-30 days of Quercus ilex Semi arid to humid
 
light frost 
 temperate to cold
f - -

2<m<I cold " 30-60 days of Bd, Be, Bf
 
light frost 
 Cd, Ce, Cf
g - - 5<m<- 2 verycold " 60-120 days of Dd, D2, Df


serious frost 
 Quiercus coccifera Semi arid to humid
h - m <-5 high mountains over 120 days of 
 very warm to temperate
 
severe frost 
 Ba, Bb, Bc, Bd
 

We have thus theoretically 6 x 8 = 48 Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd
Da, Db, Dc, Dd
combinations or types and subtypes of Mediter
ranean bioclimates;in fact there 
are less nu
merous since some combinations never occur for
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Q. calliprinos Sub humid and Semi arid Table n°4 
(E. Lybia only) very warm to tempirate Acreage of the varios sequences by country 

Cb, Cc, Cd 
Db, Dc, Dd 

ou 
(in 10 hectares) 

Sub 	humid to humid Domin. occo Algeria Tnisia L Toal

5- Sequence of Pinus 


Stecies
laricio (very limi- cold to very cold 

ted, Algeria) Bf, Bg Abies 5.5 1.0 - 6.5 
Cf, Cg 

Pinus 

6- Sequence of Cedrus Sub humid to humid laricio - 0.1 - - QI 
cold to very cold
libanotica subsp. 


atlantica 	 (Bf), Bg Decidious 24.0 67.0 25.0 - 116. 
(Cf), Cg oaks 
(Df , Dg) (Q. faginea 

Sub 	humid to arid mainly)
7- Sequence of Pinus 
halepensis warm to cold 

Cb, Cc, Cd, Ce, Cf Cedrus 115.0 30.0 - 145D 

Db, Dc, Dd, De, Df Juniperus 
Eb, Ec, Ed, Ec, Ef thurifera 31.0 1.0 - - 32. 

8- Sequence of Tetra- Arid to Semi arid Pinus
 
clinis articulata 	 warm to temperate pinaster 15.0 12. 2.0 

Da, Db, Dc, Dd 
Ea, Eb, Ec, Ea Quercus 367.0 440.0 127.0 - 9340 

suber
Arid to Sub-humid
9- Sequence of Juni-

perus thurifera very cold and high Quercus
 

mountain ilex 1345.0 676.0 83.0 - 20O
 
Cg, Ch 
Dg, [)h Quercus 4 
Eg, Eh coccifera 41.0 3.0 - 44. 

I0--	 Sequence of Juni- Arid to Semi arid Ouercus cal

perus phoenicea 	 very warm to cold luercus - - - 10.0 I00 
Da, Db, Dc, Dd, De, Df liprinos 
Ea, Eb, Ec, rd, Ec, Ef Pinus hale . 

pensis
II- Sequence of Arga- Arid and Semi arid 

nia spinosa very warm to mild - 8.5 01 . . 9 
(SW Morocco only) Da, Db, Dc, (Dd) Cupressus 8.5 0.1 0.1 0.5 9. 

Ea, Eb, Ec, (Ed) Tetraclini 740.0 30.0 30.0 - 931.0 

12-	 Sequence of Olea Semi-arid to humid Olea - Cer0 
europaea-Ceratonia very warm to temperate tonia - -500.0 100.0 70.0 50.0 820.0 

Ba, 	Bb, Bc, Ic
siliqua 
Ca, Cb, Cc, Cd Juniperus 
Da, Db, De, Dd phoenicea 200.0 600.0 425.0 150.0 175.0 

13-	 Series of cushion- Sub humid to arid Argania sico0
like xerophytes High mountains 700.0 - - - 700 

Ch, 	Dh, (Eh) roxylon
(High mountains) 

Erinacea anthyllis TOTAL
Bupleurum Spinosum TOTAL 4,1160 2,972.2 1,105.1 2155' ,L
 
etc...
 

Of course, plant communities are much more nu-
Geographically, these vegetation sequencesare merous ; each one of the vegetation sequences
 
distributed as follows and cover approximate
ly the acreage shown in table n*4. 	 mentioned above are composed of several plant
 

associations owing to variations in botanical
 
composition resulting from climatic and eda
phic conditions and of vegetation structure
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resulting mainly from the type and intensity of 

land use. 


FIRE
 

Wild fires burn annually an average of 

some 50 000 hectares of forest and shrubland. 

if fire occurence were equally distributed each 

piece of forest of shrubland would burn every 

170 years. 


In fact, it is not so since huge surfaces 

of shrubland are too degraded and/or too open 

to permit fire transmissions and therefore 

never burn over sizeable surfaces, 


Less than 50 ' of the forest and shrub-

lands of North Africa are dense enough to per-

mit burning i.e. some 4 million hectares burn 

in average once every 80 years, this is in 

agreement with the empiric statement made by 

several geobotanists and foresters that there 

is probably nowhere in North Africa any piece
 
of forest which has not been burnt at least
 
once in a century. 


The following data are computed from of
ficial statistics. 


Table n°5 
Fire occurence 

Algeria 

Aver. num- Aver. area 
ber of fires burnt 
per year year 

(103 

300 40.0 

per 

ha) 

Area of 
average forest 
fire(hi) byrnt 

133 

% of 

py 

1.3 

Tunisia 50 6.0 120 10.5 

Morocco 60 
 2.5 42 0.05
 

The reason for the large differences 

from country to country in the percentage of 

forest burnt every year is not well understood, 

It is probably due to differences in attitude 

of the local populations, rather than to other 

factors such as climate, management etc... 


There is a wide variation in surface 

burnt every year ; in Algeria, for instance, 

this surface varied from 1,600 ha in 1929 to 

169,000 ha in 1881, i.e.,a variation factor
 
of I to 10. 


Wild fires occur in daytime, mainly in 

summer from july to september (55-65 %),i.e., 

in the dry season. 


The reported causes are the following

(Boudy, 1948):
 

Algeria Tunisia 


Carelesness (burning for pasture) 40-50% 55-60 

Malignity 20-25 
38-40 

Unknown 
 30-35 10-15 


Unlike other areas in the world it seems
 
that natural fires originated by lightnings
 

are almost negligible.
 

The highest fire occurence is in rain
fall area where there is more fuel. The most
 
sensitive are the Aleppo pine forests and the
 
degraded maquis of . and Q0.£a)gineauici:uobti 
with a high proportion of cistaceac (Cic:tus
 
sp. pZur. Ik1 z:w'z ,. p . ,tL.. ) which are
 
extremely prone to burning. These species are
 
true pyrophytes i.e. their self regeneration
 
is greatly increased by fire. Homogeneous
 
populations of ':.: (C. ":>: . 
Zadacoverac, (7. ;' ,(VO r huge areas, 
they all result from repeated burning. 

Some areas, especially in NE Algeria

between Skikda, Annaba and Guelma are burnt
 
at least every 10 years ; fires are much less
 
frequent in western Algeria.
 

FIRE AND VEGETATION 

The present' day vegetation in North Africa
 

is the result of a long history where man has 
played an essential role through 

- woodcutting (Timber, firewood, distil

lation, charcoal) 
- burning (for nasture, for clearing,for 

cult ivat ion) 
- grazing and browsing (especially in the 

dry season)
 

These three dynamic factors can hardly be
 
separated as they almost always act 
in conjunc
tion.
 

4.1 - The Quicrcuc fag'nca/O. suber sequence 

Q. faginea foricta occur in high rainfall areas
 
(over 800 mm of precipitation) on more or less
 
acidic soils. C. ,Jrczgie,?a tall
is deciduous
 
tree (10-20 m) very similar in shape and leaves
 
to the english oak (e. rc,'Far.
 

In well developed forests, probably close
 
to the primeval type, the dominant species are
 

Q. fagineo !Ideri helix
 
Cytisus trif7 '-> Vi iPnce tifnue
 
Russeup hyponhr ter ,'uj,'o 00or.TIuaZ0
 

Q. fagina is very sensitive to burning, al

most all trees are killed when a fire of some 
intensity occurs. Therefore Q. ,f'-giuoa forest 
are restricted in acreage (10%) in respect to 
the area they could ecologically cover
 
(100 000 hectares and over one million hectares,
 

respectively)
 

Repetitive burning with a frequency infe
nior to 40-50 years leads to the replacement of
 
Q. faqinea by a fire resistant oak Q. suber
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which is a passive pyrophyte almost indiffe-

rent to burning. Quezel (1956) stated that 

Q. suber is not a climax or primeval forest 

type but a stage of the Q. faginea sequence 

induced by burning, and I, for one, fully en
dorse this statement supported by many of my 

field observations in Tunisia, Algeria and
Morocco. 


The Q. auber stage is characterized by 

the following dominant species 


0. suber Phillyramedia 
Erica arbosra; Caly cotome villosa 
Myrtu6 comwminic Arbutus unedo 
Daphne gnidium Ciatue monapeliensis 
Lavndu Ia tarcoa 6 " el viifol uwith 

which may be considered as pyrophytes. ,-hen the 
Q).suber forest or bushland itself is degra-
ded by recurrent burning, cutting and browsing 
it gives way to a maquis of Epiva arborea and 
Arbutus unodo with the following dominant 
species : 

EPrica abora Arbutus unedo 
Cali oot-omo VilJO0a Daphne gnidium 
Myrtue COMMI)'nia PhiZlyrca media 
Lavandula staeohae Cistus monspeliensis 
ttaliMiwn eZirifoliUn " albidae 

" salviifolius 

in a further stage only the cistacceae remain, 

When those are in turn eliminated eroded 
ground covered mainly by annuals or geophytes 
is the last stage before bare land. 

The dynamic sequence of Q).faginea may

be summarized as follows : 


I - Undisturbed forest of Q).faginea 

Burning 

2 - Forest bushland of Q. suber 

B 

3"- Tall shrubland Eric arborea(Maquis)of Arbut unedo 

Burning
 
+ Erosion 


4 - Short open shrubland Cistus monspeliensis 

of :t albidus
 

Halimim halimi-
foliwn 


Burning j 
+ Erosion 


5 - Erme or sward of Helianthemum tuberaria
 
guttatum
 

Asphodelus microcarpus
 
Preridium aquilinuwn
 

4.2 The Quercus ile/Pinus haepensis sequence
 

This sequence occurs in less humid conditions than the Q).faginea/O. suber series, i.e.
 
in the semi arid to sub humid bioclimatic zone
 
with precipitation ranging from 400 to 800 mm.
 

in
 
Unlike the Q. faginea/Q. suber sequence,
 

soils are usually calcareous.
 
The primeval forest is dominated by Holm
 

oak Quercus ilex an evergreen oak 10-15 m high. 
the following main species
 

Olea europaea Pistacia terebinthus
 
Juniperus oxycoedrue Pihstacia lentiscus 
Rubia peregrina Lonicera impleZxa 
Asparagus acutifolius Ruscus aculeatus
 
Phillyrea angustifolia Rhownus lycioides
 

Burning, cutting and browsing (Holm oak
 
is an excellent browse) give way to a mixed
 
forest or bushland of Q. ilex ans Pinues hale
pensis where C. iZex is reduced to shrub size
 
and kept so by browsing and cutting and where 
P. halepensis constitutes the higher tree stra
tum. P. halepensis is favoured by burning which
 
helps in the dissimination of seeds and the
 
growth of its hellophilous seedlings. M!ost of 
the present day Aleppo pine forests and bushland
 
belong to this stage whereas the Q. iUex forests
 
are extremely rare.
 

Repetitive burnings of the Aleppo pine fo
rest gives way to shrublands dominated by
 

Rosmarinus officinalis Ampelodesmos mitarzaum 
Juniperus otocedrus Phillypea media 

" phoenicea Rhmmras lycioides 
Pistacia lentiscus Olea curopacea

Genista sp. pl. Erica multiflora
 
UZex sp. pl. Cistus Vilzosus
 
Coroni~la op. pl. 
 " libanotis 
GZobularia alypwn : saZViifoZiuS 
Thyamus sp. pl. 
 Helianthemun sp. pl.eNanaesp.pl.
 

The last stage before bare ground is domi
nated by a low, open vegetation of undershru'bs
 
dominated by cistaceae and Labiateae such as
 

Cistus villosus Thym sp. pl. 
" libanotis Satureja sp. pl. 

Helial themum sp. pl. Lavandula sp. pl. 
lumana sp. pl. Teucrium sp. pl. 
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The Q. iZex/Pinus halepensis sequence may 

be summarized as follows 


I - Primeval forest of Quercus igex 
cutting, 

burning 

2 - Forest and bush- Q. iex Pinus haZepaeis 
land of 

cutting, 
browsing, 

burning 
3 - Shrubland of Rosmarinus officinaUi8 

cutting, j 
burning 

land of 


4.3 	- The Pinus halepensis/Juniperus phoenicea
 
sequence
 

This sequence is restricted to the arid 

zone between 200 and 400 mm of average annual
 
precipitation on various soils and geological 

substrata, usually of a calcareous nature, 


Climate is too arid for holm oak.
 

Relatively undisturbed 	forests are made 

of:
 

Pinus haepenss Junipes phoericea 
Rosmari'ius ofcinaZis Rhanus ZycioidesOiea europaia 	 Cistus libanotis 


Stipa 	tenacissima 

Frequent burning and cutting give way 

to shrubland of 


Juniperus phoenicea Rosmarinus 

Cistus Zibanotis officinalis 

Stipa tenacissima 


This stage is very stable and little af-

fected by burning (too open) overcutting and 

overbrowsing lead to a steppe of 


. Stipa tenacissima-Artemisia herba aZba 

whiclvturn gives way to an Artemisia steppe 

by overexploitation of esparto. 


This sequence may be surmnarized in the 

following way 


I - Primeval forest Pinus halepensis 

of 


cutting, 

burning 


2 - Mixed bushland Pinus haZepensia/ 
of Juniperu8 phoenicea 

burning, 

cutting 


3 - Shrubland of 	 Junipexus phoenicea 
Rosmarinus officinalicutting
 

4 - Mixed steppe of 	 Rosmarinus
 
Stipa tenacisaima
 

Esparto
 
exploitation
 

5 - Steppe of Stipa/Artemisia
 

herba alba
 
Esparto
 

exploitation
 
6 - Steppe of Artemisia herba alba
 

Artemisia campetrie
 

(sandy soils)
 

CONCLUSIONS
 

Three vegetation sequences have been exa
mined above :
 

* one in the humid bioclimate (Quercus
 

faginea/Q. suber)
 

* 	one in the semi arid to sub humid bio
climate (Quercus ilex/Pinas hwalepensis) 

. one 	in the arid bioclimate (P. haZepen-

sis/Jun pCPU5 p;:enza,a) 
The first sequence shows that, as a result 

of burning mainly, a forest of fire-sensitive 
deciduous oak (Q. faginca) is progressively 
replaced by a fire resistant evergreen oak 
(Q. suber) which in turn g.,,-es way to typical 
pyrophytic shrub v,-getation. "liemain factors 
of vegetation dynamics is the intensity and 

frequency of wildfires. When fires occur at
 
intervals of 20 years or less, there is no
 
tree regeneration and the vegetation is a
 
shrubland of typical nyrophytes such as the
 
Cictus snecies which have a short life cycle
 
and are able to reseed after 2-3 years whereas
 
cork oak would hardly produce any seed before
 

the age of 20 years.
 

The second sequence 'showsthat recurrent
 

burning replaces a mildly sensitive evergreen

hardwood (P. ilox) by a coniferous whose rege
neration is favoured by periodical fires. But
 

again, when fire occurs more than once in
 
twenty years, the nyrophytic tree itself is
replaced by pyrophytic 	shrubs having a shor

ter life-cycle.
 
The third sequence is only initiated by
 

fire ; then, once the aleppo pine has been
 
eliminated there is not enough fuel left for
 
fire to play a significant role in the vege

tation dynamics.
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Other similar sequences could have been exa-

mined for instance 


Cedrua libanotica/Juniperus oxycedrus 

Queraus coccifera/Tetractinis articulata etc 


They all develop under the same mechanism in 

which fire plays a major role, especially in 

the early stages of the sequence, then cutting 

and browsing act in conjunction with fire to 

lead from forest to bushland, shrublmnd and 

badlands 


It is however evident that wild fires could 

be avoided by better management using in par-

ticular the techniques of prescribed burning, 

which have been shown to be perfectly feasible 

in the Hediterranean (Liaccos, 1973), However 

foresters and managers in the Mediterranean 
basin in general and in North Africa in parti
cular, are extremely sensitive to fire hazards 
and do not seem to be ready, as yet, to 
accept prescribed burning. An important 
task of informatio: and training still re
mains to be done in order to be able to re
duce the desastrous effect of wildfires on 
forest 	production in North Africa.
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FIRE PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS IN CHILEI/ 

2 /
J. H. Dietericl 

Abstract: Fire problems in Chile fall into two
 
categories: Those associated with the effects of fire on
 
the various cover types that are being exposed to fire;

and those associated with the admini.;tration of the fire 
control program. Information is lacking on the response
of various species and plant communities to wildfires,
and information is needed on the use of fire as a manage
ment tool. Progress in fire control in Chile has been
 
substantial during the past 
15 years. Detection and
 
prevention have impr -ved, .:- the area burned and average
size fire have been steadil. reduced. Modern equipment
and improved training of fire 
crews have been important
 
contributors to this progress.
 

Key words: fire effects, fire suppression,
 
prescribed fire, fire ecology
 

INTRODUCTION 


In October 1973, 1 returned from Chile 

following a 2-year assignment with the Peace 

Corps. Stationed in Santiago, 
I served as a 

staff specialist to the Fire Protection Divi-

sion of the National Forestry Corporation, 
helping with a variety of tasks relating to 

fire prevention, fire suppression and training, 

My training and fire suppression duties took
 
me to nearly all regions where fires were a 

problem, and while I was not specifically 

assigned the task of describing fire ecology 

of the various species, my background in fire 

research prompted a rather extensive volume of 
observations of fuels, vegetative types and 
fire effects. 

My presentation here will not deal to any
large extent with the fire ecology"of the many

species influenced by fire in Chile. I don't 
have this knowledge at hand, nor do I believe 
that anyone else has made any extensive 
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studies of the effects of fire 
on many of the
 
native or introduced species affected by fire
 
in Chile. Instead, I would like to make 
some
 
very general observations concerning the
 
effects of fire on certain vegetative types;
 
to review what few references I was able to
 
locate; and, finally, to introduce some of the 
problems and progress in fire control and fire
 
management in Chile.
 

Chile is a country of diverse climatic and 
vegetative types. Perhaps no other country of 
its size has such a variety of natural 
resources, extending from the desert region in 
the North where rainfall averages less than 
.01 inch per year, to the Chilean holdings in 
the Antarctic in the South; from the more than 
4,000 miles of coast line on the West to the
 
crest of the Andes on the 
 East with elevations 
rising to nearly 20,000 feet. 
 Chile extends
 
North and South through nearly 38' latitude-
a distance roughly equivalent to the expanse 
between Ketchlkan, Alaska and Mexico City. 

The country may be roughly divided into
 
three regions: the northern one-third which is
 
primarily desert; the central 
 one-third where 
the population centers are located, and crops
 
are produced by irrigation and natural rain
fall; and the lower one-third which is made upof three large island provinces extending from 
the city of Puerto Montt at the southern tip
 
of the Pan American Highway, down to Cape Horn
 
at the tip of South America.
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In the northern one-third, vegetation is 

so sparse that fires are not a problem. The 

central region has a truly Mediterranean-type
 
climate where native and introduced plants 

develop under the influence of mild tempera-

tures, and a rainfall regime that averages 
abo, 300 mm per year. In the southern portion 

of t As central region, the rainfall amounts 

increase rapidly to nearly 10 times what is 

experienced to the north. In the entire 

central region, the dry season extends from 

November to March, and fires may occur during 

any of these months. 


The lower third of the country, because 

of its proximity to the ocean, experiences 

relatively mild temperatures and heavy 

rainfall--in excess of 2,500 mm annually. On
 
the southern tip of Chile, centered around the 
island of Tierra del Fuego, rainfall is heavy, 
and the vegetation reflects the severity of the 
climate--damp and windy but generally not 

severely cold. Fires do occur in this region, 

but they are relatively rare. 


FIRE ECOLOGY 


Chile, like many of the developing 

nations, has not been able to afford the luxury 

of having sufficient plant ecologists to study 

the response to fire of various of their native 

and introduced plant species. Although condi-

tions are changing, trained individuals have 

generally not been available to develop this 

missing information. 


An appropriate example of the need for 
this missing information concerns the native 
Alerce (Fitzroya cupressoides (Mol.) Johnson). 
The existence of this species, occurring 
mainly in southern Chile between latitudes 
390 50' to 430 30', is threatened by both 
cultural practices and ecological factors. 
The Alerce, for centuries, has been utilized 
for shipbuilding and domestic construction; in 

the 17th Century, wood from the Alerce tree was 
one of the most important products of the 

Chilean colony. The boards were so valuable
 
that they were used as a medium of exchange and 
as a standard against which the value of other 
items could be determined (Veblen 1976). Veblen 
(1976) also suggests that the Alerce had 
actually been declining in southern Chile for 
centuries before the arrival of the Spaniards 

in the 16th Century--probably as a result of 
a trend toward a warmer, less humid climate, 
lie also suggests that Alerce may, in fact, be 
a true "relict" in the sense that it may not 
be able to regenerate indefinitely under the 

present climatic trend toward a warmer drier 

site. If this is true, the Alerce may be on 


its way out, regardless of the efforts put
 
forth to protect and preserve it.
 

Evidence indicates conclusively that
 
Alerce regenerates rather poorly following
 
cutting, and, on a large part of the area, the
 
problems of regeneration have been closely
 
associated with livestock grazing and the
 
indiscriminate use of fire (Veblen 1976).
 
Wildfires are not common in uncut mature Alerce
 
stands, but large destructive fVres have
 
occurred during dry years. The species appar
ently does not sprout from tile stump but has
 
been observed to develop from seed following

fire (Wilhelm 1968). However, recurrent fires,
 
set to further clear the land, almost totally
 
eradicate any seedlings that develop.
 

If fire has a place in tle ecology of
 
Alerce, it appears to be in the initial conver
sion process to stimulate seedling establishment
 
following cutting. Continued use of fire does
 
not appear to be an acceptable practice in the
 
management of this important species.
 

The Monterey pine (Pinus radiata D. Don)
 
is recognized as perhaps the most important
 
conifer introduced to the southern hemisphere
 
(Roy 1966). Known locally in Chile as Pino
 
insigne, the species grov.s well under a variety
 
of conditions and produces fiber at an unusually
 
rapid rate. During 1976, more than 105,000 ha
 
of Monterey pine were planted, bringing the
 
total area in plantation to somewhere near
 
500,000 ha. The current goal is to have planted 
1 million ha by the end of 1981 (Chile Forestal 
1976). This is an ambitious undertaking, but if
 
the current planting trend continues, the goal 
should easily be realized. Protecting and man
aging these pine plantations offers a substan
tial scientific challenge to the Chilean land
 
managers. 

Monterey pine possesses some interesting 
characteristics that have important implications 
when assessing the effects of wildfire on stand
 
mortality and development, and when considering
 
the use of prescribed fire as a management tool.
 

Monterey pine cones are persistent and may 
remain attached to the tree for several years
 
without opening (Roy 1966). Heat from a ground
 
fire may be sufficient to open the cones, and
 
the cones may open if their moisture content is 
reduced to less than 20 percent. Young trees, 
15 to 20 years old, may produce abundant cone 
crops, and frequently, when a Monterey pine 
plantation burns, germination of the released 
seed may produce a stand that has several times 
more trees per acre than the planted stand. 
Under such conditions, as many as 500,000 to 
1 million seedlings per acre may be produced 
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(Roy 1966). In this situation, the procedure

has been to eradicate these seedlings when 

salvaging the burned stand, and then establish 

a new stand through planting. 


Clearcutting followed by slash treatment 
using fire is becoming a common practice in 
Chile. Slash is occasionally wlndrowed, but 
broadcast burning is also common. Fire accom-
plishes two obje,-tives. It removes the debris 
from the site and dest roys the dense carpet 
of regeneration that may follow cutting, 

Using prescribed fire in either young or 
mature stands presents some difficult chal-
lenges (fig. I). 1.,anv of the p lantations in 
Chile are planted :,:sLch ciose spacing that 
they are nearly impenetrable. This close 
spac ing apparently does not materially effect 
the growth rate, but tie species is not self-
prunirg and a heavy, dead needle drape occurs 
in thie persistent dead br:nches that results 
in a hazardous condition of vertical fuel 
continuity and encourages dest ructi Ve crown 
fires. Pruning could perhaps improve the 

" -exclusion 

Figure 1--Twenty-year old Monterey pine 
plantation near Las Tablas in central 
Chile. Trees are 36 to 40 cm dbh and 
approximately 30 m tall. 
 Note dense 

spacing and needle drape on the per-

sistent branches. 


situation but would be of doubtful economic
 
benefit if the trees are to be utilized for pulp.
 
Pruning would result In a deep bed of flashy
 
fuel, and it remains to be determined if pre
scribed burning could be used to dispose of 
 this 
material without causing unacceptable damage to 
tile stand. The vounig trees have thin bark and 
even tile older trees appea r to suffer cambium 
damage from low intensity ground fires.
 
Pruning, and disposa l of the material, might

be justified on tie basis ol keeping fire out
 
of the crowns until init Lil attack suppression
 
crews arrive on the sCelle.
 

Chileans have been fortunate to have been
 
spared ser'iOlS outbreaks oe insects or disease
 
in the Monterey pine plantai ions. There are a
 
number of LatLri I enemT1ies ol the spec Ies, and
 
if they become ser ions, the m4onoctl lture cur
rentlv practiced may need to be changed to
 
break up the lirce .'OntinnlolLS blocks of plan
tations.
 

Protect io of the Se eXtensive pine plan
tations receives top priority by fire suppres
sion forces. Al though tile job has not been
 
easy, they have bee n reasoii iv1-y seccesfu I.
 
During the 19 75-7t, fire season, *,553 ha of
 
pine plantat iln we,re, bnureed by wi ldfire
 
(Minlsterio dr. Ae:ric~il tura, Cot porac i I'n
 
Nacional F restal 1976,). This was higher

than normal but is still 
 less than .01 percentof the total area il planta tiIons. 

Altierl (1977) provides some preliminary
 
information on the effects of wildfire on a
 
grass-shrub, Mediterranean ecosystem inIcentral

C~. e This 
 type, along; with other grass-shrub
 
communities, exists between latitudes 30' and
400, and fires are a common occurrence from
 
December through March. Alt ieri suggests that
 
fires in this type apparently set back the
 
climax formation to a subcl Imax dominated by

a shrubby plant community; that shrubs 
 and 
annual grasses recovered quickly from the 
fires; and that even rodent , 1)1 rd, anil insect 
populations were not adversely affected by 
the fire.
 

Alt ieri tent itle ivy proposes t he use 0ifprescribed fire f1r ma i iiti un the present 
successional ;tape of the Mediterranean shrub 
type in cent ra I Ch ie. lie thisbanes recom
mendation on the a;sumipt lon that continous 

of fi re wiulId peri t lie return of 
an "arboreou.s" f I re-sens It Ive cI ilnaxthat
would produce high volmes of fel and higher 
intensity fires. My comment would be that if 
prescribed fire skills are developed, the work 
should be done In some of the mere Important 
commercial types. Because of tihe frequency 
and extent of wildfires occurring In this type, 
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there Is little chance that much of the Medi-


terranean shrub type will progress out of the 


present stage of successional development, 


Lenga (Nothofagns pumillo) is a native 

hardwood found growing in southern Chile, both 

in association with other species and in rela-

tlvely pure stands (Chile Forestal 1977a). My 

observation on the effects of fire In these 


stands I; limited to the Magallanes province 

in the extreme southern tlp of Chile, and in 

Fuego, a portion ofparticular to Tierra del 

this province. The information I have is 

sketchy bnt may be summarized as follows, 

stands are fire sensitive, low-Mature lenga 
growing, moderately dense and have a great 

wood on the ground beneath them.deal of dead 
of the year fires are difficulto)rlring most 

stands, even on the warmer,to start in these 
drier (lays. All the fires that start in this 

area are man-caused. These stands of Lenga 

grow in competition with extensive area of 
is utilizednatyive grass lands. The grass 

flocks of sheep
heavily by some of the largest 

found anywhere in the world. As a result, the 

managers of many of the "stanicilas" (ranches) 
to r some these nativeare not adverse burning of 


lenga stands to convert them to grass. However, 


set these fires indis-the laidowner.s do not 

that, in addition
vriminarely. They recognize 


to being ai excel lent source of energy for 


the lenga stands provide valuable
heartlng, 

cover for their flocks of sheep when strong
 

winds sweep the eperr ranges. Evidence on the 


use of fire In this area indicates that the
 
when Lenga stands will
number of diys per year 

but that if the con-
burn are relatively few; 


ditLion, are right (winds in excess of 30 mph, 


In excess of 10' C, and relativetemperatures 
iumidities aronnd 40 to 5) percent) tire rancher 

may ili e headlfire: to burn long narrow 
re cleaned up to providestrips that carn then 

for the sheep and fire-additional grazing land 


wood for domestic rse. 


Eucalyp t us (Eucali.vptlus spp. ) is one of the 

useful hardwoods found Chile.in It grows well 

in the Mediterraiean climate and has been 

planted extensively throughout tire central 

on farms and in pure plantations.region for use 
It is difficult to determine the area occupied 

by Eucalyptus plantations in tire central 
than 2,600 hra wereregion, but, in 1976, more 


planted to Eucalyptus (Chi le Forestal 1976). 


According to available statistics (Min-
6 

isterio de Agricultura, Corporaci n Nacional 
area burned
Forestal 1976a), 2 percent of the 


is In Eucalyptusr plaitations, and additional 
wildfires thathectares are probably burned in 

consume native vegetation. Approximately 5 


of the fires start in Eucalyptus
percent 

plantations. Some species of Eucalyptus
 

appear to resprout vigorously following cutting
 

or fire. I was unable to determine if this was
 

the case for the species of Eucalyptus found in
 

Chile, but I did observe what appeared to be
 

rather severe damage to plantations that were
 

burned by wildfires. Fuels accumulate rapidly
 

in these plantations due to the shedding of
 
It is not known
bark, leaves, and lower limbs. 


if prescribed fire could be used to maintain
 

these fuels at a manageable level, but indica

tions are that, at least in the very young
 

plantations, fire would probably create damage
 

that would be unacceptable.
 

There is another important Chilean conifer 

that deserves mentioning. The Araucaria pine 
C. Koch) has recent(Araucaria araucana (Hol.) 

ly been given total protection 	 by the Chilean 

government as a result of unusually heavy 

exploitation that greatly reduced its abun

dance and range. The species is still found 

in isolated locations in central Chi.a but 

most of the accessible !'ands have been liar

vested and regeneration has not kept up with 

removal. I have no information concerning 

the role of fire in tire regeneration or 

management of the species, and 	 I mention it 

only to emphasize the possible 	need for 

research that will insure tire protection and 

perpetuation of this native conifer. 

PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS 

Fire control in Chile has not been with

out its problems. However, in 	 recent years, 
made and Chileconsiderable progress has been 

most modern firecurrently supports one of the 

suppression organizations in South America. 

Both technical and administrative problems are 

being solved as newly trained people take 

their place in the fire control organization, 

and as the organization continues to gain 

experience.
 

As more plantations become established, 

more intensive protection measures will need 

to be applied to insure that these invest

ments are adequately protected. Tire National 

Forestry Corporation may need to begin 
of plantationsbreaking up the large blocks 

to prevent tire destructive large fires thrat 

continue to be a problem. 

and sawlog rotations areBecause the pulp 

so short, these same plantings are resulting 

in extensive harvesting operations that, in
 

produce large volumes of flammableturn, 

These fuels must be treated before
fuels. 

the area can be returned to production, and 

the responsibility for treating the slash may 
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need to be shared by the Forestry Corporation 

and the landholders. Prescribed fires that 

escape and spread into adjacent uncut planta-

tions can not be tolerated, 


Continued training is needed for crews 

from all agencies. The rapid shift toward 

fire problems that are associated with growing 

and harvesting pine plantations will require an 

intensive training program that will be vastly

different from those used for controlling fire 

in native forest and brushlands. 

Chile has recently experienced some exten-
sive property damage as a result of wildfires 
sweeping into populated areas. In 1973, 220 
homes were destroyed by a brush fire near 
Valparaiso. During December 1976 and January 

1977, several large fires burning in this same 

general area were responsible for the death of 
one of the firefighters, the destruction of 
more than 30 homes and numerous head of domes-
tic livestock (Chile Forestal 1977b). This
 
appears to be primarily a fuels management-fire 

prevention problem, and steps are 
being taken 

to try to prevent a recurrence in this high 

hazard area. 


Chile had no organized forest fire protec-

tion prior to 1962 when the Carabineros
 
(National Police) were organized into forestry 

patrols. In 1965 the Minister of Agriculture 

authorized the formation of 
additional fire-

fighting crews to support the National Police. 

Today the primary responsibility for fire 

control resides with the Minister of Agricul-

ture, and the specific task is assigned to the 

National Forestry Corporation. Additional 

assistance is provided through the National 

Emergency Office, Minister of Interior and 

through the Minister of Defense (Ministerio

de Agricultura, Corporaci6n Nacional 

Forestal 1976b). 


There are numerous ways to measure the 

progress of a newly organized fire control 

organization. One composite measure 
is in 

terms of number of fires, area burned, and 

average size fire. 
 Chile has made substantial 

progress in each of these categories. Although

numbers of fires have increased steadily, this 

probably reflects a continuing improvement in 

the detection and reporting system rather than 

a failure of prevention efforts. In spite of 

this increase in numbers of fires, the area 

burned shows a steady decrease. For example, 

during the 1971-72 fire season, 1,172 fires 

burned more than E2,000 ha for an average size 

fire of 70 ha. In 1975-76, 2,776 fires burned 

only 24,238 ha for an average of 8.7 ha per
 
fire (Ministerio de Agricultura, Corporaci6n
 
Nacional Forestal 1976a).
 

Another measure of effectiveness is in the
 
hectares of pine plantation burned by wildfires.
 
Despite the substantial increases in hectares 
planted to pine, the portion of pine plantations
 
burned has averaged around 5 percent of the
 
total area burned each year. More recent infor
mation (Chile Forestal 1977h) for the 1976-77
 
fire season indicated that only about 1 percent
 
of the total area burned was in pine plantation.
 

There are other ways to assess progress

and effectiveness of the Chilean fire control
 
effort. In fire prevention, the campaign that
 
is activated each year before the fire season
 
begins, and extends through the season,
 
includes frequent 
 TV and radio spot announce
ments, highway signs that ask for help in pre
venting forest fires, newspaper announcements,
 
and elaborate, colored fire prevention posters
 
that are distributed throughout the country
 
(Ministerio de Agricultura, Corporaci6n
 
Nacional Forestal 1976a).
 

Fire detection has improved steadily, and
 
during the 1975-76 fire season, nearly 75
 
percent of the fires were discovered by either
 
air patrols or lookout towers (Ministerio de
 
Agricultura, Corporaci6n Nacional Forestal
 
1976a).
 

Progress is being made in 
the use of both
 
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters in control
 
of fires. 
 During 1975-76, three PB4Y Catalinas,
 
and three smaller aircraft were used for drop
ping water to support ground crew efforts. In
 
addition, two Fairchild Hiller F11-1100 heli
copters were used for helitack, patrol, and
 
transport of personnel (Ministerio de
 
Agricultura, Corporaci~n Nacional Forestal
 
1976a).
 

Training of fire crews, fire overhead,
 
and forest workers, have been given renewed
 
emphasis with the opening of a new National
 
Training Center for forestry and agriculture
 
workers (Chile Forestal 1977b). New equipment
 
and advanced training techniques have improved
 
the skill-levels of both volunteer and regular
 
firefighting forces.
 

Perhaps the most important indication of
 
progress is reflected in the overall national
 
program of organizing and dispatching trained
 
fire suppression crews. The following tabu
lation summarizes the number of crews and total
 
firefighters provided by the various agencies
 
during the 1976 fire season (Ministerlo de
 
Agricultura, Corporaci6n Nacional Forestal
 
1976a).
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No. Total 
Crews Personnel 

N.F.C. 84 1,408 
Bomberos 90 1,815 

(Urban Firefighters) 
National Police 21 332 
Private Companies 58 967 
Armed Forces 7 150 

260 4,672 


The National Forest Corporation crews are 

of three types: volunteer crews made up mostly 

of high school-aged boys, semiprofessional 

crews made up of forest workers employed by
 
N.F.C., and professional crews that are highly 

trained N.F.C. employees working almost exclu-

sively on control and use of fire. 


It wasn't by accident that, in 1968, the 

Chilean foresters responsible for fire control 

in the country began negotiation to purchase 

the equipment needed to adequately protect the 

country from wildfires. In 1972, the Chilean 

government received an extensive shipment of 

Some of the MOSt modern fire control tools 
available. The shipment included a wide 

variety of hand tool s, portable and base-

station radio equipment with testing and main-
tenance facilitios, i large selection of water 
handling equipment including portable pumps, 
slip-on tanks, hose and storage tanks, and 
buckets for dropping water from helicopters. 
This array of equipment has made it possible 
to adequately equip not only the National 

Forestry Corporat'ion crews but to provide some
equipment for the Nat ional 
Police, Bomberos, 
Industrial, and Military crews as well. 

Finally, there are some obvious areas 

where a program of well-planned fire research 

could yield some rather significant benefits. 

Research Is needed to develop guidelines for 

using fire in the management of Monterey pine.
Thie importance of the species and thle potent ial 
benefimprthane oy the seied thes and potopi

bene fits that may ho doerived make this a toppie(nurda DDn) USAFes
priority item for fire research. This research 
should also include studi,.s of the effects of 
single and multiple proscribed burns on physi-
cal and clemical soil propert ies. In conjunc-
tion with these stuies, fire effects research 
should he started to determine if fire has a 
part to play in the management of some of the 
native plant species, of certain wildlife habi-
tats, or in the Improvement of forage for 
wildlife or domestic livestock. 

Improvements, based on some well-defined 

studies, should be made on tile system being 

used for rating and describing the levels of 

Forest Fire Danger. Some work is being done 

on this problem, but tile effort so far has 


been toward the adaptation of Fire Danger
 
Rating Systems that are in use in other parts
 
of the world. General fire weather forecasts
 
are available through the Chilean National
 
Weather Service, and these could be further
 
refined to more :dequately support the Fire
 
Danger Rating System.
 

With the continued emphasin on pine
 
plantation culture, research is needed to
 
prepare guidelines for the location, construc
tion, and maintenance of fuel breaks that will
 
break up the large continous blocks of planta
tions and protect them from fires moving in
 
from outside the blocks.
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FIRE PROTECTION AND FUEL MANAGEMENT
 
ON PRIVATELY-OWNED WILDLANDS IN CALIFORNIAI/
 

2 /
 
Clinton B. Phillips
 

Abstract: California's 60 million acres 
(24.3 million
 
hectares) of wildland include high values of natural resources
 
and intermingled values of life and property. 
 Wildfire is one
 
continuing threat to the destruction of these values. Because 
the general public benefits from the resources, the State has 
assumed the financial responsibility for protecting those re
sources which are located on privately-owned wildlands from 
being damaged by fire. This paper describes the nature and 
complexities of the system of fire protection provided to 
those lands by the California Department of Forestry in coop
eration with many other local, state, and federal agencies.
 

Key words: Fire Protection, fuel management, wildlands,
 
California
 

INTRODUCTION
 

California has some 60 million acres 
(24.3 

million hectares) of so-called "wildlands," 

consisting of forest, brush, and grass covered 

lands. These wildlands include resource values 

of timber, forage, water, soil, recreation, 
aesthetics, and wildlife, all of which are 
essential to the economic and social well-
being of the State's population. The wild-
lands also include intermingled values of life 
and property. Wildfire is one continuing 
threat to the destruction of these values, 

1/ Presented at the International Symposium
 
on the Environmental Consequences of Fire 

and Fuel Management in Mediterranean-Climate 

Ecosystems, Stanford University, Stanford, 

CA August 1-5, 1977. 


2/ Assistant Chief of Fire Protection, Plan-

ning and Research, California Department of 

Forestry, 1416 9th Street, Room 1654, 
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Damaging wildland fires occur every year
 
in California. 
The State's environmental
 
conditions, typical of Mediterranean-climate
 
ecosystems, add up to a recipe for fiery dis
aster: continuous expanses of highly flam
mable trees, brush, grass and other vegetation;
 
rugged terrain; long periods during the summer
 
when there is little or no rainfall; dry north 
and east winds during the critical wildland
 
fire season; and an increasing population that
 
insists on seeking living space and recreation
 

in nature's beautiful but highly flammable
 
wildland.
 

High-intensity wildfires destroy not only
 
the on-site resource values but also, by gen
erating an increased rate of removal of top
 
soil through both dry and wet erosion, can
 
cause off-site damages to downstream improve
ments by flooding and siltation. And they
 
frequently take the lives of people (Phillips
 
1971).
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To alleviate this threat of damage by wild-

fires, a number of fire protection agencies 

protect various portions of the State's wild-

lands. 
 These agencies include the California 

Department of Forestry (CDF); several federal 

agencies: 
 U. S. Forest Service, Bureau of 

Land Management, National Park Service, Corps

of Engineers, and the federal military agencies;

and the so-called "Contract Counties" of Kern, 

Los Angeles, Marin, Santa Barbara, and Ventura.
 

The record of wildfires in 1976 on the 60
million acres of federal, state and privately-

owned wildlands was 
fairly typical of recent 

years. 
 Last year 13,339 wildfires burned over 

some 194,000 acres 
(78,543 hectares). Of these 

numbers, 8,672 fires occurred on privately-

owned lands directly protected by the CDF and 

damaged resources and property values on 
153,247 

acres 
(62,043 hectares) of wildland. 


THE ORGANIZATION OF FIRE PROTECTION 

ON PRIVATELY-OWNED WILDLANDS 


The State of California has declared the
protection from fire of natural resources on 

certain privately-owned wildlands to be of 

statewide interest and has assumed the finan-

cial responsibility for the protection. 
These 

lands, comprising some 33 million acres 
(13.4

million hectares), are defined by law and de-

lineated on official maps 
as "State Responsi-

bility Area." 
 Under the direction of the State 

Board of Forestry, the CDF performs a major

review of these lands every few years, and an-

nually accounts for minor changes in land-use 

patterns and in the boundaries of incorporated 

cities. About 24 million of these acres 
(9.7

million hectares) are protected directly by the 

CDF; about 4.5 million acres (1.8 million hec-

tares) located within the National Forests are 

protected by the U. S. Forest Service under 

contract to the State; about 0.5 million acres
(0.2 million hectares) are protected by the 

Bureau of Land Management in northeastern 

California under an offset agreement by which 

the CDF protects a like area of the Bureau's 

land; and about 4 million acres (1.6 million 

hectares) are protected under contract to the 

State by the counties of Kern, Los Angeles,

Marin, Santa Barbara and Ventura. Overlying 

some 6 million of tnese acres 
(2.4 million 

hectares) are about 
360 local government fire 

protection districts. 
 Fire departments in 

these districts are organized primarily to 

protect life and property from fire but also 

lend important assistance on wildland fires, 

In turn, they receive aid on structural fires 

from the adjacent wildland protection agencies 

(Neal, Taylor, and Helm 1974). 


In addition to the 24 million acres of
State Responsibility Area, the CDF also directly
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protects about 4 million acres 
(1.6 million hec
tares) of intermingled federally-owned lands
 
under contract to the responsible federal agen
cies. 
 The number of wildfires occurring on the
 
CDF's area of direct protection has increased
 
almost steadily since the early 196
0's. This
 
trend will probably continue as 
the State's pop
ulation increases and more people seek living
 
space and recreation in wildland areas.
 

THE CDF'S PLAN OF FIRE PROTECTION
 

To meet its legal responsibilities of pro
viding fire protection to privately-owned wild
lands and intermingled federally-owned lands,
 
the CDF's goal of fire protection is to keep

fire damages to resources and exposed life and
 
property at or below a level which is acceptable

within economic, social, political and ecolog
ical constraints. 
 The CDF endeavors to meet
 
this goal by optimally allocating its annual
budget to a balanced and integrated system of
 
fire prevention, fire defense improvements,
 
fire suppression, and support functions.
 

This system of fire protection is derived
 
from what is known formally as the "California
 
Department of Forestry's Fire Protection Plan."
 
This plan is required by law and must be approved

by the Board of Forestry. It includes goals

and objectives, standards of performance, and
 
measures of effectiveness 
for each element and
 
unit. 
The plan is not static. It is contin
ually changing in scope and organization to meet
 
changes in the needs for fire protection, in
 
land-use patterns, in fiscal constraints of
 
current administrations, and in the social and
 
political expectations of the people. 
 It strives
 
to use the principles of "master planning" as
 
developed by the National Fire Prevention and
 
Control Administration (USDC-National Fire Pre
vention and Control Administration 1977).
 

The CDF's plan for protecting privately
owned lands is based primarily on a measure of
 
the resource values being protected from damag
ing fires. 
 Other inputs include the probabil
ity of fire-starts, expected fire behavior, and
 
auxiliary factors related to the "difficulty

of control." The plan is constrained by the
 
legal requirement to abate any uncontrolled
 
fire as a public nuisance. It is also con
strained by the need to provide both strong in
itial attack on local fires and in-depth follow
up assistance to large fires and to multiple-fire

situations anywhere in the State. 
 Since fire
 
danger varies greatly both in time and location
 
within the State, protection forces in one re
gion may become the backup for regions having
 
more critical fire danger or a number of major
 

fires in progress.
 



Like all fire protection agencies, the CDF 

relies on cooperative effort at many levels, 

By law, the landowner is required to perform 

certain actions of hazard reduction and to take 

certain precautions in the use of fire; the 

degree of compliance with these laws has not
 
always been perfect (Taylor and Neal 1973).
 
The local governments (i.e., counties, cities, 

and special taxing districts) have been given
 
guidelines for enacting ordinances designed 

to protect rural and mountain communities 

from encroaching wildland fires and to prevent 

the spread of fires from the communities into 

the wildlands (County Supervisors Association 

1965); the enactment of these ordinances and 

their enforcement also have been sometiing 

less than perfect (Neal and Taylor 1973). 

Recent actions by local governments in response 

to the California Environmental Quality Act 

of 1970, however, have given new impetus to 

this program; the Safety Elements of many 

counties' General Plans now include provisions 

for better measures of fire protection, in-

cluding the zoning of critical fire hazardous 

areas (Helm, Neal, and Taylor 1973). 


Beyond the actions of the private landowner 

himself and of local governments, the CDF's 

plan of fire protection for privately-owned 

wildlands relies heavily on mutual aid from 

adjacent cooperating agencies when fire emer-

gencies progress beyond the CDF's capability, 

In turn, the CDF lends assistance to its 

neighbors upon request. Disasters do occur, 

however, when even this local mutual aid is 

not enough. When the fire situation appears 

to be getting entirely out of hand, the Gov-

ernor can declare a "state of emergency." At 

that time all fire departments in the State 

are required by law to provide aid, in accor-

dance with their capability. Coordination 

of fire protection activity during such a 

period of declared emergency is provided by 

the State Office of Emergency Services. If 

an emergency gets beyond the combined capa-

bilities of all agencies within the State,
 
then the Governor may ask the President of
 
the United States to declare a major disaster 

and to provide federal assistance through the
 
federal Office of Emergency Preparedness. De-

pending on the nature and extent of a fire 

situation, there is therefore a planned build-

up of assistance from the local, to the state, 

and finally to the federal level. This total 

system of mutual and outside aid was implement-

ad during California's fire disaster in 1970 

(Phillips 1971). 


THE CDF'S SYSTEM OF FIRE PROTfECTION 


To implement its plan of fire protection, 

the DF i oranizd 
wth te Drectr'sof
the CDF is organized with the Director's
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Headquarters in Sacramento, five Region Head
quarters, Z3 Ranger Units, and 116 Ranger Dis
tricts. In the 1976-77 fiscal year, the CDF's
 
budget for protecting privately-owned wildlands
 
was $67 million.
 

Fire Prevention
 

"Fire Prevention" is the first order oI'
 
business in the CDF's fire protection system.
 
Fire prevention includes three components:
 
(1) Education, (2) Engineering, and (3) Law
 
Enforcement. "Education" is essentially the
 
"Smokey Bear Program." It is designed to educate
 
the public through a variety of media in how
 
to use fire carefully and to prevent the start
 
of wildfires. "Engineering" deals primarily
 
with the elimination or control of sources of
 
ignition or of materials that can be ignited.
 
It includes the reduction of the volume and
 
continuity of vegetation around structures,
 
along roads, and along public utility rights
of-way to prevent fires from spreading from
 
the original point of ignition. It also in
cludes the "Fire Safe" program which provides

guidelines for fire safety to entire communi
ties, as well as to individual homes (County
 
Supervisors Association 1965). "Law Enforce
ment" deals with the investigation of how fires
 
start and with the enforcement of the State's
 
laws and regulations pertaining to the pre
vention and use of fire in the wildlands. All
 
CDF employees are trained arid are expected to
 
participate in various aspects of the fire
 
prevention program. In addition, the fire
 
prevention program enlists the direct assistance
 
of private industry, other governmental agen
cies and interested citizens in the actions
 
of the California Fire Prevention Committee.
 
The CDF also relies on the assistance of' pri
vate citizens and service groups in its Rea
 
Flag Program, designed to alert everyon,? to
 
the extreme fire danger during p,riods of'
 
actual, critical fire weather.
 

Detection
 

"Detection" provides for the location and
 
reporting of wildfires. Presently the CDF's
 
detection system includes a network of 78
 
fixed lookouts, located on mountain tops
 
throughout the CDF's direct protection area,
 
and surveillance aircraft in two areas where
 
detection from fixed lookouts is spotty. The
 
CDF also depends on the receipt of alarms from
 
the general public and from the lookouts of
 
adjacent fire protection agencies. The CDF is
 
continually seeking alternatives to its present
 
detection system, including the possible use
o 	 nrrddtcino te ehiuso
 

infrared detection or other techniques of
 



remote sensing from aircraft or from fixed-
 crew leader, and three fire fighters.
 
position satellites.
 

Fire Defense Improvements

Dispatching
 

If fires are detected, they are reported 

to the CDF's "Emergency Command Centers" loca-

ted at each of the 23 Ranger Unit Headquarters. 

If the type of fire is known, the Command Center 

personnel dispatch the ground and air attack 

units which they feel are needed to control the 
emergency. If the type of fire is not known-
i.e., if' only "smoke" is reported-- -then the 
Command Center personnel refer to the "running 
card" which has been prepared for the area. 
The running card lists all attack units which 
should respond in accordance with the fire dan-
ger at the moment, 

Ground Attack Units 


"Ground attack units" include various mo-
dels of fire engines, bulldozer-transport units, 
and conservation camp crews. Some 361 fire 
engines are located at 229 fire suppression 
stations. The CDF's fire protection plan in-

cludes a five-person response as the standard 

for optimum safety and effectiveness of engine 

companies. The CDI' i: currently budgeted, how-
ever, to provide only i thr,_e-person response 
on all engines (on crew leader and two fire 
fighters). Fifty-three large bulldozer-transport 
units (Caterpillar )-6 or e-qual) and 25 medium 
wilts (Catezrpillar D-14 or equal) are distribu
ted throughout the CDF'.; area of direct protec-

tioh. There are 16 conservation camps located 

in tue State, each havinig 60 to 80 inmates or 

employees of the California Conservation Corps. 

About 11Opercent of the time available from 

manpower assigned to these camps is used to 
assist in suppressing wildfires through follow-
up action or to build fire defense improvements, 
such as fuelbreaks. 

Air Attack Units 

"Air attack units" include air tankers, 
helitack crews and air attack coordinators, 
The CDF contracts for 21 air tankers, and the 

U. S. Forest Service contracts for 15 air 

tankers located at a total of 18 air attack 
bases throughout the State; these aircraft are 
used on initial attack by either agency, inter-
changeably. Coordinators are located at each 
of the CDF's 13 air attack bases to direct the 
-uppression activities of the air tankers. The 

CDF has seven helitack crews, all located in 
northern California; on-duty response of each 

crew includes one crew leader, one assistant 


To assist in its fire suppression efforts,
 
the CDF has constructed a system of "fire de
fense improvements," including roads, trails,
 
fuelbreaks, fuel modification, water cisterns,
 
communication facilities, and other service
 
facilities. The objective of these prepared
 
systems is to improve the capability of fire
 
fighting forces at the time of a fire emergency.
 

Fuel Management 

"Fuel management" is one component of the
 
fire defense improvements element of the CDF's
 
fire protection plan. For the purpose of that
 
plan, fuel management is defined as "the planned
 
treatment or manipulation of naturally growing
 
vegetation or any oth .r flammable material for
 
the purpose of reducii.g .he rate of spread and/or 
the output of heat energy to be expected from
 
any wildfire that might occur in the area being
 
treated." Fuel management must always be con
sidered an integral part of overall vegetation
 
management and land management and must be 
compatible with a large and complex set of
 
social, ecological, legal, and econoinic goals 
and constraints. 

Fuel Buildup 

Extreme fire hazards because of heavy 
volumes of flammable fuel exist on privately
owned wildlands in California. These hazards 
have increased over the years because of a pub
lic policy of fire exclusion and fire control; 
because of the reluctance of timberland owners 
to use fire to dispose of slash where damages 
might occur to reproduction and young-growth 
trees; because of the damages that uncontrolled 
fires might inflict on life, property and re
sources; and because of many people's opinion 
that "all fires are bad." 

In the eyes of a fire fighter, it is rather 
evident that steps should be taken by the land
owner or by the CDF to decrease these hazards
 
so as to reduce both the probability of disas
trous conflagrations and the cost of controlling
 
them. But programs of fuel management must be 
conducted differently on privately-owned wild
lands than on federally-owned lands. Federal 
land-management agencies can formulate and im
pler-nt needed programs of fuel management,
 
although within constraints of policy and law.
 
There is no law in California, however, that
 
enables the CDF to declare that an extraordinary
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fire hazard exists on a piece of privately-

owned land because of vegetative conditions 

and then to take measures to reduce that haz
ard. Nor does the CDF seek such a law. 
There 

are State laws, however, whiuh either mandate 

(in some cases) or permit a landowner to re-

duce the fire hazard on his property, 


Hazard Reduction Laws 


Several laws mandate that any person who 

owns structures in the wildlands must take 
certain measures or hazard reduction to pro-
vent fires from spreading from the structures 
to adjacent wildihaun, vge-tation or to prevent 
encroaching wildhund fires from igniting the 
structures. 
 Other laws requi re cl earances 
along powerline rights-c:'-way and around re-
fuse dumps. The CDF and its contracting agen-

cies are responsibly for enforcing these laws. 

Penalties can be applied for non-compliance.
 

Fuelbrea&s
 

With the permission of landowners, the CDF 
can and does construct and maintain "fuel
breaks." A fuelbreak is a strategically-
located strip of land along which heavy fuels 

are replaced with i'hter f,.is 
for the purpose

of breaking u v.st, -ontinuous expanses of 

brush or 
otherhe v elbreaks
fueT 

provide safer ac,.si for 
fire fighters and 

their equipment an pr"'vide a relatively safe
 
line for controiling spreading fires. State-

wide, the C .F 1,650 miles of fuel-
has some 

breaks in its system of fire defense improve-

ments. 
 They nave proven tG be highly valuable 

in most fire situations, altnough fires can 

easily sweep across them under conditions of
 
high-speed faehn-type wind3 (USDA-Forest Ser
vice 1973). 


Range Imrovemo-nt Program 


Laws which spell out California's so-called 

"range improvement progrom" are intended pri-

marily to enable private landowners to use 

prescribed burning to convert brush-covered 

lands to more useful grass. The laws declare 

that the program also has public benefits 

which relate to the reduction of the fire 

hazard, increased production of water, and 

improvement of wildlife habitat. 
because ot 
these public benefits, the laws state that the 

CDF shall provide certain assistance to the 

landowners. Amnong other things, the CDF gives

counseling service, prepares the permits which 

are required for any use of fire by a private

landowner, and provides standby fire fighting 


forces at 
the site of a burn for the purpose
 
of controlling any escaped fire.
 

The lndo,'zc r mast prepare the control 
lines, ignite the fire, and provide all per
sonnel and equipment needed to spread the fire
 
safely and to keep it within the intended
 
bounds. The landowner is also responsible for
 
any danages that might occur to adjacent prop
erties as the result of escaped fire. If will
ful negligence is the prim, cause of an escaped
fire, he mray also be liable for the C)F's costs 
of suppression. The costs to the landowner of
 
preparing and conducting range improvement
 
burns and of purchasing liability insurance,
 
together with a number of other 
 reasons, have
 
caused the program to decline in recent years.
 

The following taubl illustrates the main 
results of the range improvement program since 
its beginning in 1949 through 1976: 

Total number of burns 
under permit .... ............ . 9,120 

Total acres burned 
under permit ... .......... .2,613,462 

Excess acres burned
 
by escaped fires............. 194,704
 

Acres reburned under permit . . • 818,483 

Acres seeded with grass ........ 766,429
 

The program reached its peak in 1954 when
 
some 227,000 acres were burned. In recent
 
years activity has decreased, with a low point

reached in 1973 when only 18,000 acres were
 
burned.
 

Changes in Attitudes and Practices
 

Most private and public land managers in
 
California agree, however, that some form of 
fuel management does indeed have a place in
overall land management. Changes in both 
attitude and practice sm to be occurring. 
Effort is being made, for instance, to more 
fully utilize or to dispose of residual ma
terial left after timber harvesting and other 
woods operations. Pr:scriLed firp is begin
ning to be used increasingly to reduce the 
volume of flammable fuel or to maintain de
sired ecosystems. With increased awareness 
that our reserves of oil and gas may not last 
forever, wood is once more being studied as
 
a potentially major source of energy. The
 
CDF has been reviewing its past policies of
 
fuel management on privately-owned wildlands
 
and will be proposing to the Board of Forestry
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a new program intended to meet more closely 

the needs of today. 


Support Services
 

Supporting the CDF's fire prevention and
 
suppression efforts are the functions of re-

search, training and other support services.
 
The CDF works cooperatively with other wild-

land fire protection agencies and with private 

industry to develop new knowledge, techniques 

and equipment to increase its effectiveness 

in fire protection. The Department has an 
extensive training program to provide its 
permanent and seasonal employees with that 
knowledge and those techniques which enable 
them to perform their fire protection jobs 
more safely and effectively. Of prime impor-
tance in this training programn is the CDF's 
Fire Academy which can accommodate up to 100 
trainees at a time. Support services also 
include an extensive commnications network; 
a system of fire weather observing stations 
(some of which art, now automated, transmitting 
their data via the GOES satellite); fire weather 
forecasting provided by the National Weather 
Service; and the alnalysis of fire reports 
which enables the CDF to replan and reorganize 
its forces to meet its fire protection objec-

tives most effectively and efficiently. 


Mutual and Outside Aid 


As described earlier, the CDF depends upon 
cooperating agencies for mutual assistance 
when fire emergencie:s progress beyond its 
capabilities. In turn, the CDF provides 

mutual assistance to its neighbors upon request. 

Without this interagency effort, no one agency 
could hope to perform the: total job of fire 
protection for which it is responsible. 

CONCLUSION 


The problem of danm ges by wildfire to life, 
property and natural resources remains with 
us. Following California's major fire disas
ter of 1970, an interagency task force was 
formed by the State to identify the principal 
problems facing wildland fire protection agen-
cies and to make recozinendations to solve 
those problems (Division of Forestry 1972). 
Most of the recommendations have been imple
mented through cooperative action of a large 
number of public and private agencies and 
individuals. Still other recommendations are 

being tested by the slower process of political 

debate and legislative action. The net sum 

of the task force's efforts, however, have 


been of substantial and lasting benefit to the
 
protection from fire of privately-owned, as well
 
as publicly-owned, wildlands in California.
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A FIRE BEHAVIOR INFORMATION INTEGRATION SYSTEM 

FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPARRAL l..2/ 

Stephen R. Kessell, Peter J. Cattelino and Meredith W. Potter 
3--


Abstract: 
 A Fire Behavior Information Integration System

was developed for southern California chaparral ecosystems;

it provides storage, retrieval, display, inference and inte
gration of site, vegetation, fuels, cultural and hydrological

information needed 
to simulate 
fire behavior and consequences.
The system applies the techniques of gradient modeling
developed in Glacier National Park (Montana) by l inking a
site inventory, gradient matrix fuel r odels and computer soft
ware. 
 Following system development, it was used to test the
effects of four site inventory resolutitn levels, and to
evaluate the po ential for generatin. the site inventory

data base 
 directly from LANDSAT satellite imogery. The

expansion 
 of this systems approach to an integrated network
of models and simulators and the development of a forest 
management simulation language (FORPLAN) 
are considered.
 

Key words: 
 gradient modeling, chaparral, resource
 
inventory, fire management, FORPLAN, FIRESCOPE, LANDSAT
 
imagery
 

INTRODUCTION 


Gradient modeling is a computer-based 
resource modeling technique developed in Glac-
ier National Park (Montana) which provides 
resource information storage, retrieval, dis-
play, inference and integration for fire simu-
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lation and land management purposes. Rather
 
than dealing with the landscape and its biota
 as sharp, discreet units, gradient analysis

describes and quantifies continuous variation
 
that corresponds to various spatlal 
and temporal

environmental gradients. 
 Gradient modeling is
 
thus an application of gradient analysis and
 
ordination (rather 
 thap habitat classification) 
to resource modeling (Kessell 1976ai,1977a, 1977b). It builds 1976b,upon the wide theo
retical and analytical base 
of direct gradient

analysis, which arranges samples and community
characteristics along predetermined gradientssuch as elevation and stand age (Whittaker 1967, 
1973a, 1973b), and indirect gradient analysis, 
or ordination, which uses various mathematical 
techniques to arrange samples or community
attributes based on compositional similarities 
(Bray 1956, 1960, 1961; Bray and Curtis 1956;
Gauch and Whittaker 1972; Whittaker and Gauch 
1973; Kessell and Whittaker 1976; Noy-Meir and 
hlittaker 1977). We have found gradient concepts
particularly applicable 
to the development of 
fuels- and fire-orlented information systems 
(Kessell 1977a, 1977b; Kessell and Cattelino 
1977). 

A gradient modeling system, such as 
the
 
southern California Fire Behavior Information
 
Integration System (FBIIS) described here,
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includes three major components:
 
1) Gradient models of the vegetation and/ 


or flammable fuels which express community
 

properties (fuel loadings, community character-


istics or species importance values) as func-

tioas of environmental gradients; 


2) A site-specific inventory system which 

is coded from remote records such as aerial 

photos or satellite imagery, topographic maps 

and disturbance histories. Each site inventory 


record includes the stand's rectangular coor-

dinates and certain key site parameters which 

give the stand a unique location within the 

environmental gradient space described In 


(1) above; and 

3) Appropriate computer software which 


links the gradient models and site inventory 

to provide data srage, retrieval, display
 
and inference.
 

For example, a very simple gradient model
 
designed to predict the amount of flammable 

fuel on hectare sites might include a gradient 

model which expresses fuel loadings as a function 

of formation type and stand age, linked with a 


site inventory which stores each hectare's 

formation type and age. 


Gradient models may be extremely refined, 

such as the six-gradient Glacier National Park 
system which coded site inventory resolution 
down to 10 m; alternatively, the southern 

California FBIlS described here tested si. 
Inventory resolution levels as crude as 1,000 m 

(100 ha blocks). Regardless of resolution 
level, the purposes of such systems include: 
1) storage of site-specific cesource data; 
2) retrieval and display of these data; 
3) combination of these data with inference 

models to predict parameters (such as species 
composition or fuel loadings) not Included in 

the site-specific inventory; 4) storage and 

retrieval of other data, such as cultural and 


hydrological Information, which will be of 

value to the system's users; and 5) linkage 


with other systems and models (such as fire 


behavior models, succession/effects models and 

land mdnagement planning systems) to provide
 
further inference and simulation capabilities. 

"pecifically, for fire management purposes, it 


is desirable to interface the gradient modeling 

information system with fire behavior models 


which predict fire characteristics from site, 

fuel and weather Inputs (Rothermcl 1972; cf.
 
Kessell 1976a, 1977a). Such a system can then
 
automatically integrate the basic data required 

for fire simulations, and thus provide users
 

with fast, accurate estimates of potential fire 


behavior and effects. 


CONSTRUCTION OF THE SYSTEM
 

Construction of the FBIIS required the
 

development of a remote site inventory appro
priate to the southern California area and avail
able remote data sources, appropriate gradient
 
models of the flammable ground fuels, and a
 
source program - data storage package linking
 
these components. The model has been implemented
 

for a 140 sq km prototype area located primarily
 
within the Angeles National Forest northeast of
 

Glendora, Calif. While the area is predominantly
 
a mo3aic of chaparral, grass and oak enclaves
 

between 300 and 1,100 m elevation, the north
 
portion includes forests extending to elevations
 
of 2,300 m.
 

Remote Site Inventory
 

The remote site inventory provides a
 
methodology and digital data base for storing
 
key site-specific data which are recorded from
 
aerial photographs (1:100,000 scale false color
 

infrared vertical photos from U-2 aircraft),
 
7.5' USGS topographic maps and disturbance
 
history. It thus provides the site parameters
 
required by the fuel models to infer fuel char

acteristics. Information coded on a stand by
 
stand basis includes primary and secondary cover
 
(formation) type, primary and secondary topog

raphy, aspect, elevation, fire history, hydro
logical features and all cultural development.
 
The basic system codes a separate record for
 

each hectare (squares with sides = 100 m),
 
blocks these records within sq km (100 ha) areas
 

Indexed bv Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
 
coordinates, and provides within-site resolution
 

down to 0.25 ha. The record format and coding
 

procedures are given in Kessell and Cattelino
 

(1977). Field verification of the remote site
 

inventory code was conducted by ground visits to
 

over 250 one ha stands. The only error detected
 
was the failure to note secondary vegetative cover
 

types of "oak enclave" (with 30 - 35 % cover) in
 

seven canyon habitats.
 

The use of these site data for information
 

retrieval and fuel inference is discussed below,
 

while the effects of alternative resolution
 

levels and different remote data sources are
 

discussed in later sections.
 

Gradient Fuel Models
 

The gradient fuel models were devised to
 

provide fuel inference capabilities (loads by
 

fuel types and packiug ratios by strata) using
 

available ground truth fuels data and input
 

parameters provided by the remote site invntory
 

described above.
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Although three- or four-gradient models 

were sometimes required to describe coniferous 

forest fuels in Montana (Kessell 1976a, 1977b; 

Jeske and Bevins 1976), the availability of 

ground truth fuels data from southern California 

did not permit such an ambitious attempt, 

Instead, two gradients, vegetative cover 
(form-
ation) type and stand age, were used to construct 
a 5 x 11 matrix for each fuel type's loading and 
for each stratum's packing ratio. Fuel loads 

are differentiated by three major fuel types of 

branchwood, shrub foliage and grass + forbs. 

Branchwoods are further grouped into five dia-

meter classes based on the time lag in their 

responses to changes in atmospheric moisture.
 

The fuel gradient models are given in 

Kessell and Cattelino (1977). Stand age is 

represented by an 11-element vector of five 

year increments, with all stands over 50 years 

old grouped as "mature " (last element). Cover 

types from the remote site inventory are grouped 

into five major vegetation types: grass, soft 

chaparral, hard chaparral, broadleaf forest and 

coniferous forest. Chaparral fuel loadings
 
were determined from Rothermel and Philpot 

(1973) and unpublished data provided by the 

Riverside Fire Laboratory. Grass fuels were 

modified from the National Fire Danger Rating 

System's "A" (grassland) fuel model (Deeming 

et 
al. 1972) to permit grass and forb build-up 

during the first 15 years following a fire. 

Coniferous forest fuels were determined by 

extrapola ing extensive fuels data collected in 

Nontqna Kessell 1977b; 
Jeske and Bevins 1976). 

Succcs-ional broadleaf forest fuels closely 

mimic hard chaparral fuels, while mature broad-

leaf fuels are based on Rothermel (1972) and 

Deeming et al. (1972). 


Software Package
 

The FBIIS software package was developed 

on a small on-site digital computer (Hewlett-

Packard 2000) with 32 K core storage, single 

disk drive, single magnetic tape unit and inter-

active input/output terminal. Although this 

system was adequate for the prototype model, 

implementation of the FBIIS for a large area 

would be more efficient on a large time-sharing 

computer facility. 


The softyare package consists of a large
 
magnetic tape file which includes the fuel
 
models, program dictionaries and 140 sq km site 

inventory, and a single (1400 line) FORTRAN IV
 
interactive source program. 
Use of the FBIIS 

requires simply a log-on to 
the system, mounting 

one magnetic tape and a single execution command, 

All other required input and specifications are 

prompted by the interactive program. 
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The user may select one of two operating 
modes: individual hectare mode or statistical 
summary mode. Six information retrieval/ 
inference options are available for each mode: 
site-terrain, vegetative cover, flammable ground 
fuel, cultural features, hydrological features
 
and firebreaks. Individual hectare mode provides
 
data retrieval and Inference on a stand by stand
 
basis for any selected area. Stati;tical summary
 
mode provides a statistical profile for any

specified combination of sq km (100 ha) 
areas.
 
Sample output showing all options and both
 
operating modes is included in Kessell and
 
Cattelino (1977).
 

Site-terrain, vegetative cover, cultural
 
and hydrological information display results
 
from simple retrieval, interpretation and summary
 
of the stored remote site inventory data.
 
Cultural and hydrological features are further
 
summarized for each quadrant of each sq km
 
selected. Firebreak sutmaries give the location 
of both artificial and natural firebreaks 
(stands whose only cover is "barren"). 

Fuels data are inferred by linking the
 
site inventory data with the gradient models.
 
Thus, a cover type of "grass" and stand age of
 
"28 years" defines a single element of each
 
gradient matrix model (and tnerefore a determin
istic set of fuel loadings and packing ratios).
 
When two cover types are coded for a single ha,
 
the program assumes that the predominant cover
 
occupies 70 Z of 
the stand, while the secondary
 
cover occupies the remaining 30 %; a weighted
 
average is computed and displayed. Fuels inform
ation in the summary mode is obtained by solving
 
fuel parameters hectare by hectare, and then
 
converting the results to a mean, sample devi
ation and confidence intervals for each fuel
 
parameter.
 

A useful feature of the fuels module is
 
that it requests the current data from the user,
 
compares this to the date each sq km's site
 
inventory was coded, and increments the stands'
 
ages by the difference. Thus the system 
con
stantly updates itself, and requires only annual
 
entry of areas burned during the last fire
 
season (these areas are set back to age = 0).
 
In addition, by incrementing the date artifi
cially, the user can project future fuel
 
increases and their associated fire hazard.
 

EFFECTS OF DEGRADING THE SYSTEM'S RESOLUTION
 

Once the basic FBIIS became operational,
 
we tested the effects of various levels of site
 
inventory resolution on the summary mode's fuel
 
inference errors and implementation costs.
 
Three alternative resolution levels of 4.0,
 
11.1 and 100.0 ha were selected; to evaluate
 



each resolution level, a representative six 

sq km portion of the study area was re-coded 

for each new resolution level. Except for the 

changes to the grid size, coding procedures were 

identical to those used for the basic one ha 

resolution FBIIS. For each resolution level 

and sq km, statistical fuel summaries were 

computed.
 

Results showed that degredation of 

resulting summary fuels data depended greatly 

on the uniformity of vegetative cover and stand 

ages within each sq km. Uniform areas suffered 

minimal degredation, whereas areas of patchy 

vegetative cover sustained considerable fuels 
inference degredation. Much of the study area 
contains areas of uniform stand age and pre-

dominantly chaparral cover, which handled 
resolution degredation very well. For example, 

a test area in Marshall Canyon (UTM 3780 N, 

431 E; cf. Kessell and Cattelino 1977) showed 

little fuel inference loss at the 4 ha resolu
tion level; even the crude 100 ha grid gave 

fuel errors which departed less than one 
standard deviation from the one ha grid's 
predictions. 


Alternatively, resolution degredation 
had much greater effect on fuels inference from 
Coldwater Canyon (uPr 3791 N, 435 ). This 
1,600 m elevation area includes a diverse 
cover mosaic of hard chaparral, forest, forest 
enclave, barren and soft chaparral (listed by 
decreasing Importance). Here even the fine 
branchwood fuels predicted by the 4 ha resolu-
tion FBIIS average about 0.6 standard deviations 
from the one ha system's predictions, while 
considerably greater fuels degredation is 
observed at the lower resolution levels. 
Detailed results appear in Kessell and 
Cattelino (1977). 

During the conduct of this study, we 
were surprised by how well the crude 100 ha 
FBIIS performed in areas of uniform vegetative 
cover. We thus expanded the tests of the 100 ha 
resolution level to a 75 sq km area which 
traversed the entire study area. We also com-
plred the errors of the 100 ha FBIIS (deviat ions 
from the one ha FBIIS' predictions) to the 
errors incurred by the current operational 
method of assuming that all laud is covered by 
chaparral (to see if the 100 ha F1IlS offered 
improvement over the chaparral assumption 
method). Results showed that for the fine 
branchwood and shrub foliage fuels which 
propagate a fire, the average errors of the 
100 ha FBIIS were within 0.6 standard deviations 
of the one ha system's predictions. The 100 ha 
system performs less well for the larger fuels; 
however, the 100 ha FBIS still reduces by 
half the errors incurred by the method of 
assuming chaparral cover throughout the area. 

Thus the results show that even the crudest
 
FBIIS offers a considerable improvement and
 
refinement over existing fuel inference methods,
 
and could well provide a minimum base-line
 
resolution level for future system development.
 
Again, detailed results appear in Kessell and
 
Cattelino (1977).
 

We also noted considerable financial
 
savings by use of the lower resolution levels.
 
The relationship between resolution level and
 
site inventory coding costs is approximately
 
inverse square-root (that is, degrading the
 
resolution level by a factor of four reduces
 
the cost by a factor of two). This non-linear 
relationship is due to fixed activities and 
costs which are independent of resolution
 
level (locating materials, transferring coor
dinate grids and fire histories, and field
 
checking the results). Comparative costs for
 
coding the four resolution levels are:
 

Resolution level Cost per ha
 

1.0 $ 0.25 
4.0 0.10 

11.1 0.06
 

100.0 0.02 

SATELLITE IqAGERY AS A SITE-SPECIFIC DATA BASE 

Due to the broad availability of vegetation
 
cover data from satellite imagery such as 
LANDSAT (see Heaslip 1976 for LANDSAT-ERTS 
review), we conducted preliminary tests to
 
determine if such imagery could provide the
 
remote site inventory data required by the
 
FBIIS. The results were not reassmring. 

Space limitations do not permit inclusion 
of detailed methods and results here; they are 
provided in Kessell and Cattelino (1977). In 
summary, the FBIIS' site inventory was coded for 
a nine sq km area (in the Santa Monica Mtns. 
north of Los Angeles) from both interpreted 
LANDSAT imagery (Nichols 19'4) and the U-2 
infrared photograph method described above. 
The best LAN1SAT-derived inventory resolution 
equaled the four ha resolution FBIIS, but could 
not match the one ha resolution FBIIS. 
Furthermore, the vegetative cover correspondence 
between the U-2 photos and satellite imagery 
methods was only 54 %. It was not possible to 
field check In the Santa Monica area due to 
fiscal and time constraints, and the interpreted 
LANDSAT imagery was not available for our study 
area; however, the virtually 100 Z accuracy 
shown by field checks of the U-2 coded FBIIS 
within our study area (described above) makes 
the LANDSAT cover data suspect.
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Certainly more work and more detailed 

comparisons are needed 
to determine the 

applicability and limitations of 
satellite 

imagery in the construction of fire information 

system data bases. In the meantime, we strongly 

urge detailed local comparisons and field veri-

fication before potential users rely on such 
imagery for the construction of site-specific 
data bases. The reader is referred to Kessell 

and Cattelino (1977) 
for further details. 


CONCLUSIONS 

FIRE, INFORMATION, SYSTEMS AND FORPLAN 


Gradient modeling, developed in Glacier 

National Park as 
the first systems application 

of gradient analysis resourceto management 
problems, has been categorized by its detractors 

as an expensive, high resolution method which 

lies beyond many managers' needs and budgets.
Yet the development of the FBIIS described here 
has demonstrated that gradient modeling tech-
niques can offer 
a flexible, user-oriented and 

cost-effective management package at the 
commonly-required resolution levels of 
one to
100 ha. Despite the obvious differences between 
the Glacier and southern California systems, 
the technique of linking a remote site inventory 
with environmental gradient models of 
plant 

species, animal species, community character-
istics or fuel properties is an effective 

inference method; it should find applications 

beyond the fuels - fire modeling realm, 


A system such as the prototype southern 

California FBIIS also offers 
considerable 
expansion potential. For example, current use 

of the system requires display of site and 

fuels data, 
 which are then re-entered with 
weather parameters as input to fire behavior 
models. Fire behavior estimates, including 
spread rate, intensity and flame length, 
can 

then be calculated; these 
 may in turn be re-

input to (developing) fire effects models, 

which may also require vegetation descriptions

available from the initial FBIIS site inventory.
Cooperative work has been proposed to quantify 
the distribution of plant specie6 and community 

characteristics along 
 three major gradients 
(elevation, topographic-moisture and stand age)

for a 1.5 million ha area of southern California; 

completion 
of this work will both greatly 
expand the inference capabilities of the FBIIS,
and provide the necessary data base to further 
develop and refine fire effects models, 
Availability of these data and applications 

offers still more possibilities for system 

expansion and refinement, 


To illustrate this process of system
 

expansion, recent cooperative work between
 

Gradient Modeling, Inc. and the Northern Forest
 
Fire Laboratory (Missoula, Mt.) has used similar
 
data bases and models for coniferous forest
 
ecosystems to construct new systems components,
 
including:
 

1) a sensitivity analysis of fire behavior
 
models under a wide range of fuel and weather 
regimes, which allows conversion of fuel errors 
to fire behavior prediction errors (Kessell
 
et al. 1977);
 

2) a fire hazard evaluation system (TAROT)

which links fuel accumulation models, cumulative 
weather distributions and a fire behavior model 
to quantify temporal increases in fire hazard 
(Bradshaw 1977; Kessell et al. 1977);

3) a forest stand simulator (GANDALF) 
which projects the effects of thinning and/or
 
burning on the stand's stocking, mortality, 
natural and activity fuels, understory vegetation
 
and fire hazard; and
 

4) a methodology (F[IIS) for selecting

the required resolution and 
 accuracy of landform, 
fuel and meteorological inputs to fire behavior 
systems, given specified levels of predicted
 
fire behavior accuracy and resolution. 

Such new tools and models allow us to
 
expand our understanding of fire 
and its effects,
 
better utilize our existing data bases and 
systems, and generally offer better, 
more precise
 
information to the land manager. Yet at the 
same time, this plethora of and seemingly
 
exponential increase in methods, models,
 
simulators and 
systems are often overwhelming
 
the poor manager who has a simple, straight
forward fire management problem -- we seem to
 
be rapidly reaching the point where the manager
 
may inadvertently call in the Third 
 Cavalry

Division when he could have done 
 the job with
 
a sling shot ! 
 Clearly this is a problem all
 
of us, researchers and managers alike, 
 must
 
soon face; we hope that tomorrow's workshop
 
"Facilitating Communications Between Researcher,
 
Manager and the Public" can help us 
 bridge this 
most uncomfortable communications gap.
 

On the assumption that the responsibility
 
falls upon the researcher, Cradient Modeling,
 
Inc. has 
 recently initiated the development of 
FORPLAN, a FORest Planning LANguage for 
coniferous fo-rest ecosystems. FORPLAN is not
 
a model or simulator; rather, it is a user
oriented forest management simulation language
consisting of 25 - 30 common English words. 
Upon implementation (preliminary version is 
scheduled for late 1978 pending continued 
funding), FORPLAN will give the manager access
 
to virtually all the models, simulators and
 
data bases described above. To illustrate
 
FORPLAN's ease of use, consider: 
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A manager has data consisting of stand 
age, slope and tree density tables, liewants 
to simulate what would happen if he thinned his 
forest now, and has a fire (under his 80th 
percentile cumulative weather conditions) 10 

years from now. lieneeds to know the effects 
on vegetation, ungulate populations and timber, 
and the costs of the fire on his potential 
timber harvest. Currently, this information 
is available to the manager for selected 
areas; however, he must consult five different 
data bases located on three different computers, 
and then massage these data through eight 
different models. 


Alternatively, FORPLAN can consolidate 
all of this information on a single system, 
select and interface the required models and 

data bases, and allow the manager to conduct 

the entire simulation with the 13-line 

FORPLAN program: 

GET DATA 

BUILD FOREST 

TIME 0 

THIN FOREST
 
TIME 10 
GET WEATHER, 80 % 

DISTURB FIRE 

STATISTICS 

EFFECT VEGETATION 

EFFECT UNGULATES
 

HARVEST TIMBER 

COST 

END 


FORPLAN is an entirely new concept in 


fire management. While it does not pretend 

to be a replacement for good communication 


between researchers and managers, it certainly 

has the potential of reducing the difficulty
 

encountered when managers attempt to use fire 

management models and systems. 


We cordially Invite comments from 
researchers and potential users on the proposed 

system's general utility and especially its 
applicabllity to fire-prone Mediterranean 

ecosystems. 
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FOSSIL CHARCOAL AS A MEASURE
 
OF WILDFIRE FREQUENCY IN
 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: 
A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS-' 

By 

Roger Byrne2 3/ 
Joel ichaelsen- ' 
Andrew Soutar4/
 

Abstract: Sections of two varved cores from the Santa
 
Barbara Channel were analysed for their fossil charcoal content.
 
The first covers the period 1931-1970 and contains a charcoal 
record that is primarily a reflection of large fires in the 
southern part of the Los Padres National Forest. The chronology
of the second core is still "floating" but we estimate that the 
samples analy-ed represent ca. 150 years from the 16th and 
17th centuries. This record-contains evidence of two major 
fire/flood events and also suggests that large fires occurred 
every 20-30-40 years following relatively quiet low fire periods. 

Key words: Fossil charcoal, Santa Barbara varved sediments,
 
Los Padres National Forest, fire history.
 

INTRODUCION 


The ecological significance of fire in 
southern California is now widely recognised 
although not very long ago this was not the 
case. Most foresters and botanists regarded
fire as an unnecessary evil and fire prevention 
was the rule (Biswell 1967; Vogel 1967). One 
unforseen consequence of fire prevention has 
been the "unnatural" accumnulation of fuel, 
which in turn has created fire regimes that 
are in many ways undesirable (I)odge 1972). 
Large hot fires, conflagration fires as they 
have been called, have occurred with increasing 
frequency and have been responsible for an 
increasing proportion of the total acreage 
burned. This has meant that plants and animals 
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adapted to more frequent but less intense
 
fires have become rare and in some cases are
 
threatened with extinction (Minnirtl 1974).
 
Human life and property have also been endan
gered. In 1970 16 people died as a result
 
of California wildfires, and damage and 
suppression costs for that year have been
 
estimated at $233,000,000 (Countryman 1974). 
The undesirable consequences of complete fire 
prevention are now well recognized and a 
reassessment of earlier policies is currently 
under way. Unfortunately, there is still a 
great deal of uncertainty as to what the 
natural frequency, or frequencies, should be. 

This uncertainty is well illustrated by 
the debate as to the ecological significance 
of California's prehistoric Indian population.

Some authorities have argued that prehistoric 
Indians frequently burned extensive areas of 
southern California, particularly the Oak/ 
Grassland Savanna and Chaparral (Aschmann 
1974; Lewis 1973). Others have suggested that 
the prehistoric Indian population was too small 
to have had anything more than very local effects 
(Burchan 1974). The controversy is reminiscent 
of the Angel/Pin problem. The evidence is 
lacking and one's point of view is largely a 
matter of faith. 

In this paper we draw attention to an
 
unusual fossil record that should eventually
 
provide the best estimate of prehistoric fire
 
frequencies in the Coast Ranges of southern 
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California. More specifically, we report on a 
preliminary analysis of the fossil charcoal 
content of sections of two ,'arved cores from 
the Santa Barbara Channel 

The first core was a short box core which 
had a total length of 40 cm. and covered 
approximately the last 150 years. Of this we 
have ;maiysed 40 individual varves representing
the period 1931-1970. The objective here was 
to calibrate the fossil charcoal record
 
against fire history' data from the National
 
Forests. The second 
 core was a 13.4 a. long
piston core of which the upper u meters was 
varved. These arves probably represent the 
last 5,000 years. To date we have analysed 
30 composite sample representing a total 
time period of 150 years. The chronology of 
this core is still 'floating", hut we
 
estimate 
 that the samples analysed date to the 
loth and 17th centuries. They definitely
predite the period of European settlement. 

TIlE S.NTA BA\RBA\ VARVES 

Hal fwav between the northe rniChanne 1
 
Islands and the California coast is the
Santa Barbara Basin, a sutmarine basin with 

a basal depth 
 of ca. 590 meeters below sea 

level. 
 The sediments that accumulate in this 

basin are unusual insofar as th ce are 
 varved. 

Varves are rarel. encountered in marine 

sediments because of disturbance by bottom
d;welling organisi.s. In Santa
the Barbara
Basin, how'ever, the botton .ater. contain 

very little dissolved oxygen and .Ae bottom 

fauna is therefore impoverished (HIsemann andEmery 1961). This in turn means that seasorial 
differences in sediment epoare preserved as 

varves, Each varve consists of two layers or 

laminations. The ",inter lminae 
 are usually
pale green in color and consist largely of 

inorganic clay and silt  si zed part i c es. 

These sediments are tu rrestial in origin and 

are washed into the ocean 
 during winter s torrs . 
The summer layers are lighter in color and 
consist prinari ly of organic material 
diatoms, foraminifera, and radiolarians. The 
summer and winter layers differ in density
ard therefore can be readily identified by
radiography (fig. 1). 

Varved sediments such as these offer many
advantages for palcoecological research. They
permit the establishmrent of an accurate absolute 
chronology and also allow for the calculation 
of absolute influx values. Cores from the 
Santa Barbara Channel have already provided
useful information on such diverse problems 
as sardine history (Soutar and Isaacs 1974), 
mercury pollution (Young et al. 1973), isotope 
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Figure I--A contact print of 'in \-radiograph of 
a section of core ['2. ihe htale indicates 
depth below core top in centimeters. The 
light layers are the leis dense sumrer layers. 
The dark layer at the top is one of the dense
"grey layers" discussed later in the text. 

dating (Koide et al. 1973), ad climatic change
(Soutar and Crill,i press). 

"The present stidy was prompted by Cri ffin
 
and Goldberg's (1975) analysis 
 of elemental
 
carbon in Santa i-harr 
 varved sediments. Using 
a short core similar to the one used in this 
study, they determined percent eight elemental 
carbon by in fra- red ipect ros copy for 25 compos ite 
samples covering the period 1825-1971. Their 
results indicated a sliight incre v in elemental 
carbon (vv r the pant ce ntury, It the increase
 
was not clearly :c Irted 
 to any fi re hi story

record. They- concluded, thervAre, 
 that forest 
and brush fire control had had little effect on 
the flux of eleruntal carbon in the Sant a 
Barbara ChainnIel. "Iru problerm in their analysis
was that carbon produ tcd by wi I dfire; and eleien
tal carbon produced hIv oWI fuel combust ion 
can not be ditinguished by infra-red spectro
scopy. In order to try aid r"'.'Ive thi prob
lem and hopefully to est, li-.h closer con
nection with fire history data we analysed
another short core froi the Santa larbara 
Channel, but used a different sampling interval 
and different methods of analysis. 



METHODS 

The short core (core 262) was collected
 

in September 1971 from the Santa Barbara Basin
 

(340 14' N, 1190 59' W) at a water depth of
 

592 meters. It was recovered by the use of a 

specially designed coring device- which mini

mizes disturbance of the sediments (Soutar et 

al. 1976). The recovered core measured 20 x 

20 x 40 cm. Immediately after collection it 

was frozen and preserved at -20'C. The core 

into 1.5 by 18 cm. sections and 

each section radiographed. The radiography 

showed clearly distinct varves for the period 
the chronology was 

was sliced 

1931-1970 but below that 

complicated by a non-varved layer. We there

fore limited our analysis to the period 1931

1970. A frozen core section was allowed to 

thaw and each annual couplet carefully 
during this time 

period ranges from a maximum of 10.5 mm. to 

a minimum 

sectioned. \'arve thickness 

of 2.0 m. 1Differences in varve 

thickness are in part a function of variable 

water content and also reflect changes in 

sediment -nflux. These variables do not affect
 

are calculatedcharcoal influx values, which 


according to the surface area of the sample, 


i.e. 	 charcoal influx per cm. 2 /per year 

The long core (core P12) was collected in 


March 1976 from a location 1 nautical mile 


of the short core site (3,10 13' N 1190
south 

The water depth at this point is
59' IV). 

571 meters. The recovered core was 13.4 meters 

long probably representing a period of at least 

last 5,000 years are12,000 years of which the 


varved. 


This core (8 cm. diam.) contained a 

smaller volume of sediment per unit time than 

the short core and the samples used were there-
the was extruded,fore also smaller. After core 


constant volume samples measuring 4.0 cm. x 


were 	 taken for charcoal 
represents approximately 

0.5 cn. x 0.75 cm, 
analysis. hEach sample 


5 years of sediment accumulation. The exact 


period of time included in each saq)le can be 


determined from radiographs taken prior to 


the final sampling. Calendar dates will 


eventually be established, 
 but at this stage 


we simply number tile samples according to 


depth. A preliminary comparison with dated 


from 	 the Santa Barbara Channelvarved cores 

suggests that the samples included in the 


present study date to the 16th and 17th 


centuries, 


In extracting the charcoal we used 

techniques developed by Waddington (1909),
 
(1973). As a
Stockmarr (1971), and Swain 

means of estimating absolute influx values, a 

known quantity of Lycopodium spores was added 

to each sample prior to processing. In order 

.
 

of fossil charcoalFigure 2--Photomicrographs 
from the Santa Barbara varved sediments. 

The upper fragment is grass epidermis, note
 

the stomatal cell. This fragment is 85w
 

long. The lower fragment is as yet unidenti

fied.
 

to concentrate the charcoal into countable
 

amounts, each sample was subjected to the 

following treatments: IICI (10 percent) 5 

minutes, KOl (10 percent) 5 minutes, 8 to 10 

washes with distilled water and short centri

rev. per minute) tofuging (1 minute at 2,000 

remove colloidal material, IIF (conc.) for 24 

hours, ILN03 (conc.) cold for 4 minutes, 
procedure isAcetolysis. This extraction 

similar to that used in concentratingbasically 
pollen from Quaternary sediments (Faegri and 

Iverson 1975). The resulting concentrate, whic 

is rich in both pollen and charcoal, was mounte 

in silicone oil (2,000 centistokes) on standard 

microscope slides. Charcoal counts were made 
traversedby estimating the "area" of charcoal 

while counting a set total of Lycopodium spores 
wasThe sizes of individual charcoal fragments 

eyepiece graticulerecorded with the aid of an 


containing 25o x 25Lj squares. Only charcoal
 

exhibiting 
obvious cellular structure was
 

included in the counts. Several "types" of
 

charcoal were encountered in the analysis
 

(fig. 2). At this stage, however, we did not
 

make 	 any taxonomic distinctions in the counts. 
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Figure 3--Charcoal influx values for core 262. 

o '1193 

THE CHARCOAL/WILDFIRE CALIBRATION 

7 The charcoal counts for the short c-re 
are given in figure 3. Initially we 

attempted to cross correlate them with published
wildfire data for the four National Forests in 

California: Los Padres, Angeles, San 
and Cleveland. Fever, resulting" the 

correlation coefficients were all low, indicating 
that the charcoal record was not recording fire 
histor, at this level of generalization. 

Fortunately, we were later able to obtain 
unpublished fire history dat a for Los Padres 
National Forest, which were tabulated on a1 
ranger district basis (fig. 4), and ol this 
scale a much more cohcrant pattern emerged.
It became clear that the major peaks in the 
charcoal record ere the result of large fires 
that had occurred on the first coast range 

a Yne: Mountains) at a dist'nce of less 

I3__ 

1Unpublished fire history data were kindly
provided by 11.13. Cahill of the U.S. Forest 
Service Office, Santa Barbara. 

oO
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Figure 4--Major wildfires in the southern section of the Los Padres National Forest 1931-1970. 
The circled numbers indicate the year in which the fire occurred.
 



than 50 km. from the core site, as for example 
in 1955 and 1964. Large fires in areas behind 
the 	first coast range, or in areas more than 
50 km. to the east, did not "appear" in the 

charcoal record for the same year but seemed 

to be responsible for peaks in the following 
year. This lag effect is well shown by the 
large fire of 1966 that presumably was respon-
sible for the high charcoal count in 1967. It 
is also clear that large fires remote from the 
core site do not have a major effect on the 
charcoal influx. In 1942, for example, over 
40,000 acres were burned in the Monterey 
Ranger District and adjacent areas, at an 
approximate distance of 250 km. from the core 
site. However, in both 1912 and 1943 charcoal 
influx values were below average. 

On the basis of an initial inspection of 
the data, we conclude that wind was probably 
the primary transport mechanism for charcoal 
from local fires whereas run off and subsequent 
transport by ocean currents were responsible for 
transporting charcoal from fires occurring 
more than 50 km. from the core site. In either 
case, there is clearly a strong distance effect 
which results in more charcoal reaching the 
core site from local fires than from remote 
fires, per unit area burned, 

In order to c:tablish the charcoal/fire 
relationship more precisely, and as a prelim
inary step to the development predictive 
equations, we subjected the data to an analysis 
of variance, 

More specifically, we divided the influx 
values into three classes on the basis of the 
fire history. Class one contained values for 
years having fires of more than 1000 acres with 
some portion of the fire extending onto the 
coastal side of the Santa Ynez Range. The 

second class contained influx values one year 

later than fires of more thin 10,000 acres in 
the 	more renote sections of Los Padres National 
Forest. This included most of Ventura County 
and 	 Santa Barbara County north of the Santa 
Ynez Range. Fires in San Luis Obispo and 
Monterey Counties seemed to have no noticeable 
effect on charcoal values and were not included 
in the analysis. Class three contained influx 
values for the remaining years. 

The mean influx level for all years 

was 2.97 mmcm. The mean values for the 

three classes was respectively, 3.99 nonI/cm, 

3.35 mm2/cm 2 , and 2.,48 mm2/cm. The null 
hypothesis that there was no difference between 
the 	 classes was tested on a Fisher's F-test 
with 2 mid 37 degrees of freedom. The f-ratio 
of 	10.58 was significant at the .001 level, 
allowing the null hypcthesis to be rejected. 
The three most obvious and important conclusions 

to be drawn from this part of the study are: 
1. 	The Santa Barbara Charcoal record is
 

particularly sensitive to large fires
 
occurring at a distance of less than
 
50 km from the core site.
 

2. Large fires occurring between 50 and 
100 km :,rom the core site are visible
 
in the record but the response is not
 
as clear. 

3. Large fires occurring at a distance 
of more than 100 km from the core site 
do not appear to have a significant 
effect on charcoal accumulation rates 
in the Santa Barbara Channel. 

These conclusions are clearly tentative and 
may be modified by further research. However, 

on the basis of the available evidence they 
appear to be valid. 

THE LONGER TERM RECORD 

The charcoal influx values for the 16th 
and 17th centuries are given in fig. 5. Unlike 
the short core, each sample represents a con
stant volume which on average represent a 

period of fire years. As a means of comparison, 
therefore, we have also included five year 
average values from the short core. 

The most prominent features of the pre-
European record are the extremely high values 
at levels 340-355 and 455-60. The actril influx 
values are not plotted on the grapa but are 
higher than the average value by 1 i .ctor of at 
least ten. These layurs are grey and cor

respond with very dense layers on the radio
graph and presumably represent major fire
flood events. Similar layers are commonly
 
encountered in cores from the Santa Barbara
 
Channel and have been variously interpreted as
 
turbidite deposits (Htllsemann and Emery 1961),
 
and winter flood deposits (Drake et al. 1971).
 
The high charcoal content suggests the latter
 
interpretation is more nearly correct.
 

Apart from the grey layers, the average
 
influx value for the prehistoric period is
 

somewhat lower than for the modern period:
 
1.77 mm2 /cm 2 /yr, as compared with 2.97 mm2/cm2/ 

yr. This tends to confirm Griffin and Goldberg's 
(1975) findings that the elemental carbon flux 
into the Santa Barbara Channel had increased 
slightly during the present century. It is 
probably not of function differences in core 
site location because the long core (P2) was 
taken further from the coastline than the short 
core. The implication is that total burning 
was greater during the period 1931-1970 than in 
the prehistoric period sampled. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

CHARCOAL INFLUX (rnm 2/cm 2) The charcoal content of a varved short 
0 

1966-70 
1 
-

2 3 4 core from the Santa Barbara Channel was analysed
for the period 1931-1970. The influx values 
wore then compared with fire history data from 
the National Forests and it became apparent 

_9_1__5_ 

1931-35 -major 
that the record was primarily a reflection of 

fires in the southern part of the Los 
Padres National Forest. 

34 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 
A preliminary analysis was

varved long core which had been 
then made 
collected 

of 
in 

a 
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\ 

\ 
the same area as the short core. The results 
indicate that during a period of ca. 150 years

the 16th and 17 th centuries at least two 
major fire-flood events occurred. However, if 

E -- these samples are excluded, the average influx 
400i1:- -- values for the pre-Furopean period is lower than 

- I for the modern period, suggesting that there 
T 4 2 7-- was less net burning per anit area, per unitI- o-- - time. On the other hand inter-sample variation 
W is higher in the pre-European period than in the 
0 440! -. modern period, indicating that large fires may 

have occurred eveil. 20-30-10 years following
460 relatively less qu'ilet periods. 

480 - - - We must emphasi-se that these results are 
_only preliminary ones, obviously a great deal 

500' 	 remains to be d]one. For example, the charcoal 
transport mechanisms are still poorly under
stood. What is more important water or wind? 
flow far, and in what quantity, can charcoal
 

Figure 5--The upper graph gives 5-year average be washed or blown from a fire of known size?
 
values for the core 262. The lower graph 
 What different kinds of charcoal are encountered 
gives influx values for core P2. The in these sediments? Questions such as these 
diagonally shaded levels are the dense "grey must be answered if the Santa Barbara charcoal 
layers" discussed in the text. Their char- record is to be interpreted intlligently. As 
coal content is extremely high and is not 	 we indicated earlier, at least 5,)0) ),ears of
 
plotted on this graph. 	 varved sediments are currently availabe for 

analysis. Furthermore, similar varved sediments 
of Tertiary age are locally comunon in southern

Perhaps the most unexpected feature of tile California (Bramlette 1916). Theoretically the 
prehistoric record is the high inter-level record could be extended back for millions of 
variance. In comparison the modern values are years 
much more complacent. The difference here 
could be in part a statistical a-tifact, a 
result of smaller samples for the prehistoric LITERATIIRE CITEI 
period. It is unlikely, however, that all of 
the variance could be explained in this way. Aschmann, Homer 

1976. Man's impact on the southern California 
The record implies that there were quiet flora. Proc. Symposium on Plant Communities 

periods of 20-30-40 years during which few fires of southern California. Sp. Pub. No. 2,
occurred in the adjacent Coast Ranges. These California Native Plant Society, p. 40-48. 
quiet periods were then followed by major fire
 
and flood events. Paradoxically, the fire Biswell, 11.11.
 
frequency regime of the modern protection 1967. Forest Fire in Perspective. Proc.,

period may be more "natural" than has commonly Tall Timbers Fire Ecol. Conf. No. 7, p. 43-63.
 
been recognised!
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ANIMAL RESPONSES TO FIRE AND FUEL MANAGEMENT IN CHAPARRAL

2 /
 

Harvey B. Lillywhite
 

Abstract: Burning of chaparral periodically rejuvenates
 

the community and perpetuates complexity in spatial dimensions.
 
Where chaparral exists as a mosaic of seral vegetation, the
 
community has a higher productivity, higher diversity, and a
 
greater carrying capacity for consumer organisms. Controlled
 
burning for the purpose of managing fuels can therefore
 
benefit wildlife provided that the burning schedule maintains
 
diversity and productivity of the chaparral. Alternatively,
 
the replacement of chaparral with grasses (type conversion)
 
lowers diversity and results in net losses of resources and
 
resource exploitation possibilities. Examination of existing
 
grass conversions indicates that the vertebrate fauna is
 
impoverished compared with wild chaparral.
 

Key words: Chaparral, fire, fuel management, wildlife
 

habitat, species diversity, vertebrates.
 

INTRODUCTION 	 flourish under conditions of postfire succes
sion.
 

Animals are an important element of the
 
chaparral ecosystem, and knowledge of their Much less is known ecologically about the
 
responses to changes in this ecosystem is an potential or realized consequences of management
 
important contribution to our understanding of schemes which seek to manipulate the floristic
 
the area's ecology. To manage shrublands for structure and composition of chaparral and
 
maximum values, we need to know about the other shrubland communities. This paper dis
interrelationships of plants and animals in cusses animal responses to fire and fuel
 
the ecological change which follows vegetation management in the chaparral ol California.
 
manipulation. Such insights as can he gleaned from a presently
 

meager literature are at a premium in view of
 

Fire hap presumably always been an impor- accelerating efforts to alter the floristic
 
tant forci:g function in the evolution of structure of native, wild plant assemblages.
 
chaparral biota. Many of the floral elements
 
possess clivatit-induced features which encour
age fire and, in a reciprocal relationship, FIRE'S DIRECT EFFECTS 
depend on recurrot fires for optimal growth 
and vigor (Bi:s 11 1974; Hanes 1971; Mooney Brush fires burn rapidly and intensely 
and Parsons 1973). Animals, too, are adapted (temperatures may exceed 700 C in chaparral) 
to ithstand one effects of fire and may even depending on terrain, vegetation structure, 

and weather conditions. Carcasses of charred
 

or asphyxiated animals are occasionally evident
 
i/Pre.vrted at the Symposium on Environmental on burns, but a majority of studies indicate
 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in that direct mortality from fire is small or
 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Cajif. insignificant in chaparral (Howard et al. 1959;
 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. Kahn 1960; Lawrence 1966) and In other com

munities (Komarek 1969; Vogl 1973 and references
 
2/Associate Professor, Pepartment of Systematics therein). Animals can escape the lethal effects
 
and Ecology, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, of fire by selecting insulated microenvironments
 
Kansas 66045. or by emigrating from the area. As a result,
 

fire usually disturbs populations less
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profoundly by its direct action than by chang-

ing the habitat. 


POSTFIRE CHANGES IN ANIMAL COMMIUNITIES 


Animal communities exist in a dynamic 

steady state in which spatial and temporal 

patterns of structure are functions of the 

range and variation of resources. This fact 

relates to the fire ecology of animals in 

basically three ways. 1) Resource gradients 

and habitat heterogeneity are changed by fire. 

2) These factors secondarily induce changes 

in animal abundance and diversity. 3) While 

local populations may temporarily charge or 

shift along a rescuurce gradient, the aggregate 

abundance, diversity, and (proba'ly) stability 

of populations over a broad geographic area 

are maximized by the effects of periodic fire. 


Habitat Changes 


Fire dramatically and abrupt ly changes 

the configuration of an animal's habitat by 

removing all of the existing vegetation and 

accumulated litter. This reduces microhabitat 

diversity and produces a very open, simplified 

environment. Alter tLhesj early effects, how-
ever, there occurs a vigorous recovery of the 

woody vegetation and an alpearance of great 
numbers of annuals and shrort-IlIved perennials 
(Biswell 1974). The open, sinplified aspect 

of the burned environmeit is relat ive ly short-
lived, and within 2-5 years, th, lora develops 

to a state of miraximuim Iliti:rrc . Ilnits re-
juvenated ,tatv, the ccmlrrurint'v hlaisa higher 
productivity, higher diversity, and a greate 

carrying capacity for consuimer organisms 

(Mooney and Parsons 1973). 


After about 10-14 years the community 
gradually regains its formvr physiognomy and 
species composition. As the chaparral ages to 
maturity (20-50 years), floristic richness 
decreases, the production of new growth slows 
down, and the herhactou; ground cover becomes 
almost nonexintent. Closure of tie canopy 
restricts resources and imposes count raints 
on resource vxploittation possibilities. As a 
note of clarification, "resource" here refers 
to all physical and biotic attributes of tire 
environment relevant to animal niche dimensions. 

Animal Abundare and Diversity 


Faunal communities In chaparral are con-

spicuously structured on tIhe basis of vegeta-

tion. Thus, disturbance of tie vegetation 

structure Inevitably influences the integrated 

organization of the associated fauna. In the 


aftermath of a tire there usually but not
 
necessarily ensue changes in the relative
 
densities of animal species. These changes
 
are generally reversed with the floristic
 
succession of the community.
 

During the rather immediate postfire
 
period, the numerical and/or behavioral density
 
per species may decline due to the singular or
 
combined effects of direct mortality, egress,
 
predation, or altered activity patterns.
 
Attention to this latter factor is instructive,
 
for resident small mammals surviving a fire
 
may appear to be temporarily absent from the
 
habitat owing to a reduction of surface activity
 
during the exposure of surface runways (Lawrence
 
1966). Small mammal trapping in burned habitat
 
is frequently most successful near protected
 
sites (Lawrence 1966; Lillywhite, unpublished).
 
Other organisms surviving fire in situ may
 

experience little numerical change (ants, for
 
example), while still others increase in
 
density owing to what might be termed "oppor
tunistic" habitat selection. Various insects
 
and vertebrates are attracted to the smoke or
 
heat of fire, and many animals concentrate
 
activities (grazing, browsing, hunting) in
 
freshly burned habitat (Evans 1971; Komarek
 
1969; Lawrence 1966; Stoddard 1963). Ingress
 
may add new species, and predation may assume
 
a determining role in restructuring a community.
 

Following tihe immediate shifts in animal
 
density and composition, there ensues a variable
 
but relatively brief period of population growth
 
which crudely parallels the resource diversifi
cation alluded to earlier. That is, recovering
 
populations may increase rapidly to prefire
 
levels or, more frequently, achieve higher
 
densitips than characteristic of climax habitat.
 
An example for chaparral lizards is illustrated
 
in figure 1 which is discussed below in relation 
to management. Two other examples will suffice
 
to generalize tire point.
 

Trhe responses of deer populations to
 
burning have been studied quantitatively in
 
the chaparral regions of northern California.
 
I - comparison with dense habitat, recently 
btrned chaparral supports greater numbers of 
d'er in populations characterized by heavier 
arimals and higher reproductive rates (reviewed 
ir Biswell 1961). The improvement of game 
production in burned habitat is usually attri

bu ted to habitat heterogeneity and to an in
cr eased availability and diversity of palatable, 
higtr-nutrient browse (Bissell e aI. 1955; 
BI swell and Gilman 1961; l)assman et al. 1967; 
Gi btens anl SchuIt , 1963). These aspects of 
gane management seem to Ie generally appreciated 
by sportsmen and ranchers familiar with the 
chliparral ecosystem (Hendricks 1968; F. R. 
Gar'nsey, personal communication).
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Smaller vertebrates have been studied 

comprehensively following controlled burning 

in the Sierra Nevada foothills (Lawrence 1966).
Population estimates from this study are pro-
bably most accurate for birds. The fire re-
suited in an overall increase in the densities 
of nesting birds within the first year following 
the fire, an effect that was attributed to the 
availability of seeds and insects near the 
ground surface. By the third year after the 
fire th total number of birds apparently 
stabilized at preburn densities, although the 
species composition had shifted (as had that 
for rodents). Birds that normally prefer 
grassland or oak woodland increased in number 
whilie the chaparral species were reduced, 
These data agree with the findings of others 

and permit generalization: species shifts in 

postburn habitat parallel closely tile nature 

of tire vegetation (Beck and Vogl 1972; Bock 

and Lynch 1970; Cook 1959). There is frequently 
a tendency toward a slightly richer fauna 
(more species) in burned habitats (see review 
by Bendell 1974). 

Increases in populat ion and/or species 
densities following fire is no doubt related
 
to the increased productivity of tihe habitat 
and to environmental patchiness in three 

dimensions, leading to new possibilities of 

differential resource exploitation. Total 

aggregate energy flow is probably increased 

after burning, but more detailed and quanti-
tative studies are presently needed to elucidate 
this point (see Bock and Lynch 1970). 

Patterns in Time and Space 

When subiect to natural burning cycles, 

chaparral exists as 
a mosaic of seral vegeta-

tion. The added resource complexity attribu-

table to this patchiness is important to 

animals whose requirem<nts include food (browse, 

seeds, insects, etc.), cover (relatively dense 

brush), basking or sentry sites (openings), 

and any number of other microhabitat features, 

Fire generates temporal and spatial diversity 

in a potentially more homogeneous ecosystem
 
(e.g. chamise climax), and under these condi
tions habitat productivity P-d aggregate biotic: 

density and diversity will be maximized. Much
 
of this diversity is lost, however, when an 
extensive area of mature chaparral assumes a 
closed canopy composed of relatively few 

(sometimes one) shrub species, 

WILDLIFE AND FUEL MANAGEMENT 


Because of urbanization and the encroach-
ment of human activity onto the chaparral land a 

of California, brush fires are a vital public 


concern. In recent historic times, fire sup
pression policies, assiduously practiced in
 
southern California, have augmented fuel
 
accumulations in brush fields and have 
 thereby 
enhanced conditions which favor inevitable 
catastrophic wildfire. Largely because of this 
fact, fire control policies are controversial 
(lanes 1971; Parsons 1976). On the other side, 
if natural or prescribed burning were period
ically allowed, fire would be rei;torcd to a 
more natural role, and the chaparral landscape 
would again assume a mosaic or fala] canfig
urations. This patchiness, together with 
topographic features, would create natural 
fuel breaks restricting the sizeo (and intensity) 
of future fires which, in turn, would pIr,,etuate 
the habitat mesaic. The reader now realizes 
that this approach to fuel reduction is entirely 
compatible with the aims of game . nagement and 
wildlife preservation. Wildlife considerations 
have, in fact, provided impetus for the accep
tance and implementit ion of controlled burning 
in California. 

Controlled Burning 

From an animal ecology viewpoint, the
 
benefit of controlled burning can substitute
 
for that of natural fire cycles provided that
 
the fire schedule maintains diversitv and
 
productivity of the chaparral. Thahs, 
 in the
 
North Coast Ranges of Cali frni controlled
 
burning enhanced aignitic',t lv th productivity
 
of chaparral for deer and ather nl-game
 
vertebrates (Biswel 11961). It is crucial to
 
note, however, that burning scthoules were

structured such that chaparral succession wastemporarily reversed inpt ipailv heterogeneous 

patterns. This rsulted in habitat patchiness 
in addition to brewse ad, iorag, availability, 
but tile chaparral flora ,I. n't l iminated. If 
a burning schetule is idiscrim ttiie, however, 
the effects of fuel reduction projects on 
wildlife can clearly be negative. For example, 
burning too frequlonrly lanredlice plant species

richness, eliminate valuale 
browse species, 
and degrade the habitat. 

Grass Conversions 

At present chaparral wildlands in Calif
ornia are being modified at accelerating rate 
(e.g. US Forest Service 1972). Shrub cover I, 
being teduced or eliminated by'.'mechanical 
clearing, burning or chemical suppression, and 
exotic grasses have 1e.1 introduccd as replace
ments for nat i'.e species. Much of these efforts 
are directed at converting the cover type as an adjutant in suppresing fr.. Unfortunately, 
there has been little attempt to assess tire
 
effects of such ecological modifications on
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either the chaparral fauna or the chaparral 
ecosystem generally. 

Mediterranean climate ecosystems hold 
rich faunas (di Castri 1973; Cody 1974), 
evolutionarily attributable (in part) to the 
structural complexity of the habitat. The 
role of spatial heterogeneity In regulating

community diversity has received much 
 attention 
from ecologists, and It seems a truism that 

vegetation structure 
provides a major component 
of natural selection for animal community 
organization. Empirical ly, species diversity
has been shown to co-vary ,.it, indices of 
vegetation complexity which are nearly always 
higher for shirubby hab itatis t hin for grass land(Roth 1976 and referenees th i). One should 
expect that, arl other tiling ing equal, 

the greater the habitat hut,, 
 nety in terms
 
of plant structuire and conmpo.;Ko nio, tire greaterthe numbers of kinds of animals. This princi-
pal can be seen to apply both in the evolu-

tionary development of a comunrity and in 

cases of manipulating habitats 
onla shorter 

time scale. I rnext disncurss sonic recent em-

pirical support for this statement. 


Using n;hort-trmi sampling methods, I have 
determined relative popu,lation densities of 

small vertebrate, on sites of chaparral and 

chaparral-grass conve\rsion, in southern 
Calif-
ornia (Lillywhite 1977). Sampling 
was rela-

tively most tLhorogh tor l i zards which are 

rendered consp iculous 
by diurnal habits and are
 
aiundant and eas i n tudied.
sv M'oreover, these
vertebrates mray he particularly sensitive 

ecological "indicators" because of their 

limited vagility. An a r ult, habitat 

modifictlons have an importarnt influence on 
tiheir abundanc, and dist r ibut ion. 

As indicated in figure 1, lizard abun
dance is highest in relatively sparse chaparral
(opened by burning) and decreases either up-
or downscale on the habitat gradient (percent

shrub cover). While the total abundance ef 

lizards decreases 
 In dense shrub habitat rela-
tive to postburn habitat, the density of 
species stay constant. I empL'n.size, however, 
that lizards are virtual ly absent from grass
habitats nut haviig any shrub cover. When 
the data tor the various sites are grouped 
according to whether shirubs ace present or 
absent from the habitat, both species diversity
(11') and total density of lizards (average 
nunier of lizards per trap station) are 
statistically i gniflcantly higher In the 
former habitat (I'<0.001). Similar trends 
were evident for small mammals: a total of 
eight species was taken In shrub habitats 
while only one species was taken on the grass 
sites devoid of shrub cover. Data from an 
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Figure 1-The effect of shrub density (measured 
as the percentage of ground covered by the 
perpendicular projection of shrubs) on the 
number of species and total abundance of 
lizards in a series of habitats near San 
Diego. Sampling sites included dense chap
arral, postburn chaparral, and areas of
 
total grass conversion (57-200 ha). Each
 
data point represents a cumulative total 
for live trapping (840 ttap-days using 
pitfalls: Lillywhite 1977) or for sightings 
of lizards during one-time census walks 
over
 
0.5 ha plots.
 

independent study conducted elsewhere in the
 
Cleveland National Forest also
are complemen
tary: in a series of habitats, burned chaparral 
yielded 
the highest density and greatest species

diversity of rodents, while large grasslands
 
showed the 
lowest (Bell and Studinski 1972).
 

Clearly, eliminating the shrubs from
 
chaparral eliminates certain of the animal
 
inhabitants. 
 Similarly, shrub eradication in
 
Great Basin sagebrush and in Texas brushland
 
impoverishes populations 
 of animals variously

dependent on a woody vegetation (Davis and
 
Winkler 1968; Vale 
 1974). Similar community
 
responses 
 can be expected in spatially distant 
and independently evolved ecosystems having
parallel organization and structure. In the 
Mediterranean-climate communities of Chile, 
even the soil fauna is known to be structured 
on the basis of vegetation, and species diver
sity decreases in manipulated habitats (di 
Castri 1973). 

With respect to fuel management compatible 
with wildlife interests, this paper argues for 
manipulation rather than conversion of wild
 
vegetation in chaparral. 
While some minimum
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interspersion of grass openings with shrubby 
habitat may seem initially desirable, schemes 
which encourage the conversion to grass of 
large areas of chaparral disregard relatively 
sedentary animals having small home ranges 
and little or no ecological adaptation to a 
grass habitat. These species will become 
increasingly restricted to smaller and more 
isolated patches of chaparral if grass con-
version becomes extensive. By analogy with 
models of insular biogeography (see Diamond 
1975), the number of species which a given 
patch of chaparral can hold is a function of 
its size and isolation. Thus, as mare and 
more area of chaparral is converted by man 

into another habitat, some estimable number 

of chaparral species will eventually disappear.
 
Patchiness in seral chaparral offers a richer 
mosaic than the "either-or" situation of grass 
conversions, and larger areas with greater 
habitat heterogeneity can produce higher 
species counts. 

The diversity of species in chaparral 

probably mediates some functional stability 
in the community (McNaughton 1977), a quality 

that is frequently diminished when a well co-

evolved system is replaced with a small number
 
of introduced, alien species (Pimentel 1970). 
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CHAPARRAL SOILS AND FIRE-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS!
 

Marvin Dodge,2/ 

Abstract: Soil-vegetation surveys and infor
mation on soil developement processes were used to
 
evaluate chaparral-covered areas in Southern Cali
fornia. Evolutionary history of chaparral was
 
combined with ecological relations between chap
arral and grasslands and woodland-grass to examine
 
alternatives for manapement of wildland areas.
 
Dense stands of chaparral were found occupying

grassland and wood and-grass soils, with serious
 
erosion and soil degradation taking place, espe
cially following high-intensity wildfires in the
 
chaparral. Restoring the natural vegetation

could reduce fire hazard and soil erosion losses.
 

Key words: Soils, chaparral, fire, erosion,
 
grasslands, prejcribed burning.
 

Many conflagrations have raged through

the California chaparral destroying homes and 

property and frequently causing deaths. Floods
 
resulting from rainfall upon fire-denuded slopes 

have probably caused as much property damage 
as 

was done by the fires themselves. As a result; 

many studies have been made of the chaparral 

vegetation, but relatively little attentiw, has 

been given to the soils. 


Chaparral is a plant comuniy coaspc sd of 

sclerophyllous shrubs - evergreen plants with 

stiff branches and, generally, thick leathery

leaves, often with 
a waxy cuticle. it is a 

typical Mediterranean veetation type growing 

in a climate with ccol, rainy winters and warm 

to hot, dry summers. The shrubs of the chap-

arral areas are widely recognized as a fire-

type formation (Clements 1922; Jepson 1923). 

Some ecologists believe fire is 
nicessary to 

preserve the chaparral of Southern California 
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since many component species require fire for
 
their reproduction and survival (Hanes 
 1971).
 

The most thorough paleobotanical work 
upon the development and evolution of the chap
arral vegetation has been done by tcelrod. He
 
concluded that it evolved in a number of small
 
localized areas of relatively arid conditions
 
from the more tropical .an, s covering much of
 
Central America and the southern United States
 
during the tertiary herid, probably upon
 
edapnic drought areas (Axelrd 1958, 1972).
 
Many individuals of the vat 
 us chaparral
species probably occurred as scattered under
story plants in thy firested areas (Axelrod
 
1975). Re= 
 studies on soils and vegetation
 
in Southern California have shwN tha', at the
 
time of the white mun's arrival, scattered in
dividuals and tiny pocks 
of chaparral species 
were very wide spread, but there were compar
atively few large, dense stands of chaparral 

(Dodge 1975).
 

Early ecological studies of chaparral

said little or nothing of the soils upon which
 
it occurred (Plummer 1911; Cooper 1922).
 

What was perhaps the earliest description
 
of chaparral soils described them as 
shallow,

rocky soils with low moisture-holding capacity
 
(Sampson 1944). Later descriptions agreed
 
and pointed out the very low fertility levels
 
of primary c iparral soils made it difficult
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or impossible to grow forage grasses or other 

types of vegetation upon chaparral sites 

(Hellmers, Bonner, and Keileher 1955; Burcham 

1957). 


The development of a soil is a function of 

the parent material, slope, climate, and vege-

tation operating overtime (Jenny 1941). Level 

and gently sloping terrains have a slower run-

off from precipitation and provide more time 

for infiltration than steeper slopes. As 
a 
consequence, chemical weathering extends over 
a longer time and to greater depths on gentle 
slopes than on steep hillsides. Steeper slopes 
impart greater velocity to both surface runoff 
and subsurface drainuge increasing the ability 
of water to remove soil particles. The com-
bination of loss weathering and greater erosion 
potential on steep slopes generally produces 
shallow, coarse soils as compared to deeper, 
finer-textu-ed soils that develop upon gentler 

slopes, 


Vegetation and soils interact with each 

other within the broad limits determined by 

climate (Eyre 1968). The dense, fibrous roots 

of grasses are very efficient at intercepting 
and recycling any downward percolating nutri-

ents. This dense network of roots also helps 

retain the finer soil particles. Grassland 
soils are characterized by their high clay con-
tent and good fertility (Buckman and Brady 
1960). Forest trees are also quite efficient 

at intercepting and recycling nutrients perco-
lating downwara through the soil profile (Lutz 
and Chandler 196). The organic matter added 
to the soil as litter and humus is very effec-
tive at preventing erosion. 

Most chaparral species, on the other hand, 
have a very deep root system, often exceeding 
35 feet in depth (liellmars, Horton, Juhren and 
O'Keefe 1955). There are relatively few lat-
eral routs near the surface and almost no 
fibrous roots to hold surface soil particles. 
There frequently is little or no litter and 
a1 ;uni matter heneath stands of chaparral, 
particularly ch,,u'' (Adenostoma fasciculatum). 
Consequently, sils under a chasarral cover 

erode readily and lose the nutrients and finer-
sized soil particles rather quickly, leading 
to shallow, coarse-textured soils with low 
water-holding capacity and low fertility, 

Laboratory analyse: made as part of the 
California Cooperative Boil-Vegetation Survey 
confirm the low-fertility of the chuparral 
soils. Although not all of the primary chap
arral oils have had detailed analysis, those 
that have been run through the laboratory all 
show low-fertility levels, 

It should be pointed out that a soil 


series is an artificial classification, de
vised by man. It is superimposed upon a natural
 
system composed of many factors interacting with
 
each other. The soils developed by nature have
 
a wide range of characteristics intergrading im
perceptibly from one to another. Nature's array
 
of soils do not conveniently fit into the clas
sification pigeonholes. Likewise, soil surveys
 
have practical limitations. Limits on manpower
 
and funds mean compromises must be made on the
 
size of soil units surveyed and mapped. The
 
State Cooperative Soil-Vegetation Survey mapped
 
slightly contrasting soil types down to a 40
acre minimum. Strongly contrasting soil types 
that might need different management techniques 
are mapped to a 10-acre minimum. Wildland 
soils, found in rough, broken terrain seldom 
present 10 acres of uniform slope, so findwe 
nearly all mapped soil units have many areas of
 
other soil series included. There might be 
many small areas of swales and gentle slopes
 
where erosion operates at a slower rate, so the
 
soils are deeper and better developed than in
 
the surrounding area. There are also many
 
small areas of much steeper slopes, such as the
 
edges of gullies and canyons, where soils are
 
very shallow and coarser in texture than the
 
average of the area or mapping unit. Such num
erous, but tiny, ecological niches, many of 
them no more than 5 to 10 square meters in size, 
provide edaphic sites for the chaparral species 
among the forest, woodland and grassland areas 
(Dodge 1975). Since many of these ecological 
niches occurred upon steep ground with unfavor
able conditions for herbaceous vegetation, they
 
also served to protect the chaparral from fre
quent, low-intensity surface fires as there is
 
little or no fine dead fuel on the ground to
 
carry fire.
 

Many of the chaparral species are very adap
table and aggressive. They readily invade soil
 
types normally occupied by other vegetative
 
communities if plant competition is greatly 
duced. The invasions are more successful an. 
persistent if the soils are degraded by erosion 
and severe disturbance such as heavy overgraz
ing on grasslands and poor logging practices on 
timberland soils. The reduced water-holdir. 
capacity, loss of nutrients, reduction of L, 
ganic matter, and higher soil tempepatures 
favor the chaparral species and ma:! conditicns 
more adverse for either grasses or trees. Like
wise, high-intensity fires on areas invaded by
 
chaparral may cause further c sion and degrada
tion of soils, increasing the probability that 
chaparral will continue Lo dominate the site. 

Contrary to popular opinion, most chaparral 
species are not adapted to frequent low
intensity fires. Bark measurements show that
 
nearly all chaparral species have very thin bark
 
making them very susceptible to cambium damage
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and topkill by low-intensity fires burning on 

the surface (Dodge 1975). 
 When the chaparral

species invaded forests, grasslands, or wood-

land areas, they formerly were exposed to fre-

quent low-intensity fires occurring at average

intervals of 8 to 12 years or less. 
 When the 

random distribution of fires with time produced

low-intensity fires within intervals of 2 to 3 

years in grass or forest litter, the chaparral 

species 
were almost totally eliminated. Under 

fire suppression policies of the past 70 years, 

most low-intensity fires of any appreciable 

size have been eliminated (California Division 

of Forestry 172). 
As a result, the invading 

chaparral species have been permitted to sur-

vive and spread further, 


In the natural chaparral habitat of shal-

low soils with low water-holding capacity, fre-

quently upon steep slopes, the poor soils pro
duce little or no herbaceous vegetation capable 

of sustaining frequent low-intensity fires, 

Chaparral normally grows in 
more or less even-

age stands that become reestablished following 

high-intensity fires. 
 Young chaparral plants, 

either seedlings or sprouts, 
are fire resistant 
and incapable of carrying fire. 

The chaparral stands maintain their fire 

resistance until 15 or 20 years of age. 
 By
that time enough dead twigs and branches have 

accumulated to carry a fire through the brush 

during extreme fire weather conditions. y

the time the chaparral stand is 30 to 
50 years 

in age, it has accumulated a large enough quan-

tity of dead fuels throughout the crowns of the 

planti to readily sustain the spread of high
intensity fires. 
 Because of the fuel character-

istics, fires in chaparral stands occur at in-

tervals from 30 to 50 years. 
Where there is a 

litter accumulation, low-intensity fires 
can 

occur 
in stands of these ages under very moder-

ate weather conditions such as early in the 

summer. 
 But when they do occur, they normally 

are promptly suppressed. Almos, all large 

fires in the chaparral are high-intensity fires
 
at the present time because the low-intensity 

fiis are put out. 


In the last few years, work on the C 
fornia Cooperative Soil-Vegetation Survey 

nanced by the California Division of Foreno.,y, 

has developed further knowledge on the rela.-

tions between vegetation and soil. Inform-

tion on soil development processes substan-

tiates the statements that many timber and

grassland soils have been invaded and occu-
pied by chaparral. Soil surveys in the central 

Sierra found extensive areas of timber soils 

now covered by dense stands of chaparral, con-

firming the observations by Wieslander (1935) 

that the timber had retreated ten miles 
or more 

in that area since the occupation of California 


by white man.
 

In San Diego County thousands of acres of
 
Vista and Fallbrook soils, originally developed
 
on a granitic parent material under a cover of
 
oak woodland and grass, are now covered by dense
 
stands of chaparral (Dodge 1975). The invasion
 
was 
caused primarily by severe overgrazing. Re
moval of the grass acted in two ways. First, it
 
reduced the competition for brush seedlings
 
spreading from the small ecological niches they

had previously occupied on Cleneba soils.
 
Second, there was less fine fuel 
to carry fre
quent low-intensity fires that would have killed
 
the fire-sensitive brush seedlings. 
 Under the
 
present fire protection policy, there are few
 
low-intensity fires. Most fires are high
intensity fires that tend to perpetuate the chap
arral species.
 

Better soils, invaded and occupied by dense
 
stands of chaparral, tend to be degraded, losing
both nutrients and water-holding capacity
(Spurr 19614). While some erosion loss may oc
cur from overgra:ing or poor logging practices, 
the soil degradation that often follows high
intensity chaparral 
fires may be severe. The
 
nutrients from the leaves, twigs 
and stems are

left in a highy soluble form in the ash. They
 
are readily removed by surface runoff and leach
ing. Surface saij ;articles on the bare, ex
posed soil are exposed to detachment and trans
port by raindrop impact. Puddling of bare soil
 
surfaces frequently results from raindrop in
pact, increasing surface runoff 
 and erosion 
(Calif. Div. of Forestry 1972).
 

In many ca-es high-intensity fires in
 
chaparral also produce an 
impervious hydrophobic
 
layer an inch or two beneath the soil surface.
 
This impervious layer greatly facilitates
 
erosi .nal soil loss above the hydrophobic por
tion (MeBano, 1966; Debane, Mann, and Hamilton 
1970). 
 Both soil and ground woter storage are
 
lowered because of the reduced infiltration.
 

Any easy, first step toward management of
 
the present chaparral areas 
is to take advan
tage of the large fires to rectore the ecological balance and stability. Ue vegetation as
 
a quick, simple method for surveing the soils.
 
Where stands f naturil or seeded grasses indi
cate grassland type soils use low-intensity
 
prescribed burning 
n the grass to control the 
brush seedlings and s'routs 

Any sound mnagu,-nt ilan for California 
wildlands must consier soil types and capa
bilities. Fitting the vegetation to the soll 
can reduce nutrient losses and prevent further 
soil degradation now being experienced under 
chaparral cover. Pstoring the natural vege
tation can alo reduce both direct fire losses
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and the indirect damages caused by,downstream 

flooding and sedimentation following high-

intensity chaparral fires. 
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REGROWTH RESPONSES OF CHAMISE
 

I/
 
FOLLOWING FIRE
 

S. R. Radosevich, S. G. Conard and D. R. Adams
2 /
 

Abstract: Shoot growth responses, plant water relationships,
 
and photosynthetic ability of unburned chamise and shrubs
 
regrowing following several control led burns
 
Nutritional, hormonal and environmental control of chamise 
shoot growth was also studied. The extrapolation of in vitro 
studies to the field situation suggest that water stress may 
physiologically mediate shoot growth by: direct reduction of
 
carbohydrate or its availability to the shoot apex, a decrease
 
in cytokinin at the apex , or an increase in inhibitor level
 
in the shoot trip.
 

Key words: Adenostema fasciculatum; shoot growth; fire effects.
 

INTRODUCT i1 

Chamise (Adenostema fasciculatum H & A) determine the rgqcowth responses, plant water
 
is the most abundant shrub species of the relationships, and pnotosynthetic ability of
 
California chaparral and many studies have 
 chamise shoots after top removal by controlled
 
been conducted concerning the seasonal 
growth burning. A further objective was to determine
 
cycle of this shrub. Chamise growth is if these responses varied according to the
 
usually initiated in January, 
increases phonology of the shrubs at time-of-burn. Most 
through April and May and terminates in June environment-induced regulanciy mechanisms of 
(Bauer 1936, Cooper 1122, Hanes 105, Jones plant growth involve, changes in endogenous

and Laude 1o, Miller 1947). The plant also 
 balances of plant substances. An investigation
 
resprouts vigorously from a below ground burl of the relationship between nutritional, 
hor
following destruction of the shoots. Several monal, and environmental influences on chamise
 
factors have been sug:wstqd to control tne shoot growth was also conducted.
 
growth cycle of chamise. Foil moisture, air
 
temperature, soil temperature, insulation,
 
relative humidity, and stored -irbohydrates
 
are Eme of the factors which have been
 
reported t, affect chamise shoot growth 
 Field Studies. An investigation was in iated 
(Bauer 196, Cooper 1922, Hanes 1965, Jones in November, 1975 at Holland Field Station, 
and Laude 1960, Miller 1947, Watkins and Mendocino County, California to determine the 
DeForest 1941). Few studies have been initi- regrowth responses of chamise shoots following 
ated on the growth responses of chamise several controlled burns. The study site was 
following foliage removal, a southwest facing slop.e at OO m eucvvat in. 

Five controlled burns (approximatl, 2.5, 
The objectives of these studies were to 	 hectares each) were initiatd from Nvm5l,, 

1975 until September, 1970 (table 1). Fire 
temperatures at ground level anda 2.5 cm below 
the surface were determired uwii T.PIITICKSMi/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental Burn dates, fire temperature., and shrub 

Consequences of Fir" and Fuel Management in phonology for each control led burn or pro-
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. sented in table I. -hrubs were ayproximately
 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. 
 25 yearls old at th. time of burning.
 

2/Assistant Professor and Research Assistants, 
 Shoot growth was determined by tagging
 
Department or 
Botany, University of California, 5 stems on each of 10 plants and periodically

Davis, CA 95616. measuring their length. Shrub cover was also
 

determined periodically at six different
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Burn Temperature(F) 	 Shrub 
 tured on modified Murashige and Skoog (Murashige

Date Ground Below Phenology 
 and Skoog, 1962) solid medium. Varying amounts
 

Level Ground 
 of sucrose and growth regulators were added to
 
the medium according to conditions prescribed
11/18/75 135-156 <100 Fall 
 for specific experiments. Each shoot tip was
 

Quiescence inserted upright on 2.5 ml of medium in a small
 
3/30/76 300-500 <100 Initiating test tube, sealed with a sterile plug and main

-1
tained under a 14 hr. photoperiod 	(25 pEm-2 sec )
at 20 C. After 7 days each shoot 	tip was
 
6/22/76 500-1300 <100-119 	 Full flower 
 examined for now leaf emergence.
 
8/2/76 500-1300 <100 	 Seed
8//601 0eed
e 
 Uniformly labelled sucrose[ 14
C] (specific
Development activity 441.1 lCi/mnnole) was used to determine
 
9/15/76 1300-1600 <100-138 	 Summer 14C accumulation at the shoot apex. Three pCi 

Quiescence of radioactive sucrose were added to the basal 
medium in each test tube. After 1, 2, 3, 5 and

Table 1. Burn dates, ground level and below 
 7 days, 4 shoot tips were removed from the cul
ground fire temperatures, and general 
 ture tubes, and the apical portion was digested

chamise phenology for five controlled at 45 C for 48 hours 
in 1 ml of quatenary

burns. 	 1
ammonium base solubilizer. 4C-activity was
 

determined by liquid scintillation spectrometry.
 

locations (3.4m2 /location) within each burned
 
area. The seasonal water potential of the RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
regrowing chamise shrubs and an unburned stand 
of charnise was obtained by pre-dawn measure- Field Study. Chamise cover, xylem sap tension,
ments with a Scholander pressure bomb (Scholander, and photosynthesis of regrowinq shrubs following
Hammel, Bradstreet, and lhlmingsen 1965). Three several controlled burns are presented in 
stems from three plintq in each burned or un- Table 2. Predawn water potential and photo
burned area were measured. 
 synthesis were also determined for unburned
 

chamise shrubs (table 2).
Photosynth.e is of unburned and regrowing


chamise shoots was measured using 
a constant After each 	 controlled burn, shoot growth1 4 C0-2flow exposure apparatus (Shimshi 1969). was observed within 8 weeks after the fire 
Inieach pilot three stems from three plants occurred. This growth originated from the 
were exposed 1to 00 2 fo a 10 second period, root-crown in a narrow band 0.5 to 2.5 cm

Photosynthetic mrasurmnts wet made at light 
 below the soil surface. Because of differen
saturation level; ( 1500 t:m"SC-1 ). Exposed tial burn dates, shrub cover decreased according
shoots were excised, stored at Iry ice tempera- to to the amount of time from the burn to the
 
ture, separated into l,:cve;; it i stems, 
 com- evaluation date (table 2). However, when shrubs

busted, and 1'CO fi<a ion 
wads dute rmi ned by were burned inithe fall (11/18/75) or spring
liquid scintillatien s;';ctrcmr.trv. Dates for (3/30/76), rapid shoot growth was observed
 
shoot growth, cover, water potential and until midsununer when growth markedly slowed

photosynthesis measuremLnts were: 2/21/76, (figure 1). This cyclic pattern of growth
6/30/76, 0/31/76, 11/17/76, 1/5/77, 3/8/77, was also observed for unburned chamise shoots,
4/28/77, 6/3/77, 6/21/77, 7/11/77; 6/21/77; but growth rates of regrowing shoots greatly
2/17/77, '/29/77, 6/23/77; and 2/17/77, exceeded those of unburned shrubs (figure 1).

4/27/77, 6/22/77, respectively. Shrub cover (24 to 25.3%) and predawn xylem 

sap tension (9.7 to 25.3 bars) were greatest 
for shrubs resuit ing from these two burnsLaboratory Studies. Chat iuse seedlings 25 to (table 2). Of the five burned treatments, net

50 cm in height were ubtined from the Coast photosynthesis war/lowest (1.3 to 2.7
Range toothills nea: Dunnigan, California. C02/gdw/hr) at these burn times. 

mg 

Each seedling was trnsnplar ted in 	 the field 
and later transferred to a controlled environ- The late burnssuuner (8/2/76 and 9/15/76)
mental chaMer. Conditions Were 16 hr. light resulted in less cover by 6/21/77 (table 2)

(160 hIKoc-;s at leaf surface) at 21 C, and than other treatments. However, unlike in the8 hr. dark at 13 C. Plantq were qrown for at earlier burns, growth did not cease during the
least 45 days before experiment; were initiated, winter months (figure 1). Predawn xylem sap 

tension was lowest for these treatmentsThe terminal 6 to 8 mm of shoots were (4.8 to H.5 bars) and photosynthesis was 
excised, trimmed, surface' sterilized and cul- highest (table 1). The midsummer burn (6/22/76) 
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Burn Predawn Xylem Sap Photosynthesis
 
Date Cover Tension
 

(%) (Bars) (mg C02/gdw/hr)
 

6/21/77 2/17/77 4/22/77 6/22/77 2/17/77 4/23/77 6/23/77
 

Unburned - 9.3 10.5 20.3 0.8 0.9 1.7 

11/18/75 24.0 9.7 11.9 25.3 1.7 1.3 2.1
 

3/30/76 25.3 9.7 10.0 14.7 2.2 
 2.0 2.8
 

6/22/76 17.0 8.7 5.9 12.1 1.1 2.8 3.4
 

8/2/76 14.2 8.5 4.8 7.3 1.5 2.9 3.9
 

9/15/76 10.4 - 5.3 6.2 0.7 3.4 3.9
 

L.S.D..05 	 1.6 
 1.0 2.2 0.6 1.0 0.6
 

Table 2--	Chamise cover, predawn xylem sap tension, and photosynthesis following several
 
controlled burns.
 

•.o.. .09M BAo 
12 .. x...18M BA 

•....18M 

.09M 
-x-.09M BA ABA 

10 -a- .18M ABA 

8 

o 
06 

I- 4

a.l 

2-o
 

0 1 3 5 7 
DAYS 

Figure 1 	-- Shoot growth of unburned chamise shrubs and shrubs regrowing after five controlled
 
burns. Arrows indicate dates of controlled burns.
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resulted in cover, xylem sap tension, and photo
synthetic values between those of the early and
 
late burn dates (table 2).
 

Increasing xylem sap tensions were observed
 
as the season progressed through spring and
 
summer (table 2). The increased moisture stress 
did not result in photosynthesis decline; 
rather, photosynthesis increased through this 
time period (table 2). Predawn moisture stresses 
of 20.3 to 25.3 bars correlated with signifi-
cantly lower photosynthetic rates (1.7 to 2.1 
trig CO /dw/hr) th,in xyl en ap tensions ofte0 

6.2 to 7.3 bars (3.0 to 4.1 mg CO/gdw/hr). 
These 	data indicate that under moisture-limiting 

con-condition ;, ,2ttr stren i i!; an impo rtant 

trol on lphotoa,;ynth;is. However, where moisture 
is ot 1t lim i ig ev :, tih , dependence of 
photosynthti ; on increasing temperatures is 
suggested. 

Laboratory Studies. Preliminary experiments 

indicated that sucrose was necessary in order 

for chamise shoot tips to grow in culture. For 

example, only I0 of tile shoot tips grew with 

0.09 ', si,rl se , while 100 , grew on 0.18 	 MI 
su1. 1,15 . ;hoots did not grow 'when1 sucrose 
wa; absent from tie medium. Studies also 
revealed that when baal medium (0.09 M sucrose 
added) was sul,!:ientd with GA3 (gibberelin 
A3), I10 (indole-3-acetic a id), ABA (abscisic 
acid), or HA (benonyladeyin), o Ply signifi-BA 
cantly increased the_percentage of shoot tips 
which grew. ABA, a noted growth inhibitor, was
 
able to inhibit chamise shoot growth promoted
 
by BA.
 

% Shoot Tips Growing 


Benzyladenine Sucrose (M) 
Concentration (oM) 0 0.09 0.18 

0 	 0 5 80 


10 	 0 85 90 

Table 3 -- The interaction of sucrose and 	 BA on 
the growth of culLured chamise shoot 
tips. 

17 LII.. . 

Table 3 demontrates an interaction of 
BA and sucrose for the growth of cultured 
chamise shoot tips. When sucrose was absent, 
110 growth oc red, evn if BA was present, 
At 0.09 M sucroHe, BA increile;t-d tile number of 
shoot tips gowinq from 5!. tol5.. When sucrose 
Was inclrlla!;Vld (0. 10 Mi) in the medium, BA 	 had 
no infltluence . If BA was not in'IUled in the 
culturo Itdilum, doubliing the sucrose concen-
tration caued (ldramlatic increases in the 
percentage of shoot tips which grew. Thus, 
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1- 30 
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0 20 
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0________________________ 
N DIJ F M M J A S 0 N DjJ F MA M J J A 5 0 
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M ONTH 

14Figure 2 -- The accumulation of C from 
sucrose[ 14C] by chamise shoot tips at 1, 2, 3, 
5, and 7 days after introduction into culture. 
L.S.D..05 =602, 912, 1556, 1200 and 2021 CPM, 
respectively.
 

increasing sucrose levels resulted in a de
creased BA optimum for the growth response
 

(table 3).
 
The transport of sucrose[14C] to the 

apical portion of the shoot tip was examined
 
as a function of BA, ABA, and sucrose concen
tration in the culture medium (figure 2).
 

[ 1 4After 2 to 7 days, the uptake of sucrose C] 
separated into two groups: those which rapidly 
accumulated 14 C (.18 11 sucrose, 0.18 ii 
sucrose + BA, and 0.('.9 'Isucrose - BA) , and
 
those which did not (0.10i 1. sucrose + ABA,

0.09 M sucrose, and 0.09 M sucrose + BA + ABA) 
(figure 2). These data indicate a direct 
relationship between sucrose accumulation and 
tile growth response observed in table 3. 
Treatments which did liot promote sucrose[lc] 
uptake were those which did not result in new 
leaf development, while those which promoted 
sucrose[ 1 4 C] uptake were those which promoted 
growth ( table 3 and figure 2) 

Cytokinins (BA) are known to influence
 
the movement of nutrients in several plant
 
systems. Amino acids, phosphorus and other 



substances applied to leaves are known to Kaminek, M.
 
move to the site of cytokinin application 1965. Acropetal transport of kinetin in pea

(Gunning and Barkley 1963, Kaminek 1965, 
 stem sections. Biol. Plant. 7:394-396.
 
Leopold.and Kawase 1964, Mothes and Engelbrecht 
1961, Muller and Leopold 1966, Quinlan and Leopold, A. C. amd M. Kawase
 
Weaver 
 1969, Shindy and Weaver 1967, Wickson 1964. Benzyladenine effects on bean leaf
 
and Thimann 1958). It is likely that cyto-
 growth and senescence. Am. J. Bot. 51: 
kinins applied to chamise shoot tips via the 291-298.
 
basal mediun create a mobilization center for
 
sucrose at the apex. In the growth 
 cycle of Miller, E. I., Jr. 
chamise the onset of shoot growth is correlated 1947. Growth and environmental conditions in 
with a decrease in root starch concentration Southern California chaparral. Am. Mid. Nat. 
(Jones and Laude 1960). The ability of 37:379-420. 
cytokinin to promote sucrose mobilization to 
the shoot tips in culture suqgesats that Mothes, K. and L. Engelbrecht
cytokinin is an endogenous auent governing the 1961. Kinetin-induced directed transport of 
mobilization of carbohydrate (from reserves substances in excised leaves in the dark. 
or photosynthesis) which accompanies the Phytochemistry 1:58-62.
 
induction of shoot rowth in chamise.
 

Muller, K. and A. C. Leoold 

Data for chamise shoot growth (figure 1), 1966. Correlative ageing and transport of
xylem sap tension, and carbon fixation (table 2) p 3 2 in corn leaves under the influence of
 
have been presented. These data indicate an kinetin. Planta 68: 167-185.
 
inverse relationship betwe.n xylem sap tension
 
and shoot growth. An inverse relationship Murashige, T. and F. Skoog

between xylem sap t nsion and preduction is 1962. A revised !nbdium for rapid growth and
 
also indicated (table 2). Thu extrapolation bioassay with 
 tobacco tissue cultures.
 
of in vitro studies to 
a field situation Physiol. Plant 15:473-497.
 
suggests that regulation of chamise shoot
 
growth by water stress ma'' be ph'siologically Quinlan, J. D. and R. J. Weaver
 
mediated by a direct 
reduction of carbohydrate 1969. Influence of benzyladenine leaf 
or its availability to the shoot apex, a darkening, and ringing on movement of 
decrease in cytokinin at the apex, or an 1 4 C-labeled assimulates into expanded

increase in inhibitor level in the shoot tips. leaves of Vit is vinifera L. Plant Physiol.
 

44:1247- 1252. 
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FIRE HISTORY, ENVIRONMENTAL PATTERNS, AND SPECIES PATTERNS 

IN SANTA MONICA MOUNTAIN CHAPARRALM/ 

2
 
Jonathan D. Sauer 1
 

Abstract: Natural vegetation of the Santa Monica Moun
tains evidently was adapted to a regime of infrequent, large,
 
intense, non-selective fires, which has not been substantially
 
altered by man. Data from a few transects in recent burns
 
suggest an hypothesis that species distributions are controlled
 
by physical environmental variables and persist, over the long
 
run, unchanged by repeated fire episodes. 
 With the possible
 
exception of some ephemerals, changes in species composition in
 
burns do not fit classical succession models involving micro
migrations and autogenic habitat modification.
 

Key words: fire ecology, Southern California vegetation.
 

FIRE HISTORY 


The rugged and still largely undeveloped

Santa Monica Mountains lie along the coast of 

western Los Angeles County and eastern Ventura 

County. Their natural fire regime was inter-

mediate between those of' the interior Trans-

verse Ranges and the Channel Island offshore. 
Presumably, the Transverse Ranges had a rela-

tively fine-grained mosaic of uneven aged 

vegetation due to frequent summer lightning 

fires, the Channel Islands had uniformly 
ancient vegetation with no fire history, and 
the Santa Monicas had extensive areas of even-
aged vegetation that post-dated great fires. 
These fires; must have been infrequent, awaiting 
accumulation of a continuous 
fuel track in old 

vegetation and unusually persistent Santa Ana 
winds to carry firer ignited in the interior 
to the coast. The remarkable absence of native 

1/pret d 
-Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. 

2/Profess,,r of"Geography, University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angele:s. Thanks are due David 
McJunkin, Paul Sonnenfeld, and Bob and Rosella 
Tommaso for- assistance in transecting, 

conifers in the Santa Monicas may be due to the
 
rarity and consequent intensity of fire.
 

There is no historical evidence of vegeta
tion burning by the Chumash or other local
 
Indians nor has the natural 
fire regime been
 
substantially altered by modern human inter
vention. Many fires are now ignited by man 
but they are usually suppressed, especially if
 
burning in mild weather. Since there is almost
 
no decomposition of dead vegetable matter in
 
Southern California, fuel accumulates until an 
old-time holocaust is inevitable. Since 1970 
there have been three major fires in the Santa 
Monicas. In the fall of 1970 the Malibu fire 
burned 27,000 acres; there were two fires in 
the fall of 1973, the Mugu fire burning 14,000 
acres and the Topanga-Tuna Canyon fire burning 
2,500 acres. All three fires were generally 
clean burns skipping only some canyon woodland. 
All three were carried by sti-ong Santa Anawinds until reaching the coast or until a sea
bezsein 
breeze set in. 

PATTERNS IN THE THREE BURNS 

These recent burns extend from sea level 
to over 800 meters elevation arid include great 
diversity of geolog', topography, and micro
climate. It has graduallyseveral biogeography dawned on me aidstudents in my department 
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that intensive study of these areas through 
time would be worthwhile but we are just now 

beginning to work out a systematic approach. 

This differs from the usual ecosystems approach 

in which-areas are sampled as examples of types
 
within which data are pooled. Instead we are 
taking a geographic point of view and focusing 
on concrete spatial distribution patterns of 
plants and environmental variables. 

Transects are being run along contours as
 
continuous belts 50 meters in length. Presence 
of species is 'ecorded above each square meter. 
Data from a few of the most recent transects 
are offered here as a basis for tentative 
working hypotheses. The transects are in 
sequence of increasing elevation of the site. 
Species occuren- es are expressed as frequencies 
per 100 meters. 

Scrub Vegetation 

Since the Wieslander vegetation type maps 
of the 1930's, Santa Monica Mountain scrub has 
traditionally been classified into three types:
 
sagebrush=coastal sage=soft chaparral, chamise
 
chaparral, and tall mixed chaparral. These 
types, in that order, have been correlated
 
with increasing moisture, which is partly a 

function of increasing elevation. Also it is 
generally accepted that on moist enough sites 

the three, in the same order, form a succes-

sional series, the soft chaparral pioneering 

after disturbances, including fire. This is 
no doubt true on a highly generalized level but 
concrete meso-scale and micro-scale patterns 

within the scrub are far too complex to be so 

easily characterized. 


The sample transects presented here are 
selected from a very limited range of Santa 

Monica Mountain environments: they are all
 
taken from recently burned sites on the coastal
 
side of the mountains; they are all on thin, 

azonal soils on steep slopes on Tertiar sedi-
mentary rocks. The transects were placed with-

out considering plant species present yet they 

all shc." unique species mixes, none of which 

are exactly typical of the traditional types. 


Big Sycamore Canm'on 


The following frequencies are from a 
transect run 3 years and 8 months after the 
Mugu lire, elevation 70 meters, sandstone 
substrate, slope 200 to 300 facing SW to SE, 
with nearly complete cover of brush 1 to 2 
meters tall. 

Herbs--Stipa lepida 32, *Bromus rubens 12, 
Thelypodium l-siophyllum 8, *Euphorbia maculata 
4, Stephanomeria virgata 2. 

*Asterisks indicate exotics. 


Seedling Shrubs--Lotus scoparius 100, 
Salvia mellifera 36, Eriogonum fasciculatum 14, 
Artemisia californica 12, Solanum xantii 4, 
Mimulus longiflorus 14. 

Resprouting Shrubs--Adenostoma fasciculatum 
46, Shus laurina 26, Ceanothus spinosus 10, 
Yucca whipplei 8, Sambucus mexicana 14,Rhamnus 
crocea 2. 

Convolvulus cyclostegia vines blanketed
 
this site for the first two years after the fire 
but have now disappeared. The site is about a
 
mile from the sea and at the lower limits of 
chamise chaparral in this canyon. Nearby slopes 
are dominated by seedling soft chaparral species 
with a scattering of trees that are sprouting
 
from the roots, mainly Heteromeles arbutifolia 
and Julans californica. Tree tobacco 
(*Nicotiana glauca) is participating in 
revegetation of burns nearby. 

Tuna Canyon 

The followingf frequencies are from two 
adjacent transects run 3 years and 7 months 
after the Topanga-Tuna fire, elevation 80 m, on
 
sandstone, the first on a 100 to 200 slope fac
ing NZE to with brush 2
NMYW, dense I to m tall. 

Herbs--Convolvulus cyclostegia 66, Elymus
 
condensatus 60, *Lolium perenne 32, Viola
 
pedunculata 20, *Anagallis arvensis 12, *Sonchus
 
oleraceus 8, *Erigeron sp. 8, Emmenanthe
 
penduliflora 2, Phacelia sp. 2, Gnaphalium 
bicolor 2.
 

Seedling Shrubs--Salvia mellifera 26, 
Eriogonum cinereum 18, Haplopappus squarrosus 
16, Artemisia californica 12, Lotus scoparius 
12, Solanum xantii 6, Malacothrix saxatilis 
6, Diplacus longiflorus 4, Rhus laurina 1, 
R. ovata 2.
 

Resprouting Shrubs--Rhus laurina 52, 

Heteromeles arbutifolia 14.
 

The second Tuna Camyon transect is from 
a 200 to 450 slope facing SSW to W, with dense 
brush 1 to 3 m tall. 

Herbs--*Lolium perenne 62, Convolvulus 
cyclostegia 36, Phacelia hispida 16, Elymus 
condensatus 114,Emmenanthe penduliflora 8, 

Gnaphalium bicolor 4,Stachys quercetorum 4, 
Venegasla carpesioldes 2, *Bromus rubens 2. 
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Seedling Shrubs--Lupinus scoparius 62, 

Solanum xantii 36, Malaceothrix saxatilis 30,
 
Salvia mellifera 16, lotus scoparius 10, 

Eriogonum cinereum 8. 


Resproutii Shrubs--Rhus laurina 16, 

R. integrifolia 2. 

This site is about the same elevation and
 
distance from the sea as the Big Sycamore site 

but the steeper slope may make it too dry for 
hard chaparral. No living plant tissue sur
vived the burn above ground although there are 
many dead snags, mostly of Hhu: laurina, 3 to 
4 m tall. The area was blanketed by a diverse 
mixture ,f native wildfilwers and masses of 
Convuivul :jcluoeaia fur two years after 
the burn. '"I graris, both the perennial 
native E1y1mus d tou annual Italian Lolium, 
are also alr ,dy declining in importance. 

Topanga Canyon 

The following frequencies are from a 

transect run 3 years and 7 months after the 
Topanga-Tuna fire, elevation 270 m, sandstone 
and cunglomerate substrate, slope 100 to 300 
facing SSW, with dense brush 2 to 3 m tall. 

Herbs--Convolvulus cyclostegia 18, 
Phacelia hispida 16, Eucrypta chrysanthemifolia 
8, *Brassica sp. 6, Cuscuta sp. 4, Phacelia 

grandiflora 2. 

Seedling Shrubs--Malacothamnus 
fasciculatus 38, Solanum xantii 12, Eriogonum 
fasciculatum 3, Malaeothrix saxatilis 6, 

Ceanothus megacarpus 2. 


Hesprouting Shrubs--Ceanothus spinosus 
32, Rhus laurinr. 32, Rhamnxus crocea 6, Ribes 
malvaceum 4. 

Only a few dead snags, 3 to 4 m tall of 
the two Ceanothus species and Rhus laurina, 
were left above ground after the fire. arah 
macrocarpa and other ephemerals that domiznted 
the site for the first two years are now de-
clining or gone. lendromecon rigida was an 
abundant post-fire dominant an some nearby 
sites but declined rapidly in vigor, 
especially where Ceanothus megacarpus seedlings 
are taking over. 

Los Leones Canyon
 

The following frequencies are from two
 
adjacent transects run 3 years and 8 months
 
after the Tuna-Topanga fire, elevation 280 m,
 
conglomerate substrate, the first on a 200 to
 
250 slope facing W, with very dense brush 2 to
 
3 m tall.
 

Herbs--*Brassica geniculata 84, Convolvu
lus cyclostegia 24, Elymus condensatus 2. 

Seedlirg Shrubs--Ceanothus megacarpus 58. 
Solanum xanlii 28, Lotus scoparius 22, Salvia 
mellifera 10, Erlogonum cinereum 2, Rhus 
laurina 2, Yucca whipplei 2. 

Resprouting Shrubs--Ribes malvaceum 4,
 
Rhus laurina l4, Salvia mellifera 6, Rhamzius
 
crocea 2.
 

The second Los Leones transect is from a
 
300 to 350 slope facing NW.
 

Herbs--*Brassica geniculata 90, Phacelia
 
sp. 14, ETymus condensatus 4, Venegasia 
carpesioides 2.
 

Seedling Shrubs--Ceanothus megacarpus 38, 
Solanum xantii 8, Lotus scoparius 8, Eriogonum 
cinereum 6, E. fanciculatun 2, Rhus laurina 2, 
Salvia mellifera 2, Malacothrix saxatilis 2. 

Resprouting Shrubs--Ribes malvaceum 20, 
Ceanothus spinosus 16, Rhus laurina 8, R. ovata 
8, Rhoamnus crocea 4. 

There were some cool spots in draws in 
which Salvia melli-ita bushes were scorched 
but resprouted. N.:t of the site had little 
but scattered dead snags, up to 4 m tall, of 
the two Ceanothus species and Rhus laurina. 
The early post-fire herb blanket is now dis
appearing except for the annual Brassica. 

Saddle Peak 

The following frequencies are from a
 
transect run 6 years and 9 months after the
 
Malibu fire, elevation 700 m, sandstone sub
strate, 200 to 250 slope facing NNW, with
 
fairly dense brush 1 to 3 m tall.
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Herbs--*Bromus spp. 38, Chlorogalum 

pomeridianum 22, *Brassica geniculata 12, 

Penstemon centranthifolius 4, Pelphinium 
cardinale 2. 


Seedling Shrubs--Ceanothus megacarpus 76,
 
Arctostaphylos glauca 22, Adenostoma fascicula
tum 8, Salvia mellifera 2. 


Resprouting Shrubs--Adenostoma fasciculatum 

16, Quercus dumosa 16, Heteromeles arbutifolia 

6, :ihamnus californica 2. 


Une burn left little above ground except 

snaE:. cf Heteromeles and Quercus dumosa, 

:-t;v 3 to 5 m tall. The area became over-

WLocked with Arctostaphylos and Ceanothus 


seedlings, some of which are dying, along 

with the early post-fire pioneers. Nearby sites 

in the same burn dominated by a .ixture of 

Adenostoma soarsifolium and A. fasciculatum 

had masses of Dendromecon rigida as early 

pioneers. 


Borders with Woodlands 


In some of the deeper rocky canyons within 

the general fire perimeters, sharply defined 

woodland patches escaped burning, including 

groves of Acer macrophyllum, Umbellularia 

californica, and Alnus rhombifolia. More gen-

erally, gallery woodlands of Quercus agrifolia 

and Platanus racemosa were severely scorched; 

most of the trees survived and crown sprouted 

but in the two larger burns significant 

proportions of the oak trees, including some
 
large ones, were killed. Mortality of these
 
was sufficient to open up some gallery wood
lands into park savannas. In the aboriginal
 
system without grazing by livestock, such mor
tality may have been offset by reproduction of
 
oaks between burns. Presently there are few
 
young oaks.
 

Borders with Park Savannas and Open Grasslands
 

The fires crossed various borders between
 
scrub and park savannas and grasslands,
 
evidently with little lasting effect on loca
tion of the border. The park savannas and
 
grasslands have the characteristic California
 
complex of native woody plants, mostly Quercus
 
agrifolia and Q. lobata here, with a ground
 
layer of exotic herbs. The first two years
 
after the fires saw spectacular outbreaks of
 
native annual and perennial wildflowers that
 
have since been overwhelmed by resurgence of
 
the annual grasses and other exotic herbs.
 
After observing this in the 14ugu burn, state
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park officials are planning controlled burns of
 
some grasslands to encourage native flowers and
 
bunch grasses. I am skeptical whether in
creased frequency of fire will accomplish this
 
but hope to monitor the experiments with
 
permanent transects.
 

HYPOTHESES
 

This extremely sketchy background suggests
 
some tentative working hypotheses. Distribu
tions of Santa Monica chaparral species may be
 
controlled in the long run by physical environ
mental variables such as geologic substrate,
 
topography, and climatic gradients. Fire,
 
unlike these controls, is not an independent
 
variable. Obviously, fires have great
 
temporary effects on species abundance but the
 
effects are cyclical rather than lasting. If
 
the borders of plant species are defined to in
ciude viable seed stores below ground and
 
living, resprouting rootstocks, the Santa
 
Monica patterns may be considered essentially
 
in equilibrium. Some of the early post-fire
 
pioneers may have d-namic micromigrations but
 
most of the post-fire vegetational changes are
 
not truly successions in the sense of coloniza
tions dependent on autogenic habitat
 
modification. They are more comparable to year
 
to year changes in desert vegetation with
 
variations in rainfall. Of course, the
 
chaparral species geography would be different
 
in another fire-free system, just as they
 
would be different if the climate changed, but
 
within the actual existing system, fire cannot
 
be invoked as a primary control of spatial
 
distributions.
 



THE RELATIONSHIP OF PRECIPITATION TO POST-FIRE 

II
 SUCCESSION IN THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPARRA


Sterling C. Keeley//
 

Abstract: Succession of herbaceous and shrubby species
 
was studied over a four year period in San Diego County. Sampling
 
was by the line intercept method. Herb cover fluctuated between
 
years of high cover and year of low cover, alternately. Subshrub
 
cover increased through the third year post-fire and decreased
 
the fourth year. Shrub cover increased gradually through all years.
 
The fluctuations in herb cover were associated with rainfall.
 
A pictorial model is presented showing the relationship between
 
herb cover and precipitation.
 

Key words: California, chaparral, fire, herbs, succession
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Fire is an integral part of the California 

chaparral. Each year large areas of this 

dense brush vegetation burn in southern Calif-

ornia. A successional sequence is initiated 

after fire in which herb species not commonly 
found in tle mature vegetation, appear in 
abundance. These species have been called 

"fire annuals" indicating their close associa-

tion with fire. Shrub species also reappear 

soon after fire, resprouting from below 

ground burls or roots, or germinating from 

seeds scarified by the fire. 

Specifics on shrub succession are similar 

in most studies and there is general agreement 

on the response of brush species to burning 
(Sampson 1944, Horton and Kraebel 1955, Hanes 
and Jones 1967, Hanes 1971). Herb succession 
has been given less attention however, aid 
details of post-fire herb growth are unclear. 

Several studies on post-fire succession have 
included herbs (Sampson 1944, Horton and 

Kraebel 1955, Sweeney 1956, Vogl and Schorr 
1972, Christensen and Muller 1975), but few 
generalizations have emerged from these works 
due to differences in location, methods and 
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focus. Most studies show abundant herb growth
 
the first year after fire followed by a
 
general decrease in herbs and replacement by
 
shrubs in later years. There are several
 
reports however, of high herb growth again 
after the first year, and before the fifth 
post-fire year (Sampson 1944, Horton and
 
Kraebel 1955, Sweeney 1956), but there is
 
little apparent similarity between studies in
 
the timing of this second peak of herb growth.
 
Although much is known of recovery after
 
burning in the chaparral, it is apparent that 
the factors which control herb growth and
 
the sequence of events in herbaceous succession
 
are in need of further study.
 

An excellentopportunity to study post-fire 
succession in both herbs and shrubs was
 
provided by the Laguna Fire of 1970 in San 
Diego County. During late September and early
 
October over 70,000 hectares of chaparral 
were burned. This large even-aged burned
 
area allowed study and comparision of sites 
at several (three) elevations and over the 
four major slope faces at each elevation.
 
Sites were chosen at 560 m, 1000 m and 1670 m
 

in a transect running approximately parallel
 
to Hwy 8 . The composition of herbs, the 

change in numbers of species, cover and the
 
general importance of herbs, subshrubs and
 

shrubs were observed at these sites for four
 
years after the Laguna fire (1971-1974).
 

RESULTS
 

The changes in herb cover during succession
 

are shown in fig. 1, for the mid-elevation site
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Figure 1--Percent cover by slope of shrubs,
herbs and subshrubs at the mid-elevation 
site, Boulder Creek. 

at Boulder Creek. The patterns seen in this 
fiure are representative of those at all sites.
Herb cover was highest the first ,ear after fire
and next highest the third post-fire year.
Cover was extremely low both the second and 

fourth ,eArs after fire. 
 laximum cover was 

obtaned 
 n the so th facing slope at all
sites, the first year after fire, but was least 
on this slope in later years. Cover ranged
fron 40-807 ground surface covered the first 
:ear and from 20-402 cover tihe third year

after fire. Cover values were slightly lower
at the low elevatinn site than at the mid-

or high elevation study 
 areas. 


Diversity (number of 
 species) also went 
from high to low in alternate years, following 
cover. More species were found the first year
after fire in all sites but andone, decreased 

over time generally, without regard to slope
or elevation. The least number of species wasfound on the south facing slope the first post
fire year; the maximum number of species 
was found on the other slopes, but varied with 
the site. The third year post-fire diversityand cover were high,
en tie same slope face
 
at all sites.
 

post-fire Suibssubs
year increased through the thirdwhcn thev reached a peak in
 
cover tfigc. 
 1) as well as diversity. Cover 
of suhshrubs was generallv highest on the
 
south facing slope in all sites. The
most abundant species of 

two 
sulbshrllrs 
were 

Lotus scoirius ancd IeI iant hmu , sco ,arlum.
 
Subshrubs were 
not presen in appreciable
numbers at the 
hi cl eIcvition site. 

Shrub cover increased t brouglitout thestudy period, reach inhigh levels Lihe fourthyear after I ire. (over was liphest on thesouth facing slope siteat tie mid-'levatton 

as shown (fig. 
 1), but was comparable betweenslopes at tie high and low elevation sites.
 
Diversity of shrubs 
was grea ter on the northand east facing slopes; the south facing slopehad a high proportion of Aienostoma fasciculatum 
at all sites. Non-sproutling species also 
occurred in all sites, however. 

DISCUSS ON 

patterns of succession in herbs 
similar to those observed in other studieswith the first year high and another year of
 

relatively high 
herb growth later in succession 
(Sampson 1941, tlorton and Kraebel 1955, Sweeney1956). In other studies the peakgrowth after of herbthe first year appeared sometime
 
before the 
 fifth ear post-fire,cause of this renewed prowth but tieiwas rarely dis
cussed. Sweeney (1956) foand that germination
requirements of herbs which appeared after
 
fire varied and that 
 the tLime at whichspecies appeared was due some

to individual require
monts for suit;able 
 prowln conditions. In 
several specer; these onditions were met
 
immediately after fire, such as 
 Phacelia
brachvloba and in others; notwere ah lieved until
 
later in sircession. McPlheron andM uller
 
(1969) found that 
 removal of allelopathic

agents by denaturation 
and leach ing allowed 
herb growth where none had previously been 
possible, and Sampson (1944) and others noted
 
the improved conditions oF 
 I ight, nutrients 
and moisture for herb growth after fire In
the chaparral. These features are without 
doubt important in herb succession, but
given the similarity in overall patterns of 
herb cover, that is high and low years of
herb growth during succession, but at different
times in each study, It seems reasonable to 
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suspect that some other factor may also play 


an important role. 


Of the many possible factors which could 


affect herb grow4th during post-fire succession 

few seem as obvious or as rarely discussed 
strongly influencesas precipitation. Rainfall 

growth and survival of shrub species In the 
1972, Dunn 1975),chaparral (Mooney and Chu 

and is important in development and production 
the phenologicalof seeds (Keeley 1977). Vnile 

patterns of herbs are different than that of 

for growth Isshrubs dependence on moisture 
Al growth and s d product ion

quite similar. 
summermust take place before the onset of 

It is the
drought (Slade, HortLn & Mooney 1975). 


rainfall and herb growth
relationship between 

that will be discussed 

sion of the results Is 

(Keeley submitted). 


Rainfall data for 

is given in figure 2. 

here. A full discus-

given elsewhere 

the three study sites 

Moderate to high 

recorded at all sites in

precipitation was 


1973after fire and in1971, the first year 
levels ofthe third post-fire year. Low 

1974.
rainfall were recorded in 1972 and 


Herb cover was high in 1971 and 1973 and low 

in the intervening years, paralleling tihe 

pattern of rainfall.
 

....... 0,,,Figure 


Figure 2--Precipitation 
three study sites,1971 	 to 1974 for the 

rin-The 	 elatonsip inreaedbtwen 
ethwaeen noaed ri-

faladhe eih ib 


bfaly n hoghherb 
 gotue (Samsoen 1944, 


196) botheriste iSmpotnc as44, e 

porciptatioen
brieeney 

thpsilttrolemataed to6) 

o le rept ih 

inttced tpssi Sap ble 44 
in sccesion reortd hihSamson(194) 

as is
herb cover the first year after fire, 


typical of most studies (e.g., Horton and
 

Kraebel 1955, Sweeney 1956, Vogl and Schorr
 
but also
1972, Christensen and Muller 1975), 


two and three year oldreported high cover in 
coverburned areas. In each case when herb 

was high after tile intial first year bloom 

occurred in years of high precipitation.it 
Vent, Juhren and .luhren (1952) also found 

herb growth;that 	precipitation affected 
sayingthey concurred with Sampson (164) in 

or very wet seasonthat 	 either a very dry 
on thecould produce an unpredictable effect 

Hortonplant populations in burned areas. 
that levelsnd Krachel (1955) found high of 

rainfall caued increased herb growth and 
normalwhen rainfall was below 

below normal. On the
conversely, 
herb 	 growth was also 

basis of evidencethese studies and on 

obtained in this investigation it is apparent 

is in determinthat 	precipitation important 
A pictorial model 

of this relationship is shown in figure 3.
ing herb cover after fire. 

80 

60 >CD 

40
 

.20 

ME0
 

1 2 3 4 
YEARS SINCE FIRE 

3--Model of po,;t-fire herb cover 

to Juneasifunebypcptto.from 	 September 

cover is highest theIn this model herb 

first year post-fire, although 
maximum values
 

only 	be reached if rainfall
for cover will 

is adequet. Christensen and Muller (1975) 

was high tile first year
that 	herb growth 


of drought conditions 

found 

and this 
regardless 

in tile model. However,
is represented 

found that severeHorton and Kraebel (1955) 
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drought reduced herb growth even the first 

post-fire year. Herb cover will be high the 

second through the fourth years after fire if 

rainfall is moderately high to normal, but 

will be low if drought conditions prevail.
 

In the model (fig. 3) maximum herb cover 

is obtained the first year after fire and 

is not as high again despite adequet rainfall, 
This reflects the drop in cover seen at the 
study site, us&cd here and in the literature 
(Sampson 1944, Horton and Kraebel 1955, 
Sweeney 1956). By the fourth year after fire 
herb cover declines so that even with relatively 
high amounts of rainfall herb cover will be 
lower than in other years. Beyond the fourth 
year shrub cover is high md herb cover veiv 

low. Using this conceptual model it is 

relatively simple to explain th varying 

reports in the literature (see above) of 
peaks in herb abundance the second or third 
year after fire, at different sites, elevations 
and slopes, and the wide differences in total 
herb cover from one study to the next (see 
Horton and Kraebel 1955 vs. Sampson !044). 
These fluctuations in cover can be understood 
in terms of available moisture, or rainfall. 

This model is concerned with predicting 
herb cover and variations in covr during 
succession. The spec ies of herbs wiich will 
appear in any given 'ear ace not accounted 
for by this model and will aps r due to 
their individual tolerances and requirements 
for germination. Species rups have been 
identified during succession (Keley submitted)
but again are not dependent on rainfall. 
Precipitation will determine however the 
amount of species which are suited to eachyear after fire and may influence the 

composition of the soil seed population, thus 
influencing the ne:t successional sequence. 
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FIRE-DEPENDENT REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES
 
1/
 

IN ARCTOSTAPHYLOS AND CEANOTHUS -

Jon E. Keeley/
 

Abstract: The question is addressed "why have the majority
 

of Arctostaphylos and Ceanothus species apparently (through evol

utionary time) lost the ability to resprout after fire." It is
 

proposed that loss of the sprout-producing burl was adaptive in
 

an 
environment which put a premium on seedling establishment over
 

sprouting. The hypothesis is offered that this environment was
 

one in which there were (occasionally) long fire-free periods.
 

This was tested by comparing regional and elevaLional patterns of
 

lightning fires with patterns of abundance and diversity of
 

nonsprouting and sprouting Arctostaphylos and Ceanothus. 

Key words: Arctostaphylos; Ceanothus; lightning; fire;
 

reproductive strategies.
 

INTRODUCTION 


Wildfires are frequent in the California 


chaparral. The reasons are 1) man provides a 

ready source of ignition, 2) the editerranean-


climate summer drought produces a very flammable 

vegetation, and 3) the dense nature of the vege-

tatLoo result" in a very rapid and extensive 

fire spread. Even though man has been a part 

of this ecosystem for a relatively brief 15,000 


yrs (Martin 1973) it is almost unquestionable 


that fire has been an important selective force 

in this system for a much longer time. This 

is based on a number of observations. One is 

that the mediterranean climate, and consequently 

the flammability characteristics of the vegeta-

tion date back to at least the Pliocene epoch 

10 million yrs ago (Axelrod 1973). A second 


is that lightning presently is a natural source 

of fire and there is little reason to suspect 
it hasn't also been in the past. Thirdly, 

chaparral shrubs have several specialized struct-
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ural adaptations which provide for their rapid
 

reestablishment after fire. For example,
 

seeds which remain dormant in the soil until
 

stimulated by fire and basal burls which send 

up a proliferation of new shoots. These obs

ervations make it reasonable to assume that 

fire has been a major evolutionary force in this 
vegetation. 

From a fire-management point of view an 

understanding of the dynamics of shrub reestab

lishment after fire is vitally important and 

this is dependent upon an understanding of the 

reproductive strategies evolved by these shrubs. 

As mentioned, shrubs reestablish after fire 

by seedlings and/or resprouts from belowground 

vegetative parts (not all resprouting species
 

posses burls). The dependence upon seedlings 

or resprouts varies from species to species as 

well as from population to population within 

a species. Schematically we can picture a
 
species' reproductive tactic falling somewhere 

along the abscissa of the graph in figure 1. 
However, this position will vary spatially
 

(from population to population) and temporally
 
(from one fire to the next). A species is then 
best characterized as having a reproductive
 

strategy which occupies a region along the 

abscissa (see Keeley and Zedler 1977). Thus,
 
since Quercus sp. for example resprout but
 

establish very few seedlings after fire they
 

would occupy the region (a) farthest to the left.
 

Proceeding to the right we pick up Prunus sp.,
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100 
competitive advantage. Once such a species had 
appropriated space it would occupy it for a long

* time. After fire, the well-developed root sys
- tam should allow for a greater allocation ofc 7jC a resources to aboveground growth thus making it 

W 0 almost immune from serious competition for some-W 
Q 

yrs. In addition these resprouts are capable
of heavy seed production within the second yr

0 %after fire whereas seedlings may require upwards 
- of 10 yri,before a significant seed crop is 

o d In contrast, the obligate seeding life-hlst-
UZory seems less obviously advantageous. Sincea: all of the shrubs die in the fire and no sign

-, ficant seed germination takes place except after 
- i fires, species with this life-history are de

0 pendent upon Accumuli lat i Ct'ds in the soil.
 
REPRODUCTIVE TACTIC 4 'ihis would suggest all ocation of a large pro

portion of energy to annual sit'd product ion.
 
Figure 1--Reproductive options available to But some balance i:mus t he struck hCtween growth
 

chaparral shrubs, and reproduct ion . Too much allocation to growth
would be risky shoulId the iut ervaI between fires 

Rhamnus sp., Heteromeles arbutifolia, Rhus occassionally be relativcely short. It seems 
ovata, certain Arctostaphvlos sp . and that a species; that IoSi ror.1p lCtely the ability
Cercocarpus sp. (region b), and the nearly to resprout would b~ in a far more precarious
ubiquitous Adenostoma fasciculatum would likely position than oli which could s;prout to at least 
occupy tile broadest region perhaps around the some extent. 
middle of the axes (c) followed by certain
 
Ceanothus sp. to the right of center (d). There Evidence bset :latiu1y on .';temuttc consi
is however one group of species which form a derattons is quite convincing that the Obligate

significant exception to this pattern The seeding 
 species of __t_,__lo and ynnothus

majority of Arctostaphvlos and Ceanothus species were derived from sprout lotth, ;bors, i.e.,

do not occupye a region alongrather a the abscissa butto
single point. These species are resprout (Wells 1969, Stchbins
rtta, inapale poin. hesen ue 1974h, p. 192).are This, coupledtotally incapable of rosprouting under any of species with the fact t hai the majorityin these two ,enera (the largest
condition and thus are entirely dependent upon sbruby genera in tin haparra ) re obigateseedling production for post-fire regeneration. seeders and they forma
averv significant part
 
They are obligate-seeders.
 

of the chaparral community suggests there must
 
We can therefore define two groups of be an adaptive advantage 
 to reestablishing 

species; those that resprout after fire and 
 entirely by seedlings. 
those that don't. Resprouters occupy a region

along the reproductive tactic axes, the position 
 HYPOTHESES
 
being determined by the individual species'
 
resistance to fire and tile intensity of the fire
 
both of which will be affected by a multitude by not producing a burl 
are:
 
of factors such as age of fhe shrubs, density
 
of the vegetation, season 
of the fire, weather
 
patterns prior to, during, and 
after the fire, 1) a genetic advantage

being very important. Nonsprouters can opera-
 2) an ecological advantage
tionally be defined as incapable of resprouting A genetic advantage could arise as follows.
 
under any condition in which the tops 
are re
moved, by fire 
or any other means. It is this Under conditions of recurring fire the loss of group of shrubs composed entirely of Arctosta- the burl would mean a greater number of sexualphylos and Ceanothus species which I will focus
on in this paper. generations resulting in a greater frequencyof natural selection (Well.; 1969). Th:s lmpllen,that obligate-seeding species are capable of a 

The very different response to fire of closer and more rapid adjustment to the environ
sprouters and obligate-seeders raises some 
 ment than resprouting species (Raven 1973).

questions. It would seem that a long-lived Thus by establishing each new generation with
 
species with the ability to survive fires and
 
resprout vigorously should have a tremendous 
 -/Personal observations.
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sexually produced progeny nonsprouting species 

gain some sort of evolutionary advantage over 

already established individuals, 


This hypothesis is not overly compelling. 
One reason is that nonsprouters do not appear 
to have any such obvious advantage; sprouting 
species are very successful. That is, sprouters 
and seeders coexist so we simply can't explain 
the advantage of one group at the expense of 
the other. A second reason is that the sprouting 
species of Arctostahlos and Ceanothus also 
produce many seedlings. The genetic hypothesis 
argues that these sprouting forms could gain 
an advantage by not sprouting In that there 
would be greater space and resources for their 
seedlipgs and consequently more seedlings would 
establish and consequently there would be greater 
genetic variation for natural selection to act 
on. However, this advantage must necessarily 
be shared with seedl ings of all other species. 
It is certainly questionable whether or not the 
small Increas, in seedling number and the conse-
quently slighLt Increase In genetic variability 
are sufficient to cause complete loss of the burl. 

PREFIRE ASPECT SHRUBS 

25 years LIVE DW 

POSTFIRE ASPECT i 
FIRE 

SHORT FIRE CYCLE 

1. 	FEWER DEAD SHRUBS PRIOR TO THE FIRE 
THUS. MORE POTENTIAL RESPROUTS 

2. 	 LESS INTENSE FIRES 
THUS, LOWER MORTALITY OF 
SPROUTING SHRUBS 

T'R 	 RESULT IS SMALLER OPENINGS 
FOR SEEDLINGS 

CONCLUSION: LOW SELECTION PRESSURE 
FOR OBLIGATE-SEEDING 

The ecological hypothesis argues that the
 
obligate-seeders evolved in an environment which
 
favored the establishment of seedlings and con
comitantly put less of a premium on resprouting.
 
A corollary to this may be that the complete
 
loss of the burl was of selective value because
 
of the energetic gain to accrue by no longer
 
allocating energy to burl production or main
tainance. 

What sort of environment was it? First, 
seedlings do not establish in mature chaparral; 
they are adapted to openings. Secondly, openings 
generally occur only afte: fires. Thirdly, in 
the postfire environment seedlings stand very 
little chance in close competition with resprouts. 
Therefore, situations which result in the fewest 
resprouts after a fire will produce the optimum 
environment for seedlings. 

Based on these observations one could 
hypothesize a number of such situations. While 
acknowledging that there is no compelling evi
dence for accepting any one answer I would like 
to propose one such hypothesis. 

100 years
RESPROUITS 

FIRE 

LONG FIRE CYCLE 

1. 	MORE DEAD SHRUBS PRIOR TO THE FIRE 
THUS, FEWER POTENTIAL RESPROUTS 

2. 	 MORE INTENSE FIRES 
THUS. HIGHER MORTALITY OF 
SPROUTING SHRUBS 

THE 	 RESULT IS LARGER OPENINGS 
FOR SE.3LINGS 

CONCLUSION: HIGH SELECTION PRESSURE 
FOR OBLIGATE-SEEDING 

Figure 2--Model of the relationship between successional changes in the density of live shrubs and
 
relative abundance of postflre resprouting shrubs resulting from fires early vs. late in succession.
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For want of a better name I shall call this 

the "Stochastic-Fire Hypothesis." If 
we con-

sider a prehistoric chaparral environment com-

posed entirely of sprouting species then the 

size of postfire openings will be highly dep-

endent upon the frequency and intensity of fires 

in the environment, 


In this pre-hominid environment lightning 

is the only significant source of fires and
 
these fires are randomly distributed both in 

time and space. The result is that any given 

area of chaparral has a high probability of an 

occasional short period of time between fires 

and an occasional long period of time between 

fires. Since obligate-seeders depend upon 

building up seed pools in the soil 
the shorter 

the period between fires the greater the adv-

antage is to sprouters. However, occasional 

extended periods of time between fires should 

work the other way, i.e., favor seeders over 

sprouters. 


There are several reasons for this. Seeds 

of chaparral shrubs are adapted to surviving 

very long periods of dormLancy. In fact there 

is little difference in the number of seedlings 

after fires in 100-yr-old and 20-yr-old chap
arral (Keeley and Zedler 1977). Sprouting 

species on the other hand 
are at a distinct 

disadvantage the longer the fire-free period. 

The reasons are two-fold. One, during succes
sion there is a constant thinning of shrubs.
 
As the length of the fire-free period increases, 

shrub size increases so that individual shrubs 


extinguishing a great many lightning fires4 /
 

As an example, at the present time in southern
 
California forests the quivalent of the total
 
acreage of these forests is burned by man ca.
 
once every 50 yrs; by lightning it's once every
 
4000 yrs. Suffice it to say we do not know what
 
the natural pattern of fire is in chaparral. To
 
even approach this goal would require a large
 
scale modeling effort (e.g., Hobbs 1974). 

However, there are data available on the
 
frequency and distribution of lightning fires
 
in chaparral regions. Although the number of
 
lightning fires is not a definitive measure of
 
the natural fire frequency it at least tells
 
us something about the relative spatial pattern
 
of natural fires. Explicitly this assumes that
 
a lightning fire in one location is equivalent
 
to one in another area. This certainly will
 
not be the case, due to variations in burning
 
conditions, but it should 
provide a reasonable
 
first approximation.
 

Data from Court (1960) and Komarek (1967)
 
provide an overview of lightning fire patterns
 
in California. 
These data show three distinct
 
patterns. Lightning fire frequency decreases
 

1) from northern to southern Calif. (fig. 3)
 
2) from medium-high to low elevation 
3) from the interior to the coast
 

N.Calforna 
S. Siera Nevada

appropriate a greater amount of space at theiS__.SierraNevada_____._
S C oa s
expense of neighboring shrubs. The result is 

a reduction in the density of potential respr-

outs. Second, as the stand of chaparral matures 

there is an accumulation of dead fuel which
 
contributes to a more intense fire the older 

the stand of chaparral becomes. Thus, the 

longer the fire-free period the larger the 

openings after fire (fig. 2). This hypothesis 
suggests that occasional, long fir--free periods 

(e.g., 100 yrs or more) have been an important
evolutionary stimulus for the obligate-seeding 

strategy. 


What predictions can we deduce from this 

hypothesis? One prediction is 
that the abund-

ance and diversity of obligate-seeding species 

should increase inversley in relation to the 

frequency of natural fires in the environment.
 

A TEST OF THE HYPOTHESIS 


This is a very difficult prediction to test 

since the present temporal and spatial pattern
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Figure 3--Lightning fires on National Forests
 

of northern California, southern Sierra Nevada
and southern Coast Ranges (from Komarek 1967).
 
4 /All fire statistics for southern California
 

o f f i r e i s m a n -m a d e ; e .g ., i n s o u t h e r n C a l i f o r nia an s reponibleforneary s t a t i s t i c a l uf i s fo r 
9% ofallstatistical e L s P a d e r A n
 fires, for the Los Padres, Angeles,
nia man is responsible for nearly 99% of all 
 San Bernardino (1965-1974), and Cleveland (1960
acreage burned and he is also responsible for 1974) National Forests.
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Focusing on southern California we see 


these last two patterns repeated; a high cor-


relation between # of lightning fires and ele-

vation (rs= 0.71, P <0.01), and the more interior 

forests have higher frequencies than coastal ones. 


Table 1--Lightning fire statistics for southern 

Calif. Nat. Forests (see footnote 4). 


--ean 

District Elevation #/yr ha/yr 


n_ (-ft 


LP: 	 Mt. Pinos 1700 (5800) 10.9 72 

Santa Lucia 985 (3230) 1.9 11 

Ojai 1620 (5340) .9 2 

Santa Barbara 975 (3200) .6 9 
Monterey 1.61.5 (5300) 1.9 2 

A: 	 Valyermo 1890 (6190) 8.1 < 1 
Mt. Baldy 1895 (6220) 2.2 2 
Arroyo Seco 1490 (4880) 3.2 < I 
Tujunga 1520 (4990) 3.6 2
 
Saugus 1070 (3520) .7 < 1
 

SB: 	 San Jacinto 1795 (5890) 17.1 8 
San Gorgonio 2665 (8740) 18.3 192 

Big Bear 2145 (7130) 19.9 27 
Arrowhead 1760 (5780) 6.9 < 1 
Cajon 1850 (6070) 3.3 < 1 

C: 	 Palamar 1320 (4330) 7.3 158 


Descanso 1220 (4000) 3.9 13
 
Trabuco 885 (2900) .7 < 1
 

Based on these data there ore two clear 

predictions. Comparing for example the Sierra 
Nevada and southern California, I would predict 

that 1) nonsprouting Ceanothus and Arctostaphylos 

would le miost e::tcveo devlopmed (in diversity 
and abundance) il southern California and 2) 
,'ith 1) :]--h,h oll the abundance Of nonsprouters 

woUld I' highe,st it the I ow.r elevalions whereas 

the peak abunxld;ance( of sprntet, r; wou d be higher. 

To test the.Ste predictions data was taken 7 
from Critchfield (1971); a compilation of > 10 
ha of 1 int tranSc a ii 1 lustrat ilg tile dominant 
Vegetation of Californis. From each of these 
vegetation profiltse. the l]lcogth of transect 
occupied by ,;prout in. and nonsproutlg Ceanothus 
and Arcl .- t aphyhv le wasa recorded (Table 2) . 

Table 2--Relastive cover andI 0 of specie o 
Ceanothus aind Arctstap _ylos, by , 

N0NSPROUTERS SPROUTERS 

';im 	 t- "-- 'tra-,n) F# 

SIERRA 

NEVADA 265 / 274 6 


SOUTHERN 

CALIFORNIA 868 25 333 7 


There is certainly no question that the 

the highest diversity
 

first prediction is upheld; 


and greatest abundance of nonsprouting species
 
is in southern California. The second prediction
 

(fig. 4) is also confirmed. The abundance
 
distribution of nonsprouting shrubs is centered
 
around the lower elevations and the sprouting
 

shrubs at the higher elevations. Thus, the
 

region with the lowest lightning fire frequency
 
is the southern coastal ranges; this is also
 
the area which supports the greatest abundance
 
and diversity of nonsprouting species. In con
trast the mid-elevation range (2000 m) of the
 

Sierras is a region with a very high lightning
 

fire frequency and the chaparral of this area
 

is quite depauperate in nonsprouting species.
 

SUERUlTI. 	 IS 
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RE.LIGHTNING 

se~sn

-

Figure 4--Relative shrub cover and relative # 

of lightning fires (Sierra Nevada lightning'
 
fire 	data from Komarek 1967).
 

One of the important conclusions from this
 
hypothesis, particularly from a management per

spective, is that the real selective pressure
 

for the obligate-seeding strategy may have been
 

the unpredictability (and consequently the
 

occasional infrequency) of natural wildfires
 
in the southern California chaparral. I would
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envision an environment in which fire is inevi-

table but one in which, for any given patch
of chaparral, there ais high probability of anoccasional fire-'ree period asfor long as a 
centur or more. 

Some may grimace at the thought of southern 
California chaparral having evolved under per-
iodic long fire-free periods, hoa¢evqr 
it is not 

an untenable hypothesis. Many of the coastal 
fire districts, which cover hundreds of thousandsof hectares, have fewer than one lightning fire 
a yr. Generally these are accompanied by rain 
andout itif givenlikelythe chance.that many Thiswouldis burn themselvesis supported bv 

out f gventhVchace.
hisis
the fact upprte byinthat there is a significantly greater 

# of lightning firem put out by the Cleveland


National Forest Service today than 40 vrs ago
(h 1 9 3 5 _ "QO 6.3/yr is less tian lQ60_l 74 .9/yr by the :,ann Whiitney U-test, P .. 02). 1CorA
i n er p r e t hei t e yt h a t 1g,v r.P0 ma ny1
intorpret thiis 
to mean that 40 vrs ago many

lightning fires were allowed, knowingly or tinknowingly, to burn themselves out and would doso today if given the chance. 

A rejoinder to this argument would be that"a little fire can go a long way, particularly
i n c ha p a r r a l . " Wi t n es s f o r e x a mp l e t h e g r e a tfire holocausts such as burned much of San Diego
Co. in 1970. These fires, however have two fac-
tors in common. Almost invariably they occur 
during Santa Ana (low humidity, hih velocity 
foehn wind) conditions and &y resulthuman ignition. It's fromquestionable whether or 
not this sort of wildfire was a very frequent 
occurrence in the pro-hominid chaparral environ-
ment because lightning fires seldom occur even 
in the same month as Santa Ana conditions 
(fig. 5), inlet along concert with those 

conditions. 


2 

20 

ug-,
Fi 

antAna 8 

F-- -

10 C41974. 

FE8 AP R JUN AUG OCT "EC 

Figure 5--Monthly distribution of lightning fires 
and Santa Ana winds in southern California (10 

yr ave). 
 Santa Ana data from Weide (1968). 


In conclusion, two caveats are 
in order,

One is that the hypothesis for the origin of 

the obligate-seeding strategy is 
only one of 


several tenable hypotheses; it is offered in
that light. A second is that the arguments
proposed here ace not meant to play down the
importance of fire in the chaparral environment,
rather to emphasize the potential evolutionary 
importance of the unpredictability of fire inthis environment. The management implications 
are manifold and tertainly deserve future 
consideration.
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PRESCRIBED BURNING PROGRAM FOR THE
 

I
COASTAL REDWOODS AND CHAPARRAL


2 /
 

Jason Greenlee
 

Abstract: Implementation of a fire management plan using
 
orescribed burning on the University of California, Santa Cruz,
 
campus was preceded by an evaluation of the existing fuel break
 
system, a computerized fuel inventory, trial plots to test pre
scriptions, and the writing of a management plan. In this report,
 
a consultant describes the process, gives his burn prescriptions
 
for redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) forest, chaparral and broad
 
schlerophyll forest, and discusses the costs of the operation.
 

Key words: fire hazard reduction, fuel inventory, fuel
 

management, fire prescriptions, prescribed fire costs.
 

INTRODUCTION Decisions in forest fire management in

volve social, economic and feasibility criteria;
 

A burn prescription is a tested prescrip- these conditions are of fundamental importance 
tion of fuel and weather conditions that per- to the success of a fire management plan. 
mits the application of controlled fire to 
wildlands for a multitude of purposes. It 
employs fire scientifically to maximize net FIRE MANAGEMENT ON A SMALL SCALE 
benefit to vegetation, wildlife and fire 
hazard reduction with the minimum damage and The university campus is in the north 
risk and at an acceptable cost. part of the city of Santa Cruz on the central 

California coast south of San Francisco.
 

A prescription for the use of fire to Elevation on the 800 hectare campus varies 
manage willands has recently been developed from 90 to 365 meters. A complex vegetation 
for tile lUnivcrsitv of California, Santa Cruz of coastal redwood (Sequoia sempevirens), 
(UCSC), campus. Implementation of the pre- broad schlerophyll forest, chaparral, and 
scription is now in an -'arlv stage. In this grasslands overlie sandstone, schist and lime
paper, I wil relat, how I set up the system, stone substrates (fig. 1)
 
as well as some of the needs of a small fire
 
management program. Not having burned since early in the 1900's,
 

the campus has fuel loadings as high as ninety
 
Forest fire management is a developing thousand kilograms per hectare in some chapar

technology that includes fire prevention, ral areas. The redwood forest and particularly 
fire hazard reduction and fire ;uppression. the broad schlerophyll forest also have heavy 
In California, emphasis Is Increasingly accumulations of fuels which form a ladder into 
shifting to the first two of these efforts: the forest canopies. 
public education; cessation of woods opera
tions In times of high fire danger; fuel As the campus buildings only occupy a small 
break construet ion; fuel breal: maintenance; portion of tile property, much of the campus is 
fuel modification: and fuel removal have been being managed something like a park. Manage
shown to he effective in reducIng the occur- ment objectives on these areas of only dirt
rence and severity of forest fires despite road access inc!,de fire protection, preser
growing human populations In rural areas. vation of the vegetation's naturalness, but 

the primary objectives is recreation. Un
fortunately, these oblectives are not always
 

''Presented at the Symposium on Environmental compatible. 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in
 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif., 2/Division of Natural Sciences, University of
 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. California, Santa Cruz.
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After the founding of the campus in 1964, Twenty five hectares of the fuel break
 

a fuel break system was constructed. This can now be maintained by tractor mower. If
 

the campus elected to attempt fuel reduction
system extends north and south along the long 

between the fuel breaks, tle estimated costs
axis of the campus and east and west across 


the narrow waist of the campus (fig. 3). The using hand crews would be $1,000 per hectare
 

system was dcsigned so that a wildfire coming initially, and then $100 per hectare per year
 

from the north would be stopped before burning of maintenance.- These figures looked favor

to me, because I felt that prescribed
into the central campus building area. The able 

purpose of my work at Santa Cruz was to develop fire could be used to reducc fuels at costs 

a prescription for burning on the campus, and significantly lower. I then felt justified in 

to establish a fire management system compat- spcnding some money; I bought three weather 

ible with tile inanagement objectives of the stations, a teletype machine, some computer 

campus. I have followed a six phase plan: time, drip torches, a fuel moisture gauge, 
fire fighting tools, and a flame thrower.
 

1. Evaluate the present fuel break system.
 
One main weather station was installed in
2. 	 Establish the support systems needed 

to develop a prescribed burning pro- a clearing behind the campus fire staticn. 

Daily weather readings are fed into a U.S.
 gram (weather monitoring, computer 

Forest Service computer program in Cincinnati
and fuel inventory systems). 

via teletype. Using this system, National 

Fire Danger Ratings (Deeming et. al. 1974) are 
3. 	 Inventory the fuels on campus. 
4. Create test plots for each major fuel 

type to develop a prescription for received daily for less than $1 per day (less
 

than what it would cost to compute the ratings
burning them. 

These indices have two functions:
5. Develop a management plan, ha'e it by hand). 

fire danger on anyapproved, and initiate its first steps. 	 first, they indicate the 

in
 

that It couLd be conjunction with prescription burning experi
6. Train campus employees in the function- particular day; and, second, they are used 


Ing of the system, so 

ments, and will eventually become part of the
self-maintained. 

prescription.
 

THE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
Fuel Sampling 

It is always necessary to first establish
 
A fire manager tiust know what the fuel
what fire management system is best for a 


Hence, the first task I situation is on the management unit. Thus,
given unit of land. 

the next step was to decide how to sample
undertook was to research the costs and bene-


fits of the fuel break system that I was to fuel loadings on the campus. Brown (1974)
 

augment. Cost of the university's previous has developed a technique for sampling downed
 

woody fuels, such as logging slash. His samfire management program were as follows: 
pling system was modified somewhat to meet our
 

I. Fuel Break Construction (manual), in- specific requirements, and is now being used 

to sample the redwood forest and Lroadleafvolving an area of 56 hectares, ceue 


$3,700 per hectare. 	 schlerophyll portions of the campus. 

2. Fuel Break Maintenance
 

a. 	 Mowing, involving 25 hectares, cost The chaparral areas are giving us some 

$280 per hectare a year.2J problems, however. Brown's technique, which 

intended for chaparral, underestimates
b. Manual, involving 32 hect res, cost is not 


$100 per hectare a year.
3 / chaparral loadings by a factor of 
two. Al

though we are testing some other sampling
3. Fuel Reduction Between Fuel Breaks 


(manual), anproximately 240 hectares, techniques, we are temporarily restricted to
 
to 	decost $1,000 per hectare. 	 simply cutting and drying a small plot 


termine the loading.
4. 	Fuel Reduction Between Fuel Breaks 


Maintenance 	(manual), approximately
 
A computer program was written to cal240 hectares, cost $10O per hectare 


culate fuel loadings from Brown's modified
 a year.-

technique. The following are outputs from
 

this program:
 

1. Fuel loading of downed woody material
 -/One.year maintenance cycle. 

by 	fuel size class (Brown's technique)
 

2. Number of live stems by species, stem
 
-Ten-year maintenance cycle, size and basal area.
 

3. Number of dead stems by species, stem
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size and basal area. 

4. The ratio of dead to alive ,:ems in the 


canopy, 

5. Average duff depth, 

6. Average fuel depth. 

7. Fuel volume for each size class.
 
8. Vertical continuity of fuels from the 


ground to tree canopy. 

9. Crown fire potential (subjettively 


determined index of 
vertical pattern). 

10. Spread potential (subjectively deter-


mined index of horizontal pattern). 


Fuel data, once calculated, are put into 

a second commericallv available SY.AP program 

(Dudnik, 1972), which displays the 
fuel load-

ings for each sample site on a computer-made 

map (fig. 2). The purpose of the map~s is to 

eliminate the abstract fuel 
loading estimates 

normally used by manager and 
to make these
 
data -ite-specific. In this wav, particularly 

high fuel loadings can be identified as actual 

geographic sites. 


The computer maps are able to periodically 

update the fuel loadings through growth factors 

given the program. Information on site mani-

pulation can also be fed into the 
machine to 

update the map. Both the fuel Program and the 

.SYMAP program control cards are available to 

other managers on request. 


The Burn Prescription 


Designing an experiment to determine the 

proper prescriptions for each of the campus 

fuel types (redwood forest, schlerophyll forest, 

chaparral, and grassland) was 
the most chal-

lenging part of setting up a fire management 

program using prescribed fire. The variables 

of most interest were method of pretreatment, 

season of burning, fuel stick moisture (mois-

ture content of 
dead wood), method of firing 

(headfire versus backfire), and the optimum 

size of a burn. Relative humidity, wind speed, 

and temperature were not varied experimentally, 

but were kept within prescribed thresholds 

(Green and Schimke 1970). 


Vegetation that has not burned for many 

decades, often needs treatment prior to its 

first burn. In the redwood and broad schlero
phyll fuel types, the greater portion of the 

fuels are of small sizes: leaf litter and 

small branches. As this cannot be cut, re-

moved or 
chipped, the best type of pretreat-

ment is a light fire to burn away some 
of the 

lighter fuels in the understory. Another fire 

can 
follow to clean away the remaining fuels 

and the smaller plant stems killed by the 

first fire. 


The chaparral fuel type, however, must be
 
pretreated by cutting the stems at 
ground level
 
and allowing a drying period of 
two weeks be
fore burning. We have had success using a
 
machine to cut the chaparral before burning.
 

The season of burning will have an effect
 
on the seed versus sprout response of the vege
tation and thus on wildlife forage. Bliswell
 
(1974) notes that 
no sprouts appeared in a
 
mid-August chaparral fire in southern California
 
until the following spring. Gihhens and Schultz
 
(963) note that in California fuel burning
 
favors seed reproduction of non-sprouting
 
chaparral plantsa, while late spring burning
 
favors sprout reproduction of sprouting plants.
 
As nearly all campus chaparral plants are
 
sprouting species, chaparral burns on I!CSC are
 
in the spring.
 

Season of burning Is also important to the
 
safety of the operation. In areas subject 
to
 
crown fire, such as 
in the broad schlerophyll
 
forest, it is safer to burn in the sp ing when
 
vegetatio, is not too dry, and strong desert
 
winds are not so frequent (Biswe!! 1974).
 
Areas with heavy fuel loading or ladder fuels
 
should be burned in the spring. Areas that
 
need pretreatment by 
fire could be burned in
 
the spring and then again the following fall
 
or spring, deending on the hazard involved.
 
I have used fall burning in the redwood fuel
 
type, in areas where the fuel loading is not
 
too high.
 

The strategy for testing prescriptions on
 
the campus was to establ ish a line of test plots
 
of 100 square meters 
in each fuel type. Each
 
plot was burned at a different fuel moisture,
 
beginning with the 
most moist fuel condition
 
chat would carry a fire. This moist fuel con
dition was determined by weekly attempts at
 
burning after the last winter rain. When con
ditions for burning were met, usually at four
teen 
or fifteen percent fuel moisture, testing
 
would begin. Further drying periods would
 
then be allowed, and the remaining plots would
 
be burned at progressively dryer stages, until
 
unsafe burning conditions were met. In this
 
way, the optimum fuel moisture for burning

each fuel type could be found in the midrange
 
of these plots.
 

Whether the plot is burned with the wind
 
(or uphill--headfires In either case) or
 
against the wind (or downhill--backfires in
 
either case) is another Important variable.
 
The test plots were therefore replicated to
 
test both methods. In this way, a redwood
 
plot might be burned at seven percent fuel
 
moisture with a headire, and at 
seven percent
 
fuel moisture with a backfire. Notes and
 
photographs are used to 
record fire behavior.
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We are raking litter away from the base 

of trees to avoid scorched bark. I have found 

that redwood trees that have not been burned 

previously will scorch easily. Although raking 

raises costs, the campus administration feels 

strongly about the aesthetic impact of scorched 

bark. To reduce cost, I do not use a large 

crew to mop-up a fire, but merely use the 

skeleton crew that is always necessary to 

watch the fire until it is out. This unusual 
practice is made possible by the moderate 
weather conditions used In prescribed burning. 


On the small chaparral test plots, very
 
heavy deer browsing was noted on the returning
 
sprouts. As the area of test burning was only 

100 square meters, the deer concentration could
 
easily be high enough to prevent sprouts from 
achieving any growth, and the plants may even-
tually be killed. For example, a 100 square 
meter burned plot had no emergent coffeeberry 
(Rhamnus californica) or oak (Quercus wislizenli) 
sprouts, while manzanilta (Arctostaphylos 
glandulosa) sprouts, which were not being 
browsed, were one meter tall after one year. 

This point brings out the question of how 
large a prescribed fire should be in each fuel 
type. Several factors play into this decision. 
Size of the management unit, aesthetic require-
ments and wildlife ecology should all. be 
weighed. A chaparral burning pol.icy should 
aim at creating a )itchwork, mosaic of small 
burns of various ages, the wildlife using each 

age class for a different purpose (Biswell 

1969). Because the objectives on campus are 

primarily preservation and recreation, small 

fires spread out on tilt campus are preferred 
over large, unsightly burn!;. An administrative 
decision was threrefore made to keep redwood 
burns under four hectares, .:1lthough several 
prescription fires could be done each year. 
In the chaparral, tie size of each burn is 
kept under two hectares. 

Table I is a synopsis of the tentative 
prescriptions for the fuel types on the uni
versity campus. Grass is not included here,
 
a4 these tests are not yet completed.
 

With the tentative burn prescriptions
 
prepared, larger scale burns have been planned.
 
Data continue to be collected on these burns
 
to refine and fill out the prescriptions. The
 
campus plan first calls for the burning of the
 
fuel breaks created ten years ago (fig. 3),
 
followed by the burning of areas between the
 
breaks (fig. 4), Finally, outlying areas may
 
be burned (fig. 5 and 6). Tile burn plan calls
 
for intense activity for several years, lead
ing to the completion of my consulting contract.
 
At that time, burning will become a yearly
 
maintenance operation.
 

Public Relations
 

Fire managers must pay close attention to
 
public relations. In the case of UCSC, which
 
is in a suburban area directly in view of
 
townspeople, it is imperative to work closely
 
with concerned agencies and with the media.
 
Students, faculty and public are given infor
mational slide-shows and are walked around the
 
burn sites in an effort to educate them about
 
fire management and to get their input into
 
the program. The campus fire department,
 
police and public relations offices all parti
cipate in tile burn operations, and an academic
 
committee must approve each burn.
 

This machinery works well, with a few
 
excpetions. On the 13th of October 1976, I
 
was burning a redwood study plot when a green
 
Department of Forestry sedan iulled up. A
 
friend of mine from several years climbed out
 
and requested that I call a local radio station
 
and tell them that the Department of Forestry
 
was not up here on the campus burning illegally 
on a no-burn day; that I was the one burning 
illegally. I tho,'-ht this misinformation de
plorable, and went to a phone. When I called 
the station, I found that matters were worse 
than I had thought. The station manager had 
called the local air pollution office to ask 

Table ]--Tentative prescriptions for the University of California, Santa Cruz.
 

Fuel Type 
Chaparral Redwood Redwood 

Pretreatment cut & dry n/a n/a 
Season spring spring fall 
Fuel Moisture 10-11% 9.5% lil 
Wind Speed 0-15 kmph 

° 
15-25kmplh 15-25Ic-'ph 

Temperature- _1 7 -29 C 7-29oC 7-29nC 
Relative [umldity- 26-64% 26-74 26-64% 
Method backfire headfire backfire 
Size 2 ha. 2-4 ha. 2-4 ha. 

l/Schimke and Green, 1970 (converted to metric units).
 

Broad Schlerophyll
 
n/a
 

spring
 
10%
 

0-15 kmph
 
7-290 C
 
26-64%
 
headfire
 
2-4 ha.
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about my burning on an announced no-burn day, 

and was told that I had no permit and that I
 
was going to be cited. I had, in fact, gotten 

my permission to burn that day directly from 

the Sacramento Air Resources Board. Unfor-

tunately, Sacramento had neglected to notify 

the local board, as was their duty. The re-

suiting squabble ended in a stalemate, with 

both sides having learned a good deal. My 

lesson was that public and agency relations
 
are extremely important; on the following burn, 

two television stations and three newspapers 

were invited to attend. Such is burning in 

the big city. 


Costs of Prescribed Burning
 

The following are burning costs for the 

University of California, Santa Cruz, fire 

management program: 


Dho Year Research Stage 

a. Consulting fee $ 8,000
 
b. Equipment (weather stations,
 

computer terminal, computer time 

fire fighting equipment) $11,466
 

$19,466
Subtotal 


Implementation Stage 

a. Redwood burns (2-4 hectares) $185/ha. 


b. Chaparral burns (2 hectares; 

includes machine cutting of 


chaparral as pretreatment) $407/ha. 


These costs are higher than necessary because 


site-specific techniques are needed.
 

The National Fire Danger Rating System
 
needs to be improved. At the moment, fire
 
managers over the country have only eleven
 
fuel models from which to choose a model that
 
represents their fuel conditions. In view of
 
the enormous variability of fuels in the nation.,
 
a more flexible modeling system is needed.
 

Fire managers should pay more attention
 
to the lessons learned by myself and other un
fortunates in the area of public relations.
 
At this time, most urban dwellers would still
 
over-react to the sight of low flames playing
 
at the base of a tree.
 

Finally, a credential system is needed for
 

fire managers with some criteria set for mini
mum qualifications. The federal government
 
might pave the way for such a system by open
ing fire fighting and fire management schools
 
to any agency or civilian desiring to attend.
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The objective of this study is to provi-e 
a systematic framework for analyzing and Despite a .!enera lack of' objective cri
planning future investiments in fuelbreak teria by which f'uel management programs may 
construction and maintenance 
on the Angeles be evaluated, the Angeles National Forest has
 

long been committed to a program of firebreak 
l/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental and fuelbreak construction. Based on current
Consequences of Fire and Fueloanagement al inventories, approximately 5,915 hectares 

ireandFue 


Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 


Consquecesof MaageentIr.(i24,610 acres) of fuelbreak and 24,068 hectares 
of arre s on the orest On he s
Aug. 1-5, 1977. (if' firebreak exist (in the Forest. Of thesetotals, ro.urhly 50% of the fuelbreaks and 10%
 

2/Research Assistant, University of California, of the firebreaks were constructed after the
 

Department of Forestry and Conservation 1970 fire season. The fire losses incurred 
145 'ulford Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720 that year served a.;a catalyst for securing 
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The 71 units were placed into four groups, 

ment programs on the four southern California hereafter referred to as fire daitae-potentiul 

zones, based on ultivariate cluterin; tech

accelerated levels of funding for fuel manage-

National Forests. 
niques. Table i presents the attributes 

measured on each unit and which were utilized 

DESIGN AND RESFARCH METHODS in the clustering process. Each attribute wasSTUDY 
assumed to rpiresent a contributory influence 

Zones Within the Forest upon the !l-term dEusmaie-potential of a 

single damage appraisal uit, based upon 

The basic units of analysis are the 71 literature review and iy discussions with 
and fire managers.fire damage appraisal units comprising the watershed scientists 

Angeles rational Forest (Buck, Fons, and 

countryman ] 1). 
I / As depicted in figure 1, 

each unit consi sts ol' the upstream portion 

f single stream or tributary, or a major 

slope ftcet within the lhational Forest. 

ire 1--reama aprai t mp. . te AnelS NATiOnALFOREST r 
(dpdHfu , ammo Jountr ail it3 ..I tm 

PIpr e of this study, additional an 

]16 
%/ 

Figure 1--Fire dama,,-,e appraisal nit co)mprising the Angeles National Forest 

(adapted from Buck, Fon ;, ana .c, untrymaii 19148). 

.l/The 19h 8 study identified only 70 units. 

t,'(,r purpos;es of thlis stud~y, an additional 

unit was created to separate the upstream 

anid downstream portions of the recently con

structed Pyramid reservoir in unit A-70. 
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Table l--P'rairage basin attributes measured for grouping damage 
appraisal units into dunatge-potential zones. 

ATTRIBU'IE 

I. 	 ,'caticN C:0rdinate; 

. elative areas occupied by 
diufferent aspect-e levation znec 

I. Available sedimnt wr=.iuti~n 
area (To'tal area vnireserveir 

area 

h. 	 Drailae basin steepness (elix
r'ativ = g'radiient in elevation 

'.cest di.m:ension " 
basin)] 

5. rainag'e ierTity, !-i l enow: 

W' maJr iral ace 2na:ne_
w~tal areaC 

6. Average an! range f 11-year 
r aetciriat: n 

-.Dr:ainage basin- 'e':Cy ani 
s ii dispersi .n.pr"pertie, 
,:ndex f.:erasia L:azar: by, 
parent typFe, w='Qihted by, area! 
Alstritani n :f parent types} 

@.Fault aenst:i ty 

9. 	Unim.provej road den'sity 


!0. 	 Prjp-rti~n f"drainape basin 

occupied by hinh urban c
 
recreation pi tentiai
 

SamnpLe Fires 

The division if the Forest Anto the fDUu
damae-potentia! zcnes automatically es-
tablished four unique popul~ations of fires 

for analysis. it was postulated that each 
zone supports a unique range uf[long-term fire 
environments, even though the fires in a 
single zone might vary considerably in be-
havior and effect over an extended time period. 

The 	 fires which encountered breaks or which 
attained size g-reater than 40 hectares during 

the period 1960-75 were assumed representative 

of all fires which grow to that size and are 

subjected to the unique enviroments within 

each zone. 


UNITS OF MEASURE 

'e,'rees (!at., long.) 

Percentage of" t otal area
 
x 100
 

Hectares 

Unitless x 1000
 

L Zinare 

[il:=etersihectu:te 

!entimt 0's
 

ite
 

Unitles 

Kilometers/hectare 

Kill,meters/hectare 

Percent x 10D 

Establishing Firebreak and Fuelbreak 

Productivity Est imaItes
 

A multiple regression analysis was con
ducted in each zone to establish the overall.
 
association, if any, between constructed 
breaks and the expected area (in hectares) of 
sample !'ires. Thle analysis evaluated the 
performances of individual fuelbreak and 
firebreak segments on the sample fires. A 
distinction was made between encounters which 
took 	place at boundaries between damage ap
praisal units (generally major ridgelines or
 
canyon bottoms) anld those occurring wholly
 
within a single unit (secondary ridgelines or
 
lateral to unit boundaries). The major
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ridtetop or canyon bottom is usually of higher 
strategic importance in checking the forward 
momentum of fire spread and in providing 
flrefighter access. Past tire encoainters with 
unit boundaries were designated as primary 

encounters. WhTere prusent, a break was desig-

nated as a primary firebreak or fuelbreak. 

From the stanojint of alse breaknsiur ef'-

fectiveno ;s )f uni t hordarirs, it was 

importarit to. als2 iniludle th. "xep,,ct'd area 

burned where there had 11,)nfuel manage-

mo:nt. For if' ires wer, rpoatily controlled 

in the absence in'rk., ectieS;:ity ,f 

break corutrcti , mut u, qu,.-;ti .ned. 

Encountz; with t k' Icate _,.nsecond-

ary ridgel ines -r !atrlLls-, were referred to 

as secondary en1ourtr . , distinction was 
made between 1ateral brefaks ard those existing 
*>n secondary r:mig' 11 or canyon bottoms, 
which, for purp:,se.; ):'the analysis were 

considered (,: cmuarable importance to fire 

management strategies for confining fire 

da:lage to the unit of origin. 

RESULTS
 

Figure 2 portrays the fire damage
potential zones within the Forest, hereafter
 
referred to as the Front, Mid-main, Transition, 

and Desert Front zones. These zones contain 

respectively forty, eight, thirteen, and ten 

of the original seventy-one fire damnage ap

praisal units.
 

Units belonging to the Front damage

potential zone drain into the Los Angeles, 

San Gabriel, and Santa Ana rivers. Steep 

slopes of higjh reliet rise abruptly out of 

the densely populated areas of the metro

politan Los Aneles area, creating some of the 

highest level, (,t potential fire and flood 

damage to be found anywhere. 

The Mid-maini damae-potential zone forms 
the backbone of the San Gabriel mountains. 

High average rainfail levels, including snow 

on ridgetops which rise to 3050 meters (10,000 

feet), charge the network of drainage channels 

within these large basins.
 

FIRE DAMAGE-POTENTIAL ZONES
 

LA.Hv FRONT 
E--MID.MAIN
t IM- DESERT FRONT 

Liffl Rk R~Oi 

Figure 2--Fire damage-potential zones, Angeles National Forest. 
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The thirteen units comprising the Trpn-

sition damage-potential zone all drain into 

the Santa Clara River basin. ThIs zone is 
transitional in two respects, lying as it 

does between high elevation mountains in the 

Coast Range and the high desert to the east,
 
while to the south lies the Greater Los 

Angeles basin. These areas support high re-

creation values due to the presence of large
 
reservoirs. Increasing urban values due to 

suburban development have accentuated the 

need for higher levels of fire protection
 
investments in recent years. In general, the 

slopes in this zone are less steep and more 

amenable to fuelbreak construction.
 

The damage appraisal units which over
look the Mojave Desert form the Desert Front 
daage-potential zone. These units are 

generally high in elevation with predominantly 

northern aspect. Low average rainfall produces 

a sparse vegatative cover and discontinous 

fuelbed, 


Break Performances 


The analysis postulated a relationship 

between the area burned beyond break en-

counter and the presence of preconstructed 

firebreaks and fuelbreaks, fire behavior 

severity as measured by the daily 3urning 

Index of the National Fire Danger Rating 

System (Deeming et al 1972), suppression
 
resource availability under multiple fire 
situations, and fuel age. 

The dependent variable in the analysis 

was a measure of area burned, subject to a 

logarithmic transformation. The transfor-

mation stabilized variances and also compen-

sated for the expected nonlinearity of fire 


effects under extreme burning conditions. 

The measure of success utilized for a par-

ticular fuelbreak or firebreak segment was
 
the area burned beyond encounter. This vari-


able ranged from near zero, if the fire was 

stopped, to some large positive number, if 

the fire spreaa into adjoining watersheds. 


A slightly different construct was uti-


lized in the analysis of secondary encounters. 


Of interest was the total 
area burned within
 

the unit of origin. if initial attach is
 
unsuccesS'al in keeping a fire small, fire
 
managers may redirect their attentions to 

confining the fire's spread to the drainage 

basin of origin. The role of secondary breaks 

were examined in this context as opposed to 

the role which they might play once the fire 

had escaped to an ajoining watershed, 


The following equations resulted from
 
systematic experimentation with dift'erent
 
combinations and transformations of inde
pendent variables within the Front, Mid-main,
 
and Transition zones respectively:
 

in Y= .76 - .01 FIREBRK- .05 FUEL[RK+1.55 BIC 
- .01 AGE + .31 tMLl (if) 

in Y = .69 + .24 FIREBRK + .63 FUELBRK - .82 BIC 
+ .05 AGE + 2. 71 ILT (im) 

IN Y = 1.13 - .15 FIREBRK - .014 FUELBRK + 1.o4 BIC 
+ .0o4 AGE + .98 MULT (it) 

where
 

in Y = natural logarithm of area burned 
(ha); 

FIREBRK = area of primary firebreak en
countered (ha); 

FUELBRK = area of primary fuelbreak en
countered (ha); 

BIC = Burning index Classes 
0 if low fire danger, 
1 if moderate fire danger, 

=<2 if high fire danger, 
3 if very hich fire danger,

L4 if extreme fire danger; 
AGE = time since last turn (yr); 

ti if at least one other fire 
MULT =Q was burning concurrently, 

0 if not. 

Standard errors 
FIRE- FUEL-1 
BRK BRK BIC AGE MURT R2 F sig n 

-

Front .01 .09 .35 .01 .77 .40 6.144 .01 55 
Mid .10 .03 1.00 .05 .68 .69 5.91] .01 19 
Trans .12 .03 .h8 .02 .35 .22 2.26 07 145 
-- --- if- I
 

The regression equations for secondary
 
encounters in the Front, Mid-main, and Tran

sition zones respectively were: 

in Y2.33+ .01FIREBRK+ .8lBIC 
- .01 AGE + .78 MULT (2f) 

in Y 2.78 + .09 F1REBRK + .02 FUELBK + .65 BIC 

- .02AGE+.00MLT (2m)
in Y= 4.714 - .01 FTREBRK + .07 FUELBRK + .10 BIC 

- .G01 (+t) 

in Y = natural logarithm of area burned
 
(ha);
 

FIREBRK = area of secondary firebreak en
counere da
 

FUELBRK = area of secondary fuelbreak n
countered;
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BIC = Burning Index Classes 
0 if low fire danger, 

1 if moderate fire danger, 


=<2 if high fire danger, 
3 if very high fire danger, 
14if extreme fire danger; 

AGE = time since last burn (yr) 

ri if at least one other fire was 
MULT = burning concurrently, 

0 if not. 

Standard err',r:; _ 

FIRE- FUEL-
BRK BRK Pl AKE r.lJLT R2 F sig n 

Front . 01 --- .27 .01 .77 . 35 3.49 .02 31 
Mid .03 .03 .u .03 1.05 .62 1.98 .22 12 

Tran .O. .03 .22S.04 .01 1+7 .323 3.38 . .01 142
2 

In develp ino the regression equations, 
the indepenlnt variables retained were those 
which exhibited itatistica-I significance (90% 
level of c ,n d in at une zone, andtnce) lea.t 
for which the i t;n u n th partiat regression 
coefficient was last i.ifab upon further 
scrutiny of the data. Further, 'isthe ob-
jective of the utalysis inv ved an evaluation 
of the impact:; of ruaks upun burned area, the 
firebreak and fuebreak variables were retained, 
regardless of siric ance. 

The va es indicate the proportion of 
variation in the dependent variable explained 
by the regress .t equitiunrs. Their magnitudes, 
while not particularly large, are indicative 

of the generai a:cm:tla*<ity of fir, phenomena. 
The R2 level]: scm satisfactory in terms of 
,he objective of this study and of the sig-
nificant levels att lnd by the included set 
of ind peniet variables. Further justifi-
cation i; sunlested by the levels of tolerable 
error which fire behavi r rdel lers accept in 
their applications (Alhini 1976). 

Break Performances in the Front 

Damage-Potential Zone 


The regression equations for evaluating 

the performances of firebreaks and fuelbreaks 

in the Front zone nre presented above. The 

outcome of primqry encounters is summarized as 

equation If, that of secondary encounters as 
equation 2f'. in general, the analysis showed 
that firebreaks and fue breaks constructed at 
unit boundaries were weakly associated with 

lower levels of area burned in this zone. The 

magnitude and sign of the partial regression
 
coefficient for the FUELBRK term in equation 

if permit an evaluation of the change in area 

burned beyond encounter that might have been 


expected had additional fuelbreaks been en
countered during the study period. For
 
instance, if fuelbreak construction efforts
 
had doubled the area of fuelbreak interception.
 
there would most likely have been an asso
ciated 10 percent decrease in the observed
 
level of area burned beyond a primary en
counter, assuming all other factors were held
 
constant. However, there was considerable
 
variability in the relationship, as fire
 
weather severity played an important role in
 
determining the success or failure of the 
break segments tested. In fact, in the long 
run, two of every three times the range between 

a 25 percent decrease and an 8 percent in
crease over the base burned area might result,
 

computed from a confidence interval extending

to one "tandard error on either side of the
 
most likely value.
 

Lateral or secondary encounters seemed
 
to have no influence on the area burned within
 
the unit of origin. This may reflect a
 
tendency for fire manaCgers to concede portions
 
of watersheds which are unsafe or hazardous
 
for direct fire attacks. Instead a strategy
 
which calls for withdrawing to major control
 
lines along the boundaries of a drainage basin
 
may be implemented more often than in the past.
 

Break Performance in the Mid-Main
 
Damage-Potential Zone
 

The regression equations for the break
 
performances on primary and secondary en
counters are summarized in equations im and 
2m, respectively. The analysis showed 
firebreaks and fuelbreak6 to be least suc
cessful in this zone, in that fires such as 
the Mill and Village fires (1975) overran 
considerable portions of completed break 
segments. In contrast to the Front zone, the 
Mid-main units are less accessible and tra
ditionally iiave nut received as hih a 
priority for fire protection, despite an 
ever-increasing rate of fire ignitions during 
the study period. Despite their ability to
 
contain most of these ignitions to the smaller
 
size classes, fire managers face a small, but
 
significant, number of fires which may escape,
 
even in the presence of increased levels of
 
fuelbreak construction.
 

Break Performances in the Transition
 
Damage-Potential Zone
 

A negative association was shown beaween
 
primary encounters and areas burned. In con
parison to the Froat zone, a doubling of
 
fuelbreak interceptions would most likely be
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associated with an eight percent reduction in 

the area burned. However, there is a smaller 
range in variability associated with this 
change, as the confidence interval of com-
parable width spans a range from 14 percent 
to 2 percent reductions in the area burned 
beyond primary encounters. 

Break Performances in the Desert
 
Damage-Fotential Zone 


There were too few encounters to establish 

a regression relationship for either type of 
encounter in this zone. While large fires 

have historically occurred in this zone, their 

occurrence is rarc enough to likely justify a 

less costly type of fire management investment, 

such as the construction and maintenance of 

helicopter landing spots, 


DISCUSSION 


Firebreak and Fuelbreak Performances 


The equations presented provide a measure 

of the associations which exist between past 

investments in preconstructed firebreaks and 

fuelbreaks and area burned on the Angeles 

National Forest during the study period. 

These equations suggest that fire managers 
have been aided by the presence of primary 
fuelbreaks in the Front and Transition zones, 
though not in all cases. On the other hand, 
primary encounters in the Mid-main zone and 
secondary encounters in all zones have not 
been associated with reductions in area burned, 
The equations for the secondary encounters 
sugcest that increases in secondary breaks 
may not be associated with decreases in the 
area burned within the unit of origin. This 
finding suggests that under a management ob-
jective which calls for the minimization of 
areas burned by large wildfires, investments 
in secondar-y or lateral breaks have not neces-
sarily paid off. On the other hand, a manage-
ment objective which incorporates age-class 
manipulations via prescribed burning or other 
modified suppression programs will likely 
require a network of secondary or lateral 

breaks as part of the total fuelbreak system. 

This distinction suggests the incompatibility 

of the traditional "minimum burned area" ob-

jective with progressive fire management 

programs.
 

The magnitudes of the partial regression 

coefficients for the break terms which have 

negative signs give an indication of the 

magnitude of reductions in area burned which 

might be expected as break construction in-


creases, all other factors held constant.
 
These estimates are probably conservative in
 
that many of che breaks encountered may not
 
have been up to present day standards or may
 
not have been utilized to full advantage. As
 
with any innovation, a trial and error period
 
of considerable duration may precede judicious
 
application.
 

Planning for Future Management Alternatives
 

Since 1972 the Angeles National Forest
 
has been engaged in an accelerated fuel manage
ment program, justified in part by fire gaming
 
techniques. Experienced fire managers par
ticipated in these simulati,, a 'aml in pro
paring the environmental analysis reports for
 
proposed fuel management pr)ject. The esti
mates of fuelbreak productivity contained in
 
this reports are generally more promising than
 
those reported in this study. One reason for
 
the discrepancy is that the fires imulated
 
in these reports were Camed under "average
 
worst" conditimn- of fire behavior, cen
venti onal.ly as to be the 95th percentile
 
of daily burnin.- index measurements over the
 
period 1960-9. Such an analysis explicitly
 
excludes consideration of thie few fires
 
which cause a disproportionate share of sup
pression costs and dumagr.s. in contrast, the
 
fires examined in this study have burned under
 
the full range o: fire envirunnmnts present
 
in each zone during the period 1060-9 n
clusion of those fires which burned oder the
 
most extreme burning conditions would Under
standably lead to morn c nsr'.at l-e estimates
 
of productivity. Further, the fire simulations
 
for the environmental analysis reports com
pared the area burned with and without a
 
fuelbrenk system constructed and maintained
 
to full standards, with adequate manning and 
technological support. These ind:tions 
enable the fire manugers to make more upti
mistic projections than those presented in 
the foregoing analysis. This study to date
 
points out that actual performance in the
 
near future could be substantially less than
 
predicted in the environmental analysis reports,
 
due to the variability of fire-fuelbreak
 
interactions and conditions which violate the
 
assumptions under which the fire simulations
 
were conducted. It would be prudent for fire
 
management planners to inform their concerned
 
publics of this possibility.
 

mathematical rogrmun is currently being

generated in which the projected reductions
 
in the environmental analysis reports are
 
assumed reasonable, even if misleading of
 
expected performances in the near future.
 
The output from this program will represent
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represent a first approximation to a multi
year allocation scheme for construction and
 
maintenance activities in each damage ap
praisal unit. An assessment will be made of
 
the sensitivity of the program to reductions 
in the estimates of fuelbreak productivity,
 
constraints on management resources, and
 
changes occurring over time in the burnable
 
area within a damage appraisal unit. 
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CHAPARRAL GROWTH AND FUEL ASSESSMENT
 

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-1/
 

Ronald H. WakimotoV/
 

Abstract: Destructive wildfires occur nearly every year
 
in southern California. To best allocate fire management
 
resources a rapid, easy to use method of fuel inventory is
 
needed. The basis for such a system is presented utilizing
 
linear regression techniques. Indiuidual plants are meas
ured and their volumes approximated. 2ignificant relation
ships between plant volume and biomass are presented. Such
 
relationships are species specific.
 

Key words: fuel inventory, plant volume, fuelbreak,

fuel buildup, biomass prediction equations, live woody fuel,
 
linear regression analysis.
 

INTRODUCTION 


The extreme wildland fire problem in 

southern California arises from a unique com-

bination of climate, vegetation, and people. 

Destructive brush fires occur nearly every 

year in southern California, resulting in 

tremendous social and economic impact. As 

the years have passed since the inception of 

the fire exclusion policy by agencies such as 

the California Department of Forestry and the 

U.S. Forest Service, wildfires have become 

more intense and costly. The major factor 

qccountinw for such fi.res is the buildup of 

fuels in the form of plant growth and the 

lack of natural periodic fi.-e (Dodge 1972).
 

To effectively control large wildfires
 
in such wildland fuels, the land management 

agencies, such as the U.S. Forest Service,
 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Bureau of Land
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Management. and the California Department of
 
Forestry have embarked on a program of fuel
 
management which seeks to reduce wildfire
 
damage through the reduction of vegetative
 
fuels (Bentley and White 1961; Montague 1974;
 
Weissenberger 197';). Montague 1974; Weissen
berger 1974). Currently, the most important
 
aspect of such management is the construction
 
of fuelbreaks, which are wide strips 
 or
 
blocks of land on which natural vegetation
 
has been partially or totally removed and
 
replaced by vegetation of lower volume and
 
hazard (Brown and Davis 1973). There exists
 
approximately 2980 kilometers of maintained
 
fuelbreaks in California (Weissenberger
 
1974).
 

Fuelbreak Construction
 

Fuelbreak construction techniques are
 
varied depending on available funding, avail
able equipment, topography, soil characteristics, and vegetation structure and density.
 

Mechanical, chemical, and prescribed burning
 
techniques are frequently used in combination
 
to construct and maintain such breaks.
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Mechanical Techniques 
 limited by the season of application, method
 
of application, plant growth stage, species

susceptibility, and the size and crown volume
 

Mechanical manipulation of chaparral is 
 of the plant at the time of application (Leothe primary technique used to construct fuel-
 nard and Harvey, 1956, 1965; Plumb and Bent
breaks in southern California. Large ley 1960; Plumb 
1969). The latter variable

crawler-type tractors are employed to clear 
 is the least understood relative to effective
 
the vegetation using a variety of additional 

implements (Roby and Green 1974, 1976; Green 

1977). On small scale projects a dozer blade 

set approximately 30 cm above the ground is 

used to push over- the plants. Special dozer 

blades, brush rakes or rock rakes, which 

allow the surface soil to pass through them, 

are also used (San Diego Co. Watershed 

Resources Advisory Commission 1973). Various
 
brush cutters and large agricultural disc 
implements are employed where terrain and 
fuel type permit (Frank, et al., 1970). On 
larger projects navel surplus anchor chains, 
often weighing 45 kg per link, are pulled

between two large crawler-type tractors to 

break the vegetation off at ground level 

(Dodge and Pierce 1962) . Such chains have 
also been modified by adding steel bars run-

ning across the width of each link. These 

bars allow the chain to dig into the soil and 

uproot may plants (Watershed Resources 

Advisory Committee 1973). On steep terrain, 

such as sharp ridgetops, a large metal ball 

is attached to one end of the the chain 
instead of a tractor. The tractor at the 
other end of the chain moves along the 

ridgetop with the ball pulling downhill hold-

ing the chain against the slope to crush the 

intervening brush (Gilbert and Schmidt 1970). 


All these techniques differ in their 

effectiveness in removing chaparral. Some 

methods remove only older plants which resist 

manipulation while leaving young, resilient 

plants unharmed. Other techniques alter 

species composition drastically because of 

differential resistance to the manipulation 
and differences in sprouting ability. Still 
other techniquer increase seedling establish-
merit by removing competition and scarifying
hard seed coats for better germination. Lit-
tle is known quantitatively about the rate of 
plant regrowth and fuel buildup after manipu-

lation relative to fuelbreak maintenance and 

fire control effectiveness. 


Chemical Techniques 


Chemical herbicides, such as 2,4-D and 

2,4,5-T and their mixtures, have been used 

extensively in the past two decades to con-

trol chaparral sprouts and seedlings on fuel-

breaks originally cleared by fire or mechani-

cal techniques. Effectiveness of control is 


herbicide application. Apparently large crown
 
volume 
prevents stem flow of the herbicide
 
and subsequent plant kill (Plumb 1971). In
 
such cases the outer leaves are killed by the
 
spray, but the plant is seldom 
affected
 
unless herbicide application is repeated for
 
two or three consecutive years (Leonard and
 
Carlson 1957).
 

Prescribed Fire
 

Fire has not been used extensively to
 
create fuelbreaks. It has been used pri
marily for type-conversions to change high
 
site brushland into grazing land (Sampson and
 
Burcham 1954). Much research has centered on
 
this conversion process (Bentley 1967). Fire
 
has been used to clear away mechanically

manipulated fuels (Blandford 1962). The
 
clearing effect of wildfire has been utilized
 
to produce fuelbreaks in many areas.
 

Fire as a management tool may have its
 
greatest value in manipulation of chaparral
 
between fuelbreaks. Regardless of the fuel
 
reduction on fuelbreaks no reduction of fire
 
intensity or fire damage can be expected in
 
the intervening areas if they are burned by

wildfire (Davis 1965). The greater the fuel
 
buildup in these blocks of vegetation, the
 
less effective the fuelbreak will be under
 
any set of weather conditions (Davis 1965).
 
In order to use fire effectively as a manage
ment tool, the chaparral must be evaluated as
 
a fire fuel, and then related to fire
 
behavior (Countryman 1969).
 

The weight of available fuel is an
 
important determinant of fire behavior. It
 
depends on the quantity and quality of growth
 
of individuals and the density of the stand.
 
The heat of the fire front must drive off
 
moisture in the preceding fuel before it can
 
be consumed. The finer the particle the more
 
easily it is heated and consumed. In green
vegetation the finer fuels also display the
 
greatest variation in moisture content which
 
also limits the amount of available fuel

(Dell and Philpot 1965). The amount of dead
 
fuel in a stand is also a very important
 
variable since such fuels respond to current
 
climatic changes and may either augment or
 
limit the fuel available to the fire
 
(Schroeder and Buck 1970). High stand den
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sity leads to excessive side shading as the 

plant crowns grow to occupy the site. This
 
causes mortality of lateral branches (Dodge

1972). Periodic drought accentuates this 

problem (buck 1951). In addition, mortality 

of relatively 
increases this 

short-lived 
dead fuel 

shrub 
load ov

species 
er time 

(Hanes 1971). 

THE PROBLEM 


A problem commcn to all land management 

agencies holding chaparral covered lands is 

the lack of a simple, accurate method of sam-

pling brushland fuel in terms of both quan
tity and quality. Current methods involve 

plot clipping, weighing, and drying for each 

estimate. These techniques are so costly in 

terms of time and money that few actual sam
ples have been taken in chaparral research. 

An alternative sampling method is needed.
 
Only by inventorying the vegetation as a fire 

fuel can meaningful values of fire hazard be
 
assigned and resource allocations evaluated. 


STUDY SITE 


A large fuel management demonstration 

site, selected by the Task Force on 

California's Wildland Fire Problem (Task 

Force on California's Wildland Fire Problem 

1972), is the study site for the research 

presented in this paper. Christened the 

Chaparral Research, Environmental Analysis, 

and Management area or C.R.E.A.M. area, this 

site in San Diego County consists of approxi-

mately 51,400 hectares of chaparral vegeta-

tion composed primarily of chamise (Adenos-

toma fasciculatum H. & A.), red shanks 

(Adenostoma sparsifoliu Torr.), Eastwood 

manzanita (Arctostarhylos Klandulosa Eastw.), 

cupleaf ceanothus (Ceanothus greggii vat per-

olexans (Trel.) Jep.), western mountain maho-

gany (Cercocarpus betuloides Nutt. ex T. G.), 

Califo-ni buckwheat (Eriogonum fasciculatum 

Benth.), and scrub oak (Quercus dumosa
 
Nutt.). The elevation of this area ranges 

from approximately 900 meters up to over
 
1,800 meters at the top of Laguna Mountain. 

It contains lands held in public ownership
and/or administered by the U.S. Forest Ser-
vice, Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of
 
Indian Affairs, California Department of 

Parks and Recreation, and the California
 
Department of Forestry.
 

METHODS
 

Plants utilized were harvested in the
 
fall of 1974 and 1975. Plants of each
 
species were selected to be representative of
 
existing stands of chaparral. Plants on or
 
adjacent to fuelbreaks subjected to excessive
 
browsing or other mechanical damage were
 
rejected. All plants up to 10 years of age
 
represent open grown plants found on fuel
breaks or recently burned areas. Older
 
plants were collected from unaltered stands
 
which had recovered from past fires. Such
 
plants are representative of growth after
 
crown closure and competition for light and
 
water.
 

Prior to actual harvest of each plant
 
the following observations and measurements
 
were made:
 

1. 	 plant height (cm)
 

2. 	 plant crown diameter (cm)
 

3. height at maximum diameter (cm)
 

4. 	 plant type (seedling or sprout)
 

5. 	 tally of basal stems by diameter
 
classes
 

Height represents the average total plant
 
height. Diameter represents the average of
 
the maximum crown diameter and the crown
 
diameter taken at a right angle to it. The
 
variable height at maximum diameter is the
 
height at which maximum diameter occurs.
 
Plant type was determined by observing plant
 
species and the presence or absence of a well
 
developed root crown and/or standing dead
 
stems left over from the last fire. The
 
number and diameter of basal stems may give
 
some indication of plant vigor prior to the
 
last disturbance and account for an appreci
able amount of plant biomass (Peek 1970;
 
Brown 1976). All basal diameters were taken
 
at ground level or immediately above the root
 
crown. The four basal stem diameter classes
 
were:
 

SPROUT 0.0 - 0.5 cm
 

SPROUT2 0.6 - 1.0 cm
 

SPROUT3 1.1 - 2.5 cm 

SPROUT4 > 2.5 cm
 

Actual harvesting consisted of cutting

plants off at the ground level or immediately

above the root crown. This material was
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placed in labeled plastic bags for transport used in fuelbreak regrowth inventory by the
 
back to the laboratory. In certain cases 
 U.S. Forest Service. Lyons (1968), Bentley

exceptionally large plants were subsampled by and others (1970), Peek (1970), and Burk and
 
cutting, and bagging a representative portion Dick-Peddie (1973) all have used volume-type

of the plant. This portion was immediately measures to estimate vegetation biomass and
 
weighted in the field, 
as was the remainder production.
 
of the plant. In this way the percentage of
 
the total plant weight actually sampled and Least-squares regression techniques were
 
processed could be obtained and corrected 
 employed to analyze the relationship of
 
for. For all plants, age was determined by dependent variables 
(plant biomass) with the
 
growth-ring 
counts and fire history or fuel measured, tallied, or computed independent

manipulation information, 
 variables. A list of such variables follows:
 

In the laboratory each plant was cali
pered, clipped, and sorted into fuel diameter 
 Total Plant Weight (kg)
 
classes (table 1). Live and dead materials
 
were distinguished visually and sorted. 
 Total Live Weight (kg)
 
These materials were then dried to constant
 
weight in a forced-air oven at 650 C. 
 Weight of Fuels < 1.0 cm-diameter (kg)
 

Weight of Fuels > 1.0 cm diameter (kg)
 
Table 1--Fuel-type diameter classes.
 

Total plant weight (WeightT) is the total
CLASS TY IA T RANGE oven-dry weight of a plant found by summing 
cm up all fuel classes. Total live weight
 

1 live leaves 	 (WeightG) it the total oven-dry weight found
 
by summing up all odd numbered fuel classes.
2 dead leaves 	 The weight of fuels less than 
or equal to 1
 

3 live 0.0-0.5 cm in diameter (Light) is the sum' of fuel
 
classes 1 through 6. These light fuels are
4 dead 0.0-0.5 generally consumed by wildfires of any inten

5 live 0.6-1.0 	 sity. The weight of fuels greater than 1 cm

in diameter (Heavy) 
is the sum of fuel 

6 dead 0.6-1.0 classes 7 through 10. Heavy fuels of this
 
size are often not consumed in fast moving7 live 1.1-2.5 chaparral fires.
 

8 dead 1.1-2.5 

9 live >2.5 
Table 2--Generated independent variables. 

10 dead >2.5 

VARIABLE 	 COMPONENTS
 

2
 
COVER COVER = PI x (DIA/2)


Five additional independent variables PVOLI PVOL1 = /3 x PI (DIA/2) 2 x HTAXD
 
were 
cteated using the plant measurements of
 
height (Height), diameter (DIA), and height PVOL2 
 PVOL2 = PVOLI + (4/3 x PI x (HEIGHT 
at maximum diameter (HTMAXD). These gen- 3
HTh x 0.5
 
erated variables are presented in Table 2.
 
COVER represents shrub canopy area computed PVOL3 PVOL3 = 4/3 x PI 
x (DIA/2)3 
as the area of a circle. It is essentially 
the vertical projection of the canopy edge USFSVOL USFSVOL - DIA 2 x HEIGHT
 
down to the ground surface. PVOLI represents
 
the volume of a right cone utilizing the
 
HTMAXD as the cone height with a base diame
ter equal to DIA. PVOL2 is a volume formed
 
by the addition of PVOL1 to one-half the
 
volume of a sphere 
with a radius equal to Variables were first run one on one.
 
Height-HTMAXD. PVOL3 is the volume 
of a Then each dependent variable was run against
sphere with diameter equal to DIA. USFSVOL an appropriate set of independent variables 
is a cubic shaped volume equal to DIA squared in stepwise fashion. 
times Height. This variable approximates 
length x width x height volumes frequently 
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RESULTS
 

Simple Linear Regression Table 3a--Predictive equations resulting from
 
stepwise regression.
 

In general linear plant measurements did sticiill *. o ,9 iR2,7 - set
 

not account for a significant amount of vari- ADFA ,- .061.4.728 PVOL2 . .794 POUT4 .9469 .2139
 

ation in plant biomass. The poorest indivi- ASP .92-0.26 VLI -1.794 SPROUT, .995 .1069
 

dual measurement was height at maximum diame- ACL, Y. .9,,.863 PVOL, .. 715 SPOUT, .9179 .416
 

ter. Diameter was the best predictive linear CCOv Y. -. ,,,,).6 PVOLI .. 210 SO1 . .0.02 .672
 

measurement in terms 
 of the regression coef- CEo2 Y. -. 96,73.110 PVOI, .o507 .1413

ficient. Height, while accounting for tF^A V- -.1.23b ,reL7 
 .426 .2552

biomass at early ages, failed to account for CD i. . PvOL2-.)40 SIPOUT, .1244 ,.5977

the stem increment growth once maximum height
 
had been reached. Y• %,ICTC (9
 

ArFA 0. .V ,2.. PVL2 -.935 SP OUT4 .1,J2 .1994 

Cover or crown area offers great promise AtCS Y. .170.9.70S PVOL,-1.742 SPROUT4 .9986 .0586 
as a single, easily measured variable. APGL, Y. .520-1.746 P00L, -. 704 01T074 .9,74 .41,9
 

Depending on the plant species involved it CfoV Y--,..7 N I .. 21U0110,. ... 52 .640
 
alone accounted for from 30 to 95 percent of 
 Y .11 PV077 .8625 .$?a]
the total biomass variation. EPFA. ,. .194777.509 VO, .9216 .239 

C:tO' Y. -7.O77.7.9,0 PVOL2,.,,4 7PROUT7 .9096 7.0929 
The generated volumes were clearly
 

better than linear measurements for estimat-
 ! ,lVi.m? a o ,., take, from Sol] Consevation 15,

ing all dependent variables examined. Each ! A .. d..I.d for tlrn.,
2'. pl-.0d of mnd.p"n
plant species can be associated with a gen- d'l -rbo. -n 1..o.t- -. i- ..
 
erated volume shape that best accounts for
 
its total above ground biomass:
 

Chamise PVOL2 (R2 = .90)
 

Red shanks PVOL2 (R2 = .98)
 

Eastwood manzanita PVOL3 (R2 = .90) Table 3b--Predictive equations resulting from
 
stepwise regression.
 

Cupleaf ceanothus USFSVOL (R2 = .66) 
 .... 99,0C710FOLIATION
 -

,PC.LI, Y . LIGHT 4hgQI N211 Stel
 

(R2Mt. mahogany PVOL1 = .85) AFA Y. .54.1,.073 PV72 .. 742 S71o4 .,72, .2511
 
ACSP V. -. 216..710 L0?0VCL -. 621 SPROt# . .9121 .1165 

(H2 .069 S,6O7TCalif. buckwheat PVOL1 .94) A907. 7- .65-2.24 PVO, .657 .4490 

( 2Ry .*.; Pv07.I7.763 sP017 * .. 2o .JS91Scrub oak USFSVOL ( 2 
= SP".199.80) 590072 7.675 0,904 

CrH02 Y- -.27 971 01VOL, .4914 .4712 

L99A2 Y" -. 152 10.500 9OLI *.052 5 POUT7 .914) .M5 

00u0 Y- -. 44441.711 PVOL, 7.261 SPROUT) .8447 ,.197 

Stepwise Linear Regression
 

A6FA t- -.056-.270 'VOL *.071 SP OUT .9039 .17%9 

corn- AS1 V- -. 19C..2 MIMI 7.162 079001T9 .SVSB .094The stepwise regression analysis . PVOL I -.744I.T -.31 2 S P P O U 7 4 * .9 6 9 8 .09 5 4

bined the plant volumes and basal sprout tal- .oa 19o0,
lies. Linear measurements were not used in CECv . -. 1,,..7 P51o .790 .249
this analysis to maintain independence among Cr902 Y- -.701.5.299 PVO, .409, .7467 

the "independent" variables. The results can EP,,2 V. -. 108.1.710 P007. .,16 .05 9
be seen in table 3a and 3b. ouu . . .table All .2214 5 0. -. 109 7790U72 .941 .441 
predictive equations accounted for statisti- - 7, I,,, 
cally significant (0.05 level) amounts of vic.(79717.
variation in the dependent variables. !/A, 02.. Present.d .,. adjusted for th. n.. of indepen

dent variables In the *q..tjon anM sample e7se. 
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Total Weight and Total Green Weight LITERATURE CITED
 

Chamise and red shanks have negative 

coefficients for SPROUT4 in their predictive 

equations. This is puzzling since it implies 

that a plant with volume X and no large basal 

sprouts would have greater biomass than one 

of volume X and a number of basal sprouts 

greater than 2.5 cm in diameter. Perhaps
 
such species become decadent by the time 

basal sprouts reach this size and the 

individual's biomass is actually decreasing 

through the loss of smaller basal sprouts, 

twigs, and foliage. 


Light and Heavy Fuels 


In relation to the biomass of fuels 

less than 1.0 em in diameter, chamise and red
 
shanks again display a negative relationship 

with large basal sprouts. This adds plausi-

bility to the previous explanation of these 

negative coefficients. The greater the 

number of large basal sprouts, the less light
 
fuel per plant. For the biomass of fuels 

greater than 1 cm in diameter, except for 

scrub oak, the predictive equations are 

self-explanatory. The more large basal
 
sprouts present, the greater the heavy fuel 

biomass. As for scrub oak, SPROUT2 has a 

negative coefficient. No clear explanation 

for this is evident. 


SUMMARY 


The predictive equations presented offer 

a method for fuel loading assessment. Both
 
total fuel loading and available fuel loading 

can be estimated. These equations are 

species specific and may be area specific, 

The methods used to develop such predictive 

'equations can and should be applied to many 


other chaparral areas. 


The equations presented will allow rapid 

inventory of vegetation regrowth following 

fuel manipulation or wildfire. Additionally, 

net above ground biomass production can be 

estimated through repeated measurement of
 

individuals over time. 


This research was supported in part by 

the University of California, Water Resources 

Center, Project UCAL-WRC-W-490. 
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DECOMPOSITION IN CHAPARRALV!
 

Lin Yeilding?-/
 

Decomposition rates were measured by a polyester bag
 
technique. Rates in percent weight loss are compared for
 
three species, seven fuel classes (foliar and woody stem
 
diameter classes), and three positions (buried, surface and
 
aerial). Differences in rates were shown for species,
 
between foliar and woody fuel classes and position. Analysis
 
of initial nutrient content showed differences between fuel
 
classes but not species. The variables then that are
 
responsible for decomposition rates are probably multiple,
 
including nutrients as well as environmental factors.
 

Key words: chaparral, decomposition, nutrients, fire,
 
fuel manipulation
 

INTRODUCTION 


Despite our best fire prevention and 

suppression efforts, California chaparral 

wildfires will continue to occur when the 

combinations of dry weather, low fuel mois-

ture and high fuel load unite, 


Wildfires do great social damage, but
 
not necessarily ecological damage. Fires are 

a necessary and healthy part of a chaparral 

ecosystem (Hanes 1971). As long as people 

continue to settle in these areas, wildfires 

as a social problem will continue to exist, 


A manager dealing with this problem 

finds himself/herself constrained by social, 

economic, ecological and managerial systems, 

Soclo-economic constraints are clearly set by 

public opinion and costs. On the other hand, 


/Presented at the Symposium on Environ-

mental Consequences of Fire and Fuel 

Management in Mediterranean Ecosystems, 

Palo Alto, Calif. Aug. 1-5, 1977. 


?-/Research Associate, Univ. of Calif., on 

cooperative agreement with the Pacific 

Southwest Forest and Range Experiment
 
Station, P.O. Box 245, Berkeley, Calif. 

94701, U.S.A. 


we know little about the ecology of chaparral
 
and how it is affected by managemenf. How can
 
managers deal with the problem with this
 
information void in the total system? Thus,
 
we need to have a better understanding of the
 
biological system; how it interacts with
 
weather and other abiotic factors to produce
 
fires and how to manage it, and do so within
 
the socio-economic restrictions.
 

Major missing links in our understand
ing of the total chaparral ecosystem are
 
decomposition and nutrient cycles. These
 
processes have been well studied in other
 
vegetation types by Bocock et al. (1961),
 
Gilbert and Bocock (1960), Witkamp (1966),
 
Broadfoot and Pierre (1939), Jenny e. Al.
 
(1949), and Gosz _Qtal. (1973). However, in
 
chaparral our information is limited. Kit
tredge (1955) studied biomass dynamics of
 
chaparral types at San Dimas Experimental
 
Forest and calculated decomposition rates as
 
the difference between annual accumulation
 
and total accumulation of litter. He did not
 
measure decomposition directly, however. Much
 
research work has been devoted to decomposi
tion of woody plant materials (Allison and
 
Klein 1961; Agee Q al. 1973) but not to 
chaparral woody material specifically. 

Nutrient additions by fire and the
 
nutrient content in chaparral- soils and
 

differences in dynamics of unburned and
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burned areas have been studied by Christensen 

and Muller (1975). Specht (1969) compared

nutrient uptake of chaparral species with 

vegetation brush types in different parts of 

the world. Zinke (1969) studied nitrogen

budgets of chaparral with lysimeters. Trac-

ing nutrient changes with decomposition has 

only been studied in other vegetation types

(Burges 1956; and Gosz t_ al. 1973), 


Thus, a project was funded by the Water 

Resources Center and the Agricultural Experi
ment Station of the University of California 

to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the 

fuel dynamics of major chapaicral species. The 

study area chosen for the project was the 

C.R.E.A.M. ducnonstration area in San Diego 

County, Cali ornia, which is representative 

of the chatu,se-chaparral type of southern 
California and also site of the disastrous 
Laguna Fire of 1970. 

The objective of my part of the project 

was to determine decomposition rates and to 

monitor nutrient and gross energy changes 

with decomposition. 


METHODS 


A modification of the standard nylon bag 

technique was used, where the plant material 

to be decomposed is contained in nylon bags 

inert to the decomposition process. 


The bags used were made of a one hundred 
percent polyester material since polyester is 
inert like nylon but is less susceptible to 
deterioration by ultra violet sunlight. The 
mesh size of the bags was fine, similar to a 
60 mesh screen. A discussion of the Impor-
tance of mesh size in bag sutudies can be 
found in the literature (Suffling and Smith 
1970; Gilbert and Bocock 1960). The small 
mesh size was chosen in order to minimize 
spillage, but still allow penetration by
moisture, air and microorganisms. The bags 
were about 15 cm square, made by doubling 

over a strip of fabric and sewing the two 

sides.
 

Ceanothus g . The following fuel
 
classes, similar to Countryman's (1970) fuel
 
classes were studied for each of the species:
 
foliage, live and dead stems less than .5cm
 
in diameter, live and dead stems .6 to 
1.0 cm
 
in diameter and live and dead stems 1.1 
to
2.5 cm in diameter.
 

Plant material was placed in bags indi
vidually and the exact weights determined.
 
The open ends of the bags were sewn shut.
 

In addition to the species and fuel
 
classes three positions were studied: buried,
 
surface and aerial. The buried position
 
simulated both natural burial of plant

material by litter fall, but also mechanical
 
burial by fuel manipulations, such as brush
 
raking or chaining. The aerial position simu
lated standing aerial fuels in the shrub
 
canopy.
 

Sites were established for each species,
 
representative of typical stands where indi
vidual species were abundant. The bags were
 
arranged randomly in plots for each collec
tion period. Buried bags were placed 6 cm
 
below the soil surface. Surface bags were
 
secured .i the soil surface. The aerial bags
 
were tiEo in the shrub canopy at least 20 cm
 
above the soil surface.
 

All possible combinations of species,
 
fuel class and position were used and repli
cated five times, forming a complete random-

Ized design.
 

A set of bags were collected after six
 
months. The bags were brought to the labora
tory and dried at 650C and weighed. Subsam
ples of each type of species-fuel class com
bination had been taken at 
the time the bags
 
were originally prepared to determine the
 
moisture and ash content before decomposi
tion.
 

After weighing, each bag was opened and
 
the plant material was removed and ground to
 
pass a 30 mesh screen. Each empty bag was
 
reweighed, and this weight subtracted from
 
the total weight.
 

The substrate to be decomposed was plant 

material of different chaparral species and
 
different diameter fuel classes. Several 

plants were selected randomly in the field 

for each species. Each plant was then 

separated into the different fuel classes and 

then all the plants were combined within each 

fuel class for each species. The species 

studied were: AmgL (scrub oak), 


fasciculatum (chamise) and 


Final disappearance rates were expressed

in percent dry, ash-free weight loss.
 

Each ground sample, along with subsam
ples from the undecomposed samples were then
 
analyzed for nutrient content. Nitrogen was
 
determined by the Kjeldahl method (Chapman

and Pratt 1961). Phosphorus was wet digested
 
with a mixture of perchloric and nitric
 
acids, and analyzed by colorimetry with a DU
 
spectrophotometer (Johnson and Ulrich 1951
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and Chapman and Pratt 1961). Calcium was wet Table 1--Mean decomposition rates and statis
digested and analyzed with an atomic absorp- tics In percent weight loss for O.
 
tion spectrophotometer (Varian Techtron dumosa by fuel class and position.
 
1972). Energy was determined by bomb
 
calorimetry (Parr Instrument Co. 1975). The ,aels,, ,rI, I Iruo,,o. 6.:,z
 

______ lUAN STDDES. X MU0M STD.DEV. 8 87068 000.D[8. 87
nutrients were expressed in percent and o0. 2. 5 9.7 3.57 5 1. 0.60 5 
energy in calories. 126 m. _.e. 30.78 1 2.97 5 ,9.70 3.57 5 17.0 2.60 , .l ]7 !2 2 17.41 .8] 3 

18OI . o86,58 1,0. 21.1? .29 2 75.86 2.04 5 

.1,. LT .5 
6 -me 9.29 1.16 5 5.06 :.30 5 2.22 7.88 5 

12 17.66 2.2145 8.60 1.86,ma. 3 7.81" .05 8 
IS SOa. 21.38 3.71 5 8.36 .97 2 5.78 2.88 5

RESULTS 28 .. 28.85 2.08 8 	 0. 0. 0 11.87 3.72 8 
Dead 1.T .5 6 D . 9.2 .63 8 8.58 .88 5 2.69 .97 5 

12 Ame. .09 2 9.20 1.76 5 .88 825.22 	 9.36 
78.... 22.92 2.18 8 22.58 0.0 6.31 .58

The appearance of the bags when col- 28a. 3,.52 5.28 3 0. 0. 0 9.85 5.20 2 
L1-.6-1 0.0 0

lected from the field showed different types ,2 ma. j 72.92 3.32 3 52, ,.0, 8.7 2.38 , 
28i... 27.35 8.87 3 8.72 3.05 3 6.37 7.95 5of biological activity. There were visible Dead.6-,•0

differences in the three positions studied. , .67 5.21 5 1.93V2.. 12. 0 8 1.73 8.08 5
 
28 [38.70 .6.26 3 6.63 0. 1 7.87 1.96 8
 

Increasing evidence of biological degradation 72 =me• 18.58 8.38 8i
L.,.L.,-2• 6.2 1.87 3 9.37 .53 8i 

was observed throughout the time of the .. 26.2 3.05 o. . 0 8.83 7.28 8 

study. Diffcrcnt types of fungal growths and Dad . 7 3.0: 5 5.'6 1 1 8.38 5.5" 1 
arimal irvcrtebrate activity were noted. Some 28. 27.2 8.78 8 9.63 0. 76.78 2.96 8 
7cneral observations will b r.(tcd h(rc. 

Buried bags showed the most biological Table 2--Mean decomposition rates and statis
activity. They were impregnated with fungal tics in percent weight loss for A. fas
growth, and the substrate was dark and humic ciculatum by fuel class and position. 
in appearance after six months. Surface bags 
had fungal growths and dark coloration but to r.I cla,., ,a.. 7 surre 

a lesser degree than the buried bags. The oI.g ... MEAN X MI S.. 0 M- S. 9 

aerial bags, on the other hand, showed little 6=.. 2m8.78 7.37 8 77.99 '.92 3 8.58 2.62 5
2 . 37.38 2.07 8 77.80 2.28 2 8.38 1.63 9

evidence 	 of fungal attack even after two 782... 88.27 .59 5 79.0 '.5 5 9.90 5.89 5 
L1,. 1 .5years. Weathering was evident, however, in 6.1. ' 5 .0 5 8.57 ;.067.61 	 3the aerial bags. The foliar samples. were 	 12 . 7.8 6.8 0. . 0 3.56 5.08 5

7e =m.. 77.58and into smaller pieces. 08.828.... 26.98 3.,6
1. 85 6.899.95 7.0 5 5.73 '.12 Sbrown broken The 	 3.18 2 70.05 ,.64L7 .5 

woody samples generally had the bark stripped 6... 8.22=e-2 '6.:' 5.,., 3 -.O 10 '.06 05 .2.8-. '.77 5. l 2from the stem and the stems were cracked and 2 Am. ,6.82 .75 3 70. 0 . .23 5 
'8a . 88 6.221 5 77.10 78.08 3 13.73 8.56 5brittle. 28m*. 27.0' 8.00 0. 0. 0 -2.3 9.6? 7 

L1,.8 _.0 
12 =m . 9.83 '.07 8 -. 87 '.29 5 2.95 2.76 5 

2 =J 97 a .9go 7,i .9 3 3.60 2,-2 3
The species appearing to show the most De2d.6 7. 7 . 

evidence of biological activity in decreasing 28 .... '9.77.98 A 7.75.52 '.28 98 2.70 7.79.88,2-:. '0.82 2 5.36 5[23.78i 	 6.58
,-_..5	 TS 

order were f . gredggt and A. fasci ulatum. Lt.....1 2 

'2 	 . 6.05 2.92 8 '.65 '.77 5 2.88 2.08 5dumo. a appeared to rapidly decompose in [75.80 a.07 2 -. .76 2 2.48 2.21 a28.. 	 &8 
the buried position but was resistant in Dea,.t-2.5
121 l 1:.;2 1:76 5 2:.11 1:11 1 2:267 5. 5 
the aerial position. Successive collections 	 24 e. .7' 00. 6.80so 0. 2 ,65 5 
showed increasing signs of biological
 
activity and degradation. In the surface and
aeril hepsitins as poder Table 3--Mean 	decomposition rates and statisood lmos
aerial positions the wood was almost powderti s n pe c t w ig t l s fo C. r g
by the fourth collection, and heavily tc in percent wih osstfor. 
infested with fungus. j by fuel class and position. 

Fu.1 Cl... lure.d Surface ilrw1 8068 0T0.01E. 8 77088 570TD. 8N 7t 0705T.0 . U 

The bags showed some evidence of larger Fo,.. 1T 
6 ma. 38.67 7.35 5 5.93 2.6' 5 7.80 .8212m.. ,.0, 72.80 5 3.05invertebrate presence. Earthworm trails going 	 389 5 3.08 5.75 5 

to _.a. 4l9.99 8.60 4i 12.86 5.99 5 6.47 3.68 
through the bags and holes from the mouth L*,. 8L8T '
 
parts of insects were observed. Termite 7 7.88 4.99 5 .58
6 12.,5 5 '.3' 3.89 5 

'2 iN. 78.88 .98 l 7.39 3.26 9 5.76 2.88 8activity was also noted in some the woody '8.... 3.5 582 . 8 77.08 8.53of S..3 2.06 5 
position. Many bags ",1..79 9.75 8 8.2 3.3 3 1.41 2.70 8samples in the aerial • Dla, LT .5 

had been molested in some way by small main- , .... I4.09 ,.27 5 5.03 7.37 5 3.62 .,2 5 
12 18.77 7.14 5.93 8.83 5 5.52 1.78 5mals, without disturbing the material inside. 	 78. 22:78 ,0.16 5 8.00 2.1 8.69 7.97 5

28 mi. 32.77 8.78 5 '08 '.26 A 8.98 5.78 8 

Li.e .6-1.0 
Mean decomposition rates and their ,2,. 7,.2 2.10 5 6.78 2.,, 5 8.03 7.7 5 

28 a... 28.6A 9.37 8 1.32 5.0 2 5.09 t.35 8
descriptive statistics for the three species Dea,.w 7h26-.*oa. 758l3 8i.57 5 5.8' .78i 8i 8.68 7.07 5 
are shown in tables 1 through 3. 28.... 7.75 .0 5 7.88 0. 7 9.03 .6 8 

72 ma. 8.38 2.806 5 6.57 2.88 5 8i.99 3.86 5 
28sm. 87.77 0. 7 8. 0. 8 3.72 7.68 8i 

88.4 	 7,7.=2.8 
72 ma. 7.23 2.39 8l 2.68 .65 3 3.28 7J.2 9, 
38 soa. 77.88 6.05 8 8. O. 8 2.78 7.29 5 
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Figure I shows means plotted against time for 

Q. dumo.. In general, the foliar samples

decomposed faster than 
the woody samples for 

all positions. Differences in rates of woody

material are more diffcult to distinguish. In 

the buried position live tissue seems to 

decompose less readily than dead. In the 
sur-

face and aerial positions the finer fuels 

(less than .5 cm) decompose slightly faster 

than the heavier fuels. In general, over all 

fuel classes decomposition decreases from 

buried to aerial positions, 


A. fa¢i¢cla_ rates are shown in fig-

ure 2. is the
Foliage again fastest decom-

poser although there is less separation from 

the woody materials in the surface and aerial 

positions. No differences between live and 

dead woody fuels for any position are evi
dent. On the other hand, the fine fuels 

appear to decompose more rapidly than the 
.6 

to 1.0 cm. fuels which decompose faster than 

the heaviest fuels, for all 
positics. In 

the surface and aerial positions for chamise, 


LIVE- 
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statistics 
In percent weight loss 
vs. 


time in months for Q. duos for each 
fuel class: (A) buried position, (B)surface position, (C) aerial posation. 


negative decomposition or weight gain 
was
 
recorded. This may be 
due to heterotrophic

introduction of biomass into the bag.
 

Results for _. gfrggii are graphed in
 
figure 3. Foliage is the fastest decomposer
 
for the buried and surface position, but
 
drops below some 
of the woody materials in
 
the aerial position. In the buried and sur
face positions the woody fine materials seem
 
to decompose faster than the heavier fuels in
 
descending order as with A. fasijylatum. In
 
addition, the dead fuels decompose slightly

faster than the live fuels. In the aerial
 
position, however, the live 
and dead fine
 
fuels decompose faster than 
 the foliar
 
material. The .6 to 
1.0 cm. class decomposes
 
faster than the heavier fuels.
 

In comparing the three species 
 it
 
appears that 
 . grggii is the fastest decom
poser, with A. fasciculatum only slightly
 
slower over 
all. . jo has the slowest
 
overall rates.
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Figure 3--Mean decomposition rates in percent 


weight loss vs. 
time in months for Q. 

gr.eggii for each fuel class: (A) buried 
position, (B) surface position, (C)

aerial position. 
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Initial nutrient and gross energy content are 


shown in a histogram in figure 4, for each 


species and fuel class. Nutrient content 


tends to be a function of both species and 


fuel class, with no one species higher than 


any other for all fuel classes. Comparing 


fuel classes, however, foliage is higher for 


all nutrients, followed by the fine woody 


fuel classes, then the heaviest fuel classes. 


This was true for all species studied. In 


the case of gross energy, L. f£ aulatm is 

higher overall than the other two species. 

Figure 4--Mean initial nutrient content by
 

species and fuel class.
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DISCUSSION
 

Differences in position of surface and
 

buried decomposing litter have been observed
 

by Peevy and Norman (1948),who proposed that.
 

differences in the populations of microorgan

cause. Berg (1975) hypothesized
isms was the 

that wind and sunlight desiccate exposed
 

and thus reduced the decomposition
 

rates he observed.
 

Differences in decomposition rates
 

between species have been found in numerous
 
species. Hayes
 

(1965) showed different rates for different
 

coniferous forest plantations.
 

similar studies of other 


species in 

have shown differ-
Gilbert and Bocock (1960) 


in oak and ash leaf litter. Witkamp
 

(1966) found differences in species decompo

sition at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. On the other
 

hand, Weigert and Murdock (1972) have
 

reported no significant differences in stu

dies on old fields in Michigan. Agee eQt,al..
 

(1973) found no difference in decomposition
 

rates of branch and twig components of
 

eucalyptus litter. Even though different
 

results have been reported in other vegeta

tion types, based on results from this study,
 

there are differences in decomposition rates
 

demonstratable between species for chaparral.
 

In addition, the rates observed seem to be
 

closely tied to fuel class as well, espe

cially between leaf and woody tissues.
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Several possible explanations for this can 

be found in the literature. For example, 

Burges (1968) has discussed differences in 

sequences of fungal attack of decomposing 

litter. Witcamp (1966) compared microbial 

counts of different species of leaf litter
 
and found them to be significantly different
 
and also highly correlated with the different
 
decomposition rates observed. Burges (1968) 

has shown different sequences of organisms
 
associated with branch and cone litter as
 
opposed to leaf material. Thus, it seems 

differences between foliar and woody classes 

and between species are closely tied with the 

type of microbial populations that attack the 

litter. Other explanations of differences in
 
species decomposition could be due to the 

site and the accompanying abiotic factors, 

such as moisture, elevation, soil type and 

exposure. Site differences due to soil type 

have been discussed by Bocock and Gilbert 

(1957), and Bocock -Qt I. (1961). In their 
sutdies of oak, ash and birch leaf decomposi-

tion, they hypothesized that differences 

between different species, and differences 

between the same species on different sites, 

were due to differences in heterotrophic 

activity and soil type. Bleak (1970) has dis-

cussed different moisture and temperature
 
regimes and their effect on decomposition. 

Witkamp (1963) hypothesized that higher 

decomposition rates of some species were due 

to higher moisture content. 


Nutrient content is also proposed to be 

an important influence in the decomposition 

process. Carbon to nutrient ratios are known 

to be an important driving variable in decom-

position. The balance between the carbon sub
strate and the nutrients required by decom-

posing organisms will greatly affect Lne 

decomposition rate (Waksman and Tenney 1927). 

On the other hand, positive correlations 

between nutrient content and decomposition
 
rate can not always be found (Bocock 1963). 

Results from this study seem to show that 

intitial nutrient content is not the only 

variable that explains the differences in 

decomposition rates observed. Initial 

nutrient content could explain the differ-

ences observed betwecn fuel classes, however. 


CONCLUSIONS 


Preliminary results from this study
 
indicate that decomposition rates vary 

according to position, species and fuel 

class, with the most obvious differences 

between positions and fuel classes. The 

explanation for these observed rates is not 


clear. Possible causes include different
 
microorganisms attacking the different sub
strates, which is in turn determined by a
 
complex interaction of nutrient and abiotic
 
factors.
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POSTFIRE VEGETATIONAL RECOVERY, PRODUCTIVITY, AND
 

HERBIVORE UTILIZATION OF A CHAPARRAL-DESERT ECOTONEI /
 

Wallace M. Tratz
 

and
 

Richard J. Vogl 2/
 

Abstract: 
 A canyon and ridge were sampled the year following
 
a July fire in San Diego Co., California. All animal survived
 
to actively use the burn. 
 Of the 20 perennials sampled, 10 were
 
chaparral and 10 
were desert species. Resprouting occurred
 
imrediately and more commonly in the canyon than 
on the ridge.

Recovery was high in chaparral shrubs and desert-wash plants, but
 
low among cacti. Canyon plant producLivity was greater than that
 
on the ridge, with the greatest increases occurring in spring.

Herbaceous plants contributed 64 to 
76% of the year's productivity.

Only 6 to 
8 species were browsed by herbivores which consumed 4 to
 
8% of the available plants.
 

Key words: Postfire, recovery, productivity, herbivore utilization.
 

During July, 1975, the San Ysidro Fire 
 METHODS
 
burned over 4ooo ha of montane chaparral and
 
Colorado Desert scrub vegetation, including 
 Canyon and 
ridge sites were established

portions of Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, 
 to sample the vegetational recovery and herbi-
San Diego Co., California. 
 yore utilization. This was 
done by establish

ing 80 permanent quadrats at each of the two
Because of a concern that this fire 
 sites. Tw.nty of these circular quadrats
destroyed wildlife habitat, particularly that 	 (each 1/40 acre 
in size) were samples in the
of the endangered desert bighorn sheep, and 
 canyon and 20 on the ridge at the ends of each
that little is known about fire and chaparral-
 of the first four seasons following the fire.
desert ecotones, a one-year postburn study was 
 All individuals of each species present in each
conducted in the Penna Springs/Hellhole Canyon 
 quadrat were counted. The resprouts of each
 are,. at about 900 m elevation.3 / 	 perennial species were clipped at ground level
 
and oven-dried at 85'C for 48 hrs. 
 The length
of each sprout was measured, and browsing by
 

_ 
 wildlife was recorded.
 
Presented at the Symposium on Environmental wllf a eodd
 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 
 The herbaceous plant productivity was
M'diterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. 
 determined by clipping at ground level all
Aug. 1-5, 1977. 
 herbaceous plants In 20 quadrats (each 1 m2)
 
2/ 
 in the canyon and 20 on the ridge. This was
 

Graduate Student and Professor of Biology, 
 done in February, just after the peak of annual

Biology Dept., Californn State Univ., Los 
 plant growth, and the clipped plants were oven-

Angeles 90032. 
 dried as above.
 
-/ 
 Percent cover of the perennial plants was
 

and cooperation of Anza-Borrego Desert State 
 ong)ine o n 20 ntepridgeand 0
Park. We acknowledgeWeacknwlegethe help of Bud Getty, 	 long) in the canyon,
Park he hlp f Bu Getyon an adjacent unburned20 onareathe ridge, and 20
taken 1 yr after
 

d
James Locke, Sheena Tratz, Larry Pattin, 	 on aare unburned rea en1iesawer

Walac rat,
Willam Trtz, r.,Wesleyobtained with 20
William Tratz, Wallace Tratz, Sr., Westley 	 circular quadrats, each 1/40
the fire. Unburned shrub densities were
 

Kansor.et, Fred Jee, Craig Petersen, Rusty Vogl, 
 acrein sie Detail ofthrmts are
and Barry Prigge. 	 acre in size. Details of the methods are
presented by Tratz (1977). 
 Nomenclature of
 

plant species follows Munz (1959).
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POSTFIRE ANIMAL MORTALITY 


A total of 90 man-hours were spent during 

daylight hours between 16 Aug. and 4 Sept., 

1975 searching for fire-killed animals, 

Particular attention was paid to unburned 

coverts, large rock piles, dens, and caves 

where animals might have been killed but not 

consumed. Visibility was excellant because 

much of the vegetation was consumed to ground 

level. No dead animals were found during the 

search, including no fresh bones, fur, feathers, 

horns, or skins, with the exception of an un
burned Hereford cow that apparently died after 

breaking her leg trying to escape the fire. 

Concentrations of scavengers were not observed, 

perhaps indicative of the absence of fire 

mortality. Unusual numbers of displaced 

animals were not found in the adjacent un-

burned vegetation. 


But a number of living animals were 

observed on the fresh burn, and all appeared

to be healthy and uninjured despite extremely 

hot postfire weather. Common sightings were 

made of lizards (3 species), ground squirrels 

(2 species), song birds, and coyote tracks and 

scats. Two desert bighorn sheep, a mule deer 

with a large fawn, 8 cottontail rabbits, and 

1 vole were observed on the burn. Numerous 

sheep and deer tracks, and fresh browsing were 

also observed. Three coveys of mountain quail, 

2 coveys of Cambel's quail, 2 burrowing owls, 

1 red-tailed hawk, 1 sparrow hawk, I logger-

head shrike, 8 scrub jays, and 3 hummingbirds 

were counted in addition to the small song 

birds. Several snake tracks were observed in 

the ash, but only 1 king snake was seen. 

Ants were particularly active after the burn. 


Although this desert-chaparral edge 

supported a variety of animals, was part of a 

wildlife refuge, including a refuge for desert 

bighorn sheep, and the fire was often fast
moving and hot, evidence of wild-animal 

mortality was not found, 


VEGETATIONAL RECOVERY 


Resprouting of burned perennial plants
 
commenced almost immediately after the fire in 

the canyon, probably because of ground water, 

but was delayed on the ridge until a series of 

September thundershowers brought moisture, 

Resprouting plants in the cany-n increased 

from 0 at the time of the fire to 377 plants/ 

ha after 2 months, 1,662/ha after 4 months, to 

1,518/ha after 7 months, and finally to 1,765 

plants/ha after 10 months. The decline in 

numbers from 4 to 7 months is considered to 

be a sample variation resulting from the 

heterogeneous nature of the ecotone vegetation. 


On the ridge, there were only 10 resprouting
 
plants/ha after 2 months, 422/ha after 4
 
months, 552/ha after 7 months, and 625 plants/
 
ha after 10 months. Both sites had their
 
greatest recovery from 2 to 4 months after the
 
fire, with 66% (ridge) to 73% (canyon) of the
 
year's total returned by then. By the end of
 
the year, the canyon contained more than double
 
the number of recovered perennials than the
 
ridge, even though up to 1 m of canyon soil
 
was removed in places by the September flash
 
floods.
 

Postfire recovery responses varied with
 
the season, site, and the 20 species of
 
resprouting perennials sampled. Eriodictyon
 
trichocalyx, Quercus dumosa, Rhus ovata, and
 
Acacia greggii had the highest densities in
 
the canyon, and Encelia vir inensis, Rhus
 
ovata, and Quercus dumosa were most common on
 

the ridge. In the canyon, 82% of the re
covering plants were primarily chaparral
 
components, and 18% were more characteristic
 
of desert areas. On the ridge, 40% were
 
chaparral representatives, and 60% were desert
 
types. Of the 20 perennial species sampled,
 
10 were chaparral and 10 were desert species.
 
The surprising thing was that Acacia greggii,
 
Chilopsis linearis, Hymenoclea salsola,
 
Encelia virginensis, Prunus fasciculata, P.
 
fremontii, Yucca schidigera, Opuntia basilaris,
 
O. acanthocarpa, and Echinocereus engelmannii,
 
which occur primarily in the desert, recovered
 
from the fire by resprouting just like typical
 
chaparral shrubs. The multiple-stem or
 
coppiced growth forms of such desert species
 
as Chilopsis linearis, Acacia greggii Yucca
 
schidigera, and others were observed to be a
 
response to fire, a relationship that had not
 

previously been made because of the relative
 
infrequent nature of fire or other similar
 
disturbances on the desert and the paucity
 
of ecotonal studies.
 

Specific species responses, by season and
 
habitat location, are presented in Tratz (1977).
 

Two noteworthy species are the ferns,
 
Cheilanthes covillei and Pellaea mucronata,

which resprouted from charred rhizomes shortly
 

after the fire.
 

Since prefire studies were not made,
 
precise data on the recovery of the various
 
species could not be obtained. Estimates of
 
recovery were made fur the commo. species from
 
field counts and observations. -he poorest
 
recovery in the canyon was displayed by
 
Opuntia acanthocarpa, with only about 25%
 
resprouting. Estimates of cacti should be
 
fairly accurate, since it is unlikely that
 
these stein succulents would be completely
 
consumed by fire. Mcrc than 75% of Prunus
 
fremontii, Ribes quercetorum, and R. malvaceum
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were estimated to resprout. The common canyon 

species, whether they were typical chaparral 

shrubs or desert-wash phreatophytes, had 

between 90 and 100% recovery, 


Echinocereus engelmannii had the poorest 

estimated recovery of 10% on the ridge, 

About 25% of Opuntia acanthocarpa and 50% of 

0. basilaris on the ridge were observed to 

survive. Cercocarpus betuloides plants had 

about 75% recovery, while Encelia virginensis 
had a somewhat better survival. Encelia 
commonly burned to ground level making it
 
difficult to locate dead individuals. Yucca
 
whipplei appeared to have about 75% 
recovery, 

while more than 90% of the Y. schidigera on
 
the ridge resprouted. Many of the Y. whiaplei 

individuals might have been dead before the 

fire, since these plants normally die after 

flowering, thereby exaggerating the fire 

mortality estimates. The common species 
on
 
the ridge, such as Rhus ovata and Quercus 

dumosa, had an estimated 90 to 100% recovery. 

Overall mortality was about twice as high on 

the ridge as in the canyon, and was mainly 

produced by the poor survival of cacti and 

the reduction of Cercocarpus and Encelia 

numbers, possibly because the fire was hotter 

on the ridge. 


By the end of the first year, about 10% 

of the canyon and 5% of the ridge were covered 

with perennial plant growth, as opposed to a 

25% cover obtained on an adjacent site un-

was not measured, 

wrnot mthe 


burned for 18 years.but Herbaceouswas more abundantplant coveron the 


The common Eriogonum fasciculatum (1,394/ 

ha) and Lotus scoparius (845/ha), and uncommon
 
Arctostaphylos glauca (5/ha) and Juniperus 

california (5/ha), along with two other species, 

comprised 14% of the unburned perennial cover, 

These species are incapable of resprouting 

after fire and were beginning to reappear as 

seedlings on the burn. Haplopappus 

linearifolius and Salvia apiana were also 

found reinvading the burn as seedlings, along 

with resprouts. Ceanothus crassifolius, 

which was not settled in the unburned area, 

was returning in large nunbers by way of 

persistent seeds on the burned ridge. 


When the recovering plants are compared 

to the unburned areas and the preburn vegeta-

tional compositions, it appears as if this 

ecotone is fairly stable. 
 For a few postfire 

years, some species fluxuate in numbers, with
 
such species as Eriodictyon trichocalyx

increasing to over 1,000 shrubs/ha from 
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scattered individuals and dormant root
 
systems, and with the dormant seeds of 
the
 
short-lived Ceanothus crassifolius producing
 
numerous seedlings, to cacti that 
are
 
temporarily reduced by fire. 
 But in general,

the dominant species present have all quickly
 
returned, or are 
in the process of regaining
 
their former stature, with the desert and
 
chaparral components of this ecotone not
 
significantly decreasing or increasing in
 
numbers.
 

POSTFIRE PERENNIAL PRODUCTIVITY
 

The above-ground productivity of the
 
resprouting perennials was determined at the
 
end of summer, fall, winter, and spring
 
following the July fire.
 

Regrowth in the canyon produced 2,688 g/ha
 
2 months after the fire, increased to 88,179
 
g/ha after 4 months, decreased to 82,330 g/ha
 
after 7 months, and then increased to 303,437
 
g/ha by the end of the year. Ridge productivity
 
was 52 g/ha after 2 months, which increased to
 
12,814 g/ha after 4 months, with a decrease to
 
10,288 g/ha after 7 months, and then an
 
increase to 
99,824 g/ha after 10 months. The
 
declines in growth at the end of the winter
s a o e e d e t h e i u u 
 a u e o
season were due to the deciduous nature of
 
Acacia LgRii and Chilopsis linearis, and
 
foliage losses and growth suppression of other
 
species due to a November blizzard, frequent
 

fotadcl temperatures.
frosts, and cold 
 eprtrs Recovery on
eoeyo
 
ridge was slower than in the canyon, with
the greatest increases in yields occurring in
 

both sites during the warm spring months
 
following the winter precipitation.
 

In the canyon, of the 17 perennial
 
species present, 74% of the total yields were
 
contributed by chaparral species, particularly
 
Rhus ovata (42%), Quercus dumosa (19%), and
 
Eriodictyon trichocalyx (9%), 
and 26% by
 
dedert species. On the ridge, of the 16
 
species present, 68% of the productivity was
 
contributed by chaparral species, particularly
 
Rhus ovata (42%), Quercus dumosa (20%),

Cercocarpus betuloides (16%), and Yucca
 
whipplei 
(10%), and 32% by desert species.
 
The two most productive species in both areas
 
were Rhus ovata and Quercus dumosa. Species

with high numbers of resprouts per plant, which
contributed to individual productivity, were
 
Acacia greggii, Chilopsis linearis, Rhus ovate
 t
 
Quercus dumosa, Yucca schidegera, and Y.
 
whipplei (Tratz 1977).
 

HERBACEOUS PLANT PRODUCTIVITY
 

The above-ground yields of herbaceous
 



plants during the first year following fire 

were higher in the canyon (539,000 g/ha) than
 
on the ridge (320,700 g/ha). When the total
 
year's yields of perennials are compared to 

those of the herbs, herbs contributed a 

surprising 64% of the combined total of 

842,437 g/ha in the canyon, and 76% of the 


total of 420,524 g/ha on the ridge. In other 

words, the annual herb productivity was almost 

2, to 3 times that of the perennial plants. 

Mass germination of herbaceous plants 


started in September, 2 weeks after the first 


rain, and reached maximum growth by mid-winter. 


Some of the first species to appear and flower 
were Erodium circutirium, Calvptridium 

monandruim, Boerhaavia wrightil, Amaranthus 
fimbriatus, Pectis paps, Cryptanthia sp.,f n 
Bromus rubens. Later species to appear were 

Emmenathe penduliflora, Lavia glandulosa, 
Erlophyllum wallacel, Amsinckia intermedia, 

Lotus tomentellus, Salvia columbariae,
 
Sphaeralcea amhipta, Chorizanthe fimbriata, 

Erioonum davidsonii, Oenothera caespitosa, 
Eriastrum diffisum, Phacelia ramosissima, 
Tauschia arguta, and Euphorbia setiloba. 

These species represent typical desert and 

chaparral winter annuals as well as fire 

followers. Although herb growth varies from 
year to year and burn to burn, its occurrence 

in this study provided a rapid-returning soil 
cover, erosion control, and wildlife foods and 

cover. 


HERBIVORE UTILIZATION 

The amount of each perennial plant species 

consumed by herbivores was calculated by 
moumedyng theb es wasght c ue ofsproplantsd by 
multiplying the mean weilght per cm of sprout 
by the mean difference in lengths between thte 
browsed and unbrowsed sprouts, and b the total 
number of sprouts browsed. The plant materials 
consumed by wildlife are rsteimyed under-
estimates because some stems may have been 
eaten to ground level and missed, and other 
Urowsed stems may have recovered to full 
length by sample time. 

Only 8 of the 20 species sampled in 


the canyon possessed evidence of browsing 
(Table 1). The most important of these were 
(Tber , Yuporan andtouched.I).aTia, Ros, oheswere
Quru, Acacia_ Rin,__s, shdirera, and, Yucca 

Chilopsis. Herbivore uttilization of' these 

species varied from season to season, with 
the greatest amounts consumed tn the fall. 
At that time, Qiercus and Acacia were 
preferred, but their utilization declined as 
Quercus leaves and stems became tough, and 
Acacia spines Acacahardened.sinesharenedRhs, Chilopsis,C~losisandRhos, and 
Hymenoclea reached their peak consumptions in
winter in tie ranyon. Yiicca s¢chidigera and 
witeri n the anyon. Yuca sher andridge 

herbivores in the spring (table. 1). 

Table 1--Amounts of canyon and ridge perennial
 
shrubs consumed by herbivores.
 

CANYON 
SEASON OF SAMPLE SJMMR IFALL IWINTER ISPRING 
MONTES AFTER FIRE 2 4 ._ 7 _ I_ 
SPECIES grams per hectare 
Rhus ovata 27 

Ouercus d imosa 0 
Acacia isi 3 

Chilopsis lsnearis 14Hvmenorlea salsnla O 

trichocalvx + 

Ribes ouercetorum 0 
ie tecrri

Yucca schidi2era 2 

12 remaining species 0 

1 i 
Total 146 


175 795 175
 

6,385 1,437 178
 
1,189 974 245
 

100 152 83

3 24 31 

8 + 18 
0 1 0 

115 22 403
 
0 0 0
 

7,975 3,405 1,133
 

RIDGE 
Rhus ovata 0 2,61 2,502 702 
Quercus dumosa 0 1,048 678 76 
Auccia reroii 0 9 69 + 

Aca _ 6 
C er u s 

betuloideuYucca schidiigera 00 0178 ++ 310 
-Pellaea mucronata 0 1 0 0 

Optntia basilaris 0 0 0 15 
14 remaining 
Total 

speciesJ 0 
0 

0 
3,927 

0 
3,249 

0 
806 

On the ridge, only 6 of the 20 sampled 
species were browsed. Because of the delayed 
response of recovery on the dry ridge, browse
 

were generally unavailable 2 months
 
after the fire, as opposed to the canyon 
where they were almost immediately available 
and eaten. Rhus and Quercus were most heavily 
used in the fall on the ridge, with Rhus 
continuing to be the most important food for
 
deer, desert bighorn sheep, and rabbits in the
 
winter.
 

The low number of plant species uised by 

mammals in the canyon and ridge is perhaps 

indicative of adequate amounts of preferred 
plant species. Less desirable plants were not
 

Larger amounts of perennial plants 

were consumed in the canyon (12,559 g/ha) than 
on the ridge (7,982 g/ha), both season by 

onhe de (,8 entibe eaob 

When the consumed sprouts are compared to 
the total plant yields available, it is 

apparentfor that was browse of availablewidlife. adequateThis true wasthe canyon 
frwhding all sas ut ot fo
growth during all seaons, but not for the 

until the fall rains stimulated regrowth.
 

were most heavily used by 4Eriodictyon 
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In the canyon, 2% of the total available plant
 
productivity was 
used in the summer, 9% in
 
fall, 4% in winter, and 0.4' in spring, fror a 
year's total of only 4%. On the ridge, 8% of 
the total available growth was eaten during 
the year, with 31" of the fall, 32% of the 
winter, and 0.8% of 
the spring productivity
 
being consumed. Apparently, increases in
 
herbaceous plants, the addition of seedlings,

and the hardening of shrub resprouts alleviated 
much of the browsing by spring.
 

These results, as well as direct observa
tions, indicated that a number of herbivores
 
were present and remained in the burned area,
 
and that recvoerint: shrubs provided adequate
 
food for them, even during the first months
 
after the fire. The key to the rapid re
cover., of plant foods was the presence of
 
canyon-bottom plants or phreatophytes in
 
contact with underground water. It appears

that the herbivores of this ecotone were able
 
to cope with the fire, adjusting to it, as
 
their progenitors have undoubtedly done count
less times hefore, responding to the burned
 
landscape as a part of the vegetation cycle.
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A POLICY-ORIENTED SIMULATION MODEL
 

OF DEBRIS PRODUCTION FROM A
 

-/
OAPARRAL-COVERED WATERSHED
 

2
 
Thomas 
I.Bonnicksen


Abstract: A policy-oriented computer simulation model was 
developed for estimating the cumulative volume of debris pro
duced, in cu. yds./sq, mi., from 0.1 square mile water
sheds along the southern flank of the Central San Gabriel 
Mountains. The model was constructed with a mathematical 
expectation formula that uses input data computed from equations
fitted to nonogram curves from Ferrel 1's (1959) Report on Debris 
Reduction Studies for .ountain Watersheds. The computer model 
was used to evaluate the physical consequences associated with 
applying different fire management policies to these watersheds, 
including leaving them unburned, burning them on 15- and 25
year rotations and allowing each hatershed to be burned in its
 
entirety once in 50 years, and once every 20 years. The 
political implications of the simulation rest lts were evaluated 
with a conceptual model that uses the resources people claim 
to link interest-groups to part iculIar successional stages in 
brushl and watersheds. 

Key words: fire management policy, debris production, 
computer simulation, fire and fuel management. 

INTRODUCT ION
 

I/ Presented at the Symposium on Environ- Purpose of the Study
mental Consequences of Fire and Fuel Manage
ment in Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Computer models of biophysical processes

Cal if. Aug. 1-5, 1977. The research are usually designed to either probe natural
 
leading to this report was supported by the phenomena to increase our understanding of 
ODFFCIE OF WATIER RESIEAROI AND TECHlNOILOGY, USDI, their behavior. or to assist in making
under the allotment program of Publ ic Law technical decisions about management practices.

88-379, as amended, and by the Iniversity of Rarely, if ever, are such models constructed
 
California, Water Resources Center, as a to address broad policy issues.
 
part of Office of Water Research and Tech
nology Project No. A-OS8-CAL and Water Re- When computer models are applied to re
sources Center Pro ject UCAL-WRC-W-499. source management problems they are generally
 
2/ based on the assumption that society, or at 
- Assistant Professor, Department of least a management agency, has already de-
Forestry, University of Wisconsin, Madison, cided upon an appropriate solution. All that
 
Wisconsin. 
 remains is to determine the most effective
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and efficient way to use that solution to 
correct the p-oblem. Computer models which 
address fire management for brushland water-
sheds in southern California are generally of 
this type. The problem is clearly specified 
as minimizing costs and losses associated 
with wildfires. The assumed solution is to 
suppress fires and break up the shrub cover 
with fuelbreaks and firebreaks that aid fire
fighters in confining fires within pre-
determined boundaries. 

Decision-makers do not have computer 
models available that allow them to compare 
the effects of present policies with il-
ternative solutions to southcrn Cail ifornia 's 
fire management problem. Computer models 
generally address quest ions deal ing hith 
fire behavior and the opt im al allocation of 
firefighting resources, including the place-
ment of fuelbreaks and firebreaks. Outl-
standing examples of such modeI s include 
Rothermel's f19721 wildland fire spread 
model , North's i9-lj "decisiol-anallysis" 
model and Omi's .19"7) multiple reiression 
analyvsis otffuiel ibreak per':,r:illilc .. \l thu gh 
these compoter ode!s mai prov'ide knowledge 
essential for moving to nhon-tr adiionll fire 
management policies, thee doi not provide 
decision-makers h ith ilformatioll on the 
social benefits ald costs of amplving those 
policies, such as proscribed burning, to 
the brushland fire problem. 

Since questio s o hot, sccessflly one 
fire management policy works as compaired to 
another are left luanswered be exist iIg 
computer uaoiels; dec sion-maker can only 
update thei r informat ion hio 1h the110 iel 

present police is working t oday as compared 
to its past performancu. All that changes 
is tie' technol ogy used to cairry oat the 
present policy, not the policy itself. i .el-
break size or placement may have chlaniged and 
aircraft might he lart,er, more numerous or 
more strateg ically located, but thit' wi.stdom 
of pursuing il ob ective that requt ires the 
use of this t echunology'' is I eft llqulest ioned. 
Thus the decision-maktr finds himself in the 
same utnfortunate position as a researcher 
conducting an experiment without a control. 
There is no basis for making :a comparison 
between policies, Thu experiment ne'er 
changes, onlyv the techniqtue in different. 

This study is aifirst step toward 
developing a pol icy' oriented computer model 
which addresses the brushland waitershed fire 
problem in southern California. The computer
model is also based on a conceptual model 
which uses the resources people claim to 
l ink interest-groups to particular succes
sional stages in brushland vegetation. 

Hopefully such an approach to modeling will 
provide decision-makers with both information 
on the way biophysical syst ems respond to 
alternative management policies and how that 
response affects the lives of people. 

The Fire andliDebris Cycle 

Fire is an integral part of southern 
California's brushl;tnd watersheds. Winter 
r-aills favor the growt!h or shrubs that blanket 
steep mountain slopes anjd the long, dry 
summer coiverts these hrtushlanlds into a col
t inlOlls coverin g of enieiirgy wait ing to be re
leased. list movinlg fohll, or" "Saita Ana,' 
winds call spread fires occurrinig during fall 
months ove hndrloneds of Wholet >oui'eomiles 
watersheds may be stripted of their protective 
coverillg of vegetat ion. Soil and debris may
 
be fllshed out of si l'eai channels by flood
 
haters i f a wi ldfi rc is fol lowed b heavy
 
rains. These sediment:; ire then dipos ited on 
al luvial cones Aind ip t'hallle I hut ol; s flirtller 
downstream. Rt'peaito I Ires lltd floods convey 
the sedirments to thle oe anditl l'e' ace tliemt 
with fresh materi:l. 

The heat produced y a wildfire st imulates 
the germination of drmtilailt settds antd prepares 
a favorable sedbtd fir mane bi'ruslhiatnd species 
(Stone 1953; Stot' and .tllien 1951; Quick 
and Qlick I91 . Fiire also ilduce; sprouting 

iiS a seeiliimbert)f i'hi spt'c I''; l liew seed
l ings tunud sprollt 5 of >riiiib ;iiid tIt' seed lings
 
of perennial ad annial her)hn, rapidly re
place the vegett ive cotver 'emed by fire.
 
Ulp to n inet y perceint of' tleit* iie- I'i i't' shrub
 
cover may he replaced witnl ll et'vtll tai's,
 

and full coverge is normall achitvcd iii
 
less than twule years :rrcll 9t')..
 

Recove'y oif the vegt iii ll on st, t) 
chalplarrala covered ;lopes does not Stotll 
erosion. Individual art ofie;t' sand, and 
rocks up to tiit'size of si-all boillders, can 
roll downhill withbout thel itI f rainfall. 
This process "dry andis klnowin sil c rleepl" 
gravity is the ,only solrce if ent 'gy- requiredi 
(Rice aiindK i'iumes 19)1. Some of this 
material may he stliild tempolr'i ly augainst 
the stems it shrubs, o)r in their l itter and 
duff, but slarsely vtegetated, iustait' slopes 
contiue to allow the free downi,'ard mnovement 
of part icles e Ki'ammes Thullsict llt! 1970).
debris graduallye accumulates as cone shaped 
pi les in sections if stream cllltel Ilid 
builds up behind the stems or plants. When 
the vegetation reaches 20 to 410 years of age
it is ready to birnii nd renew tie cycle. 
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Chaparral Succession 


Successional changes occur throughout

the vegetation recovery period. These 

changes are not exactly the same in all 

southern California brushlands. As Hanes 

and Jones (1967) point out, the role of a 

species in chaparral succession must be 

considered in relation to 
the exposure of 

the site, age, and density of individuals 

present when burned, sprouting and seeding 

potential of the species, and many other

variables. Nevcrtheless, a simplified

version of chaparral succession can be rep-
resented in a generalized form. 


Chaparral succession differs from the 

classic model that consists of a series of 

stages characterized by the replacement of 

one species by another. The post-fire 

sequence of vegetation changes in chaparral 

begins with some of the same species that
 
comprise the mature plant association. Ilanes

(1971) refers to this process as "a gradual 

ascendance of long-lived species present 
in

the pre-fire stand" and he calls it "auto-

success ioi". 

Succession in chaparral types dominated 

by chamise (Adenostoma fasciculatum) can be 
simplified into a generalized sequence of 
events indicative of successional processes

operating in most southern California brush-
land watersheds. The fire event that 

initiates succession varies 
in its effects 

on different species. In general, chamise 

shrubs are reduced 
ininume r, but survivors 
produce enough sproits to perpetuate this

species as a dominalt 111orton and Kraehel 

1955). Seedl ing~s also develop from chamise 

seeds after burning. Individuals of other 

shrub species, such is noa ryleaf ceanothus
(Ceanoth s crassi folius , often suffer 100 

percent mo rtalit vwhen 
 burned. Ilowever,
ceanothus also produces seedlings during

the first year after a fire (Horton and 

Kraebel 1955). 


Although the composition of the shrub 

cover changes little throughout the succes-

sional process, the relative abundance of 

different species does change. 
 For example, 
hoaryleaf ceanothns, deerweed (Lotus 
sco p1rius) and coastal sage sibshribs 
(Salvia spp.), continually die in the mature 

shrub cover and are not 
repllaced by seedlings,
Thus the number of shrubs gradualiy decreases 
during the second decade after a fire while 
total cover increases (lanes 1971; Horton 
and Kraebel 1955). In addition, the loss 
of species from the shrub cover results in a 

gradual decline in tire diversity of brush-

land vegetation as it grows older, 


Perennial and annual herbs also occupy

freshly burned sites in southern California
 
brushlands. Dicentra chrysantha, Penstemon
 
spectabilis and Helianthus gracilentus are
 
perennial herbs which can remain after a
 
fire until shaded out by a dense overstory

of shrubs (Norton and Kraebel 1955). On
 
the other hand, annual herbs may or may not
 
remain in the vegetation during the full time
 
necessary for shrubs to dominate the site.
 
Some annual herbs can appear several years
 
after a burn while others, such as Phacelia

brachyloba, become established shortly after 
a fire and disappear within a few years
(Horton and Kraebel 1955). Similarly, annual 
grasses, and such perennial grasses as Melica
imperfecta and Stipa lepida, develop slowly,

reaching their greatest abundance in 3 to 5
 
years after a fire, and diminish in importance
 
as the shrub cover matures (Horton and
 
Kraebel 1955).
 

CONCEPTUAL MODEL
 

Fire and Resource Use Conflicts
 

Some residents of southern California
coexisted with the fire and debris cycle,

and benefited from its effects, while others
 
interrupted this cycle and, consequently,
 
suffered regular and occasionally severe
 
losses. Aboriginal people hunted deer and
 
small mammals, and harvested the seeds of
 
plants, that flourished after fire. 
These
 
Aboriginal people had little incentive to
 
control 
fire once it began burning. In fact,
 
they had a strong incentive to start 
fires

themselves since many of the essential 
re
sources obtained from their environment
 
were produced with the aid of fire.
 

Spanish settlers also benefited from
 
fire when their livestock grazed plants that
 
grew on recently burned brushlands. However,

Spanish settlers were concerned about the
 
destruction of their buildings and crops, 
and most important, the unplanned loss of
 grass for their horses and cattle (Clar

1959). As a result, a conflict arose between
 
aboriginal residents and Spanish settlers
 
over the use and control of fires.
 

Since the late 1800's southern Cali
fornia's pleasant climate has drawn millions
 
of people into the area. 
 These people
 
claimed many different resources from t jir

environment. 
 Some moved into the brush
 
covered mountains and settled in portreros 
to raise cattle and sheep (IOuthitt 1938b).

Other people occupied the lowlands raising

citrus and other agricultural crops on rich
 
alluvial soils, and developing industries
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along the coast. These people formed the 

nuclei of to groups which dominated fire 

management politics in southern California 

until the middle of the twentieth century. 


Stockmen who settled in the mountains 

found potrero grasslands too smnall to support 

an economicall y sound livestock operat ion. 

Consequently, they supplemented portrero 
gr;zing with forage produced by periodically 

burn iig adjacent chaparral IDouthitt 193Sa) .
 
Stockmen also burned brush to make it easier 
to move cattle fro: one canyon to another 

and to reduce the fire ilrard jNash-Boulden 

1918). Thus stockmen depended upon the use 

or fire for their livelihood, 


On the other hand. lowland settlers had
 
no need to use fire and, in fact. to them 
fire was pure l. a destructive process. Fires 

burning out or he i:ountains nearly destroyed 
the cities of San hiego and San Juan 

Capistrano (Barrett 1935). Settlers living 

ottalluvial fans and flood plains found that 

destructive floods and debris flows were 

associated with hildfires and heavy rainfall 

(lulford 1942i. Finaily, lowlaid settlers 

also experieniced :number of occasions when 

a reduction iiistreAmflot, was associated 

with wildfires in brushland uwate rsheds 

(Barrett 1935). Ihis problem was further 
compounded by the fi ling in of critically 

important reservoirs iithdebris h,ashed 
down from recently burned bhnshlands. 

The cornflict betweenr LouniLt a iii and low-
land residents in soithurn California over 
the use and control of fire was symptomatic 
of a more basic relationship. Tie real 
issue of conucern h;s the role fire played 
in changing the rv~ources people claimed 
from tihe land. Lowl[arid residents wanted a 
secure supply of freshitelr and protection 
from floods, vumudflo"s and destruction of 
property by fire. Stoclcn wanted to pro-
tect their property from fire too, but they 
also wanted enough grass for their cattle 
to graze and ftewer obstruct ions to the 
movement of their Ii\cstock. 

Today there i s no longer a relatively 
clear division between mountain and low-
land interest-groups on fire issues. 
lowever, the tradit onal downstream water 
users, debris prote:ctioun arid livestock 
interest-g roups continue to he politically 
active in fire management politics. Of 
course, deer hunters have been involved in 

fire management politics for many years. 
They favor the rse if fire to produce more 
hrowse and hence, a larger population of 
deer. Since deer hunters come from both 
the mountains and lowland, they have always 

blurred the distinct ion in positions held by 
interest-groups from these two areas. Never
theless, this dichotomy is even less clear 
today with the advent of new interest-groups. 

Environmental groups are not new but
 
they have only recently gained influence on 
fire management issues. Einvi ronmental ists 
are advocating a position close to that of
 
stockmen even tho.igh most of them come from 
lowland areas. lowever, they are not in
terested in the production of forage for 
livostock. Their interest is focused on
 
restoring fire to brushland hatersheds be
cause it is teit process that created and
 
maintained these watersheds before Euiropean
 
man's intervent ion.
 

Stockmer ioiw share the motlita ins with
 
large nimbers of suburban horneowners who do
 
not depend on livestock for a l i ving. These 
new brushland residents are primarily con
cerned about protecting their homes from 
fire, arnd living in a pleasait ru ralIenviron
ment. V general, :ounilaiiihomeowners 
app i, .o neither stronq1; taior nor strongly 
oppose the use of fire to reduce firels. 
Th . main concern is solvi n e, tie fire 
nroblem aid not the method used to accomplish 
that goal. 

Another intu rest-,croup that r.cently 
emerged is the sand arid gravel industry in 
Los Angeles County. lhis industry is facing 
a potential shortage of debris. In fact, 
most local sour'ces if sand irid g.raveI pro
duction are expected to end h) 199 5 iDavis 
1976) Tfhis problem is compounded 
by a significant increase in the use of 
debris for corirtruict ion p'urpp'<2s. Further
more, long travel di stances will be necessary 
to bring matcriala in from new arry sites 
(Davis, n.d.). 'hereforv. intecrest is 
developing in pr'ocessig tie sedirmienit cap

tured behinrd flrood control structures 
(Davis, r.d.). Since fire, espiecially when
 
followed by heavy raiifalll, can contribute 
to the product ion and t ranirslor't at ion of 
debris, it is reasonable to as>unme that the 
sand and gravel industry hill rot favor tire 
complete el iminat ion of fire frro.i brushland 
watersheds. 

Linking Interest-Grourps
 
to Successional Stages
 

The various interest-groups involved in
 
fire management politics -ire extremelydi%.rse 
and difficult to deal with if they are cate
gorized according to the resources they claim 
from the land. Stocknven c-l-nim-f-o-r-age for 
their cattle and sheep. Irhan residents in 
the lowlands claim large quantities of fresh 
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water and a place to live that is secure from vegetation that grows in brushland water
floods and debris flows. Deer hunters claim sheds. Certain vegetation conditions benefit 
browse and the deer it feeds. Rural homeowners the resource claims of some interest-groups 
claim a place to live that is free from de- and are a detriment to others. Furthermore, 
struction by fire and surrounded by a pleasant different vegetation conditions can also be 
natural environment. Sand and gravel interests thought of as stages in a successional 
claim debris that moves down out of the water- process. The point is that vegetation 
sheds. rnvironmentalistsclaim tile restoration changes over time, hut the resources interest
and maintenance of biophysical processes free groups identify are usually fixed to par
from man's intervention, and the environments ticular stages in the successional process. 
that result from the operation of those pro- Thus tile replacement of one successional 
cesses. stage by another often results in one in

terest-group being favored over another. 
An alternative way to categorize 

interest-groups is to couple them to par- An illustraticon of how this model can be 

ticular features of brushland wvatersheds that applied to southern California brushland water
directly or indirectly support the resources shed fire management is shown in figure 1. 
they claim. This approach has two advantages. With this diagram the claims of stockmen can 
First, it simplifies the diversity of re- be shifted from forage as a resource to the 
source claims by tieing them to something second and third stages of succession where 
they share in common. Second, it locates forage is produced. Similarly, deer hunters 
those resources within a fixed geographical are linked to the second, third and fourth 
area which, in most cases, is more easily successional stages because the diet of deer 
controlled by resource management agencies. includes both the sprouts of young shrubs and 

herbaceous forage (Biswell 1974). Rural
 
Groups involved in fire management homeowners (fire protection interests) are 

problems in southern California share a linked to early successional stages because 
conmon interest in tile condition of the these vegetation conditions contain tile 

FIRE
 

tI I I 

ICHAMSE C EI MATURE pOUNGO ROWTHtet

I ISPROUTS I ]SPROUTS CHAPARRAL __ CHAPARRAL I 1CHAMISE 

SAMEGROUND t GERMINATING SHRUB ANNUALS GONE DETERIORATING J JCEANOTHUS
ItISHRUBS & t ISEEDLINGS ItI SEED I t CEANOTHUSJ t GONE 
I IANNUALS I IANNUALS I ISTORAGEI 

-livetockprotection I-waterlivestock 

-hunting 

I-fire protection 

-ecological integrity
 
-sand & gravel
 

Figure 1. Generalized successional sequence for chamise-chaparral vegetation showing how
 
the resources claimed by interest-groups can be used to link these groups to particular
 
successional stages.
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least amount of fuel. Environmentalists 

(ecological integrity interests) are linked 

to all successional stages, except the ab-

normally old stages, because all of these 

stages existed in one or more elements of 

the vegetation mosaic produced by periodic 

wildfires. 


Sand and gravel interests are also 
linked to the same successional stages as 
environmentalists, but obviously for different 
reasons. Sand and gravel is flushed out of 
stream channels when vegetation is removed, 
but it must also have time to accumulate be-
fore it is available for movement. Thus 
early successional stages encourage heavy 
runoff and the transportation of debris to 
lowland areas, while later stages allow 
debris to accumulate and be stored until 
fire re-initiates the successional process. 

Downstream water use, and flood and 
debris protection interest-groups are also 
linked to late successional stages. When a 
steep watershed with shallow soil is fully 
covered by vegetation, rainwater, instead of 
rapidly moving downhill as surface flow, 

filters into the soil and parent material
 
where it gradually flows out to streams and 

accumulates in aquifers. Even though some 

water is lost to transpiration, this loss is 
negligible compared to the benefits of hay-

ing subsurface water during summer droughts. 

Debris protection interests are also favored 

by a dense covering of vegetation because 

the lower peak flows of streams transport 
less debris to lowland areas. 

The conceptual model pictured in figure 
I also illustrates which interest-group 
claims might be compatible, and which claims 
are not compatible on the same area of land.
 
For instance, the resource claims of flood 
and debris protection, and downstream water 
use interests are clearly incompatible with 
the resource claims of stockmen and deer 
hunters. Since a brushland watershed can-
not be maintained in both an early' and a 
late successional stage at the same time, 
political conflict between interest-groups 
that claim one or the other stage is in-
evitable. This simple relationship helps 
to explain why stockmen and lowland residents 
have been in conflict over the use of fire 
for over half a century. 

The seemingly irreconcilable conflict 
between interest-groups favoring stages at 
opposite ends of the successional sequence 
can also be seen as resolvable if figure 1 
is interpreted correctly. For example, if 
each group is willing to accept having part 
of a watershed represented in the appropriate 

successional stage then both groups may be
 
satisfied simultaneously. In other words,
 
each interest-group must accept a suboptimal
 
situation for itself in order to optimize
 
the sum of the benefits to both interest
groups. This is the old idea, but compromise 
has proven successfful in many other conflicts. 

The compromise presented above can be 
carried to its logical conclusion for the 
case involving all interest-groups concerned 
with fire management policy in brushland 
watersheds. What is required to provide a 
suboptimal solution to each interest-group is 
to allow succession to proceed for a fixed 
interval of time in any one location within 
a watershed, and then reactivate the process 
with a disturbance. Thus a watershed would 
be composed of a mosaic of successional 
stages, and individual stages would rotate 
around the wa tershed over time. Obviously, 
if every major interest-group can he linked 
to one or more successional stages, then 
managing brushland watersheds in a manner 
that permits all stages to be represented 
would at least partially satisfy all re
source claims.
 

Of course, operationalizing this 
approach would not be as easy as it might 
appear, even leaviing political questions 
aside. The number and size of each succes
sional stage represented in a watershed
 
would have to be determined on the basis of
 
the total effects all stages produce, not
 
just their individual effects. That is, the 
biophysical, social and economic outcomes 
produced from the watershed as a whole, for 
each selected combination of successional 
stages, would have to be evaluated. 

COp'UllrlR ODI, 

Policies Assessed
 

The policy oriented computer model
 
presented here is designed to look at
 
several alternative approaches to managing
 
fire within a single watershed. Policies 
are evaluated in terms of a single variable 
-- debris production -- which integrates the 
consequences of each pol icy for the watershed 
as a whole. The policies selected are 
(1) leaving the watershed unburned, (2) burn
ing the watershed on a 25-year rotation, and
 
(3) burning the watershed on a 15-year 
rotation. In addition, an estimate is made 
of the consequences of leaving the watershed 
unburned while assuming that (1) one fire 
accidentally burns the whole watershed during 
the planning period, (2) one fire acciden
tally burns the whole watershed during the 
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planning period followed by a 50-year flood, 
(3) a 50-year flood precedes a fire that 

accidentally burns the whole watershed during 

the planning period, and (4) a fire burns the 

whole watershed every 20 years during the 

planning period. 


Study Area 


This study is based on the central 

portion of the southern flank of the San 

Gabriel Mountains. These mountains are com-

posed of faulted metamorphic and granitic 

blocks thrust up during the Pleistocene and 

disected by deep canyons separated by sharp 

ridges. They rise to an elevation of 10,080 

ft. (3,070 in), exte nd in an east-west
 
direction a distance of 61) miles (97 kin) and 

are 20 miles (32 km) wide. Their underlying 

rock is highly fractured and deeply weathered. 

Nevertheless, soils are shallow and easily

eroded due to the steepness of the terrain, 
Most drainages are completely developed with 

dams to store water and debris for the Los 

Angeles Coastal Plain. 


The climate of tire San Gabriel Mountains 

is classified by the JN-StO Arid Zone Re-

search Team (1963) as xerothermomediterranean 

because it is similar to the climate of the 

Mediterranean Sea Region. Reimann and 

Ilamilton (1959) report that over 85 percent 

of tihe total anrnual precipitation occurs
 
from December through April, most of which 

comes from a few intense storms. 


The steep slopes, instabe soils, and 
heavy winter rains found in the San Gabriel 

Mountains, when combined with the removal of 

vegetation by fire, can produce single storm 

debris flows in excess of 100,000 cubic yards 

per s uare mile of watershed (Ferrell 1959).
The potential for volumes of material of 
this magnitude flowing out of the mountains 
is particularly serious because thousands of 
homes and businesses are located on the 
alluvial fans that were built up by past 

-debris flows. 

Source of Data 

The numerical data for this study were 
obtained from Ferrell's (1959) Renjort on 
Debris Redtrction Studies for Mountain Water-
sheds. Although the functions developed in 
Ferrel 1l's (1959) report have not proven to 
he accurate for predicting debris flows from 
part icul ar watersheds under g i ven cond it ions, 
they are considered sat isfactorv for making 
relative comparisons between policy options 3/ 

3/ Personal cormunication with Mr'. J1 . Davis, 
Los Angeles County Flood Control District,
 
July, 1977.
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The subset ef these data selected for 
use in the computor model came from the 52 
watersheds locatec in the Central San Gabriel 
Mountains. The total area involved is 34.88
 
square miles and te mean drainage area is 
0.67 square miles.
 

Model Oevelopment
 

The computer model is based on a simple 
mathematical expectati'n formula that utilize 
as input data, the results of a series of 
prior calculations performed in the model. 
The expected cumulative debris produced in 
cubic yards per square mile from a watershed 
of a given size is expressed as 

N 50 
E(D) = E1] Z d.. P(d ij ) 

inl j=l 'j 

where i = years simulated; j = runoff levels 
for storm classes occurring over a 50-year 
period; di. = debris production associated 
with a particular runoff level for a water
shed with specified characteristics and 
P(dij) = probability a storm producing a 
particular volume of debris will occur 
in any given year. Thus the expected volume 
of debris produced for one year is summed 
for the number of years desired in the 
simulation. 

Debris production values used in Eq. [1] 
were taken directly from Ferrell's (1959) 
equation
 

]d 3,600 Q R0 .72
 
[] 2.67
 

+ ) 
where d = debris production in cu. yds./ 
sq . di.; d e ak r un o n in in cubic 

sq. mi.; Q = peak runoff, expressed in cubic 
feet per second per square mile, resulting 
from the maximum 21-hour rainfall of a given 
storm; R = relief ratio of the watershed;and V =vegetation index. Tlie relief ratio 
anmea=ureeoatie rex. tee ahe f 

(a measure of the relative steepness of a 
watershed) remained constant for all cal
culations with a value of 0.288, the mean
for Central San Gabriel Mountain watersheds. 

Tire eak va used Eq.r'uroff ities in [2] 
were otned iy fittrgi iinear regression 
e guatirs to tie crves in Ferr'ell's (1959) 
nomogran that coive't maximum 2.l-rour rain
fall values to runoff. The nomogram curves 
selected were for a 0.1 square mile water
shed. This is the only watershed size 
which was analyzed with the computer model. 



The variable in Eq. [2] of primary
interest in this sttdy is the vegetation 
index. This index is an expression of the 
effectiveness of a particular vegetative 
cover to deter erosion and it can be com-
puted from the following equation: 

( I 1 P I )
13] 100 

where I 1 = number of index points assigned 
to a vegetation type; = percent of theP1 
total watershed covered by that vegetation 
type; 1 = number of index points assigned 
to a particular percent cover; and P, = 
percent of the total watershed in th~it 
percent cover. Only pure chamise-chaparral
vegetation is used in the computer model, 
The vegetation index for a 100 percent cover 
of chamise-chaparr:.l is 25.0. This is the 
value used in the :omputer model for unburned 
watersheds. 

are based on the assumption that a watershed 
is 100 percent saturated. Therefore, these 
values are scaled down to provide volumes of 
debris for watersheds which are less than 
saturated. 

Maximum possible debris volumes calcu
lated for saturated watersheds with Eq. [2] 
are adjusted downward by multiplying them with 
a coefficient that determines the fraction of 
debris production remaining. The equation for 
finding this coefficient for a 50 percent
watershed saturation level, the only saturation 
level used in this study, is expressed as 

5 7 0 
14] C = .32F 

where C = a decimal fraction between zero and 
1.0 and F = a dimensionless index used by
Ferrell (1959) to describe one of the ordin
ates of his nomogram. The F index is computed 
from the equation 

Vegetation indexes are also varied to 

reflect cover conditions on a watershed 

burned on 15- and 25-year rotations. In

other words, a watershed is divided into 15 
or 25 compartments which differ in the amount 
of cover they contain. For example, assuming
it takes 12 years for the vegetation to reach 
100 percent cover after a fire, a watershed 
that is burned on i 15-year rotation wold 
have 12 compartments in various stages of 
recovery and 3 compartments with maximum 
cover. Thus the veget ation index for a 15-
year rotation burn is 19.58, and for a 25-
year rotation burn it is 21.76. 

When an entire watershed is burned the 

vegetation index is calculated as if the 
watershed as a whole is a single compartment.
 
Therefore, after a fire event occurs, the
 
vegetation index drops to 5 and then it in
creases over time as the cover increases. 

The index remains constant when the vegeta-
tion cover reaches 100 percent. This pro-

cess is repeated if multiple fires occur 
in 

the watershed during the time period simu-

lated with the computer model. 


Simulations that include a 50-year flood 
are handled the same way as other simulations 
except that a flood event is allowed to hap-
pen during a given year. That is, the 
probability that a rainfall level which nor-
mally occurs only once in 50 years is set 
equal to 1.0 for the particular year in whicha 50-year flood is assumed to occur. 

The antecedent wetness of a water-
shed is also considered in the simulation 
ofdebrisdebris production.using The volumes ofproduced Equation [2] 


[5) F = 3.QR0 

1.12 

where Q = peak runoff; R = relief ratio of the 
watershed; and V = vegetation index. Thus,
for a maximum 24-hour rainfall of 10 inches, 
a 0.1 square mile watershed, with a vegetation
index of 24 and a relief ratio of 0.288, would 
produce about 41,500 cu. yds./sq. mi. of debris 
if the watershed is 100 percent saturated. 
The F index from Eq. [5) equals 3.72. If the 
watershed is 50 percent saturated the decimal 
fraction from Eq. [41 equals 0.677 and the 
volume of debris produced from the watershed 
is reduced to 28,115 cu. yds./sq. mi. All of
these values closely approximate those found 
using Ferrell's (1959) nomogram. 

IIIJHS 
Output from the computer model shows that 

distinct differences do exist between the ef
fects resulting from applying the fire manage
ment policies examined in this study. As x
pected, the cumulative volume of debris pro

duced is lowest for a chamise-chaparral covered 
watershed that is left unburned (fig. 2). This 
relationship remained t e same hen the water
shed pas suojected to a SO-year flood during 
the period of time simulated (figs. 3 and 4). 

As figure 2 shows, the 25-vearrotation 
burn 1)1icy produced about 31.5 percent moreu n p l c r d c d a o~ 1 5 p r e t m rdebris than a comparable area using an un
burned watershed policy. When a watershed, 
managed with the 25-year rotation burn policy
 
was also subjected toa 50-year flood during
the simulation, the absolute volume of debris
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13 

which did not have a flood (figs. 2 and 3).
The 25-year rotation burn policy also produced
the least amount of debris relative to all 
other fire management policies, except the one 

S that left a watershed unburned for the same 

3.o) , 

length of time (figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5). 
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Figure 2. Expected debris production from a 

0.1 sq. mile unstabilized watershed covered 
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with chamise-chaparral1. 
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Figure 3. Expected debris production from a 
0.1 sq. mile unstabilized watershed covered 
with chamise-chaparral. Simulation includes 
a 50-year flood in year 10 and a once-in-
50-year watershed burn in year 25. 

produced was only 1.2 percent greaer than the 

same policy produced inacomparable watershed
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4.Expected debris production froma
 
0.1 sq. mile unstablized watershed covered
 

chamise-chaparral. Simulation includes
 

a 50-year flood and a watershed burn in year
 
10.
 

An interesting outcome of the simulation
was the closeness in absolute volume of debris
 

produced for both a 15-year rotation burnpolicy, and an unburned watershed policy that 
did not succeed in preventing one fire frorm 
burning the whole watershed during a 50-year
period. In fact, this difference, as shown 
in figure 2, is only 3.6 percent. The greater 

of debris was produced from the policy 
that resulted in a single fire burning the
whole watershed, but the difference is not 
significant. Figure 3 shows that this differ

is also insignificant when a 50-year
 
flood occurs prior to the burning of the water-


However, if a 50-year flood happens to 
hit in the winter following a fire that burns 
a whole watershed, the volume of debris is 
15.3 percent greater than would be produced 
using a 15-year rotation burn policy. In 
addition, a 15-year rotation burn policy 
spreads debris production out over a longer 
period of time so that no single debris flow 
is large. In contrast, the policy in which
 
the whole watershed burns results in the water
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shed generating most of its debris in one
 
event. 


Ferrell (1959) reported that each water-

shed in the frontal zone of the Central San 

Gabriel Mountains burned with an average re-

currence interval of 20 years. Although the 

data used in his study applied to. the period 
between 1907 and 1956, an examination of the 
Angeles National Forest Fire \tlas indicated 
that this recurrence interval has not changed 
and can be extended to 1975. Consequently, a 
100-year simulation run was made that mimics 
this 20-year fire recurrence interval. The 

results are shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Expected debris production from a 
0. 1 sq. mile unstabi11ized watershed covered 
with chamise-chaparral. Simulation includes 

a watershed burn every 20 years. 


Ile effects of a 20-year fire recurrence 

interval are dramatic (fig. 5). Each new fire 


adds significantly to the total volume of 

debris produced from a watershed. The abso-

lute volume produced at the end of a 100-year 

period is 3S.4 percent greater than a 15-year 

rotation burn policy, 53.5 percent greater 

than a 25-year rotation burn policy and 68.1
 
percent greater than the intended policy of
 
leaving the watershed unburned. 


CONCLUS IONS
 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the
 
results of the computer model simulations when
 
they are combined with the conceptual model
 
that links interest-groups to successional
 
stages. First, the curves generated by the
 
model are consistent with the view that flood
 
and debris protect ion int erest-groups are
 
favored by a policy that leaves a watershed
 
unburned. However, under actuaI conditions
 

this policy is difficult to implement. Numer
ous studies sho, that fires do burn brushland
 
watersheds in spite of tiheten0olmous efforts
 
made by fire controlyen'.c iv to stop them
 
(Countryman 17.); 6rcii 1977; lmi 1977; 
Philpot 197.1. bus flood and debris protec
tion interests ipper;' to be more vilnerable 
to losses, under the current policy of attempt
ing to keep watersheds unburned, than they 
would be from either a IS- or a 25-year rota
tion burn policy. 

One solut ion to the problem faced by flood 
and debris protection interests, which is 

presently in us,.,is to construct debris basins 
and dams on the assumption that fires will cont
tinue to occur. Uhifortunately, the volime of 
material produced by thesc watersheds is greater
than the capacito of all the Los Angeles County
Flood Control listrict 's structurLts ()avis 
1976; Ferrell 1959). Furtherm~iore, a number of
 

watersheds rema in unjprotected by such strlucturesof economic and tcchnicai constraints 

(Davis 1970). Conlsequently, the needs of
 
flood and debri; protoct ion intcests are best
 
served by augment in.
c exist ing protective de
vices with a rot tion born policy that gener

a lower abholut volne of debris than the 
current policy, atnl does so with debris flows 

that are consistent nd predictable.
 

iSandand girlI initerest-'groups also seem 
to be better off with :arotatioii burn policy 
because debris filow; rv predictable. The 
present potic. of :suppressing all fires is pro
ducing a larger ibsilutt. volue of debris than 
a rotation burn poli, but those high volumes 

of debris are coming out of tile witersheds in a 
few large flows. The debr is basins that accumu
late this material min.t be cleaned out rapidly 
to prepare for the next flood. This practice Is 
inconsistent with thn sand and gravel interestL; 
requirement for a e.ostant and dependable 
supply Of material
 

Personal communication with Mr. J. D. 

Davis, Los Angeles County Flood Control
 
District, November, 1976.
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In those situations where water production 

cannot be increased by removing vegetation, be-
cause of steep slopes and shallow soils, down-
stream water use interests are clearly better 
off with an unburned watershed policy. However,
the lack of success in stopping wildfires may 
or may not be working against water use in
terests. Reservoirs periodically fill with
lar a volumes of debris but, in many cases,
thi debris is quickly removed. Nevertheless,
thecost of debris removal is high. Similarly, 
a denuded watershed loses much of its water to 
surface flow, yet these losses might be rela-
tively unimportant in the long run because the 
period of time between fires could be longenough to allow acquifers to recharge. 

As figure 1 illustrated previously, no 
other major intorest-group involved in south-
ern California fire management politics is 
favored by an unburned watershed policy. Fire
protection interests could be an exception, but 
until wildfires are eliminated they will still 
be safer if their property is not surrounded 
by large volumes of fuel. 

In the ideal situation, where intended 

results and the 
 actualI results coincide, 

policies 
 that favor f i re, flood and debris 
protect ion interest-groups are clearly detri-
mental to the interests of stockmen, hunters 
and envirolnmentalists, lowever, current tech-
nology has not succeedod in achieving the ob-
jective of keeping fire out of brushiand 
watersheds, and some investi gators believe 
that this objective is unrealistic ICountrynman
197.1). 

Periodic wildfires have created a mosaic
 

of successional stages on tie brush-covered 

mountain.s of southern California. Therefore,

the current, but unsuccessfuil, policy of 

leaving watersheds unburned, altbough not in-

tended, is providing all major interest-groups

with some benefits. IkHowever, since the fires 


,that escape early suppression often burn whole 
watersheds, the unintended benefits derived by
stockmen, hunters and environmentalists are 
being paid for through the Ieavy losses incurred 
by fire, flood alnd debris protection interest
groups, and possibly by downstream water use 
interests as well. 

The policy-oriented models and simulations 

presented in 
 this study suggest that a compro-
mise policy of brning on a rotation basis, 
within watersheds, would reduce wildfire losses 
below levels now experienced using tie current 
unsuccessful policy of attemptihg to kee l) all 
fires out of brushland watersheds. These 
models also show that, in theory, the diver-
sity of successional stages generated by a ro-

tation burn policy would provide benefits to
 
all major interest-groups affected by fire
 
management policies in southern California.
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THE GEOGRAPHY OF FIRE AND BIG-CONE DOUGLAS-FIR, COULTER PINE
 
AND WESTERN CONIFER FORESTS IN THE EAS'I TRANSVERSE RANGES,
 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-'
 

Richard A. Minnich-'
 

Abstract: Three vegetation types in the eastern Trans
verse ranges of Southern California--big cone Douglas-fir,
 
Coulter pine, and western conifer forests--are characterized
 
by contrasting fire regimes which reflect differences in the
 
physiognomic relationship between dominant coniferous trees
 
and associated hardwood evergreen sclerophyll shrub and
 
woodland vegetation, and the topography in which the), are
 
found. Tile frequency of firp events lethal to conifers in
 
each type is found to reconcile with the time required for
 
their maturation to a level equivalent to nearby stands with
 
no recent history of deforestation. Their present distribu
tions in the area appear to reflect a selective influence of
 
fire on conifer mortality observed in recent fires from
 
remotely sensed aerial photography.
 

Key words: Fire, vegetation dynamics, remote sensing,
 
southern California conifer forests.
 

INTRODUCTION 


The study of the role of fire in different 

plant communities is a two-way street. Plants 

are 
both fuels which carry fire and "species" 

adapted to it. Thus, fire may influence plant 

community structure floristically because of 

the varying adaptation of individual species. 

Similarly, as fuels, the productivity and gee-

metric arrangement of plants, may affect the 

frequency and Intensity of fire. 


In southern California mountains, where 
summer drought is a climatic norm, fires burn 

large areas of wildlands each year. Fire 

frequency and intensity, however, varies gee-

graphically with changes in climate, topography 
elevation, and exposure to the Pacific Ocean. 
The influence of fire on conifer forests in the 

!/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif., 


Aug. 1-5, 1977. 


-/Doctoral 
 Candidate, Department of Geography, 

University of California at Los Angeles. 


eastern Transverse Ranges (San Gabriel and San
 

Bernardino mountains), an area of impressive
 
topographic and elevational contrasts, was
 
evaluated comprehensively from contemporary and
 
historical aerial photographic coverage for the
 
period 1.938 to 1975 (Minnich, dissertation
 
research). Analysis of vegetation changes of
 
several conifer forest types suggests that the
 
rates of deforestation and post-fire 
 re
growth of each are different, depending largely
 
on the importance of evergreen shrub and
 
woodland scierophyllous vegetation, and the
 
topography in which they are found. In general
 
it was found that conifers well adapted to fire
 
(fast post-fire regeneration) are also de
stroyed by fire; species poorly adapted (slow
 
post-fire regeneration) tend to directly sur-
 .
 
vive fire, or are distributed in areas having
 
a very low fire frequency.
 

In this presentation, three conifer forest
 

types--big cone Douglas-fir, Coulter pine, and
 
westerndmntain conifer forests--are discussed as a
lhuhteeseiseiti
 
amsla ionAlttig (esi pcifi
 
a similar regional setting (mesic Pacific
 
slopes of the eastern Transverse ranges, annual
 
precipitation 600-1000 mm.), 
their distribu
tions and fire response are quite divergent.
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The role of fire in these types is briefly dis-

cussed by analysis of their physical appearance, 

combustion, and post-fire regeneration. These 

data are compiled primarily from color infrared 

aerial photography and field transects, 


METHODOLOGY 


The vegetation of the eastern Transverse 
ranges are mapped from vertical Kodak Ekta-
chrome Infrared photography ranging in scale 
from 1:20,000 to 1:60,000 (Minnich 1974). On 
figure 1 is a profile of vegetation in the 
eastern San Bernardino mountains as an illustra-
tion of typical plant communities and the 
classification. Vegetation types are defined 
as overlapping floristic units (single and 
multiple species sets) identified from the film 
and mapped where their cover exceeds 10% for 
conifers and 20, for all other species. Types 
are divided into three physiognomic classes: 
shrubs, woodlands and coniferous trees. Letter 
symbols are assigned to each and combined on the 
profile where sympatry exists between types of 
different physiognomic classes. Types within a 
physiognomic class are divided at the point of 
equa, abundance. The order of symbols makes 

priority of conifers over oak woodlands and 
brush. Quantitative data on vegetal cover 
characteristics are evaluated at 700 locations 
on aerial photography and sumnarized according 
to vegetation type. Shrub cover data is sum-
marized from 616 ground plots surveyed in 1929 

as part of a general survey of California vege-


VEGETATION PROFILE 

Ea1 


1o ... 


tation by the California Forest and Range
 
Experiment: Station (VTM Survey). Except in
 
areas of deforestation, the plots are found to
 
correlate with the vegetation map at a 93% level
 
of confidence.
 

The geography and rates of deforestation in 
conifer forest are evaluated by the comparison 
of color infrared photography flown before and 
after five recent fires. The aerial extent of 
conifer survival is determined by mapping the 
extent of red record (living foliage) in post
burn imagery as an overlay to vegetation mapped 
in pre-burn imagery. The burning mosaic Is 
sampled for slope class and slope exposure in 
the same manner as the vegetation map (Minnich 
1973).
 

Post-fire vegetation recovery is deter
mined from 228 field transects in areas of
 
deforestation and summarized according to vege
tation type.
 

DESCRIPTION OF VEGETATION TYPES
 

The floristic composition and physiognomic
 
structure of big cone Douglas-fir, Coulter pine
 
and western conifer forests are markedly differ

ent (see table 1).
 

Big cone Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga macro
carpa, Bs) forests are found mostly on precipi
tous slopes, cliffs, and canyons between 900
 
and 230 m. elevation throughout the eastern
 
Transverse ranges. At lower elevations
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Figure 1--Vegetation profile: eastern
 

San Bernardino mountains
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Table 1--Physiognomic characteristics of vegetation types
 

VTM Plots 


Type Mean Shrub 
Shrub I/ 
biomass 

CC 84 heavy 
CW 22 medium 
CB 34 light 

BsW 13 light 

JY 6 none 
JYB 6 none 
JYW 27 light 
JYCl 11 light 
JYCt 41 light 
SFCt 34 light 
SF 7 none 

I/ Shrub cover X mean shrub height 

populations are extremely disjunct, surrounded 

by extensive areas of chamise chaparral. Above 
1300 m , stands are more widespread, sometimes 
covering entire slopes, particularly In the 
more precipitou!; S ;n Gabriel mountains west of 
Cajon Pass. Canyon Oak (Q.ercus hrl_ is) 
is sympatric with ;ill bi), cone Douglas-fir 
stands ( adM occurs in abundance,ituW)usual ly 
Together they form a two-layered contiguous 
forest consisting of :,n undercanopy of robust, 
of ten s n e t ranked.I . invon oak trees with 
crc.,no-; 5 to 10 m above t-he 'round, and an over-
story of tailler big cone Il)oglaS-firs 25 to 40
M in hei ;;ht. The trunk diameter of a majority 
of trees exceeded 24 inches (0.6 m ). Most 
stands are, Sarrauded by chaparral but chap-
arrail is seldom found within them, except for 
canyon oak replroduction and occasional 
Ceanoths iiite(2errmIan thicket:;. 

Tie ciLeva? lonal range of Coulter pine 
(ilms coultri C) Is about the same as big 
cone Doug,,,,; lit-. In contrast, however, this 
sptec~; crapi :;IIo th, Steep slopes andeO '; 

ridlv'e; aid i. ,onfi ned to the San Bernardino 
mouniit a ii; ea;st ot I.tke Arrowhead. Coul ter 
pine stands are ;!;,;ociated with a greater di-
verli ty of vev.etatiin. Stalds at lowest 
elevations are also ;c, ttered about in small, 
disj unct populations emer-ing above contiguous 
stand; of chLar hoe claparlra-l'I (CC) dominated by 
Adenos t Loa faS;ci ciiiatuI , A\rtostalldivlo. jlandu-

.:.ec wisl 
stands at higher eI-Vations are associated 
with canyon oak (Quewrc u. elisol tS) which 
appear as large, multi-trunked shrubs emerging 
out of chamise chaparral (CW). The cover pro-

arid :osa li . More continuous 

Acrial Photo Sample
 

Percent 
conifers Total Total 

Canyon 
oak 

24" d.b.h. Cover Cover Cover 

0 79 13 0 
16 80 25 23 
26 46 26 5 

52 83 41 56
 

51 32 30 0
 
46 41 35 1
 
15 50 21 
 25
 
53 45 23 0
 
48 62 25 0
 
42 60 26 0
 
36 41 38 
 0
 

vided by canyon oak, however, is normally much
 
less than for big cone Douglas-fir stands.
 
Coulter pine is alsosympatric with black oak
 
(Quercus kelloggli, CB). a winter deciduous 
hardwood tree, on mostly old erosion surfaces. 
The shrub understory of Coulter pine--black 
oak forests usually consists of an open cover 
of shrubs including Arctostaphylos pringled, 
A. puens, and Ceanothus integerrimus. Most 
Coulter pines sampled in the VTM survey were 
rather juvenile as nearly 75K' of trees counted 
had diameters less than 12 inches (0.3 m 

Western conifer forest, occurs primarily 
above the chaparral belt between 1500 and 
2700 m elevation and is found on all slopes 
and exposures. A floristically rich forest, 
the dominant species--Ponderosa pine (Pinus
ponderosa), Jeffrey pine (1P. jeffreyi), white 
fir (Abies concolor) and sugar pine (P. lamber
tiana) may be found together in many areas of 
the forest. Ponderosa and Jeffrey pine, how
ever, a generally dominant (JY) except on steep 
north facing slopes where sugar pine and white 
fir prevail (SF). 

In contrast with previous vegetation types,
the biomass of the conifers is much greater than 
hardwood sclerophylls. Forests are mostly open, 
consisting of widely spaced trees 15 to 40 m 
tall with the crown undercanopy beginning 5-15 
m above the ground. 

Western conife r forests are associated with 
a diverse assemblage of shrub and woodland vege
tation, whose biomass is relatively scant be
cause of their small size and discontinuous 
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cover. The greatest biomass "shrub" is Can
yon oak (Quercus chrsolepis) whose distribu-
tion extends upsiope into western conifer for
ests from the chaparral belt. Other shrub and 
woodland types include timberland chaparral 

(Arctostaphvlos patula, Ceanothus cordulatus, 
Castanopsis sempervirons, JYCt, SFCt), moun-

tain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius, JYCl)
 
deer brush (Ceanothus integerrimus, JYCi), 

Great Basin sage (Artemisia tridentata, 

Chirvsothamnus nauseosis, JYGb), 
 and black oakBWC 
(Z !ercuis kelloggii, JYB). In general the im
portance of hardwood species is inversely 
proportional to conifer cover. Unlike chamise 
chaparral, however, these types with the ex-
ception of canyon oak are only locally dominant 
and rarely contain equivalent biomass. 

FIRE MORTALITY 

Cursory examination of fire maps Interpre
ted from color infrared aerial photography
 
(see sample, figure 2), show a mosaic of vege
tal denudation and survival which In part pat
terns itself without regard to the distribu-

tions of vegetation types and concomitant
 
changes in fuel structure. This of course is 

to be expected because the process of combus-

tion operates under a variety of abiotic 

factors, notably fire weather and topography, 

in addition to the fuel content and structure 

of the vegetation. During the course of a 

fire, the atmospheric environment is constant-

ly changing and fire response expressed in the 

rate of liberation of stored energy in the
 
vegetation may vary in orders of magnitude
 
with minor fluctuations in the horizontal wind
 
field and atmospheric stability (Countryman 
1964). 


The "fire storm" is the most outstanding 
example. In circumstances of low vertical
 
wind sheer and conditional instability, an up
draft of superheated air generated by the fire 

develops into a smoke column, analogous to 

daytime cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds, until 

the effected fuels are consumed. All the 

vegetation is usually destroyed irrespective 

of its fuel arrangement because the vertical
 
motion of the fire is easily transferred from 

ground fuels into the uppermost vegetal canopy. 

Along steep slopes, fires also spread In "runs," 

(a lung narrow path of heavily burned vegeta-

tion oftentimes crossing many vegetation 

types) which result from the accelerated up-

slope motion of the fire front due to oro-

graphic channeling of superheated air. The 

complexity of topography also has an Influence 

on fire behavior (Countryman 1964). Vegeta
tion on broad, smooth slopes tends to burn 

off more completely than slopes containing 

watercourses, ridgelines and cliffs which 
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Figure 2--Fire map and profile of surviving
 
(grey tone), killed (white) and sprouting 
(line tone) conifers: Bear Canyon. Surviving
forests on profile shown in thick linwork. 

interrupt the forward momentum of a fire. As
 
evidence, the mortality of conifer vegetation i. 
greater with Increasing slope class with the ex
ception of slopes greater than 30 degrees

(greater than the angle of repose). 

In spite of these complexities in the
 
fire mosaic, a broad overview of burning sum
marized in table 2 indicates that big cone 
Douglas-fir, Coulter pine, and western conifer
 
forests experience different rates, of survival. 
Furthermore, these trends are explainable in 
terms of their physiognomy and the vertical
 
transfer of fire to the conifer overstory from
 
combusting of shrub and woodland understory.
 

Coulter pine sustained the heaviest dam
age as 86% of stands were killed in the five
 
fires examined. The fate of this species is
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Table 2--Survival Rate of Conifer Forests in Five Fires
 
(percent area)
 

Slope Class (degrees)
 

TotallEtire 
Type Area - Stand North South 0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40 

CC 10.2 11 13 10 - 13 14 6 0
 

CW 17.0 10 14 9 - 33 8 9 0
 
- 57 100 - -
B .0 70 - 70 


Alli 28.2 14 14 12 - 25 13 8 


BsW 2/ 101.0 59 59 60 - 37 39 63 90 

BsW sprout - 86.8 78 80 76 

JY 10.3 83 91 73 - 100 79 81 89
 

JYB 14.6 75 83 64 80 73 
 63 67 -


JYW 18.9 31 41 24 - 30 18 29 62
 
JYCI 3.5 72 80 70 - - - 53 85
 

JY (SF) Ct 15.0 67 78 61 100 71 57 57 -


SF 14.3 72 72 50 100 100 82 59 100
 

All JY, SF 76.6 60 76 49 84 78 54 49 75
 

-/ In hundreds of acres
 
2/ Sample for two fires only
 

obviously tied up with the combustion of the as the distance between the tree canopy and
 

chaparral understory. The brush usually burns ground fuels increases. Burning in the grove
 
"clean" because of the horizontal and vertical interior consisted of surface fires which
 

contiguity of shrubs and the intricate network were only intermittently hot enough to scorch 

of fine stems and tiny leaves with a large sur- the oaks. Big cone Douglas-fir individuals 

face to volume ratio (Countryman and Philpot were generally undamaged except for tile forma

1970). Moreover, tile advantage of Coulter tion of fire scars. The mortality rate of 

pine's height is offset by the openness of most this species also tended to decrease with in

stands. Lacking shade stress, the tree prunes creasing elevation where only a patchwork of 

poorly with crown.s extending downward to the chaparral stands are capable of only locally 

shrub understory, virtually insuring their intensifying the conflagration. 

ignition. The extent of Coulter pine mortality 
is indicated in figure 2 where a majority of Aerial photography flown four years after 

trees on south facing slopes of Bear canyon, two 1970 fires reveal that many defoliated 

underlain by chiamise chaparral and canyon oak stands of big cone Douglas-fir had sprouted 

shrub, were immolated, from epicormic buds in the bark along the 
main stem and major branches (see Cause, 1966). 

Under favorable topographic and physi- The sprouting habit was not universal, however, 

ognomic circumstances, a few stands survived and appears dependent on the severity of the 

these conlflagrations, usually on gentle slopes, fire. As a rule, most sprouting occurred in 

in association with oak woodlands. In con- stands where trees were merely scorched by the 

trast, 59% of big cone Douglas-fir forests had heat of ground fires. Forests which crowned 

directly survived the same fires. Its suc- rarely sprouted. Most sprouting stands were 

cess seems to be related to its general sympatry contiguous wit., forest which directly survived 

with canyon oak which as a result of its tree the fire (see figure 2). 

sized physiognomy seems to act as a buffer 

against chaparral fires. The areal extent of fire damage fatal to 
western conifer forests amounted to a rela-


Analysis of color infrared imagery sug- tively low 40% of the total stand. Vertical 

gests that fires spreading from chaparral stratification of damage observed in color 

usually incinerated the outermost fringe of infrared aerial photography reveal that fires 

stands. With further progress into the grove, spread largely on ground fuels and was rarely 

tile pattern of total combustion graded into a carried as a crown fire due to the openness of 

hot surface fire which only scorches the oaks stands. In steep terrain, fires usually burned 
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in "runs--oftentimes leaving a mosaic of un-

burned forest islands, which were typically 

destructive due to the effects of slope. This 

is indicated by contrasting rates of deforesta-

rion by slope class which ranged from 84% on 

slopes less than 10 degrees to 51% for slopes
 
between 30 and 39 degrees. On precipitous 

slopes greater than 40 degrees, conifer sur-

vival was a relatively high 75%. 


The rate of western conifer forest mor-

tality is also proportional to the biomass of 

associated shrub and woodland vegetation. 

Heaviest mortality occurred in stands sympatric 

with canyon oak (JYW, 311 survival). In con-

trast, the survival rate of stands associated 

with timberland chaparral, mountain mahogany 

scrub, however, was much higher ranging from 67 

to 75%. All vegetation types in western 

conifer forest experienced strong increases in 

deforestation rate with increasing slope with 

the exception of stands free of understory or 

sympatric with black oak.
 

POST-FIRE REGROWTH 


On table 3 is a brief summary of post-fire 

regrowth of stands destroyed by fire since the 

1938 aerial photographic cover (and a few known 

earlier known fires) according to dominant coni-

fer species and age class. Comparison of trans-

ect data with the 1938 vegetation record an the 

same location indicates that post-fire vegeta-

tion is more or less identical with the former 

stand at the floristic level, although the 

physiognomy, of course, is drastically different. 

Stands burned most recently are dominated by 


Table 3--Summary of vegetation 

by age class
 

Conif. 

Age Freq. Percent 


Conifer Class Shrub Repro. Conifers 

Species (Years) Biomass 100 m. >5 m. tall 


0-9 light 2.3 0 

10-9 medium 5.3 8 

30t heavy 7.4 75 


Bs 09 light 0 

10-19 heavy 0.1 0 

20-29 heavy1 , 0.6 0 

30t light- 1.1 71
 

JY,SF 0-9 none 0.1 0 
10-19 light 6.1 * 
20-29 light 8.0 7 

I 30t light 8.7 63 


Canyon oak shrubs reach tree size after Ca. 

50 years.
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shrubs, usually in contiguous thickets. Coni
fers are prominant in stands older than a few
 
decades although this trend is quite variable
 
depending on the species and the physiognomy of
 
assosiated vegetation.
 

Early regeneration of big cone Douglas-fir 
stands is dominated by canyon oak Quercus 
chrysolepis) which arose as a shrub due to the 
sprouting of numerous stems at ground level.
 
(Despite its sire, this oak is;relatively thin
 
barked and generally suffers fatal cambium dam
age in tihe crown and the main trunk). Canyon
 
oak shrubs are admixed with dense stands of
 
mostly Ceanothirs iusteerrtnt and C. leucodermis 
which presumably germinated from seed stored InI 
the soil (Quick 1959). In older stands, canyon
 
oak torms contiguous stands of large shrubs 3 to
 
8 m tall, having attained tree size In burns 
older than approximately 50 years. In these,
 
the forest floor was relatively free of brush
 
due to mass senility and mortality of Ceanothus.
 

Big cone Douglas-fir reproduction
 
in deforested stands is practically
 
non-existent. No offspring was found in stands
 

less than 19 years old. A few seedlings and
 
saplings were transected in remaining stands
 
ranging in age up-to 55 years. The reasons for
 
this trend are unclear. Long distance seed
 
dispersal by wind may be inefficient because
 
the seed is heavy (Gause 1966). Reproduction
 
was also found to le tire best in shade provided
 
by canyon oak (Littrell and McDonald 1976;
 
Cause 1966), a condition dependent on the
 
time required for their maturation. Comparison
 
of stands of different age class suggests that
 
sapling growtL is suppressed by shade stress
 

until the trees emerge through the oak canopy.
 
Analysis of aerial photography indicates that
 
much emergence requires about 50 years.
 

Vegetal regrowth in recently burned
 
Coulter pine stands is also dominated by

sprouting chaparral and woodland species,
 
mostly in Arctostaphylos, Adenostoma, and 
_yurcus--resemblig understory of mature 
stands--plus a small quantity of Ceanothus
 

leucodermis, C. inteerrimus, and C. greggi 
which established as seedlings. The latter
 
species generally died of senility after 25 to
 
40 years as most older stands contained num

erous carcuses. The chaparral Is contiguous

in stands older than 10 years, the bliomass
 
adequate to support an intense fire after about
 
20 years.
 

Most reproduction of Coulter pine occurred

within a year of a fire, usually in abundance.
 
Field observations of young stands suggest the
 
seed was diseminated from cones persistent on
 
nearby deceased adults rather than by long dis
tance dispersal, in a fashion similar to
knobcone pine (Pinus attenuata; Vogl 1973).
 



Coulter pine, of course, is not a true closed 

cone pine. The cones, however, require two
 

years to mature and normally open during mid-

winter (Critchfield, pers comm.) well after 

the fire season. Consequently, they probably
 
opened and released seed in response to the 

fires. The trees grow vigorously from the 

start. Seedlings are coarse, containing many 

cotylgens to Insure deep early rooting and are 

remarkably drought tolerant (Wright 1966a; 

1966). In transect data, trees average 0.3 m 

tall after 4 years, 2-5 m after 20 years, and 

10-15 m after 45 years. Cones with viable 

seed were produced as early as 10 years age. 


Western conifer forest stands destroyed by 

fire underwent brush invtion primarily as the 

result of mass germination of shrub seedlings 


from seed stored in the soil, similar to dis-

turbed forests In the Sierra Nevada (Quick 

1959). lominant species include Ceanothus 


Integerrlmus, C. cordulatus, C. g_reILi var. 
vestitus, and Arcto'staivIDos paLtula . Species, 
capable of long distance seed dispersal, also 

invaded these stands including Artemisia tri-

dentata, Chrsothamnus nauseosis and Cercoc-
arpus ledifolius. The dominant sprouting
 

species, (uercus _hrysolepis, Q. kello_i_, 
and Castanopsis _ep ervirons, represented a 
small portion of the total cover, 


Total shrub cover is greater than under-
story present in pre-burn 1938 photography, but 
is rarely contiguous. Shrub growth is 
initially slow due to the prominence of seeding 
species which, unlike sprouters, have to de-
velop their own root SystteMS. Moreover, at 
maturity (20 to 30 years) shrub biomass Is 
rarely half the value of chamise chaparral. 
Evidences in transecto and aerial photography 
suggest that montane chaparral tends to open up 
after 30 to 50 years due to senility deaths of 
primarily Ceanothus and Artemisia tridentata, 

Conifer reproduction was similar for all 

species. Seed was apparently introduced by 

wind dispersal from mature stands outside de-

fbrestatio areas (lowells 1965). Ecesis had 

not taken place in most transects of stands 

younger than 5 years because of poor seed crops 

and dry winters, although reproduction is 

usually plentiful In stands older than 10 years. 

Following the distributional trends of the de-

ceased adults, ponderosa and Jeffrey pine seed
llngs germinated best on open mineral soils in 

full sun, while white fir and sugar pine seed-

lings came up in duff and mineral soil condi-

tions on shady north facing slopes. The growth 

rates of these species Is much slower than 

Coulter pine; only 8Z of trees had reached 15 

feet (5.0 m ) height In stand 20 to 29 years 

old. Aerial photo comparison of older stands 

recovering from deforestation suggests that
 

western conifer forests reach full height 


growth in about 100 years.
 

THE FIRE CYCLE, PLANT COMMUNITY
 
STRUCTURE AND GEOGRAPHY
 

Fires do not burn the biotic landscape
 
indiscriminantly. In spite of apparent random
 
perturbations such as fire storms and local
 
"runs" up steep slopes, the larger view shows
 
that combustion frequency, intensity, and con
comitant rates of vegetal destruction is a
 
product of differences in fuel volume, fuel
 
geometry, slope and topography. Plants living
 
together as a "community" are obviously com
patible with the fire regime they create.
 
With changes in the physical environment, how
ever, there should be corresponding changes in
 
the vegetation and the burning regime. The
 

combustion of coniferous forests described
 
here is found to be complex as one type is
 
normally destroyed by fire (Coulter Pine) while
 

the others directly survive them (Big cone 
Douglas-fir, western conifer forest). In an
 
analysis of 36 yvars of fire history since 1938,
 
it appears that each is "adapted" to fire, but
 
in different ways.
 

Coulter pine forests are nrmally immolated
 
by heavy evergreen schlerophyll vegetation at a
 
frequent interval. It reproduces immediately
 
after fire and growth to cone bearing stage re

quires only a few decades. Western conifer
 
forests are characterized by less ground fuel
 
and tends to directly escape fire. Regenera
tion to maturity is slower (ca. 100 years) and
 
dominant species rarely reach cone bearing
 
stage before 50 years. Brush invasion, however,
 
is partly temporary due to the predominance of
 
short-lived species which replicate by seed
 
storage. Unlike chamise chaparral, therefore,
 
brush fuel loading is not accumulative. Big
 
cone Douglas-fir forests also directly survive
 
fire because of protection afforded by relative
ly non-flammable canyon oaks. It reproduces
 
poorly and stands appear to be maintained by a
 
combination of incremental reproduction and post
fire crown sprouting. In case of severe fire,
 
canyon oak is converted into a more flammable
 
shrub which could potentially effect accumula
tive damage to big cone Douglas-fir overstory
 
with repeated fire. The success of this conifer,
 
therefore, seems dependent on tree-sized canyon
 
oak escaping fire.
 

The geography of these conifer forests are
 
believed to reflect spatial changes in the long
 
run of the fire regime described here. It
 
follows that in areas outside their distribu
tion, the fire regime will not reconcile with
 
their life cycles. In this regard, on their
 
distribution in the eastern Transverse ranges
 
are offered.
 

Western conifer forest species and big cone
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Douglas-fir are not sympatric with chamise 

chaparral because the time required for their 

maturation from seed is greater than the in-

terval of lethal fire events caused by the 

brush (20-50 years). The distribution of western 

conifer forests are limited to areas containing
 
low fuel volume evergreen schlerophyllous vege

tation (timberland chaparral, mountain mahogany 

scrub, great basin sage scrub, open canyon oak 

scrub) where the frequency of fire events fatal 

to them is low. The lower elevational limit of 

western conifer forest is inversely proportional 

to slope; large stands exist on gentle surfaces 

at quite low elevations (1300 a ) where shrub
 
understory continues to be limited and the 

probability of crown fires through "runs" is 

low. Big cone Douglas-fir forests extend to 

high elevations on steep slopes (2300 m ) in
 
areas of heavy canyon oak understorv. At rare 

intervals the oak stands inmolate conifer over- 

story, selecting for sprouting big cone Douglas-

fir over western conifer forest species. This 

becomes less probable toward higher elevations
 
because canyon oak drops out. Similarly, 

Coulter pine forests are also found at high 

elevations (2200 m ) primarily on steep slopes 

covered by heavy brush which insure a high fre-

quency of crown fires. 
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LIFE HISTORY ATTRIBUTES OF PLANTS AND THE FIRE CYCLE:
 

- /
A CASE STUDY IN CHAPARRAL DOMINATED BY CUPRESSUS FORBESII
 

2/
 

Paul H. Zedler
 

Abstract: Observations were made and population data
 
were collected on recent burns in San Diego County, Calif
ornia to observe the response of chaparral shrub species
 
to fire. These studies concentrated on Cupressus forbesii
 
and its associated species. It is apparent that there are
 
diverse ways of adapting to and surviving fire, as evidenced
 
by a qualitative description of life history attributes of
 
the species studied. An understanding of the life histories
 
of the constituent species is important to predicting the
 
response of chaparral to management, and necessary to avoid
 
the possibility of irreversible changes. The drastic decline
 
of Cupressus on several sites apparently resulting from
 
increased fire frequency is evidence that dramatic changes
 
in population sizes are possible.
 
Key words: Cupressus forbesii, chaparral, fire ecology, fire
 

adaptations.
 
INTRODUCrION of the constituent species. At the extreme,
 

there is the risk of species extinction, which
 
An ideal management program for a nat- is the most obvious and final of the ways in
 

ural ecosystem would be to move the ecosystem which resilience can be altered. Much more
 
from any existing state to any other desired likely is the local extinction of populations
 
state in a series of precisely defined mani- which may be difficult to reverse within
 
pulations. In reality, we recognize that practical constraints.
 
management always risks bringing about un
wanted changes, or worse, bringing about Obviously, a complete understanding of
 
changes which are irreversible. A management the consequences of alternative management
 
approach which preserves the ability of the strategies requires consideration of all
 
ecosystem to return to a variety of states aspects of ecosystem function. To be able to
 
is thus to be preferred. Ifolling (1973) has predict the fate of species under alternative
 
termed this ability of ecosystems to be management practices, it is clear that more
 
disturbed and still retain the basic compon- will be needed than nutrient cyclinq and
 
ents and relations "resilience." energy flow studies at the ecosystem level.
 

There must also be studies of the population-

In natural or semi-natural landscapes level responses of the individual species.
 

the need to preserve resilience requires Such studies must include an emphasis on the
 
that attention be given not only to gross major demographic properties, suah as seed
 
structural and functional features such as production, dispersal, vegetative and seed
 
total biomass, primary productivity, forage reproduction, germination ecology, and sur
production, and the like, but also to the vivorship. Studies like these fall into the
 
abundance, distribution, and future prospects area of ecology recently dignified with the
 
1/ title of "plant demography." In plant demo
-/Presented 
 at the Symposium on Environmental graphic studies, the emphasis is on the life
 
Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in table, or its equivalent, and its use to make
 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. predictions about the behavior of populations
 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. under variable circumstances. Such studies
 

are few in number for plants of any kind, and
 

-!Associate Biology sparse for long-lived woody plants.Professor,r Bvery Dept., San2 P 

Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182 It will be my purpose to try to demonstrate
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that such infonr. tion is essential for intel-
ligent management of Mediterranean ecosystems. 
I will try to do this with qualitative data 

on a number of important chaparral shrubs of 

San Diego County, and with a limited amount 

of quantitative data on the Tecate cypress, 

Cupressus forbesii. 


THE CHAPARRAL FIRE CYCLE 

Since I wish to discuss the interaction 
between the fire cycle and shrub life history, 
it is necessary to define the terms that will 
be used to describe major stages in the fire 

cycle. For the present purposes, it is suf-
ficient to recognize five stages: the fire 
itself, the early post-fire years, the later 
post-fire years, closed conditions, and 
senescence. These stages may be briefly 

characterized as follows: 


Fire (F)--The actual fire, which typical-

ly kills all above ground living material and 

(directly or indirectly) much of the below 

ground bi-mass as well. While ground fires 

which do not burn through the crowns and do 

not kill all of the individuals may be pos- 

sible, they are so rare as to be of little 

significance. 


Early Post-Fire Years (EPF)--The first 

year or two of recovery after fire, during 

which nutrient and moisture conditions are 

most favorable, and in which a large pro-

portion of the habitat is available for 

germination and growth. 


Post-Fire Years (PF)--The next few years 

(c. 2-10 after fire) during which canopies of
 
most plants do not touch, but in which bio-

mass recovery is sufficient that resource 

abundance is less, and the habitat much less 

favorable for germination and establishment. 


Closed Condition (C)--The time character-

ized by a more-or-less continuous canopy, at 

least some build-up of litter, and near max-

imum exploitation of rooting space. 


Senescence (S)--(25 to 100 or more years 

after fire). The stage of development where 

the death of large dominant individuals leaves 

large openings and presumably, therefore,
 
resource use is less intense. The age at 

which chaparral begins senesce seems to be 

highly variable. While some stands apparently 

disintegrate at 30 to 40 years after fire 

(Hanes 1971), others will be uniformly vig-

orous at an age of 100 years. 


CHAPARRAL SHRUB LIFE HISTORIES 

The current view sees plant life histories
 
as the end product of evolution which optimizea
 
the trade-off between the survival of the indiv
idual and the production of offspring (Stearns
 
1976). In a region subject to recurrent fires,
 
it is clear that the adjustminnt of individual 
survival and the production of propagules to 
an optimal balance must accomodate the effects 
of fire. As is well known, this has led to 
two major life history types in the chaparral, 
the so-called "obligate seeders." and the 
"sprouters." In the first case individual 
survival has evidently been sacrificed to
 
increase the numbers of seedlings that can be 
established during the brief favorable period
 
after fire. In the latter case, individual 
survival is high, but often apparently at the
 
expense of seedling establishment (Keeley and
 
Zedler 1977).
 

This contrast in life histories is
 
striking, and it is obvious that the pattern
 
of fires could have profoundly different effects 
on the two types of species. But an important
 
point that I wish to make is that there are
 
other types of life histories in the chaparral,
 
and that even within the spruuter and obligate
 
seeder categories there is a substantial diver
sity of life histories. Though the contrasts
 
to be found in more detailed analysis of the
 
life histories are not so striking as the
 
seeder-sprouter comparison, they would seem
 
nonetheless to be great enough to be of con
cern in chaparral management where it is im
portant to predict the long and short run
 
changes likely to result from particular
 
programs.
 

In table 1, certain life history traits
 
of selected chaparral species are listed. To
 
interpret the table, the life history attri
butes considered are defined:
 

Post-fire sprouting--This is the ability
 
to be killed to the growv and recover by the
 
production of new shoots from the base. 
Near
ly any shrub will sprout to some degree if
 
the fire is light enough, but as has been well
documented in California (e.g. Hanes 1971),
 
there are some species which almost never
 
sprout under typical fire conditions.
 

Seedling establishment from stored seed--

This refers to the ability to produce and dig
perse seeds in such a way that they will ger
minate primarily in the first year after fire.
 
Species which are able to do this may also be
 
able to produce seeds that will germinate at
 
other times, but there is a tendency for shrubs
 
which establish abundant seeds after fire to
 
establish few or no seeds at other times.
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Table 1--Life history attributes of shrub species found in or adjacent to stands of Cupressus
 
forbesii in southern San Diego County, California. Nomenclature follows Munz (1974).
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RhuS laurina +1 + +? EP 

Rhus ovata +1 + + EPF 

Romneya 
trichocalyx 

+ + ? +? 7 ? + EPFP? 

Haplopappus 
squarrosus 

+ + + + PF 

11 Obligate Seeders 

I I-A 

Artemisia 
californica 

+ +- EPFS? 

Salvia 
mellifera 

+ + EPP'S 

Salvia 
apiana 

+ + t? ? EPP'S? 

II-B 

Ceanothus 
greggii 

+1 + EPP 

Ceanothus 
tomentosus 

+1 + EPP 

Cupressus 
forbesii 

+1 +3 EPP 
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Seedling est Jblishment from early post-
fire seed--This refers to the ability to 

establish seedlings from seeds which are 

produced by seedlings or resprouts in the 
first few years after fire. None of the 
dominant shrubs of the chaparral seem to do 
this. 

Vegetative spread during fire-free per-
iod--h.ci refers to the ability to establish 
new individuals by vegetative spread at times 
other than resprouting after fire. 

Seedlino establishment in closed con-

ditions--This is the 
 catacitv to establish 
seedlings at times other than the short per-
iod immediately after fires. To do this they 
must be ablu to reproduce beneat h their own or 
other species' canopies, or in small openings
in older chaparral that are not the result of 
fire. 

Continuous seed producton from time of 
first flowerinc to tho next fir--Species with 
this property typIcall,'. crow*: into the canopy, 
and once there, remair viasrous enough to 
produce seed continucusly. The intent of de-
fining this feature is to distinguish between 
those species that flourish for a period of 
years and then decline to virtual absence,
from those species omtretitive enouch to main-
tain or increase their rosition relative to 
other secies. Species with this trait have 
a hi: probabiliyo Of well-established indiv-
idl os survivin to the next fire. 

Steady-state shrub structure--Shrubs of 

humid regions often pLersist 11 '.efinitelv 

beneath forest canop-ies sy the continual 

production of new 
 shoots to rep-lace senescing 

old ones, and 
 thus may be said to he capable 

of having a steady-state structure. '!any 

chauarral shrubs produce few or no sprouts

from the base, except for the first few years 
after fire. This means th&t growth in these 
shrubs is a process of fire-induced sprouting 
followed by thinning in which stems may die, 
but no new ones are produced from the base to 
replace them. 

Table 1 lists mst of t a important 
species of shrubs encountered in my study of 
Tecate cypress in southern San Diego County,
California. The information on the shrubs 
applies to the species as they behave in San 
Diego County. In at least one instance 
(sprouting in Salvia aniana) , the behavior 
of the species in this area is different from 
that in the rest of the state. Other dif-
ferences in other species may well exist. 

In the table, the presence of a feature 
as common and well-developed is indicated by 

a plus sign, the absence of a feature by a
 
blank. Intermediate degrees of expression 
are 
indicated as follows: a plus followed by an 
exclamation point indicates that the trait is 
strongly present; a plus and minus indicates 
that the trait is less common or less strongly 
expressed; and a minus sign that the trait is 
present but is not comcion or not well expressed.
A question mark after a symbol indicates sUb
stantial doubt over the proper classification, 
but the reader is cautioned that the entire 
table should be considerd preliminary. The 
final coluui indicates the sitage in the fire 
cycl when most now individuals are established. 
Irdividual, as described here, includes the 
genet (Harper and thite 197.4) as well as ramets 
that are distinct enough from the parent to 
constitute significant invasion of new habitat. 

In the table, the species hiAve been 
grouped into broad categories of life history 
typ.e!. The traditional s, paration between the 
sprouters and obligate seeders is very clear. 
Five of the species never sprout after fire, 
except very occasionally when they occur at 
the margins of a bur.,. Ten of the species
 
sprout, most of then visorously enouqh that
 
their pre-burn leaf area, if not their pro
burn hiomass rs::uic ly recovered. 

But withiin each of these broad categories 
Lnere are differences in life history that
 
could be of considerable significance to
 
their long-run response to fire manipulation.
 
In the non-sprouting group there ire those
 
species (group IT-B) whi::h have apparently 
no capacity whatever to germinate except
 
after fire, unless there is severe unnatural
 
disruption of the vecretation, as when an area
 
is bulldozed. In contrast, the two Salvia
 
species and esreciall y rtmisia have the
 
ability to establish seedlings in closed con
ditions and in adjacent op{;n area- without
 
massive disruption of the soil. Significantly,
 
all three of these species Ire most successful
 
in the more open veuetart on n less favorable
 
sites, beinsi mrost ab)un,,int toward the coast 
and, in the case of Salvia atiana, again on 
the desert edge. It seems likely that con
ditions which favor the spre.ad to group II-A
will not probably h! egual ly flavrable to 
group IT-B. 

Many of the srcies in the!; two groups 
are relatively short-lived, and conspicuously 
subject to decline in older stands of chaparral 
(Biswell 1974). This is especially true for 
species that would he classed in group Il-A, 
and in general for drought-deciduous species.
Certain sclerophyllous evergreens that belong 
to group I-B also seem to develop early and
then lose vigor (e.g. Ceanothus oliganthus)
but others, like Arctostaphylon otayensis 
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and Cupressus forbesii, can survive in a vig-

orous condition to an age of 90 years. 


In the sprouter categories (I-A and I-B) 
there are also contrasts, and sufficient var-

iability that placing them in discrete groups 
is not entirely satisfactory. However, there 
is a distinction between species that exploit 
the early post-fire years by establishing 
numerous seedlings, and those that seem able 
to (1o so only to a very limited extent. This 
essentially is the same distinction made by 
Naveh (1975) in his discussion of the fire-
related adaptations of Mediterranean plants. 
In group I-A, the species sprout vigorously 
after fire, but establish few or no seedlings, 
despite considerable fruit production between 
fires. in some cases, as with Pickeringia 
montana ever the greater part of its range, 
this failure to establish seeds may be due to 
sterility or low seed viability; but it is 
doubtful that this can explain the behavior 
of the five species in group I-A. More likely, 
the seeds of some of the species simply are not 
well adapted to post-fire germination. This 
lack of adaptation may be either physiological, 
or due to an inability to survive in the soil 
to the next fire. 

Since conditions for the expansion of 
population size by seed seem to be most favor-
able after fire, it is surprising that these 
species have not evolved the ability to ex-
ploit post-fire conditions. There are at 
least three possible explanations for this 
situation. These are nut mutually exclusive. 
First, it may be that successful post-fire 
germination is highly variable from fire to 
fire, and that therefore establishment in some 
of these species can be observed only rarely, 
Such variation could arise because of mast 
years, predators;, climatic variation, or a 
complicated interaction of all three. Second, 
it may be that evolutionary constraints make 
it impossibhl for certain species to evolve 
the proper combinat ion of fru i ting phenology, 
seed behavior, predator protection, dispersal, 
and reproductive cffort that are required to 
successfully exploit the lost-fire s;ituation. 
Such constraints; may be only temporary for 
species recently incorporated into the 
chaparral, or they may be virtually permanent, 
Lastly, it is of course poesible that the 
ability to exploit post-fire conditions may 
not be so uniformly advantageous as it seems, 

The case of _uercus dumosa (scrub oak) 
seems to be adequately covered in the second 
explanation. 1 have never observed seedlings 
of this species in recent burns, and seedlings 
in other conditions are rare, despite reason-
ably consistent production of viable acorns, 
But, although rare, seedlinqs do occur. I 

have seen most of them in older stands, gen
erally ones with a well-developed litter layer.
 
The greatest abundance I have noted was in a 
90 year old stand'with patches of deep litter. 
The seedlings were scattered in groups, a
 
pattern surely resulting from caching by small 
mammals. 

It is fairly clear that the acorn is not 
well suited either to long-term survival in 
the soil, or to storage on the tree in fire
resistant form. Wh1ile in theory one supposes 
the acorn could be altered to possess these 
properties, it is not surprising that such an 
ancient and successful structure should be 
conservative. Most likely the variation is 
simply not present for evolution to act on. 
Scrub oak thus represents a xeric derivative 
from some mesic species or species complex 
whose vegetative vigor and longevity compensate 
for what seems to be a less than optimal rate 
of establishment from seed. 

The behavior of Xylococcus bicolor is
 
less easily explained. This species is a
 
vigorous sprouter, and seems almost immune
 
from death by fire. However, seedlings are 
rare. Detailed examination of more than 450
 
square meters of belt transects in burns in
 
which Xylococcus was abundantly present on or
 
adjacent to the ;ampled area revealed only 
one half-dead seedling. Another vigorous 
seedling was found off the transect. No 
seedlings of Xylococcus have been found in 
three other burns in which resprouting 
Xylococcus was present. Considering the 
present abundance and vigorous seed production 
of Xylococcus, this lack of seedlings is 
puzzling. Unlike Quercus dumosa, Xylococcus 
does not seem to be able to exploit closed 
conditions. It may be that even the small 
number of seedlings that are present in burns 
are sufficient to maintain the populations, 
but then the reproductive success of the 
Xylococcus seems very low. 

It may also be that the present conditions 
are not representative of those that led to 
the establishment of the present stands. It 
is possible, for example, that seed predators
 
are more abundant or effective than they have 
been in past times, or that longer intervals 
between fires are necessary for the accumulation 
of sufficient viable seed at the proper depth 
for successful establishment. 

The second group (I-B) differs in that 
all members can both sprout and establish 
seedlings. One would expect this to be the 
most successful life history, and it is not 
surprising that Adenostoma fasciculatum, the 
most abundant plant of the California chaparral, 
belongs to this group. Note also that 
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Adenostoma, in at least some years and in 

some places, can have seedlings germinate with-

out fire and in closed conditions. Included 
in this group is Haplopappus squarrosus, a 

sub-shrub in the Compositae, which I have 

listed here mainly 
 to show that at least one 
shrubby plant is able to establish new indiv
iduals from seed produced after tho fire. I 
have noted this in two burns some distance 
apart. In one of these burns, a north facing
slope had many thousands of seedlings on it 
resulting from seed produced by the resprouted 
stems. This establishment took place a little 

over a year after the fire. 


It will require much more than this crude 
table to predict which of these species may

be expected to increase decreaseor in response 
to different types of manipulation. But with 
respect to fire, even this limited presentation

makes it clear that species will respond quite 
differently. At the first level, there are
species whose life cycle is dependent upon

fire to a degree which must make then highly

sensitive to large scale shifts in fire pat-
tern. This group of "fire-sensitive" species

would certainly include 
 all of the species 

except sub-group I-A. Within the fire sen-

sitive group ther2 remain significant dif-

ferences. Sub-group II-B should be 
 very
sensitive to both increasing and decreasing

fire frequency, since species in this group 
cannot establish effectively without fire, 

but at the same time must not be burned before 

sufficient seed for the 
next generation has 

been produced. Sub-group II-A, 
 however, while 

sensitive in a negative way to increasing fire 
fi -quency, might conceivably benefit f.-am 

decreasing fire frequency because of the 

ability of these species to persist, and 

possibly spread under conditions of senescence.
 

Group I-A might be called fire insensitive, 
not because fire has 
no effect, but because 

there seems to be no direct dependence upon

fire. Established plants are virtually certain 

to survive fire, and seedling establishment 

apparently 
takes place at times other than after 

fire. They are also long-lived, so that 

whether fire frequency is high or low, the 

probability of dramatic population reduction 

should be minimal. In the long run, 
the in-

direct effects can be significant, if not

because of fire effects on site conditions, 
then certainly because the greater or lesser 
success of the fire-sensitive species will 
ultimately be an influence, 

believe that this qualitative view of 
shrub life histories suffices to show that 
manipulation of chaparral, and specifically 
manipulation of the frequency of fire could be 

a major determinant of the relative abundance 


of species. It is 
less clear that there is
 
any danger of destroying the resilience of
 
the chaparral. If a series of manipulations 
can be readily reversed, there is little
 
reason to be concerned about short-range
 
changes in relative abundanse.
 

In the following section, I will briefly
discuss some of the preliminary data derived 
from a study of Cullressus forbesii, especially
the recovery of this species from a series of 
recent burns. On the basis of data collected 
so far, it seems likely that this species is 
headed for extinction under the preent fire 
regime. If this belief is correct, it isevidence that at least some chaparral systems 
are not resilient in 
the face of disruption

of the presumed normal pattern of fires. 

A CASE HI1STORY--CUPR!SSUS FORBESII 

Cupressus forbesii 
(Tecate cypress) is a 
closed-cone conifer, which retains closed cones 
on the branches that disperse seed only after 
fire, and nearly always only after death of 
the parent tree. This behavior may be thought
of as simply an extreme case of the obligate 
seeder life history (group II-b). This species,
possibly widespread in coastal California in 
the Neocene (Axelrod 1967), 
is now restricted
 
to four sites in southern Clifornia, and a
 
scattering of locations in northern 
 Baja 
California, Mexico. 
Whoe it occurs, it is
 
a dominant; being remarkably hardy and long
lived. As stands increase in age after fire,
 
the cypress gradually surpasses most of its 
shrubby competitors, and tends to occur in
 
nearly pure stands or a scattering of discrete
 
clumps.
 

Cone production begins at an age of about

ten years and accelerates so that by 25 to 30
 
years a few trees in favorable locations may
 
have as many as one thousand cones, each with
 
about 30 viable seeds. However, maximum cone
 
production seems not to be achieved until 
about 50 years or even later. For populations
 
to be maintained, the interval between fire
 
must be long enough to permit the trees 
to
 
grow large enough to produce substantial num
bers of cones.
 

I have studied stands of Tecate cypress 
on Tecate and Otay Mountains in southern San 
Diego County Aere there have been a number 
of fires in the past forty years, including 
fires in 1975 on Tecate Mountain, and 1976 and1977 on Otay Mountain. The 1975 fire on Tecate 
burned an area which I had previously sampled
in 1972. This area, and others, were sampled 
in 1976. At both times, estimates of the num
ber of seeds available to establish the now 
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generation could be obtained by counting the 

cones remaining on the burned trees. A low
 
estimate of pre-fire density could be obtained 

by counting the number of stems which survived 

the fi re. 

I intend to publish elsewhere a fuller 
discussion of all of the data, and will present 
here density data from only two of the stands 
sampled. These two stands are both on Tecate 
Mountain and occur adjacent to one another on
 
a steep, generally north-facing slope. Both 
stands were burned in 1880, 1944, ard again 

in 1975. One of them, the Smuggler's Canyon 

stand, also burncd in 1965; while tile second 
stand, Bigrock, escaped this fire, which was 
brought under control by the California Div-
ision of Forestry. 


In the Smuggler's Canyon stand, the trees 
which were killed by the 1965 fire remained, 
and still retained their cones, so that an 
estimate of the numbers of trees and the num-
bers of cones on them at the time of the 1965 

fire could be obtained. This, with the 1976 
data, allowed the following estimates of 
density to be calculated. The figures in 
parentheses are estimates based on extra-
polation from other stands of similar age, 
but are conservative estimates of density: 


Smuggler's Canyon 


Length of Time Cypress 

Year Since Last Fire (Years) Trees/m 


1965 
 11 > 1.4 

1966 0.5 (0.04) 

1972 7 0.03 


1976 1 0.02 

1985 10 (,'0.015?) 

These figures confirm quantitatively what 

is readily apparent on inspection of the stand. 

On this site, Tecate cypress has been reduced, 

in less than 35 years, from a dominant to a 

minor component of the vegetation, 

Tile adjacent 9igrock stand has also 
suffered a decline but because it has exper-
ienced one less fire, the reduction is not 

nearly so drastic. As above, the figures in 
parentheses are estimates. This stand was 
denser than the Smuggler's Canyon stand, and 
was also much older at the time of the 1975 
burn, but there was still a very marked loss 
of individuals. The present seedling crop 
is now at a density very much higher than the 
prohablo density of a 63 year old stand, and 

much below the density of tile stand that burned: 


Bigrock Stand
 

Length of Time Cypress2 
Year Since Last Fire (Years) Trees/m 
1943 63 (---1.0) 

1945 0.5 (>14.0) 
1972 28 8.9 

1976 1 1.4
 

A similar pattern seems to be present in
 
a 1976 burn in a 34 year old cypress stand on
 
Otay Mountain, about 15 km west of Tecate
 
Mountain. Preliminary data indicate that the
 
present seedling density is about 0.44 per
 
square meter, compared to a pre-burn cypress 
density of 0.8.
 

While it is probably true that the Tecate
 
cypress has undergone considerable variation in
 
abundance in past times, the present precipitous
 
decline in recent fires cannot be accounted for
 
by invoking changing climate, pest problems,
 
or disease. The most economical hypothesis is
 
simply that the cypress cannot reestablish at 
maximum density unless enough time has elapsed
 
between fires to permit the trees to grow past
 
their competitors into a position of dominance
 
and maximize their production of cones.
 

If this is true, then it must be that fire 
frequency is higher in this area at present 
than it has been in the past. Since all three 
of the fires which have burned in the cypress 
in the last three years were started by humans,it is likely that the fire frequency under 

natural conditions would have been lower. The 
fact that cyprt;ss stands 28 and 34 years olddid not reestablish vigorously enough to main

tain their densities suggests that tile natural 
period between fires was much longer than 40
years in the areas where cypress grows, and 
therefore longer than the commonly cited 
"25-year" fire cycle. Burning as frequently 
as every 25 years would probably lead to the
 
extinction of cypress. If it would not be
 
complete extinction, it would at least be
 
local extinction, and an elimination of the 
species as a significant element of the 
chaparral in areas where it now predominates. 

It is also important that there is probably 
no manipulation of the cypress stands, short 
of artificial planting, that will allow the 
stands to be expanded as rapidly as they have
 
declined. This is because cypress seeds have
 
very limited dispersal. They tend to fall
 
directly below the tree, and since the stands
 
are mostly on steep slopes, dispersal is mostly
 
downhill. Not surprisingly, it is upslope
 
areas that seem to be suffering the most
 
drastic decline in numbers.
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Taking all the evidence together, the 

case of Cupressus forbe'sii seems to be one
 
in which human activities have led to a 

diminution of ecosystem resilience by local 

extinction of a duminnant species. So far as 

can be determined, this is a direct result
 
of the failure of reproduction arising from
 
a change in the pattern of fire, and not the 
result of changes in site conditions. It is
 
the kind of ecosystem disruption that should 

be predictable from a knowledge of life 

history attributes and the demography of 

species. 


IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT
 

It may be that the Tecate cypress repre-

sents a unique situation, and that therefore 

the process of local extinction which seems 

to be taking place may be no more than a 

footnote in chaparral natural history. I
 
believe, however, that although the cypress 

case may be extreme, it illustrates the fact 

that it is unwise to assume that species well 

adapted to fire must necessarily have pop-

ulations that are always rcbust in recovering

from fires. 


In the case of cypress, the fires that 

are decimating the populations are of human
 
origin, but are accidental or criminal. How-

ever, controlled burns to reduce fuel densities 

to desirable levels from the standpoint of 

property protection, would probably lead to
 
the local extinction of cypress. If a single 

fire-sensitive species can be brought to the 

edge of extinction, it is not unreasonable 

to suppose that other species with very 

similar life histories might also be similarly 

affected. In fact, all of the fire-sensitive
 
species should feel some effect. 
 These effects 

may not always be beneficial to management 

goals, and may be difficult to reverse. The 

frequency of fire is a major determinant of 

community composition, and should be selected
 
with great care and a clear understanding of 

its consequences, an understanding which can 

only be complete if there is knowledge of 

the life histories of the species involved. 

There is another further asnect of 
practical importance in the cypress example. 

If fire frequency was lower under primeval 

conditions, it may be true that the shorter
 
fire cycle, associated as it must inevitably
 
be with some loss of soil, might degrade sites
 
at an unacceptable rate, and lead to irrever
sible changes in species composition, pro
ductivity, or cover because of site degradation.
 
If the main objective of chaparral management
 
is to get rid of brush, this may be desirable,
 
but it would be best to approach this end know
ingly.
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FIRE MANAGEHEIIT IN THE 
i/
 

YOSEMITE MIXED-CONIFER ECOSYSTEM
2/ 

Jan W. van Uagtendonk 
-

Abstract: Fire has always played a role in the eco
systems of Yosemite National Park. Management of the Park
 
under a policy of protecting the forests from fire has led
 

to unnaturally high flammable conditions. The present
 
fire management program at Yosemite recognizes the dynamic
 
role of fire. Naturally occurring fires are allowed to
 

run their course in 63 percent of the Park and prescribed
 

fire is used to return the remaining portion to its original
 
condition. Burning prescriptions have been derived to
 

meet management objectives.
 

Key words: fire management; prescribed fires; Yosemite National Park.
 

INTRODUCTION Administration of the Park by the U.S.
 

Army in the early 1900's and finally by the
 

As in other areas with Mediterranean newly established National Park Service in
 

climates, fire has had a pervasive influence 1916, intensified the efforts to eliminate
 

on the ecosystems of Yosemite National Park. all fires from the Park. As a result, debris,
 
Descriptions of the forests by early explorers which had originally been kept at a low
 

spoke of open columns of trees and the general level, began to accumulate. Understory
 

lack of undergrowth. Such conditions were trees and brush were able to become estab
attributed to low intensity periodic fires set lished beneath the tall trees in the over
by lightning or by Indians. story. Increased fuel accumulations and
 

dense growth made the potential for an ex
'lth the coming of European man, however, tremely severe fire even greater. Over pro

these conditions began to change. Settlement tection of the forest from fire led to con
of Yosomite Valley began soon after its dis- ditions which threatened the very existence 
covery in 1051. This practically eliminated of the forest. 
Indian burning as their lands became occupied. 
When the Valley and the Har iposa Grove of This situation was recognized by the 
Giant :equoia eqituadendron Special Advisory Board on U1ildlife Management( Liganteum 
(lidl. ) Bucholz) were set aside in 1364 as a for the Secretary of the Interior (Leopold 
state reserve, an era of protection began. et. al., 1963). The Board recommended that 
The 189) act establ ishing Yosemite National ecosystems be restored as nearly as possible 

Park Yeluired that regulations be made "for to their pre-European man conditions using as 

the preservation from injury of all timber, natural a means as possible. The Leopold 
mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or Report became incorporated into Park Service 
wonder.s...and their retention in their natural policy in 1965. That policy now states that 

conditl on." Fires were considered a threat fire is recognized as a natural factor In 
to the Park's resources and were extinguished many Park ecosystems, and should be allowed 

as soon as possible. to run its course under prescribed conditions, 
In addition, In those areas where unnatural
 

fuel accumulations occur, prescribed fires can
 

-/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental be used as a management tool to restore
 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in natural conditions. Park Service policy
 

Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, California. has evolved from a philosophy of protecting
 

August 1-5, 1977. objects to one of perpetrating natural 
2/Rtsac processes. 

- Research Scientist, National Park Service, 

P.O. Box 577, Yosemite National Park, Califor

nia 95389.
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THE ROLE OF FIRE IN YOSEMITE 


Yosemite National Park encompasses a 
broad range of vegetation types from chapar-ral stands at 600 meters to alpine fell fields 

at 4,000 meters. Not only does the vegetation 

vary within this range, but also thle nature 

of the fuels and the probability of ignition.
Consequently, the role of natural fire in 
these types varies from being a dynamic force 
in the chaparral and mixed-conifer types to 
being insignificant in certain alpine types. 

In order for fire to be a factor, three 
conditions must be met. 
 First there must be 

an ignition source such as lightning or vol-
canos. Secondly, there must be sufficient 
fuel to be 
ignited, and finally, the weather 

must be favorable for the 
fire to be spread 

once ignited. 


Lightning is an ever-present phenomenon 

in Yosemite during the 
surrner months. For
 
the 46-year period from 1931 to 
1976, over
 
1,600 lightning fires were ignited. The 

average number of fires per year was

with a range from I fire in 1954 to 

36.5 
121 fires 


in 1967. Of these fires, less than one percent

occurred below 1,300 meters 
in the chaparral 

zone, 37 percent between 1,300 meters and 

2,000 meters in the mixed-conifer zone, 40 

percent between 
 2,000 meters and 2,700 meters 

in the red fir (Abies rmanifica A. Murr.) 
zone, 20 percent between 2,200 meters and
3,300 meters in the Lodgepole pine (Pinus 

contorta Dougl.) 
zone, and the remaining 2
 
percent above 3,300 meters in the subalpine 

and alpine zones. 


The number of lightning fires, however, 

only indicates lightning strikes which 
were 
able to ignite fires which were subsequent'y 

detected. :.any strikes did 
not result in a 

fire and many others were not detected before 

they burned out. In the mid-elevations, 
lightning is an important ignition source. 
Less ligntning fires burn in the chaparral 
zone because less lightning strikes occur 

there. 
 On the otherhand, in the sub-alpineand alpine zones, weather and fuel condi-
tions are such that a lightning strike seldom 
results in a fire. 

Although most lightning fires were sup-
pressed prior to 1972, fire size is still a 
useful indicator of the role fire plays in 
certain vegetation types. One would assume
 
that large suppressed fires would have been 

proportionally larger if allowed to burn. 

Weather and fuel conditions combined with an 

ignition source produce fires of various sizes. 

In those areas where fire plays a more impor
tant role, fires slould be largest. Fire size
 

data show that fires in the mixed-conifer type
at about 1,500 meters in elevation are 20 
times larger than fires at all elevations.
 
Average fire size at that elevation was slight
ly more than 40 hectares. When conditions are
favorable at other elevations large fires can
 
occur such as a single fire at 2,600 meters
 
which burned 1,600 hectares In 1974. Fires
 
which burn large areas occur on the average 
of every 15 years and burn during the month 
of September. 

FIRE IIANAGEMENT IN YOS1'NITE 

The National Park Service recognizes the
 
different ways fire behaves in its ecosystems 
and is managing them in such a manner that 
fire can play its natural role. Fire manage
ment in Yosemite presently falls into three
 
major categories: natural fire management,
 
routine wildland fire control, and prescribed
 
fire management.
 

Natural Fire Management 

In those areas 
in the Park where natural
 
conditions have been affected 
least by past

fire suppression activities, a natural fire
 
management zone has been established. With
in this zone, all naturally occurring fires
 
are allowed to run their course as 
long as
 
they can be contained within predetermined 

management units and when burning Is consis
tent with approved management objectives.
 

Most of the 194,356-hectare zone is 
located above 2,000 meters although in some
 
areas the zone dips down to nearly 1,100

meters. At the higher elevations the influ
ence of fire has not been as great and bio
logical growing conditions have been less
 
favorable than they are below. 
 The resulting
 
forest has, consequently, deviated little from
 
what are thought to be natural conditions. A
 
naturally-occurring 
 fire in this zone should 
behave as it would have had there been no
 
intervening years of fire suppression activity. 

The natural fire management zone is ex
panded during the fall and spring to include 
an additional 53,100 hectares designated as a 
conditional fire management zone. In this
 
area, fires are allowed to burn after specific
weather conditions have been met and until the 
fire season officially opens. 

Since 1972, over 100 fires have been
 
allowed 
to burn in the natural and conditional 
fire management zones. These fires are sum
marized in table I. 
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Table 1 -- Natural fires allowed to burn 

within Yosemite National Park 1972-1976. 


Year Area In Number of Area 
Zone Fires Burned 

Hectares lectares 

1972 75,679 
 8 .13 

1973 188,445 
 27 14.20 

1974 188,445 
 22 1687.43 

1975 194,856 
 20 314.54
1976 194,356 
 35 323.37 


TOTAL  112 2345.17 


Routine Wildland Fire Control
 

During the fire season, all fires which 

are not in the natural fire management zone 

are extinguished. 
This area includes 113,239
hectares except when the 
conditional zone is 
in effect when it is reduced to 59,522 hec-
tares. These fires are primarily lightning
caused although manr-caused fires are connon 
near developed areas and along roads. 

Fires burning in this zone are usually 
more intense than fires would have been under
natural conditions. The accumulations of 
debris and increased understory vegetation make 
unnatural levels of fuel available to these 
fires. Until the fuel is reduced, fire suppression will continue in this zone. 

In addition to controlling routine wild-

land fires, fire management activities include 
monitoring natural fires in the Park and sup-

pressing them if they do not further management 

objectives or 
if the burning prescriptions are 

exceeded. 


Prescribed Fire Management
 

Prescribed fire has been used in Yosemite
National Park since 
1970 in an effort to 

reduce fuel accumulations and to restore 

natural conditions. The objective of the 

program is 
to return the ecosystems of the 
Park to the condition they would have been in 
today had fire suppression activities not 
taken place. 

All areas in the Park not in the natural 
fire zone are In the prescribed fire zone 
although the mjor emphasis has been placed 
in the mixed-conifer ecosystems. 
 In this 

ecosystem, ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa 
Laws.) and giant sequoia are dependent on 


frequent low-intensity fires to reduce compe
tition from more shade-tolerant incense-cedar
 
(Libocedrus decurrens Endl.) and white fir
 
(Abies concolor (Cord & Glend.) Lindl.).
 

The prescribed fire zone 
is divided into
 
burn areas which are further divided into
 
burn units. Specific objectives are set for
 
each unit and prescriptions to meet those objectives are specified. These include fre
quency of burning as well as 
fuel and weather
 
conditions for burning.
 

A total of 42 prescribed fires have

burned over 2,000 hectares since 1970. 
 Table
 
2 summarizes these fires.
 

Table 2 -- Prescribed fires within Yosemite
 
National Park, 1970-1976.
 

Year Number of Fires Area Burned
 
Hectares
 

1970 
 8 
 391.74
 
1971 
 8 429.78 
1972 1 25.90 
1973 2 77.70 
1974 3 104.81 
1975 
 7 
 923.90
1976 13 329.41 

TOTAL 42 2283.24 

Once an area has been returned to its
 
original condition as closely as possible,

the natural fire management zone boundary
 
would be altered to include it. Some areas,
 
of course, would remain in the prescribed fire
 
zone since high values would preclude allowing
 
a natural fire from running its course.
 
Routine wildland fire control would continue
 

in such areas.
 

BURNING PRESCRIPTIONS 

In order to use 
fire to meet management
 
objectives, burning prescriptions must be 
derived. Early prescribed burning work in 
the Park was based on prescriptions written 
by Schimke and Green (1970). These were 
later refined by van !Iagtendonk (1974) for 
use 
in specific lower mixed-conifer fuel types.
 
These prescriptions used the California
lUildland Fire Danger Rating System (USFS 1962).
Since that time, the national system (Deeming, 
et. al. 1972) has become universally applied. 
The prescriptions have been rewritten using

the variables in the National Fire Danger 
Rating System.
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Fuel Model G was used as the most repre- The NFDRS is being revised and will be
 
sentative of the mixed-conifer ecosystem in released to users in early 1978 (Deeming 1976).
 
Yosemite. This model is characterized by This revision is expected to remedy certain
 
dense conifer stands with heavy accumulations known deficiencies in the system and to make
 
of downed tree material and deep litter. In it more responsive to management needs. The
 
order to expand the prescriptions to the burning prescriptions for Yosemite will sub
upper mixed-conifer-red fir and giant sequoia sequently be revised to reflect the changes.
 
types, numerous prescribed fires were monitored
 
for weather and fuel conditions, fire behavior,
 
and fire effects. Tile resulting refined and
 
expanded prescriptions are included in table
 
3.
 

Table 3 -- Burning prescriptions for Yosemite National Park expressed in terms of the National
 
Fire Danger Rating System (Deeming, et. al. 1972) using Fuel Hodel G.
 

Prescription Lower Mixed Conifer Upper Mlixed Conifer Sequoia Groves 
Variable 900m-1800m So. Exposure 1300m-2400m So. Exposure 1600m-2000m 

900m-1700m No. Exposure 1700m-2400m No. Exposure 

Spring Fall Fall All Year 

Wind Speed (MPH) 0- 10 0- 10 0 10 0- 10 
Air Temperature (OF) 30 - 34 30 - 39 30 - 09 50 - 89 

Relative Humidity (%) 25 - 64 25 - 64 25 - 64 20 - 46 

1 hr. time lag fuel 
moisture (%) 5  0 5 - 3 4 - 8 3 - 6 

10 hr. time lag fuel 
moisture (%) 

FUEL TYPES: 
Bear Clover 6 - 16 6 - 16 
Needle (pine) 6 - 16 6 - 16 
Meadows 6 - 16 6 - 16 

Incense Cedar 6 - 11 6 - 16 

Needle (Pine, fir) 6 - 10 
Sequoia 6 - 8 
Brush (manzanita, 
ceanothus) 9 - 17 9 - 17 9 - 17 

100 hr. time lag fuel 
moisture (C) 13 - 25 13 - 18 9 - 16 8 - 14 

Fine Fuel Moisture (%) 6 - 12 6 - 10 5 - 9 4 - 6 
Ignition Component 16 - 50 21 - 53 23 - 54 50 - 70 
Spread Component 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 1 - 2 
Energy Release Component 13 - 32 26 - 39 32 - 49 36 - 52 
Burning Index 0 - 15 10  16 12 - 18 13 - 16 
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PATTERNS OF POST-FIRE SUCCESSION ON THE DONNER RIDGE
 

BURN, SIERRA NEVADA-

Carl E. Bock 2/ 

and
 

2 / 
H. BockJane 

Abstract: We examined changes in vegetation and breed
ing bird populations following fire in the northern Sierra
 
Nevada. Plant post-fire successional stages were 1) Jeffrey
 
pine seedlings, young brush, herbs and grasses, 2) extensive 

brush with pine saplings, 3) pine-fir forest with fir under
story, and 4) a potentially pure white fir forest. The white 
fir stage actually was not found, probably because of tile pre
velance of fire. A hi gher elevation red fir forest was sub
stituted for study. Bird species diversities were about equal 
in early post-fire and mature forcst stages, but diversity was 
lower during the brush-dominated phase of succession. Many 
bird species were habitat generalists common to early and late 
stages.
 

Key words: fire, secondary succession, species diversity, 

coniferous forest, avifauna, Abies concolor, Abies magnifica, 
Pinus jeffreyi.
 

INTRODUCTION 	 bird populations (Bock and Lynch 1970; Bock
 
et al, in press). Birds can be sensitive
 

Wildfire is a powerful force shaping con- and valuable indicators of changing com
iferous forests in western North America (Weaver munity structure because they are highly 
1974). It follows that an understanding of post- mobile and because their natural histories 
fire succession will facilitate interpretation are so well known (Grinnell 1928). In this 
of many existing communities and allow us to paper we attempt to present an overall pic
make useful predictive statements about patterns ture of post-fire succession in our study 
of change in western montane ecosystems. area, by summarizing previously published in

formation and presenting new data on vege-
For the past 15 years we have been study- tation and breeding birds in this part of
 

ing the Donner Ridge burn in the Sierra Nevada the Sierra Nevada.
 
of northern California. This fire occurred in
 
August, 1960, and burned about 16,000 ha,
 
mostly of pine (Pinus) and/or fir (Abies) for- STUDY AREAS
 
est. We have been especially interested in pat
terns of conifer regeneration (Bock and Bock Pilot projects were begun in the summer
 
1969, Bock et ai,1976) and changes in breeding of 1963 near the Sagehen Creek Field Station
 

of the University of California, 19 km north 

of Truckee, Nevada Co., Calif., at 1950 m 

elevation. In 1965, 2 permanent 8.5 ha plots 
- Presented at the Symposium on Environmental were established, one on the burn and one in 

Consequences of Fire and Fuel Management in adjacent unburaed forest. Each plot was di-
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. vided into 91 subplot!; 30.5 m on a side. The 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. unburned plot is a mixed coniferous forest 
2/ (see table 1). All woody vegetation was de
-Associate Professors, Dept. of Environmental, stroyed on the burned plot except for a few
 
Population, and Organismic Biology, University
 
of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309
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mature pines and firs spared by the fire. 
To- Table 1 --
Results of vegetation transects.
day (1977) the burned plot is 
a mixture of 

young pines and, especially, various species 

All objects were recorded (including
 
tree
of brush (table 1). 

canopy) which were intersected by

vertical lines at 1 m intervals along
 
transects.
Data from the unburned plot strongly sug-	 Sample sizes: 1963 burn 300; 1975 burn gested that in the absence of fire, 	

1170; mixed forest an unlikely 
 1170- fir forest - 1007.
phenomenon, the final post-fire successional
stage would be a pure white fir 
forest. 
We 	 Percent of pointswere unable to locate such 
a forest near the

Sagehen Creek Basin. However, in the summer

of 1977 we established a temporary 4.7 ha 
 Categorystudy area In a mature stand 	 1963 1975 Mix Firof red fir (Abies
magnifica) on Yuba Pass (2043 m elev.) about25 km north of the permanent study plots. Pinus Jeffreyi 0 5.4 23.3 0 

P. murrayana 
 0 1.3 0.6
P. lambertiana 
 - T-
METHODSP. 	 0
 
monticola 


-0 
 0.5
 
Vegetation composition was determined by 
 PINE SUBTOTALI/ 
 0 6.7 25.5 0.5
running line transects (Kershaw 1964) along
established routes on the various study plots. Abies concolorThe category "litter bare 	 0 0.1 46.7 6.3or ground" was re- A. magnifica 0 0 .0 54.3corded only when nothing else was present at aparticular sample point. Line transects were FIR SUBTOTAL 0 0.1 49.7 60.6run in 1963 and 1975 on the burned study plot,in 1975 on the mixed forest plot, and in 1977 Arctostaphylos patulaon the 	 0 3.8 0 0fir plot. 

Ceanothus velutinus 
 2.5 18.5 2.6 0 
To 	 determine actual densities of trees, 

C. prostratus 0 17.4 11.8Ribes cereumtotal counts were made 	 0 1.5 0 0.1on a randomly selected Misc. shrubs2 	 0 2.0 2.2 -0300 m subplot of each major study area.Counts were made in 1965, 67, and 74 on the SHRUB SUBTOTAL 2.5 43.2 16.6 0.1burn, in 1965 in the mixed forest, and in1977 in the fir forest (see table 2). Herbs and grasses 16.0 42.1 3.8 3.4 
The Williams spot-mapping method was used 

to 	 Dead brush, logs, snags 21.0 23.3census breeding bird populations in the 	 6.2 29.2
Litter or bare ground 60.5 20.3 22.2 25.3
various habitats (Williams 1936). '['his


proach to estimatig densities involves 
ap
the
repeated location of breeding birds a

with 	
on grid, l/Some pine undoubtedly were presentclusters of observations revealing the 	 by 1963,

but in such low numbers that this smallpresence of nesting pairs. The grid in this pilot study failed to detect them.case consisted of the 310.5 m by 30.5 m subplots, marked with po.sts 
 or flags at each cor-
n~r. 	 cause the trends are obvious. We havePilot data gathered 	 obon tie burn in 1963were [rom a 	 served a significantsmall (2 ha) temporary plot, 1d 	 growth of young pine

be 	 and brush between 1963may only alproimat ons of aLctual bird den-	
and 1975. Projecting

forwardsit>' and diversity. Numbers 	 to the mixed coniferous forest plot,of censuses wereas follows: 	 it is apparent 1) that pineburn (63) - 12;burn (68) - 15; will continue
 
burn (75) -11; mixed forest 

to increase in importance on the burn for
(75) - 11; firforest (77) 	 many years, 2) that brush- 9. will decrease, and3) that fir, virtual'y absent from the burned
plot, will become common. The trend for fir 
to replace pine is evident on the mixed for-

RES ULTS est plot; its ultimate dominance (barring a
fire) can be seen in the fir forest transect 
results. 
 Also, brush essentially had dis-
Vegetation 

appeared from this final stage.
 

Table 1 shows the results of the vegeta-

tion transects. Chi-square analyses reveal 

Tree density data are presented in Table
 
2. Again, each category is distributed nonthat every category shown is distributed non- randomly among the sample plots (p' .05).
randomly across the four vegetation types (p 
 Table 2 clearly shows the transition from
< .05). Statistics scarcely are necessary be
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Table 2 -- Density of trees in the various Table 3 -- Breeding bird species richness
 
post-fire successional stages. (= number of species), diversity, and
 

density (no./40.5 ha) during various 

stages of post-fire succession.
Trees/ 300 m 

Age class-Y 1965 11967 1 1974 1 Mix..IFir-Ie198 Item 1968 97 Fir1963 1975 Nix 


Seedlings
 

Pinus 428 325 34 1 2 Richness
 

Abies 29 12 1 682 6942 Observed 15 23 20 21 17
 

Saplings Complete burn - 9 19 16 

2 /
 
424 387 0 Diversity (H')
Pinus 0 64 


Abies 0 10 11 1218 2306 Observed 2.59 2.81 2.35 2.42 2.60
 

Mature Complete burn 2.04 2.68 2.25
 

Pinus 5 5 6 101 0 Density
 

Abies 4 4 4 89 108 Observed 152 109 104 102 96
 

1/ Complete burn 105 95 100
 

Mature trees > 25cm dbh; saplings < 25cm dbh
 
and > 0.5cm diameter or, for pines, > 5 yrs. I/
0.cm These
old sedligsiamterorfor- hypothet ical calculations were made
 
pines, 5 yar

pines, < 5 years 

< d for tile burn by excluding species dependent
old.
 
upon mature trees spared by the fire.
 

pine to fir. Pine seedlings were more abundant 2/ H= s
 

in l9c5 than at any later stage, suggesting i=lPi nP 1
 
that most pine recruitment occurs soon after a 
burn (but see Bock et al 1976). Tile large nun- spared by tile fire (see table 2). 
bers of fir of all ages in the mixed forest 
suggest that at some time in the relatively Diversity and density were high In 1963. 
near future fir seedlings should begin to However, a large percentage of the birds pre
establish themselv.s on the burn. Mature fir sent that summer were dependent for nest sites 
trees spared by the fire have provided a con- and perhaps some of their food upon mature 
tinuous seed source. However, little fir trees present on the b,.rned study plot. 
recruitment had occurred through 1974. We These birds, as well as those species capable 
found no sign of farther fir establishment of nesting in the burn itself, fed opportu
during a br,!of visit to the burn in June 1977. nistically in 1961 on insects living in and 

emerging from staiciner dead timber. By 1968 
Breedin,-.Mird Populations the contribution made by species dependent on 

the mature trevs had dropped sharply. Total 
We have diFsu,-;sed elsewhere the details densities remained very stable through the 

of the breedin', ,'ifaunas on the burned and remaining stages of post-fire succession. 
mixed forest prnmanent study plots (Bock and Species diversity reached an apparent peak In 
Lynch i97(; B et al, in press). Here we 1968, dropping markedly by 1975 when the 
wish to nsi,:, c only the general questions of burned plot had become brush-dominated. Table 
total dc:usia', species diversity, and simila- 3 stuggests that diversity will increase If the 
rity ac;.:ng the various avifaunas, including burned plot escapes fire and passes through 
for the first time data from the 1963 burn the mixed conifer to the mature fir forest 
and the red fir forest. Table 3 shows rich- stage. 
ness, species diversities and densities for 
5 successional stages. Table 3 gives results 
for the actual study plots as well as 
numbers for a hypothetical complete burn; 
the latter were calculated by excluding 
birds dependent upon those few mature trees 
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Tables 4 and 5 show similarities among to-

tal breeding avifaunas and among avifaunas ex-

cludIng from burned plot results those species 

requiring fire-spared mature trees. Note that
 
the similarity index used 
is based not simply

on presence or absence of species, but rather 
upon speces' relative abundances (see Beals 
1960). Table 6 shows the mean similarity be-
tween each succVessional stage and the remaining 
4 community types. Two important findings 
emerge from this analysis. First, the breed-
Ing bird assehl.ige on time burned plot in 1975 
was more dist inctive than might have been ex-
pected, considering that its intermediate po
sition (among those sNtages We sampled) should 
have allowed for a high degree of overlap with 
other stages. S,-cond, earl" and late stages 
were quite s'mil;,r, even If we esClUde from the 
burned plot those species depedeot upon mature 
trees spared by the fire. In fact, 10 of 20 
supposed burn specialists breeding on the burn-
ed plot durini- at least one of our census years
aliso were found on the mixed coniferous and/or 
fir forest plots, 

'Table 4 -- Percent similarities 1 / between the 

breeding avifatunas of tihe various post-
fire successiona stages. 


Year -1963 19T8 1075 Mix Fir 

1063 - 59 35 48 47 

1968 - 54 41 42 
-
 -
 -


1975 - 28 33 

Mix 
 - 77 

214 


-Computed by S = 
a (see Beals 1960). 


Table 5 
-- Same as table 4, except species de-

pendent upon mature trees excluded from 
data for burned plot (1963,68,75). 


Year 1ix 
 Fir 


1Q63 - 59 35 44 31 

1968 - 56 44 35 

1975 
 - 26 31 

Mix - 77 

Table 6 -- Mean percent similarity between
 
breeding avifaunas of each successional
 
stage and the other 4 stages.
 

Successional stage
 

Data source 19631968 1975 

From Table 4 47, 49. 0 37. 4. 49.8
 
From Table 5 42.3 48.5 37.0 47.8 43.5 

-oTal52 48. 30 .
 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Secondary succession is predictable and 
inevitable to the degree that earlier plants 
create an environment less favorable for
 
themselves than for their successor, (Ibr
 
1974). In our study fire nearly de:troyed
 
the existing forest, creating soil and light 
conditions Ideal for establishment of pine and 
brush (BIswell 1074, Weaver 1974). As the 
pine canopy closes, white fir will come to
dominate because unlike pine and most brush itis shade tolerant and can reproduce under a 

forest canopy. A white fir forest could, then,
be considered the final successional sta;e in 
our study area. However, we were iable to lo

tcate any such standsnear our plots. eaver 
(op. cit.) considered white fir only as a com
ponent of the 'mixed conifer" forest type of 
western North America. These observations are 
powerful testimony to the frequency and impor
tance of fire in this part of the world. 
Succession rarely runs to completion before thenext burn. Pure stands of red fir do occur
in the Sierra Nevada at elevations at and above 
that of our burned plot (Wostingand Billings

1943): fires there are less extensive (Kil
gore 1971). We studied one of these as a best
 
approximation to the hypothetical whi fir 
stage on our study area.
 

Changes in commun itV composition and
 
species diversity which have occurred 
or which
 
we predict for the Donner Ridge burn do not 
conform in sll aspects with widely held gen
eralizat ions about secondary succession. For
 
example, Odum (1071) notes that both the rich
ness and equ i tab il tv components of species
diversitv are likely to be lower in "develop
mental" than in "matore" stagC,s of SuCCeSsion. 
Odum (1975:155) also observes that "those species
that are Important in tie fl~oneer stages are 
not likely to be Important in thet climax." 
Horn (1974:30) concluded that "the diversity 
of the climax must be lower 
than that of some
 
preceding stage" and 
that (p.35) "intermediate
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stages of succession are likely to be mixtures 


of early or late successional species, and hence 


to have higher diversity than either early or 


late stageq." iorn (op. cit.) does stress that 


these are only generalizations and not always 


true. 


Our data for plant populations support 


these generalizations, insofar as the succes-


sional pattern consisted of unimodal pulses of 


brush, then pine, and finally fir (table 1). 


However, it is evident that the brush stage 


was not a necessary precursor to the pine 


stage, since pine seedlings established them-


selves very early following fire. 


Results of the breeding bird censuses 


fail in most aspects to support generalizations 


about succession. We found high early avian 


species diversity, follywed by a decline when 


the plot became brush-dominated in 1975 


(table 3). If the red fir forest is a realis

tic model of a white fir forest, diversity of 


breeding birds should continue to increase
 

into the final stage of post-fire succession. 


Furthermore, the most distinctive avifauna we 


studied occurred at the intermediate 1975 
brush-pine stage of succession (table 6). 


It is generally agreed that the composition 

of a bird community is tied in large part to 


habitat structure (e.g., MacArthur et al 1962, 

James 1971, Bendell 1974). Actually, the struc-


ture of a recent burn resembles in some ways an 

open, mature forest. Snags remain standing and 


the ground is clear. The resemblance is made 


stronger if, as in this study, a few mature 

trees are spared by the fire. Later, when the 

snags have fallen and when brush and young trees
 

crowd together, the habitat becomes structurally 

different and less heterogeneous (Beaver 1972).
 

It was then that bird species diversity reached 

a low point, and the avifauna became character-

ized by species missing from or rare in earlier 

and later stages (Bock et al, in press). 


The structure of the fir forest may explain 


its high bird species diversity. Although the 


number of woody plant species was very low 

(table 1), individuals were distributed uneven-


ly in the forest, creating a patchy environment 

(Bock and Bock, unpubl. data). There were open
 
areas with scattered mature trees, dense for-


ests, clumps of saplings, grassy spots and 


even mossy banks within a few hundred mj of 


forest. These patterns were due in large part 


to mesotopographic gradients within the forest 

site (Billings 1973).
 

In summary, much of the variation we
 
found in bird species diversity and avia" com
munity composition probably can be attribu

ted to differences in habitat structure.
 

However, there remains one additional and very
 

important consideration. As Udvardy (1969)
 

has noted, most birds of western ctniferous
 

forests are habitat generalists. Natural
 

selection clearly has favored birds capable of
 

living In a variety of community types, pre

sumably because the birds always have en

countered a highly patchy environment. While
 

we found the bird species diversity of a fir
 

forest to be high, there were no species
 

restricted to it. Only 8 of 34 species re

corded during our investigation never were
 

found breeding on the burned study plot.
 

Clearly, most bird species have taken the
 
"main chance" by evolving an abi ity to util

ize various stages of early post-fire succes

sion. We find these results and others dis

cussed in this paper to be strong evidence for
 

the role of fire in shaping the evolution of
 

plants and birds in the Sierra Nevada.
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PRESENT MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES 
/


ON TABLE MOUNTAIN, SOUTH AFRICA!


E.J. Moll, B. McKenzie and D. McL.:hla2/ 

Abstract: The unique flora of Table Mountain is 
under considerable human pressure because it 
is
 
surrounded by a major metropolitan area. A vegetation
 
survey from aerial photographs and ground checks to
 
ascertain the impact of humans, fire and alien plants

and animals indicated a poor conservation status. Con
solidation of ownership and detailed ecological research
 
are essential for co-ordinated management.
 

Key words: Fynbos, Fire, Table Mountain,
 
Management, Recreation.
 

INTRODUCTION , 

Table Mountain forms the no: thern W N 
end of the Cape Peninsula mountain 
chain, and lies at 340S and 180 25'E. 

It is a rugged massif consisting of a 
hard Table Mountain Series sandstone 
cap (du Toit 1954) overlying Malmesbury 
Shale and Cape Granite. In essence the 
Mountain comprises two plateaus: the 2 ........ 
upper, or Front Table, having a summit 3 
at approximately 1 000m and the lower, 4 
or Back Table, having a summit at
approximately 650m. The general topo- 6 . 
graphy of the area is, therefore, 
characterised by moderately wide, ,. 

_, -

nearly level plateaus in the upper 
elevations, falling Eway to very stecp 
and even perpendicular cliffs of hard ' 

,0.. I 

sandstone, to more gentle lower slopes | . 
of softer, more deeply weathered 
granite and shale. The topography and ATLANr71'- " 
geology are closely linked to the soil 
zones. The soils of the Table Mountain". 
Zone are generally very shallow *. .

l/Presented at the Symposium on Environ
mental Consequences of Fire & Fuel 
Management in Mediterranean Ecosystems, Figure 1--Topographic and location maps
Palo Alto, Calif. Aug. 1-5, 1977. of world mediterranean zones, Cape 

/Dept.Botany, Univ. Cape Town, South Peninsula and Table Mountain
 

Africa.
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(<300nm), sandy to gravelly, and tend-

ing to be waterlogged in the wet season 

because of the underlying impermeable

bedrock. These soils are generally in-

fertile with a pH of less than 4, and 

not very susceptible to erosion except 

on steep slopes. The soils of the Camps

Bay, Cape Town, Constantia and Hout Bay

Zones are generally deeper (30Q to 

>1 000mm in parts), sandy-clay-loams, 

relatively free draining, more fertile, 

with a pH of less than 5, and are 

moderately to readily susceptible to 

erosion (Smith-Baille, Rudman, Oost-

huizen, Ellis & Dohse 1976). 


Topography plays a dominant role 

in determining the meso-climate cf Table 

Mountain. Most rain falls 
on the 

plateaus and on the southeastern slopes

of the Mountain; which also receive 

least insolation. The western and 

northern slopes are drier. 
 This meso
climate pattern is reflected in the
 
distribution of plant communities, for 

example forest (Campbell & Moll 1977)

and tall, wet Fvnbos occurs on the 

eastern slopes and plateaus, and short, 

dry Fynbos occurs on drier sites 

(Adamson 1927; Moll & Campbell 1976).

Additional moisture in the form of low, 

southeast cloud (Marloth 1905, Nagel 

1961) is particularly important during 

the hot, dry, windy summer months, 

effectively increasing precipitation. 

Unfortunately little work has been done 

on the significance of this, but land-

owners, with pumping rights from the 

streams that drain the aastern watershed, 

know that these streams have an in
crea=d flow in the morning following a 

night of southeast cloud over the 

Mountain in December, January and 

February (E.A. Scheipe pers. comm.). 


ANTHROPOGENIC INFLUENCES 

With the arrival of pastoral mall 

on the Cape Peninsula some 1 500 to
 
2 000 years ago (Schweitzer & Scott
 
1973) and later the arrival of the 

European settlers in 1652, the pattern

of human use of mountair Fynbos areas 

such as Table Mountain changed dramatic-

ally. Changes of particular note were 

more frequent and widespread burning

(Taylor 1977, Kruger 1977a), the ex-

ploitation of the existing meagre timber 

resources 
(Bolus & Wolley Dod 1903, Sim 

1907), the introduction of alien plants

(Wicht 1945, Hall 1961, Taylor 1975, 

Hall & Boucher 1977) and animals (Lloyd 


1975), and the cultivation of large
 
tracts of land. 
 Hall (1977) estimates
 
that 61% of the Cape Floral Kingdom has
 
been taken over for human usage, leaving
 
a mere 1,8 x 106ha covered by natural
 
vegetation.
 

The continual down-grading of the
 
remaining Fynbos conumunities is causing
 
grave concern to conservationists. Table
 
Mountain, situated within a major metro
politan area Cape Town's population is
 
nearly 1 x 104), and having over 2 x 106
 
day users p.a., is particularly threat
ened. Attention has been drawn 
to its
 
poor conservation status (Luckhoff 1951,

Anon 1974, Moll & Campbell 1976), with
 
the result that 
the South African
 
Government has appointed a commission
 
of enquiry into the future control and
 
management of the Mountain 
(Government
 
Gazette 5581 of 1977).
 

CURRENT M.ANAGEMENT STATUS 

Under the present management rdgime

Table Mountain is under the direct con
trol of five public authorities, each
 
being responsible for their own section
 
of the Mountain. There is, for example,
 
forest land (35%), a botanic garden (4%),
 
a park (5i), a nature reserve (50%) and
 
some privately owned land (6%). In this
 
paper we are concerned with the in
digenous plant communities (62%), the
 
management of which, with the exception
 
of certain wild fire protection measures,
 
is ineffectively co-ordinated.
 

Currently the major problems facing

the conservation status 
of Table Mountain,
 
apart from the lack of co-ordination of
 
management, are the human pressures, the
 
encroachment of alien plants and animals,
 
soil erosion, and fire. 
 In fact it could

be said that fire and human abuse, the
 
latter also causes the former, are at
the heart of the problem.
 

THE IMPACT OF FIRE
 

It was generally accepted some 50
 
years ago that Fynbos fires resulted in
 
a general deterioration of the plant

communities, an increase in 
xerophytism

and a decrease in the preponderance of
 
phanerophytes (Marloth 1908, Adamson
 
1927, 1935, Compton 1926, Pillans 1924,
 
Levyns 1924). It was then advocated
 
that there should be a greater degree of
 
fire protection in Fynbos and the weight
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of scientific opinion swayed management 


to accept that too frequent burning was 

Recently it has been suggested
harmful. 


that an 8 to 15 year fire cycle, "to 

maintain vigorous fynbos in all its 

attractive diversity of forms and 

species", is optimum (Taylor 1977).
 
Wicht (1973) showed that this burning 

regime gives the best stream flow. 

Today most of the mountain Fynbos areas 

are managed by the Dept. of Forestry 

whose main objectives are water and
 
nature conservation (Bands 1977). Their
 
programmes are reasonably effective 


Table l--The effect of Fynbos and
 
afforestation on stream flow. Data
 
from Jonkershoek, mean 
annual rain-


fall I 500mm.
 

Stream flow 

Treatment rm % 

Fynbos (controlled
 
burning 7-year cycle) 800 53
 

Pine plantation (15 

years rotation) 730 49 


Fynbos (15 years 

protection) 600 40 


Pine plantation (30 

years rotation) 550 37 


because, in the more sparsely populated 

areas, human interference is less of a 

problem. On Table Mountain, however, 

most of the indigenous plant communities 

have been burnt, at least once, within 

the last 10 years (see fig.6), in spite 

of strict fire protection nieasures by 

the authorities. In fact records show 

that some 53 to 244 wild fires occur 
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Figure 6--Map of Table Mountain showing
 
the status of the vegetati-n in 1975
 
(after Moll & Campbell 197o). The
 
percentage of the total area occupied
 
by each vegetation unit recognised is
 
also given.
 

annually on the Mountain (in wet and
 
dry years respectively) in summ -. It 
has been suggested that a reasonable 
fire interval on Table Mountain would be 
from 12 to 15 years (McLachlan & Moll 
1976) , but under natural conditi - this 
may have been even longer C to u 
years). +fo.ever, with inci u.(dage of 
Fynbos after burning there is an in
creased fire hazard because of the 

cost of wild fi prevention
Table 2--The number, seriousness, and estimated total 

and control on Table Mountain.
 

Season 


1972/73 

1973/74 

1974/75 

1975/76 

1976/77 


Rainfall 

(Kirstenbosch 1414mm 


35 year average) 


*Those burning 


80l 
1 046 
1 664 
1 739 
1 999 


areas larger than 


No. of serio- Total area of 


No. of fires fires* fynbos burnt 

(ha) 

244 21 1 200 
116 4 210 
110 3 380 
94 3 400 

Costs
 
R(S.A.)
 

50 000 
45 000 
1i0 000 
70 000 

53 none 360 130 000
 

I ha.
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greater abundance of fuel, and because 

of an increasing quantity of dead
 
material - a process termed senescence 

(Taylor 1977, Kruger 1977a, Bands 1977) 

It must be noted that not all old Fynbos 

on Table Mountain can be termed 

senescent, in fact the Fynbos in Orange 

Kloof, which has been protected from fire 

for more than 30 years is dynamic, 

currently being invaded by forest 

pioneers, and with further protection 

will develop into a closed forest 

community (McKenzie, Moll & Campbell 

1977). However, on more exposed sites, 

where forest species are unable to 

survive, the degree of senescence of old 

Fynbos is high. A study of senescence 

is, therefore, necessary to plan appro-

priate fire intervals in order to achieve 

the best possible vegetation cover and 

effectively protect human dwellings and
 
plantations by maintaining low fuel
 
levels. It is also obvious that some 

form of educational programme of the users
 
of Table Mountain as well as some form 

of policing of the area in an attempt 
to prevent the illegal firing of the 
vegetation, is an essential part of 
management. 

Fire and alien plants 


The invasion of .':, :':a 
which is one of the important aggressive 
invaders on Table Mountain (Moll & 
Campbell 1976), is known to be enhanced 

by fire (Kruger 1977b) . This is also 

true for .o'ec spp. (Wicht 1945, Hall 
1961) and for various Australian 


spp., particularly .. 
.. .' - and .4. sa0l_mZ (Roux & 

Middlemiss 1963). On Table Mountain 
all areas of indigenous vegetation are 
threatened by alien encroachment. 

Once the alien plant species L 
established the indigenous species 
smothered and there is a general re 
duction not only in cover but in species 
diversity (Cowling, Moll & Campbell 
1976). Subsequent removal of the alien 
species can lead to soil erosion, 
particularly if the felled areas are 
burned, as has happened on Devil's Peak
 
and on the northern slopes of Table 

Mountain. Since large portions of Table 

Mountain are covered by alien plants, 

their removal will have to be carefully 

planned and monitored, and injudicious 

felling, such as has already occurred,
 
must be avoided (Moll & Campbell 1976, 

McLachlan & Moll 1977).
 

Fire and alien animals
 

On Table Mountain it is currently
 
estimated that there are some 600 wild
 
Himalayan Tahr. These goats are known
 
to be the cause of much of the erosion
 
on the Mountain (Lloyd 1975), particu
larly on the northern slopes and on
 
Devil's Peak. These goats are particu
larly fond of utilizing newly burned
 
areas for grazing. Attempts are being
 
made to control these pest animals and
 
perhaps even eradicate them, but the
 
terrain is difficult and sentimental
 
public opinion is not particularly
 
favourable. However, it has been
 
accepted that it is essential that their
 
numbers must be drastically reduced and
 
a culling programme, although inadequate,
 
is operational.
 

Fire and natural vegetation
 

Very little work has as yet been
 
done on the impact of fire on the 
natural vegetation of Table Mountain,
 
but various research programmes are be
ing planned. Some observations and data 
are available and although inadequate 
may serve to indicate the direction of 
future research. 

Adamson (1935) noted a temporary 
dominance of some communities by 
:1 F.- rc'r. :a three years after 
a burn and also suggested that in some
 
sites there is an increase in the number 
of geouhytes when the conmurhity is burnt 
repeAtedly. Density data of it/onia 

obtained from Orange Kloof 
supports Adamson's observations.
 

Table 3--Average number of
 

;'. ui ~plants present per ha 
in various aged Fynbos comununities
 
in Orange Kloof
 

Estimated age Average 
(yrs) of vege- Status in density of W. 
tation since Feb. 1976 pyr ,i's alo 

last burn plants/ha 

4 
45 unburnt 100 
45 burnt 1 500 
30 unbur:.t 480 
30 burnt 5 740 

10 _urnt 1b. 13 000 
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There is also evidence to suggest 
that on more regularly burnt sites there 
is an increased occurance of certain 
plant species, such as Helich ysum 

vestitum, Stoebe cinerea, Pelargonium 
cucullatum, Ehrharta ramosa, Merxmullerii 
macrantha, Pentachistis curvifolia and 
Restio triticeus (McKenzie, Moll & 
Campbell 1977) . In addition, a study of 
established fire-breaks revealed a 


general decrease in total plant cover 

and the virtual elimination of the 

proteoid element, as well as an increase 
in grass cover. This increase in the 


percentage cover of grasses on fire 

.
breaks has been noted in other areas 


Av ofq re-

preliminary study in 97 of 
generation after fire showed that forest 
is virtually completely destroyed by 
fire, and that the rate of regeneration 
of Fynbos is apparently dependent on 
whether the site is "wet" or "dry" and 
on the age of the community prior to 
the burn. Frequently burnt dry sites 
showed poorest regeneration rates 
(McLachlan & Moll 1976). 


CONCLUSIONS 

1. Before Table Mountain can be 
properly managed consolidation of 
ownership and the production of a 
scientifically planned management pro-

gramme are pre-requisites. 

2. With the increasing effectiveness 

of fire prevention it will become 
necessary to determine the best season, 
frequency and conditions for burning, to 
maintain vigorous and diverse plant 
communities. In addition the present 
network of fire-breaks needs to be 

examined to assess whether these are all 
correctly located. 

3. The users of the Mountain need to 

be educated to take more care of the 
massif .10.0' 

po--c~~~~~~n t e a ea e -!4. Better policing of the area to en-
sure control is essential. 

5. The channelling of users by main-


taining and perhaps constructing a well 
planned path network will assist in 

proper management. 
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FI RF ltO:{LOGY AND .AAC. FN'T 
I /

IN GREECEOF P.HRY ANA C{1"'VN.ITIES 

VaS i 1ios !'. P.ipannastasiq-

Abst ract: Av.iilable information on fire ecology and 
t s rianaiement on phrvgana commun it ies , a d istin ctive pl ant 

formation ound in areas uith a 'lediterranean-type climate 
and def.'raded so I Is in Greece,is summarized . 'hrygana spec ies 
and the associated herbaceous vegetation have been adapted to 
a regime o' repeated wildfires occurring there for centuries.
 
This re. ime is perpetuated by the shepherds on purpose to in
crease their rrazing capacitv for sheep despite the official 
policy for total fire exclusion. It is suggested that control
led ;ire coupled with proper ;razing manogement should be ap
p!1,-d as a way to rational fire management of phrvgana m
muni t i es. 

Fev w.,'dIs: Phrygana, fire ecOl oy , fire management, con
trol led f iro , Sarcopoterium spmln ., Phlom is frut i,'osa. 

I ;TPOD!'C'rl": (Debazac et yavrommat is 1969, Daf is 1973) . thers, 
although they accept that their present broad 

The term "phrycana" means xeromorhpic and listribution is due to anthropogenic influences, 
flammable half-shrubs (less than one meter they believe that at least in certain areas with 
height). It was orininallv used by Theophrastns adverse ecological environments phrvgana constit
while lieldreich, a Germ.an botanist, introcucei ute the climax vegetation (Rechinger und Rechin
it into the modern literature in 197q. Plant ger-Moser 1951, Lavrentlades 1969, l.itav and 
communities dominated bv phrysana are knowr a-; nrshan 1971). 
tomilaris" in Spain, "bath,-" in Israel and 	 Phr.pana communies occupy more than one

"garrique" in Southern France (Rechinger und ml 11 ion hectares in Greece. They are important 

Rechinger-Moser 1951, :aveh 197!). areas for livestock grazing especial ly for sheep 
Phrygana co.munities are a physiognomical- in the winter period and they are used as such 

ty distinctive plant formatioi,. They grow on extensively. 
dry, rocky, shall ow and degraded soils nd in Fires have been a common phenomenon in 
regions with long, dry and lint summers and mi!,' phrygana communities for thousands of years. 
and rainy winters. Thus, the. are found in the The nurpose of this paper was to sim up the 
part of Greece with the harshest climatic and available information on the effects of fires 
edaphic environments tnif.l).these areas and discuss the use of cuntrolld 

There Is no general agreement amon' scien- fire 	 for their rational management. 
tists as to whether phrygana are climax or mo
dified communities by m-.'s action.Some phyto
sociologists consider them as disclimaxes or SUBTYPES OF PIIRYGANA COIUNI';IES 
facies caused by wildfires and overgrazing 

Because of their broad dlstribution,phry

1/ Presented at the Symposium on Environmental gana communities are dominated by different spe
ties of half-shrubs depending upon the particularConsequences of Fire and Fuel anagement in soil type and the specific microenvironment.
 

Mlediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. si yeadteseii irevrnet
Au. i-5, 1977. 	 They may be distinguished into the following
 
subtypes:
 

2/ Range Sclentist,rorest Research Institute,
 
Vassflika, Thessaloniki, Greece.
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FIRE FCOLOY 

Frequency of fires 

Fires are very frequent Ill the phrygana com-
munities. Approximately 15' of the wildfires oc-
cur in lands covered mainly by phrvgana.These 
fires burn about 4,000 ha representing 30" of 
the total area burned each year (Kailidis et al. 
1975). 


Most of these fires are set by shepherds on 
purpose to increase the graing capacity for 
sheep. Burning of phryeana is ;a cormmon practice 
in several Aegean islands, especially in Crete, 
on S.spinosum comrmunities and in Thesprotla, 
western Greece, on P.fruticosa coMnalities. It is 
an uncontrolled process which causes severe da-
maize to these ecosystems. 

Barninc for range imprvement purposes is 
being pract ised for unknown but very long time 
in the phrvtgana comimunities.7ires are set in 
the sumner period or earlv fall. The.- are rotat-
ed every 1-3 years, whenever the undesirable to 

shc,-p pirvgana have become too dense to allow 

desirable herhaceous ve cetat ion to grow and 

free circulat ion of the 1r:1tzing: in-imals is hin-

dered (Papanastacis 1976 .
 

It seems nowever, that periodical burning 

is not an unwise practice'. E:.:perimental use o' 

fire in different seisons of the year showed 

that q'si u plants did not burn easi l Vn-

less enough dead twigs had e. isted on them. 

Ti is dead materital rt uired a minimum of three 

years period since the list fire to get accumu-

lated-. A 3-5 years fire cycle, depending upon 

the soil type, wa.; found to be the case in the 

P. frut icosa comnmtinIt ies, too (l'apatiastasis, 97, . 

Adaptations to fire 

The recurrin,, fires regim in phryvana con-
munites has led to the evolution o; special 
features or mechanisms by phrypana species which 
make then more flammable and at the same tire 
more fire dependent fer optimum wrowth and heailth 

Flammability 

Phrygan. speries have developed several
 
features that make them very f lammable. Their
 
leaves are, in general, smalIl, hairy, with thin 
cuticles. Their shoots are slender, hairy in 
most species and their twivs fine and loosely 
arranged. These features facilitate their quick 
response to the changing weather conditions,
 
such as the reduction of their moisture content
 
in the summer which in turn will increase their 
flammability (Biswell 197!4).
 

3/Papanastasis,V. Effert of time and frequency 
of burning ri a Sarcopoterlum jpinosum communi-
ty. Unpublished dat;t. 
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Another feature is the dead shoots that 
mature plants retain. In S.spinosum plants this 
dead material Is composed of fine twigs and 
spines and it is highly flammable; its percentage 
weight increases with age as opposed to the 
weight of the live shoots: 

, ive ? Dead 7 
I vear-od sprouts 100 0 
2 year-old sprouts 67 13 
3 year-old sprouts 55 4) 

mature plants 22 78 
St ill another feature may be the shedded 

leaves at the base of tite plants during tlie 
summer period which help the fire to spread 
quickly over their crowns (P.ipanastasis 1976).
Leaf shteddiag In tile summer Is J phV-siologlcOl 
adaptat i n to drought rem.irkably exhibited by 

i'nosur, (grshnW. I971). 

St mp sprot:t iiit 

Sproutinc: naV bteConsidered as All adapt-
It in t, recurrnin !re il7-(Nwe! 1 197!0. 

. frut iCosa sprouts vigorous 1v f rom dormait 
buds locat.'" at t rae root crow,, (t in:.',). Tilesi 
buds rem in un1arlMd dtritnc ires and sprll up,

ti,.it immediate!v irter hurnin. An averagte of
 

sprouits per btlrnL-td plat WIs cotnllted in
 
Ihetsprotia , western Crec't. (P.tpatan;t,o;is 197().
 

S. i nosum sprout in, depen!s on teit par
t itular etavironment it grows in. In a cmlninitv 
of northern Greece 95' of the htrned plants 
were revived with sprouts. fiowevcr, itt Crete 
where tihe condltin: a tC drier cn l' 15" of tit, 
burned plants prouted- * 

N' sprouting was observed in Listus species 
in a community of northern Greece (Papanastasis 
1977).
 

[ 

"Igure /--Root crown of Phlomis fruticosa 
dotted with dormant buds. 



Seed germination 


Phrygana seeds are not only heat resistant 


but their germination capacity is heat stimulat-


ed too. This can be considered as another adap-


tat ion to fire. 

As many as 1900 seedlings per meter square 


were counted under burned mother plants of S. 


spinosum five months after tile 
fire. The popu-


lation W s reduced by 737 four months later 

(fig.5)-. Also, 200 seedlings of Clstus salvi

folius and C.monspeliensis per meter square 


were found nine months after the fire. The po

pulation was reduced by 3177 
in the second and 

by 5% in the third year after the fire (Papa-

nastasis 1977). On the other hand, no mass 


seedling emergence after fires was observed 

in P.frutlcosa communities (Papanastasls 1976). 

sinosmof Sarcopoterum
Figure 5--Seedlings 

The above field findings were verified with 

laboratory work. Papanastasis and Romanas (1977) 

heated phryg.ina seeds to 50, 75, 100, 125 and 

150 0 C from I to 30 minutes. They found that 

seed germination wais increased significantly 


in 100 and 125"C for S.spinosum seeds from 

northern and southern Greece respectively;in 

125 C for Cistus monspeliensis and in 75 C for 

C. incanus. On the contrary, seed germination 

of P.frutlcosa was most favored by 5-minutes 


heatinp in 95-C, a temperature normally attain-

ed by the soil surface in the summer and without 

fire. In addition, seeds of S splnosum and C. 

monspellensis survived in 150 C while the ones 


of C.incanus and P.fruticosa in 125 0 C. 

Herbaceous vegetation 

Adapted to recurrent fires are not only 


the phrygana species but also the herbaceous 

-'9 

vegetation which usually grows among them. An
 

excellent example is Andropogon hirtus, a pe

rennial grass of 50-120 cm height. This species
 

retains its old growth which makes it highly
 

flammable and at the same time dependent on
 

fire for revival through its vigorous sprouting.
 

Annual species are also adapted to fires
 

because of their being at the seed stage in
 

the summer when phrygana fires occur.
 

Size and distribution of fuel
 

The size of fuel in phrygana communities
 

varies according to the particular subtype,soil 

type, degree of grazing and time passed since
 

the last fire. In a mature S.spinosum community
 

grown on a fair site and protected from grazing
 

for four years biomass production was found to
 

be 4,500 kg/ha with a Wlation of phrygana to
 

herbage equal to 1.8/1-. In an analogous site
 

in P.fruticosa commutities of Thesprotia, the
 

biomass production was found to be 5,500 kg/ha
 

or 1.7/1 the relation of phrygana to herbage
4 /
 

Fuel distribution is uniform only on good
 

sites and old stands where phrygana get thick
 

with no or very little herbaceous vegetation
 
a disIntermingled.However, the usual case is 


continued fuel distribution characterized by
 

the scattered phrygana and the herbaceous vege

tation in between, usually grazed up.The per

centages of the components of ground cover in
 

the two communities of phrygana whose biomass
 

data were given above were:
 
S.spinosum P.fruticosa
 

Phrygana 30 25
 

lerbaceous vegetation 38 63
 

Soil and rocks 32 12
 

Behaviour of fires
 

The relatively low size of fuel and its
 

discontinuity usually results in light fires
 

compared to the fires in other vegatation
 

types such as maquis or forests. This is also 

verified by the thin layer of ash, usually
 

black, which is left on the ground.
 

Herbaceous vegetation is the main carrier
 

of fire. Andropogon hirtus plays a vital role 

in this process;also, species of Asphodelus,
 

Circium and Carduus. Therefore, in overgrazed
 

stands carrying the fire is problematic (Papa

nastasis 1976).
 
To get a good fire and have the phrygana
 

species burned up shepherds are forced to choose
 

hot and windy days in the summer to set the fires 

which in turn would make their control unfeasible
 

4/Papanastasis,V.and A.Gogos.Identification of
 

range sites in the Phlomis fruticosa communities
 

of Thesprotia,Greece.Unpublished data.
 



Post-fire succession 	 of grazing use was found to be 80% In the first
 
season after the fire for a grazing period of
 

Succession after fire Is fast in phrygana seven months (November through May) (l'apanasta
communities compared to other Mediterranean ye- sis 1976). 
getation types (Le ltou6rou 1Q74). Phrygana 
sprouts attain one third of t'heir oriinal height ,,'',,,
 

by the end of the first growing season and they,
 
produce secds in the second season after the
 
fire. Biomass production was found to be 3,000
 
kg/ha in a P.fruticosa community eight months
 
after the fire (Papanatasis 1976);in a S.spio
sum community on the other hand it was 1,200 kg!
 
ha in tile first year, 1.600 kg/ha in the second , '
 
and "1800 kg/ha in the third year after the
 
fire-.
 

Amnual species dorninate the phrygana burns
 
in the first year and they decline thereafter as
 
in other post-fire successions of the Mediterra
nean zone Le touerou 1974). Legumes are the ..
 

prevailing species, especially Trifolium campes
tre, T.arvense, T.tenuifoliur, Vicia lathvroides,
 
Medicago praecox and M.tribuloides. Also, quite
 
abundant are the annual vrasses Gastridium
 
lendiger m, Avena sterilis, Aegilops cylindrica
 
and Vulpia ciliata. These species can compete
 
heavily phrvzsann secdlings appearing also aiter .
 
the .ire (litav and Orshan 1971, Papanastasis
 
1916, 1977). Figure 6--A compartmental model of the phrygana
 

ecosystem.
 

Environmental considerat ions Overgrazing has several undesirable effects
 
Phrygana seedlings grow fast and dense due to the
 

Soil erosion WAS the Most serious damrage reduction of competition with annual grasses and 
that repeated wildfires have had on phrygana forbs. Sprouting is facilitated because stumps 
ecosystems through the years. In steep slopes, are exposed to full sunlight and have more soil 
soil is found only in "pockets" among rocks, moisture available. Soil gets bare and thus more 
Although a degree of balance seems to have been hospitable to weed or phrygana seeds which in 
attained between the phrygana ecosystem and the addition are easier trampled into thc soil by 
wildfire regime in the course of time, erosion sheep.
 
still takes place in the steep slopes particu- Therefore, overgrazing results in speeding
 
larly by washing down the ash (Papanastasis 1976). up the recovery of the burned phrygana and in
 

Escaping phrygana wildfires often cause increasing their density and distribution.
 
serious destructions to olive tree orchards, This would require a new fire to temporary
 
livestc-k installations, residences and even suppress them and the cycle goes on (ftp.6).
 
kill people or animals.These damaves have se
riously predisposed the public and the policy Controlled fire
 
makers against the possible benefits of fire.
 

Although wildfires are devastating and
 
detrimental to the ecosystems, controlled fire 

FIRE MANAGE!ENT can be an effective means for improvement of
 

prazing lands.
 
Present mangemeat model Controlled fire appears to be an Inexpen

sive and natural way of controlling phrygana
 
Shepherds are using fire as a tool to species and increasing the quality and quantity
 

suppress phrygana species and take advantage of forage. In a S.sptnosum community, herbage
 
of the palatable to sheep legumes appearing in production was Increased by 15X with a winter
 
the burns one or two years after the fire. Their fire and by 367 with a September fire compared
 
management philosophy is based on the model lo the control. However, the increase was much
 
shown on figure 6. hgher since most of the rbage In tile control
 

However, the grazing management practiced was unavailable to animals-.
 
is unwise. The burned communities are grazed by Selection of the areas for controlled fire
 
high numbers of sheep which enter the areas as management should be of prime consideration. It
 
soon as the annual species germinate. The degree has been suggested that fire ought to be totally
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excluded from communities with steep slopes (30% 


or more), where its beneficial effects are in 


doubt and its control problematic, and be re-


stricte) to areas with good sell and gentle 
p.sl opes-f
 

Proper time of burning Is also another 

important consideration. In some S.spinosum 

communities winter fires have more desirable 

effects than ,summer fires and they can be con-

trollod easier. Also, fires in years of low seed 

production will produce fewer seedlings than in 

years with high seed production. Finally, securing 


hot fires will result in killingmore S.spinosum 


plants than light firesl 

inwevr, controlled fire will not kill 

phrygana. It will rather stimulate thelrregrowth. 

Therefore, it has to be used periodically In 


order to keep the phrygana system to a state 


which meets tihe management objectives. 

Proper grazing management 


The beneficial effects of controlled fire 


will not last unless fire management is coupled 


with proper grazing management as well. 


This includes: I) deferring grazing in 


the first year aft:er tie fire so that phrygana 


seedlings are knocked out by the competing an-


nual species or even enhancing this process by 

plantin, on the ash coupetitive annual grasses; 

2) light pr:iz'in itt the following years to pro-

vent exposing of sttumps to full sunlight;3)using 

goat:sn for gra,:in instead of sheep because they 

can browse a littI, on phrygana , combined with 


cattle where it is feasible;and )using mecha-


nical means or chemicals for supplemental con-


trol of phrygana where it bectomes necessary. 


All these and probablv other grazing con-


ditions should be secured prior to using fire 

as a management tool In phrygana communities. 


DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Fires, either natur: I or man caused, have 

lUeen part of the Greek environment for thousands
 

of years (lilacos 1974).Phrygana communities 


seem to have evolved in a reglime of frequent 


fires. Titls is Indicated by tie adaptive mecha-


nh sins and feat ures that pitrygana species and 

tire associated with them herbtaceous vegetation 
have developedl to become more fl;mmable id at 


the sam time more fire d.ppndeit for revivtl. 


Moreover, P. frut icosa pltl s would not I ive 

longer than 20-10 Vii-rs unless; they Are burned 

for renewal (Papanastasis 1976). The same was
 

observed in S. pIspisum plants too. 
Phrygana communities are nttural In certain 


extreme halbt tats wi th In the Med iterranean zone, 


where fire-in an important ecological factor 


(Navel 1974). This was show" for S.spnosum 

communities by several investigators (Rechinger
 

und Rechinger-?oser 1951, Lavrentiades 1969,
 

Litav and Orhan 1'71).it is likely that climatic
 

climaxes exist in restricted areas for the othcr
 
subtypes too.
 

However, the present broad distribution
 

of phrygana communities is the result of man's
 

activities since Neolithic times. P.fruticosa
 

communities have been characterized as pyro

zootic climaxes, namely vegetation types whose 

presence is based on recurring wildfires and
 

overgrazing, especially by sheep (Papanastasis
 

1976). This characterization may be extented
 

to other phrygana subtypes too; it means that 

if fires and overgrazing are excluded phrygana
 

communities may be phased out in several 
areas 

and replaced by more advanced plant communities 

such as shrublands or even frests. 
Although total fire exclusion has been
 

the official fire policy in Greece for many 

years now (see also L..l.iace;' piper in this 

Symposium),it never worked in phrygana communi-

ties.This is because shepherds are convinced
 

that fire is the only means to increase the
 

grazing capacity of these areas for sheep and
 

make their livin. Therefore ,tetal fire e:ccluaion 

resulted in the violation of the fire laws and
 

thus to the perpetuation of the wildfire regimc. 

On tite other had, complete phasing out 

of phrygana colmnuniti es, as total fire exclusicn 

policy aims to, may not le desirable to all
 

phrygana regions. This is because a considerable
 

part of their distribution :one can be convertcd 

to productive gra ;in' areas by means of rationrl 

fire management.
 
Therefore, excluding fire from the poor
 

sites and using controlled one in tite better
 

Sites coupled with proper gra:,ing management 

appears to be tie only solution to the phrygano
 

communities problem. In doing so, the sheepman
 

of the model on figure 6 must be replaced by
 

the rational operator who will effectively com

bine control led fire and gra:ing to manage 

phrygana areas for r:i:,imum sustained yield.
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ASPECTS OF THE ECOLOGY OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
 

NATURE RESERVE LI; IELATION TO FIRE AND CONSERVATION 1 / 

-
2/
BI.C. Taylor
 

Abstract: The three landscape types in the Reserve
 
are described and the rare species list examined to show that
 
conservation management must ensure survival of the ftllowing
 
endangered or fragile elements: members of typical or
 
endemic families of the Cape flora; seed - regenerating
 
species; and rare habitats. Fire regeneration sIrategies
 
of three taxa are compared to show that fire is an essential
 
tool in such management, both to maintain the Cape fora and
 
to reduce the invasive alien species that are replacing
 
fynbos vegetation.
 

Key words: Rare species, conservation, endemics,
 
fynbos, fire, invasive species.
 

Contrary to the belief still widely held forms: uplands, plateau and coastal shelf.
 
by visitors to our country, Cape Point is not The uplands, built from Table lountain sand
the southernmost tip of the African continent, stones of the Cape geological system, bound
 
That distinction must go to Cape Agulhias, a the Reserve as a broken range of peaks up to
 
low, unimpressive headland 150 km to the east 360 m high along the False Bay coast in the
 
and half i degree further south. Yet the east, and enclose the plateau as a line of
 
austere beauty of Cape Point has been recog- hills (275 m) in the north and as a low
 
nized ever since Francis Drake, four centu- escarpment rim (60 m) parallel with the coast
 
ries ago, proclaimed it "the most stately in the west. The sandstones weather to an
 
thing and the fairest Cape we saw in the acid, nutrient-poor, sandy lithosol. that bears
 
whole circumference of tile earth", typical mountain fynbos vegetation, widespread
 

elsewhere in the southwestern Cape. The
 
A century before, in 1488, Bartholomew central plateau, 60-150 m in altitude, is
 

Dias rounded the Cape unwittingly, for he was roughly triangular in shape, with its base in
 
blown past it, out of sight of land, by a the north and its apex in the south. With
 
great storm. Though liewas obliged to re- outliers it comprises almos L/3 of the area of
 
turn home without completing his mission, he the Reserve. Nearly flat land of this exten4
 
was the first Portuguese navigator to esta- is rare in the mountain systems of the south
blish that a sea route to India was possible; western Cape. The plateau is underlain by
 
and it was probably his King, John II of horizontal sandstone strata which are normally 
Portugal who, recognizing Cape Point as the close to the surface but sometimes covered by 
key to this route, first named it Cabo de a metre or more of fine humic soil. The poor 
Boa Esperanza, the Cape of Good Hope, drainage and variable soil depth, together 

with the strongly seasonal rainfall, have pro-

The nature reserve that bears this name duced varied and extreme edaphic conditions,
 

is 7680 ha (about 30 square miles) in area each with its local specialized "marsh fynbos" 
and forms the final segment of the Cape community such as stream banks, seepage stc.. 
Peninsula. The Reserve has three major land and small seasonal pans.
 

I/ The coastal shelf on the west is usually
 
-/Presented at the Symposium on Environmental less than half a kilometre wide. Its inner
 
Consequences of Fire and Fuel hanagement in zone consists of colluvial sand washed down
 
Mediterranean Ecosystems, Palo Alto, Calif. from the hills into a shallow, moist through
 
Aug. 1-5, 1977. where soil conditions and plant communities
 

may resemble those of the marshy plateau.

!/Officer in Charge, Botanical Research Unit, Seaward of this the littoral is rocky but
 
P.O. Box 471, Stellenbosch 7600, South Africa. several raised beaches of fine marine sand and
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some dunes of varying ages occur. Each of 

these habitats bears variations of littoral 
broad-leaved scrub or dune fynbos communities. 
Other dune complexes, originating at different 
epochs from sandy coves along the east coast, 
;iave been blown northwestward across the 
Reserve by the prevailing southeast: winls of 
summer, and have stabilized and calcified to 
different degrees depending on their age. 
The oldest of the dunes bears a rare and 
specialized calcicole "dwarf dune fynbos". 

The Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve is
 
unusual in having w:ithin its, borders these 
three landc.ip,. types, each with local topo-
graphic variation;, resulting in an array of 
plant cc.unities, some widespread, some rare, 

some intergradin,:, some well defined. Of the 
twenty nget~iti.distinguished the:its in 
Reserve (Ta.lor 1969a), two belong to the 
Broad-leavd scrub Formation which is a sir-
plified, impoverishied form of tie coast 
forests of the Knysna region 500 km to the 
east. They occupy zarcely 3% of the
 
Reserve's extent, being confined to fire-free 

scarps near the coast and a few rock screes 
inland. The remainder of the communities 

belong to the Fynbos Formation, the basic 

vegetation matrix of the southwestern Cape. 
Typical fynbos is a closed, stratified shrub-

land J to I metres tall, with restioid,
 
ericoid and proteoid elements in varying mix-

ture (Taylor 1972, 1977). Though the 
families and many genera characteristic of tue 
Cape flora are found throughout the fynbos, 

the individual species are often narrowly 

limited in distribution. It is therefore 

interesting that many species of the southern 

Cape Peninsula are also found on the coasts and 

mountains of the Cape Hangklip area across 

False Bay (Boucher 1977) but nowhere in 

between. Since the coastal vegetation of the 

Cape Hangklip area is being destroyed by sea-

side development, it is essential that the 

rich flora of the Cape of Good Hope Nature 

Reserve be conserved. 


There is a present known total of 1060 

species of flowering plants and ferns in the 

Reserve, including 21 introductions. Alpha 

diversity is high, up to 83 species of perenially 

recognizable plants - that is, excluding 
annuals 2 and geophytes - having been recorded 
in 50 m samples (Taylor 1969a). While the 
Reserve has not a single rare or endemic verte-

brate, there are at least 39 species of plants 

that are either endemic to it or so rare and 

localized that their exister~e elsewhere is
 
threatened; and with the continuing pressures 

on wild lands in the southwestern Cape, this 

list may soon be lengthened. Flora conser-

vation, not game management, should therefore 


be the major policy aim for the Reserve.
 

These endemic, rare and endangered taxa 
will, in the following discussion, all be 
lumped under the term "rare species". In 
considering proposals for flora conservation 
in the Reserve, rare species and rare communi
ties must receive special attention. To 
illustrate this, I would like to examine some
 
of the attributes of the rare species list as
 
a whole, and some characteristics of a few of
 
the rare species in particular.
 

Classifying the rare species by family 
and tabulating the percentage of rarities 
found in each family in the Reserve gives the 
following result:
 

Bruniaceae 29%
 

Ericaceae 19 
Proteaceae 17 
Restionaceae 14
 

Brassicaceae 9 
Iridaceae 8 
Orchidaceae 7 
Rosaceae 6 
Liliaceae 5 
Mesembryanthemaceae 4 

Fabaceae I
 
Asteraceae <1
 

Top place goes to the Bruniaceae, largest
 
of the families endemic to the Cape Floral
 
Kingdom. Next is a compact group with about
 
15 to 20% of rarities formed by families most
 
typical of and having their greatest diversi
ty in the Cape flora - Ericaceae, Proteaceae
 
(section Proteoideae) and Restionaceae. These
 
are followed by an equally distinct cluster of
 
rarity values ranging from about 5 to 10%,
 
comprising six families well represented both
 
in the Cape and in other South African floras.
 
Lastly, although the great cosmopolitan fami
lies Asteraceae and Fabaceae together comprise
 
18% of the total flora of the Reserve, only
 
about 1% of their species are even doubtfully
 
endangered. Hence, in the Reserve, the per
centage of rare species in each family shows
 
a direct correlation with the restriction of
 
that family to the Cape flora. In conserva
tion management, ther, re, we need to take
 
special care to ensure rvival of members of
 
the families endemic tL typical of the Cape
 
flora.
 

Next, classifying :11,r
rare species by
 
their mode of regenration following fire
 
(table I), it is evident that seed regenerators
 
- those species that are most liable to extinc
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tion if burning occurs too often or at the 

"wrong" season - constitute by far the largest 

category (19 species). Second place goes 
to 

the geophytes, many species of which were 

over-picked for 
the wild flower market before 

the area was reserved in 1939. 


Table 1--Number of rare species on Cape of
 
Good Hope Nature Reserve, (a) by land-

scape types, showing (b) total number of 

rares (R) and those endemic to the 

Reserve (E), in (c) the four fire regene-

ration classes: seed-regenerators (S); 

geophytes (G); rhizome-sprouters (Cr) 

and those that coppice from the base of 

the stem (Cb). 


(a) I(b) (c) 

a are Fire regeneration 


Landscape type [are classes 


c a s-

RCr Cb Tot. 

Plateau 22 9 12 5 5 0 22 
Dune 6 I 3 2 0 6 

Plateau + dune 
Pltaun 

28 I0 15 6 7 0 
Ofor 

28 

Total all habs. 39 12 19 I 7 2 39 


Taking the three landscape types as the 

units of yet another classification (table 1) 

we see that the moist plateau sites harbour 

well over half the rare species of the Reserve 

and no less than three-quarters of those rare 

species that are strictly endemic to the 

Reserve. The number of 
local endemics in an 

area, because they are so restricted, gives 

an indication of the vulnerability of their 

habitat. The number of seed regenerators in 

an area provides a similar measure. 
 Both 

these categories have highest values in the 

moist plateau habitats which comprise a mosaic 

of small, localized and specialized communities, 


In contrast with the plateau habitats, 

those of the calcified dunes, while also highly 

specialized, are simpler and more uniform, 

Occupying less than one-tenth of the Reserve, 

the dunes recur with little variation for at 

least 200 km along the southern Cape coast 
always, however, of limited extent. Despite 

their small area, the dunes of Cape Point have 

a comparatively high 15, of the Reserve's rare 

species but only one strict endemic, 


Thus, together, the uncosmmon, specialized

habitats of plateau and dune, compared with 

the common, widespread mountain habitats, 

harbour the greatest concentration not only of 


rare species as a whole, but also of those,
 
the seed regenerators and endemics, that are
 
measures of the vulnerability of a habitat.
 
These figures emphasize the need to exercise
 
the greatest care in managing especially the
 
rare habitats of 
the Cape of Good Hope Nature
 
Reserve.
 

Careful management implies sound knowledge,
 
and sound knowledge carries the prerequisite
 
of intensive and thorough research. Ideally,

the autecology of each 
rare species, especially
 
seed regenerators, should be adequately known
 
before fire management in its habitat is
 
planned. Regrettably, such information is
 
rarely available. In the Reserve the only
 
autecological study to 
date is an undergraduate

project by Gubb (1976) on Sacnia ddii Bolus
 
(Bruniaceae), a seed regenerator endemic to
 
the Reserve's rocky hills but not 
as yet
 
seriously endangered (see fig. 1). Although
 
in the short time available Gubb's study was
 
inconclusive, certain facts emerged which lend
 

themselves to speculation on the role of fire
 
in regeneration of this species. Firstly, it
fruits over an extended period from late autumn
 
to late spring. The seeds are only viable
 

a short time before they are infected by

fungi. This infection starts while the 
seeds
 

are still in the flower head where fungal
 
spores from the atmosphere are trapped by a
 
sticky exudation of the flowers. Soon after

they fall to the ground practically all seeds
 
are infect d by soil fungi, and there is little
 
or no regeneration in populations that have not
 
been burnt 
for a number of years. If, however,
 
fire occurs during the seeding period, the hard
 
testa is cracked and the seed and soil are both
 
sterilized by the heat of the fire. These
 
sterilized seeds germinate unhindered by fungal 
infection and grow vigorously in the absence
 
of competition. Thus, to maintain the species,
 
fire must occur during the period late autumn
 
to late spring. Such fires are unusual in the
 
southwestern Cape and it is therefore seldom
 
that the right conditions for adequate regenera
tion occur. After the summer fires that are 
more characteristic of our mediterranean-type
 
climate, a marked paucity of regeneration has
 
been observed. The present restriction of
 
A d!! may thus be due to the following
 
circumstances: firstly, ivs seeds 
are viable
 
only for a short time, and its seeding period
 
is out of phase with the normal fire cycle;
 
secondly, since young bushes bear less seed
 
than older ones, the frequent burning that was
 
common before the area was reserved could have
 
reduced the regeneration potential still further.
 

In contrast with S. dodil, which has never
 
been recorded outside the Reserve, are two
 
Leucadendroz species, L. floridzwn R.Br. and
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L. nacowwnzii Phillips. Before the turn of with S. dodii, these Leucadendron species can
the century both species inhabited moist regenerate independently of the burning season;
places scattered through the Cape Peninsula only the burning interval is crucial. They

but both are now confined to small areas in 
 are rare partly because 	they have been too

the Reserve (fig. 1). 
 frequently burnt, but mainly because their
 

lowland habitats have been largely destroyed
 
by man.
 

Even in the Reserve, habitats are still 
being diminished by woodv weeds introduced by 
man from Australia and the Mediterranean during 

CAPE OF GOO HOPE the last 150 years (Taylor 1969b, 1975, Hall
0 NATURE RESERVE and Boucher 1977). T[hese invasive plants now 

present a far graver threat to our flora than 
the past evils of frequent burning and flower
picking combined. In the Cape of Good Hope 
Nature Reserve, .i'o' A.Cunn. ex G. 
Don and .:o "':azt:v: Ait. are invading 
chiefly the rocky, sondy upland areas, A. 
saliuna (Labill.) lendl. and A. 
(Andr.) Willd. the mroliter areas with deeper 
soil. In tiMe, Lhese and other species form 
thickets that suppress and eventually replace 
the naturzal fvnbos. Ten ye!ars ago, invasive 
plants were record.ed at 	 no less than 90% of 

E 	 sample sites distributed systematically 
throughout the Feserve (Taylor 1969a), and 
since then, despite efforts to control it, 
infestation has increased alarmingly both in
 

A 	 density and frequency (Taylor and Fugler in .....
" 
 preparation).
 

0 Slaavia dodii-
" Leucadendron floridum _ Unlike that of most fynbos,ybsAciaedAcacia seed 
O Leucadendron mocowanii is exceptionally long-lived. Year by year,
i Permonent water bodies -huge reserves of viable seed are built up in
 

- Managernetl block boundaries the soil; between 125 and 250 million seeds
 
per hectare have been recoded in the top 10
 

1km ,cm of soil for A. .nd.ZmaA. a'iio'oa re
spectively (S. Milton, pers. comm.). Thus
 
frequent fires, instead rf diminishing the 
invaders, greatly incre-isu their spread, es-

Figure 1--Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve, pecially as Aoz:z,_ z g,riination and ,airvival is 
showing contours at 61 m intervals; major extremely efficient and a.eedlings cutgrowstreams; sites of the three rare speciesdiscussed in the text, and the proposed their indigenous competitor. ,'evertheless,fire can be a means of controlling taiemanagement blocks. Acacias if, after a burn, the seedlings are 

systematically pulled up or cheiaicaiiy treaLed. 
a. r1ac xvt:. retains its 	seeds in a 

serotinous cone until the bush is destroyed; With tis aim, a management plan for the
L. fior-: ze sheds its seeds in April when the Reserve was drawn up in 1974. The total area
first winter rains are soon likely 
to fall was divided into seven blocks (fig. I), five
(Williams 1972). Despite this difference, of which were to be burnt in tle first tenthe seeds of both species retain their via- year cycle - one everybility for at least two 	 or two years - and thethree seasons, and weed regeneration continuously removed.the seed is not destroyed by burning. Indeed, 	 The 

two remaining blocks, already heavily invaded,
the eed buring
detroeds ntb 
 Inded, would be included onl:;regene ra te afte r a f ire eo u hd b n l argi ng ini n the o r b ycycle 
but hardly at all without it. Young plants either 

b o th species 	 free ly e b l o ck ssecond le 
by enlarging the blocrts 	 or by length

may take three years to form the first viable ening tee rotation. In this way the whole 
seed, but a period of at least five years be- Reserve, excluding specially protected sites,

tween fires is needed to ensure a sufficient 
 would be burnt once every ten to fourteen
seed reserve for reasonable regeneration years, whtich was considered long enough to
seed reiserve foresonable regeneionrs 
 ensure that all indigenous species were main(I. William, pers. comm.). Thus in contrast tained while invasive species would be syste
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matically removed.
 

After the second block burn which took
 
place this year, the plan has most unfortunate
ly been discontinued. But fire remains the
 
only practical management tool that, together
 
with weed eradication, can serve to perpetuate
 
our fynbos, control invading species and,
 
in so doing, provide a permanently viable
 
habitat for the animal component of the eco
system. With intensified research, publicity
 
and education one can only hope that this
 
policy will become generally accepted before
 
it is too late.
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THE ROLE OF THE TALL TIMBERS RESEARCH STATION IN
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDY OF FIRE ECOLOGYI/
 

E. V. Komarek2/
 

Abstract: Partial history of the development of the study
 

of fire ecology and the role played by Tall Timbers Research
 

Station in research and education.
 
Key words: Fire, ecology, forest, grassland, prescribed
 

burning.
 

Mr. Chairman and friends: 


hqienDr. Mooney asked me to give the 
banquet address with the title "The Role of 

Tall Timbers Research Station in the 

Development of the Study of Fire Ecology'
 

I quickly accepted for there is nothing 1 


would rather do than talk of Tall Timbers 

and its contributions to ecological
 

understanding. 


The title can be broken down into three 


separate parts. (1) The Role (2) Tall 


Timbers Research Station and (3) The 

Development of the study of fire ecology.
 

Now, the word role has different 

meanings but the most common definition, 
"a part of character performed by an actor 

in a drama," is the one I have chosen. 
Certainly the history and application of
 

fire ecology with its many controversies 
and differences of opinion for at least over 
2000 years can well be considered a drama. 

Also, the word role has gradually been 

changed to r-o-l-1 and some of these 

definitions are: 


1. "To turn over in one's mind" 


"Banquet address presented at the Symposium
 

on Environmental Consequences of Fire and
 

Fuel Management in Mediterranean Ecosystems, 


Palo Alto, Calif. Aug. 1-5, 1977. 


/Executive Secretary, Tall Timbers 
Research
 

Station, Tallahassee, Florida 32303 


"to ponder"
 

I have been turning over in my mind the 

ramifications of fire and its relationship 
to nature and man for nearly 50 years. 

2. "To beat with rapid continuous
 
strokes, as a drum"
 

As chairman of 15 consecutive Tall 
Timbers Fire Ecology Conferences and 

innumerable seminars and c,tures over the 

world,there is no doubt that I have been 
beating the fire drums. 

3. "To gad about, to wander, to roam" 

Many will agree that this fits me quite
 
well as I have studied the impact of fire
 

ecology on six continents.
 

But I particularly enjoyed finding the 

illustration from the poet Dryden "And his 

red eyeballs roll with living fire." I will 
try to live up to )ryden with all the energy 

I can muster in the years ahead. I will try 
to channel this energy for a more widespread 
recognition of the need and acceptance of 

controlled fire in many ecosystems of the 
world. 

"For all the world is a stage
 

and the stage for our drama on the
 
Development of Fire Ecology is the earl 

Tall Timbers Research Station is but the
 

culmination of events of the past, including
 
such fundamental happenings as geology,
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climate, etc., 
that set the stage by

developing an ideal environment for 

experimental studies as well as 
the ancient 

controversy about the place of fire in nature, 

Virgil and Varro, Roman poets, argued about 

the merits of the use of burning crop 

residues in 
20 B.C. Virgil Insisted that it
 was a good practice and now 2000 years later 

his viewpoint has been scientifically 

verified. (Komarek [973) 


To seek truth and understanding in 

diverse opinion on 
fire as "master or servant,"

"evil or good,' "'unmy fri1nd," was in
or 

1958, the underly'ing, reason for the 

establ is;htunt of tLh.Tal! Tl
imbers Research, 

inc. foundatiol. 
 The founders recognized that 

solutions to 
fire problems involved scientific, 

educational, sociologiacal and psychological

understanding if 
good judgment was to rule 

over emotional opinion. 
 Fire management, the 

use of controlled or prescribed burning, is 

based on 
science but in its application it 

becomes an art. 


Fire and Life
 

Fire is a physical-chemical process, 
not 

an 
element, and antedates the evolution of 

life by billions of years. 
 It is a fundamental 

process of the universe, 


Life, however, is a comparatively new 

process on this plaoLmt 
 and may or may not be 

a process of the universe. 
 Fire and life, 

are intermingled, 
for life on earth exists on 

a small band between two fires; the molten 

interior and the celestial fire of the 
sun. 

Without either of which 
life could not exist.
In addition, 
the earth's surface has been 

subjected to 
fires by agents from without and 

within such as vulcaism, friction, spontan-

eous combu;tion, but, above all, 
by lightning, 

the electrical ma tch. 


Unfortuna tely fire has no vocabulary and 

that process from a burnnlg match 
to a 

conflagration is cal led 
FIRE. 


Although we easily recognize fire, it 
becomes a H|erculcal ta:sk to define it, 
particularly In ordinary and non-technical 
language. All fire, from a spark to a rocket 

engine, from a match 
to a lightning bolt are 
chemical and pnhys ical pirocesses and operate
under chemical and plysical laws. 

Definition 


Now, just what is known about fire, 

flame and combustion? Fire 
is the outward 

manifestation of combustion, largely one of 


rapid oxidation observed as 
flames.
 
Unfortunately, many of the processes 
that
 
occur are so complex that scientists cannot
 
explain them and some investigators are
 
beginning to suspect that 
fire nay even be a
 
fourth state of matter - plasma.
 

"There is not a law under which any
 
part of this universe is governed
 
which does not come 
into play, and 
is touched upon in these phenomena."

(Farraday 1847) "Tie 
quantitative description of flames 
is a very recent development, and 
combustion phenomena are 
stil.l less
 
well understood than many nuclear
 
and photosynthetic processes, for
 
example."
 

"Even the simplest flame involves
 
several simultaneous chemical
 
reactions as well 'Isaspects of
 
aerodynamics, head conduction and
 
molecular diffusion." (Fristom and
 
Westenburg 1965) (underlining added)
 

Complexity
 
The processes that take place in a forest
 

or grassland fire are 
infinite in their
 
complexity for rapid oxidation operates on
 
an 
infinite variety of organic materials

with different characteristics, structure,
 
composition and moisture. 
They are also
 
influenced by radiation, convection,
 
conduction, as well 
as differences in
 
flammability, ignition temperatures and
 
meteorological conditions.
 

Fire in nature, whether in shrub, forest,
 
or grassland, 
is not just one individual fire,

but is me'de up of innumerable, individual,
 
different, tiny fires. 
 Like living mat-er
 
where the single celled creature may appear
 
simple but is in fact 
complex, each individual
fire, each organic particle, and I am even
 
tempted to 
say each cell, is an entity within
 
itself and burns at 
its own rate dependent upon
 
its construction and organic matter as well
 as such outside influences as moisture, wind,
 
humidity, etc. 
 These individualistic fires
 
ignite other organic particles and then die.
 
Furthermore, they keep their individuality
 
except where the flames begin to merge and 
mix above the actual organic material that
 
is burning. In fact, 
in some fires this does
 
not occur except well above 
the actual
 
combustion processes and 
in these cases tile 
mixture can then ignite or "flash-over" with
high intensity. This cannot happen to any
 
great degree unless there is enough fuel to
 
raise tile ignition temperature; of this
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mixture of gases, air, particles, etc., to the 


required level, 


The fact that fires are made up of a 


multitude of individual tiny flames makes any 


fire appear to be made up of "cells," and so 

the expression the "living fire" is an apt 

one, even though it is usually only 

recognized by religious or philosophical 

thinkers and poets and writers. 


"The transmission of fire is 

discontinuous, for each flame is 

a new flame, different from the 

one that lighted it." (Alain 1968 

Yet, we scarcely differentiate between 


a spark and a conflagration - from a pine 


torch to a blaz ing building. Mu.cilof the 
turbulent history and controversy about fire 
in nature has been a lack of this understanding. 


PROLOGLE 


Three, four, five or more million years 
ago, a creature appeared on earth that either 
evolved with or moved into a fire environment 

our ancestor, liewas a grassland, not a 
forest creature, as the abundant grassland 

animal bones mixed witil his own fossil remains 

starkly testify. ie hunted ever and sought 
out recent burns caused by natural fires even 
as the baboons of Africa do todAy. Somewhere 
along the line an intelligent anc stor 
learned that hiecould grasp a burn ing branch 
and start his own fire. W.hen this event 
occurred, fire becaiu a -2r: inportant, 
if not his Most important possession, and 
someone had to be put in charge to keep it 

alight because it could only be rekindled 
from another natural fire. This may have 
been the beginning of what we call culture. 

THE "CRADLE OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION" 


As mankind developed and plants and 

animals were domesticated, early man progressed 

from hunter-gatherer, to shepherd or farmer, 


The combination of domestic cereals, 
grasses such as barley, wheat, rye, oats, 
millet, along with grassland animal products 
produced sufficient food not only for 
himself and his family but for many others. 

First villages, then cities developed 
both symbiotic and parasitic upon the grazer 
and peasant cultivator, 

Grasses and grass-like plants require 

considerable sunshine and herds in the open 

oak and pine Mediterranean parklands of the 

region and the farmland increased. As the 


cities grew, trade and other industrial types 
of development such as smelting, mining, etc.,
 
increased and a greater need for forest timbers
 

developed. Up to this tLime toe forests,
 
particularly if they were dense, had little
 
value to man and he destroyed them whenever
 
he needed to make mor, grazing or farmland,
 
with fire as his major tool. let us not
 
forget that he had to be an applied fire
 

ecologist for he had to Pat. The Party people 
of that time, shepherds, and farmers, were
 
certainly "fire-selected'' as much as the 
grassland plants upon which they depended for 
food.
 

With the deveIolim nt of the Iron Age, 
need developed in smlting andfor charcoal ne 
construction and the forest.s became denuded. 
With deforestation by timberin.g, came fire, 
and the shepherd expanded his range. The 
trees brought him no food but the timber 
income to the cities. And it appears to me
 

that about this t i::e argument; must have 
developed between those who believed in 

burning and those who did not.
 

EXPLORAfION BY SPANISl ANI) ORTUGESE 
IN TFE AMERICAS 

When tlie Spanishliand I'ortugese 
conquistadores clame to the New World they 
found vast ,o] itids in South and Central 
America, and the southern part of the United 
States, most of which were sparsely 
inhabitated by man and with few native grazing 
animals. The conqui.stadores differed from 
other explorers for they came primarily for 

the Cross and for gold. Above aill, however, 
they merged some of their culture wih that 
of the local peoples instead of destroying 
the natives. 

Most of the conquistadores came from a
 
small area in Spain, Estremadura, a region 

where sheep, cattle and goats were a major 
source of livelihood and most importantly
 
they came from a region where fire had been 
used as a tool for grazing for a long time 
and still is. The Spaniardls, accnstomed to 

burning in their native lands, did little to 
hinder a similar custom of the Indians and 
probably assisted them as they had no bias 
against fire. 

Along with the conquistadores came 
Franciscan friars. The southeastern Indians 
were agricultural people and when DIeSoto 
came to Tal lahassee (an Indian word meaning 
"old fiulds") he found fields six miles in 
extenI in the region and it became a major 
food production area or "bread basket" for 
the Spanish empire In the New World. Here 
again, there was no apparent bias by the 
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Spanish against fire so 
the old Indian custom 

of burning prevailed, aided perhaps by the
 
Spanish friars. 


CENTRAL EUROPEAN COLONIZATION 

OF TIE NEW WORLD 


The major purpose of tme explorers on 
the eastern seaboard of the United States, 
first Dutch, then 3ritish, French and German, 
etc., was for the development of additional 
colonies. 'Rhe settlements were not the type
where the newcomers merged with the native 
Indian peoples. They introduced into the 
region a typically central Luropean culture 
accompanied by towns or vill ages, and a 
kind of farming that 
very closely resembled 

that of th homeland. They sought out tihe 
broad-leaved trees such as oaks, to clear-cut 
for their farming ventures. Livestock was 
not allowed to range as freely as permitted
by the Spanisl. ltihoug he use of fire 
was connon in the homelendl for sheep grazing 
on heaths, most of the natural grasslands 

in Europe had been ch,ged into highly 

cultivated meadows. In filet, those people 

had no true word fo r ''grassl and,' "plains," 
or "prairie." lhu; when l.ong Island, New 

York was first s'r.t led the 
 rolling grasslands 
were called "Khus a td, moor-like Downs." 

Furtheriore, when the Dutch first 

settled New Amsterdam,their agreement with 

Indians on October a, 1665, said: 


"Indians are not to set fire ta 
the grass before the moPLK "ifMarch 
without consent of the town." 
(Taylor 1923) 

Forty-five years later the settlers had cut

down most of the local forest. Wood was in 

short supply and we vote till following: 


"It now btucomes necessary to 
provide against the frequent fires 
which were found more destructive 
and in 1710 the trustees were 
authorized to tlecal l out inlha-
bitants to assist in extinguishing 
thm." (Taylor 1923) 

It must also be remembered tlhat tile
villages were all made of wood. in designing
wooden lhouses man had developed one of tile 
most flammable types of fire systems  one 
that not olly in this cottltry but In many 
parts of Europe was tle major cause of 
entire villages, and even c[ties being 

burned on a more or less regular basis. 
This constant burning down of cities in 
central Europe also developed an honest 

fear and bias of all fires.
 

Thus, the final interpretation of fires
 
has had two 
somewhat different historical
 
developments: 
 one, based in central Europe
 
on the destruction of forests by fire, many
 
times after lumber operations when more fuel
 
was allowed to accumulate than nature ever
 
intended, as well as the destruction of
 
villages and cities. The othr, based on 
 the 
need for burning for both the grazing of 
livestock and for farm purposes in the
 
Mediterranean basin. The latter 
led to the 
long continuation of annual or nearly annual
 
burning for livestock in the Tall Timbers 
region and the southern states long after it 
had been prohibited in the North.
 

THE TALLAHASSEE "RED IIILL" REGION
 
OF NORTH FLORIDA
 

Although Tall Timbers Research Station 
was established in 195H in the "Red Hill"
 
country of tharth Florid", its genesis
 
occurred at a very early 
date. Institutions, 
if they are to evolve and ,nderstand the 
world around them, must have a congenial
climate, a satisfactory euvironment, and a 
proper habitat to succeed. So our beginning 
at Tall Timbers taken place properly a long 
time ago - some bbmill ion years ago when

the North American continent had a tropical
 
climate and environment. It was then splil
in two; Into eastern and western sections by
 
a "seaway 
 exLending more than 6,000 kilometers
in a north-south direction and 1500 kilometers 
from the Rocky Mountains almost to the
 
Mississippi River" and the waters of the Gulf
 
of Mexico were mixed with those of the 
 Arctic 
Oceqn.
 

At the beginning of the Tertiary period 
most of this seaway became dry land again and 
was one of the world's largest grasslands,

extending from Canada to northern Mexico, 
and extended eastward along the coastal plain 
of the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean 
as 
far north as New York State. This grass
land has remained in time Southeast to the 
present day under the filtering light of 
Southeastern pines except where disturbed 
by the activities of man. 

Much later, glacial ice covered most of 
the northern part of tle North American 
continent except for some pathways. This 
forced both flora and fauna suathward into 
the Southeast as well as into the Southwest 
and Mexico. Thus, the Southeast became a 
refugium for many plants and animals 
including the prairie plants and earthworms. 
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Deep in the Coastal Plain of southeastern 

United States, among the Tallahassee Red Hills, 
about 100 meters or so in height and within 
60 kilometers of the Gulf of Mex ico, lies 
Tall Timbers Research Station. 

In these pine savannas there are three 

major sources of fuel. One is the grassland 

that underlies either the pine or the open 
hardwood forest. The second is the pine 
needles themselvyes. A third, although only 
in certain ari.is And only prevAi eat in tihe 
absence of fire, are certain brush species 
that are highly lammarble. In addition, 
it is a region of considerable lightning. 
Therefore, with good soils, and stbtropical 
climate, a plant succecssion that is 
ex-remclv rapid ocIrs so that experiments 
can be established ,nd results seen in a 

very short ti e. hcrc fire is prohibited 
this grassland or savdnna is turned into a 
bushland or a .voun; treeland shortly 
within four 'ears. 

This, then, is the habitat of Tall 
Timbers. 

COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY INVESTIGATION 

Timber in Tall Timbers region was clear-
cut and the land was intensively fanned 

before the Civil War. The War destroyed a 
centralized agriculture and replaced it with 
scattered patches of farm land of about 100 
hectares each intermingled with land that 
was allowed to revert back to forecst lands 
whici wereib-urned ainualIlv for grazing of 
livestock and other purposes,. This pattern 
of annually burried open pine woods interspersed 
witih small fields of corn and otiher crops 
becamre famous as quail hunting country. 
As long ;' the share ,roper s-ctem, remained 
with its hirhly di'e.rsified pattern of 
agriculture, small tr ,nt unbering aind 
annually burned open land, the re ion 
maintained a satisfactory quail population. 

However, in 1920 a new factor entered 
into the picture. Fiorida, along with other 
southeastern Stat s and the federal 
government, was qli te concerned with the 

extensive cutting of Ameirica's fore., ts and 
an intensive campaign wan t;tarted to re-
establi i timber beck on tir land. A great 
evil was then said to be firt. By 1923 that 
program: was so successful in the Thoasville-
Tall aha, ssee reqion that the flrmer y open 
pinclands became brush-choked and the quail 
population dra;tically decreased. This 
alarmed the plantation people, so a meeting 
was held and it was agreed to finance a 
scientific investigation to determine why 
quail populations htad decreased.(Komarek 1977). 

That meeting led to establishment of the 
Cooperative Quail Study Investigation, 1924
1928, headed by Herbert I. Stoddard. 

Stoddard, who had spent part of his 

boyhood in central Florida, not too far from 
Orlando, grew up where annual burning of the 

pine woodlands was tLit custom for cattle 
grazing and he also learned to trap quail for 

food. Thus, at a very early age in his life 

he came to understand fire much an shepherds 
and farmers do in other part; of the world. 
Within his first ,,: r in the Thoiia;ville-
Tallahassee rc ion h sent a reprt (1925) to 
the members, that he t hought that lack of fire 

might be the key to teiti ,rtage of Bobwhite. 
Stoddard finished lli incvesti gation four years 

later which confirmed his oriinal observation. 

The quail population come ck rather 

miraculously and Stoddaru betcamto known as 
'"The Wizard." With the publ ication of his 
famous book L.hiQu It; llabjts,Q til, 
Preservation Aid increc c, 1931 , game 

management or wi ldl ife -mana--emet as we now 

know it, really egait. He wa; the first 
individual to demons;trate sc,cientifically that 

the wildlife on a tract of land was actually 
a crop of tIe lind whlo, populatiot could be 

manipulated by the practices onrthat land. 
He also pointed out inrhi; book: 

. 

"Fire may well be the post important 
singlefac tor in-_det e0inmin Lwhat 
animal and veoiet ble lift will thrive 
in nan, areas. (Stodda rd 1941) 
(Underlining ,radded) 

COOPERAlIVE qIAIL. SIUDY ASSOCIATION 

After the corclus-ion or the Cooperative 
Quail Study Investigt tion, Henry L.. Beadei, 
owner of Tall Timbers Plantatiou and donor 
to that investi gation, suggested the 
organization of the' Cooperative i)tail Study 
Association, 1932, whichtbecaie;t a consulting 
research .,ervice icrnah' iniageient to 

plantation o'wneri a; well as to pub lie agencies. 

Henry L. l'cadel wa; Secretary, Stiudddrd was 
Director, and I came into the organizatlon as 
Stoddard's assisticnt Ott lui,' 1, 1934. 

From 1931 to 1943., the Asso ciation worked 
on or wts consulted on, over 1011 plintations 
of about If,000 acre each, ;cattered frot 
North Carolira to Arkansas, as well as with 
several government A;gencies. Throughout the 

Associtation fire and I tst; Isuwi ldlife, 
forestry and rtgrictlLur were of primary 

importance. Stoddard and I were known as 
"quail doctors" and one does not utsually call 
in a doctor unless one it; tIck. And so it 
was with hunting plantations. In well over 
75% of the plantations we worked with, 
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fire exclusion was 
the principle factor 

declining quail abundance. The other 25% 

for 
or 


so was because of improper forestry operations 

or improper distribution of agriculture, 


On April 15, 
1943 the Association was 

disbanded. 
 One reason for 
its demise was the
fact that 
certain foreutry and agricultural 

practices were developing at a rapid rate 

which were detrimental not 
only to quail but
to much other desirable soutLheastern wildlife. 
It was felt that more impact could be 
brought to bear on these practice; if 

Stoddard and I 
 b0came active privately in 
forestry and farm 
Iangument . Thus, Hl.L. 

Stoddard bcame a rigist.t red forester and 

wildlife cons;ultanUt, 
 in hich :lcapacity he 

remainedt until he died. I iecame deeply
involved in agriculturI and wildlife also 

as a private consul tant. 


At tLhe end of the quail investigation

Stoddard was giwen 
a 1,O00 acre property
which 
is now known as;Sherwood Plantation. 

In 1938 we (the Konareks;) acquired 565 acres,

Birdsong, adjoininy, Sherwood on 
tile south,

Both properties ar. not far 
from Tall Timbers 

I'lantLation. Thus, for many years Stoddard 

and the KomarLk; were able 
to do considerable 

burning annual 
 oil tltlir priperties at 
various times of th, ear, e:.;ptrimentally as 

well as for iIailage t pllurpo;ses;. However, 

a much larger area wias5
rtally needed to test
out ideas and tLheoris that had developed 


over the years. 


THlE GRE'NWO) PROJECT 


In 1943 we were given that opportunity

when my brother Roy and I 
were asked to take 

over 
the management tf Greenwood Plantation 

(John Hay Ri it ney, owner), with instructions 

to "do something with the 
property to 

henef tcsouttht.rn agriculture," to develop 

Greenwood'.s forests 
-long tilt lines 

originally dic;tutsed 
 by Stoddard and todevelop game and other 
rtcourcts along lines 

mentiolned 
iiUOir ;tope,rative Quail Study
Association reports. 

Stoddard was 
 'otnsultant 

forestry and game. 


rt tI it c in 
In t- ,vc p' n! ;i 


the agriclul tllrl 1 poteilt ial , (, "l'.tod ttamed 
up with tilt U. S. lDepartment of I,i ltr,
the (;teorgi Coalsta I'l a lls Exptrualt Station,
and tilth lorilda Experimtelnt Station. This 
cooperativ actioll rl ;tlLtd in tiii developmeit of tilt first really successful ;otlthern
hybrid corn (maize) aid the iog inning of the 

southiern corn belt an. 
,such. All of this 

agricultural development was blended into a 

modern program of quail management, 
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Thus, on 18,000 acres we had an
 
opportunity to 
test ideas in connection with
 
fire ecology that we 
had been thinking about
 
a long time, not only for quail and wildlife
 
management but for 
forestry and agricultural
 
purposes as well.
 

A DREAM BECOMES A REALITY -

TALL TIMBERS RESEARCHt, INC.
 

For over 25 years a Sunday morning

informal meeting had developed in front of my

wife Betty's bird watching window at Birdsong.

At these meetings the 
idea of a wildlife 
experiment station wans 
discussed among those
 
scientists and interested laymen who came 
that
 
way for the coffee hour. 
 Henry L. Beadel was
 
a frequent member of 
this "coffee klatch."'
 
Stoddard had pointed out 
in his "Bobwhite
 
Quail" that fire and the 
effects of burning 
-


''. . . present a complex problem, 
one 
that would require years of
 
careful research on the part of the
 
personnel of 
a well equipped 
experiment stati ,n to work. Such 
research is 2reatly needed and should 
be carried on, for 
fir, may welt be 
the most important single factor in 
determining what an imal and 
vegetable life will thrive in many
 
years." (Stoddard 1931)
 

We had long since realized that 

individually we were not. progressing very

rapidly In 
trying to c'hange opinions of
 
foresters and bureau 
raLti: policies inrelation to tile s- of fire in land management.
If we had been 
forced to stop all burning, and
I was threatened by arrest for burning a
 
client's land in 1938, not only would the
 
quail, a grassland bird, 
but other desirable
 
wildlife would have virtually disappeared.

(Komarek 1973; also 
see Biswell 1977, this
 
symposium)
 

On the organizational night of March 15,
8
 a , what had begun as a vision became a
 
reality. 
 Vital and central to that reality
 
was the establishment of 
an ecological
experimental station. 
The purpose of the
 
foundation was 
-

"a quest 
for ecological understanding'
 

not only in fire ecology, but 

"its aim has been to combine the 
study of natural history and ecology
(which was once known as 'scientific
 
natural history') with science
 
education and healthy doses of
 

'historical ecology'." (Komarek 
1977)
 

http:souttht.rn


The founders recognized the absolute We recognized that if we were to meet our 

necessity of developing public and scientific Charter's goals in relation to fire ecology 

interest through long-term experiments, 
research, and demonstrations. This meant a "to instruct thepyblic an subjects 
research institution so well structured and of useful to the individual and 

such permanence and continuity that experiments beneficial to the community"
 

lasting a century or more could be undertaken
 
and brought to fruition, and where no subject we would have to sa ilich the woriu for these
 

of investigation was taboo in and of itself. isolated individua ls nt, rOsLed in fire ecology,
 
There is real danger that the work of bring them together informally if possible,
 

closely controlled govern!Iental (or even and then pub 1ish results of their studies, for
 

comimercial) rcsearch institutions will tend our Charter also charges t:
 

to reflect policy at best - and politics at
 
worst - instead of objective study. "oouhlishajd l3!et rtuite to the
 

Tie history of fir, ecology and its informationa:i'ired of s_;uch research, 
rela t ionsh ips to tii ecol ogy of plants and ients, _rjler sltld.. 

animals as well as man shows the danger of 

such a situation. For example, a governmental We had also recognized that a large part 

agency so dominated the research field of of the difficulty about fire was due In great 

fire ecology in be Lh government and academic measure to the fact tiat tie procest; of thought 

worlds that there was an ove-rwhielning need by mankind on inV . ,ubject wh,-ther it be fire, 

for a book to be written entitled "Fire and religion, soiunce , philosophy, or on soo ial 

Water: Scientific ieresy in the Forest or psychological p'rollc::s, is exatImevly 

Service" (Schiff 1962) in which tiLe dangers varied. However, thle proces.ses of Lhinking 

and effects of such dominance were clearly can be characterized by two bas:ic vioewl)oints, 

pointed out. (see also Komarek 1973) deductive and ind'.oLtive reaesoingi p. If we were 

The present pestieide controversies also serve to succeed we halt to b1r inug those approachestwo 

to point up the lack of independent, privately together.
 
organized, vet public, non-gcvernmental
 
biological research organizations. DEDUCTIVE ANI) INU)llI\IVE REASON I:t;
 

THE ROLE Mankind's th ink ing prcessos arc very 

complex and divere but two kinds of r, asonilug 

The greatest role, in my opinion, that are most evident, not only in ordinary life 

Tall Timbers has played in the development but among scientists, eve"i ecolo istes. 
of fire ecology has been educational, due to 

our Fire Ecology Conferences and Proceedings, 1. Inductiv- reasenin,. This can be 

the visitors -argely aalong with constant stream of explained as working' from particular 

to the Station, and witi the fire research case to a general principlt. As an eximple, 

accumulated by its four prcdece.ssor the devastation of a forest by fire connotes 

organizations beginning in 1924, all of which that all fire is destructive; a principal 

had been privately. fminanced. (Komarek 1977) idea that came out of central Europe. 

My associates and I had long ago realized 2. Dedic LiVt- reaso i0nc. f his Is the 

that the studies, discussions, and controver- drawing of a specific t Insion from general 

sies in fire as a whole appearcd to he running principles. This is the reasoning most 

on separate parallel tracks witiout any shepherds, farmers and those cloate to the land 

switches to merge their viewpoints. There largely use. Both tie shepherd and tlie peasant, 

appeared to be no communications either in non-mechanized farmer, spnd many hiurs on the 

the practice of fire management or in land with their anim;als and crop, so they 

scientific fire studies. Also the individual have unlimited opptunitieq to observe, to 

investigators who realized that fire was an ponder, and to revs lvt in th-ir mind; upon 

ecological factor were scattered all over the influence of fire on forage and animals. 
world. They were individuals lost in the 
annual meetings of scientific societies such Throughout the history of fire ecology 

as Forestry, Ecology, Range Management, and these two types of reasoninig have clashed and 

conservation agencies as well. University much of our controversy ilnthe past and lack 

research scarcely recognized there was any of development in fire ecology can le traced 

ecological value in fire or that there was a to these differences of opinion. Each side 

fire ecology in 1958. of the contest draws upon, enlarges, and in
 
many cases disregards the truth in each other's 

field, to win his argument. However, the 
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foresters and associated conservation people 

were 
from the very start more organized, better 

missionaries, if you will, and because the 
use 

of forests was 
 primarily for commercial 

development, funds were more readily available. 

It is difficult to organize farmers or 

shepherds anywhere in the world. Much of the 
difficulty was that 

"Woodland and grassland stand opposedto one another like two equally 
powerful but hostile nations, which 
in the course of time have 
repeatedly fought against one 
another for the dominion over the 
soil." (Schimper 1903) 

and that the connotation by central European
foresters as to the importance of forests 

had pervaded the public mind that
so they had 
forgotten the sustenance of the world is inits grass cover and the animals that eat it,

not in its forests, 


"t consider grassland, as is
trequently done, as the sign of a 
'bad climate,' as an evidence of 

poverty in Nature, as a transitionbetween forest and desert, is at 
best comprehensible from a forester's 
point of view, but is neither 
scientifically nor practically 

Justifiable." (Schimper 1903) 


In 1926, E. A. (reswell, Forester of the

Indian Forest Service in India wrote: 


statteIets. . . by writers. . . 
have forced me to the conclIusion 
that our man:gemnc nt has hitherto 
been based on pussyfoot principles. 
Excessive Indultgcnce in alcohol is 
no argument for total prohibition. 
The same applee to fi cc :iti grazing 
and perhaps othcr nitAural phenomena 
to which our for'es;ts have been 
subjected for centurits. We talk 
glibly abou: following itLttur2 andforget that the atunre we are 
visualizlng my b, an European nature 
inherited from our training. . . 
We, there fore, intuitively welcome 
the proof provided by the few cases 
in which they are so and by induc-
tive reasonitg arrive generalat
conclusions which may be incorrect 
if not dangerous." 

As recently as 1959, the late John T.Curtis, Plant Ecology Laboratory of the 
University of Wisconsin, wrote that the 
prairies and savannas that of state 

". .
 have become victims of the
 
bureaucratic dictum, that since most
 
forest fires are 
the source of
 
economic loss, therefore all fires
 
are bad and must be prevented at any
 
cost. 
This dogma has been supported

by such an intensive propaganda 
campaign that there is danger of 
its being accepted as truth." 

Likewise, this philosophy had, because 
of this European tradition on the importance
of forest growth, impregnated much of the 
plant ecological and phytogeographic 
classifications so that these, with few
 
exceptions, had little regard for fire 
as an 
ecological factor. Throughout much of thisclassification of plant communities fire has 
been considered purely humana artifact.
 
Even Braun-Blanquet (1932) considered:
 

"Fire. - The most remorseless associate 
of man in the destruction of native 
vegetation is fire."
 

I am reminded of a statement by Bews
 
(1931) in "The Ecological Viewpoint:"
 

"The whole trend of modern science 
is inevitably towards a more and 
and more detailed analysis of 
natural phenomena. The fascination 
of taking things to pieces makes a 
very strong appeal to us from
childhood onwards. Mere analysis, 
however, is comparatively easy, and, 
on the whole, not of the highest
importance, unless it leads on, as 
it should to further synthesis. 
Moreover, the soynthetic process 
should not be confined to concrete 
forms or structures. Science if it 
is to show real progress, must deal 
with general principles rtendencies, 
or in other words it must invade 
the realms of philosophy. (Bews
1931 - underlining added) 

Although this was written 46 years ago
it Is essentially true today and in some 
circles is accentuated by the use of 
calculators, computers and mathematical 
designs as if ge were dealing with non-living
 
materials. 

In a recent issue (March 1977) in the 
Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America, 
is the following conunent: 

". • • And I recall a remark made, 
too many years ago when we were made 
grad students, by a recent president 
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of ESA to the effect that perhaps 

we would learn as much or more if 

we sat on a stump and just contem-

plated our surroundings instead of 

madly measuring and recording data." 


as much
that ecology is 

"My point is 


a way of looking at__thinjis as it is 

a bo~d of scientific data that in 

effect it is in lpart an art and 

therefore intuitive." (Whitford 1977) 

(underlining added) 


This then, was the background when we 

organizcd in 1958. We had assembled and 

accumulated much information on fire ecology 

and controlled burning from the previous 

four organizations. This had been gathered 

by both deductive as well as inductive 

reasoning. During those 34 years we had seen
 
the need for long term experiments. 


Tall Timbers Research Station in
 
1966 with the avowed purpose of
 
protecting it from fire for over
 
100 years. This orea was marked off
 
into 48 conerminous plots measuring

30 by 60 meters." (Komarek 1977) 

In addition, ongoing experiments are
 
being conducted on the fire relationships of
 
several species of birds, mammals, reptiles,
 
amphibians and invertebrates such as beetles,
 
ants, snails, and earthworms, as well as varioua
 
species of plants. An in depth study on the
 
fire relationships of the fungi of the region
 
is in its fourth year. In addition to our
 
staff studies, these and other regularly burned
 
or unburned areas are being utilized more and
 
more intensively by investigators from other
 
institutions and agencies.
 

FIRE ECOLOGY CONFERENCES
 

FIRE RESEARCH 


As soon as the Station was organized, 

plans were made for 

"Long-term or "Classical" 

Experiments or Studies. it was 

recognized before the inception of 

the foundation that experiments or 

studies extending over a long period 

of time were vital to the under-

standing of the ecclogy of north 

Florida, south Georgia and south
 
Alabama (the Tall Timbers "region"). 

It was felt that the effect of 

disturbance by man or nature 

(including fire) could not be 

perceived except over many years." 

(Komarek 1977) 


The Stoddard Fire Ecology Plots
 
consisting 

"of squared 84 half-acre plots 

laid out in 1959 by Herbert L. 

Stoddard, on what are now the 

station grounds. These were set 

up to study the effects of controlled 

burning over varying intervals, 

ranging from annual burning to 

burning every 75 years. Plots to 

show total fire exclusion were 

also included." (Komarek 1977) 


A large additional plot was established, 

the Fire Ecology Study NB66 . This was set
 
up: 


"To determine what actually happens

during plant succession on upland
sites, a 22-acre area was set aside on 


We started out these conferences with
 

individuals concerned with fire problems here
 
in the Southeast and for the first time the term
 
"fire ecology" was used. I note that at that
 

first conference we had botanists, fcresters
 
from both Federal and State forest services,
 
including the Assistant Regional Director of the
 
U. S. Forest Service, wildlife biologists,
 
forest researchers, wildlife managers, an
 
anthropologist, and even a retired architect.
 
The attendance included representatives of
 
many agencies as well as private individuals.
 

The conference exceeded our expectations
 
and the demand for the Proceedings grew to such
 
an extent that soon they were being published
 
in editions of over 5,000 copies. The 14th
 
Proceedings was published in 6,500 copies.
 
Today all but the later Proceedings are out of
 

print.
 

At the 15 conferences over 400 authors
 

have given 285 titles totaliog 4,918 pages.
Our Proceedings started out with only 186 pages
 
and 15 speakers. The joint conference with
 
the Intermountain Fire Research Council at
 
Missoula, Montana went to 675 pages with 42
 
speakers. Most of the confcrences have been
 
held at Tallahassee but whenever we felt it
 
necessary to stimulate fire ecology, we held
 
them elsewhere. The first meeting away from
 
home was held at tloberg, California. The next
 
was held in New Brunswlck, Canada; the third
 

at Lubbock, Texas; the fourth at Missoula,
 
Montana, and the fifth In Portland, Oregon.
 

We focused on certain regions, for the
 

old refrain in the early years was - "it works
 
here in the South but it won't do so in other
regions." Some of these regions have already
 
been mentioned above but in addition we
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focused one meeting on Africa and another on 

Europe. 


The 15th conference was the last regular

conference, for by this time we had felt we 

had accomplished our objective which was 
to
stimulate fire ecology and 
fire management.

There is so much investigation in fire being

conducted in 
the United States today by various 

governmental agencies as well as universities 

and conservation groups that we can no longer
keep up to date with the many studies going on.
In addition, there have been a large number of 
symposia, workshops, and meetings. 
 In the 

past 12 months there have been important fire 
ecology and fire management meetings in 
Atlanta, Georgia; Anchorage, Alaska; Freiberg,

Germany) and St. 
Maximin, France. 


TASK FORCE 

In addition to 
the conference Proceedings, 

a "Task Force" was established to 
look into 

the fire problems of the ponderosa pine in the 

Southwest. 
This task force consisted ofDr. Harold Bisweil, Harold Weaver, Dr. Richard 
Vogl, Harry Kallandur, and Roy Komarek. Their 

report was our Miscellaneous Publication No. 2,
which has been in great demand and has had to 
be reprinted twice, because of demand by 

forest and park agencies.
 

THE CONTINUING ROLE OF TALL T"IMBERS 

It is with considerable surprise that we 
find only a small amount of prescribed or

controlled burning I)wing conducted in 

California and 
 other western National Forests,

National 
 Parks, and other wildland managing

agencies. This 's particularly in contrast to 

the southern region where tLhe 
 U. S. ForestService had a week long workshop largely for 

its own southern personnel. It was pointed

out that at 
 that time 2 1/2 million acres are 

being prescribed burned annually 
and that thegoal in the southern region should be 
10,000,000 acres annually. 


The Missoula -
 Tall Timbers Fire Ecology

Conference 
-as held jointly with the Fire and 

Land Management Symposium of the Intermountain 
Research Council and was 
published by Tall 

Timbers as its 14th Proceeding. Ilithat
proceeding 
is the following statement from 

Henry 1. DeBruin in his paper on "From Fire 

Control to Fire Management, A Major Policy

Change in the Forest Service." 


"Fire management is change: 
 It is 

in concept, a cL.ange in policy, and 

a change in action. The Forest 

Service is changing. . . We are 

changing from FIRE CONTROL, a 


simplistic approach easily
 
communicated and understood, to FIRE
 
MANAGEMENT. 
. . a complex
scientific approach, 
not so easily

communicated or understood."
 

Apparently, this policy has not filtered
 
chrough to the supervisors and their assistants
 
in the western states, particularly California.
 
Perhaps it is also not understood.
 

During the past 
two weeks while this

symposium was being conducted, we have witnessed 
a steady stream of uncontrolled wildfires in
 
California ignited by lightning, but caused
 
by allowing sucl, heavy fuel loads to
 
accumulate. 
 When asked why such fires are not
controlled, forest service personnel made the 
followlmig remarks 
to a news reporter in

describing the intensity of the fire:
 

"One acre of that fucl 
- brush and
 
oak trees 
- is like 6,000 gallons
 
of gasoline." (Alexander 1977)
 

"To put it more strongly, 1,000 acres
 
is equivalent to the bomb they
 
dropped on Hiroshima. That's a lot
 
of powrL, when you're talking about
 
50,000 acres." (Alexander 1977)
 

Thus, the natural question is to ask WHY.
Why has such hazardous flammable fuel been 
allowed to 
develop when the scientific
expertise as w, 11 as the art of pr.!scribed 
burning is 
available in California today.

Forest, watersheds, wildlife values, 
etc. are
 
being destroyed not by fire but by the lack
 
of what Mr. DeBruin has called "Fire
 
Management."
 

Chief John R. McGuire in his paper at the 
Miscoitla conference titled his paper "Fire
 
as a Force in Land Use Planning" and said:
 

". • . Fire is one component of
 
total forest ecology. . .
 

. . . Fire management cannot be 
separated from total forest manage
ment . . . We must now anticipate
 
change, and plan for change 
. . .
 

There concepts of policy change and fire
 
management which include 
 the use of
 
prescribed fire apparently have not reached
 
California. Because of this the TASK FORCE,
 
with Dr. Biswell as chairman, that did such
a splendid job in 1972 has been reinstated
 
and will up-date the publication on Ponderosa
 
Pine Management, and seek to learn why

prescribed burning is not now being practiced

in California, as a protection against
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wildfire. Their scope will be enlarged to 

include such areas as those dominated by
 
mixed forest of Ponderosa Pine, Sugar Pine 

and its associates as well as the progress 

in the protection of the Sequoia. The Task 

Force will have an additional sub-section 

on the management and the use of prescribed
 
'urning in chapparal. 


And, finally, because of the inability 

of the forest fire control forces to control
 
wildfire in wildlands largely due to the 

fact that fire prevention, the use of 

prescribed fire, has not been used (except 


in some areas to remove the residue from 

lumber operations and very meagerly to 


remove hazardous fuel accumulations) we must
 
take further action. For 43 years, 20 years 

of which I have been Executive Secretary 

of Tall Timbers Research Station, I have 


learned to my sorrow that neither science 

nor education can resolve the fire problem 

in California, Arizona and other western
 
states. The only other course is political 


action and alerting conservation and 

environmental agencies to this problem. 
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